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deployment complemented the traditional wireless topics.
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MAC Protocols and Mobility Management for
Real-time Applications Using Wireless Sensor
Networks
Muhsin Atto and Chris Guy
University of Reading, Reading, United Kingdom
{kp003919, c.g.guy}@reading.ac.uk

Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks detect events using
one or more sensors, then collect data from detected events
using these sensors. This data is aggregated and forwarded
to a base station (sink) through wireless communication to
provide the required operations. Different kinds of MAC
and routing protocols are needed for WSN in order to
guarantee data delivery from the source nodes to the sink.
GinMAC has been simulated for real-time applications,
where energy saving, delay and reliability need to be
considered. A Mobility module for GinMAC has been
implemented. It has been showed that GinMAC can be
applied for real-time applications in both mobile and
static scenarios. However, further improvements of its
performance are needed. Some future plans to investigate
this are given at the end of this paper.
Keywords−WSN; Real-time Applications; GinMAC; Mobility; Castalia.
I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs) detect events using one
or more sensors, then collect data from detected events using
these sensors. This data is aggregated and forwarded to a
base station (sink) through wireless communication to provide
the required operations. There are a lot of challenges that
need to be considered before designing protocols for WSNs.
Different kinds of Medium Access Control (MAC) and routing
protocols need to be designed for WSN in order to guarantee
data delivery from the source nodes to the sink in different
applications.
The initial applications supported by WSNs were mostly in
environment monitoring, such as temperature monitoring for
a specific area, house alarms, and so on. The main objectives
in such applications only involved simple data processing.
Energy consumption needed to be considered for specific
applications, so little attention was taken on data delivery and
reliability related issues such as in [1][2][3].
WSNs have been extended and their design have been advanced to support more hard design and complex applications,
such as security, military, fire detection and health care related
applications. In these applications, data delivery and reliability
must be taken as important parameters in addition to energy
efficiency, because data must be collected from the sources of
events and be forwarded to the sink in real time with high
reliability, otherwise the application will be useless.
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In this paper, an implementation of GinMAC [4] including
the proposed mobility management module is described for
real-time applications, where energy saving, delay and reliability for end to end data delivery over multi hop WSNs
need to be considered. An example of the proposed real-time
application in this paper is healthcare, where data needs to be
collected from the body of the patients and then sent to a sink,
for example [5].
The rest of the paper is structured as follow. Motivations for
the paper will be given in Section II, then the implementation
of GinMAC for both static and mobility applications will be
described in Section III. Simulation scenarios and required
parameters with figures showing the results for GinMAC
implementation for the proposed applications will be given
in Section IV. The simulation results and some discussion is
in Section V. A conclusion and future work are presented in
Section VI.
II. M OTIVATIONS
Most of the recently proposed protocols for WSNs consider
either energy saving or reliability for the target applications,
none of them have considered both performance metrics at
the same time [1]. However, some applications may need to
guarantee both energy saving and reliability at the same time
without any errors, otherwise the applications may be useless.
Therefore, in order to provide this, new and very efficient
MAC protocols need to be designed. Previous work has shown
that GinMAC is the only protocol, which can be used for
real-time applications to provide the required performances as
shown in [6]. The novel motivations for this paper are the
following:
• Design MAC protocols for real-time applications where
the required energy saving, reliability and delay for data
delivery need to be considered.
• Design mobility management modules for real-time applications.
• Adapt GinMAC to add new features to improve its applicability to real-time applications which require mobility,
such as healthcare applications as described in [5].
• Simulate a GinMAC implementation including the proposed mobility management module for real-time applications.
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III. MAC PROTOCOLS FOR R EAL - TIME A PPLICATIONS
It was concluded in [6] that GinMAC is a possible MAC
protocol for use in real-time applications, where reliability,
energy saving and delay can be guaranteed. Challenges and
requirements that need to be considered before designing any
MAC protocols for such applications are also described in
the same paper. The implementation of GinMAC including a
mobility management module is described in this Section.
A. Implementation of GinMAC for Real-time Applications
GinMAC [7] is a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
based MAC protocol, so energy saving and reliability with
bounded delay can be achieved. However, an efficient synchronization and slot allocation algorithms need to be designed in
order to allocate the required slot time for each node in the
network and let the radio of the nodes be turned on only in the
allocated time. In this case, each node needs enough slots of
time to transmit data toward a sink, including control messages
such as messages for slots permission, mobility and topology
control related messages. GinMAC has been modified to add
new features to improve its applicability to applications which
require mobility, such as healthcare applications. The GinMAC
implementation in [7] does not support mobility while this
once does. Topology management and time synchronization
for GinMAC in this implementation are described below.
1) Slot allocations in GinMAC: GinMAC is a TDMA based
protocol and assumes that data is forwarded hop by hop toward
a sink using a tree based topology, consisting of n nodes. Time
in GinMAC is divided into a fixed length called Epoch E, each
E is subdivided by n*k time slots so that each node allocates
k slots for transmitting data toward its parent until it reaches a
sink. Each node is assigned k exclusive slots with four different
types, which are basic slots (TX,RX) for data transmitting
and receiving, additional slots (RTX,RRX) for re transmitting,
broadcast slots (BROD) for topology control between nodes in
the network and unused slots (U) for saving energy (if any).
More details about how these slots are used can be found in
Figure 1.
Additional slots are used only for re transmission to perform
required reliability for the target applications, these slots
are used even in the case when no data is available for
transmission, as described in [4]. Unused slots are used for
saving energy when data can not be delivered using basic
and additional slots. This implementation for GinMAC does
not contain unused slots, but they may be used in the future
for increasing the lifetime of the network. Broadcasting slots
are used for topology control. Slots for each node need to be
allocated according to the defined topology so that the required
performance can be achieved.
2) GinMAC Topology Control Management: GinMAC is
a tree based WSN topology so that each node transmits its
data toward a sink in its allocated slots and sleeps for the rest
of the time. The current static topology that is proposed is a
WSN with 13 nodes with static slot allocation, each node has
enough slots of time to transmit all data from its children and
its own, including control messages toward a sink. GinMAC
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supports mobility for leaf nodes and this will required to
design new topology control and management algorithms to
provide connectivity between static and mobile nodes in the
network. It is assumed that the Base Station (BS) has adequate
power to reach all nodes in the network using down-link slots.
However, the sensor nodes cannot always do this because of
their limited power supply.
A node added to the network must determine in which slots
it must become active before it can transmit or receive data.
The steps used to achieve this are described below. After a
node is switched on, it must first ensure time synchronization
with the rest of the nodes in the network. Both control and data
messages transmitted in the network can be used to obtain time
synchronization. The node continuously listens to overhear a
packet from the sink. After overhearing one message, the node
knows when the GinMAC frame starts as each message carries
information about the slot in which it was transmitted.
As a next step, the node must find its position in the
topology which must stay within the defined topology envelope. For this purpose, the new node listens for packets in
all slots. Transmitted data packets from a sink use a header
field in which a node that is ready for transmission can find
its information and then according to this information starts
and stops data transmission toward its parent. A node may
be configured with a list of valid nodes or clusters that it
is allowed to attach to when mobility is supported. This
might be necessary to ensure that a node will only attempt
to join the network using known good links as determined by
measurements before the deployment to provide the required
performance.
3) Synchronization Messages for GinMAC: At the start of
each frame, the sink needs to broadcast a synchronization
packet which it is denoted as SYNCH into the network. This
packet holds the start time, end time and slot numbers for each
node in the network. When nodes receive a SYNCH packet
from the network, they will extract their information from the
SYNCH packet and then discard it. In this case, CSMA is
used by the sink to synchronize nodes in the network and
nodes use TDMA to transmit their data to their parents. After
nodes receive their slot information from the sink, they need to
ask permission for data transmission from their parents. Then,
after slots related information has been received by a node, it
has to handshake with its parent and then can start to transmit
data. After a node uses its allocated slots, it can go to sleep
and wake up at the same time in the next frame. Each node in
this case will access the channel using their unique start time,
so this will avoid any chance of collision with transmissions
from other nodes in the network.
GinMAC lets nodes and their parents be active at the same
time so that data can be transmitted between them. This
synchronization algorithm for GinMAC synchronizes nodes
with their parents so that parents can be active in the same time
when one of their children is active. This time synchronization
algorithm is good enough to deliver packets with the required
performances for the applications described in Section IV.
The core idea behind this GinMAC implementation is to
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Slot allocations and Synchronizations for nodes in the GinMAC

let nodes sleep as much as possible without effecting data
delivery and required maximum delay, and this can only be
performed using a TDMA based technique. The static topology
is designed to let nodes have enough slots to transmit their data
and in the rest of the frame go to sleep. The slot allocation
and synchronization for GinMAC can be found in the Figure
1.
B. Mobility for Real-time Applications Using GinMAC
A new challenge is posed when mobility needs to be considered in a WSN for different applications such as healthcare,
vehicle and monitoring people related applications. In this
case topology control, resource management and performance
control need to be designed to provide good connectivity
between static and mobile nodes in the network and provide
the required performance. Mobility and topology control for
critical applications using WSNs are described in [8][9][10].
The proposed mobility management module in this paper
follows the same messages and concepts as in the above
papers.
1) Mobility Management Module for GinMAC: There may
be cases when moving from one location to another in the
network effects the connectivity of the network and then
reconfiguration algorithms are needed. In order to support
mobility for real-time applications, control messages which
need to be transferred between static and mobile nodes to find
a better attachment have been defined. Some of the possible
control messages are Advertisement(ADV), join (JOIN), and
join acknowledgement JOIN ACK messages. Static nodes are
called Clusters.
When clusters switch on their radios, they need to send
ADV to the network and then wait some time, then when
mobile nodes receive these ADV messages they will ask to join
the network. When clusters receive JOIN messages from the
mobile nodes they will send back a JOIN ACK message to let
the mobile node know that request to join has been accepted.
So using these control messages connectivity between mobile
nodes and cluster nodes will be established. In the proposed
application only leaf nodes are allowed to be mobile nodes and
all other nodes are clusters. The mobility module lets nodes
move across a line between mobile nodes and a sink.
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Mobile nodes may have more than one cluster they could
join so they have to decide which cluster will be selected
for transferring data toward their parents. In this GinMAC
implementation, the cluster with maximum Receiver Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) is considered the best one to be
selected for the new attachment. Cluster nodes send ADV
including available positions over time and when mobile nodes
receive ADV, they compare the RSSI from their current parents
to the received RSSI from the current ADV messages. In the
case that a new cluster has better RSSI, mobile nodes need to
leave their current parents and attach to this new cluster which
is included in the currently received ADV message. When a
new attachment is selected then a join request needs to be sent
to that cluster. Upon receiving the JOIN request from a mobile
node, JOIN ACK needs to be sent by the selected clusters.
Slots in the each frame need to be updated according to
the new attachments, mobile nodes need to release the first
tree position after it is attached to the second tree address,
so in this case slots allocated for the new clusters need to
be increased and slots allocated for the old clusters need to
be decreased. A new algorithm for updating slots is needed
for GinMAC to balance allocated slots for nodes according to
the different attachments. A new algorithm has been designed
to update channel according to new movements and changes
in the topology of the network. Table II shows results from
this mobility module describing different attachments between
a mobile node and different clusters for transmitting packets
toward a sink.
2) Move Detection in GinMAC: There are some cases
when nodes can move without being detected. For instance,
clusters may be unaware of leaving mobile nodes and then
will keep space in the channel for that particular node. This
will consume more energy and reduce the reliability of the
network. There may be cases when clusters are not available for attachment any more without letting mobile nodes
know. So an additional two control messages for this new
mobility module for the proposed MAC protocol have been
used, which are denoted by KEEPALIVE and NODEALIVE.
KEEPALIVE control message is used by clusters to let its
currently attached mobile nodes know that this cluster is still
available and NODEALIVE message is used by mobile nodes
to let their attached clusters know that they are still available
for attachment. Mobile nodes wait for a specific interval to
receive messages from the attached clusters, if they do not
receive anything during that interval, a NODEALIVE message
needs to be sent, to let a cluster know that they still want to
use that cluster. If no reply is received then mobile nodes need
to search for a new address to make a new attachment.
IV. S IMULATION S CENARIOS FOR G IN MAC
I MPLEMENTATION
The GinMAC protocol is compared with TMAC [11] in
terms of energy saving, reliability and delay for end to end
data delivery for WSNs having static and mobile nodes. More
details about simulation parameters and scenarios are given
below.
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A. Simulation Scenarios and parameters
Castalia has been used in this work, because of its capabilities for simulating protocols for WSNs based on the real
data, as shown in [12]. Both MAC protocols were simulated
according to the application requirements given in the following sections, using different packets rates. We define packet
rate by Rp = packets per second, so as we can see from the
graphs in our simulation results that R1 means nodes send 1
packet per second, R2 means nodes send 2 packets per second
and so on. More details about the topology of the deployed
WSN, MAC protocols and other parameters can be found in
Table I.
TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Paremeter
MAC Protocols
Network Dimensions(in meters)
Distance Between pair of nodes
Simulation Duration
Measurement Metrics
Number of Nodes
Packet Rates (packet(s) per second)
mobility speed(meters in seconds)
mobility interval(in minutes)
Advertisement interval (in seconds)
Initial Energy(in Joules)
Real Radio

Value
GinMAC and TMAC
90 X 90
20 meters
10 minutes
Life time, delay and reliability
13
1-5
5
1
15
18720
CC2420

B. Proposed Applications for GinMAC Simulation
A simple application where all nodes send data towards
a sink using different packet rates is used. The proposed
application in this paper is healthcare related, where data needs
to be collected from the body of patients and then sent back to
a base station. Some threshold values have been selected for
the proposed application, which need to be achieved before
deciding if these MAC protocols can be used for the target
application or not.
1) Reliability: The reliability of given protocols is defined
as the ratio between total packets generated and sent by
source nodes and total packets received by a sink or a final
destination. So Reliability = (Received Packets/Sent Packets).
The threshold value for reliability needs to be high enough in
order to achieve the requirements for the proposed application.
When mobility is supported this threshold may be reduced,
therefore, reliability is highly dependent on the applications.
Information from the patients needs to be accurate and delivered to a sink as soon as possible to make the required
operations. Based on this, it has been assumed that at least a
reliability of 0.99 for the static scenarios and a reliability of
0.98 for the mobility scenarios must be achieved.
2) Energy Saving and Lifetime: Energy saving is one of
the most important challenges needed to be considered in any
applications when designing WSNs. Each node has a small
battery with limited power which cannot be recharged very
often, so each protocol needs to consider consumed energy
for each node in order to extend the life time of the entire
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TABLE II
D IFFERENT ATTACHMENTS U SING THE P ROPOSED M OBILITY M ODULE
FOR G IN MAC SEE SECTION III-B1
Time(sec)
0.0356
15.0051
15.0081
15.0224
15.02667

RSSI(dBm)
-76.10
-86.05
-88.02
-84.24
-75.05

Cluster
10
1
5
9
6

current RSSI(dBm)
-100
-76.10
-76.10
-76.10
-76.10

Required Action
new attachment
no action
no action
no action
new attachment

network. The lifetime of the networks is the maximum days
that a WSN can survive, whilst spending energy at the given
rate. Let consumed energy by each node be denoted by C
joules, initial energy by E joules and current simulation time
by T seconds, then the lifetime of given MAC protocols for
each node in the network has been calculated as follow:
Lif eT ime(indays) = ((E/C) ∗ T )/86400

(1)

where 86400 is number of seconds in each day. We define
life time as how many days each node will be alive consuming
C joules as described in the above equation. It has been
assumed that nodes in the proposed healthcare application can
be recharged every week.
3) Delay Calculation: Delay is defined as the difference
between the time when each packet is sent from its source
node to the time when the same packet is received by its
final destination. Delay in real-time applications needs to be
measured so that all data must be delivered within bounded
delay, i.e., each packet that is delivered after this delay is
considered to be lost and will be ignored. All data needs to
be collected from the source nodes and then delivered to the
sink within a bounded delay. It was decided that a delay of
more than 10 seconds for delivering data to a sink may risk
the health of the patients.
C. Simulation for Static and Mobility Scenarios
GinMAC and TMAC have been simulated with different
packets rates as shown in each graph, the WSN topology is
also given below. The results graphs from running simulation
for both static and mobility scenarios are shown below.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSION
1) Packets Delivery and Reliability: It is shown in the
Figure 3 that GinMAC can offer the applications requirements
in term of reliability (as defined in Section IV) at various
packet rates. From packet rates 1 to 4, GinMAC delivers
more than 0.99 of packets from source nodes to a sink. Thus,
it can be said that GinMAC can be used for the proposed
applications. However, TMAC cannot offer a reliability of
more than 0.91 in both high and low packet rates using the
same parameters as shown in the Figure 3.
GinMAC cannot offer reliability of more than 0.97 for
packets rates more than 4 and if it is needed to increase
this reliability for such packet rates, the number of slots for
nodes in the static topology may be increased. But, GinMAC
performs better than TMAC in both high and low packet rates
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Fig. 5. Latency for delivered packets using TMAC and GinMAC for Static
CastaliaResults -i mobility.txt -s Rel -p | CastaliaPlot -o mobility_rel.pdf --xtitle Different Packet Rates using Both static and Mobility scenarions --ytitle Achived Reliability -s histogr
scenario
using different packet rates see section IV-A

CastaliaResults -i 130103-153828.txt -s Rel -p | CastaliaPlot -o l.pdf --xtitle Different Packet Rates(Packet(s) per second) --ytitle Acheived Reliability in given Packet Rate

Fig. 6. Performances in term of Reliability using both mobility and static
CastaliaResults -i 130114-195636.txt -s latency -p | CastaliaPlot -o ll.pdf --xrotate 50 --xtitle Latency for corresponding Received Packets --ytitle Received Packets in given
scenarios
for GinMAC using different packet rates see section IV-A
Fig. 3. Performances in term of Reliability using TMAC and GinMAC for
CastaliaResults -i 130103-153828.txt -s life -p | CastaliaPlot -o l.pdf --xtitle Different Packet Rates(Packet(s) per second) --ytitle Life Time of the Network (in days)
Static
scenario using different packet rates see section IV-A

Fig. 7. Latency for delivered packets using both mobility and static scenarios
CastaliaResults
-i mobility.txt
-s life -p | CastaliaPlot
-o mobility.pdf
--xtitle Different
Rates using
Both static and Mobility scenarions --ytitle Life time of the Network (in days) --xro
for GinMAC
using
different
packet
rates
see Packet
section
IV-A

Fig. 4. Performances in term of life time of the nodes in networks using
GinMAC and TMAC for Static scenario using different packet rates see
section IV-A
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Fig. 8. Life time of the nodes in the network using both mobility and static
scenarios for GinMAC using different packet rates see section IV-A
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as shown in the Figure 3. Therefore, the conclusion is that
TMAC can not be applied for applications where reliability of
more than 0.91 needs to be guaranteed at any packet rates. This
is expected to be so since GinMAC uses static slots allocation
and no interference can occur. TMAC uses contention based
techniques and hence collisions are more likely to happen.
2) Energy Saving and Lifetime: Figure 4 shows the average
life time of the nodes in the network and shows that TMAC
performs better than GinMAC in terms of energy saving in
both low and high packet rates. This is expected to be so,
because of the adaptive related techniques for TMAC, which
depend on the on-going traffic in the network nodes which
need to be active. In this case, TMAC lets nodes sleep a lot at
low packet rates, however, GinMAC does not consider traffics
for sleeping nodes. GinMAC consumes the same amount of
energy for all given packet rates. This is expected to be so,
because according to the GinMAC design specification given
in [4] GinMAC does not consider traffic for sleeping nodes
and nodes are active in their allocated slots even in the case
where no packets are available for transmission to achieve
the required reliability and bounded delay. Hence, nodes will
consume nearly the same amount of energy at both high and
low packet rates. A WSN using GinMAC can survive 3.19
days which is not enough to be used for these applications
without improvement.
3) Delay for Data Delivery: In Figure 5, MaxLatency
defines the bounded latency that all packets need to be
delivered, which represents the threshold for latency in the
proposed applications and MaxColumns defines the number
of columns to be used for measuring the latency for given
MAC protocols. Any delivered packets after the last column
are considered to be lost and may be discarded. GinMAC does
not perform better than TMAC in term of latency as shown in
the Figure 5, however this performance is enough to be used
for the proposed applications. According to the results from
Figure 5, most of the packets (which is about more than 0.98
of received packets) are received before first 5 seconds from
packet rates 1 to 5, and the rest of packets are received within
the last 5 seconds and hence all packets are received within
10 seconds.
A. Results from the Mobility Scenario
Mobility module for GinMAC uses the RSSI to select a
better attachment. It has been assumed that there is only one
mobile node however, more than one node can be mobile for
the leaf nodes in the proposed mobility management module.
Figures 8 and 6 show that GinMAC offers nearly the same
reliability and lifetime for both static and mobility scenarios.
Figure 7 shows that latency is also the same as in static
topology and the required delay performance is offered using
the mobility module.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

guaranteed. It has been shown that GinMAC can be used for
the target applications, except that the life time needs to be
improved. A mobility module has been designed and simulated
for GinMAC. The results from the mobility module have also
showed that GinMAC implementation can give nearly the
same performance in both mobility and static scenarios for the
proposed applications. GinMAC can not provide the required
routing for the proposed applications, hence efficient routing
protocols need to be designed in the future to cooperate with
GinMAC in order to provide the required routing and extend
the life time of the network for the proposed applications.
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An implementation of GinMAC including the proposed
mobility module for real-time applications were described
in this paper, where the required performance needs to be
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Abstract—In recent years, the research and application of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) network has become a
significant topic. The mobile ad hoc network established by
UAV nodes can be more efficient to complete various tasks in a
harsh environment. Plenty of research focuses on the routing
protocol, which is an important factor to play group advantage
of UAVs. In the swarm network with UAV nodes, nodes failure
or mobility may cause routing failure, which results in
communication failure or longer delay. The existing routingrepair mechanisms are accompanied by a great deal of control
overhead, which cannot solve the problem mentioned above
effectively. This article analyses the advantages and
disadvantages of Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm
(TORA), and proposes a routing protocol named Rapidreestablish Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (RTORA).
RTORA adopts reduced-overhead mechanism to overcome
adverse effects caused by link reversal failure in TORA. The
simulation results using OPNET demonstrate that RTORA has
less control overhead and smaller delay than TORA.
Keywords-UAV; swarm; routing failure; RTORA; OPNET.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) and its application in various fields, some
deficiencies using single UAV to perform tasks are exposed,
such as limited scope of target search and monitoring, single
task load and low task timeliness. In the past few years,
establishing a mobile ad hoc network by multiple UAVs
became a method to solve the problems above. In such a
network, UAVs can sense environmental information in a
wide range, and complete a number of different tasks at the
same time through information exchange and dynamic task
allocation. Furthermore, the remaining UAVs can continue
to perform the task when several UAVs are damaged, which
can improve the task timeliness. As an important factor to
play groups advantage of UAVs, the routing protocol has
been one of the key points in the UAV network. Swarm
network with UAV nodes is a network that high-density
UAVs implement a saturated search, detection or attack as a
swarm through mutual cooperation. Such high-density
networks are typically deployed in harsh environments. The
probability of transmission link failure will greatly increase,
which is caused by damaged relay nodes or neighbor nodes
moving beyond the transmission range. Rediscovering and
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reestablishing new routes will bring longer delay. Therefore,
a strategy to solve the problem of routing failure is needed.
One way to alleviate the issue above is to prevent link
failure. Mobility Aware Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector
Routing (MA-AODV) is proposed to deal with link failure
caused by mobility in [1]. MA-AODV periodically
calculates mobility, and chooses the transmission route with
smaller-mobility nodes. But this method cannot avoid link
failure completely. Additionally, the period of calculation
also needs to be considered. Too big value cannot guarantee
the accuracy of mobility, and too small value will greatly
increase the control overhead.
Another approach is to look for a new route after the
current route is damaged. Some classic on-demand routing
protocols use this method, e.g., Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR), Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing
(AODV), Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA),
etc. The node detecting link failure sends a Route Error
(RERR) message to the source node in DSR [2] and AODV
[3]. Then, the source node discovers another route to
destination by broadcasting a Route Request (RREQ) packet.
TORA [4] repairs the transmission route in the local area
where the link is interrupted. Some previous studies indicate
that TORA is adapted to dense ad hoc networks [5][6],
which will better meet the demand of the swarm network.
According to the above situation, we propose Rapidreestablish TORA (RTORA) routing protocol based on
TORA to solve routing failure in the swarm network with
UAV nodes. The simulation results show that RTORA has
smaller delay and lower control overhead than TORA.
The paper is organized as follows: Related research is
presented in Section II. Section III analyzes the TORA
protocol. In Section IV, we describe the mechanisms of
RTORA. Section V presents the simulation results of TORA
and RTORA. The conclusion and future work is given in
Section VI.
II.

RELATED WORK

With the focus on Quality of Service (QoS), many
improved routing protocols about routing failure in the
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) are proposed. Z. CheAron et al. [7] design the Enhancement of Fault-Tolerant
AODV (ENFAT-AODV) routing protocol, which uses the
backup route to solve the problem of current routing failure
in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). In [8], the AODV with
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Reliable Delivery (AODV-RD) protocol reestablishes the
route by the mechanisms of link failure prediction and
alternate nodes selection. Multiple routes are created to solve
the problem of link failure in [9]. In those three protocols,
nodes periodically broadcast HELLO messages to acquire
the link-status and topology changes, which is the same as
AODV whose control overhead is huge due to periodic
HELLO packets. Furthermore, the backup routing
establishment and maintenance, as well as reasonable
alternative nodes selection, will add to the broadcast of
control packets. In [10], the researcher uses weight hop
based packet scheduling for AODV routing protocol to
reduce the queue length caused by link failure in the network.
The cost of these routing protocols is additional control
packets, which is advantageous in a sparse network yet
brings some shortcomings in dense swarm network. Because
each node has many neighbor nodes in high-density network,
there will be a large number of control packets in the entire
network when a node broadcasts a routing update packet,
which may cause congestion and increase delay. So, the
control overhead of routing update must be as small as
possible.
Researchers improved TORA considering the network
life, bandwidth demand and load balance respectively in
[11][12]. These protocols utilize the advantage of link
reversal mechanism in TORA. The link reversal can be
defined as follows. At the beginning, the link from node X to
node Y is allowed to transmit data packets, which is known
as a downlink. But the link from node Y to node X for
transmission is prohibited. After the change of node status,
the link from node Y to node X becomes the downlink. The
allowable transmission direction of data packets is reversed.
The link failure is the condition that may cause the change of
node status. These protocols based on TORA can get the
anomalies of routes and establish a new transmission path
quickly. The overhead of updating is controlled in the local
area, which reduces the overhead and delay. But all of the
protocols assume that link reversal is successful. In fact, link
reversal may fail due to the harsh environment, which will
result in a lot of useless control overhead and increase the
time to reestablish the transmission.
The proposed routing protocol in this paper not only
keeps the advantage in TORA, but also reduces the control
packets caused by routing reestablishment.
III.

TORA PROTOCOL

As an on-demand routing protocol, TORA responds to
link failure in the network quickly by link reversal. The
mechanism limits the overhead at a local scale and avoids the
control message flooding. Link reversal can increase
bandwidth utilization and reduce the delay of routing
reestablishment, which is suitable for high-dynamic mobile
networks. Moreover, multiple paths from the source to the
destination are created in TORA, which supports link
reversal and multipath transmission.
A. Height Mechanism and Routing Establishment
A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) from a source to the
destination is established by the “height” of nodes in TORA.
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Data packets are only allowed to be transmitted from a
higher node to a lower node, which is called downlink. The
height is a 5-tuple (t, oid, r, v, id), of which the first three
values (t, oid, r) is called “reference level”. The meanings of
the various parameters are as follows:
1) Time t; the time of creating the reference level;
2) Identification oid; the identity of the node creating the
reference level;
3) Reflection r; the value of the reflection bit;
4) Arab values v; the hop-count information relative to
the destination node;
5) Identification id; the identity of a node itself.
The reflection bit is a binary value: “r=0” means the
reference level has not been reflected; “r=1” means that the
reference level created is reflected back.
The “height” of a node is very important for routing
establishment and link reversal. The value of the “height” is
the basis to determine the downlink. The strategy to compare
the “height” of hi (ti,oidi,ri,vi,i) and hj (tj,oidj,rj,vj,j) is shown
in Fig. 1.
h i =(t i ,oid,r i ,v i ,i)
h j =(t j ,oid,r j ,v j ,j)

no

yes

t i =t j

yes
yes

ri= rj

no

t i >t j

yes
h i >h j

h i <h j
yes

yes

h i >h j

no

i>j

ri> rj

h i <h j

h i >h j
no

vi= vj

no

h i <h j

no

yes

h i >h j

vi> vj

no
h i <h j

Figure 1. The comparison of height in TORA

Fig. 2 shows a simple network topology. If the source
node S prepares to send data to the destination node D, it will
broadcast the routing Query packet (QRY) to its neighbors.
Each node that receives a QRY while not being the
destination node will relay the control packet. When the
destination node D receives the QRY from the source S at T0,
node D creates the height (T0, D, 0, 0, D), then broadcasts an
Update packet (UPD). Each node receiving UPD defines a
height relative to the destination node D, such as node C and
E in Fig. 2. After node C and E define their heights, they also
send a UPD to indicate their heights. As a result, their
neighbors can define the heights too. Finally, all nodes will
define a height relative to the destination and get the height
of its neighbors. Each node will also know the downlinks. In
the storage of a node, its own height, the height of its
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neighbor nodes and the link-status information will be saved.
The DAG is formed as shown in Fig. 2. The source node S
can find two different shorter routes to transmission: S-A-BC-D and S-A-B-E-D.
(T0,D,0,3,A)
(T0,D,0,1,C)

A

C
(T0,D,0,4,S)

S

(T0,D,0,0,D)

B

D

(T0,D,0,2,B)

E
(T0,D,0,1,E)

H
(T0,D,0,4,H)

F
(T0,D,0,2,F)

G
(T0,D,0,3,G)

Figure 2. DAG of TORA

B. Strength and Weakness of Link Reversal in TORA
The nodes losing the last downlink will perform link
reversal to update the route. We assume that the current
transmission path is S-A-B-C-D in Fig. 2. If the link from
node C to node D is interrupted at T1, node C will lose the
downlink to node D, which results in the change of the
topology. Firstly, node C replaces previous height with new
height (T1, C, 0, 0, C), and then sends a UPD with the new
height. The downlink from node B to node C reverses.
Secondly, node B has another downlink from node B to node
E, so it neither changes the height nor generates a UPD. The
new DAG is shown in Fig. 3.
(T0,D,0,3,A)
(T1,C,0,0,C)

A

C
(T0,D,0,4,S)

S

(T0,D,0,0,D)

B

D

(T0,D,0,2,B)

E
(T0,D,0,1,E)

H
(T0,D,0,4,H)

F
G

(T0,D,0,2,F)

(T0,D,0,3,G)

Figure 3. DAG of TORA with new height of node C

In the above case, the link reversal greatly reduces
control overhead, and quickly finds another transmission
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path (S-A-B-E-D). Although the multipath in TORA
supports the link reversal, link reversal failure will still occur
under some conditions. In Fig. 3, for example, the downlink
from node E to node D is interrupted at T2, and the route will
be updated as follows:
 Node E changes its height: (T2, E, 0, 0, E), and then
sends a UPD.
 Node B and F lose the last downlink, and update the
height: B (T2, E, 0,-1, B), F (T2, E, 0, -1, F), and
broadcast a UPD severally.
 Node C, A, G, H perform the same operation: C
(T2,E,0,0,C), A (T2,E,0,-2,A), G (T2,E,0,-2,G), H
(T2,E,0,-3,H).
 Node S changes the reflection bit of the reference
level and updates the height (T2, E, 1, 0, S), and
becomes the highest node in the local area. All
related nodes change the height successively:
H(T2,E,1,-1,H), A(T2,E,1,-1,A), G(T2,E,1,-2,G),
B(T2,E,1,-2,B), F(T2,E,1,-3,F), C(T2,E,1,-1,C).
 When receiving a UPD from node B and node F,
node E realizes that the reference level created by
itself is reflected back. Then node E changes the
height into NULL (-,-,-,-,E), and broadcasts a cleared
packet (CLR). Other nodes that receive a CLR delete
the relational routes and set their heights NULL.
As we see，the link reversal is invalid. A large number
of control packets are flooding the network, which results in
more control overhead and greater delay of routing
reestablishment. Hence, it has a significant impact on
network transmission.
IV.

RTORA PROTOCOL

In order to solve the problem resulting from the link
reversal failure, we must prevent useless control packets
from flooding. The RTORA protocol adopting reducedoverhead mechanism can ease this problem effectively.
Compared with TORA, RTORA also applies the height
mechanism and the link reversal. Each node stores the
information including the height list of neighbors and the
link-status list. RTORA has some differences from TORA:
The height of a node is defined as a 4-tuple (t, oid, v, id),
which deletes the reflected bit. Once a node that is not the
source node performs the link reversal, its height will be
changed into NULL. The nodes with the height of NULL
cannot participate in the routing updating until a new QRY
arrives. Furthermore, the nodes receiving a CLR decide what
to do according to various situations instead of direct
deletion in TORA.
The main principle of routing maintenance is shown in
Fig. 4. We call it reduced-overhead mechanism. All nodes
receiving a UPD or CLR update the link-status list and the
height list of their neighbors, and then check the link-status
list. If another downlink exists, the nodes do nothing.
Otherwise, the link reversal will be operated. If the node
preparing to perform the link reversal is not the source node,
it will change the height into NULL and send a CLR. On the
other hand, the node having other neighbors without NULL
will update its height to become the highest in the local area
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and send a UPD; the node having no other neighbors will
create and send a new QRY.
node receives UPD or CLR

another downlink

update link-state list

! reversal

V.

no downlink
source node&&
other neighbors

link reversal

!source node

Source node &&no neighbors
update height that is the highest
in local area&&send UPD

the height changes into
NULL &&send CLR

create and send QRY

We still consider the example in Section III. The
downlink from node C to node D is interrupted in Fig. 2.
Node C changes the height into NULL and broadcasts a CLR.
Because node B losing the downlink to node C has another
downlink to node E, it deletes the information concerning
node C in the link-status list without changing its own height
or sending a CLR. The new topology is shown in Fig. 5.
(T0,D,3,A)
(-,-,-,C)

C
(T0,D,4,S)

S

(T0,D,0,D)

B

D

(T0,D,2,B)

(T0,D,1,E)

H
F
G

(T0,D,2,F)

(T0,D,3,G)

Figure 5. DAG of RTORA with new height of node C

If the downlink from node E to node D fails later, the
sequence of events will happen as follows:
 Node E will replace the height by NULL, and send a
CLR.
 Node B, F, C, A, G, H will change their heights into
NULL.
 The source node S has no neighbors whose heights
are not NULL, so it will delete routing information
and broadcast a QRY to establish a new DAG.
The source node becomes a special node due to the
change of the routing maintenance strategy. If we do not pay

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.

The network model is built and simulated by OPNET
[13][14]. We assume that 30 UAV nodes are randomly
deployed in an area of 4 square kilometers. In order to build
a dense network, the communication radius of UAV is
configured with the value of 400 meters. This will ensure
that there are enough neighbors for every UAV node. The
main parameters of TORA and RTORA routing protocols
are given in Table I. These values are most often adopted in
TORA simulation research.

parameters
Mode of Operation
Beacon Period
Max Beacon Timer
Max Retries

value
On demand
3 second
30 second
3

A. Traffic Configuration and Mobility Model
Low-resolution video conferencing service is configured
in the simulation. The source node generates a frame
(128×120 pixels) at a rate of 10 frames per second. The
values of main parameters are shown in Table II. The starttime is allowed for routing initialization. The random
waypoint (RWP) mobility model is used where nodes move
randomly in an area of 100 meters radius around its current
position at the speed of 20 meters per second. The value of
pause time is set to 0 second.
TABLE II. MAIN PARAMETERS OF TRAFFIC

E

(T0,D,4,H)

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

TABLE I. MAIN PARAMETERS OF TORA AND RTORA

Figure 4. The reduced-overhead mechanism of RTORA

A

attention to this situation, a bad influence will appear. As
shown in Fig. 5, we assume the downlink from S to A fails.
Node S will change the previous height into NULL and send
QRY to establish a route. But, in fact, node S only changes
the height into S (T0, D, 5, S), which is the highest in the
local area. Then, a new transmission path (S-H-G-F-E-D)
will be found quickly.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-284-4

parameters
Frame Interarrival Time Information
Frame Size Information
Start Time
Duration

value
10 frames per second
128×120 pixels
100 second
End of Simulation

B. Performance Metrics
In the swarm network with UAV nodes, node mobility
will cause link failure. The routing reestablishment
necessarily increases control overhead and delay.
Furthermore, the congestion caused by the broadcasting of
dense nodes will increase delay too. So we choose control
overhead and average end-to-end delay as the global
statistics to consider.
1) Control overhead; the number of bytes generated by
routing discovery, routing establishment and routing
maintenance in one second.
2) Average end-to-end delay; the delay caused by data
transmitted from source nodes to destination nodes,
including the waiting time of routing establishment,
transmission and propagation delay.
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C. Simulation Results
In order to guarantee the accuracy of the experimental
results, five experiments with different simulation seed (100,
256, 512, 800, 1000) are run. The simulation time is set to
600 seconds. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7,
whose simulation seed is set to 512 (similar to other results
with different simulation seed).

communication overload. In Fig. 7, the delays of two
protocols are close in the beginning, because the link reversal
is successful when there are multiple paths. But with more
link failures, the probability of link-reversal failure increases.
In this situation, RTORA can quickly inform to the source to
reestablish route and effectively reduce the control overhead.
So the average delay is reduced by about 25% compared
with TORA.
According to the above results, the routing maintenance
strategy in RTORA plays the advantages of link reversal
better. Regardless of success or failure of the link reversal,
the protocol can quickly reestablish a new transmission path.
Especially in the highly-dynamic networks, the probability
of link failure and link-reversal failure greatly increases. If
link reversal fails, the reduced-overhead mechanism in
RTORA shortens the time of routing reestablishment and
minimizes the control overhead. The routing update strategy
in RTORA can avoid the flooding of control packets, so the
probability of transmission congestion will be lower. Thus,
RTORA further improves the delay performance of the
network.
VI.

Figure 6. The control overhead of TORA and RTORA

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we analyze the characteristic of swarm
network with UAV nodes, and discuss the shortcomings of
current routing protocols. Based on the link reversal in
TORA, we propose the RTORA protocol that adopts the socalled reduced-overhead mechanism and thus solves the
problem resulting from the link-reversal failure in TORA.
The simulation results show that RTORA has lower control
overhead and better end-to-end delay performance in the
harsh environment assumed. We will consider RTORA
protocol using location-based information in the future work.
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Abstract— A MANET is a collection of mobile nodes cooperating
using low bandwidth wireless links. Its use is increasingly
growing because it can be rapidly and easily deployed, and allows
users to access and manipulate data anytime and anywhere.
Because of these characteristics, classical routing protocols
cannot be applied in such environment. To be efficient, routing
protocols in MANET should in fact manage mobility, handle
nodes energy dissipation and ensure security. Paradoxically,
these constraints are not really taken into account. This paper
presents a first step of our global objective towards the definition
of a complete and generic security environment for MANET
routing protocols. Its main contribution is then to propose a
mobility-based clustering algorithm for MANET constituting the
basis for our security architecture. From a given configuration of
mobile nodes, we focus our attention on the definition of two
major phases of the clustering process life cycle: (1) the setting up
phase where clusters are generated and cluster-heads are elected
and (2) the clusters maintenance phase where the organization of
the clusters is maintained in the presence of mobility. This phase
reacts to all network topology changes that may occur in the
network such as the displacement of a node, the failure of a node,
or the arrival of a new node. Simulation experiments are
conducted to evaluate the performance of our algorithm in terms
of the number of cluster-heads, the node lifetime and the packets
delivery ratio.
Keywords-MANET; clustering algorithm; energy; mobility.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) is a set of batterypowered mobile nodes connected by low bandwidth wireless
link and cooperating with each other to route packets [1].
Because routing process is essential for a successful MANET
deployment, efficient routing protocols are necessary.
Unfortunately, because nodes are mobile and behave
simultaneously as hosts and as routers, classical routing
protocols cannot be applied to this type of networks. This is
why some specific routing protocols have been proposed for
MANET. The main disadvantage of the majority of these
protocols is that they lose their efficiency when the network
size is large or the mobility of nodes is high [1]. One way to
overcome this problem is to organize a MANET into clusters.
Clustering in MANET is used to organize nodes into groups
(clusters) characterized by cluster-head (CH) and member
nodes [2]. This organization minimizes the amount of storage
for communication information, makes the routing process
easier, optimizes the use of the network bandwidth, etc.
Clustering is generally deployed using two phases: setting up
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and maintenance. In the first phase, some nodes are chosen to
act as coordinators (CHs) and each CH is associated to some
members’ nodes, the whole making one cluster. CHs are
responsible for coordination among the nodes within their
clusters (intra-cluster coordination) as well as communicating
with other CHs (inter-cluster communication). Because the
network topology changes over time (displacement, failure,
arrival or departure of a node), a clustering maintenance is
required to update the cluster organization.
In this paper, we propose a novel clustering approach for
MANET taking into account nodes mobility. This proposition
is the first step towards the definition of a complete and
generic security environment for MANET routing protocols.
This security environment that will be based on a Watchdog
mechanism imposes to cluster members’ nodes to be ‘one-hop
neighbors’. In our context, this constraint improves the intracommunication quality due to the interference and reduces the
energy consumption. In the initial phase of the algorithm, a
cluster is composed of one-hop members and its CH is the
node having the smaller weight according to the mobility and
energy parameters. The maintenance phase is performed
according to the several kinds of changes that may happen i.e.
link failure and/or new link appearance. The remaining part of
this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews some
most related clustering protocols. Section 3 introduces the
proposed clustering algorithm. Section 4 focuses on the
clustering maintenance phase. Simulation results are presented
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
II.

RELATED WORKS

In the literature, several clustering algorithms were
proposed for MANET. These algorithms can be classified into
proactive (most commonly used) and reactive ones [4].
Proactive algorithms differ from each other by the CH
selection criteria in the setting up phase. In the lowest-ID
algorithm [5], the node with the lowest ID within its closed
neighborhood is selected as a CH. The cluster is then formed
by the selected CH and all its neighbors. This criterion might
be an inconvenient since every time node IDs are reshuffled,
the neighboring list of all the nodes needs to be changed. In
the CONnectivity-based clustering algorithm CON [6], nodes
broadcast their identifier (ID) and according to the number of
received IDs, every node computes its degree. The node with
the highest degree is selected as CH. The major drawback of
this algorithm is that the node degree may change very
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frequently which, may inhibit CHs to play their role for very
long. In the previous algorithms, the election of CHs does not
take into consideration the node’s energy, which may lead to
battery drainage. This is all the more unacceptable, given that
CHs battery drainage causes a frequent re-invocation of the
clustering algorithm. The lowest MOBIlity Clustering
algorithm MOBIC [7] is another proactive approach that
ameliorates the previously cited works by considering
mobility during CH election. However, it does not take into
account the energy as an election criterion making possible a
rapid failure among the CHs. Globally, proactive algorithms
lead not only to useless exchanged clustering messages (high
computational overhead) but also to frequent updates in the
clusters structure due to the periodicity of clustering process
invocation. An original optimization for the proactive
clustering algorithms was proposed by M. Elhdhili et al. [4].
In this work, a local reactive update is specified following the
mobility of the node and the mobility of the CH.
M. Chatterjee et al. [8] described a reactive protocol called
Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA). In WCA, CHs are
selected based on a collection of attributes: the ideal number
of nodes it can support, mobility, transmission power and
battery power. The node with the minimum weight is selected
as CH. To maintain the cluster organization, the CH chooses
new CHs for its member nodes going far from it. If a mobile
node cannot reach any existing CH, it re-invokes the
clustering algorithm to form new clusters. This might be an
inconvenience, especially for high mobility and it generates an
important computational overhead.
To our best knowledge, there is no existing work dealing
with clusters with one-hop members. This characteristic is
however useful for our work because the clustering process
will be used as a basis for the security environment that we
plan to define in a future work. For the moment, we will limit
ourselves to the introduction of a mobility-based clustering
algorithm for MANET. Our algorithm is designed to react to
the unpredictable topology changes that may occur, i.e. link
failure, new link, etc.
III.

THE CLUSTERING SETTING UP PHASE

In this section, we describe the properties of the proposed
mobility-based clustering algorithm and present the first
phase: the setting up.
A. Basic properties
The mobility-based clustering algorithm has the following
properties and/or conditions:
-It is completely distributed. Each node decides its own role
(CH or member).
-It is adaptive to the changes in network, due to the node
displacement, addition or failure.
-Each cluster is fully-connected in that sense that the members
and the CH are one hop neighbors.
-Each node must belong to one and unique cluster.
-The clustering algorithm is based on a combined weight used
in the decision of selecting a CH. The node having the lowest
weight is elected as CH. The parameters of the weight are: the
mobility and the residual energy of the node. The elected CH
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should have the lowest relative mobility and the highest
remaining battery power to allow the better stability to the
clusters.
 The node mobility (M): To calculate the metric M for
each node, the simple heuristic mechanism MOBIC
[8] is used. Once calculated, M is included in the
HELLO message sent by each one of the cluster
nodes.
 The node residual energy (E): E can be easily
retrieved from the node at a given time.
The setting up phase deployment requires that each node in
the network discovers its one-hop and two-hop neighbors,
computes its weight and broadcasts it. This is done during the
pre-processing phase.
B. Pre-processing phase
Pre-processing involves the following two steps: neighbors
discovery and weight computing and exchanging.
1) Neighbor discovery
Each node i finds its direct neighbors DNi by periodically
broadcasting a HELLO message including its identiﬁer (ID) as
well as its mobility index Mi and by waiting for an
ACK_HELLO message. Formally, DNi (1) is the set of i’s
neighbor, let us say j, such that the distance between i and j is
lesser than i’s transmission range TXrange (i). V is the set of
nodes in the network.
DNi = {j  V / dist (i, j) < TXrange (i)}

(1)

Note that ACK_HELLO message contains j’s neighbors.
These latter are stored in the neighbor table as two-hop
neighbors. These messages are summarized in Table I.
2) Weight computing and exchanging
Each node i computes its combined weight value Wi using
the average mobility metric (Mi) and the node residual energy
(Ei) by the following formula.
Wi = w1 (1- Ei) + w2 Mi

(2)

where w1 and w2 are the weights and w1+w2=1. Once
computed, each node i diffuses its weight to all its one-hop
neighbors using a WEIGHT message as defined in Table I.
C. Setting up phase
The setting up phase consists of two components: cluster
identification and cluster-head election.
1) Cluster identification component
This component is used to generate the restricted (one-hop)
neighborhood. Because this latter may not be unique, a choice
can be made according to the cluster mobility in order to
ensure stable clusters.
a) The identification of the Restricted neighborhood
Each node i computes its restricted neighborhood RNi.
Each two nodes that belong to the same RNi must be one-hop
neighbors. Formally, RNi is the set of i’s neighbor, let us say j,
such that for each node k in RNi, k and j are neighbors.
RNi = {j  DNi / k  RNi  j  DNk}

(3)

This identification may generate several sets of RN.
b) The choice of the restricted neighborhood
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The chosen RN is the one having the least mobility.
Knowing that each node receives the relative mobility metric
M of its neighbors (in the HELLO message), it can calculate
the mobility average of each generated RN. The chosen RN
represents then the node’s cluster.
Cluster identification is completed by broadcasting the RN
message defined in Table I. Each node receiving this message
is aware about the cluster appurtenance of its neighbors, i.e.
whether a neighbor belongs to the same cluster as it.
2) Cluster-head election component
Upon receiving the weights from all RN members, the nodes
with the lowest weight among their RN neighbors declare
themselves as CHs by multicasting (to all RN members) a CH
message. All RN neighbors of the elected CHs join them as
members by broadcasting JOIN messages as defined in Table
I.
TABLE I.

MESSAGES EXCHANGED AND NOTATIONS: CLUSTERING
SETTING-UP

Message
HELLO (my_ID, my_M)
ACK_HELLO (my_ID,
list_my_neighbors)

Meaning
Notify neighbors about my ID and my
relative mobility M.
Notify neighbors about my ID and my
one-hop neighbors.

WEIGHT (my_ID, my_W)

Notify neighbors about my ID and
weight.

RN (my_ID, my_RN)

Notify neighbors about my ID and RN.

CH (CH_ID,CH_Member)

Notify RN neighbors about my role: I
am a CH, my ID is CH_ID and my
members are CH_Member.

JOIN (my_ID, CH_ID)

Notify neighbors that I am going to join
the cluster whose CH’s ID is CH_ID.

If two nodes have the same weight, then the node with the
smaller ID becomes the CH.
IV.

THE CLUSTERING MAINTENANCE PHASE

As explained previously, the main contribution of this work
concerns mobility handling in clustering environment. In this
section, we introduce the proposed algorithms. Note that,
when describing the procedures of our algorithm, we assume
that each node has already performed the pre-processing
phase, i.e., discovered its one-hop and two-hop neighbors,
computed its weight and broadcasted it.
A. Initialization
Initialization is used either during the setting up phase to
form clusters and to elect CHs or after the clustering setting up
when a novel node joins the network or when a node is
detached from its cluster. Such a node executes the procedure
INIT in order to determine their own role (setting up phase) or
to know in which cluster they will belong (a new arriving node
or a moving node). Note that this is the first procedure that is
executed by each node in the network.
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Before the clustering setting up, if a node i joins the
network, it participates to the cluster identification and CH
election as presented in Section III.
After the clustering setting up, if a new arriving node i
joins the network or a moving node i detaches from its cluster,
it can be detected by a CH or by a member node.
If a cluster-head j detects a node i, it checks if i is neighbor
with all its cluster members (j knows the i’s neighbors). If that
is the case, j sends to i the NEW_CH message containing its
ID, its cluster members and a flag set to 0. This flag indicates
to i that it receives the message NEW_CH from a CH and that
it is neighbor with all the j's members. When receiving this
message, i may join the j’s cluster by broadcasting the JOIN
message. If node j receives the JOIN message from i, it adds
this node into its cluster.
However, if i is not neighbor with some j's cluster
members, node j sends to i the NEW_CH message with the
flag set to 1. This flag will indicate to the node i that it
receives the message NEW_CH from a CH but it is not
neighbor with all the j's cluster members. If node i sends the
JOIN message to j, node j creates a new cluster with i (and
eventually some members nodes which are neighbors with i in
order to equilibrate the two clusters), leaves its function of CH
to one of its member node and informs its members by
multicasting the ELECTION message. In both cases (i is
neighbor with all j’s cluster members or not), j does not send
the NEW_CH message if the number of its members is less
than two.
If a member j detects the node i, it first ensures that its CH k
is not neighbor with i. In such case, it sends MEMBER
message to its CH k and waits for the CH decision. If k
authorizes node j to create a cluster with i, node j sends to i the
NEW_CH message with the flag set to 2. This flag will
indicate to node i the reception of a NEW_CH message from a
member node. If node i broadcasts the JOIN message, node k
removes the node j from its cluster and node j creates a cluster
with node i. In both cases (i is detected by a CH or by a
member node), if node i detects more than one NEW_CH
message, it joins the node that send the NEW_CH with flag
set to 0. However, if node i does not detect any NEW_CH
message with flag set to 0, it joins the node's cluster that send
NEW_CH message with flag set to 1. Else, node i joins the
node that send NEW_CH message with flag set to 2. If node i
detects more than one NEW_CH message with flag set to 0, 1
or 2, the node i joins the cluster with the lowest CH weight.
The messages exchanged are defined in Table II.
TABLE II.

MESSAGES EXCHANGED AND NOTATIONS: CLUSTERING
MAINTENANCE

Message
NEW_CH(CH_ID,
CH_Member, Flag)

Meaning
This message is sent by a CH. It includes its ID,
its cluster members and a flag.

MEMBER (my_ID,
new_node_ID)

This message is sent by a member node to its
CH to indicate the detection of a new node.

ELECTION (my_ID,
New_CH_ID)

This message is sent by a CH. It includes its ID
and the new elected cluster-head ID.
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The following algorithm depicted in Fig. 1 illustrates the
procedure INIT.
Procedure INIT;
Begin
If (Receivej NEW_CH (j, Memberj,”0”))
Then Send JOIN (i, j);
Else If (Receivej NEW_CH (j, Memberj,”1”))
Then
Send JOIN (i, j);
Else If (Receivej NEW_CH (j, Memberj,”2”))
Then
Send JOIN (i, j);
Else (i Form RNi)
If ( xRNi, wi < wx) Then
Begin
SendRNi CH (i, Memberi);
clusterheadi:= i;
End
Else If (Receivej CH (j))
Then
If ( xRNi, wj < wx) Then
Begin
clusterheadi:= j;
Send JOIN (i,j);
End
End;

C. New link handling
As detailed by the following procedure depicted in Fig. 3,
when a node j moves inside the network (j is detached from its
cluster), it may be detected by a CH or a member i. For the
first case, i checks if j is neighbor with all its cluster members
then unicasts a NEW_CH message such as presented
previously. In the second case, i notifies to its CH k the
existence of a new node j using a MEMBER message. Note
that the decision of integrating this node in an existing cluster
is left to the CH.
Procedure New_link;
Begin
If (clusterheadi == i) Then
If (j is_neighbor RNi) Then
FSendj NEW_ CH (i, Memberi,”0”);
Else
Begin
SendRNi ELECTION (i, k) / k RNi;
Sendj NEW_ CH (i, Memberi,”1”);
End
Else
Begin
Sendk Member (i, j) / clusterheadi == k;
Sendj NEW_ CH (i, Memberi,”2”);
End

Figure 1. Initialization algorithm

The second step concerns link failure handling. It is
detailled in the following subsection.
B. Link failure handling
When a node i detects the failure of node j, there are two
possibilities: (1) j was a cluster member and i its CH (2) j was
a CH. In the first case, j is dropped from i’s cluster where in
the second case, i compares its weight with its RNi neighbors
weights. If i has the lowest weight, it considers itself as CH
and informs the rest of the RN members by sending a CH
message. Else, node i simply waits for this message from
another node. This is illustrated by the following algorithm
depicted in Fig. 2.
Procedure Failure_Node;
Begin
If (clusterheadi ==i) And (jclusteri)
Then clusteri := clusteri /{j};
Else if (clusterheadi == j)
Then
If ( xRNi, wi < wx) Then
Begin
Sendj CH (i, Memberi);
clusterheadi := i;
End
Else If (Receivek CH (k, Memberk))
Then
If ( xRNi, wk < wx)
Then
Begin
clusterheadi:= k;
SendRNi JOIN (i,k);
End
End;

End;
Figure 3. New link detection algorithm

In the rest of this paper, some simulations and results are
presented in order to show the feasibility of our proposition.
V.

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The aim of the following section is to study the
performance of our proposition by a simulation work. Several
simulations were achieved on a 100m*1000m grid while
considering different network sizes varying between 10 and 40
mobile nodes, a transmission range varying between 1 and 250
m and a node speed between 500 and 3000 m/s. The
simulation parameters used are listed in Table III.
TABLE III.
Parameter
N
X*Y
TR

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Meaning
Number of
nodes
Network size

S

Transmission
range
Node speed

T

Data traffic

B

Node bandwidth

Run Time

Time of
simulation

Value
10-40
1000m*1000m
1m-250m
500-3000 m/s
CBR (Constant Bit
Rate):
data payload=512 bytes
Rate= 4 packets/s
2 Mbps
100 sec

Figure 2. Failure node handling algorithm
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To measure the performance of the proposed clustering
algorithm, we consider the following performance parameters:
o
o

o

The node lifetime: the duration from the beginning until
the node runs out of its battery power.
The number of clusters, also known as number of CHs,
defining the number of logical partitions formed in the
network with the mobile nodes.
The Packet Data Ratio (PDR): the ratio between the
number of data packets received by the destination node
and the number of data packets transmitted by the source
node. It represents the reliability of packet transmissions
in a network.

Fig. 4 depicts the numbers of CHs with varying number
of mobile nodes in the network. Obviously, formed clusters
number depends of the number of existing nodes. However,
such as depicted by the figure, this dependence is linear since
we constructed clusters optimally while trying to have some
equality between numbers of nodes per cluster. For instance,
with thirty nodes five clusters were constructed while with
forty five nodes six clusters were created.

Figure 5. Node lifetime with varying number of nodes in the network

The third simulation scenario evaluates the number of
clusters according to the transmission range variation and for
different network densities (N=20, N=30 and N=40 nodes). As
depicted by Fig. 6, we notice a large number of clusters for
small transmission range because this latter leads to limited
node visibility and consequently to a small clusters covering
area. Moreover, we obtain a reduced number of clusters for
large transmission range because in such case clusters cover
larger areas. Note that this result is substantially the same for
all three considered network densities. In fact, the number of
clusters varies in a small interval almost [4, 8] for 20 nodes,
[5, 13] for 30 nodes and [6, 13] for 40 nodes.

Figure 4. Number of formed clusters with varying number of nodes in the
network

The second simulation scenario depicted in Fig. 5 shows
the evolution of node lifetime according to the number of
nodes in the network and for two different transmission
ranges: 10m and 125m.
We observe that node lifetime decreases slightly when
the number of nodes increases. In fact, it ranges between 98s
and 80s when there are twenty more nodes. This can be
explained by the fact that the increase of the nodes number
leads to a larger amount of traffic which contribute to a faster
depletion of nodes battery. Regarding transmission range
modification, we observe a low variation of values. Hence,
transmission range has a small impact on node lifetime.
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Figure 6. Number of clusters with varying number of nodes in the network

Fig. 7 depicts a simulation scenario considering the
variation of a node lifetime with respect to a varying
transmission range. We notice that node lifetime decreases as
transmission range increases. This may be explained by the
fact that when the transmission range increases, node visibility
increases too leading to more exchanged traffic that
contributes to lower the node lifetime.
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The results obtained demonstrate that our mobility based
clustering algorithm selects optimal cluster heads and
consequently achieves stability, reliability, and low maintenance.
This is all the more interesting that our algorithm dealt with some
specific initial constraints needed, as explained previously, for
our trust management process enforcement.

VI.

Figure 7. Node lifetime with varying transmission ranges

Fig. 8 depicts the variation of the number of clusters with
respect node speed. We notice that this number is stable. In
fact, with increase in speed, cluster members change clusters
frequently; however, the number of clusters shows a low
variation in value.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The dynamic topology of MANET, as well as the limited
node capability and bandwidth pose significant problems for
wide networks. Generally, and in order to resolve this
problem, several propositions based on clustering techniques
have been addressed. The major drawback of these techniques
is that they do not take into account the mobility issue in an
optimal way. This drawback has led us to propose a mobilitybased clustering algorithm to form and maintain more stable
clusters. The proposed clustering algorithm is based on two
phases: the setting up and the maintenance. The first phase
forms the clusters then elects CHs with the minimum weight
computed through two parameters: mobility and residual
energy. The second phase maintains the organization of
clusters in the presence of mobility due to the displacement of
a node, the failure of a node, or the arrival of a new node.
Several simulations were conducted in order to evaluate our
algorithm performances in terms of number of CHs, nodes
lifetime and PDR. These latter were evaluated with varying
speeds, nodes number and transmission range.
In further work, we aim to establish a trust process based on
Watchdog, delegation and the proposed clustering algorithm.
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Abstract— Ad hoc wireless networks are composed of mobile
nodes that communicate with each other without any
infrastructure like a base station or access device. Routing
algorithms of ad hoc networks can be classified as table-driven,
on-demand and hybrid algorithms. Position-based Hybrid
Routing Algorithm (PBHRA) is a hybrid routing algorithm
that based on nodes position information. In this study,
protocol implementation of PBHRA has been done. Frame
structures of protocol have been formed. The protocol was
simulated using these created frames. The simulation results
show that the proposed frame structures suitable for ad hoc
networks.
Keywords-routing protocol; wireless network; routing; ad
hoc network

I.

INTRODUCTION

Infrastructureless wireless networks, also known as
Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET), are composed of
randomly moving mobile nodes without a central control like
a base station or a predefined infrastructure. At the present
time, these mobile nodes -that may take part in airports,
ships, trucks, automobiles, very small devices and on peopleare prevalently used in many industrial and commercial
applications. This mentioned place necessitates the mobility
of nodes. Therefore, mobile nodes in ad hoc networks must
use routing algorithm in order to communicate each other.
Routing algorithms for MANET can be classified as
table-driven, on-demand and hybrid algorithms. PBHRA that
has been developed by us a hybrid routing algorithm depends
on the node position information. PBHRA and its
performance analysis have been presented in [1].
It is required to establish packet structures for the
hardware and protocol realization of the routing algorithms
used for ad hoc and sensor networks. This requirement
involves determination overhead of packet structure to effect
of performance. It is important for performance examination
of algorithms. Accordingly, many researchers have studied
on determination of frame structure and protocol realization
for MANET routing algorithm [2-9].
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In [2], software is developed and an application
environment is set to apply Ad Hoc On Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) algorithm as protocol. A protocol
realization is done on Ns-2 simulator for Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR) and AODV algorithms and the comparisons
related to the functioning of these two algorithms as protocol
are done [3].
Protocol design and realization of Fisheye Routing
Algorithm that aims to decrease the consumption of band
width studied in [4]. Holter et al. [5] made an
implementation over Quagga Routing software protocol for
the realization of wireless Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
algorithm that aims to minimize protocol overloads [5]. A
protocol realization is done on ns-2 simulator for DSR and
AODV algorithms and the comparisons related to the
functioning of these two algorithms as protocol are done [6].
Working steps of Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR)
protocol, the selection of detailed multi point relay sets,
frames used in protocol realization, and their structures are
given in [7]. The general packet and heading structures have
been described that is needed to be used for the packet
exchanges of MANET routing algorithms in routers [8].
Since MANET routers themselves are the wireless nodes,
these structures are also used for protocol realization. In
another study, Neighborhood Discovery Protocol (NHDP) is
introduced and frame structures are given [9]. NHDP uses a
local exchange of HELLO messages so that each router can
determine the presence of, and connectivity to, its 1-hop and
symmetric 2-hop neighbors.
In this study, the proposed frame structures for PBHRA
will be presented as an original study because they are
different from the algorithms of PBHRA that are
implemented above.
Depending on all these, in this study, PBHRA algorithm
is Summarized in section II. In Section III, the frame
structures for implementing PBHRA are given. In Section
IV, according to evaluation consideration given in RFC 2501
[10], the parameters/values of PBHRP, which is developed
in Matlab 7.01, are given; according to performance issues,
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which are specified in same RFC, their analyses are also
presented.
II.

FRAME STRUCTURE OF POSITION BASED HYBRID
ROUTING PROTOCOL (PBHRP)

PBHRA algorithm that is suggested in [1] entails to
provide GPS in every node to determine the positions of the
other nodes in the network like other position-based
algorithms. According to the algorithm, the node in the
center of the network behaves as a master node. Master node
realizes route determination process using position, node
density, and battery life information of the other nodes in the
network.
PBHRA has the following steps [1]:
a.The first activated node in the network is assigned as
master node.
b.Master node announces master node announcement
packet periodically to make the network know that it is a
master node.
c.The other nodes in the network send update packets in
which their position information exists to the master node.
d.Master node constitutes position matrix using update
information.
e.Master node constitutes distance matrix after it
calculates the distances in between every node by using
position information.
f.The node that corresponds to the smallest valued row
after the row elements of position matrix are summed is
determined as central and candidate master node is fixed.
g.Current master node proposes to be the new master
node by sending proposal packet to the master node.
h.New master node sends master node announcement
packet to the network.
i.Other nodes send their update packets to new master
node if necessary.
j.Master node calculates cost criterions of every node by
fuzzy logic method using distance and position matrices, and
then fuzzy matrix is constituted [11].
k.Optimization is done using fuzzy matrix to determine
the paths between nodes with the lowest cost.
l.Nodes ask for the shortest path when they send data to
another node by sending path demand packet to the master
node. Master node tells the shortest path to the node which
demands according to the optimization result.
m.Master node circuits its role to another appropriate
node if it moves away from the center or its battery life
decreases to the below of the threshold value.
n.Other nodes in the network keep only the identity
number and the position of the master node in their
memories.
The flow chart of PBHRA is given in Figure 1 [1].

Figure 1. The flow chart of PBHRA [1]

III.

FRAME STRUCTURE OF POSITION BASED HYBRID
ROUTING PROTOCOL (PBHRP)

The frame structure of PBHRA whose working steps are
given above is determined for the protocol realization.
Designed frames for PBHRP have been given below.
Master node announcement frame (maf) that is to be sent
to the other nodes in the network by master node according
to step b of the algorithm is given in Figure 2.
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master node candidate suggestion frame (mcsf) is given in
Figure 4.

Figure 2. Master node announcement frame

Figure 4. Master node candidate suggestion frame

According to the structure in Figure 2, the source address
space of size 6 Bytes is the physical address of the master
node and the destination address space of size 6 Bytes is the
broadcast address to enable every node in the network for
being a receiver. The route information space of size 48
Bytes is used to be filled by every node which transfers
master node announcement frame to its neighbors along
itself. With regard to this structure, the addresses of at most 8
addresses are stored except source and destination addresses.
maf is transferred with broadcasting method in this
algorithm.
Every node except master node sends update frame (uf)
that includes position, battery, and density conditions
according to step c of PBHRA. The structure of the update
frame is given in Figure 3.

The source address space is the physical address of
master node, and the destination address involves the address
of the candidate master node with regard to mcsf given in
Figure 4. Suggestion Data space includes “01” value in base
10. The node which receives the suggestion declares if it
accepts the suggestion response frame (srf) or not. Data in
Suggestion Data space of srf given in Figure 5 is made “00”
to deny the candidate suggestion, and it is made “11” to
accept the suggestion.

Figure 3. Structure of update frame

The source address space of the update frame given in
Figure 3 is the physical address of the node which sends
data, and its destination address space is the physical address
of the master node. Route information space is the inverse of
the route information of maf. So, uf is to be send along the
way where maf is sent. There exist latitude, longitude, and
height information gathered from the GPS inside the node in
the position space. Battery life (as percentage) is given in the
battery space, buffer fullness rate (as percentage) is in
density space, and an integer value that is incremented by 1
in each sending exists in identity space. The value in identity
space is used by master node to determine whether the
update frame is old or the new one. uf’s are transferred to the
network after their destinations and routes are determined.
They are unicast and source-routing frames.
According to step d of PBHRA, master node stores
update information, taken from other nodes, into position
matrix. According to step b of the algorithm, master node
calculates the distances between every node by using the
position information matrix.
Master node offers a candidate after it determines the
node at the center of the network by adding the elements of
the row or the column of the distance matrix. Structure of
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Figure 5. Structure of master suggestion response frame

According to step j of the algorithm, master node of the
network stores the cost values, calculated by fuzzy logic, of
each node to the others in fuzzy matrix.
According to step l of PBHRA, a node with a demand to
send data asks the route through the destination node to
master node via route demand frame (rdf). Based on the
structure of rdf given in Figure 6, source address space is the
physical address of the node which demands, and the
destination address space is the physical address of the
master node. Also, demand destination address space is the
physical address of the node to which the data is intended to
send.

Figure 6. Structure of route request frame

Master node responds with a route response frame (rrf)
after it receives route request frame. In Route Data space of
rrf given in Figure 7, there exist physical addresses of nodes
that include the path from source to destination. There are
also physical addresses of eight intermediate nodes except
source and destination. Master node uses the cost data of
fuzzy matrix for this operation. If need more than eight inter
node in order to routing data packet, PBHRA proposes node
clustering [1].
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Figure 7. Structure of route demand frame

According to PBHRA, a node which will send data sends
its data using data frame (df) given in Figure 8 after it learns
about the path of its destination from master node.

Figure 8. Structure of data frame

Control and data frames needed to send data in the
network are formed. In the following sections, some
simulations on sending data in network are performed by
using these frames.
IV.

PERFORMANCE EVOLUATION OF PBHRP

A software is developed via MATLAB 7.01 evaluate the
performance of the developed protocol. In the software,
some functions are written to achieve the purposes and the
processes, and a modular software environment is set.
Evaluation environment and the parameters provided in RFC
2501 [10] is used for the performance evaluation.
The parameters below are used for the simulation.
Number of Nodes: 10, 20, 50, and 100-noded networks
are used for the simulation.

TABLE I.

Environment Size: A random distribution is used in the
environment having 5000 m2 per node in both horizontal and
vertical axes, and 10 m height.
Packet Size: Fixed-sized data packets of size 512 and
1024 Bytes are used.
Number of Sources: 5, 10, 20, and 30-sourced networks
are considered. Source number denotes the nodes that are
able to send data packets simultaneously.
Action Speed: Random-waypoint model is used for the
nodes acting with random speeds between 0-20 m/s.
Stagnation Time: 0, 10, 20, 50, and 100 seconds are
considered as stagnation times. Stagnation time is the time in
which nodes stay stagnant. 0 second tells that the node is
always in action, and 100 seconds express that the node
waits 100 seconds stagnantly after an action.
Propagation distance: Coverage area of the nodes is a
circle with radius 100 m.
Simulation Time: Simulation models are run for 100
seconds.
Number of Iterations: Each different network handled
with simulation software is run 10 times and average results
are gathered.
Packet Delivery Rate -one of the criterions used for
performance evaluation of ad hoc routing protocols- is a
performance evaluation criterion which determines the
access rate to packets when they are sent by data sender
nodes in the network. It is expressed as the rate (as
percentage) of the packets that reach to their destination. If
the packets sent by the sender nodes in the network don’t
reach to their destination, then the packet delivery rate is
low. If the number of packets that access to their destination
increase, then the packet delivery rate increases, too.
Expression in (1) is used to determine packet delivery
rate.
n
PDO  h 100 
nT
nh denotes the number of packets that reach to their
destination, nt is the total number of data packets sent in this
expression.
Simulation software is run on 10, 20, 50, and 100-noded
networks with different stagnation times and different source
numbers to determine packet delivery rate and the results
given in Table I are obtained.

PACKET DELIVERY RATE VALUES FOR 10, 20, 50, AND 100-NODED NETWORKS WITH DIFFERENT STAGNATION TIMES AND DIFFERENT SOURCE
NUMBERS

Stagnation Time (s)
10 Nodes-5 Sources
10 Nodes-10 Sources
20 Nodes-10 Sources
20 Nodes-20 Sources
50 Nodes-10 Sources
50 Nodes-20 Sources
50 Nodes-30 Sources
100 Nodes-10 Sources
100 Nodes-20 Sources
100 Nodes-30 Sources
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0
99,52
100
97,30029
99,5
100
100
100
100
86,872
98,663

10
100
100
96,35286
99,75
100
100
100
100
100
100

20
100
100
96,72257
98,20567
100
100
100
100
96,397
100

50
100
100
97,81829
99,43567
100
99,759
100
93,473
100
100

100
100
100
100
99,062
100
99,345
100
99,623
100
100
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According to the values in Table I, the networks with
high mobility have less packet delivery rate than the
networks with less mobility. The change in the number of
nodes in network has not much effect on the performance.
Proposed PBHRP is compared with DSDV, DSR, and
AODV protocols, which are the leading in performance
evaluation in ad hoc networks in terms of packet delivery
rate. 50-noded and 20-sourced networks with different
stagnation times are compared and the results are given in
Table II.
According to the values in Table II, the proposed PBHRP
has better packet delivery rate values than AODV, DSDV,
and DSR protocols.
Another performance evaluation criterion for routing
protocols of wireless ad hoc networks is normalized routing
load. Normalized routing load is determined dividing by
routing packets to total packets.
PACKET DELIVERY RATE VALUES OF 50-NODED AND 20SOURCED NETWORKS IN PBHRP, AODV, DSDV, AND DSR PROTOCOLS

According to the values in Table III, in the networks with
same number of nodes, the networks with large number
sources have higher normalized routing load.
TABLE IV.
NORMALIZED ROUTING LOAD VALUES OF 50-NODED AND
20-SOURCED NETWORKS IN PBHRP, AODV, DSDV, AND DSR PROTOCOLS
Stagnation Time (s)

0

10

20

50

100

PBHRP

0,2408

0,1816

0,162

0,1385

0,129

AODV

0,42

0,35

0,38

0,41

0,15

0

10

20

50

100

PBHRP (PDR %)

98,62

98,86

98,88

99,34

99,54

AODV (PDR %)

96,97

98,83

98,83

99,07

99,53

DSDV (PDR %)

71,39

73,72

67,44

79,06

99,53

DSR (PDR %)

83,72

93,25

92,09

92,09

99,53

Simulation software is run on 10, 20, 50, and 100-noded
networks with different stagnation times and different source
numbers to determine normalized routing load and the
results given in Table III are obtained.
TABLE III.
NORMALIZED ROUTING LOAD VALUES FOR 10, 20, 50, AND
100-NODED NETWORKS WITH DIFFERENT STAGNATION TIMES AND
DIFFERENT SOURCE NUMBERS

Stagnation
Time (s)
10 Nodes-5
Sources
10 Nodes-10
Sources
20 Nodes-10
Sources
20 Nodes-20
Sources
50 Nodes-10
Sources
50 Nodes-20
Sources
50 Nodes-30
Sources
100 Nodes-10
Sources
100 Nodes-20
Sources
100 Nodes-30
Sources

0

10

20

50

100

0,32062

0,29104 0,27102 0,25795

0,2357

0,35207

0,33053 0,30061

0,2933

0,28889

0,33659

0,29459 0,26316 0,24513

0,25496

0,35704

0,33475 0,30337 0,30967

0,29706

0,34729

0,24106 0,18958 0,15848

0,14292

0,24075

0,18157 0,16203

0,1385

0,12903

0,21231

0,17666 0,15236 0,14248

0,13818

0,5685

0,46341 0,35674 0,30115

0,25547

0,44066

0,33952 0,29364 0,26131

0,24

0,3923

0,30951 0,27837 0,25099

0,23836

0,37

0,48

0,54

0,37

0,12

DSR

1,3333

1,3333

1,2427

1,2941

1,0161

According to the values in Table IV, the proposed
PBHRP has better normalized routing load values than
AODV, DSDV, and DSR protocols.
V.

TABLE II.

Stagnation Time (s)

DSDV

CONCLUSIONS

Protocol realization of one of the position-based routing
algorithms, PBHRA, which is developed to be used in
mobile ad hoc networks, was presented in this study.
First of all, the frame structures to be used by the
protocol are formed. The control frames that the protocol
will use to control the network and the data frames intended
to be used to send data are created.
To test the usability and the performance of the proposed
protocol, a simulation is performed with MATLAB 7.01.
With this simulation software, PBHRA is run for different
node number, source numbers, and different mobility
scenarios. According to the gathered results, the increase in
the number of nodes in network does not make any change in
packet delivery rate. In case of high mobility, the packet loss
increases 1.6 % in the average.
It is shown that PBHRP performs better with 16% in case
of high mobility when it is compared with other protocols in
terms of packet delivery rate.
The obtained performance results show that the proposed
protocol and frame structures are a new alternative for
mobile ad hoc networks.
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Abstract—Tracking a mobile node using a wireless sensor
network under non-line of sight (NLOS) conditions, has been
considered in this work, which is of interest to indoor positioning
applications. A hybrid of time difference of arrival (TDOA)
and angle of arrival (AOA) measurements, suitable for tracking
asynchronous targets, is exploited. The NLOS biases of the TDOA
measurements and the position and velocity of the target are
included in the state vector. To track the latter, we use a modified
form of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) with bound constraints
on the NLOS biases, as derived from geometrical considerations.
Through simulations, we show that our technique can outperform the EKF and the memoryless constrained optimization
techniques.
Keywords—Extended Kalman filter; localization; non-line of
sight; ultra wideband.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Ground-based wireless positioning has received great attention in indoor and dense urban areas due to the limitations
of the global positioning system (GPS) [1]. The fine timing
resolution of ultra-wideband (UWB) pulses makes them robust
against multipath fading and thus, the methods based on time
of arrival (TOA) can achieve good accuracy [2]. Localization techniques that directly exploit the TOA measurements
require accurate target-anchor synchronization. However, if
only anchor-anchor synchronization is maintained, the time
difference of arrival (TDOA) data can be exploited for localization. Furthermore, the angle of arrival (AOA) measurement
of UWB signal requires no tight synchronization among the
anchors, and its accuracy improves with increasing the system
bandwidth [3]. Although the AOA measurement of UWB
signal is challenging in practice, some methods have been
recently proposed for the joint measurement of TOA and AOA
in UWB systems [4]. Indeed, exploiting a hybrid of angle and
range information can reduce the number of required line of
sight (LOS) nodes for localization.
One of the main challenges in network-based positioning
remains the non-line of sight (NLOS) problem, which occurs
due to the blockage of target-anchor view. In a NLOS scenario,
the TOA of the first detectable signal at the receiver is larger
than it would be for a direct line of sight (LOS) path, resulting
in a positively biased range measurement. Also, the AOA
measurements will be corrupted by a random perturbation
distributed within [0, 2π) [1]. The TOA-based localization
in NLOS for a single time instant is summarized in [5].
More recently, the constrained optimization technique using
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sequential quadratic programming (SQP) in [6] has shown a
good performance for position and NLOS bias estimation. In
[6], the lower bound on the NLOS bias is set to zero and the
upper bound proposed in [7] is employed. When the target
is moving, the history of the past measurements along with
the state equation can help in estimating a better location over
time. In [8] and [9], the TDOA-AOA data are exploited for
cellular and UWB indoor tracking, respectively. In both papers,
Kalman filter (KF) preprocessing is applied on the received
TOA data for NLOS mitigation, and the variances of the range
measurements are estimated. In [9], further NLOS mitigation
is done by scaling the covariance matrix of the measurement
noise in an extended Kalman filter (EKF).
While these methods enable the tracking of a moving node
under NLOS conditions, they have some disadvantages. First,
the KF preprocessing cannot mitigate the effect of NLOS
effectively, especially if the nodes are initially in a severe
NLOS situation. Second, the online variance calculation of
the range measurement of a moving target might not be done
with good accuracy for NLOS links. In [10], the state vector
of the EKF is augmented with the NLOS biases in addition to
position and velocity, which helps in improving the positioning
accuracy under NLOS conditions. Similar state equations have
been used in particle filters (PF) developed for UWB indoor
tracking of a target equipped with an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) in [11], [12]. However, the computational cost of the
PF grow exponentially with the size of the state vector [12],
hence it is less suitable for practical applications.
In this paper, we propose a constrained form of the EKF
for localization of an asynchronous mobile node under mixed
LOS/NLOS conditions. The state vector of the proposed filter,
similar to [10], is augmented with the NLOS biases. The steps
of the constrained EKF follow those of the EKF, except for the
estimation of the state vector at each time instant, where the
2-norm of a linearized vector function is minimized subject
to bound constraints on the NLOS biases. These constraints
are linear and depend on the geometry and the type of
the measurements exploited. Since here, we use TDOA-AOA
measurements for localization of an asynchronous node, the
upper bound given in [7] can not be exploited. Therefore,
we propose novel lower and upper bounds on the NLOS bias
by exploiting the underlying geometry of the angle and range
difference equations. Through simulations, we show that the
proposed constrained EKF outperforms the ordinary EKF in
[10], and the memoryless constrained optimization technique
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in [6]. Other advantages of the proposed approach are its
simplicity and low computational cost, which makes it suitable
for practical applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, the system model is described, and the formulation
of the problem is given. The derivation of the bounds on the
NLOS biases and the constrained EKF technique are described
in Section III. In Section IV, illustration of simulation results
are presented. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II.

A. Range and Bearing Measurements in NLOS
We consider a 2-dimensional (2D) indoor plane on which
a wireless sensor network (WSN) with M fixed anchors
at known positions pi = [Xi , Yi ]T is deployed. The goal
is to track a mobile target with unknown position p[k] =
[x[k], y[k]]T and velocity v[k] = [vx [k], vy [k]]T at the k-th
time instant. The synchronized anchors are placed near the
boundary of the room in order to cover the area, as the anchor
placement has a direct effect on the localization accuracy [5].
For the sake of simplicity, let the indices i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
denote the anchors that are in NLOS, and i ∈ {N + 1, . . . , M }
denote the anchors with LOS measurements. We assume that
the NLOS links can be identified accurately at every time
instant. To this end, NLOS identification techniques based on
hypothesis testing have been proposed in [8], [9], [13], [5].
Furthermore, NLOS identification based on the features of the
received UWB timing pulse can yield a good result [14].
The range measurement for the i-th anchor, zi [k], is obtained by multiplying the corresponding TOA measurement
with the speed of wave propagation. The set of range equations
for the M anchors are
zi [k] = di [k] + ǫ[k] + bi [k] + ni [k],
i = 1, . . . , M (1)
p
where di [k] =
(x[k] − Xi )2 + (y[k] − Yi )2 is the true
range, ǫ[k] is proportional to the relative clock offset between
the target and the anchors (the clock offset is common among
the anchors as they are synchronized), bi [k] is the NLOS bias
which is a positive random variable for i ∈ {1, . . . , N } and
zero for i ∈ {N + 1, . . . , M }, and ni [k] is the measurement
noise. The distribution of the NLOS bias is location dependent and time varying; therefore, assuming a priorly known
distribution is not practical. However, as the target moves, the
instantaneous value of the NLOS bias can be approximately
modelled as a random walk
i = 1, . . . , N

(2)

where the increment wb [k] is a uniform random variable with
2
zero-mean and variance σw
[11], [12]. The measurement noise
b
in (1) is modelled as a normal random variable with zero-mean
and variance σn2 i [k]. In UWB systems, the variance of this
noise can be represented as
σn2 i [k] = σ02 dβi [k],

(3)

where σ0 is a proportionality constant and β is the path-loss
exponent, which might have different values based on the
environment, e.g., β = 2 for LOS and β = 3 for NLOS have
been considered in [15].
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θi [k] = tan−1

 y[k] − Y 
i

x[k] − Xi

+nθi [k], i = N +1, . . . , M (4)

where the measurement error, nθi [k], is normally distributed
with zero-mean and variance σθ2 .

S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

bi [k + 1] = bi [k] + wb [k],

The AOA can be measured jointly with the TOA by means
of UWB antenna arrays as done in [4]. The AOA of the
NLOS anchors are discarded as done in [9], since they are
corrupted by random perturbations uniformly distributed in the
interval [0, 2π). The AOA of the LOS anchors with respect to
a reference coordinate system are

The clock offset parameter ǫ[k] is cancelled out by subtracting the measured range of each anchor in (1) from a reference
anchor, which amounts to employing TDOA measurements.
If all the anchors are in NLOS, i.e., N = M , then the
range difference achieved through subtraction has either a
positive or negative bias. For this scenario, the techniques
in [8] and [9] can be employed, where KF preprocessing
is used for smoothing and variance calculation. However, as
mentioned earlier, KF smoothing can not mitigate the effect
of the NLOS bias efficiently. In this paper, to overcome this
limitation, we assume instead that there is at least one LOS
range measurement available, i.e., N < M . In this case, the
range difference measurements can be obtained with respect
to a selected reference LOS anchor, which for simplicity is
indexed by M . If multiple LOS anchors are available, then
amongst them, we propose to select as reference anchor the one
which is closest to the target, i.e., with respect to which all the
LOS range differences are positive. Since a smaller measured
range is usually less likely to be in NLOS compared to a
larger range, this selection of the reference anchor is relatively
robust against false alarm in NLOS detection. Furthermore, the
choice of the reference anchor can change over time due to
the transition from LOS to NLOS. If the i-th anchor changes
from NLOS to LOS, then bi [k] becomes zero, while if the i-th
anchor changes from LOS to NLOS then the bias changes from
zero to a positive random value. Therefore, if the reference
anchor goes through such a transition, then another anchor
which is in LOS has to be selected as the reference. If there
are two or more LOS anchors, then by rejecting the NLOS
range measurements, the location can be estimated without
ambiguity, however, the performance highly depends on the
AOA measurement error, which might have a large error in
some applications.
The range difference equations hence take the form

∆di [k] + bi [k] + ∆ni [k] i = 1, . . . , N
∆zi [k] =
∆di [k] + ∆ni [k]
i = N + 1, . . . , M − 1
where ∆zi [k] = zi [k] − zM [k], ∆di [k] = di [k] − dM [k] and
∆ni [k] = ni [k] − nM [k].
B. Problem Formulation
Let the unknown state vector, which includes the biases, be
defined as s[k] = [x[k], y[k], vx [k], vy [k], b1 [k], . . . , bN [k]]T .
The measurement equation can be expressed as
y[k] = h(s[k]) + n[k],

(5)
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A. Constraint Region

where

∆z1 [k]
..




.


 ∆zN [k] 


 ∆zN +1 [k] 


..
,
y[k] = 
.



∆z
 M−1 [k]

 θ
 N +1 [k] 


.
..


θM [k]


∆d1 [k] + b1 [k]
..




.


 ∆dN [k] + bN [k] 


∆dN +1 [k]




..


.
,
h(s[k]) = 


∆d
M−1 [k]




 −1 y[k]−YN +1 

tan
x[k]−XN +1 



.


.

.

y[k]−YM
tan−1 x[k]−X
M




and n[k] is a normally distributed random vector with zeromean and covariance matrix R[k]. We assume uncorrelated
range and angle measurements, i.e.,


Rr [k]
0
,
(6)
R[k] =
0
Rθ [k]
in which we let
Rr [k] = σn2 M [k]1M−1 1TM−1 + diag(σn2 1 [k], . . . , σn2 M −1 [k]),
Rθ [k] = σθ2 I M−N ,
where 1M−1 = [1, . . . , 1]T of size m×1, and I m is the identity
matrix of size m × m.
The state equation is given by
s[k + 1] = Aa s[k] + B a wa [k],

(7)

where

A
Aa =
0

1
0
A=
0
0



0
B
, Ba =
IN
0
0 δt
1 0
0 1
0 0




0
w[k]
,
, wa [k] =
IN
wb [k]



0.5δt2
0
δt

, B= 0
0
δt
1
0


0
2
0.5δt ,

0
δt

w[k] is normally distributed with zero mean and covariance
matrix diag(σx2 , σy2 ), wb [k], which is uncorrelated with w[k],
has a uniform distribution with zero mean and covariance
2
matrix σw
I , and δt is the time step duration.
b N
The aim is to find the position and velocity of the target
at the k-th time instant, i.e., x[k] and v[k], based on all
the past and current measurements y[j] for time instants
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. A common approach is to employ the EKF as
done in [10]. However, in this work, we improve the estimation
accuracy by taking advantage of extra information, in the
form of practical constraints on the NLOS bias bi [k], which is
derived in the sequel.
III.

P ROPOSED T ECHNIQUE

We first determine more accurate constraints on the NLOS
biases through the geometry of the network and then propose
the improved EKF algorithm.
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We are interested in tight lower and upper bounds on
the NLOS bias bi [k] when TDOA-AOA measurements are
exploited. Note that in UWB systems, the range measurement
noise is small compared to the NLOS bias. Also the AOA
measurement error of a LOS link is relatively low. Thus, in
deriving these bounds we assume that the noise terms are
negligible, i.e., ∆zi [k] = ∆di [k]+bi [k] for i ∈ {1 . . . , N } and
tan(θM [k]) = (y[k] − YM )/(x[k] − XM ). Herein, we consider
the case where only one LOS anchor is available, although the
bounds are still applicable when more LOS anchors exist.
For illustrative purposes, consider the physical setting of
the anchors and target shown in Fig. 1. The measured AOA
at the LOS reference anchor, θM [k], defines a line segment
passing through the target position and denoted as LM . Furthermore, the true (unbiased) ranges, ∆di [k], define a set of
u
hyperbolas, denoted as HiM
and given by
kx − pi k − kx − pM k = ∆di [k],

i = 1, . . . , N

(8)

Therefore, if we know ∆di [k], then the target position can be
u
found by intersecting one of the hyperbolas HiM
with the AOA
line segment LM . Due to the NLOS condition, we measure
∆zi [k], which is biased compared to ∆di [k]. If |∆zi [k]| ≤
kpi − pM k, then all the points x, for which the difference of
the distances from the i-th and the M -th anchor is equal to
∆zi [k] are located on a different set of hyperbolas, denoted as
b
HiM
and given by
kx − pi k − kx − pM k = ∆zi [k],

i = 1, . . . , N

(9)

We note, however, that, if the bias is large, we might face
a situation where ∆zi [k] > kpi − pM k, and then there is no
point on the plane satisfying (9). In this case, it is convenient to
redefine ∆zi [k] by thresholding it to its maximum permissible
value, i.e., ∆zi [k] ← min(∆zi [k], kpi − pM k). If ∆zi [k]
is replaced by kpi − pM k, then (9) becomes a ray passing
through pM . In the sequel, ∆zi [k] refers to the range difference
measurement after being readjusted in this way.
Since the bias is always positive, a trivial lower bound on
bi [k] is 0. Also, since by definition bi [k] = ∆zi [k] − ∆di [k],
an upper bound on bi [k] can be found by finding a lower
bound on ∆di [k]. Invoking the triangle inequality, it follows
that ∆di [k] ≥ −kpi − pM k. Thus, loose lower and upper
bounds on bi [k] might be set as
0 ≤ bi [k] ≤ ∆zi [k] + kpi − pM k.

(10)

However, we can achieve tighter lower and upper bounds on
bi [k] by taking advantage of the geometry.
b
Let the hyperbola HiM
intersects with the line segment
LM at q i [k], and define ri [k] = kqi [k] − pM k. By expressing
the equation of hyperbola (9) in polar coordinates, it follows
that
kpi − pM k2 − ∆zi2 [k]
 , (11)
ri [k] =
2 ∆zi [k] + kpi − pM k cos(θM [k] − ϕi )

where ϕi is the angle between the horizontal axis and the line
segment connecting the i-th and the reference anchors. If the
bias does not exist in the range difference equation, then ri [k]
is equal to dM [k]. However, since ∆zi [k] ≥ ∆di [k], ri [k] is
biased compared to dM [k]. It can be verified analytically that
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Similar to the analysis leading to the lower bound, define
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∆z̃i [k] = km[k] − pi k − km[k] − pM k.

According to (16), m[k] is located on a set of hyperbolas,
b
denoted as H̃iM
and representing the points for which the
distance difference from the i-th and M -th anchors is ∆z̃i [k].
The distance of m[k] from the reference anchor, i.e., r̃[k] =
km[k] − pM k, satisfies
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the nodes in 2-D. The anchor with index M = 4 is the
reference LOS anchor and the other anchors are in NLOS. The time index k
is omitted for convenience.

ri [k] in (11) is a monotonically decreasing function of ∆zi [k]
with upper bound
ri [k] ≤ dM [k],

i = 1, . . . , N

(12)

Let us define rj [k] = max{ri [k], i = 1, . . . , N }; then
rj [k] ≤ dM [k], i.e., the distance of the target from the
reference anchor has to be at least rj [k]. Note that in case
∆zi [k] is replaced by kpi − pM k, ri [k] = 0 and (12) is
satisfied. For the vector q j [k], define in turn
∆z̄i [k] = kq j [k] − pi k − kqj [k] − pM k,

(13)

which means that q j [k] is located on another set of hyperbolas,
b
denoted as H̄iM
, representing the points for which the distance
difference from the i-th and M -th anchors is ∆z̄i [k]. For
b
example, in Fig. 1, H̄24
passes through q 3 where j = 3.
b
Similar to (11), by intersecting H̄iM
and the line segment LM ,
we have that
rj [k] =

kpi − pM k2 − ∆z̄i2 [k]
.
2 ∆z̄i [k] + kpi − pM k cos(θM [k] − ϕi )

(14)

Since rj [k] ≤ dM [k] and rj [k] decreases monotonically with
respect to ∆z̄i , it follows that ∆z̄i [k] ≥ ∆di [k]. Thus, we
can define ∆z̄i [k] = ∆di [k] + b̄i [k], where b̄i [k] ≥ 0. Also,
since ri [k] ≤ rj [k], then by comparing (11) and (14) it
follows that ∆zi [k] ≥ ∆z̄i [k], and hence bi [k] ≥ b̄i [k].
Although b̄i [k] is unknown, the positive term bi [k] − b̄i [k],
which can be used as a lower bound on bi [k], is known through
bi [k] − b̄i [k] = ∆zi [k] − ∆z̄i [k]. Therefore, the lower bound
on bi [k] is obtained as
bi [k] ≥ li [k] = ∆zi [k] − ∆z̄i [k].

(15)

For the upper bound, we assume that the target position is
constrained to be in a closed area with arbitrary shape, where
the coordinates of the border are known. In general it is not
easy to handle complicated physical constraint on the position
in terms of computation. Therefore, we use the geometrical
constraints on the position to impose simple bound constraints
on the NLOS bias. Let us assume m[k] is the intersection
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(16)

kpi − pM k2 − ∆z̃i2 [k]
.
2 ∆z̃i [k] + kpi − pM k cos(θM [k] − ϕi )

(17)

Since r̃[k] ≥ dM [k] and r̃[k] decreases monotonically with
respect to ∆z̃i [k], then through a similar argument as used for
(12), it follows that ∆z̃i [k] ≤ ∆di [k]. Also from (16) and the
triangle inequality it follows that
∆di [k] ≥ ∆z̃i [k] ≥ −kpi − pM k.

(18)

Therefore, ∆z̃i [k] is a tighter lower bound on ∆di [k], thus a
better upper bound on bi [k] is achieved as
bi [k] ≤ ui [k] = ∆zi [k] − ∆z̃i [k].

(19)

B. Improved Extended Kalman Filter
The underlying concept of the constrained EKF is similar
to the conventional EKF except that a constrained optimization
problem is solved at every iteration. At time instant k−1, let us
assume that s[k − 1|k − 1] and Σ[k − 1|k − 1] are the estimated
state and covariance matrix, respectively. Then at time instant
k, we can do the prediction as
s[k|k − 1] = Aa s[k − 1|k − 1],
Σ[k|k − 1] = Aa Σ[k − 1|k − 1]ATa + B a Qa B Ta ,

(20)

where Qa is the covariance matrix of w a [k]. Using the
predicted position, i.e., [x[k|k − 1], y[k|k − 1]]T , an estimate
of the distance di [k] between the target and each anchor is
computed. These estimates, say dˆi [k] are used to compute the
measurement noise variance σn2 i [k] according to the model in
(3) and hence R[k] is computed according to (6).
Next, we would like to make use of the new range difference and angle measurement vector at the k-th time instant,
i.e. y[k] to obtain the filtered state s[k|k] and associated covariance matrix Σ[k|k]. To this end, we employ a linearization
technique based on the Taylor series expansion of the nonlinear
function h(s[k]) in (5) around the predicted state s[k|k − 1]:
h(s[k]) ≈ h(s[k|k − 1]) + H[k](s[k] − s[k|k − 1]),

(21)

where H[k] = ∂h(s[k])
|s[k]=s[k|k−1] is the Jacobian matrix
∂s[k]
derived explicitly in [10]. Therefore, based on this first order
expansion we define a linearized measurement vector
ỹ[k] = y[k] − h(s[k|k − 1]) + H[k]s[k|k − 1].
≈ H[k]s[k] + n[k]
If we denote the prediction error in s[k|k − 1] by w̃[k|k − 1] =
s[k] − s[k|k − 1], which can be considered to be zero mean
with covariance Σ[k|k−1], then we can combine the linearized
range and angular measurements and the predicted state as



 

n[k]
H[k]
ỹ[k]
s[k] +
,
(22)
≈
w̃[k|k − 1]
I N +4
s[k|k − 1]
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where the covariance matrix of the noise vector is


R[k]
0
.
C[k] =
0
Σ[k|k − 1]
Now we find s[k|k], the filtered estimate of s[k] by solving
the bounded least square problem
 


 2o
n
H[k]
ỹ[k]
− 12
−
s[k]
min (C[k])
I N +4
s[k|k − 1]
s[k]
s.t. li [k] ≤ bi [k] ≤ ui [k],
i = 1, . . . , N
(23)
Note that in ordinary EKF, (23) is minimized without constraints. In contrast to the unconstrained EKF, (23) is a
linear least squares problem with additional bound constraints
on the entries of the state vector, and can be solved with
moderate computational cost. In our work, we use the Matlab
routine lsqlin. We can use the nonlinear function h(s[k])
in (23) instead of the first order Taylor series approximation,
however, the computational complexity would be much higher.
Moreover, we did not observe significant improvement in the
localization accuracy in our simulation experiments.
To update the covariance, we use as an approximation the
recursive formula of the ordinary EKF algorithm, that is
Σ[k|k] = (I − G[k]H[k])Σ[k|k − 1],

(24)

where G[k] is the gain of the EKF
G[k] = Σ[k|k − 1]H T [k](R[k] + H[k]Σ[k|k − 1]H T [k])−1 .
At this stage, both the state and covariance matrix are
corrected and the algorithm continues recursively.
C. Initialization and Algorithm Summary
An initial guess of the position and biases can be made
using the single snapshot constrained optimization technique
in [6], while the initial values of the velocity components are
set to zero, thus s[0|0] is obtained. Since relatively decent
estimates of the location and biases are achievable using [6],
a relatively moderate diagonal error covariance matrix Σ[0|0]
is considered. The algorithm is summarized below.
Algorithm 1 Proposed EKF with Bound Constraints
1: Initialization:
2: Initialize position and biases using [6] and set v[0|0] = 0
3: Set Σ[0|0] = αI where α > 0
4: for k = 1, 2, . . . , K do
5:
Prediction using (20)
6:
Estimate di [k], compute σn2 i in (3) and update R[k]
7:
Find s[k|k] via the constrained minimization in (23)
8:
Update the covariance matrix Σ[k|k] using (24)
9: end for
IV.

S IMULATION R ESULTS

We consider M = 4 anchors with fixed positions p1 =
[0, 10]T , p2 = [10, 10]T , p3 = [10, 0]T , and p4 = [0, 0]T ,
where the units are in meters. The initial position of the
target is selected randomly within the square region covered by
the anchors. The direction of its velocity vector is initialized
randomly while its norm (i.e., speed) is set to 0.4m/s. The
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location of the target changes over time according to the
dynamic model in (7) where the accelerations are normally
distributed with σx = σy = 10−3 m/s2 . The trajectory is
evaluated for K = 200 time samples with a step size δt = 0.1s.
The reference anchor, located at p4 , is in LOS, while the other
anchors are in NLOS. The exact range values are corrupted
by an exponentially distributed NLOS bias with a mean value
equal to 0.2 of the true target-anchor range [6]. The additive
noise ni [k] is modelled according to (3) with σ0 = 10−4 ,
β = 2 for the LOS anchor, and β = 3 for the other NLOS
anchors. The true angle of the LOS anchor is also disturbed by
a normally distributed error with zero-mean and σθ = 1deg.
We simulate the proposed constrained EKF described in
Algorithm I with bounding constraints on the NLOS biases
as derived in Section III-A. We considered both sets of
constraints, i.e., the loose bound (10) and the new tighter
bounds in (15)-(19), and denote the corresponding algorithms
as Constrained EKF I and Constrained EKF II, respectively.
In our implementation of these algorithms, we use the true
values of σx , σy , σ0 and set σw = 3m, although the final
performance is robust to some amount of mismatch in these
parameters. We compare our result with the single snapshot
constrained optimization technique in [6] and the EKF in
[10]. The PF is not considered herein since the nonlinearity
is not severe and the distribution of the noise is Gaussian. In
fact, due to lacking a bound on the biases, the PF approach
might perform only slightly better than EKF [10]. The method
in [6], is implemented in Matlab by means of fmincon
function with the choice of SQP technique. Again, we consider
both sets of constraints (10) and (15)-(19), and denote the
corresponding algorithms as Memoryless I and Memoryless
II, respectively. The initialization of Constrained EKF I and
Constrained EKF II are done using the Memoryless I and
Memoryless II, respectively, while EKF is initialized with
Memoryless II. For the initialization of the state covariance
matrix, we use Σ[0|0] = 10I 7 , which appears to be reasonable
for the considered area and the possible error in position
components and biases.
To evaluate the comparative performance of the various
tracking algorithms under study, we run Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations in Matlab for 500 different starting points and
trajectories, generated randomly as specified above. The performance is evaluated in terms of the root mean squared error
(RMSE) between the true and estimated vectors. The RMSE
in the velocity estimate is also investigated.
The RMSE in positioning is plotted in Fig. 2 for the
different techniques under study. We generally find that the
performance of the EKF in [10] is strongly dependent on the
initialization and its convergence is not always guaranteed
due to the absence of bounds on the NOLS biases. The
constrained optimization technique in [6] can not yield smooth
position estimates due to its memoryless nature, although on
the average its performance is satisfactory. We emphasize that
the performance of this algorithm is notably improved when
the tighter bound given in (15) and (19) is used instead of
the simpler one in (10). Initially, Constrained EKF I has a
higher RMSE compared to the unconstrained EKF, since it
is initialized with a less accurate position. However, within a
number of iterations, its performance surpasses that of EKF
and Memoryless I. Overall, constrained EKF II exhibits the
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5.5

4.5

Positioning RMSE [m]

NLOS biases, even when most of the nodes are initially (and
remain) under severe NLOS conditions.
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Constrained EKF I
Constrained EKF II
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V.

C ONCLUSION

A modified EKF algorithm for localization of a moving
target was proposed in this paper, where novel bound constraints on the NLOS bias based on geometrical considerations
were incorporated in the filtering (optimization) step of the
EKF equations. The main assumption is that at least one LOS
anchor remains available for referencing purposes. Through
simulations, it was observed that our technique significantly
outperformed EKF and memoryless constrained optimization
techniques. Our technique shows good robustness against
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Abstract—It is becoming clear that underwater sensor
networks are needed to predict natural disasters, provide
scientist research for marine life exploration, and to advance
military capabilities. These underwater sensor networks pose
great challenges to our existing technologies used in terrestrial
sensor networks, mainly due to the acoustic waves used in
water. These waves behave differently than the radio waves on
land. The purposes of this research paper is to provide a better
understanding of an underwater sensor network architecture,
basic characteristic, applications, and examine the propagation
limitations of acoustic communication. We also provide an
overview of modulations and medium access controls.

explored. Underwater sensor networks use acoustic
communications based on acoustic wireless communication.
Radio waves can travel long distances underwater, but must
travel along very low frequencies. The frequency range
typically used is 30-300 Hz. This frequency range requires
extraordinary transmission power and very large antennas.
In this paper, we discuss the aspects of underwater
sensor networks that create challenges in design, types of
applications, underwater sensor architecture, modulation,
and the available medium access control protocols.

Keywords-Underwater sensor; architecture; applications;
propagation; modulation

Underwater sensor networks are needed for several
applications. The military can use this technology for mine
reconnaissance. Mine reconnaissance is when autonomous
underwater vehicles equipped with optical sensors perform
assessments on objects that appear to be mines and detect
whether they are in fact, mine like materials. They also use
the networks for distributed tactical surveillance. In this
application, sensors are used along with AUVs that work
together to monitor an area for targeting, intrusion detection,
surveillance, submarine warfare, and reconnaissance. A
surveillance system is able to detect divers, submarines, and
other vehicles based on data, sensors collect. These systems
have higher accuracy rates than typical sonar systems.
There are also many geological applications that make
use of an underwater sensor network. Sensor networks can
monitor seismic activity along the ocean floor to measure
earthquakes and predict an approaching tsunami. This data
allows coastal areas to be notified and warned in time to
evacuate the immediate danger area. Environmental
monitoring applications allows for the detection of
pollution, and how it is affecting marine life. The data can
monitor chemical, biological, and even nuclear pollution in
any body of water giving a more sophisticated analysis of
water quality as outlined by Heidemann et al. [5].
Sensors can also monitor winds and ocean currents to
predict the weather in a more reliable fashion. Climate
change can also be monitored and studied along with the
human effects on ecosystems, and biological tracking of
fish. Applications to assist navigation can be useful to boat
operators in shallow waters to determine potentially
dangerous objects under water. Assisted navigation
applications can also be used to find sunken boats and
wreckage. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are
useful in many applications because they do not require

I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater Sensor Networks’ (UWSN) are made up of
many sensor nodes and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs). Together, these sensor nodes and AUVs allow
researchers and the military to actively monitor the ocean.
Underwater sensor networks make it possible to conduct
search missions, record climate changes, provide pollution
control, study marine life, conduct survey missions, tactical
surveillance, and predict natural disturbances in the ocean.
There has been an increased interest in building UWSN due
to the fact that, these networks have the ability to monitor,
investigate, and track underwater occurrences that are
important to our national security and off shore exploration.
Many characteristics of these networks make their
construction challenging, and difficult to implement. These
characteristics include: limited bandwidth capacity, high
error probability, large propagation delays, fouling,
corrosion, high bit rate errors, limited battery power, and
temporary losses of connectivity. Another key characteristic
is that, the sensor nodes and autonomous underwater
vehicles must have the capability to self-configure
themselves. The devices should be able to coordinate their
configurations, location information, and movement
information with each other. Data must also be sent back to
an on-shore station. The technology that enables the
application is wireless underwater acoustic networking.
Underwater communications is not new. In 1945, there was
a need to communicate with submarines in the United
States. The development of an underwater telephone was the
solution, as outlined by Akyildiz et al. [1]. However,
underwater networking really has not been extensively
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II.

APPLICATIONS
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cables, tethers, or remote control. These devices are
inexpensive and can reach any depth in the ocean and can be
used in environmental monitoring and oceanography
applications. One of the most common AUVs is small
submarines armed with many sensors.
III. ARCHITECTURE
There are two types of architectures including: twodimensional (see Fig. 1) architecture and three-dimensional
architecture (see Fig. 2) as outlined in [1]. Static twodimensional are used for environmental monitoring where
sensor nodes are anchored to the ocean floor. These nodes
are interconnected to underwater sinks. The sinks are in
charge of relaying information from underwater to the
surface station. They have a vertical acoustic transceiver and
a horizontal acoustic transceiver. Horizontal transceivers
communicate directly to the sensor nodes to send command,
configurations, and collect monitored data. The vertical
transceivers relay the data back to the surface. The on-shore
station also has a transceiver that will handle multiple
transmissions from the sinks. The sinks can be connected
with underwater sensors by either a direct link or by a multi
hop path. The easiest way to connect to the sensors is
through a direct link, but is most likely not the most energy
efficient way to connect. By using direct links, the
throughput is also reduced due to acoustic interference. The
acoustic interference comes from the high transmission
power being used. The key difference in multi hop systems
is that the information is relayed through intermediate
sensors until it reaches the sink. This increases the network
capacity and saves energy, which are two important aspects
in underwater sensor networks.
The three-dimensional architecture is normally used
when you want to identify or observe happenings that
cannot be looked at with the sensor nodes attached to the
ocean floor. In these networks, the sensor nodes float at
various depths to observe any occurring phenomenon. These
sensors could be placed on buoys with varying wire lengths
to achieve different depths. Although this would be the
easiest approach, floating nodes on buoys allows for
problems involving tampering. For example, if the military
is carrying out a surveillance of an enemy the nodes could
be detected and disabled easily. The nodes are more
susceptible to weather conditions, and multiple buoys could
confuse boaters navigating the open waters. These reasons
make this approach not very desirable.
Another approach would be to fasten nodes to the ocean
bed. Once anchored, floating devices are attached that can
be filled with air to achieve a variation in depth placement.
The depth is determined by the wire length as in the first
approach, but the nodes here have their own electric motors
that can change the wire length on demand. There is still a
disadvantage with this approach as well. Ocean currents
could interfere with the system’s ability to maintain the
desired depths [1].
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Figure 1. Architecture for 2D underwater sensor networks. [1]

Figure 2. Architecture for 3D underwater sensor networks.[1]

IV. AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER VEHICLES
AUVs are important to the network design. One
objective for them is to become less dependent of on-shore
communication and move toward relying solely on local
intelligence. Recovering AUVs to recharge their batteries
can be a cumbersome task; therefore, solar systems seem to
be a viable option. Solar energy will increase the AUVs
overall lifetime and they will be able to gather data
continuously for several months before any human
intervention is needed. Two kinds of AUVs used in
explorations are called drifters and gliders. These are
oceanographic instruments that do not need the same level
of sophistication as small submarines. Drifters work with
the current. They have the capability to move vertically, but
drift along with the current. Their main purpose is to take
various measurements at different preset depths. Gliders are
powered by a battery and use hydraulic pumps create
changes in their buoyancy to move through the water. They
are equipped with a GPS device that allows them to be
located once they climb to the surface. Typically, these
devices can only operate for a few weeks to a few months,
and can reach depths of 200 meters to 1500 meters. Gliders
move very slowly through the water which allows them to
conserve battery power and increase their lifetime [1].
V. UNMANNED UNDERWATER VEHICLES
The use of Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUV) is
important to improve system efficiency. The Department of
Defense, Homeland Security and the military are extremely
interested in the capabilities and advantages that unmanned
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underwater vehicles possess. The military has conducted
several test deployments of this type of vehicle as outlined
by Garreiro et al. [4]. Some of the test deployments included
UUVs are: Remote Environmental Measuring Units
(REMUS) [4], Mid-sized Autonomous Research Vehicle
(MARV) [14], 21” Unmanned Underwater Vehicles
(21UUV) [4], and Manta Test Vehicle (MTV) [4]. REMUS
was 7.5 inches in diameter and was deployed for testing
hundreds of times. It used acoustic communications with
both oceanographic and chemical sensors. MARV is a midsized autonomous research vehicle that was 12.75 inches in
diameter. It demonstrated various technologies under
thruster based hover payload with low speed control.
21UUV is 21 inches in diameter and has been tested in the
water over one hundred times. This vehicle demonstrated
vision based navigation, photo mosaic, and side scan sonar
imagery. This device was used for autonomous controller
experiments where it was a test bed and weapon launch
using MTV. MTV is a manta test vehicle that was tested in
the water over ninety times for unmanned weapon launches.
This vehicle had advanced network communications with
ISR suites including RADINT, SIGINT, Optics, and IR. The
military branch testing these UUVs is the NAVY. The
military would like to have a family of not only unmanned
underwater vehicles but also just unmanned sensor vehicles.
These vehicles would include advanced sensors such as
smart skins and Nano-sensors that work in conjunction with
distributed underwater networks. The potential advanced
payloads would allow for attacks to the enemy without
being seen. Missile launching would be executed from
underwater. Unmanned underwater vehicles might just be
the weapons of the future, providing the military with high
energy lasers and advanced weaponry [4].
The one thing that slows down the development of these
weapons is the guidance laws that must be followed. These
laws require vehicles to have onboard navigation guidance
controls that enable vehicles to work with each other to
achieve proper positions and orientation. Missile guidance
requires line-of-sight guidance laws, command-to-line-ofsight guidance laws, proportional navigation guidance laws,
and optimal guidance laws. The majority of the missile laws
are already implemented in traditional missile weapon
technologies; however, underwater unmanned vehicles must
be programmed and tested thoroughly before building the
weapons of the future as outlined by Sutton et al. [9].
VI. MODULATION
The
electromagnetic
spectrum
controls
all
communications on land, because telecommunication
companies have to constantly provide ways to communicate
over long distances. This is made possible through radio and
optical systems. These systems also allow for high
bandwidth capacity on land, whether the power is high or
low. In the physical layer of underwater sensor networks,
the communication approach used is acoustic. Acoustic
waves are the best choice for underwater systems, mainly
because electromagnetic frequencies are diffused by the
water. The acoustic communication system allows for better
communication beyond ten meters as outlined in [5].
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Acoustic communications have to deal with the network
performance limits and poor bandwidth efficiency. To
address these issues modulation schemes are used. The best
modulation approach to achieve more bandwidth efficiency
is Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). This approach is resistant
to channel variations because carrier frequencies are chosen
using information bits. At the next stage, measured power is
compared at different frequency levels by the receiver to
determine what was sent. Therefore, channel estimation is
not needed because the receiver is using just energy
detection. A disadvantage of frequency key shifting is the
use of guard bands. Guard bands are inserted between the
frequencies to prevent frequency spreading. Time spreading
also causes interference, and guard intervals must be placed
between consecutive symbol communications to promote
channel clearing. These two introductions of guard bands
and intervals slow down the data rate to an extremely low
level as outlined in [1].
In order to use FSK advanced approaches would need to
be added to improve the low data rate. One approach that
could be implemented if the bandwidth is not under any
constraints, would be frequency hopped FSK. Frequency
hopped FSK removes the requirement of guard intervals to
promote channel clearing. Another method of modulation
that has had very little success is called multi-carrier
modulation. This type of modulation divides the amount of
bandwidth that is available into overlapping sub bands. This
makes the duration of the waveform longer for each symbol.
The sub-bands allow the system receiver to disregard inter
symbol interference making channel equalization at the
receiver simpler. This simplification has prompted attempts
to integrate Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) into the underwater channels. The problem with
this type of multiplexing is that the channels themselves
have large Doppler spreads allowing for a substantial
introduction of interference in the subcarriers [5]. Phase
coherent modulation includes Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM) [12] and Phase Shift Keying (PSK) [12]
is direct transmissions that can be used to promote high data
rate communication in underwater networks, but also
introduces inter symbol interference. The interference must
be addressed at the receiving end of communication.
There are two modulation approaches that are promising
for underwater sensor networks. These methods include:
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Multi-Input
Multi-Output (MIMO) techniques. CDMA is an up and
coming technology that is important in acoustic networks.
This is because this method allows for random, overlapping
access to communication channels that are being shared in
the network. CDMA is promising as a viable modulation
approach to underwater sensor networks. Multi-input multioutput approaches require a system of multiple transmitters
and receivers to increase channel capacities linearly. The
degree in which channel capacities become linear depends
on how many transmitters and receivers are added to the
system. This technique looks to be extremely promising for
underwater acoustic communication as outlined by Manjula
et al. [6].
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VII. PROPAGATION
Propagation in underwater sensor networks poses a
major challenge for technologies we currently use in
terrestrial sensor networks. Acoustic waves used for
underwater networks have a lower loss than the traditional
radio waves used in other sensor networks. The lower losses
of these waves make them more suitable for underwater
applications than radio waves. Acoustic waves travel at five
orders of magnitude slower than radio waves presenting
greater challenges that must be overcome with algorithms,
protocols, and node placement [6].
Propagation is affected by several factors underwater.
Hereafter we describe some of these factors influencing
propagation. When data travels from one place to another, it
will always experience some level of power loss. This
power loss is called attenuation. In underwater acoustic
channels, propagation delay limits the available range and
frequency at which the system can function. When greater
distances are needed to be covered by the system or if
higher frequencies must be used will have an increase in
attenuation. Attenuation is also caused when the ocean is
rough at the propagation medium constraints.
Surface-bottom reflection and refraction occurs when
the depth changes the speed at which the data is being
transferred. Surface-bottom reflection and refraction is
constantly present in underwater networks because the
ocean’s velocity changes frequently due to storms, tides,
and waves. These changes create different levels of
refraction that must be dealt with, at all levels of the system,
but particularly in deeper waters [5]. This is especially true
in large scale systems. Doppler effects are also created due
to different levels of directional motion that introduce long
delay spreads and phase distortion.
Noise is another factor in underwater sensor networks
that effects the propagation. The propagation medium in
these networks is constrained by the ocean floor and the
surface. These constraints cause multipath propagation
where echoes are created from unwanted reflections. The
echoes appear as signal burst or as signal transmission
replications. Multipath propagation allows each of the
components throughout the underwater sensor network to
potentially exhibit different forms and levels of attenuation
as outlined in [5]. Man-made noise caused by boats, power
plants, and oil pumps along with noise created from
shipping activity can create propagation delays especially
where there is lots of boating activity. Ambient noise is
created by the natural occurrences in the ocean. Tides,
waves, rain, wind, and seismic activity is categorized as this
type of noise.
Acoustic waves carry noise farther than radio waves
making noise, a more severe problem when dealing with
acoustic communication. As one can see the variability of
propagation requires the underwater sensor network to be
robust in many areas, where in radio communication, the
variations are more localized and easier to address. There
are several different propagation models with different
degrees of complexity and accuracy to simulate and analyze
an underwater wireless sensor network. Designing an
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efficient and reliable communication channel in underwater
environment is not an easy task because of speed of acoustic
signal, propagation delay, multipath interferences, path loss
due to higher frequency, and high bit error rate due to phase
and magnitude fluctuations. Absorption is also increased
with the range, which causes the increasing drop of SNR
when the range increases. Figure 3 shows the Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR) increase with distance [11].

Figure 3. SNR vs. frequency and range for undersea. [11]

VIII. MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL
Medium Access Control (MAC) takes place in the data
link layer and manages access to the underwater networks
acoustic communication. To keep the network performance
at its best MAC protocols must be used. The main objective
of MAC protocols is to prevent any collisions that could
occur. These protocols also manage network throughput,
scalability, adaptability, latency, and energy consumption
(efficiency) as outlined by Pompili et al. [8]. Medium access
control can either be contention free or contention based
protocols. The contention free approach allocates different
time slots, frequencies, or codes to all of the system nodes
to avoid collisions in the physical layer. In contention based
approaches the nodes must compete with one another to use
the medium. This is all handled on a demand bases, and the
protocol must work to keep overhead down while still
preventing any form of collision as outlined by Otnes [7].
Some contention free MAC protocols include Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA) [13], Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) [13], and Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) [13]. FDMA divides the available
bandwidth into several frequency bands and then places
guard bands between them. The individual bands are
assigned to each station where they can send data. Once
these bands are assigned, they remain those stations until the
end of communication. Station interference is handled with
a band pass filter and guard bands that confine and separate
the transmitter frequencies. FDMA is ideally used with
stream data because it identifies preset frequency bands and
uses them for the entire length of communication [3].
In an underwater sensor network, FDMA would allow
each individual node to communicate the remaining nodes
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simultaneously without interference with each other.
However, because acoustic communication has a limited
bandwidth capacity and multipath propagation, it creates
spectral nulls. If the underwater network has several nodes it
will require a very narrow frequency band for each node.
Operating the system in this way produces extreme risks of
complete fading to some of the nodes. For this reason
FDMA is not considered a viable option for underwater
networks according to [7]. FDMA could very well be used
along with clusters using higher frequency bands to create a
usable hybrid system. TDMA uses only one channel that is
shared between all of the nodes in the system. This is
accomplished by timesharing. Frames, or time-intervals, are
split up into fixed length slots where each node in the
system is assigned a slot [10]. The node can only transmit
during its allocated time, and then wait until the frame is
repeated cyclically back to their time slot before
transmitting again. In this approach all of the systems nodes
have to know when their time slot begins and ends which
adds additional propagation delay into the system. These
added delays can be compensated by the use of guard times,
but in underwater systems where propagation delays are
already high this is not ideal. TDMA does not allow the
nodes to transmit data simultaneously, so in order to handle
synchronization it normally adds preamble bits to the
beginning of each slot [3]. The addition of guard times and
preamble bits will also degrade the efficiency to some extent
[7]. CDMA is typically used in cellular technologies. It is a
spread spectrum technology that takes multiple telephone
conversations and attaches a certain code that only the
sender and receiver understand. It then cuts the information
into bits and transfers them to the receiver to reconstruct [2].
CDMA in underwater sensor networks work in much the
same way. They also use binary (bits) to modulate the data
with the same speed spectrum concept. This MAC
technology is a very promising technique for acoustic
communication. CDMA’s advantage over FDMA is its
resistance to node fading, because the frequency band is
used by the entire system of nodes. This is because each
node uses a unique code with low cross-correlation that
allows all of the nodes to send and receive data at the same
time on the same band. There is a trade off when using low
cross-correlations; they involve long codes. When long
codes are being used; it lowers data rates that are already a
challenge in acoustic communications. Doppler effects that
are present in acoustic channels further reduce the
correlation properties. Algorithms must be developed that
are complex for demodulation and multi-user detection
because CDMA gives network design issues back to the
physical layer from the data link layer. Frequency hopping
and direct sequence CDMA could be viable options for
these modulations. Code division multiple access works best
when the sound pressure levels are around the same
magnitude as the systems receivers. If these magnitudes are
not similar; the system could experience what is known as
the near far problem. This is when nodes that are closer
receive transmissions stronger than nodes that are farther
away. The stronger nodes can project interference that can
create issues with demodulation and detection of the weaker
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nodes that are farther away. The near far problem would be
a greater issue with underwater sensor networks residing in
deeper waters. The advantage that CDMA has over TDMA
is that it can transmit data simultaneously between nodes.
However, a CDMA system that experiences the far near
problem is closely comparable to TDMA systems [7]. Table
1 shows a comparative performance of access technologies
for underwater networks.
TABLE I.

UNDERWATER CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

Parameter

CDMA

Scalability



FDMA

TDMA


Complexity


Security



Synchronization


Throughput

IX.



CONCLUSION

The development of underwater sensor networks is
driven by the potential applications. These applications will
advance our military capabilities to new highs, help us to
discover organisms we did not know existed, study climate
changes, and allow for scientific data collection to predict
natural disasters before they happen. These applications will
protect our country and the people from disasters and war.
Discovering new organisms from the data collection taken
at the bottom of the ocean could possibly be the cures we
need for diseases such as cancer and AIDS. The challenges
we face in building these underwater sensor networks must
be studied extensively to determine the correct technological
approaches to use in creating them.
Most of the protocols that are in use have been used on
land dealing with radio waves. Radio waves are very
different than acoustic waves in water. The way to combat
these differences is to find the right combinations of
equipment and protocols to make hybrid systems to use.
Hybrid systems can make use of the strengths in each of the
forms of technology to combat all of the design challenges
and limitations. Technology trends in underwater sensors
and instrumentation have led to the miniaturization and
increased energy efficiency of instruments. Use of advanced
manufacturing technologies, such as Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) and nanotechnology, has
reduced the size of instruments. Increase of platforms
functionality while reducing operational costs has been
achieved by integration of multiple sensors on a single
platform. The research on underwater networks continues to
advance, and it is encouraging that one day these
underwater sensor networks will become a reality that will
advance our nation to new heights over the next several
years.
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Abstract— We propose an Adaptive Modulation and Coding
(AMC) scheme using relay protocols AF, DF and DMF. The
AMC scheme is used for improving the throughput and
reliability of a communication system, using different
modulation and coding schemes. We analyze the performance
of relay protocols with the AMC scheme and observe that relay
protocols with the AMC scheme are capable of providing
better average throughput at a lower Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) level as compared to the conventional scheme with no
AMC. We perform Monte Carlo simulations based on 3GPP
Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) parameters to prove
the performance comparison of adaptive Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) relay protocols with non-adaptive MCS
relay protocols. The simulation results of the proposed system
with adaptive MCS prove that among the Amplify-andForward (AF), Decode-and-Forward (DF) and De- Modulateand-Forward (DMF), the DMF protocol performs best, at a
lower SNR value and higher average throughput.
Keywords-AF; DF; DMF; AMC; LTE-A.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, relaying technology in cellular systems has
received significant interest. Relay based network architectures
show promising interest in potential and practical applications as
LTE-Advanced [1-3]. Cooperative communications can
exploit the distributed spatial diversity in multiuser systems
to combat the impairments of wireless channels. This is
particularly useful when each node can only be equipped
with a single antenna. Without channel feedback, the
conventional cooperative protocols, such as Amplify-andforward (AF), Decode-and-forward (DF), etc, can offer a
diversity gain by allowing nodes a fair opportunity to
transmit messages through their own channel [4-6]. On the
other hand, if the Channel State Information (CSI) is
available to the senders, the system can re-allocate the radio
resource among the senders to improve the communication
efficiency. Furthermore, all the nodes are allowed to adapt
their data rates to match the channel conditions, such that the
throughput is maximized [7-8]. Motivated by this fact, we
consider adaptive modulation for various protocol systems.
Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) [9-13] can provide
high spectral efficiency, meanwhile the reliability of data can
be guaranteed. Thus, adaptation features make it attractive
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for further research in several areas, in particular if a high
data rate is among the expected results. Our proposal consists
then, in the combination of MIMO and AMC schemes in one
single system: Adaptive-MCS. The optimal selection of the
coding rate, modulation and relay protocols scheme result is
an improvement of the data rate and system reliability. The
goal is to maximize the data throughput and system
efficiency.
The structure of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the system model and adaptive MCS with Relay.
Section 3 explains the proposed criteria for adaptive MCS
selection in the relay system, and Section 4 presents the
simulation results and analysis. Finally, conclusions are
discussed in Section 5.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL AND ADAPTIVE MCS WITH RELAY

Assume that the channel gains are completely known at
the transmitter and the receiver and remain unchanged
during a packet transmission. In a block fading channel, it is
feasible to implement a reverse link to send back channel
information, and the assumption is practical. At the relay
node, we process three protocol types AF, DF and the DMF
protocol. The AF and DF protocols are considered as
conventional protocols in the fixed relay system which are
already adapted by the LTE-A. We analyze the consistency
and efficiency of the DMF protocol with MCS comparing
the results with conventional designed algorithms.

Figure 1. System Model of Relay with AMC based system
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In Figure 1, we describe the structure of the AdaptiveMCS system with RN operation. At the Evolved Node B
(eNB), the data is coded, interleaved, modulated and then,
transmitted through the channel. Once at the receiver the
channel condition is estimated with an SNR criterion, and
this information is sent back to the transmitter, which
decides which MCS level to use. The previous channel
condition parameters are stored in a buffer. When the signal
arrives at the Relay Node (RN), we select the protocols for
various scenarios by first analyzing the channel parameters
given by the Channel Evaluator (CE) from the RN–UE link.
As per the performance of CE, the suitable MCS level is
chosen for the best average throughput performance.
Choosing the MCS level means to select a specific code rate
and modulation scheme according to the estimation of the
channel conditions. Based on the idea of pre-evaluated
channel quality, we select the favorable relay protocol. This
data is then sent to the User Equipment (UE). The UE also
analyzes the CE, based on the channel condition between
RN-UE links. If the channel condition is favorable, a high
order of modulation and code rate are used. Otherwise, a
low order of modulation and code rate are selected. With the
appropriate MCS level, AMC can obtain both excellent
throughput performance and quality for a specific channel
condition.
III.

PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR ADAPTIVE MCS SELECTION
AND PROTOCOL DESIGN

Adaptive Modulation and Coding is performed according
to several SINR regions. Here, we first discuss the region
boundary for the modulation regarding the modulation
adaptation among various schemes of modulation as QPSK
and 16-QAM, with a code rate of 1/3 and 3/4.Let ϒsr and ϒrd
denote the received SINR of the SR and RD link. PSR & PRD
can be the error probability for the Source-Relay link and
Relay-Destination link, respectively. If the RN can obtain
data correctly with the probability of (1-PSR), the final errors
are calculated from the detection of the combined SD and
RD link, PSD. When the relay cannot acquire the data
correctly at the SR link the probability is given by, PSD.
Thus, the total BER for this state is given by (1)
(1)
Pe  (1  PSR ) PSD  PSR
We know that BER of M-QAM modulation can be
obtained as (3)

A. Precoding Scheme
The pre-coding scheme is located at the eNB. This
improves the system performance by using the estimated
channel information calculated at the RN. There are several
techniques used for pre-coding, such as Pre-Zero Forcing
(ZF) and Pre-Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE).
B. Relay Protocols with AMC
The relay protocols considered in our research paper are
AF, DF and DMF. We will now evaluate various relay
protocols with AMC. Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the
Relay scheme with AMC. Firstly, the Channel State
Information (CSI) is calculated based on the link condition
and estimation. Then each protocol is selected as per the
situation since all protocols have the same amount of
maximum throughput. Suppose, we select the DMF
protocol. Then, we check the given MCS level. In the MCS
level, we then check the type of the code rate and
modulation. When satisfied as defined by the condition, we
again check the CSI for the next link of relay and the UE, as
stored in the buffer at the relay node. Based on the
estimation of the CSI, we make the error check of the
present CSI and previous CSI. If the state is true we can
then calculate the final throughput estimate as per the given
MCS level; otherwise, we need to recheck the MCS level
and append the new CSI value in the relay node. Then, we
need to verify the MCS level for the RN-UE link. Once the
throughput is estimated, the new data frame, which is
needed to be transmitted to the UE with lower error
probability, needs to be verified. The dotted part in the
flowchart shows the main performance area in the
algorithm.

(2)
where,

, where

and

are

decided by the modulation scheme. But, the above scheme
is complex for inversion. So, to simplify the above design
and performance analysis, we model the expression, where
n is the MCS level, as

(3)
Here, we analyze various characteristics of the scheme
comprising the Adaptive-MCS with Relay.
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of AMC with Relay Scheme
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C. AF with MCS
Simply called an AF protocol, the relay tends to scale
the received version of the signal and transmits an amplified
version of it to the destination or UE. It is the most basic
type of fixed relay. It simply amplifies the received data and
then forwards it to the UE. The relay is usually not capable
of performing in a bad channel condition as it amplifies the
noise factor of the received data vector. But in order to
compare its performance with a new DMF protocol, we use
AF for analysis as a reference case of the standard known
protocol. When MCS is applied to the AF with various code
rates and modulation schemes we can observe the
progressive improvement in the case of adaptive MCS [10].
As given in Figure 1, when we select the AF protocol, then
as per the channel condition, the SINR value is estimated
from the channel evaluator, by using the precoding scheme
at the RN and the UE.
D. DF with MCS
The relay node is for the relay to decode the received
signal, re-encode it, and then retransmit it to the receiver.
This kind of relaying is termed as a fixed decode-andforward (DF) scheme, which is often simply called a DF
scheme.
In the basic DF relaying scheme, we implement SINR
estimation using precoding methodology, which actually
evaluates the channel and helps to estimate the SINR value
with channel quality. The decoding operation is repeated
multiple times which helps in improving the system
performance by noise and interference reduction.
E. DMF with MCS
DMF protocol signal processing is an alternative to DF
signal processing to reduce receiver power consumption due
to channel decoding at the relay as well as to minimize the
overall delay at the destination. In the DF schemes
previously described, the relay forwards the source’s
message only if it is able to successfully decode. However,
in many applications, channel decoding may not be
desirable at the relays either due to limited transceiver
capabilities or due to lack of knowledge of the channel
codebook. In this case, the signals transmitted by the source
can only be detected or demodulated on a symbol-bysymbol basis. At this position there is a need for a relay
protocol capable of performing much better in decoding
performance. So, we design a new protocol capable of
performing in both cases whereby in the bad decoding case
it is capable of maintaining the high error bits decoding with
soft decoding and the higher modulation scheme.
IV.

simulation parameters based on 3GPP LTE-Advanced 20
MHz bandwidth.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR 20MHZ

Parameter
Carrier Frequency
Bandwidth
Subcarrier spacing
Sub frame Duration
FFT Size
No. of subcarriers/PRB
Channel
Modulation scheme
Noise
Relay Node (RN)
Relaying Protocol

Value
2 GHz
20 MHz
15 KHz
1 ms
2048
12
EPA, EVA, ETU
QPSK,16 QAM
AWGN
1
AF, DF, DMF

A. FER, SER and BER Analysis of AF,DF and DMF
Protocols
We will now discuss the error performance and analysis of
all three protocols in order to clarify their behavior in our
adaptive MCS relay system.

Figure 3. FER results with AF,DF and DMF protocols.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results are based on the link level Monte
Carlo simulations. Noise components are the same at all
channel links, but channel fading component changes
increase and decrease, based on the links, as eNB-RN link
and RN–UE link characteristics. Table I shows the
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Figure 4. SER results with AF,DF and DMF protocols.
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TABLE II.
MCS
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Protocol
AF
AF
AF
AF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DMF
DMF
DMF
DMF

NON-ADAPTIVE MCS WITH RELAY
Code
Rate
1/3
3/4
1/3
3/4
1/3
3/4
1/3
3/4
1/3
3/4
1/3
3/4

Modulation
QPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM

Max. Throughput
(Mbps)
14.4
21.6
28.8
43.06
14.4
21.6
28.8
43.06
14.4
21.6
28.8
43.06

Figure 5. BER results with AF,DF and DMF protocols.

Figure 3 presents the Frame Error rate (FER)
performance for the 3 kinds of protocols. We can clearly
observe that the performance of the DMF protocol shows a
very high trade off compared to AF and DF protocol. The
tradeoff between AF and DF at higher SNR shows very
little error performance advantage but on the other hand the
DMF protocol shows explicit performance.
Figure 4 analyzes the Symbol Error Rate (SER)
performance analysis of the AF, DF and DMF protocol.
Compared to Figure 3 the performance of AF, DF and DMF
show slight improvement in performance. Te simulation
examines the error probability based on each symbol
transmission. Therefore, compared to the FER performance
this figure demonstrates better results, as the error
encountered in the symbol rate is much more reduced in
comparison to the frame error of each case.
Figure 5 shows the Bit Error Rate (BER) analysis, which
still shows better error performance for DMF compared to
the AF and DF protocols. Here, we can observe that even at
an improved error performance than compared than to the
FER or SER, AF and DF performance are very close at
lower SNR values, whereas, the performance of DMF still
shows better results than the conventional protocols.
B. Non-Adaptive MCS with AF,DF and DMF Protocols
Table II shows the Non-Adaptive MCS level table, with
various MCS level for AF, DF and DMF protocols based on
the code rate, as turbo coding with 1/3 and 3/4. The
modulation schemes followed in this case are QPSK and 16QAM. We observed various values of maximum
throughputs in different code rates and nodulation schemes.
The maximum throughput achieved by all the coding
schemes and modulation schemes are different at various
levels. The maximum throughput in all MCS is independent
of the nature of protocol.
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Figure 6. Throughput of Non Adaptive MCS AF Protocol.

Figure 7. Throughput of Non Adaptive MCS DF Protocol.
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TABLE III.

ADAPTIVE MCS WITH RELAY

MCS
Level

Protocol

Code
Rate

Modulation

SNR
(dB)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

AF
AF
AF
DF
DF
DF
DMF
DMF
DMF

1/3
1/3
3/4
1/3
1/3
3/4
1/3
1/3
3/4

QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM

21
36
51
12
21
30
8
14
23

Avg.
Throughput (Mbps)
12.384
26.976
42.984
10.468
27.65
42.984
14.4
27.36
42.984

Figure 8. Throughput of Non Adaptive MCS DMF Protocol.

Figure 6 shows the maximum throughput values at
different code rates for the AF protocol. The maximum
throughput for code rate 1/3 with QPSK is observed, of
approximately 14.4 Mbps. As the code rate is increased in
the case of the same modulation, we can observe an increase
in throughput at 21.6 Mbps. However, we have to
compromise with SNR performance in this case. Similarly,
with the increase in the modulation scheme, we can observe
the increase in throughput rate. Finally, we observed that the
higher the code rate and modulation, the higher the
throughput but we have compromised the SNR performance
which is gained at a very high SNR.
Figure 7 shows the performance analysis for the Non Adaptive MCS DF protocol. The maximum throughput is
the same in the case of AF and DF, as seen in Table 2. But,
as we observe the values of SNR tradeoff we can see a
considerable gain in the throughput case. We can observe
that better decoding schemes improve the relay performance
for relay code rate and modulation.
Figure 8 shows the throughput of the Non-Adaptive
MCS DMF protocol, as the case of AF and DF. We can
understand that the code rate and modulation is the same for
all protocols and so is the maximum throughput as seen in
Table 2. If we look at the SNR Performance we can see that
the DMF protocol achieves higher throughput at lower SNR
values.
C. Non-Adaptive MCS with AF,DF and DMF Protocols
Table III shows the values for the Adaptive MCS level
for the AF, DF and DMF Protocol for various values for
code rate and modulation scheme. We made observations
and analysis on the basis of Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)
and Average Throughput in Mega bit per second
(Mbps).The rate are chosen based on the best code rate and
best modulation scheme provided, with the highest
throughput order [10].
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Figure 9. Adaptive Thorughput of adaptive MCS AF Protocol

Figure 10. Adaptive Thorughput of adaptive MCS DF Protocol
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Figure 11. Adaptive Thorughput of adaptive MCS DMF Protocol

Figure 12. Average Throughput Analysis of Adaptive MCS Relay
Protocols

Figure 13. Maximum Throughput Analysis of Adaptive MCS Relay
Protocols

Figure 9 shows the average throughput of the adaptive
MCS AF protocol. We analyzed the new MCS level for the
specified code rate and modulation schemes for the AF case
to achieve the average throughput and maximum throughput
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at the same time. The rapid increase in the throughput is
calculated on the basis of maximum throughput achieved at
lower code rates and lower modulation schemes. As
analyzed points are shown in Figure 9 the MCS level 1on
SNR at an average throughput of 21 dB was 12.364 Mbps.
Then the MCS level 2 is switched to SNR 36 dB point and
an average throughput of 26.976 Mbps. Following this,
MCS level 3 is switched until the maximum throughput is
achieved at SNR 51dB with an average throughput of
42.984 Mbps.
Figure 10 shows the average throughput of the adaptive
MCS DF protocol. The rapid gain in average throughput is
observed similarly to the case of AF. As analyzed points are
shown in Figure 10 the MCS level 4 is selected first on SNR
at 12 dB at an average throughput of 10.468 Mbps, then the
MCS level 5 is switched to SNR 21 dB point and average
throughput of 27.65 Mbps, and then to the MCS level 6 is
switched till the maximum throughput is achieved at SNR
30dB and an average throughput 42.984 Mbps. As far as the
maximum throughput is considered it is the same for all
protocols.
Figure 11 shows the average throughput of the adaptive
MCS DMF protocol. The rapid gain in average throughput
is observed best in the case of DMF. As analyzed points are
shown in figure 11 the MCS level 7 is selected first on SNR
at 8 dB at an average throughput of 14.4 Mbps, then the
MCS level 8 is switched to SNR 14 dB point and average
throughput of 27.36 Mbps, and then the MCS level 9 is
switched till the maximum throughput is achieved at SNR
23db and an average throughput of 42.984 Mbps. The
maximum throughput is considered the same for all
protocols but the SNR gain is best in the case regarding the
DMF protocol
Figure 12 shows the Maximum throughput analysis
comparing all the protocols in the case of the adaptive relay
with MCS. Here, we observe that the DMF protocol shows a
gain of 7 dB compared to the DF protocol. DMF attains the
maximum throughput at the SNR of 23 dB and the DF gains
maximum throughput at 30 dB. Similarly, as compared to
the DF and DMF, AF gains maximum throughput at 51dB
which is far worse than the case of DF and DMF clearly
shows an SNR gain of 21 dB.
Figure 13 shows the performance of the AF, DF and
DMF Adaptive MCS relay with minimum average
throughput. This is in contrast with the Maximum
throughput case where DMF and DF show very close
performance but the performance of AF and DF show a
dramatic change in gain and prove AF as the worst. In this
case, DMF shows the Minimum throughput gain at 2 dB
with 4.32 Mbps, whereas DF shows a throughput gain at
SNR 6 dB with 0.768Mbps and AF shows SNR 9 dB and a
throughput of 0.672 Mbps. This shows that in contrast of the
maximum
throughput,
the
minimum
throughput
demonstrates that the DMF protocol has consistent
performance at high and low SNR values.
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V.

CONCLUSION

We propose an AMC scheme using relay protocols like
AF, DF and DMF. The behaviors of these protocols are
analyzed on parameters of FER, SER, BER, maximum
throughput, average throughput and minimum throughput.
We use the AMC scheme for improving throughput and
reliability, because of the nature of different modulation and
coding schemes. The simulation results of the proposed
system with adaptive MCS prove that among the AF, DF
and DMF protocols, the DMF protocol performs best
specifically at a lower SNR value and also provides better
average throughput. We observed that the proposed DMF
protocol is capable of performing with the best performance
in lower and high SNR values and with high consistency
and provides the best throughput efficiency. The main
consideration point in the proposed mechanism is the
application of the DMF protocol, which when implemented
with the AMC scheme shows outstanding results compared
to the conventional AF and DF schemes.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a simple design for a
multi-user MIMO precoder using a Grassmannian codebook. The
precoder design is applied to both sides of the wireless link under
the assumption of limited feedback and the same codebook. The
proposed scheme aims to correct the precoding vectors choice
in order to avoid more than one user having the same vector, a
situation which degrades system performance. Simulation results
show that our approach provides greater system performance
enhancement in both error probability and sum rate.

Keywords-MIMO broadcast channels; precoding; codebook; codeword correction; limited feedback.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) technology
has been introduced in several applications, such as wireless
LANs and cellular telephony because of its high gain in both
channel capacity and reliability. The MIMO concept consists
in deploying multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the
receiver in order to exploit the spatial dimension. This new
dimension can be used in a single-user scenario (SU-MIMO),
providing a system capacity that increases linearly with the
multiplexing gain, regardless of the availability or otherwise of
the channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) [1]. Or
it can be leveraged in a multiuser configuration (MU-MIMO),
where several mobile stations (MS) communicate with a base
station (BS) while sharing the same time-frequency resource.
In multi-user case, the situation vis-a-vis the sum capacity
is substantially different, since the interference must be taken
into account and balanced in a trad-off against the data rate
[2]. As a result, the CSIT is required since it critically affects
the multiplexing gain [3].
In information theory, it is well known that the optimal strategy for achieving sum capacity in a MIMO broadcast channel
is dirty paper coding (DPC) [4]. However, deploying DPC in
real-time systems is impractical due to the complexity of the
encoder and the decoder. Moreover, it is sensitive to CSIT
inaccuracy. For low complexity and suboptimal performance,
several non-linear and linear precoders have been proposed [5],
[6], [7], [8]. However, all these schemes need perfect CSIT,
which is not practical.
In the literature, a considerable number of publications
have assumed partial CSIT, where unitary precoding is the
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main, denoted also as limited feedback (see, e.g., [9] and the
references therein). Recently, this scheme was introduced in
IEEE 802.16 e/m and LTE Advanced for its performance. In
fact, it was shown in [10] that for SU-MIMO systems, even a
few bits of feedback, of the order of the number of transmit
antennas, is sufficient to achieve near-optimal performance.
For MU-MIMO systems, however, the amount of feedback per
user must grow linearly with the number of transmit antennas
and the SNR in decibel [1].
The use of the same codebook in all MS causes a rank loss
in the channel matrix since two or more users can choose the
same codeword. Few solutions to avoid this situation are found
in the literature. Indeed, most papers suggest using different
codebooks (see, e.g., [1]). But this is not quite feasible. In
Ding et al. [11], the authors propose to modify the codebook
of each user by a rotation of the general codebook by a random
unitary matrix that is known at the BS. However, this solution
is impractical because the BS must know all unitary matrices.
All the more, the latter requires a storage and more feedback
overhead for matrix’s identification. To address this problem,
in this paper, we propose to make a correction of the precoding
vectors choices at the BS while keeping the same codebook.
Throughout the paper, lower-case bold letters are used for
vectors and upper-case bold letters for matrices; k · k2 denotes
the Euclidean norm of the vector; | · | denotes the cardinality
of a set or the absolute value of the scalar; T r(·) denotes the
matric trace; and (·)H and (·)−1 denote Hermitian and matrix
inversion, respectively. The identity matrix is denoted by I.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The MUMIMO system model and the Grassmannian codebook construction are depicted in the next section. The problem formulation and the proposed precoding design under limited
feedback is discussed in Section III. Simulation results are
given in Section IV, and we conclude with Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Multi-User MIMO System with Limited Feedback
Let us consider a closed loop MU-MIMO broadcast channel
with Nt antennas at the BS and Nr antennas at each of
K MS. The vector data s ∈ CK×1 is preprocessed by the
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To maximize the precoding gain with codebook vectors is
to maximize the minimum distance between any pair of lines
spanned by the codebook vectors [12].
The minimum distance of a packing is the sine of the
smallest angle between any pair of lines, i. e.
q
2
(9)
δ(V) = min { 1 − |vH
1 v2 | }.

⋮

⋮

User K

between two lines produced from unit vectors v1 and v2 can
be defined by the function d(v1 , v2 ), which represents the sine
of the angle formed by these two lines [13], [12]
q
2
d(v1 , v2 ) = sin(θ1,2 ) = 1 − |vH
(8)
1 v2 | .

1

Nt

2

Nr

⋮

1

User K

Limited Feedback

1≤k≤l≤P

Fig. 1.

Downlink Multi-User MIMO system

The Grassmannian codebook is designed so that

precoding matrix W ∈ CNt ×K and then transmitted via flatfading channel Hk ∈ CNr ×Nt between the BS and the k th
MS. At the k th MS, the equivalent baseband input-output
relationship can be written as
yk = Hk Ws + nk ,

(1)

where nk ∈ CNr ×1 is the noise term which follows an
independent complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and N0 variance, i.e. CN (0, N0 ).
At the receiver, a linear MMSE detector is used to estimate
the symbols transmitted, the decoding matrix of the k th user
being given by [12]

−1
KN0
H
H
g̃k = h̃k H̃k H̃k +
INr
,
(2)
Pt
where
H̃k = Hk W.

(3)

h̃k = Hk wk .

(4)

In this case, the received signal-to-interference and noise
ratio (SINR) for the k th user is [12]
Pt
2
Nt |g̃k Hk wk |
Pt
2
i=1,i6=k Nt |g̃k Hk wi | +

sinrk (Hk , wk ) = PK

N0 kg̃k k22

, (5)

where Pt represents the total transmit power which must
satisfy the following constraint
E[kWsk22 ] = T r(WWH ) ≤ Pt ,

(6)

where W is given by W = [w1 w2 . . . wK ].
The downlink sum rate can be expressed as follows
r (Hk , wk ) =

K
X

log2 (1 + sinrk (Hk , wk )) .

(7)

B. Grassmannian Codebook
The problem of Grassmannian line packing is to find the
packing of P lines in C such that the distance between any pair
of lines is maximal. This packing of P lines is captured by the
matrix V = [v1 v2 . . . vP ], where each column vi represents a
H
unit vector with vH
i vi = 1 and vi vj 6= 1(i 6= j). The distance
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(10)

P
where UN
is defined as the set containing all unitary matrices.
t

III. M ULTI -U SER MIMO P RECODER D ESIGN
In this paper, we address a problem that is common to all
common codebook in limited feedback broadcast systems. As
stated in the introduction, prior work has mainly focused on
rotational schemes. Moreover, the standardization processes
have so far ignored this problem. Thus, this paper comes up
with a very simple and interesting solution.
In our proposal, we share the same codebook between the
BS and all MS. To this end, we consider a Grassmannian
codebook of size P . We consider a practical scenario where
the partial CSI is provided at the BS through limited feedback.
We assume that each user has a knowledge of its own CSI
and no information about the channels of other users. In our
study, we assume also that the feedback channel is error free
and delay free and the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) is sent
directly (without quantization), since we are interested only in
the effects of limited feedback on the precoding. However, the
number of bits needed for the quantization of CQI is relatively
low [14].
The detailed procedure of the proposed scheme is as follow :
1) First, each MS calculates the CQI, such as :
cqik = kHk vp k22 ; p = 1, . . . , P.

(11)

2) Each MS must find the index of the best precoding
vector in the Grassmannian codebook that can maximize
the CQI :
wk = arg max {cqik | p = 1, . . . , P }.
vp ∈V

k=1

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.

{V} = arg max {δ(X)},
X∈UNPt

(12)

3) After obtaining the best precoding vector, each MS
transmits its own index and the CQI to the BS through
finite rate feedback.
4) The BS recovers the position of the precoding vector.
5) If two or more precoding vectors are identical, the BS
asks the users with low CQI to transmit their higher CQI
and respective index, excluding the first choice.
6) Else, the precoder combines the signal of each user with
the selected wk .
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IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
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In this section, we compare the performance in terms
of error probability and sum rate of the proposed scheme
regarding the proposals in [11] and [12]. In the simulations,
the approach of Ding et al. [11] implies strictly the codebook
rotation procedure. Also, for the sake of simplicity we consider
the scheme of Fang et al. [12] without user selection.
In all simulations, a MU-MIMO broadcast channel is considered where the BS is equipped with two antennas transmitting to two MS with two receiver antennas each. We also
consider that the BS transmits one data stream to each user
with the same power allocation, QPSK modulation is taken
into account and linear MMSE detector is adopted.
Results in Fig. 2 shows the comparison of BER performance
versus the SNR. According to Fig. 2, we can see clearly that
our proposal has the best performance. A gain of 2 dB and
4 dB is measured at 10−1 and 10−2 of BER, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of CDF of sum rate for 2x2 MU-MIMO system with
K = 2 and P = 8.
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Fig. 2. BER comparison versus the SNR for 2x2 MU-MIMO system with
K = 2 and P = 8.

Fig. 3 presents the sum rate CDF for the three schemes. The
figure shows that the proposed scheme outperforms methods
[11] and [12]. The figure shows also almost the same performance for methods [11] and [12]. It should be noted that the
curves are plotted for SNR= 5dB.
The comparison of ergodic sum rate versus the SNR is
depicted in Fig. 4. The figure shows that our proposal is
superior regardless of the SNR level. As expected, a gain
of 1 dB and 2 dB is observed for a low and high SNR,
respectively.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed to use a simple method to correct
the choice of the precoding vectors in MU-MIMO broadcast
channels. The proposed precoder is designed for the assumption of imperfect channel knowledge at the transmitter through
limited feedback. The simulation results show a significant
performance gain with respect to existing methods. Compared
to [11], our scheme uses the commun codebook in all users.
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Fig. 4. Ergodic sum rate comparison for 2x2 MU-MIMO system with K = 2
and P = 8.

Moreover, the choice of precoding vectors is performed at both
sides of the wireless link.
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Abstract—In this paper, we describe novel channel estimation
schemes for terrestrial digital multimedia broadcasting (TDMB) receivers and present further results on their
performance under fading channels. In order to improve the
performance, novel channel estimation schemes utilize the
weighted moving average. Numerical results show that the
novel channel estimation schemes outperform the conventional
scheme with approximately 2~3dB in the symbol error rate
performance under fading channels.
Keywords-Channel estimation; moving average; orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM); T-DMB.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In South Korea, the mobile broadcasting standard for the
terrestrial digital multimedia broadcasting (T-DMB) is based
on the Eureka-147 digital audio broadcasting (DAB) system
[1]. In the T-DMB system, the orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) is used for signal transmission [2][3].
The T-DMB system supports the broadcasting of moving
pictures and their reception in harsh conditions such as
places surrounded by high-rise buildings and highways
where vehicles are moving at very high speed.
Recently, a coherent detection method has been
developed to improve the reception performance of T-DMB
receivers [4]. For the coherent detection, a one-tap equalizer
in the frequency domain is used. The tap coefficients of the
equalizer are obtained by estimating channel distortions and
calculating the inverse of the estimated channel coefficients.
However, the inverse of the channel coefficients can result in
severe noise enhancement under deep fading channels.
In order to reduce the noise enhancement, several novel
channel estimation schemes utilizing the weighted moving
average were proposed in [3]. In this paper, we describe
novel channel estimation schemes for T-DMB receivers and
present further results on their performance under fading
channels.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
system model of the T-DMB system is presented. Section III
describes the considered channel estimation schemes and
numerical results are shown in Section IV. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe a system model for T-DMB
systems. At the transmitter, binary bits are input and mapped
into modulation symbols. After pilot insertion, the modulated
signal X [k ] is input to an inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) block and transformed into time-domain signals. The
cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted to prevent possible intersymbol interference (ISI) between adjacent OFDM systems
where a copy of the last part of the OFDM symbol is
transmitted. The transmitted signal passes through the fading
channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
At the receiver, the CP is removed and the pilot based
signal correction is performed after FFT [5]. There are two
typical pilot patterns of the OFDM transmission systems [6].
For the block-type pilot pattern, the pilot signal is assigned to
the specified OFDM symbols. Since the pilot signals are
periodically sent in the time domain, the block-type pilot
pattern is suitable to slow fading channels. For the combtype pilot pattern, on the other hand, the pilot signals are
uniformly distributed in the frequency domain for each
OFDM symbol. Hence, the comb-type pilot pattern is
suitable to fast fading channels. However, since the pilot
signals are carried on the limited number of subcarriers, the
channel state information for the data subcarriers should be
estimated by interpolating with neighboring pilot subcarriers.
As a result, the channel estimation performance with the
comb-type pilot pattern is affected by the interpolation
methods [8]. In the T-DMB system, the pilot signals are
inserted at the fixed position in every 76 OFDM symbols.
Hence, the pilot pattern in the T-DMB has the propensity of
the block-type.
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III.

CHANNEL ESTIMATION SCHEMES

The channel estimation of the T-DMB system consists of
two stages. First, the received pilot signals are extracted from
the pilot subcarriers. Next, the channel coefficients are
obtained by comparing the received pilot signals with the
known pilot signals. The received pilot signals Yp [k ] are

extracted from the received signals Y [k ] after FFT, and the
reference channel coefficients for the equalizer are estimated
in the frequency domain by comparing the extracted pilot
signals Yp [k ] and the known pilot signals S p [k ] .
Assuming the perfect synchronization, the received pilot
signals Yp [k ] can be written as Y p [k ]  H [k ]  S p [ k ]  W [k ]

Hence, the variance of the noise decreases with the
increasing value of M. However, channel coefficients Hˆ [k ]
used in the weighted moving average can be severely varied
due to the channel variation. This results in the distortion of
the estimated channel response and thus, the performance
degradation. Therefore, it is required to determine the
average number of points by considering the trade-off
between the accuracy of estimated channel coefficients and
the noise reduction. Note that the considered moving average
schemes are performed after the channel estimation.
TABLE I.

WEIGHTS FOR MOVING AVERAGE [3]

Schemes

Weight values

where H [k ] denotes the channel transfer function, and
W [k ] is the AWGN for the k-th pilot subcarrier after FFT.
Also, we assume that the transmitted pilot signal S p [k ] is
known to the receiver. Therefore, the frequency response of
the channel on the k-th pilot subcarrier, Hˆ [k ] , can be simply
estimated as Hˆ [k ]  Y [k ] S [k ]  H [k ]  W [k ] where

Moving
average (MA)

w j  1, j  ( M  1) 2

Selective MA

0, j  arg min Hˆ (k  j )

j


w j   or j  arg max Hˆ (k  j ) , j  ( M  1) 2
j

1, otherwise


W [k ]  W [k ] S p [k ] . The channel estimation scheme is

Linear
weighted MA

wj 1

Quadratic
weighted MA

2

M 1
18 j
j 
 1,

M 1
6
wj  
2

j
15
j
3 M 1
M 1

 ,
 j 
9


M
1
2
M
1
2
6
2


Cubic
weighted MA

3
2

j
96 j
 40
 1,
j  ( M  1) 4
 M 1
M 1

3
2
wj  
j
j
j
 40
 16
 2,
 32
M 1
M 1
M 1


( M  1) 4  j  ( M  1) 2


Lagrange
weighted MA

3
2

j
j
 32 j
 16
2
 1,

M 1
M 1
M 1

j  ( M  1) 4

wj  
3
2
 32
22
j
j
j
 16

 1,

3 M 1
M 1
 3 M 1

( M  1) 4  j  ( M  1) 2


p

p

based on the least square method [7].
Since the tap coefficients of the equalizer are obtained by
calculating the inverse of the estimated channel coefficients,
the severe noise enhancement is induced under deep fading
channels. In order to reduce the noise enhancement, we
adopt novel channel estimation schemes based on the Mpoint weighted moving average [3].
Let Hˆ w [ k ] be the estimated channel coefficients after
the M-point weighted moving average at the k-th pilot
subcarrier of the OFDM symbol. Then, Hˆ w [ k ] can be
obtained as



1
Hˆ w (k ) 
M
1

M

( M 1) 2



w j Hˆ [k  j ]

j  ( M 1) 2
( M 1) 2









w j H (k  j )  W ( k  j )

j  ( M 1) 2

where M is odd number and w j is the j-th weight for moving
average [3].
In this paper, six weighted moving average schemes of
[3] are considered. The considered weighting values of the
respective schemes are given in Table I. The quadratic, cubic,
and Lagrange weighting values are derived from the
quadratic, 4-point cubic, 4-point Lagrange interpolation
filters, respectively [8]. Note that the variance of the
equivalent noise term in (1) can be computed as


 2 

( M 1) 2



M  j ( M 1)
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IV.

2j
, j  ( M  1) 2
M 1

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this paper, we present further results on the
performance of the novel channel estimation schemes for TDMB systems under fading channels via computer
simulation. The channel model used for the simulations is
Brazil Channel A [9]. Note that the Brazil channel A
founded by the laboratory test in Brazil, represents the
outdoor channel and is widely used in simulations for
terrestrial digital television systems. We assume the perfect
synchronization and known pilot signals at the receiver. We
compare performances of the weighted moving average and
conventional schemes. The T-DMB system is modeled based
on transmission mode I of the Eureka-147 DAB system
without any error correction coding scheme. Since the
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elementary symbol period T is 0.48828μs (=1 2048 ms ) for
the sampling frequency of 2.048 MHz [1], the maximum
delay of Brazil Channel A corresponds to about 12
elementary symbols. Note that the number of subcarriers,
subcarrier spacing, OFDM symbol duration, and CP duration
are 1536, 1kHz, 2551  T (≈1.246 ms), and 504  T (≈246 μs),
respectively.
The performance measure considered in this paper is the
symbol error rate (SER) after one-tap equalization with the
inverse of estimated channel coefficients. The transmitted
signals are mapped with π/4 differential quadrature phase
shift keying (π/4-DQPSK) constellations. Fig. 1 shows the
SER performance of the weighted moving average and
conventional channel estimation schemes under Brazil
Channel A with 10 Hz Doppler. As shown in Fig. 1, the
weighted moving average schemes outperform the
conventional scheme with approximately 2~3 dB under the
fading channel. Note that the performances of MA, selective
MA, linear weighted MA, and quadratic weighted MA
schemes are similar. Compared to MA, selective MA, linear
weighted MA, and quadratic weighted MA schemes, the
performances of the cubic and Lagrange weight MA
schemes are degraded due to the estimation error.
10

0

the large number of points for averaging due to the channel
variation.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described novel channel estimation
schemes based on the weighted moving average in order to
improve the channel estimation performance in T-DMB
receivers. The channel estimation schemes based on the
weighted moving average outperform the conventional
scheme with approximately 2-3 dB in SER performance after
equalization under fading channels. Also, the channel
estimation schemes with weighted moving average are
expected to contribute to the performance improvement of
the channel estimation in any OFDM systems.
Also, we are studying to further improve the channel
estimation performance and reduce the complexity of the
channels estimation by developing new interpolation
schemes and optimizing the size of the moving window.
Unfortunately, the Brazil A channel is the multipath profile
for the static environment. Hence, we will use the wellknown TU6 multipath channel [10] in order to consider a
mobile environment in the urban area. Also, in this paper, the
size of the moving window was not optimized for a mobile
channel but was set to be values for static channels. Under a
high speed mobile channel, since the channel is rapidly
varied, the size of the moving window should be optimized.
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Abstract—Many Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) applications
success is contingent upon the reliable delivery of high-priority
events from many scattered sensors to one or more sink nodes.
In particular, WSN has to be self-adaptive and resilient to
errors by providing efficient mechanisms for information
distribution especially in the multi-hop scenario. To meet the
stringent requirement of reliably transmitting data, we
propose a lightweight and energy-efficient joint mechanism for
packet loss recovery and route quality awareness in WSNs. In
this protocol, we use the overhearing feature characterizing the
wireless channels as an implicit acknowledgment (ACK)
mechanism. In addition, the protocol allows for an adaptive
selection of the routing path, based on a collective cooperation
within neighborhood.

causing an additional overhead, which is not suitable in a
highly constrained and error prone environments, like
WSNs. Accordingly, an alternative solution should be found
to deal with retransmissions without wasting bandwidth.
In this paper, we define a reliable and energy-efficient
joint mechanism, for packet loss recovery and route quality
evaluation in WSNs. In this protocol, we use the overhearing
feature, characterizing the wireless channels [3], as an
implicit ACK mechanism. In addition, the protocol allows
for an adaptive selection of the routing path based on a link
state metric.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
next section highlights the need for reliable data delivery in
WSNs, and reviews solutions aiming at providing it.
Protocol description and analysis are given in Section 3, and
finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.

Keywords- WSNs; Reliable transport; Routing

I.

INTRODUCTION

All WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) technologies have
experienced an exponential increase in popularity mostly due
to their potentially low cost of maintenance and deployment.
However, wireless sensor networks may face a number
of challenges that can hamper their widespread exploitation
[1]. A WSN has to be self-adaptive and resilient to errors by
providing efficient mechanisms for information distribution
especially in the multi-hop scenario. These requirements
have to be achieved in a networking environment that is
constrained by limited processing capability, scarce energy
resources and unreliable communication channels [1]. In
particular, in a typical harsh environment, the radio signal is
often affected by interference: medium access conflicts,
multipath fading, shadowing, etc. These problems may result
in significant packet losses in WSNs. Moreover, the success
of many applications (particularly mission-critical ones like
life-care data and alarms) requires the delivery of highpriority events to sinks without any loss from the original
sources to the final destination [2]. These constraints
emphasize the need for an energy-efficient, scalable and
reliable data transport system.
Data retransmission has been considered as one of the
most common schemes [3] for improving transmission
reliability in WSN. ACKnowledgment/ Negative
ACKnowledgment (ACK/NACK) messages are the basic
method used to assess the necessity of retransmission.
Nevertheless, such a method generates an extra traffic
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II.

BACKGROUND

The error control can be implemented as multipath
routing by forwarding packets along several paths in order to
improve the overall reliability [4]. Copies of the same
packets can be forwarded randomly over multiple routes [4].
Another solution is to identify many paths and select one as
the primary route while the other alternatives are used in case
of problems in the primary path [5]. Maintaining multiple
paths is usually costly in large scale WSNs.
Another traditional way to achieve reliable transmission
is the Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) mechanism based
on the ACK/NACK messages [6]. However, this mechanism
should be minimized because sensor nodes are severely
resource constrained and data transmission is one of the most
costly operations performed by sensors [6]. Moreover, the
unreliable radio channel affects the acknowledgment
delivery as well. If the sender does not receive any
acknowledgment in the specified time interval, it retransmits
the message even if the packet was properly delivered. In
practice, the sender node makes a delimited number of trials
to successfully deliver a message. Therefore, relying on
explicit acknowledgement is not appropriate with regard to
the constrained nature of WSNs.
More recently, a Multicast Protocol for Low power and
Lossy Networks (MPL) called Trickle Multicast [7], was
designed. Trickle multicast utilizes a sequence number in the
data packet to cope with packet losses. Packets along with
their respective sequence numbers are temporarily stored by
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the nodes so as retransmission can be triggered when
necessary. Trickle multicast, though is based on network
flooding for data dissemination and storage. Given the
resource constraint nature of WSNs, this flooding
mechanism is not suitable to sensor networks.
We could identify two categories of transmissions Hop
By Hop (HBH) and the End to End approach (ETE).
According to She and al. [9], HBH is more energy efficient
at the cost of large transmission delay compared to ETE.
Nevertheless, HBH outperforms ETE on the delay metric for
high bit error rate cases. Given that Zhao et al. [8] show that
error rates of 10% or above in dense WSN may be
experienced, HBH is the most suitable candidate for WSNs.
Let’s notice that the problem with ETE recovery is highly
related to the harsh radio environments of deployment and to
the multi-hop forwarding techniques, which favor
exponential error accumulation [8].
Some researches proposed solutions to alleviate the
retransmissions cost like PSFQ [10], which distribute data
from a source node by sending data at a relatively slow speed
but allowing nodes that come across data loss to recover any
missing segments from their local immediate neighbors. This
protocol is efficient for fast recovery but if packet lost occurs
in an intermediate node towards the sink, buffer must
standby until packet re-transmission is done. This causes
buffer overflow and increases data transmission delays.
Blagojevi and al. [11] presented a probabilistic
acknowledgement mechanism switching between explicit
and implicit acknowledgement depending on the current path
reliability. For this solution, path reliability is determined by
measuring the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI)
which is proved to not always be a good indicator to estimate
the link state [12]. Messina and al. [13] proposed a solution
where the protocol achieves reliability through cashing and
retransmission. As mentioned, this solution requires each one
hop neighbor to cash the data until the success of its
transmission. Once a packet loss is detected, all the one hop
neighbors will act on the behalf of the node which
experiences the loss by retransmitting the packet and
performing its routing task. Such a practice leads to extra
energy consumption and may fasten nodes “battery
depletion”.
III.

PROPOSED PROTOCOL

A. Overview of the mechanism
Our solution seeks into elaborating an efficient error
control mechanism with implicit acknowledgments to face
the link failure and packet loss problem in WSN. When a
sensor node transmits a packet, nodes of its neighborhood
overhear its packet transmission even if those are not the
intended recipients [3]. This arises from the broadcast nature
of the wireless channel.
Our solution uses this overhearing characteristic instead
of the acknowledgment messages to guarantee reliability on
networks. Moreover, when a packet loss is detected,
retransmission is carried out by the most reliable link
between the node which sent the (lost) packet and its one-
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hop neighbors. The reliability of links is defined according to
a metric which will be detailed in the next section. Our
algorithm relies on a spanning tree for ordinary routing
operations, and resorts to exploiting alternative paths only
when a malfunctioning is detected.
B.

Protocol operation

1) Considered architecture
We consider a dense and randomly distributed WSN.
Before discussing the details of the protocol, we need to
clarify our assumptions:
-All nodes have sufficient resources to carry their sensing,
computing, and transmission/reception operations.
-Data packet is generated by sensors and transmitted to the
sink node.
- Each sensor node is stationary for its lifetime and is able to
record the link performance between itself and its
neighboring node in terms of number of lost packet / number
of sent packets.
-We adopt a routing scheme in which the routing decision
takes the shortest path towards the sink. Each node is
assigned a rank corresponding to the hop-distance to the sink
and data is carried rank by rank towards the sink. In this
sense, the node B in Figure 1 has rank N and its neighbors
have rank N-1, N, or N+1. We assume that each node is
aware of its own rank (in respect to its neighbors) as well as
the ranks of its neighbors.
-Each node of rank N (Figure 1) classifies its k neighbors of
rank N-1 from index 0 to k with 0 corresponding to the most
reliable node according to our metric defined in the next
section. The node with index 0 is the elected one to carry out
the retransmission task when packet loss is detected.
2) Index assignment
Our protocol relies on its routing metric to assign
indexes to nodes. As mentioned above, index 0 corresponds
to the most reliable link (the higher metric). The index
assignment is used to choose the best next hop for the
packet retransmission hence its importance. The metric
component of our protocol evaluates links according to the
Link Quality Indicator (LQI) and the probabilistic history
model. The LQI is a metric of the current received signal
quality. This measurement is reported with each received
packet in the MAC header by the used 802.15.4 standard
[14]. The use of LQI ensures adaptability to the
environmental conditions by expressing the real quality of
the link. Besides, LQI experiences frequent fluctuations in
highly interfered environment. Hence, we consider statistics
(average number of lost packet per link) as a basis to assess
the reliability of links.

Figure 1. Rank assignment among the neighborhood
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For this reason, we have decided to weight the metric by
the link failure probability given by our probabilistic history
model, Phist BC. Since the channel state is binary (packet
received: Up, packet lost: Down), a simple count of the
number of state is sufficient to fully describe the history:
(1)
Therefore, even if the last LQI value recorded does not
match the real state of the link we can correct it. Let’s
precise that Phist BC is set to 1 in the beginning (during a
fixed time Tinit) before getting effective history. In fact, in
the establishment of the process, we do not have sufficient
feedback to assess the reliability of a link. To do so, our
protocol assigns each link a cost given by the following
expression:
(2)
where LQIBC denotes the link state indicator between nodes
B and C and age corresponds to the delay since the LQI
value has been recorded. The exponential function provides
a decreasing function according to the age, which means
that more recent values of LQI are considered as more
significant. The Phist BC represents the probability of link
success between nodes B and C. K is a constant used to
weight the equation. These metrics are calculated
periodically in the network to update the index assignments
and make the protocol more robust to the environmental
change. This update period depends on the packet error rate
of the network: the faultier the network is, the more frequent
the update occurs.
3) Algorithm description
Figure 1 represents a node B of rank N and its
neighborhood. More particularly, it shows its N-1 neighbors
C, D and E of index 1, 0, and 2, respectively. Let’s notice
that our protocol provides uniqueness of index to avoid
collision problem: When different nodes have the same
index, a random back off is added to the metric in order to
have distinguish index. Once a packet with a Packet
IDentifier (PID) is received for the first time by a node of
rank N from a node N+1, a transient context is created in its
memory to manage this packet PID.
This context includes packet content and PID in order to
allow possible retransmissions. If the node has index 0
relatively to the sender node, the context is considered as a
‘Primary’ one (P Ctxt) and the packet is immediately
forwarded. Otherwise, the context is considered as
‘Secondary’ (S Ctxt) and the packet is cached waiting for a
possible retransmission request.
To make it clearer, we will consider 3 scenarios shown
in Figure 2. In the loss-free case (Figure2/a), all the nodes
C, D and E receive the packet. Node D (which has index 0
for B), creates a primary context for PID, while node C and
E (which have an index greater than 0 for B) create a
secondary context for packet PID. Because node D has
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created a primary context for PID, it immediately forwards
the packets towards its own neighbors. At this time, the
node B also receives the packet forwarded by node D. There
is an implicit acknowledgement for packet PID so the node
B can release its primary context for PID. After a while,
nodes C and E realize that node B didn’t send any Explicit
Retransmission Request (ERR) message. They can safely
get rid of their secondary context for packet PID. In the
loss-free case, this process goes on until the packet PID
reaches the sink, without involving any waiting period in
any of the forwarding nodes on the path to the sink.
Now, if we consider a case including packet loss (Figure
2/b), we can come back to the situation where node B has
just received packet PID and has just created a primary
context for this packet. Again, it forwards the packet to its
neighbors, but we now assume that the node D doesn’t
receive the packet, while nodes C and E receive it. The node
C has index 1 with respect to node B so it creates a
secondary context for packet PID. Then the node C waits for
a possible Explicit Retransmission Request (ERR) from
node B with respect to packet PID. Note that this message is
short, as it does not contain the data payload of packet PID.
When the node C receives the ERR message for packet
PID, it immediately forwards this packet toward its
neighbors, because its index for node B is 1. Once node B
receives the implicit acknowledge from node C, it
broadcasts an Explicit Retransmission Cancel message
(ERC) with respect to packet PID. ERC is a short message
similar to ERR. Once this message is received, the node E
deletes this message and releases its secondary context for
PID. We may now consider another case including packet
loss (Figure 2/c). We come back to the same situation as
before, but we now assume that among neighbors of rank N1, only node E has received packet PID from node B. Once
Node B detects the packet PID was not forwarded by D, it
sends an ERR for PID as before to C, and E. However, node
E does not immediately forwards packet PID (even if it is
the only node which is able to retransmit the packet)
because it is aware that its index for B is 2. That is why it
waits for a delay TDelay. Then, if no ERC message with
respect to PID has been received from node B, it turns its
secondary context for PID into a primary context, and it
forwards packet PID to its own neighbors. The rule is that
once a node having index n with respect to another node
receives an ERR from this other node, it waits for a delay
equal to (n-1) times TDelay for a possible ERC. If no ERC
is received during this time, then retransmission occurs.
This process aims to avoid sending duplicate packets and
consequently to reduce bandwidth consumption.
C.

Protocol Analysis
It should be noted that in case of failure, this algorithm
does not solicit the neighbor for which a failure was
observed. Our protocol is particularly adapted to packet
losses caused by a change in the channel state such as slow
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Figure 2. Protocol steps for data forwarding from Node B: (a)Loss free case, (b)Packet loss in Node D case, (c)Packet loss in Node D and Node C case

shadowing that affects the radio link. A retransmission
occurring on the same radio link just after a failure is likely
to bring a failure again while with the current proposed
algorithm, another radio link is exploited. In the case of the
set of neighbors of rank N-1 is limited to only one node
(sparse network case), this principle doesn’t apply, and
repetitions should be carried out by the same neighbor.
Besides, packet losses on the implicit acknowledgement
messages have not been considered in this paper. With the
proposed algorithm, such losses may result in duplicate
instances of a packet PID being forwarded up to the sink
according to different paths. Given that paths are not
disjoint, a node may receive the same packet twice. To
alleviate this issue, it is recommended that nodes maintain a
list of recently received packet PIDs and to drop packets
once a duplicate is detected.
Moreover, the transmission of data from a node to its
neighbor must be completed within a specified time. If the
packet does not reach the next hop within this time limit, it
is dropped and considered as it has been lost.
IV.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a lightweight protocol to
tackle packet losses in WSNs. We provided a solution based
on the implicit ACK mechanism and on an adaptive
selection of the routing path based on the link quality
evaluation. For future work, we intend to examine
additional parameters that influence on the time-varying link
reliability, and also plan to evaluate our protocol in
comparison to other solutions of the state of the art using
simulations.
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Design for a UWB Down-Conversion Mixer for Multi-Band Applications
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Abstract—In this paper, a CMOS down-conversion mixer for
UWB applications is presented. The mixer circuit is designed
using a VIS 0.25μm RF CMOS technology, working at the
0.9GHz-10.6GHz frequency range; it will be used in
applications such as IEEE WiFi, GSM and WiMAX. The core
of the mixer has been designed based on double-balanced cell
architecture, and uses the current bleeding method to increase
the linearity and improve the conversion gain. We put a
resistor on the drain of the MOS between two RF inputs, which
will improve the flatness of conversion gain. Regarding the
arrangement of the mixer, the RF frequency is set at 0.9GHz10.6GHz, the LO frequency 0.8GHz-10.5GHz and the IF of
100MHz. The simulated conversion gain of the mixer is 7±
1dB. The 1dB compression point is higher than -11dBm at high
frequency and -9dBm at low frequency. The RF input return
loss is well below -11dB, and the LO input return loss is below
-10dB. The noise figure is 12.93dB while IF is 100MHz, and the
mixer core dissipates 9.8mW under a 1.8 V supply.

described. Section III includes post-simulation results, and
conclusions are presented in Section IV.
II.

CIRCUIT DESIGN

This circuit uses the process of standard complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 0.25μm 1P5M
technology, and we used Advanced Design System (ADS)
requirements to simulate the circuit. The Radio Frequency
(RF) input frequency was between 0.9GHz and10.6GHz, and
the Local Oscillator (LO) input frequency was set between
0.8GHz and 10.5GHz. The Intermediate Frequency (IF)
output frequency was 100MHz. The Gilbert structure [8] was
modified to complete this circuit, and improve it over a
double-balanced mixer. Figure 1 shows the whole circuit
diagram.

Keywords-UWB; Down Conversion; CMOS

I.

INTRODUCTION

The requirements of wireless communication systems
have been increasing rapidly over the last few decades.
Higher speed transportation, lower power consumption, low
cost and operating on multi-band have been very important
considerations in wireless development [1]. The new design
technique for ultra wide-band wireless communications must
be carried out with future high-precision applications in mind.
Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX) [2-5] and Global Systems for
Mobile Communications (GSM) are very common in
modern life. A lot of mobile devices, like personal computers,
mobile phones, and digital music players can be connected to
Wi-Fi networks, but only within a limited area.
WiMAX is a form of wireless communication; its
standard is known as IEEE 802.16x. The area of WiMAX is
very large and can be used within entire residential districts,
remote areas, or in SOHO internets. Its application will
benefit the mobility of individuals, families and companies.
GSM is the most popular standard of mobile phones. By
Q4 2012, over 3.2 billion people were using GSM
technology [6] and the world market share of GSM is over
80% [7].
In this work, a 0.9GHz~10.6GHz ultra wide band (UWB)
down conversion mixer was designed for use in a variety of
applications, such as Wi-Fi, WiMAX and GSM. However,
the linearity and noise figures of a mixer should be
continuously improved for future high-sensitivity
applications. In Section II, the circuit design aspect is

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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Figure 1. Down-Conversion Mixer

As shown in Figure 1, LO stages of transistors from M5
to M8 are designed using MOS switches. M1 and M2 are
operated on the saturation region to act as conductors and to
permit RF signals to go through the gate and become current
signals. M3 and M4 act as the paths of current bleedings to
make more current flow into M1 and M2, thereby increasing
the conversion gain and reducing noise. R3 and R4 block the
signals into M3 and M4, and can also act as the self-bias
voltages of M3 and M4. C7 and C8 prevent the bias voltages
and allow the signals to go through them to M3 and M4. If
this is the case, M3 and M4 can not only provide the paths
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for current bleeding but can also amplify the signals.
Capacitors from C1 to C6 act as DC blocks, and a common
source amplifier is implemented to be the IF output buffer.
The flatness of conversion gain is also very important to
the UWB mixer, so a resistor is embedded between the
drains of M1 and M2. Figure 2 shows that C7, R3 and R5
combine to form a high pass filter, as shown in Figure 3.
This decreases the gain of low frequency to improve the
flatness of conversion gain, as shown in Figure 4. The
conversion gain can be sacrificed to improve flatness.

are 1.8V and 18.3mW, respectively. The maximum
conversion gain of the mixer was simulated at 8.8 dB at a
frequency of 2.9 GHz, while the minimum was 5.7 dB at
10.6 GHz, and an average of 7.25 dB over the band. A plot
of the conversion gain versus frequency is shown in Figure 5.
Figures 6 and 7 show RF and LO input matching, since it is a
UWB mixer and the return loss is less than 8dB. Figure 8
represents P-1dB, with three frequencies chosen for
simulation. The results range from about -8.5 to -11dBm.

Figure 5. The Conversion Gain of 0.9~10.6GHz

Figure 2. The Relationship among C7, R3, and R5

Figure 3: High-Pass Filter
Figure 6. RF Input Return Loss

Figure 4. The Change in Flatness of Conversion Gain

III.

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Figure 7. LO Input Return Loss

Figures 5 to 11 depict the post-simulation result using
ADS software. The supply voltage and power consumption

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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Figure 9 shows the DSB noise figure of the mixer; the
variation is very small, ranging between 0.9 and 10.6GHz.

(a) 0.9GHz
Figure 9. Noise Figure

Figure 10 shows the isolation of LO to IF and LO to RF.
Since we used the double-balanced structure, isolation is
very good.

(b) 5.8GHz

(a)

(c) 10.6GHz
Figure 8. 1dB Compression Point

(b)
Figure 10. Isolation (a) LO to IF and (b)LO to RF
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Figure 11 shows the relationship of LO power and
conversion gain. LO power was set at 0dBm in the
simulation; we can see that the results are actually located at
0dBm and the support LO power range is down to -5dBm.

(a)0.9GHz

(a)0.9GHz

(b)5.8GHz

(b)5.8GHz

(c)10.6GHz
Figure 12. The Output Waveform Diagram

Figure 11. The Relationship of LO Power with Conversion Gain

The layout of this circuit is shown in Figure 13, and will
be fabricated in a VIS 0.25μm RF CMOS process. The total
area of the chip is less than 1.33 mm2. As observed, there
are two pairs of on-chip spiral inductors in this design. Their
values have been selected to be as small as possible, so that
first-order parameters: inductance and resistance remain
almost unchanged within the operating frequency.

Figure 12 shows the symmetrical waveforms from the
mixer output at different operating frequencies. Using the
simulated output signal of the proposed mixer, we are able
to obtain the base band signal with a peak-to-peak value of
approximately 50mV.

The performance of the proposed wideband mixer and a
comparison with other existing mixers [9-11] around the
same frequency range are summarized in Table II. The
advantage of the proposed mixer represents excellent
properties of linearity and low noise figures.

(c)10.6GHz
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Noise Figure
(dB)
Power
Dissipation
(mW)
Chip Area
(mm)
IV.

14.57
18.54

10.8~1
3.2
11.3

9.6~13
.5
5.8

11~13.
2
5.8

1.16*1.
15

0.74*0
.4

0.36*0
.38

0.86*0.
75

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 13. Mixer Layout

This UWB down-conversion mixer combines the
advantages of the current-bleeding technique and a variable
MOS-resistor with the VIS process of CMOS 0.25μm 1P5M.
We used the technique of current bleeding and put a resistor
between the drains of the RF input conductors to benefit the
flatness of conversion gain. Since there are four different
supply voltages, it was necessary to reduce the number of
voltages to achieve lower cost. Combining these techniques
with the use of a wideband low noise amplifier and voltage
controlled oscillator to act as a SOC chip is our ultimate goal.

Table I lists the comparison of pre-simulation and postsimulation using 0.25μm CMOS technology..
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF PRE-SIM AND POST-SIM

Specifications
Power Supply (V)
Current (mA)
Power Dissipation
(mW)
Frequency Range
(GHz)
Conversion Gain
(dB)
DSB Noise Figure
(dB)
RF Return Loss
(dB)
LO Return Loss
(dB)
LO-RF Isolation
(dB)
LO-IF Isolation
(dB)
P-1dB (dBm)
Chip Area (mm)

Pre-Sim.
Post-Sim.
1/1.8/2.5
10.3
18.54
0.9~10.6
6~8.7

5.7~8.8

14.57~14.75

14.6~14.76

<-7

<-7

<-11

<-11

<-60

<-60

<-97

<-97

-10

-10
1.16*1.149

This
work
0.25
1.8

[9]

[10]

[11]

0.18
1.8

0.13
1.2

0.13
1.2

0.9~10.
6
6~8.7

3.1~4.
8
9~11.5

3~7

0.7~6

5.3~8.
2

5~7
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Abstract—This paper presents the design and computer
simulation results of a triplexer based on coupled resonators
approach. It comprises 6 resonators yielding three passbands
which are centered at 1.800 GHz, 2.077 GHz and 2.400 GHz
covering the GSM, UMTS and IEEE 802.11b wireless bands.
The specification of each band is Chebyshev with maximum
reflection loss of -20 dB (ripple of 0.04321 dB). A Gradientbased local optimization technique is here utilized to determine
the coupling coefficients by minimizing a proposed Cost
Function. The triplexer can be built regardless of the type of
resonator. It is only required that they be able to provide the
optimized coupling coefficients.
Keywords-coupling coefficient; triplexer; coupling optimization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Multiplexers are devices commonly used in microwave
front-end systems for channel separation. The need to
operate with multiple services in multiple bands by using a
single communication device, demands the input signal to be
separated in various bands. This implies that the circuits of
microwave transceiver systems have to be larger. In view of
this, it has become imperative to build devices even smaller.
Conventional diplexers and triplexers are usually built with a
junction that splits the input power into two and three parts,
respectively, each one being directed to a filter tuned at the
desired frequency band. Normally, matching circuits need to
be designed to match the filters to the transmission lines
coming from the junction. This makes the resulting system
bulkier. Multiplexers based on coupling resonators have
proved to meet the demand of size reduction, especially
because they avoid the use of energy distribution network to
split the incoming signal. For this case, matching the circuit
is part of its design. Very few triplexers based on coupling
resonators have been reported. This article presents computer
simulation results of a triplexer based on coupled resonators,
without energy distribution network. The theory presented
here is an extension of the one developed in [1], which is
applied for the design of power dividers and diplexers. The
triplexer proposed here comprises 6 resonators operating
with three passbands centered at 1.800 GHz, 2.077 GHz and
2.400 GHz. The specification is Chebyshev with maximum
reflection loss of -20 dB. A Gradient-based local
optimization technique is used to minimize a proposed Cost
Function to determine the coupling coefficients. The
procedure applies to any type of resonator, provided that they
give the coupling coefficients calculated in the design. This
paper deals with the state of the art for triplexers, gives the

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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description of the triplexer treated here, shows the theory
involved for its design and presents the simulation results for
the reflection and transmission losses.
II. THE STATE OF THE ART
Triplexers using power divider junction have been
reported in [2,3], where matching circuits need to be
designed. Also very few triplexers based on coupled
resonators have been described, but no optimization was
considered [4,5]. This paper presents the design of a
triplexer for the wireless band based on the coupling matrix
optimization and without power junction. As a result, no
matching circuit is needed. Following the procedure, the
coupling coefficients are the only control variables to be
optimized, since the external quality factors are normally
calculated using the filter theory developed in [6].
III. THE TRIPLEXER DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN
A triplexer is a four-port device which is described in
Figure 1. It receives a signal at its input port and splits it in
three parts, each one tuned at a specific frequency.
Port 1 (input)

Triplexer

Port 2

Port 3

Port 4

Figure 1. The triplexer diagram

The proposed triplexer is formed by 6 resonators with
direct coupling between adjacent ones according to
Figure 2. The lines linking the resonators represent the
coupling between them.
Port 1 (input)
1
2
Port 2

4

3

5

Port 3

6
Port 4

Figure 2. The triplexer formed by 6 coupled resonators
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C2

C1

M1,n-1

C n-1

...

M1n

...

These resonators can be in microstrip, waveguide or
other technology. The coupling coefficients between
adjacent resonators are designed such that the mid passband
is collected from resonator 6 (corresponds to port 4) and the
two side passbands are collected from resonators 4 (port 3)
and 5 (port 3). A central resonator distributes power to the
three branches of the triplexer. The design theory of coupled
resonator filters is well developed in [6] and extended in [1]
for power dividers and diplexers. Figure 3 shows a circuit of
coupled resonators, which exhibits electric and magnetic
coupling through their capacitors and inductors and can be
analyzed from the Kirchhoff′s circuit laws.

M12

R1

i1

L1

Mn1

R2

... R

n-1

in-1



S 21 ( z ) 

2cof14 B( z ) 
qe1qe 4  B ( z )





S31 ( z ) 

2cof15 B( z ) 
qe1qe 5  B ( z )





S 41 ( z ) 

2cof16 B( z ) 
qe1qe 6  B ( z )

 

S11 ( z)  1 



Cn

Mn-1,n

L2 i2

2cof11 B( z) 
qe1 B ( z)



L n-1

Ln

in

Rn

es

where qe1, qe4, qe5 and qe6 are the external quality factors at
ports 1, 4, 5 and 6, and cof ij B(z ) is the element ij of the
cofactor of matrix

Figure 3. Multiport circuit of coupled resonators

In order to transform the circuit into a triplexer, the
starting step is to consider suitable four ports, which are
represented by resonators x, y and z whose resistors are
Rx , R y and Rz . Ports 2, 3 and 4 are associated to resonators
x, y and z, respectively. Figure 4 shows the triplexer from
the resulting four-port network described above.

V2

ix
b2

Port 1 a1

R1

i1

es

V1

V3

4-port network

1
 P  jm12
qe1
 jm12
P

Rx
Port 2

a3

I3

iy
b3

b1
I4

Ry
Port 3

a4

V4

iz

Rz

0

0

Figure 4. The triplexer resulting from the N- resonator network.

Referring to Figure 3, port 1 is the feeding port; port 2 is
associated to resonator 4; port 3 associated to resonator 5
and port 4 to resonator 6. Manipulating the equations of
Kirchhoff′s circuit laws, the following expressions can be
obtained for the scattering parameters:
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0

0

 jm23

0

0

0

0

 jm23

P

 jm34

 jm36

0
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 jm34

1
 P  jm44
qe 4

 jm35
 jm45

0

0

0

 jm35

 jm45

1
 P  jm44
qe 5

0

0

0

 jm36

0

0

1
P
qe 6

where m12 , m 23 , m34 , m35 , m36 , m 45 and m44 are the
normalized coupling coefficients to be optimized. Since the
four-port network is asynchronously tuned, normalized
coupling coefficients m 44 and m55 have to be introduced in
the coupling matrix. In order to have symmetrical passbands
in relation to f 0 , one has to set m55   m44 . Also, for the
passbands to exhibit the same Chebyshev specifications, the
relation m34  m35  m36 must be established. Variable P
is the prototype normalized frequency, which is related to
the denormalized frequency by the expression

Port 4

b4

at z  j 2  f . Also,

B (z) is the determinant of matrix B  calculated at the
same complex frequency. Matrix B  of the triplexer
depicted in Figure 3 can be expressed by

aa22

I2

B  calculated



P

j
FBW

 f
f 
  0  
f 
 f0



where f is expressed in GHz and FBW  ( f 2  f1 ) / f 0 is
the fractional bandwidth. For the triplexer proposed
here, f1  1.795 GHz , f 2  2.405 GHz, and f 0  2.077 GHz.
The Cost Function to be optimized is given by
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parameters to be optimized and in the computer time is
achieved. Furthermore, very good results for the optimized
coupling coefficients can also be attained. As for the
coupling coefficients, the initial guess for the computer
2
simulation was m12  m 23  m 44  0.6 and m34  0.5 .
L
N 3
2cof11 B ( z pj )



  1
 10 20
Since the algorithm searches for a local minimum, the
qe1 B ( z pj )
j 1
results are sensitive to the initial guess. After 90 iterations
and a precision of 10-9, the final optimized coupling
coefficients values were m12  0.6775, m23  0.6595 ,
where N is the number of resonators, z ri is the i-th
m34  0.1166 and m44  0.9213. Figure 5 shows the
reflection zero and z pj is the complex frequency where the
response of the triplexer against frequency in the normalized
j-th peak of the reflection loss is observed. Since the
frequency. The selectivity of the channels can be improved
number of reflection zeros for each passband is 2, only one
as the number of resonators increases, which makes the
peak in the reflection loss response is observed. This means
reflection loss greater in the rejection band.
that 3 peaks are observed in the reflection loss response of
0
the triplexer (N-3).The coupling coefficients and external
|S11|
quality factors form a set of parameters known as control
|S31|
5
|S21|
variables. In this work, only the coupling coefficients are to
|S41|
be optimized, since the calculated external quality factors
have proved to be very effective for good simulation results
 10
of the coupling coefficients. The first term in the Cost
Function is derived from (1) and is minimum when
 15
calculated at z ri . Likewise, the second one is related to the

2cof11 B ( zri )
CF    B ( z ri ) 

qe1
i 1
2

N



R

points where the peaks of s11 occur. Theory shows that
LR

they occur for transmission loss given by 10 20 .
IV.

Magnitude (dB)



 20

 25

PERFORMANCE OF THE TRIPLEXER

The design was initially done in the normalized
frequency from the desired specifications in the high
frequency range. A triplexer with Chebyshev characteristics
[6] was simulated with maximum reflection loss of -20 dB
(ripple 0.04321 dB) for each passband. The center
frequency is 2.077 GHz in the denormalized frequency
domain. A good guess for the external quality factors can be
obtained if one considers the triplexer as a filter formed by 6
resonators. The filter normalized frequency prototype
elements are then used to calculate the initial guess for the
external quality factors at ports 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the computer
simulations. A Gradient-based local optimization technique
[7] was utilized to obtain the coupling coefficients
m12 , m23 , m34 and m44 . The normalized external quality
factors are calculated by employing expressions [6]

 30
2

1

0

1

Figure 5. The triplexer response in the normalized frequency.

The denormalized frequency response of the triplexer is
graphed in Figure 6. As can be seen, it is slightly compressed
in the passband centered at 1.800 GHz when compared with
the other side passband (centered at 2.447 GHz) due to the
corresponding frequency transformation in (5). Even so, very
similar responses were attained for the three output
passbands. It was observed that the number of resonators is
equal to the number of reflection zeros. Furthermore, in
0

|S11|
|S31|
|S21|
|S41|



qe1  g 0 g1 



qe 6  g 6 g 7 



where g 0 , g 1 , g 6 and g 7 are the prototype normalized
frequency elements of a Chebyshev filter of 6 elements. For
the triplexer here simulated, the bandwidth of each passband
was taken to be 0.125 Hz in the normalized frequency
range. The calculated external quality factors were found to
be q e1  5.30 and q e 4  q e 5  q e 6  15.9 . Having been
calculated, rather than optimized, reduction in the number of
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Figure 6. The triplexer response in the denormalized frequency.
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order to have three outputs with similar Chebyshev
specifications, the triplexer must have a number of
resonators multiple of three, so that each one of the three
passbands presents the same number of reflection zeros.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Design and simulation results of a triplexer based on
coupled resonators approach was presented here. Six
resonators were employed without using any energy
distribution network. A Chebyshev response for the three
passbands was achieved, with maximum reflection loss -20
dB (ripple 0.04321) and fractional bandwidths of 2.5%, 3.3%
and 2.3% for the left, central and right passbands,
respectively. A Gradient-based local optimization technique
was used, which consisted in minimizing a proposed Cost
Function whose control variables were the coupling
coefficients. The external quality factors were excluded from
the optimization procedure, since the calculated values
yielded satisfactory optimized coupling coefficients. Very
good simulation results were obtained for the reflection loss
and transmission loss. As a future work, the triplexer will be
implemented in microstrip with triangular resonators aiming
to achieve size reduction.
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Abstract—Spectrum resource sharing strategies for uncoordinated networks are investigated. The average capacity of 2pair device-to-device (D2D) communication systems is derived,
assuming a flat response of the frequency spectrum. Three
different frequency allocation strategies are considered: (i) separate spectral allocation; (ii) full spectral allocation; and (iii)
overlapped spectral allocation, considering deterministic and
random locations of the communication devices. The analytical
results, supported by simulations, show that at low to moderate
received SNR the throughput assigned to each communication
device can be enhanced by overlapping the frequency spectrum
allocations.
Index Terms—Uncoordinated networks, frequency allocation
strategies, D2D communication.

II. S UM CAPACITY OF 2- PAIR D2D SYSTEMS WITH
DETERMINISTIC LOCATIONS

In this section, we present the sum capacity of a circular
cell in which two pairs of transmitters, (i.e., Tx1 and Tx2 ) and
receivers (i.e., Rx1 and Rx2 ) are located in fixed positions
inside the cell as shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, the solid
lines represent the desired signals from the transmitters to
the desired destinations (i.e., Tx1 -Rx1 and Tx2 -Rx2 ), while
interfering signals (i.e., Tx1 -Rx2 and Tx2 -Rx1 ) are denoted
by dotted lines.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, device-to-device (D2D) communication has attracted more attention for its promising results in enhancing the system capacity [1]. With the increasing demand
in establishing home networks, which connect a variety of
communication devices including mobile phones, laptops, or
other electronic appliances, D2D communication becomes
a common paradigm for establishing these connections [2].
D2D communication schemes require low power consumption,
cost, and human intervention [3]. Many studies have been
performed to investigate the capacity of specific uncoordinated
networks, i.e., cellular networks [4]. However, the results of
these investigations cannot be generalized to other types of
communication systems. Therefore, in this paper, we study the
capacity of uncoordinated networks using physical parameters
independent of the system specifications, such as the locations
of communication devices, the number of devices which can
co-exist in a certain region, and the environment.
We focus our study on 2-pair D2D communication systems
considering three different spectral allocation strategies: separated, whole and overlapped spectral allocations. For tractability, we consider channels with a flat frequency response.
First, in Section II, we present the sum capacity of 2-pair
D2D systems with deterministic locations. Then, in Section
III, we derive the average sum capacity considering random
locations of the communication devices. The results are introduced in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

Rx1

r11

Rx2
r21

r12
r22

Tx1

Fig. 1.

Tx2

Positions of communication devices inside a cell.

For simplicity, the channels of the desired and interfering
communication links are modeled using the single-slope path
loss, where the received power at a distance r from the
transmitter is given by
Pr (r) ∝ Pt r−α

(1)

where Pt is the transmit power spectral density, and α is the
path loss exponent. We assume that Pt is the same for all links,
and α = 4. To simplify our analysis, we neglect the coefficient
of proportionality and consider the effective transmit power
density Pt such that (1) contains an equality.
Assuming that the frequency spectrum under investigation
has a flat response over different frequencies, we use an
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B2

1.2
1
f(r)

Fig. 2. Overlapped frequency spectrum allocations for 2-pair D2D communication systems.

0.8

overlapped spectral allocation strategy, where the bandwidth
assigned to each transmitter is extended with a specific ratio
over the neighboring frequency bands as shown in Fig. 2. The
parameters x1 and x2 represent the spectral overlapping ratios
of Tx1 on Tx2 and Tx2 on Tx1 , respectively.
In this case, the average capacity of the 2-pair D2D communication systems can be defined by
CT = CF 1 + CF 2 + CO1 + CO2

CF 1 = (1 − x2 )
CF 2

B
log2
2

B
= (1 − x1 ) log2
2

CO1 = (x2 + x1 )

CO2 = (x2 + x1 )

1+
(

B
log2
2
B
log2
2

1+

Pt
α
r11

N
Pt
α
r22

(
(
1+

0.2
0
0

0.1

Fig. 3.

)

Pt
α
r21

Pt
α
r22
Pt
α
r12

where

0.4

0.5
r

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

∫

(5)
)

+N

(6)

(8)

2R

CF 1 (r11 )f (r11 )dr11

(9)

CF 2 (r22 )f (r22 )dr22

(10)

rm
∫ 2R

C̄F 2 =

)

1

Distribution of r inside a unit circle (R = 0.5).

C̄F 1 =
(4)

+N

0.3

C̄T = C̄F 1 + C̄O1 + C̄O2 + C̄F 2
(3)

Pt
α
r11

0.2

which is plotted in Fig. 3. The validity of this probability
distribution is investigated by Moltchanov in [5].
Using the closed-form expression of f (r) in (7), we can
estimate the average sum capacity of 2-pair D2D communications over a flat frequency response as follows

)

N

1+

0.4

(2)

where CF 1 and CF 2 are the capacity of Tx1 and Tx2 in
the region of the spectrum which is free of interference,
respectively. The components CO1 and CO2 are the capacity
of Tx1 and Tx2 in the overlapped spectral region between the
two transmitters, respectively. The expressions corresponding
to these capacities are
(

0.6

rm
∫ 2R

∫

rm
∫ 2R

rm
∫ 2R

rm

rm

2R

C̄O1 =
C̄O2 =

CO1 (r11 , r21 )f (r11 , r21 )dr11 dr21

(11)

CO2 (r12 r22 )f (r12 , r22 )dr12 dr22 .

(12)

RANDOM LOCATIONS

In (9) and (10), the closed-form expression of C̄F 1 and C̄F 2
can be obtained by deriving the average capacity of 1-pair
D2D communication systems over bandwidths (1 − x2 ) B2 and
(1 − x1 ) B2 , respectively. The closed-form expressions of C̄O1
and C̄O2 can be obtained by deriving the average capacity of
1-pair D2D communication systems with one interferer over a
bandwidth (x1 + x2 ) B2 . In the following subsections, we will
show how the average capacity of the aforementioned cases
can be estimated.

Here, we assume that Tx1 , Tx2 , Rx1 and Rx2 are located
in random positions inside the cell. In this case, r11 , r21 , r12 ,
and r22 become variable parameters, which have independent
identical distributions defined as follows. Let r represent the
Euclidian distance between two points randomly located in a
circle of radius R. Then, the probability distribution function
of r is given by [5]
(
)
√
( r )
r
r2
2r 2
−1
cos
−
(7)
1−
f (r) = 2
R
π
2R
πR
4R2

A. Average capacity of 1-pair D2D communications with no
interference
This case is represented by (9) or (10), where CF 1 is a
function only of r11 , or CF 2 is a function only of r22 . First,
consider the derivation of C̄F 1 . Using (7), the average capacity
of 1-pair D2D communication systems over a frequency
bandwidth, B̃ = (1 − x2 ) B2 , is given by
)
(
2
4
c̄1 −
c̄2
(13)
C̄F 1 = B̃
πR2
πR3

where B is the total frequency bandwidth, and N is the
noise power spectral density. The distance {rij }, i, j ∈ {1, 2},
represents the length of the communication link between Txi
and Rxj . Also, {rij } takes values between rm and 2R, where
rm is the minimum distance between two communication
devices inside the cell, and R is the cell radius.
III. S UM CAPACITY OF 2- PAIR D2D

SYSTEMS WITH
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where

∫

2R

c̄1 =
rm
∫ 2R

c̄2 =
rm

(r )

log2 (1 + γr ) r11 cos−1
dr11
2R
√
r2
2
log2 (1 + γr ) r11 1 − 112 dr
4R
11

(14)
(15)

where γr is the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and given
by γr = rγαt , where γt = PNt . The mathematical derivations of
11
the integrations in (14) and (15) are not tractable; therefore,
we use the series expansions of the following mathematical
functions to reduce the complexity of these integrations [6].
For |γr | ≤ 1, the logarithmic function log2 (1 + γr ) can be
expressed as
(
)
γr2
γr3
1
γr −
+
+ ...
(16a)
log2 (1 + γr ) =
ln(2)
2
3
whereas for |γr | > 1,
log2 (1 + γr ) =

1
ln(2)

(
log(γr ) +

)
1
2
1
− 2 + 3 − ...
γr
2γr
3γr
(16b)

r
where ln is the natural logarithm. Also, for 2R
<1,
√
4
r2
r2
r11
1 − 112 = 1 − 112 −
− ...
(17)
4R
8R
128R4
For |γr | ≤ 1, we substitute for log2 (1 + γr ) using the
first three terms of the series expansion in (16a) since the
values of the remaining terms are small and can be neglected.
Accordingly, c̄1 can be approximated using
1 (
c̄a2
c̄a3 )
c̄1 ≈
c̄a1 −
+
∀ |γr | ≤ 1
(18)
ln(2)
2
3
where
∫ 2R
(r ) γ
11
t
c̄a1 =
cos−1
(19)
α−1 dr11
2R
r
rm
11
∫ 2R
( r ) γ2
11
t
(20)
c̄a2 =
cos−1
2α−1 dr11
2R
r11
rm
∫ 2R
( r ) γ3
11
t
c̄a3 =
cos−1
(21)
3α−1 dr11 .
2R r11
rm
When |γr | > 1, we also include up to the third-order term,
i.e., the first four terms of the series expansion in (16b), and
consequently c̄1 can be given by
1 (
c̄b3
c̄b4 )
c̄1 ≈
c̄b1 + c̄b2 −
+
(22)
ln(2)
2
3
where
(
)
∫ 2R
(r )
γt
11
c̄b1 =
r11 cos−1
log
dr11
(23)
α
2R
r11
rm
∫ 2R
( r ) rα+1
11
11
dr11
(24)
c̄b2 =
cos−1
2R
γt
rm
∫ 2R
( r ) r2α+1
11
11
c̄b3 =
cos−1
dr11
(25)
2R
2γt2
rm
∫ 2R
( r ) r3α+1
11
11
c̄b4 =
cos−1
dr11 .
(26)
2R 3γt3
rm

Finally, we estimate c̄2 using the series expansion in (17)
as follows
1
1
c̄2 ≈ c̄e1 −
c̄e2 −
c̄e3
(27)
8R2
128R4
where
(
)
∫ 2R
γt
2
log2 1 + α r11
c̄e1 =
dr11
(28)
r11
rm
(
)
∫ 2R
γt
4
c̄e2 =
log2 1 + α r11
dr11
(29)
r11
rm
)
(
∫ 2R
γt
6
c̄e3 =
log2 1 + α r11
dr11 .
(30)
r11
rm
The closed-form expression of the integrations in (19)-(21),
(23)-(26) and (28)-(30) can be obtained from handbooks
of integrations; however, due to the space limitation of the
paper, we refer the reader to [6]. Similarly, we use the same
mathematical derivations to get C̄F 2 over bandwidth (1−x1 ) B2
from (10).
B. Average capacity of one-pair D2D communications with
one interferer
Now, we assume that there is an interfering signal to
the desired communication link from a randomly located
communication device. The average capacity of this case is
presented in (11) and (12). In the following, we first solve the
double integration in (11), and then we use the same procedure
to evaluate the integrations in (12). Assuming that the locations
of Tx1 and Tx2 inside the cell are statistically independent,
i.e., f (r11 , r21 ) = f (r11 )f (r22 ), (11) is reduced to
∫ 2R
C̄O1 = B̃1
Φ̄(r11 )f (r11 )dr11
(31)
rm

x2 ) B2 ,

where B̃1 = (x1 +
and
)
(
∫ 2R
α
r21
f (r21 )dr21
Φ̄(r11 ) =
log2 1 + α
α )
r11 (1 + γt−1 r21
(rm
)
4
2
=
Φ̄1 (r11 ) −
Φ̄2 (r11 ) .
(32)
2
πR
πR3
In (32),
(
)
α
r21
log2 1 + α
r21
α )
r11 (1 + γt−1 r21
rm
(r )
21
× cos−1
dr21
(33)
2R(
)
∫ 2R
α
r21
2
Φ̄2 (r11 ) =
log2 1 + α
r21
α )
r11 (1 + γt−1 r21
rm
√
r2
(34)
× 1 − 212 dr21 .
4R
∫

2R

Φ̄1 (r11 ) =

In (33), the integration can be simplified by substituting for
cos−1 (θ) by the first two terms of its series expansion, which
is given by
π
(35)
cos−1 (θ) = − θ − . . .
2
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Also, we evaluate these integrations for α = 4. Thus, the
integrations in (33) can be approximated by
Φ̄1 (r11 ) ≈

π
1
Φ̄11 (r11 ) −
Φ̄12 (r11 )
2
2R

(36)

where
)
4
r21
Φ̄11 (r11 ) =
dr21
4 (1 + γ −1 r 4 )
r11
r
t
21
)
(m
[ 2
2
4
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r21
r
√
+
1
−
= 21 log
4 (γ −1 r 4 + 1)
2
r11
4 +1
t
21
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(
√
1
2
4
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+ 1) 4
−√
× tan−1 1 −
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4 +1
γt−1 r11
(
)
√
1
4
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+ 1) 4
1
−1
× tan
1+
+ −1
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γt 2
]
(
(
(
√ −1 )
√ − 1 )) 2R
−1
−1
4
4
× tan
1 − 2γt r21 + tan
1 + 2γt r21
∫

2R

(
r21 log2 1 +

rm

(37)
and
)
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dr21
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rm
t
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√
√
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)
√ −1
1
2
2
−
2
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4
6 2
γt
γt 4
√
( 1
) 2 2
√ −1
−
2
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(
√ −1 ) 2 2
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√ 3
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4
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3
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+ 2r21 log
3
4 (γ −1 r 4 + 1))
(r11
(γt r11 + 1) 4
t
21
(
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√
√
1
4
+ 1) 4
2r21 (γt−1 r11
2 2r3
× tan−1 1 −
+ −1 4 11 3/4
r11
(γt r11 + 1)
(
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√
√ 3
1
4
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√
1
−1 4
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2
2
4
log r21 γt r11 + 1 − 2r11 r21 (γt r11 + 1) + r11
√ 3
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√
2r11
2
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r21
− −1 4
γt−1 r11
2r11 r21
3 log
(γt r11 + 1) 4
)]2R
1
4
2
× (γt−1 r11
+ 1) 4 + r11
.
(38)
∫

Φ̄12 (r11 ) =

2R

(
2
log2 1 +
r21

rm

The integrations of (37) and (38) can be evaluated with the
aid of a handbook of integrations, e.g., [6]. Using the first two
terms of the expansion in (17) and considering α = 4, the
integration in (34) can be approximated as
Φ̄2 (r11 ) ≈ Φ̄21 (r11 ) −

1
Φ̄22 (r11 )
8R2

(39)

where Φ̄21 (r11 ) = Φ̄12 (r11 ), given by (38) and
(
)
4
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4
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dr21
4 )
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√
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√
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1
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1
3
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√
√ 5
1
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× tan
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√ 5
( √
√
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1
−1 4
2
4
.
(40)
× (γt r11 + 1) + r11
∫

2R

Φ22 (r11 ) =

rm

The integration in (40) is obtained using [6]. Substituting
(36) and (39) in (32), we derive the closed-form expression
of Φ̄(r11 ), and subsequently, we can perform the second
integration in (31) with respect to r11 . However, due to the
high complexity of the resultant integrations, we obtain the
final estimate of C̄O1 using numerical integration techniques,
specifically, we used the adaptive Gauss-Kronrod quadrature
method [7].
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we examine the accuracy of the derived
expression of the average sum capacity in (8) of 2-pair D2D
systems considering different spectral allocation strategies. For
illustrative purposes, we perform our simulations using design
parameters similar to those of GSM systems: carrier frequency
fc = 2GHz, bandwidth B = 200kHz and cell with radius
R = 5km. The value of rm , which is the minimum distance
between two devices inside the cell to initiate transmission, is
taken as 1% of the cell diameter, i.e., rm = 0.02R. In other
words, the two devises are not allowed to communicate with
each other when r < rm . As noted previously, the channel
between different communication devices is modeled using the
single-slope path loss with α = 4. In our results, we present
the average capacity versus the received SNR at the median
distance re between Txi and Rxi , which is denoted as γm .
The value of re can be estimated from (7) or can be detected
from Fig. 3. With this value of γm , the transmit power density,
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Pt , can be determined from
Pt = N reα γm .

(41)
6

7

10

Average Capacity (bits/sec)

0−Interferer (Simulation)
0−Interferer (Analysis)
1−Interferer (Simulation)
1−Interferer (Analysis)

6

10

10
Average Capacity (bits/sec)

In the following results, the average sum capacity C̄T is estimated by averaging (2) over 105 realizations of {rij }, i, j ∈
{1, 2}.
The average capacity of 1-pair D2D systems is shown in
Fig. 4 for two cases: (i) no interferer (0-Interferer); and (ii) 1Interferer. The analytical results, supported by the simulations,
show that the average capacity of 1-pair systems can be enhanced by increasing Pt ; however, this enhancement becomes
limited when an interferer is present. The figure also shows
the accuracy of the analytical derivation of the scenario of
0-Interferer. Even for the 1-Interferer case, the error in the
derivations at high values of γm is less than 23%, which can
be reduced by adding more terms from the series expansions
in (17) and (35), but this requires additional mathematical
computations.

x1=x2=0 (Simulation)
x1=x2=0 (Analysis)
x1=x2=0.5 (Simulation)
x =x =0.5 (Analysis)
1

−15

2
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m

Fig. 5.

Average capacity of 2-pair D2D systems (R=5km and B=200kHz).

that at low and moderate received SNR values, the average
system capacity can be enhanced by allowing an overlapping
between the frequency spectrum allocations. As future work,
it would be interesting to find the optimal overlapping raand xopt
tios, xopt
2 , which maximize the average throughput
1
assigned to each user considering the limits on the transmit
power and the number of users which can co-exist in the area
under investigation.
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V. C ONCLUSION
We derived the average capacity of 1-pair and 2-pair D2D
communication systems assuming deterministic and random
locations of the transmitting and receiving devices. We found
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Abstract—Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) is considered as a
technology in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) system. In this
paper, we design and analyze the performance of the
Coordinated Scheduling/Beamforming (CS/CB) technique,
which is one major category of CoMP. We perform Monte
Carlo simulations with a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) in
LTE-A. Simulation results show that the proposed CoMP can
improve Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR), and
the spectrum efficiency of macrocell and picocell users through
a graph of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). From
these results, we also show significant performance gain when
we apply various techniques of scheduling and precoding with
the CoMP.
Keywords- CoMP; HetNet; LTE-A; Precoding; Scheduling

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile communication technology has been constantly
evolving to satisfy the communication market, which
requires high-speed support for high-capacity and highquality. The next generation of wireless communication
requires a data rate of 100Mbps class for dynamic user
equipment (UE), and 1Gbps class for static UE. It aims to
enable high-speed network access using information devices
anytime, anywhere, through integration of wired and
wireless communications and broadcasting [1-2].
Recently, through the prevalence of smart phones, the
needs of users for quality anytime, anywhere data services
have increased rapidly. Techniques that can support high
data rates to users located within cell edges, as well as cell
centers, came into demand. A cell center can increase data
transmission speed, simply by using the support of additional
antenna ports for each cell. But in the case of a cell edge, it is
difficult to increase the data rate up to any limitations
without cooperation, because this location receives too much
interference from adjacent cells. Also frequency reuse
techniques being deployed using small cells, such as femto
cell or pico cell, within the macro cell area can provide high
speed data services to dense user areas. Accordingly, the
need for efficient methods to control the interference
between transfer points is increasing [3].
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Current standards and academic issues, such as how to
control the interference from point-to-point transmission
naming, identify Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP), which
was selected as a work item for Long Term EvolutionAdvanced (LTE-A) Release 11.
In the paper, we will discuss the basic techniques of
CoMP, and the effect of CoMP combined with several
techniques, through simulation results. As an issue in fourth
generation mobile communication, the CoMP environment
in this paper is based on LTE-A systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
defines the CoMP basic system model. Section III briefly
presents the various scheduling and precoding schemes.
After evaluating the performance of the proposed schemes in
Section IV, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

The Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) is one of the LTEA system networks. HetNet complying with the LTE-A
Release 11 Scenario 4 is discussed as follows [4].
As shown in Figure 1 (a), it is assumed that a macro cell
is divided into three sectors. Three adjacent sectors consist of
one cell site, and communication is coordinated. In Figure 1
(b), pico cells exist in a macro cell, and communication is
coordinated with the macro cell. Users are uniformly and
randomly distributed in each macro cell and pico cell [4-5].
In the conventional cellular system, users receive a signal
from each anchor cell with interference signals from adjacent
cells. We assume that user Mj is locates randomly in Cj and
receives signals from three cells (denoted as C1, C2 and C3)
[6]. Assume Hij is the channel gain from Ci to Mj. The
received signal Y1 at M1 can be expressed as
(1)
where Xi is the signal transmitted at Ci, Wi is the precoding
matrix at Ci, and N is the additive white Gaussian noise at
M1.
As shown in the expression, Inter-Cell Interference (ICI)
occurs, and the channel capacity is limited, according to the
signal from an adjacent cell being considered as an
interference signal. The following expression for C1 is
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located within the user’s Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR).

(5)
(6)
We measure the SINR for each cell by the above
expressions, by the precoding matrix that has the highest
SINR applied to each cell. As a result, the interference
coming from the surrounding cell is minimized, and the
received signal strength can be maximized. In this case, the
precoding matrix is expressed as follows.
(7)
(8)
(9)
We perform simulations using CoMP CS/CB, which
shows a tradeoff between performance and complexity, and
which is the best parameter, compared with other schemes.
III.

Figure 1. Structure of the HetNet complying with the LTE-A Release 11
Scenario 4: (a) Macro only, (b) Macro and Pico.

If one user receives a signal from its own serving cell, the
signals from the other cells affect the user as interference,
and then the SINR of M1 can be expressed as
(2)
CoMP technology can control the interference among
neighboring cells through cooperative communication
technology, which is a promising 4G cellular standard being
developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
standardization group. CoMP can improve the coverage,
cell-edge capacity and/or system efficiency. For downlink
CoMP, two different approaches are being considered,
namely, Joint Processing (JP) and Coordinated
Scheduling/Beamforming (CS/CB) in 3GPP LTE-A standard
[4].
The SINR for a user that is located within C1 in the
CoMP JP scheme can be formulated as
√

√

√

(3)

From the above expression, you can see that the
interference signal from the neighboring cells also provides a
useful signal through the cooperation among multiple cells,
where only noise interferes with the signal.
The received signal at the user within each cell in the
CoMP CS/CB scheme can be expressed as
(4)
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SCHEDULING AND PRECODING TECHNIQUES

In this section, scheduling and precoding techniques are
proposed as a way to improve the performance of CoMP.
Each technique is described below.
A. Scheduling
We suggest a scheduling scheme to improve the CoMP
performance through using scheduling, as Flexible
Frequency Allocation Plan (FFAP) and Coordinated
Scheduling (CS) schemes are used.
The FFAP scheme suggests that the whole frequency
band be divided into two parts: a CoMP frequency zone for
the cell-edge user (CEU)’s transmission, and a single sector
frequency band for the cell-center user (CCU)’s transmission,
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Structure of the CoMP FFAP scheme.

The differentiation between CEUs and CCUs can be
made based on the received SINR at the UE.
(10)
where is a predetermined threshold in dB.
The CS scheme is a way in which all users that exist in
one cell can be distinguished into CCU or CEU and then, the
sum of highest priority of CCU for each sector in one cell
and the highest priority of CEU in one cell are compared.
The priority is based on the received SINR.
If the CEU’s priority is higher, the system will be
calculated based on the CoMP mode. Otherwise, CCUs are
calculated based on the Non-CoMP mode. In this mode, we
send a signal to users using the common transmission
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method. The flow chart for the CS scheme is shown in
Figure 3 [7].

In other words, if the transmitter knows the interference
signal beforehand, it can get the same channel capacity as the
non-interference channel condition. THP precoding
additionally uses modulo operation, which is symmetric
nonlinear operation based on costa’s precoding. The modulo
operation is given as
( )

⌊(

)

⌋

(13)

A block diagram of this technique is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Block Diagram of THP precoding scheme.

QRD scheme creates the precoding matrix through QR
decomposition, which factorizes the channel matrix. The
basic equations for the channel matrix H and the precoding
matrix W are given as
(14)
IV.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

We confirm the performance gain according to the use of
CoMP technique in heterogeneous network scenario in LTEA system. In addition, the performance gain for the
scheduling and precoding with CoMP techniques will be
confirmed. We use Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
to analyze the SINR and spectrum efficiency.
Figure 3. Flow Chart of the CoMP CS scheme.

B. Precoding
A precoding scheme is another way to improve the
performance of CoMP. Precoding is a technique to increase
the SINR and spectrum efficiency of a signal, by multiplying
a specific matrix with the channel in the transmitter. Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), Polar Decomposition (PD),
Tomlinson Harashima Precoding (THP) and QR
Decomposition (QRD) schemes are used as precoding
techniques.
Using the SVD scheme, the channel is separated in
parallel, by multiplying an orthogonal matrix U and V. The
basic equation for the channel matrix H and the precoding
matrix W are expressed as
(11)

A. Simulation Environments
The simulation environment follows the 3GPP LTE-A
standard. We perform system-level simulations using Matlab,
based on the parameters of Table 1 [9]. We assume that three
pico cells exist within one macro cell, and are located in the
edge site of the macro cell.

Using the PD scheme, the channel is separated, based on
the SVD scheme. The channel matrix H and the precoding
matrix W are expressed as follows.
(12)
The THP scheme is a nonlinear precoding based on
Costa’s “writing on dirty paper result” information theory [8].
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TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Carrier Frequency

2 GHz

Bandwidth

20 MHz

Cellular Structure

Hexagonal grid, 2-tiers, 7 cell sites, 3
sectors per site, 3 pico cells per site

No. of MS per cell

100 MSs

Antenna Configuration

BS: 2, MS: 2

Figure 8 is for Pico UE when communication is coordinated
among macro cell and pico cell.
From these figures, we can find that using the scheduling
with CoMP brings a performance gain, compared to with
non-CoMP. CS with CoMP can be seen to offer the highest
contribution to improve the performance.
Also, in the case of Pico UE, the overall performance is
better than in the case of Macro UE, because the pico cell is
located at the edge of the macro cell.
CDF of SINR according to scheduling schemes (Macro-Macro)
1

49 dBm – 20 MHz Carrier

Cell
Radius
ISD/ROOT3

(R)

=

Path Loss Model

0.9

1732/ROOT3=~1000m → Macro cell

0.8

Macro cell:
L = 128.1 + 37.6log10(R), R in km
Pico cell:
L = 140.7 + 37.6log10(R), R in km

0.7
0.6
CDF

BS Max TX Power

0.5

Shadow Std. Deviation

8 dB

0.4

MS Noise Level

174 dBm/Hz

0.3

UE Noise Figure

9 dB

0.2

Non-CoMP
CoMP CB with FFAP
CoMP CB with CS

0.1

NodeB Noise Figure
Correlation distance of
Shadowing
Shadowing
correlation
between cells/sectors

5 dB

0
-50

-30

-20

-10
SINR (dB)

0

10

20

30

Figure 5. CDF of Macro UE SINR according to scheduling schemes.
0.5 / 1.0

Minimum distance

Macro-Pico: >75m, Pico-Pico: >40m,
Macro-UE: >35m, Pico-UE: >10m

BS antenna gain plus cable
loss

14 dBi for micro, macro cell case

Antenna Pattern

70 degree sectored beam =70 degree,
Am=20dB

0.8

Scheduling scheme

FFAP, CS

0.7

Precoding scheme

SVD, PD, THP, QRD

CDF of SINR according to scheduling schemes (Macro-Pico)
1
0.9

B. Simulation Results
Using Non-CoMP scheme as a baseline for evaluating
the performance of the proposed scheme, we send a signal to
users.
1) CoMP simulation with Scheduling
The CDF graphs of the SINR are shown when we apply
two kinds of scheduling techniques to CoMP in Figures 5
and 6, respectively. Figure 5 is for a Macro UE, which is for
a macro cell when communication is coordinated among
macro cells. Figure 6 is for a Pico UE, which if for a pico
cell when communication is coordinated among macro cell
and pico cell.
From these figures, we can find that using the scheduling
(FFAP or CS) with CoMP brings a performance gain,
compared with the non-CoMP. Especially the CS with
CoMP can be seen to provide the highest contribution
towards improving the performance.
The CDF graphs of spectrum efficiency are shown when
we apply two kinds of scheduling techniques to CoMP as in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Figure 7 is for Macro UE,
when communication is coordinated among macro cells.
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Figure 6. CDF of Pico UE SINR according to scheduling schemes.
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CDF of Spectrum Efficiency according to scheduling (Macro-Macro)
1

Also, the performance of the Pico UE is better than the
Macro UE case.

CDF of Spectrum Efficiency according to scheduling (Macro-Macro)

0.9
0.924

0.8

CDF of SINR according to precoding schemes (Macro-Macro)
1

0.923

0.7
CDF

0.922

CDF

0.6

0.9

0.921

0.8

0.92

0.5

0.919

0.4

0.7

0.918

0.6
0.3
0.2

Non-CoMP
CoMP CB with FFAP
CoMP CB with CS

0.1
0

0

2

4
6
8
10
12
Macro UE Spectrum Efficiency [bps/Hz]

CDF

Macro UE Spectrum Efficiency [bps/Hz]

0.4
CoMP
CoMP
CoMP
CoMP
CoMP

0.3

14 15

0.2

Figure 7. CDF of Macro UE Spectrum Efficiency according to scheduling
schemes.

CDF of Spectrum Efficiency according to scheduling (Macro-Pico)
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Figure 9. CDF of Macro UE SINR according to precoding schemes.

1

CDF of SINR according to precoding schemes (Macro-Pico)
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1
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Figure 8. CDF of Pico UE Spectrum Efficiency according to scheduling
schemes.
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Figure 10. CDF of Pico UE SINR according to precoding schemes.

2) CoMP simulation with Precoding
CDF of Spectrum Efficiency according to precoding (Macro-Macro)
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0.9

CDF of Spectrum Efficiency according to precoding (Macro-Macro)

0.8

0.98

0.7

0.975

CDF

0.6
CDF

Here, the CDF graphs of SINR are shown when we apply
various precoding techniques to CoMP, in Figures 9 and 10,
respectively. Figure 9 is for Macro UE, when
communication is coordinated among macro cells. Figure 10
is for Pico UE, when communication is coordinated among
macro cell and pico cell.
From these figures, we can find that using SVD
precoding with CoMP brings a performance gain, compared
to PD, THP and QRD schemes.
The CDF graphs of spectrum efficiency are shown when
we apply various precoding techniques to CoMP, in Figures
11 and 12, respectively. Figure 11 is for Macro UE, when
communication is coordinated among macro cells. Figure 12
is for Pico UE when communication is coordinated among
macro cell and pico cell.
From these figures, we can find that using SVD
precoding with CoMP brings a performance gain, compared
to PD, THP and QRD schemes.

1
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Figure 11. CDF of Macro UE Spectrum Efficiency according to precoding
schemes.
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Abstract— In this paper, a design approach for gm-C complex
filter for intermediate frequency (IF) is formalized. It is based
on decoupled first order gm-C sections, each one centered at a
different frequency with respect to the others that can be
stacked in series to get the final band pass filter response, with
order equal to the number of stages. A simple case with two
stages is presented to show selectivity improvement when
difference between the two center-bands increase, with ripple
increase as drawback. An optimal setup with good selectivity
increment and still zero ripple (flat pass-band) is also shown.
Then, the approach is extended to third order. The approach
has been used for IF filtering in STMicroelectronics GNSS
receivers, but it is applicable to other wireless receivers.
Keywords- gm-C filter, complex filtering, low-IF receivers.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The complex intermediate frequency (IF) filters have
been proposed for radio frequency (RF) front-end (especially
for the low-IF ones) for their characteristic of rejecting both
out-of-band and image signals, due to their asymmetrical
transferring function [1]. Several implementations have been
disclosed in technical literature, such as [1]-[8], mainly based
on active circuits, while related impairments has been also
analyzed in [9] and the references therein. Amongst these
implementations, it has been chosen the one based on
decoupled first order stacked stages with operational transconductor amplifier (OTA) and frequency shift of low-pass
prototype. This choice presents lower current consumption,
good response at high frequency and simple, reconfigurable,
modular design [10].
In the state-of-the-art implementation of gm-C multistage
complex IF filter, each stage is centered on the same
frequency with the same bandwidth, as in [1], [4] and [15]
and the references therein. In this contribution, we formalize
an approach considering different center frequency for each
stage (and eventually different bandwidth). These center
frequencies will be placed symmetrically around the center
frequency of the final filter. This approach achieves better
performances, especially in terms of out-of-band attenuation,
image rejection and flatness in group delay response with
lower current consumption (as shown in [10]). Moreover, it
allows more freedom in shaping the filter frequency response
for a given filter order. We adopted it in designing an IF
filter for Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
receivers described in [10]-[12].
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Section II describes the complex IF filter architecture, as
in [10]; Section III presents the proposed approach
considering the second order complex filter case, providing
equations for filter design, and comparing the behavior
between coincident center and non-coincident center cases.
Section IV gives a brief extension to third order, and the
main conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II.

COMPLEX FILTER ARCHITECTURE

Filter architecture is based on decoupled first order
sections stacked in series to get the final band-pass filter
order. Each single stage band-pass filter response is a
frequency shifted version of a low-pass one, designed using
active components with trans-conductors and capacitors (gmC or OTA-C). Fig. 1 shows the architecture used in [10]-[12]
for the single-stage, where the first order low-pass frequency
response is set by the OTA gm1 and capacitor C values, with
bandwidth given by: fLP = (gm1/2πC). The structure with the
gm2 OTA is a gyrator that creates a feedback between inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) branches performing the
frequency shift of the low-pass prototype response, obtaining
a band-pass centered at a frequency defined through gm2 and
C values according to the formula: fcenter =(gm2/2πC). The
transfer function can be obtained just putting the translation
jω→j ω-j ωcenter

(1)

in the transfer function of the low pass version, [1],[13]-[14]:
H LP ( jω ) =

G
1 + j ω ω LP

(2)

resulting in
H BP ( jω ) =

G
1 + j (ω − ω center ) ω LP

(3)

with G = (gm3/gm1), where the third OTA, gm3, is used both to
decouple each stage with the previous one and to provide a
gain (as a free parameter).
In [10], we performed several schematic level
simulations for defining design parameters values as a better
trade-off amongst requirements of bandwidth, in-band
group-delay variation, image and out-of-band rejection. We
considered a 3rd or 4th order filter comparing in detail two
cases:
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• stages with same center frequency and bandwidth;
• stages with different center frequencies, same
bandwidth.
Low pass section

+
gm3
-

I

C

For a final pass-band filter centered at ωcenter and band
equal to 2ωB, ωcenter1 and ωcenter2 must be chosen symmetrical
to ωcenter, that is ωcenter = (ωcenter1 + ωcenter 2 ) 2 . Normalizing
all the frequencies with respect to ωB, (4) and (5) become:

+
gm1
-

H C ( jω n ) =

-

+

gm2

+

-

H NC ( jωn ) =

gm2
+
gm3
-

Q

+
gm1
-

C

Figure 1. Complex filter single-stage basic architecture.

It was easily recognizable as the second case presents
better performances, especially in terms of out-of-band
attenuation, image rejection and flatness in group delay
response. In fact, in [10], we have observed that, when all
stages share the same center frequency, if wider bandwidth
are needed with low-order filters, the properties of both outof-band and image rejection rapidly becomes not acceptable.
On the contrary, the different center frequency configuration
can achieve wider bandwidth while maintaining low-order IF
filter with good rejection for both out-of-band and image
signals. The drawback of this latter approach is that the
implementation needs different gyrators, one for each stage,
instead of only one type for all the stages. Once fixed the
stages main parameters (fcenter, fLP and G), then gm1, gm2 and
gm3 are fixed from the previous formulas and all the transconductors can be designed. For the details of the circuit
design and measurement results, see [10]-[12].
III.

COMPLEX FILTER FORMALIZATION

To formalize what has been observed both by simulation
and by measurements on the implemented IF filters, it is
better to take into account a simplified version with only two
stages, obtaining a second order filter (but the approach and
the conclusions can be straightforwardly extended to higher
order complex analog filters). In this case, the transfer
function for two equal stages is

G2

ω − ωc
1 + j n

ωo







(6)

2

G2

ω − ωc1  
ω − ωc 2 
1 + j n
 ⋅ 1 + j n




ωo  
ωo 


(7)

where ωn = ω ω B , ωc = ωcenter ω B , ωo = ω LP ω B ,
ωc1 = ωcenter1 ω B , ωc 2 = ωcenter 2 ω B , and the normalized
filter bandwidth is 2. In the same way the upper 3dB corner
of the band is ωc + 1 and the lower is ωc − 1 .
A. Coincident Center Frequency Case
Without losing general validity, we set H coinc ( jω c ) = 1 ,
this lead to G=1. Now, we want calculate the single stage
low-pass normalized band ωo needed for a final normalized
bandwidth equal to 2 of the two stages filter. This happens
when the magnitude at the normalized upper band corner
ωc + 1 is 3dB lower than the center-band one, that is:

H C [ j (ωc + 1)]
H C [ j (ωc )]

=

1

;

2

(8)

considering (6), condition (8) is verified for ωo=1.554.
This means that in order to have a two coincident stages
band-pass filter with bandwidth of 2ωB we need a low pass
bandwidth of 1.554⋅ωB for each single stage.
B. Different Center Frequency Case

Setting ωd = (ωc 2 − ωc1 ) 2 , then ωc1=ωc- ωd and
ωc2= ωc+ ωd, and equation (7) may be written as:
H NC ( jω n ) =
2

H C ( jω ) =

G2

ω − ω center
1 + j
ω LP






2

.

(4)

Meanwhile, for two stages with centers respectively in
ωcenter1 and ωcenter2 is
H NC ( jω ) = H BP1 ( jω ) ⋅ H BP 2 ( jω ) =
=

G

⋅

G

ω − ωcenter1
ω − ωcenter2
1+ j
1+ j
ω LP
ω LP
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(5)

=

(ωn − ωc )

4

(

G 4ωo4

)

+ 2 ωo2 − ω d2 (ωn − ωc ) +
2

(

)

(9)

2
ω d2 + ωo2

Analyzing this function it is possible to distinguish two
cases:
• if ωd< ωo then the filter frequency response has only
one maximum (MAX) at ωn=ωc equal to

(

MAX = H NC ( jωc ) = G 2ωo2 ωd2 + ωo2

)

(10)
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• if ωd> ωo then the filter frequency response has one
minimum (min) at ωn=ωc equal to

(

min = H NC ( jωc ) = G 2ωo2 ωd2 + ωo2

)

(11)

and two equal maximum values at
ω n = ω MAX = ω c ±

(12)

ω d2 − ω o2

both with value

MAX = HC  j(ωc ± ωd2 − ωo2 ) = G2ωo 2ωd .



(13)

Considering the first case, we want to calculate, also for
non-coincident center, the single stage low-pass normalized
band needed for a final normalized bandwidth equal to 2 for
the two-stage filter. In general, we obtain a different value
respect the one calculated in section A; for this reason, let
put ωo′ instead of ωo to distinguish the new variable. Further,
we set H NC ( jωc ) = 1 obtaining from (9)

(

)

G 2 = ωd2 + ωo′ 2 ωo′ 2

ω o′ = 1 − ω d2 +

(17)

true for 0 ≤ ωd ≤ 0.7596 . Fig. 3 shows the needed low-pass
bandwidth of each stage versus frequency distance of the
responses of the two stages. Observing this plot, for ωd=0 we
should have the previous coincident center case, and in fact
we found the previous value ωo′ = ωo = 1.554 ; when ωd
increases then ωo′ decreases: this means that each stage can
have a narrower bandwidth for obtaining the desired
resulting bandwidth of the whole two-stage filter, that is a
normalized value equal to 2. This lead to higher slope of the
out-of-band response, that is higher out-of-band attenuation
with the same bandwidth, so it is possible to obtain a more
selective filter. Just to make an example, choosing ωd =0.7,
we obtain ω o′ =1.0194, less than ωo = 1.554 in the coincident
center case also satisfying condition: ωd < ωo′ .
In order to evaluate the selectivity improvement, the outof-band attenuation can be calculated anywhere for both
cases, e.g. in ωc+10. For not coincident case from (15),
substituting ωd=0.7 and ωo′ = 1.0194 , we have
ANC (ωc + 10) = 36.4dB

(14)

(18)

for coincident center case, from (6), (8) and G=1, we have

and

AC (ωc + 10) = 32.5dB

H NC ( jω n ) =
=

ω d4 − 4 ω d2 + 2

ω d2 + ωo′ 2

(ωn − ωc )4 + 2(ωo′2 − ωd2 )(ωn − ωc )2 + (ωd2 + ωo′2 )

.

(15)

2

Then, setting (8) for 3dB cut off at ωc + 1 we obtain:

(19)

with 3.9dB of more attenuation in the not coincident case,
resulting in more selectivity as both have same normalized
bandwidth equal to 2.
Choosing another value of out-band frequency, nearer the
band of the filter, for example ωc+3, we have
ANC (3) − AC (3) = 16.0 − 13.5 = 2.5dB

ω o′ 2 = 1 − ω d2 ± ω d4 − 4ω d2 + 2 .
These

are

valid

when

0 ≤ ω d ≤ 2 − 2;

(16)

and that confirms the selectivity enhancement.
2.5

and

2

ωd ≥ 2 + 2; the plot of (16), ‘+’ case, results as in Fig. 2:
all the negative values are not acceptable, so we can discard
the values for ω d ≥ 2 + 2 . Furthermore, we must discard
the solutions not compliant with ωd < ωo′ ; plotting the
square root of (16), it is easy to verify that only the solutions
for 0 ≤ ωd ≤ 0.7596 can be considered. Other solutions of
(16) can be found in the ‘-‘ case, but the condition ωd < ωo′
is never satisfied and cannot be considered. So, final solution
in ωd < ωo′ case is
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(20)
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Figure 2. Plot of Eq. 16, plus case, for the allowed values of ωd.
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selective behavior for higher ωd; further, the presence of two
peaks, as formalized in (11), (12) and (13), means presence
of in-band ripple: when ωd increases, the minimum in ωc
becomes lower and the ripple increases. It is important to
check when ripple is too big.
If the difference between maximum and minimum
becomes greater than 3dB then we can consider the response
completely separated into two distinct lobes, non-acceptable
as band-pass characteristic. The limit of the center
frequencies separation ωd that still gives us a unique filter
band is given for ripple equal to 3dB, that is:

1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2

ω0

1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

ωd
Figure 3. Plot of Eq. 17, for the allowed values of ωd.

F (ωd ) =

Now, let’s consider ωd > ωo′ , still with not-coincident
center, and set the values of the two peaks equal to MAX=1
without losing general validity, so from (13) is

G 2 = 2ωd ωo′

H NC [ j (ωc )]

H NC [ j (ω MAX )]

1

=

2

.

(24)

Considering the (21) and the (22) then is

(

F (ωd ) = 2ωd ωo′ ωo′2 + ω d2

(21),

)

(25)

where ωo′ has the value for a final band equal to 2, given by

and (9) becomes

(23) for 1
H NC ( jωn ) =

2 ≤ ωd < 1 ; substituting it we have:

2

=

4ω d2ωo′ 2

(ωn − ωc )4 + 2(ωo′ 2 − ωd2 )(ωn − ωc )2 + (ωd2 + ωo′ 2 )

2ωd ωd − 2ωd2 − 1 


F(ωd ) =
2
2
4ωd − 2ωd 2ωd − 1 − 1

(22)

2

Then, once again, we impose a normalized bandwidth of
the resulting filter equal to 2; this means that in ωc ± 1 the
response must be 1 2 times the maximum. From (22)
imposing the condition (8) we obtain:

ω o′ =

3ω d2 − 1 ± 2 ω d

2 ω d2 − 1

(23)

valid for ω d ≥ 1 2 . The plot of (23) results as in Fig. 4: as
easily recognizable the ‘+’ case (dashed line) does not match
the condition ωd > ωo′ , so can be discarded. Observing the ‘’ case (continuous line) is possible to split the curve in two
parts: the first one, on which we focus our interest, with
decreasing value of ωo′ for 1 2 ≤ ωd < 1 , up to ωd = 1 ,
that means when the center frequency separation of the two
stage is equal to the bandwidth of the whole filter. In this
point the ωo′ required is zero, so it is only a theoretical limit.
The second part for ωd > 1 , that is center frequency
separation of the two stages greater than the bandwidth of the
whole filter, lacks of interest because the response of each
stage is completely separated from the other, so not useful to
obtain an appropriate overall pass-band response.
Returning to the range 1 2 ≤ ωd < 1 in (23), as noted
before, the decreasing characteristic of ωo′ suggests more
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(26)

Plotting (26) (see Fig. 5) the condition in (24) is satisfied for

ωd =0.77679; this value gives the maximum acceptable
ripple. Observing the same plot is fine to note that for

ωd = 1 2 we found F(ωd)=1. This is the case with no
ripple, because the minimum is equal to the two maximum
values, and coincides with the case previously studied for
ωd < ωo′ having only one maximum, where we observed that
higher ωd brings to higher selective filter.
6

5

eq.24 with +
eq.24 with -

4

3

ω0

2

1

0
0.5

1

1.5

ωd

2

2.5

Figure 4. Plot of Eq. 23, for the allowed values of ωd.
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In this section, we will give a brief look to the third order
case. For three stages with normalized centers, respectively,
in ωc1, ωc2 and ωc the transferring function is

0.8

F((ωd)

0.7

H NC ( jωn ) =

0.6
0.5

=

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.7

0.75

0.8

ωd

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

Figure 5. Plot of Eq. 26, for the allowed values of ωd.

So, choosing
= 1⁄√2 gives the resulting filter with
higher selectivity and no ripple; if we can accept ripple, we
can choose a greater value of ωd in the range
1⁄√2 ≤
≤ 0.77679. In particular we can choose values
nearer to 0.77679 for better selectivity despite of worse
ripple. If for example we choose ωd = 0.77 from (23), ‘-’
= 0.3389 , very low compared with the
case, we have
one of the best values we can have for
< , for example
for ωd =0.7 from (16) we already found
= 1.0194 ≫
0.3389; in this way, with so low , we have much more
selectivity. If we compare it with the coincident center case,
the difference is even bigger (from (9) it was
1.554>>0.3389). Evaluating the attenuation in the same outof-band frequencies used in the examples in all the previous
cases we obtain the values in Table I.
Another interesting example can be considered for the
“optimum” setup that gives maximum out-of-band
attenuation with still zero ripple. As already discussed, it is
= 1⁄√2 in
≥
case, and for about ωd =0.7596
for
<
case. The values of
are 1⁄√2 and 0.7622
in
respectively, while the related attenuations for ωc+3 and
ωc+10 are in Table II. In both cases, the maximum
attenuation with zero ripple is when the two-stages frequency
separation, ωd, is equal to the single stage bandwidth .
TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF OUT-OF-BAND ATTENUATIONS AMONGST

NON COINCIDENT FREQUENCIES CASES AND COINCIDENT FREQUENCIES

ωc+3
ωc+10
TABLE II.

Ripple ωd=0.77
ANC = 24.3 dB
ANC = 45.6 dB

No ripple ωd=0.7
ANC = 16.0 dB
ANC = 36.4 dB

Equal Freq.
AC = 13.5 dB
AC = 32.5 dB

MAXIMUM OUT-OF-BAND ATTENUATION WITH NO RIPPLE
No ripple

ωc+3
ωc+10

THIRD ORDER CASE

IV.

1
0.9

ω d ≥ ωo′

ANC = 19.1 dB
ANC = 40.0 dB

No ripple

ωd < ωo′

ANC = 17.9 dB
ANC = 38.7 dB

Lastly, maximum selectivity, with 3dB ripple, is for ωd =
0.77679, obtaining ANC(ωc+3)=24.6dB and ANC(ωc+10) =
46.0dB.
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K

ωn − ωc1  
ωn − ωc2 
ω − ωc
1 + j
 ⋅ 1 + j
1 + j n
ωo  
ωo 
ωo


.





(27)

where K=G1G2G3 is the filter gain, ωn = ω ω B ,
ωc = ωcenter ω B , ωc1 = ωcenter1 ω B , ωc 2 = ωcenter 2 ω B ,
ωo = ω LP ω B and the normalized filter bandwidth is 2.
Moreover, ωc1 and ωc2 must be chosen symmetrical to ωc,
that is ωc = (ωc1 + ωc 2 ) 2 . Setting ωd = (ωc 2 − ωc1 ) 2 , then
ωc1= ωc- ωd and ωc2= ωc+ ωd, equation (27) may be written as
H NC ( jωn ) =


ω − ωc + ωd
1 + j n

ωo


K
 
ω − ωc − ωd
 ⋅ 1 + j n
 
ωo
 

(28)

ω − ωc 
1 + j n


ωo 


Setting x = (ω n − ω c ) and developing denominator in
(28) we obtain:

=

!
$ *(+'#& $ %' $ ( $ *,
# $ %&' $ ( )
)

"

. (29)

The square modulus becomes:

|. =

|

/

$

$ *$ (' $ #& $ %' $ ( $ *$ 1
0 $ # $ %&' $ ( )
)

(30)

Maximum and minimum values will be related to
minimum and maximum values of denominator in (30). So,
let us consider the derivate of the denominator with respect
to x equating it to zero (defining for which x there could be
maximum and minimum values):

62 3 + 42 & 3

.

−2

.

.

+ 22 3

.

+

= 0 (31)

The first solution is x=0 => ωn= ωc; other solutions from:
.

26 + 2. 3
&

.

−2

.

+

7
&

3

.

+

.

=0

(32)

setting x2=y, solution of (32) has the following expressions:

87,. = −

7
&

3

.

−2

.

±

7
&

;

.

− 12

.

. (33)

Solutions (33) are real for . ≥ 12 . . If this last holds,
these are acceptable solutions for x if and only if y1,2≥0. In
this latter case, both solutions are non-negative; so there are
two couples of frequencies to be considered:
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7
.

=

=

<
<

± ;87

± ;8.

.

(34)

On the contrary, if y1,2<0, there will be only one real
solution for (33) and for ωn=ωc the transfer function present
only a maximum and no ripple:

|

<

|. =

$

=

$ *$
# $( )

.

(35)

Considering y1,2≥0 for the frequencies in (34), the transfer
function presents more solutions. In this case, we can have
three maxima (one always from (35)) and two minima, and
ripple will be present as in Fig. 6.
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Abstract— Multiple radio access technologies (Multi-RAT) Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) are considered as one of the
recent fundamental ideas in next generation mobile networks.
Multi-RAT HetNets aim to increase the network capacity needed
to meet the high data demand of mobile users. In Multi-RAT HetNets, data flow can be offloaded to unlicensed bands (e.g., WiFi)
to free some of the resources of the 4G licensed band (e.g. LTE or
WiMAX). However, it needs to be guaranteed that the WiFi can
provide the needed Quality of Service (QoS). In this paper, we
propose multiple QoS-aware 4G/WiFi offloading schemes that try
to maximize the utilization of the WiFi air interface, taking into
consideration the network loading conditions and maintaining the
required QoS. The proposed offloading schemes are evaluated in
two 4G/WiFi Multi-RAT testbeds. The first testbed is based on
the Opnet network simulator, while the second testbed is based
on a real small-cell prototype. The performance evaluation of
these offloading schemes is shown in a time-cost tradeoff graph.

Keywords- HetNets; LTE; Multi-RAT; Opnet; Prototype;
WiFi; WiMAX.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been increased interest in Heterogeneous
Networks (HetNets) as a means to meet the huge data demand
needed for the current and future mobile applications. For
example, various HetNets topics are actively investigated in
the 3GPP-Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1] and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) IEEE 802.16
[2] standards. Research in HetNets can be divided into two
main topics, namely, multi-tier and multiple radio access
technologies (multi-RAT). The multi-tier HetNets comprise
a hierarchical deployment of low power, smaller footprint
Femto/Pico/Relay stations within a Macro-cell coverage area,
aiming to increase the network capacity and provide reliable
indoor coverage [3]. Interference mitigation (IM) is one of
the challenging topics in multi-tier HetNets, and we have
previously proposed multiple IM techniques that span the time,
frequency, space, and power dimensions [4], [5].
The multi-tier HetNets utilizes one air interface only (e.g.
LTE). However, multiple air interfaces can be utilized too,
which is the case of multi-RAT HetNets [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13]. Multi-RAT HetNets allow the support
of mobile users with more than one air interface, such as the
combination of the licensed 3GPP LTE along with the unlicensed IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
technologies in order to increase the overall network capacity
with reduced cost. It is known that the 4G technology (LTE
or WiMAX) utilizes license bands with more charging cost
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compared to utilizing the unlicensed WiFi air interface. Hence,
it is cost-effective to be utilizing the WiFi interface, as long
as it is providing the required service quality.
In the literature, there has been a number of works considering 3G-based Multi-RAT systems such as [6], [7], [8].
A feasibility study on multiple radio access (MRA) networking was introduced in [7] and an implementable MRA
was proposed in [8]. Beyond 3G, Multi-RAT systems were
analyzed with the objective of network capacity maximization
in [9], [10], [11], [12]. Other than capacity-maximization, we
have focused on minimizing the transmission power in [13],
and we have proposed multiple minimum-power LTE/WiFi
offloading schemes that minimize the transmission power,
while guaranteeing the required QoS.
In this paper, we aim to propose multiple QoS-aware
4G/WiFi offloading schemes that try to maximize the utilization of the WiFi interface, while maintaining the required
QoS. Maximizing the WiFi utilization, compared to the 4G
utilization, corresponds to lowering the transmission cost. In
order to propose these offloading schemes, we develop two
independent testbeds. The first testbed is based on the Opnet
network simulator [14], in which the available 4G technology
is WiMAX, while the second testbed is based on a real
prototype, in which the available 4G technology is LTE. We
point out that considering more than one 4G technology (LTE
or WiMAX) in more than one testbed (simulations or real
prototype) strengthens this paper and generalizes the presented
ideas.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First,
we develop an Opnet-based WiMAX/WiFi multi-RAT HetNet
simulation environment, which consists mainly of a multi-RAT
base station (BS) or small cell and a newly created multiRAT UE. Second, we propose a QoS-aware offloading scheme,
which assigns the users to either the WiMAX or the WiFi
air interface, depending on the network loading condition.
The proposed scheme utilizes the WiFi interface unless it
cannot guarantee the required QoS. Third, we build a real
LTE/WiFi Multi-RAT small-cell prototype and explain how
this prototype can be utilized in sending a video clip over
the two air interfaces (LTE and WiFi). Finally, we propose
two QoS-aware offloading schemes, implement them on the
small-cell prototype, and evaluate their time-cost performance
tradeoff graph.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we focus on the Opnet-based Multi-RAT simulation
environment, clarify the problem, and evaluate the proposed
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TABLE I
WIMAX AND WIFI AIR INTERFACE CONFIGURATION
PARAMETERS.

Parameter
WiMAX PHY profile
WiMAX Bandwidth
WiFi PHY profile
WiFi Data rate
Multipath channel model
Pathloss model

Fig. 1.

Opnet-based Multi-RAT HetNet.

offloading scheme. The real LTE/WiFi small-cell prototype is
introduced in Section III, after which two additional offloading
schemes are proposed. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II. O PNET- BASED Q O S- AWARE W I MAX/W I F I
O FFLOADING S CHEME
In this section, first we introduce our developed Opnetbased WiMAX/WiFi Multi-RAT HetNet environment. Second,
we explain our motivation to take into consideration the
QoS while designing the offloading schemes. Third, we pose
the problem statement. Finally, we propose a QoS-aware
WiMAX/WiFi offloading scheme.
A. Opnet-based Multi-RAT Heterogeneous Network Model
Fig. 1 depicts a multi-RAT HetNet, which consists of multiRAT small cell (or BS), multi-RAT UE, VoIP server, and
core network (server backbone and IP backbone). The multiRAT BS along with the VoIP server and the core network are
already built in the Opnet library (v14.5). However, there was
no Multi-RAT UE that can communicate with both WiFi and
WiMAX, which represented our first challenge.
Our first contribution is to create a novel multi-RAT
(WiMAX/WiFi) UE that can receive the data over either the
WiFi or the WiMAX air interfaces. Fig. 2 depicts the node
model of the proposed Multi-RAT UE in details. As shown, the
set of all the upper layers (e.g. IP) remains untouched as in the
single-RAT node model. On the other hand, the lower layers,
namely, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Media Access
Control (MAC) are duplicated for each interface. The MAC
module is the one differentiating WiMAX from WiFi. We note
that each UE will have one specific IP address, through which
it can be addressed in the network. This IP address will not be
changed if the UE is utilizing either the WiMAX or the WiFi
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air interface. Moreover, either the small cell or the UE may
decide either to activate the WiMAX or the WiFi air interfaces.
In order to test the performance of the developed HetNet
environment, we assume the UE initiates a VoIP call with the
VoIP server. We note that we focus on real time application
(mainly VoIP) and evaluate its QoS, measured in terms of
Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The VoIP data will be sent over
WiFi or WiMAX to the small cell, which in turn will be
delivered through the core network to the VoIP server. The
VoIP packets from the VoIP server to the UE follow the same
path in reversible order. Table I shows the major configuration
parameters for both WiMAX and WiFi air interfaces.
Fig. 3 depicts the performance of the VoIP application,
measured in MOS, for both the WiMAX and WiFi cases. In
addition, it shows the loading condition on both air interfaces,
to indicate which interface is activated. First, we consider
the case of having WiMAX as the active interface, which is
depicted in Fig. 3 (a). As shown, the load on the WiMAX
network is non-zero, while it is zero for the WiFi case. The
MOS of the VoIP application is around 3.8, which gives great
user experience. Second, the WiFi is activated and the resulting
performance is shown in Fig. 3 (b). Similar to the WiMAX,
we find that the WiFi also achieves the same MOS value.
From Fig. 3, we conclude that if the VoIP application is
the only traffic in the network, offloading to WiFi does not
degrade the MOS below that achieved by the WiMAX. In
such scenario, traffic offloading from WiMAX to WiFi should
happen immediately once WiFi is available. However, this
might not be necessarily true in case there is other additional
traffic in the network. This case will be discussed in the next
sub-section.
B. Motivation and Problem Statement
In general, we note that there is a major difference between
the WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) and the WiFi (IEEE 802.11g),
which is the consideration of the QoS classes. Particularly, in
WiMAX each type of application is assigned a specific class,
which corresponds to the needed QoS. Traffic types with high
QoS class (e.g. VoIP) are assigned resource blocks with high
priority, compared to traffic types with lower QoS classes (e.g.
best effort as in web browsing). On the contrary, in WiFi all
the traffic types are treated equally in the best effort class. This
fact follows mainly from the utilized multiple access scheme,
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Fig. 2.

Newly created Opnet Multi-RAT UE.

namely, Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA). Hence, in WiFi there is no distinction between
the real time applications and non real time ones. Such issue
may degrade the performance of the VoIP applications sent
over WiFi, once the network gets congested.
In order to investigate this issue, we revisit the multi-RAT
scenario shown in Fig. 1 and apply a best effort background
data traffic of rate 2 Mbps, in addition to the existing VoIP
application. This background data traffic may represent the
accumulation of many UEs accessing the same air interface,
or it may represent data traffic to/generated from the same UE.
Fig. 4 shows the network performance in the case of WiMAX
and WiFi interfaces for 2 Mbps background best-effort data
traffic.
As shown in Fig. 4 (a), the WiMAX air interface maintains
the high value of the VoIP MOS. This high performance is a
result of assigning high QoS class to the VoIP application.
Hence, the WiMAX resource blocks needed for the VoIP
application are always allocated irrespective of the other
background traffic. On the contrary, we find in Fig. 4 (b)
that the WiFi air interface dramatically degrades the MOS
of the VoIP application. Such performance degradation is
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because the best effort background traffic is competing with
the VoIP application, which results in lower chances for the
VoIP application in accessing the WiFi air interface.
From Fig. 4, we conclude that offloading from WiMAX
(or 4G in general) to WiFi should not happen automatically
once WiFi access is available. Other factors (e.g. background
traffic) need to be considered to make such offloading decision.
This finding represents our motivation to develop a QoS-aware
offloading scheme that takes into consideration the loading
condition of the network. Consequently, our probem can be
formulated as follows: Given a multi-RAT (4G/WiFi) system,
find an offloading scheme that utilizes the WiFi interface the
most (i.e. minimizes the charging cost), while guaranteeing the
required QoS. The solution to this problem will be proposed
in the next sub-section.
C. QoS-aware Traffic Offloading Scheme in WiMAX/WiFi
Multi-RAT HetNets
Fig. 5 depicts the flow chart of the proposed QoS-aware
offloading scheme, and it can be described as follows. Initially,
the 2 RATs are deactivated. Then, the UE senses the total
data rate (loading condition) on each interface. If the loading
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(a) WiMAX On
Fig. 3.

(b) WiFi On
Performance of WiMAX and WiFi interfaces for VoIP-only network.

(a) WiMAX On
Fig. 4.

(b) WiFi On
Network performance with 2Mbps background best-effort traffic.

rate is higher than a specific threshold, then it activates the
WiMAX interface. In this case, the WiFi will not be able
to guarantee the required QoS of the real-time application.
Otherwise, it offloads the traffic to the WiFi interface. Utilizing
our developed Opnet-based HetNet environment, we have
investigated the threshold after which the WiFi breaks down
and starts downgrading the VoIP MOS, and found that to be
1.5 Mbps. In other words, for background traffic higher than
1.5 Mbps, the VoIP MOS degrades as was shown in Fig. 4
(b).
We have implemented the proposed offloading scheme in
the Opnet-based Multi-RAT environment at the IP process
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module of the Multi-RAT UE node, shown in Fig. 2. We have
tested the offloading scheme by applying different background
traffic rates, which are 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps. Fig. 6 shows the
performance of the offloading scheme at these two scenarios.
As shown, for 1 Mbps loading scenario in Fig. 6 (a), the
WiFi interface is activated and the MOS is maintained at high
value. In this case, offloading to WiFi guarantees the required
QoS. As for the higher loading rate (2 Mbps in Fig. 6 (b)),
the WiMAX is activated and the high MOS is maintained.
Hence, our proposed QoS-aware offloading scheme achieves
the required QoS with minimum charging cost. More precisely,
it offloads the traffic to the unlicensed minimum-cost WiFi
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(a) WiFi On at 1 Mbps loading
Fig. 6.

(b) WiMAX On at 2Mbps loading

Network performance with QoS-aware offloading scheme at different network loading conditions.

utilize the commercial Intel 6205 WiFi card, which can be
set to work in the access point mode. Hence, we create an
integrated LTE/WiFi small cell that has both WiFi and LTE
software stacks.
A. Real LTE/WiFi Multi-RAT Prototype

Fig. 5.

Flow chart of the QoS-aware traffic offloading scheme.

only if the required QoS is guaranteed.
III. R EAL P ROTOTYPE - BASED Q O S- AWARE LTE/W I F I
O FFLOADING S CHEMES
In the previous section, we have focused on Opnetbased multi-RAT simulation environment. In this section, we
present a real prototype that represents the implementation of
LTE/WiFi small cell. Such prototype is extremely necessary
to validate the concept of multi-RAT system and to augment
our simulation testbed with a real one. In this prototype, we
utilize Intel-proprietary LTE software stack, consisting of all
the LTE layers (RRC/PDCP/RLC/MAC). As for the WiFi, we
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Fig. 7 depicts the system architecture of the implemented
multi-RAT prototype. The prototype consists of two terminals:
the first terminal has an integrated LTE/WiFi small cell, and
the second terminal represents the UE side. The LTE data
between the two terminals is physically sent over the Ethernet
cable, which mimics the LTE PHY layer, while the WiFi data
is physically sent over the WiFi air interface. At the small cell
side, the LTE down-link path is represented by the (PDCPTX/RLC-TX/MAC-TX) path, and the LTE up-link path is
represented by the (MAC-RX/RLC-RX/PDCP-RX) path. The
WiFi path is represented by the (NDIS/MAC/PHY) path. At
the UE side, we create a simple software client that can
send/receive data to/from the Ethernet and WiFi interfaces.
A photo of the real prototype is shown in Fig. 8. The
small-cell and the UE terminals are shown. In addition, we
have created a WiFi loading environment, which consists of
two terminals having file transfer between each other. Such
file transfer causes huge degradation on the WiFi link, which
results in huge WiFi congestion.
In order to test this prototype, we have created a demonstration experiment in which a video clip is sent from the
small-cell terminal to the UE terminal via both LTE and WiFi
software stacks. The Ethernet link is used to transfer the LTE
data, while the WiFi is sent over the conventional WiFi air
interface. Initially, a part of a video clip (a number of packets)
is sent over the LTE. Once the WiFi coverage is available,
the transmission is offloaded to the WiFi. Once the WiFi
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Fig. 9. Flow chart of the “LTE/WiFi Offloading Retransmit-Once” offloading
scheme.

Fig. 7.

System architecture of the LTE/WiFi Multi-RAT prototype.

needed to successfully receive the video file. We assume that
the video file is divided into a number of packets. Each packet
requires 1 transmission slot and costs 1 unit over LTE and zero
units over WiFi. These cost values reflect the fact that WiFi is
unlicensed band, while LTE is a licensed one. The proposed
offloading schemes are presented in the next sub-section.
B. QoS-aware LTE/WiFi Offloading Schemes

Fig. 8.

Real setup of the LTE/WiFi Multi-RAT prototype.

network is congested (due to loading the WiFi link with the
file transfer), the rest of the video transmission is sent over
LTE. Such offloading scheme was implemented in the multiRAT aggregation and coordination function (MRACF) at the
small cell side. At the receiver side, the received packets over
the two interfaces are assembled, and the video is displayed.
The small-cell prototype described above is utilized in evaluating the performance of our proposed QoS-aware offloading
schemes. Particularly, we consider two performance criteria to
evaluate these schemes, namely, the time and the cost. First,
the time metric represents the total number of transmission
slots needed to successfully receive the whole video file.
Second, the cost metric represents the number of cost units
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We propose 2 QoS-aware LTE/WiFi offloading schemes.
The first scheme is entitled “LTE/WiFi Offloading RetransmitOnce” and its flowchart is depicted in Fig. 9. In this scheme,
the packets are initially sent over LTE. Once the WiFi coverage
is available, the data is offloaded to the WiFi air interface. Due
to the created congestion on the WiFi, we have developed an
acknowledgment mechanism that allows the UE to transmit
back to the small cell either a positive acknowledgment (ACK)
or a negative acknowledgment (NACK) for each received
packet. A NACK is declared if a particular packet index is
missing. Once a NACK is declared, the erroneous packet
is retransmitted over the LTE interface. The LTE is utilized
to guarantee a congestion-free retransmission. As for the
next new packet, the WiFi is activated again and it carries
the upcoming packet. Hence, the description in the name
“Retransmit-Once.” This procedure continues until the video
is successfully received.
The second QoS-aware offloading scheme, namely
“LTE/WiFi Offloading Retransmit-Rest”, is similar to the first
one in many aspects except in the response following the
retransmission of the erroneous packet. More precisely, once
an erroneous packet is retransmitted over the LTE, the LTE
air interface is kept active and transmits the rest of the video
packets. Hence, the second scheme utilizes the LTE interface
more and hence it costs more. This is shown in the time-cost
tradeoff curve shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 depicts the different offloading schemes results
where the x-axis represents the cost of transmission (0 for WiFi
packet and 1 for LTE packet) and the y-axis represents the
total time (in transmission slots) needed to transmit one video
clip of size 23 packets. The “LTE-only” point corresponds
to having LTE transmission only and results in the minimum
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of 83% while increasing the time by 15% only, compared to
“LTE-only” case.
In the future, we will invesitgate which of the different LTE
layers (PDCP,RLC,MAC) is the best one at which we can
offload the data to the WiFi. We will utilize our developed
real LTE/WiFi prototype as a testbed to evaluate the pros and
cons of the different offloading points.
V. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Fig. 10. Time-Cost tradeoff curve for the LTE/WiFi Multi-RAT offloading
schemes.

time of 23 units, but with the maximum cost of 23 units.
In order to reduce the cost, we have proposed the 2 QoSaware offloading schemes described earlier. We find that the
“LTE/WiFi Offloading Retransmit-Rest” slightly reduces the
cost to 18, while slightly increasing the time to 24 units.
The extra time units are due to the retransmission time slots
happening because of congestion and packet drop over the
WiFi link.
On the other hand, the “LTE/WiFi Offloading RetransmitOnce” reduces the cost much more to 4 units while slightly
increasing the time to 27. Compared to “LTE-only” case, we
find that the “LTE/WiFi Offloading Retransmit-Once” achieves
cost saving of 83% while increasing the time by 15% only. For
reference, we have also plotted the points corresponding to the
WiFi-only transmission. More specifically, we observe “WiFionly without WiFi loading,” which results in both minimum
time and zero cost. If loading is injected, the required time is
increased to 37 units, which is shown in the “WiFi-only with
WiFi loading.”
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have developed 2 4G/WiFi MultiRAT testbeds and proposed various QoS-aware offloading
schemes. In particular, we have developed an Opnet-based
WiMAX/WiFi multi-RAT simulation environment. We have
shown, via this simulation platform, that the WiFi degrades the
VoIP quality as the background traffic rate exceeds 1.5 Mbps.
On the other hand, the WiMAX preserves high quality for the
VoIP application irrespective of the background traffic, as it
guarantees the needed QoS. Consequently, we have proposed
a QoS-aware offloading scheme that decides either to offload
the traffic to the WiFi or to utilize the WiMAX, based on the
network loading data rate. Such offloading scheme achieves
the required rate with minimum charging cost.
In addition to developing the Opnet-based simulation environment, we have also developed a real LTE/WiFi prototype
that can be used to transmit any file over the 2 air interfaces.
Finally, we have proposed and implemented 2 QoS-aware
LTE/WiFi offloading schemes and have evaluated the time-cost
performance tradeoff. We have shown that by considering our
proposed QoS-aware offloading we can achieve cost saving
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Abstract—This paper presents the results of investigation focused
on a new topology design problem – a very important issue
affecting nowadays Wide Area Networks (WANs). We formulate a
TCFA (Topology, Capacity and Flow Assignment) problem for
WANs and propose a novel heuristic algorithm to solve it.
Moreover, we present findings of computational experiments,
carried out to compare the properties of the created algorithm with
other TCFA methods (both exact and heuristic) and also to
determine dependences between processing time and dimensions of
problems for TCFA tasks. The obtained results confirm that the
proposed Top Down heuristic algorithm is promising.
Keywords- algorithm; network design; optimization; WAN; TCFA

on Lagrangian relaxation. Other forms of TCFA problem were
presented by M. Gerla and L. Kleinrock [4], where the authors
considered several propositions for problem objective and
constraints formulation. The notation of TCFA problem used in
this paper was presented by A. Kasprzak [5], where a heuristic
algorithm to solve the problem was presented. We used this
algorithm to evaluate our own algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate
the formal model of the considered problem. Section III presents
our novel Top-Down algorithm. Findings from computational
experiments are presented in Section IV. The final remarks and
conclusion appear in Section V.
II.

I.

The most important thing about Wide Area Network (WANs)
is its necessity to connect Local Area Networks (LANs), PCs or
terminals over large distances and to fulfill the users’
requirements. Evidently, realization of abovementioned tasks is
connected with some costs. Abovementioned requirements and
bounded budget make modeling WAN so important and
increasingly popular nowadays [1].
Modeling WAN includes two main groups of problems: (i)
optimization of existing topologies, which are not efficient
enough, (ii) new topologies design. These problems can be
divided into three main groups: FA (Flow Assignment), CFA
(Capacity and Flow Assignment), TCFA (Topology, Capacity
and Flow Assignment) defined in detail in [1], and [2]. This
paper is focused on TCFA problems.
In this work, the defined TCFA problem is considered. We
propose our own algorithm to solve this problem. We present the
results of the designed computational experiments, carried out in
order to compare the proposed algorithm with other algorithms
solving TCFA (both exact and heuristic) and to determine
dependences between processing time and dimensions of
problems to be solved as well.
Optimization problems like FA, CFA and TCFA were
a subject of many papers. TCFA problems are the most complex.
Different forms of TCFA problems were discussed and examined
in literature. Walkowiak [3] considered the problem with no
network topology given a priori – placement of networks’ nodes
was a part of the optimization task. The problem objective was
system’s overall costs. In the same paper, various methods
solving problem were presented – for example, algorithm based
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A. The model of a computer network
The model of a computer network can be created using graph
theory. Graph’s vertices V={v1, v2, ..., vn} correspond to
network’s nodes and graph’s edges E={e1, e2, ..., em} correspond
to links. Numbers c(e) assigned to edges determine links’
capacities (in, e.g., bits per second) [6]. We considered only
directive graphs in modeling.
In computer memory, a model can be saved as a weighing
matrix N or adjacency matrix N’ and vector of capacity c. There
is an example of computer network model presented in Fig. 1 and
described as below.

Figure 1. An example of computer network model.
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Weighting matrix N=[nij] nxn contains capacities of all existing
links. nij is equal to 0 if the link between nodes i and j does not
exist. Otherwise, there is a capacity value of this link. Adjacency
matrix N’=[nij]nxn informs only whether a specific link exists. n’ij
is equal to 0 if the link between nodes i and j does not exist.
Otherwise, there is a value 1. Links’ capacities are saved
sequentially in vector c.
B. Multicommodity flows
Multicommodity flow in WAN is defined as the average flow
of information in a particular slot of time. Flow commodity is a
set of packets with the same i-th source and j-th destination node.
Let rij denotes the average packet rate transmitted from node
i to node j and R=[rij] nxn is a demand matrix, defined in [5] and
[7]. Note that d-th flow commodity is connected with a pair of
nodes: source sd and termination td. The value hd=rij, where i=sd
and j=td, is known as volume of d-th commodity.
Let x=e- and y=e+ be a source and destination node of link e,
respectively.
Mathematically, multicommodity flow is a function
fk:E→R+ᴗ0; k=1,2,...,q, which assigns to networks links
e ∈ E values fk(e) [b/s] satisfying constraints (1) – (3) (see [2] and
[8]).
•

for v ∈ V and k=1,2, ..., q:

∑
•

f ( e) − ∑e − = v
k

e+ =v

 rk , v = s k

f (e) =  − rk , v = t k
0, v ≠ s ∧ v ≠ t
k
k

k

(1)

for e ∈ E and k=1,2, ..., q:
f k (e) ≥ 0

f (e) = ∑k =1 f k (e) ≤ c(e)

(2)

q

(3)

The value f(e) [b/s] is known as an entire link’s flow.
Abovementioned formulation is based on node-link notation of
the flow. We considered bifurcated flows as defined in [8],[9].
C. Optimization criteria
In optimization tasks, we used two mathematical
dependences: cost of network and average packet delay.
The cost of a network is a sum of leasing all networks’ links
with specified capacities. Formally, it is described by formula
(4). This goal function was used only as an additional constraint
in TCFA problems.
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d (e) = ∑e=( x , y )∈E k e,c

(4)

where ke,c is a cost of leasing link e with capacity c=c(e).
The goal function in optimization problems was the average
packet delay – nonlinear function of flow, described by formula
(5).
T (f ) =

1

∑
γ

e∈E

f (e )
c (e ) − f (e )

(5)

∑k =1 k represents the average packet rate
where
transmitted in the network per second.
γ =

q

r

D. TCFA formulation
We follow the formulation of TCFA problem presented e.g.,
in [9].
Given:
• Location of network’s nodes,
• Demand matrix R,
• Set of feasible links,
• Sets of candidate links’ capacities and corresponding cost
of leasing – matrixes C and D respectively,
• costBound – as a maximum acceptable cost of topology,
• average packet size in the network in b/s - pSize.
Minimize:
• Average packet delay.
Over:
•
•
•

Bifurcated flows,
Links’ capacities,
Network’s structure.

Subject to constraints:
• Realization of demand matrix,
• For each link e: link’s flow does not exceed link’s
capacity,
• Sum of leasing all selected links does not exceed
costBound.
III.

TOP DOWN ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the Top-Down algorithm for TCFA
problem in WAN. The flow chart of this method is presented in
Fig. 2.
The idea of the algorithm is based on starting analyzing the
problem with fully adjacency matrix N’(i=0) and gradually
removing useless links or least used links, until the topology
satisfies constraint costBound and enables to fulfill all traffic
demands.
The choice of links for removing from topology is made
using criterion δ(e) formulated as follows:
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δ (e) =

f (e)
c ( e ) − f ( e)

(6)

Where c(e) is a capacity of link e and f(e) is the flow allocated to
this link.
Criterion δ(e) is a ratio of flow allocated to link e to free (still
available) capacity of this link. The smaller the criterion δ(e,) the
higher the probability that link e will be removed from the
topology.

IV.

INVESTIGATION

In this section, we present and discuss the results of
computational experiments. The goal of experiments was
twofold. First, we tried to determine the dependence between
processing time of TCFA algorithms d the dimension of the input
data (size of optimization problem).
Second, we wanted to evaluate the proposed Top-Down
algorithm, based on comparison with other methods. We
considered the following comparison criteria: processing time,
number of returned optimal and feasible solutions.
Top-Down algorithm was compared with two different TCFA
methods: exact algorithm based on complete search and heuristic
proposed by M. Gola [9], called as Modified topology in this
paper. Abovementioned methods can run with different CFA
algorithms. In our work we used exact CFA algorithm based on
complete search and heuristic Bottom-Up, proposed by
R. Goscien [6]. Thus, we examined five different TFCA
algorithms.
The input data for algorithms were sets of random, solvable
topologies, regardless of costBound. All presented results are
averages of 4 – 10 measurements. We used solutions returned by
exact TCFA algorithm as a reference, optimal solution.
Because of unreasonable processing time of exact algorithm,
we compared only results for the number of 2 and 3 network
nodes. Thus, the presented investigation is only a first step in
evaluating our Top-Down algorithm and its results should help to
decide if further work with greater and real topologies (e.g., 10
nodes) is promising.
To solve partial FA problems, a nonlinear programming
technique was used.
A. Impact of nodes’ number on processing time
We examined topologies with 2 flow commodities and
2 candidate links’ capacities. We assumed costBound as a 2/3 of
sum of the most expensive candidate capacities for all links.
We compared only results for the number of 2 and 3 network
nodes. The results are presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

PROCESSING TIME AS A FUNCTION OF NODES’ NUMBER
(SECONDS)

TCFA method + CFA method

Figure 2. The flow chart of Top-Down algorithm.

In each iteration, the modified-CFA method runs. This
method finds a feasible solution that satisfies all current
problems’ constraints or solution that exceeds costBound of the
smallest value.
The potential final solution is marked with “m” prefix, e.g.,
mCost is a cost of final topology.
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Number of nodes
2

3

Exact TCFA + exact CFA

2,003

271,901

Exact TCFA + Bottom-Up

0,374

26,458

Modified topology + exact CFA

0,807

902,476

Modified topology + Bottom-Up

0,282

1,107

Top-Down

0,118

31,706

The processing time of all methods increases with the number
of nodes. The explanation is based on some proportions. The
number of nodes in the network determines the maximum
possible number of links and flow commodities in topology.
Moreover, dimensions of constraints matrixes used in nonlinear
programming techniques are proportional to the number of
nodes. The explanation of this fact was discussed in [6].
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In this case we wanted to emphasize that the number of nodes
in the topology significantly influences processing time,
particularly in case of exact method, and to show that even for
relatively small topologies processing time of exact method can
increase to unacceptable value.
B. Impact of candidate capacities’ number on processing time
We examined topologies with 3 nodes and 2 flow
commodities. We assumed costBound as a 2/3 of sum of the most
expensive candidate capacities for all links. The results are
presented in Table II.
TABLE II.

As we can see in Fig. 3, methods based on exact CFA solve
problems in the longest time. Furthermore, processing time of
this algorithms increases very fast with constraint costBound –
this is a consequence of enlarging space of topologies that we can
create and analyse in CFA tasks.
After the cost of the most expensive topology is reached
(about 710 euro) the processing time is approximately steady in
relation to costBound.
Both figures (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) also present one more
important issue. The Top-Down algorithm is a method that solves
problems in relatively short and acceptable time.

PROCESSING TIME AS A FUNTION OF CANDIDATE CAPACITIES’
NUMBER (SECONDS)

candidate capacities’
number

TCFA method + CFA method

2

3

Exact TCFA + exact CFA

131,662

1847,504

Exact TCFA + Bottom-Up

17,903

19,635

Modified topology + exact CFA

309,178

2696,440

Modified topology + Bottom-Up

0,924

1,002

Top-Down

2,976

27,211

According to our findings, we can say that processing time of
TCFA methods increases with candidate capacities’ number.
Moreover, this influence is very significant for both – exact and
heuristic algorithms.
C. Impact of flow commodities’ number on processing time
In this case, we used input data with 3 nodes, and 2 candidate
capacities and costBound assumed as in previous point.
TABLE III.

PROCESSING TIME AS A FUNCTION OF FLOW COMMODITIES’
NUMBER (SECONDS)

TCFA method + CFA method

Figure 3. Processing time in relation to costBound – methods based on exact
CFA.

In Fig.4, the results for the fastest algorithms are presented.
The connection of exact TCFA and CFA heuritic Bottom-Up
solves problems in the longest time, regardles of costBound.
Top-Down method works faster.

Flow commodities’ number
1

2

3

4

Exact TCFA + exact CFA

53,382

124,106

178,364

176,292

Exact TCFA + Bottom-Up

7,774

37,405

43,837

45,033

Modified topology + exact CFA

63,730

467,398

564,145

479,912

Modified topology+Bottom-Up

0,287

3,704

3,795

11,577

Top-Down

0,158

2,943

2,923

64,190

The results proved that the number of flow commodities
influences processing time of TCFA algorithms. Moreover,
according to the findings presented in Tables 1-3, we can say that
Top-Down is the third best method in terms of processing time.
D. Impact of costBound constraint on processing time
In this part of our work, we discuss changes of processing
time as a repercussion of different value of constraint costBound.
The results are presented for a topology with 3 nodes, 3 flow
commodities and 2 candidate links’ capacities.
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Figure 4. Processing time in relation to costBound – heuristic methods.
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The processing time of Top-Down is the longest at the
beginning, when costBound is small and we iteratively try to find
a topology that is cheaper that our budget limit. Processing time
of Top-Down algorithm descreses with incresing costBound, until
the cost of one of the most expensive topologies is reached. Since
changes of costBound do not influence on processing time – the
space of potential solutions does not enlarge significantly.
When analysing dependences between dimensions of
problems and processing time of solving methods, it is important
to notice that:
• Values of all input data influence on processing time of
TCFA algorithms,
• Processing time of exact algorithm is always longer than
processing time of heuristic algorithm for the same set of
input data,
• Exact TCFA algorithm is not always able to solve
problem in reasonable time.
E. Comparison of algorithms
Overall, we compared 5 different TCFA algoritms, both exact
and heuristic.
In terms of processing time, the most attractive are methods
based on heuristic CFA and the proposed Top-Down method.
The percentage results of comparison according to number of
returned optimal and feasible solutions are presented in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. The solutions returned by connection of exact TCFA
and exact CFA methods were used as reference.

The result achieved by Top-Down was of 26%, but it is
important to notice that processing time of Top-Down is shorter
that processing time of methods based on exact CFA.

Figure 6. Number of returned feasible solutions.

The number of returned feasible solutions was equal to 100%
for methods based on exact CFA or exact TCFA approach. For
typically heuristic algorithms (Top-Down, connection of
Modified topology and Bottom-Up), results were fewer. This is
very important to underline in this comparison, that Top-Down
returned more feasible solutions for solvable topologies than
second heuristic method.
To summarize the evaluation of theTop-Down algorithm, it is
important to notice that
• It is a method with a high number of returned feasible
solutions and short, acceptable processing time,
especially in comparison with other methods.
• If optimal solution is a crucial issue – the exact method
has to be used.
• When some deviation from optimal solution is
acceptable but there is restrictive time constraint then
the heuristic method should be applied and in that case
Top-Down algorithm is a good, candidate tool.
V.

Figure 5. Number of returned optimal solutions.

The efficiency of TCFA methods that can run with different
CFA methods (e.g. presented exact TCFA and Modified
Topology) depends on the efficiency of the used CFA algorithm.
In terms of the number of the returned optimal solutions, the
best was the method based on exact CFA – this method returned
optimal solution in 67% of all expirements. The probalily of
reaching optimal solution by Top-Down algorithm is smaller.
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CONCLUSION

In the summary of all computational experiments, it is
important to emphasize, that TCFA optimization problems are
tasks with high computational and memory complexity
(especially when the goal function is nonlinear), even for
relatively small computer networks.
Moreover, complexity of these problems increases with
increasing number of dimensions of input data. The growth of
the problem complexity is connected with greater demands for
memory and time, which are necessary to find optimal solution
by exact methods.
Because of time and technical constraints, there is a necessity
to find ways to solve optimization tasks using fewer resources.
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This is the main reason and purpose of inventing heuristic
methods – algorithms, which can find feasible solutions using
fewer resources (e.g., time, memory) than exact method.
The selection of a suitable algorithm is a compromise
between the accuracy of the solution and the required resources
to solve the problem. Depending on specified requirements,
another algorithm may be optimal tool. To choose the best one,
some factors to be considered are: computer/technical equipment
(environment), time constraint, allowed deviation from optimal
solution.
In the further research in the area, the authors are planning to
consider the algorithms based partially on the evolutionary
approaches, e.g., presented in [10].
There are also several interesting issues that might be
considered in the future work on this project. The most important
include experiments with: more exact/heuristic algorithms, pathlink notation of flow, larger topologies (number of nodes greater
than 5) and detailed analysis of computational complexity of
algorithms and memory usage following the ideas of multistage
experiment design presented in [11].
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a resource allocation
scheme in the frequency and time domain, to reduce
interference in the Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) scenario.
In the frequency domain, the macrocell allocates frequency
band by using Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR), and the picocell
chooses sub-bands that are not used in the macrocell sector, to
avoid interference. In addition, to allocate the limited
frequency resource is difficult. Therefore, we can manage the
cross-tier interference using Almost Blank Subframe (ABS) in
the time domain. Simulation results show that the proposed
scheme can improve Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio
(SINR), and the spectrum efficiency of macrocell and picocell
users. Eventually, the proposed scheme can improve overall
cell performance.

terminal accessed picocell is located in an edge area of a
picocell, access from the picocell can be disconnected, due to
interference from the macrocell. This means that the picocell
coverage is less than the expectation of the operators [2].

Keywords- ABS; HetNet; Interference; Picocell; SFR

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, small cells have been developed to gain cell
subdivision, according to trends of the increase of data rate
and bandwidth. Also, cells of hot zone form, such as the
picocell, developed in specific areas, are becoming common
for offloading explosion data traffic.
Picocells are low-power operator-installed cell towers,
with the same backhaul and access features as macrocells.
They are usually deployed in a centralized way, serving few
users within a radio range of 300m or less, with a typical
transmit power range of 23 to 30 dBm. Picocells are mainly
utilized for capacity, and also for outdoor/indoor coverage
infill with insufficient macro penetration (e.g. office
buildings).
A network consisting of small cells, such as the low-cost,
low-power picocell over the marcocell, is called a HetNet.
Interference between neighboring picocells and between
picocell and macrocell occurs under the HetNet scenario. In
general, the two types of interference are as follows [1]:
(a) Co-tier interference: This type of interference occurs
among network elements that belong to the same tier in the
network. In the case of a picocell network, co-tier
interference occurs between neighboring picocells.
(b) Cross-tier interference: This type of interference
occurs among network elements that belong to different tiers
of the network, i.e. interference between picocells and
macrocells as depicted in Figure 1. For example, when a
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Figure 1. Cross-tier interference in HetNet.

Conventional radio resource management techniques are
not suitable for HetNet. Thus, it is essential to adopt an
effective and robust interference management scheme that
could mitigate the co-tier interference, and reduce the crosstier interference considerably, in order to enhance the
throughput of the overall network.
In this paper, we propose not only co-tier interference
management, but also cross-tier interference management for
the HetNet scenario. Resource allocation is done by SFR and
ABS, to manage the interference in the frequency and time
domain, respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
conventional related work is explained in Section II, Section
III shows the proposed scheme, and Section IV shows a
performance analysis of the proposed scheme through
simulation. Finally, we conclude the results in Section V.

II.

CONVENTIONAL RELATED WORK

Long Term Evolution (LTE) - Advanced has developed a
low-power, low-cost picocell to reduce the traffic load of the
base station. However, there are many problems, such as the
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transmission rate, and transmission quality degradation due
to interference between macrocell and picocell using the
same frequency, in a HetNet scenario deploying picocells
over the macrocell.
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has
discussed Interference control technology in an LTEAdvanced system. 3GPP with its REL-8/9 supports
Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) and Relative Narrowband
Transmission Power (RNTP) for interference control. Both
of these methods are to reduce the interference level, by
adjusting the level of signal that is transmitted through a
certain frequency resource. However, picocells are deployed
over the existing macrocell network, and share the same
frequency spectrum. Due to spectrum scarcity, to eliminate
interference is limited in the frequency domain. Therefore,
REL-10/11 has introduced the Cooperative Silencing scheme,
using ABS in the time domain for interference control [3].
Interference management has been actively discussed in the
time domain. Time-Domain Resource Partitioning was
proposed [4]. This determines users protected by ABS, and
then finds the optimal amount of ABS, by evaluating the
overall system utility.
Also, Enhanced Dynamic Spectrum Sharing (EDSS) was
proposed for interference management in the picocell. This
combines the DSS with FFR for the HetNet scenario.
According to the principle of DSS, and the fact that the
coverage area of the macro center area (which can be
efficiently controlled, by adjusting the transmitting power of
the macro system) has no overlap with the coverage area of
cell-edge Pico cells. The cell-edge Pico cells can use not
only the whole spectrum in the macro cell uplink
environment, but also the spectrum in the macro center area
downlink environment, while central Pico cells can just use
the spectrum in the macro cell uplink environment in TDD
mode [5].
FFR allocates resource in the frequency domain for
interference management. In addition, SFR is one of the
solutions to reduce inter-cell interference in the Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) based macro
system. In FFR, each cell turns off the transmission power of
the subband using a Frequency Reuse Factor of 3, but in the
case of SFR, this factor can increase the overall system
efficiency, by transmitting with a reduced transmission
power. Under this condition, cross-tier interference that
occurs due to the development of the picocell can be
minimized. Additionally, ABS can be applied, for
interference management in the time domain. Therefore, we
focus on the interference management between the macrocell
and the picocell, by allocating resource in the frequency and
time domains.

III.

A. Frequency Domain
We allocate the frequency band into macrocell and
picocell, based on SFR for intercell interference management,
as depicted in Figure 2 (a). The macrocell coverage is
divided into a center zone and edge region, each of which
include three sectors, denoted by C1, C2, and C3, and E1, E2,
and E3. The whole frequency band is partitioned into three
parts, denoted by A, B, and C.
For the macrocell, a different frequency sub-band is
allocated to each macrocell sub-area, according to the SFR.
A reuse factor of one is applied in the center zone, while the
edge region adopts a factor of three. The entire frequency
bands are used in the center zone (C1, C2 and C3), and subbands A, B and C are applied in the E1, E2 and E3 regions,
respectively. Also, the overall system efficiency is increased,
by reducing the transmission power in the center zone of the
macrocell, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b).

Figure 2. The proposed interference management scheme using SFR in
the frequency domain: (a) frequency planning , and (b) power allocation.

Under this circumstance, the picocell chooses sub-bands
that are not used in the macrocell sub-area. For example,
when a picocell is located in the region E1, it uses sub-bands
B and C, while the macrocell uses sub-band A. However,
when a picocell is located in the center zone, it uses the
entire frequency band, because when a macrocell is located
in the center zone, it uses the entire frequency band.
B. Time Domain
When a picocell is located in the center zone of a
macrocell, it uses the entire frequency band. The interference
problem between the macrocell and picocell still exists.
Therefore, we solve the cross-tier interference, by applying
the ABS in the time domain.

THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we propose a new scheme that allocates
resource in the frequency and time domain. In the frequency
domain, resource is allocated based on SFR. Additionally,
resource is allocated based on ABS in the time domain.
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Figure 3. The proposed interference management scheme, using ABS in
the time domain.
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The aggressor macrocell uses ABS, which doesn’t
transmit a signal during some subframe for the victim pico
user, as depicted in Figure 3. Therefore, the picocell can
avoid interference, by transmitting a signal during the ABS
of the macrocell.

IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Model and Simulation Parameters
The simulation results are based on 3GPP LTEAdvanced system level simulation parameters [6]. The
overall network is composed of 7 macrocells, and picocells
are randomly deployed over the macrocells. The number of
picocells is 3 in one macrocell coverage. The main
simulation parameters are listed in Table I.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS.



∑

∑



where, PP,k and PP΄,k are the transmit powers of the serving
picocell P and neighboring picocell P’ on sub-carrier k,
respectively. Gp,P,k is the channel gain between pico user m
and serving picocell P on sub-carrier k. The channel gains
from neighboring picocells are denoted by Gp,P΄,k. Similarly,
PM,k is the transmit power of neighboring macrocell M on
sub-carrier k. Gp,M,k is the channel gain between pico user p
and neighboring macrocell M on sub-carrier k. N0 is the
white noise power spectral density.
Also, capacity of the MUE m in macrocell M and the
PUE p in picocell P can be expressed by equation (3) and
(4), respectively.
∑

(3)

∑

(4)

Value

Parameter

Macrocell

Picocell

Number of Cells

7

3/Macro

Cell Coverage

Radius 1km
(ISD = 1,732m)

Radius 250m

Channel
Bandwidth
BS Transmit
Power

where, BW is the system bandwidth, and
of the resource block that assigned the user.

10MHz

Number of Users
Size of Center
zone
White Noise
Power Density
Path Loss



46dBm

30dBm

30

6

0.63 of macrocell coverage
-174 dBm/Hz
L = 128.1 + 37.6logR
(R in km)

L = 140.7 + 37.6logR
(R in km)

B. Problem Fomulations
To demonstrate the improvement of Quality of Service
(QoS) for users, it is necessary to obtain the Signal to
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) of these users. In our
simulation, the received SINR of a macro user m on subcarrier k can be expressed by the following definition:
∑

∑

(1)

where, PM,k and PM΄,k are the transmit powers of serving
macrocell M and neighbor macrocell M’ on sub-carrier k,
respectively. Gm,M,k is the channel gain between macro user
m and serving macrocell M on sub-carrier k. Channel gains
from neighboring macrocells are denoted by Gm,M΄,k.
Similarly, PP,k is the transmit power of the neighboring
picocell P on sub-carrier k. Gm,P,k is the channel gain
between macro user m and the neighboring picocell P on
sub-carrier k. N0 is the white noise power spectral density.
In the case of a picocell user, it is interfered from
macrocells and the adjacent picocell. The received SINR of
a pico user p on sub-carrier k can be similarly given by
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is the number

C. Performance Analysis of Proposed Scheme
The proposed scheme is compared with several
comparison schemes, as follows. In the No ICIC(Inter-cell
Interference Coordination) scheme, both macro and pico
users are randomly assigned the resource in time and
frequency domain. Also, SFR is the proposed scheme that
assigns the resource using only SFR in the frequency domain,
and ABS with SFR is the proposed scheme that assigns the
resource using SFR and ABS in the frequency and time
domain, respectively.
1) Performance Analysis of SINR
Figure 4 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of macro user SINR. In the case of the proposed
scheme applying only SFR, co-tier interference between the
macrocells is reduced. Also, cross-tier interference between
the macrocell and picocell is reduced, because users of
picocell located in the macrocell edge use a sub-carrier that
is not used by a macrocell in that area. Therefore, the
reduction of interference of the cell edge brings improved
SINR performance.
The picocell transmits signal with low power. So, a
macrocell is less affected by interference. If the center of the
macrocell is applied with ABS as well as SFR, the proposed
ABS with SFR scheme brings only a slight performance
improvement over the scheme applied with only SFR,
because the user of the picocell located in the center uses
ABS time, which is not used by a macrocell in that area.
Otherwise, the sub-carriers are randomly assigned to the
macro and pico users. If the same sub-carrier can be used by
an edge user in a different cell, co-tier interference occurs.
Also, cross-tier interference between the macro user and pico
users occurs, when the same sub-carrier can be used by the
macro user and pico users who are very close to each other.
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Therefore, the No ICIC scheme does not bring SINR
performance improvement, because not only co-tier
interference, but also cross-tier interference is higher than the
proposed scheme.

Figure 6 shows the CDF of the total user combined
macro user and pico user. Simulation results show that the
proposed scheme improves the total user SINR.
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Figure 4. CDF of the Macro User SINR.

Figure 6. CDF of the Total User SINR.

Figure 5 shows the CDF of the pico user SINR. It can be
seen that the SINR performance of the pico user is similar to
the SINR performance of the macro user, and is improved in
the following order: No ICIC, SFR, and ABS with SFR.
But, the proposed ABS with SFR scheme brings
significant performance improvement, compared with the
macro user. The reason can be found from Section III. For
SFR, performance of the cell edge is improved. Also, with
the reduction of cross-tier interference from the macrocell
using ABS, SINR performance is improved correspondingly
in the center area.

2) Performance Analysis of the Spectrum Efficiency
We also evaluated the proposed scheme in terms of
spectrum efficiency. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the CDF of
the macro user and pico user spectrum efficiency,
respectively, and Figure 9 shows the total user spectrum
efficiency.
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used in the macrocell sector, to avoid interference. In
addition, to allocate the limited frequency resource is
difficult. Therefore, we can manage the cross-tier
interference, using ABS in the time domain. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can improve
the performance, in terms of SINR and spectrum efficiency.
We expect that the proposed scheme configures a more
efficient cellular environment based on LTE-Advanced, due
to the improvement of performance. Also, this improve the
overall cell performance in the HetNet scenario, for the next
generation wireless communication environment.
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Abstract—The measurement and evaluation of video quality is
a great challenge for real-time communication. Among those
algorithms that evaluate the quality of video, many of them
usually make use of reference the original video to compare
pixel by pixel with the transmitted video. This fact makes the
application of these algorithms complicated in real-time
environments. Moreover, these algorithms based on structural
similarity do not take into account human visual system
information. This paper presents an algorithm that aims to
assess the quality of a video sequence using the blurring effect
based on human visual system information.
Keywords-video; quality; metric; blur

I.

INTRODUCTION

Streaming multimedia content is very sensitive to
network conditions, especially in real-time transmissions.
The noises introduced into an image in many instances are
not perceived by the Human Visual System (HVS). Thus,
packet loss and delays may not influence decisively the
level of video quality perceived by the viewer. Human
perception tends to tolerate more visual distortions since the
images have an acceptable level of comprehension.
Therefore, the concept of Quality of Experience (QoE) is
essential for the development of models for measuring video
quality [8], [9].
There are two different ways to calculate the quality of
video transmitted over a network. The subjective tests are
based directly on visual perception of the viewer, while the
objective tests attempt to estimate the quality of a video
without the direct intervention of the viewer, simulating the
Human Visual System.
The subjective test is known as Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) and has higher cost of implementation because it
requires adequate space, specific technological resources,
planning time and viewers in good eye health. However, the
subjective test is presented as more reliable technique to
human perception of quality. The recommendation BT. 50011 ITU-R has specific procedures to perform the subjective
tests [6].
Another way is through objective tests. The greatest
interest of a metric objective is to be able to replace
subjective tests, which are more expensive. Recent surveys
show that the objective metrics that consider widely the
Human Visual System have better results.
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Most objective metrics are Full Reference (FR) or
Reduced Reference (RR), only some are Null Reference
(NR) [10], [11].
FR metrics determine the quality by comparing the
images pixel by pixel of video transmitted over the
corresponding images of the original video. RR metric
selects some information from both video, and compares to
obtain the quality threshold. NR metrics measure quality
based on the video itself without receiving any information
of the original video.
One of the best known metrics for objective evaluation
is the Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR). PSNR is the ratio
between the input and output of a lossy compression
process, which assesses how much compression added
noises in the original image. Therefore, to perform the
calculation, one needs to compare the original video and the
video transmitted, featuring then a FR metric [1].
The metric PSNR has been widely used and has proven
useful in many papers. However, it is not entirely reliable,
especially because it takes into account the Human Visual
System [10], [12].
In real-time environments it is clearly not feasible to
have the original video as a parameter for measuring
quality, thus justified the importance of NR metrics.
This paper aims to propose a NR metric for estimating
video quality by using the artifact blurring in transmissions
in real time [3].
Section 2 presents the description of the metric
estimation of video quality using the blurring artifact and
the conception of the algorithm. Section 3 illustrates the
environment and details the methodology of the
experiments. Section 4 describes the analysis of the results
obtained in the experiments, highlighting the impact of QoS
metrics have on the blur metric, and demonstrate the
performance of this metric over the visual quality of the
frames. Prediction models are defined in Section 5; the NR
blur metric is taking as input the values of the variables of
QoS. Section 6 presents the conclusion of our work and
final remarks.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF BLUR METRIC

Blur effect is caused by a loss of the high frequency
content and can occur when we have video sequences,
which characterizes well the video streams in a network
environment.
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In this sense, the estimate of the degree of blurring
suffered by a sequence of frames can greatly influence the
video quality and be able to demonstrate the current state of
a network through the relationship with the QoS metrics.
Therefore, the reverse is true if there is a coherent
correlation between the metric and QoS metrics jitter, delay
and loss.
To find this correlation we must first understand how the
blur effect is perceived by people. When comparing a sharp
image with this same image blurred, human perception
detects a significant difference in terms of loss of detail
between the first and second image. However, if we
compare an image already blurred and the same image
further blurred the difference between the two can be small.
This situation is depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. From left to right: original frame, frame transmitted with limited
100Kbps, frame transmitted with limited 50Kbps

An important detail is that, when observing an image
containing a small part blurred over a homogeneous area,
human perception identifies that the image is blurred, even
if only a small part is blurred. For this reason, the analysis
of the variation of neighboring pixels, the blurring metric
considers only the pixels that have changed after the process
that causes the uncomfortable image in [3]. In this sense, the
main idea is to determine the degree of blurring suffered by
frame, compared to a previous frame.
Considering the phenomena explained, it is then possible
to quantify the discomfort caused by the blur effect in a
video frame. The first step consists of calculating the metric
in determining the variations in intensity between
neighboring pixels of an initial frame. Then, calculate the
variations between neighboring pixels of the next frame and
compare the variations of intensity of the initial frame and
the next frame, allowing to evaluate the nuisance blur effect
between the two frames.
Thus, a greater variation between the initial frame and
the next frame means that the initial frame was clear.
However, if there is less variation between the original
frame and the next frame means that the initial frame was
already blurred. This description is summarized in Fig. 2.

Importantly, the metric uses frames that were
transmitted from the server to the client, not requiring the
use of the original video to analyze video quality, unlike the
PSNR metric that needs the original frames of reference.
Therefore, this estimation of blurring is characterized as a
method of gauging the video quality without reference.
This feature eliminates the inconsistency problem that
can occur using the PSNR, which may be caused by losses
in the transmission frames, which in many cases causes a
loss of reference for calculating the quality of certain frames
[3].
It is, then, necessary to analyze the variation of
neighboring pixels. If this variation between the two frames
is high, the initial frame has a higher degree of sharpness.
Therefore, in order to represent the degree of blurring, the
result is normalized within the defined range between 0 and
1, which are respectively the best and worst quality in terms
of perceived blurring. Based on the concepts and equations
described in [3] was possible to adapt the metric in the form
of algorithm running within an environment of streaming
video on demand, returning the value of blurring each
frame, allowing the achievement of threshold quality of the
video as a whole.
We used a function written in GNU Octave [13],
developed for mathematical computation. Initially, we used
an implementation of the blurring of perception developed
in MATLAB described in [3] and adapted their execution in
Octave, in order to insert a loop for process all frames in
video sequence.
The original function returns the value of blurring only
comparing the original image with a blurred image. As in
our model we want to perform video transmission, it was
necessary to adapt the metric to function within a repeating
structure that calls the function for each frame received by
the client.
After transmission of the video in the network, we need
to transform the mp4 video received by the user into png
images and then execute the program that calculates the
blurring.
With these frames stored in a folder, we can change the
algorithm of perceived blurring to obtain the quality of each
frame. Thus we call the function that calculates the blurring
comparing the current frame to the next frame, for later
analysis.
III.

Input frame

Intensity variations between
neighbouring pixels

Comparison between these
intensity variations

Next frame

Intensity variations between
neighbouring pixels

Blur Estimation

Figure 2. Simplified flow-chart of the blur estimation principle
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METHODOLOGY

The structure of the test environment was built with the
goal of providing adequate conditions for implementation of
multimedia streams, in order to facility the assessment of
that the network quality of services causes in the video
quality reception.
The physical layout and functionality of computers
followed the recommendation G. 1082 ITU-T described in
[7], which defines well most environments used in research
of this nature. We used four netbooks prepared as described
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in Fig. 3; each netbook played certain roles within the
proposed scheme.

Figure 3. Environment execution of experiments

In the environment we have a media server that delivers
content on demand to customers via VLC server. The core
network consists of two routers that communicate with each
other through a WLAN 802.11g. The video streams stored
in the Content Provider and Service Provider are sent via the
Network and viewed by End-User. In the user's host is
deployed a testbed for optimization and automation of
media requests and data collection regarding network
transmission and video.
The hosts running the Linux operating system Ubuntu
11.04. The other programs used in the experiments are all
based on free software. The videos were encoded in
H264/MPEG4 using 300Kbps bitrate and GOP size 12
obtained in [2]. The characteristics of videos used are
described in Table I.
TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO SEQUENCES USED IN
TRANSMISSIONS
Video

Info

elephants_dream

3500 frames
120 seconds 16:9

Image

highway

2000 frames
120 seconds 4:3

The experiments were composed of 4 test groups
categorized by the band width limitation imposed on the
network for multimedia streams, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II. GROUP OF EXPERIMENTS DEFINED FROM THE
BANDWIDTH LIMITATION IMPOSED ON THE NETWORK
Group of experiment
Group 01
Group 02
Group 03
Group 04

Multimedia traffic limited to:
50 Kbps
100 Kbps
300 Kbps
500 Kbps

To determine the sample size needed for population
results presented 95% confidence, a sample was defined
model of 10 broadcasts each video stream, in order to assess
statistical data from the results. We use a bandwidth
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limitation for multimedia transmission of 50Kbps,
characterized as the worst in our proposal.
Thus, we found the mean and average standard deviation
of each population parameter used. Analyzing the results,
the delay showed the values of standard deviation higher, so
the estimate of the ideal size of population was based on this
metric.
Thus, in each group, we executed the 3 video streams
described, 135 transmissions for each stream, totaling 270
transmissions/group and 1080 overall transmissions. For
each group of experiments, we observed variable values of
delay, jitter, and packet loss during transmission of each
video stream in order to identify and analyze the impacts of
these parameters on video quality NR blur metric.
IV.

RESULTS

Based on these procedures, we analyzed the data
obtained in the transmission, where it was possible to find
the boundary values for each parameter raised to a video
that can be delivered with quality customer service. The
information collected in each test group used to calculate
statistically the influence that each has on QoS metrics to
measure objectively without reference BLUR. This
determination makes it possible to predict video quality
based on network conditions, by analyzing correlations
between QoS and variable QoV BLUR.
Based on what was described in the previous section, it
was determined that the samples used in each assay were
135 repeats for each video sequence mounted on the
environment. To the test groups, the average values of
delay, jitter, packet loss, and BLUR were computed for
transmission. After the 135 transmissions, the average
values for the variables were calculated, establishing a
confidence interval for these values, with a significance
level of 95%, achieving a margin of error depending on the
average standard deviation of each variable examined and
the sample size population under consideration.
The blur metric values are shown through Figures 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. The details of the results of QoS
metrics and blur metric are described in Tables III, IV, V,
VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X.
A. Group 1 (50 Kbps)
In Figures 4 and 5, we can observe the values of the
metric blur in the 135 transmissions performed for both
video sequences, subject to the limitation 50Kbps. In this
scenario, we can say that the network is in a situation poorly
suited for performing multimedia streams, which reflects
negatively on the values of delay, jitter, and loss shown in
Tables III and IV. The average delay measured exceeded
2000ms for both sequences.
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Transmission

Transmission

Figure 4. Elephants_dream Blur Score

Figure 5. Highway Blur Score

TABLE III. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS AND, BLUR
FOR GROUP 01 FOR VÍDEO ELEPHANTS_DREAM

TABLE IV. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS, AND BLUR
FOR GROUP 01 FOR VÍDEO HIGHWAY

Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

Delay (ms)
2308.50
2388.28
2056.07
83.38
14,06
2294.43 –
2322.56

Jitter (ms)
122.91
144.46
92.04
11.17
1.88
121.03 –
124.80

Loss
15.90
24
7
3.61
0.61
15.30 –
16.51

Blur
0.8387
0.8601
0.8291
0.0042
0.0007
0.8380 –
0.8394

Delay (ms)
2272.78
2394.24
1878.42
150.03
25.3078
2247.47 –
2298.09

Jitter (ms)
153.56
201.43
103.50
16.81
2.8361
150.72 –
156.39

Loss
10.97
21
4
3.01
0.5073
10.46 –
11.48

Blur
0.7564
0.7701
0.7399
0.0058
0.0010
0.7554 –
0.7574

maximum value of 0.8601 and an average of 0.8387, values
nearly 10% higher than the other sequence.
B. Group 2 (100 Kbps)
In Figures 6 and 7, we can observe the values of the
metric blur in the 135 transmissions performed for both
video sequences, subject to the limitation 100Kbps. In this
scenario, there were improvements in the conditions of the
network, but not enough to assert that the state was suitable
for performing multimedia streams. The average delay
measured exceeded 1000ms for both sequences.

Blur Score

Blur Score

The values of packet loss showed variation due to the
characteristics of the video. The first sequence has a larger
number of frames, which often change during transmission.
So, the average loss was larger than the other sequence.
This fact is observed by the four frames extracted,
reflected in the averages of the metric without reference
BLUR. By analyzing the blur metric, we conclude that the
quality of streaming videos is unsatisfactory for any viewer.
However, the sequence elephants_dream showed a worse
state, as described by the blur metric value, which reached a

Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

Transmission

Transmission

Figure 6. Elephants_dream Blur Score

Figure 7. Highway Blur Score

TABLE V. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS, AND BLUR
FOR GROUP 02 FOR VÍDEO ELEPHANTS_DREAM

TABLE VI. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS, AND BLUR
FOR GROUP 02 FOR GROUP 01 FOR VÍDEO HIGHWAY

Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

Delay (ms)
1160.99
1189.97
1010.88
39.51
6.66
1154.33 –
1167.66
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Jitter (ms)
60.11
74.26
46.06
5.19
0.87
59.24 –
60.99

Loss
9.526
20
2
3.032
0.51
9.02 –
10.04
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Blur
0.8308
0.8453
0.8200
0.0048
0.0008
0.8300 –
0.8316

Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

Delay (ms)
1147.01
1199.37
951.55
59.02
9.96
1137.06 –
1156.97

Jitter (ms)
77.12
99.44
53.64
8.52
1.44
75.68 –
78.55

Loss
6.50
13
1
2.29
0.39
6.12 –
6.89

Blur
0.7549
0.7720
0.7287
0.0073
0.0012
0.7537 –
0.7561
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Again, the values of packet loss were higher in the
sequence elephants_dream. The improved values of QoS
metrics is not sufficient to promote a significant increase in
the quality of the videos, which was adequately
demonstrated by the metric blur.

Blur Score

Blur Score

C. Group 3 (300 Kbps)
In Figures 8 and 9, we can observe the values of the
metric blur in the 135 transmissions performed for both
video sequences, subject to the limitation 300Kbps. In this
scenario, the packet loss in the network reduces to a value
close to zero, since the video was encoded with bitrate

300Kbits and therefore found better conditions for
transmission.
Thus, with the loss, the other variables network also
decrease. We can see more clearly in the frames extracted
from sequences, demonstrated in a value of blur metric,
which showed lower averages compared to the first two
groups. The highway sequence adapted better network
conditions by having fewer frames and little variation
between the images, showing an average of 0.6787 blur
metric.

Transmission

Transmission

Figure 8. Elephants_dream Blur Score

Figure 9. Highway Blur Score

TABLE VII. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS, AND BLUR
FOR GROUP 03 FOR VÍDEO ELEPHANTS_DREAM

TABLE VIII. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS, AND BLUR
FOR GROUP 03 FOR GROUP 01 FOR VÍDEO HIGHWAY

Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

Delay (ms)
241.27
247.46
234.28
3.11
0.52
240.75 –
241.80

Jitter (ms)
56.41
61.26
46.91
2.58
0.44
55.97 –
56.84

Loss
1.56
5
0
1.22
0.21
1.36 –
1.77

Blur
0.7615
0.7712
0.7537
0.0031
0.0005
0.7610 –
0.7620

Delay (ms)
313.84
341.85
285.35
9.75
1.64
312.20 –
315.49

Jitter (ms)
52.98
69.16
46.72
3.91
0.66
52.32 –
53.64

Loss
1.12
4
0
0.94
0.16
0.96 –
1.28

Blur
0.6787
0.6931
0.6723
0.0031
0.0005
0.6781 –
0.6792

reflecting as expected the blur metric and sharpness of the
images taken.
The highway sequence in this scenario presents values
blur allowing qualify frames of videos as well sharp to the
viewer. However, the elephants_dream sequence has higher
average blur, demonstrating that the specific features of
each video can cause variations in QoV metrics, even under
identical conditions of traffic.

Blur Score

Blur Score

D. Group 4 (500 Kbps)
In Figures 10 and 11, we can observe the values of the
metric blur in the 135 transmissions performed for both
video sequences, subject to the limitation 500Kbps. This
scenario presents conditions much more suitable for video
traffic on the network, significantly reducing the variable
values of QoS. With the average delay and jitter less than
15ms, packet loss reduces to a level very close to zero,

Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

Transmission

Figure 10. Elephants_dream Blur Score
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Transmission

Figure 11. Highway Blur Score
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TABLE IX. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS AND, BLUR
FOR GROUP 04 FOR VÍDEO ELEPHANTS_DREAM
Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

Delay (ms)
17.41
24.67
10.87
2.76
0.47
16.94 –
17.87

Jitter (ms)
13.53
18.63
7.22
2.51
0.42
13.10 –
13.94

Loss
0.25
1
0
0.44
0.07
0.18 –
0.32

Blur
0.6832
0.6912
0.6525
0.0076
0.0013
0.6820 –
0.6845

Group 01
(50Kbps)
Group 02
(100Kbps)
Group 03
(300Kbps)
Group 04
(500Kbps)

AI – Blur
0.8380 –
0.8394
0.8300 –
0.8316
0.7610 –
0.7620
0.6820 –
0.6845

PREDICTION MODELS OF BLUR METRIC

Considering a linear relationship between the variables
of QoS (delay, jitter, and packet loss) and the Blur metric,
we consider a linear model of blur prediction expressed by
equation (1).
Y=b0 + b1 .xj + b2 .xa +b3 .xp

(1)

where, Y = Blur Estimated;
b0 = Coeficient of adjustment linear;
b1 = Coeficient of jitter;
xj = Value average of jitter;
b2 = Coeficient of delay;
xa = Value average of delay;
b3 = Coeficient of loss;
xp = Value average of loss;

With the goal of checking the degree of influence that
each variable of QoS exercises about the blur metric,
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Jitter (ms)
12.80
56.85
4.44
6.49
1.09
11.70 –
13.89

Loss
0.09
2
0
0.31
0.05
0.04 –
0.14

Blur
0.5420
0.5566
0.5322
0.0044
0.0007
0.5413 –
0.5427

TABLE XII. ASSURANCE INTERVALS OF POPULATION
PARAMETERS OF VIDEO HIGHWAY

In order to check the impacts of network conditions on
each variable used, Tables XI and XII show the assurance
intervals for each parameter of the sample population.
As can be observed, the variables delay, jitter, and loss
exhibits values that vary depending of terms of limitation
and traffic in network. The intervals of confidence show
with clarity the differences between the Averages of each
parameter for each video transmitted.
We also conclude that the metrics without reference
BLUR translates well the quality of a video transmitted in a
network based on state of middle of transmission, visa that
the same if showed sensitive to variations at the limitations
and in incidence of traffic competitor ally to character
specific of each sequence of video.
V.

Delay (ms)
12.29
106.96
5.74
10.71
1.81
10.48 –
14.10

Avg
Max
Min
DP
Error
Assurance
Interval

TABLE XI. ASSURANCE INTERVALS (AI) OF POPULATION
PARAMETERS OF VIDEO ELEPHANTS_DREAM
Video: elephants_dream
AI – Delay
AI – Jitter
AI – Loss
2294.43 –
121.03 –
15.30 –
2322.56
124.80
16.51
1154.33 –
59.24 –
9.02 –
1167.66
60.99
10.04
240.75 –
55.97 –
1.36 –
241.80
56.84
1.77
16.94 –
13.10 –
0.18 –
17.87
13.94
0.32

TABLE X. AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM AND ASSURANCE
INTERVAL MEASURED FOR DELAY, JITTER, LOSS AND, BLUR
FOR GROUP 04 FOR GROUP 01 FOR VÍDEO HIGHWAY

Group 01
(50Kbps)
Group 02
(100Kbps)
Group 03
(300Kbps)
Group 04
(500Kbps)

AI – Delay
2247.47 –
2298.09
1137.06 –
1156.97
312.20 –
315.49
10.48 –
14.10

Video: highway
AI – Jitter
AI – Loss
150.72 –
10.46 –
156.39
11.48
75.68 –
6.12 –
78.55
6.89
52.32 –
0.96 –
53.64
1.28
11.70 –
0.04 –
13.89
0.14

AI – Blur
0.7554 –
0.7574
0.7537 –
0.7561
0.6781 –
0.6792
0.5413 –
0.5427

mathematical models were developed using multiple linear
regression. As output, we obtain the estimate of blur in
function of variables delay, jitter, and loss, using as input
the values collected in the groups of experiments described
in the previous session. Within this context, we consider
that the variables of QoS act together and identify the state
of the network, thus the thresholds of blur are dependent on
these metrics. This is expressed through a linear system of
equations into (2).
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The coefficients b0, b1, b2, and b3 represent the impact
that each variable of QoS exercises on result of blur metric
and were obtained through the Gauss-Seidel iterative
method [14] for solutions of linear equations, using k = 8
iterations for each group of experiments.
After the 8 iterations, 8 values for the coefficients were
found; they were used in each of 4 groups, to estimate the
values of blur. This form the 8 values of blur estimated for
each group, were compared with those obtained
experimentally, in order check whether the 8 sets of
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coefficients obtained have more coefficient of
determination.
Thus, the coefficients that presented more coefficient of
determination were the ones chosen to complete the model
of prediction of blur.
Using these models, it was possible to also determine
equations of prediction generic independent of band
limitation and network traffic for each video. For either, we
obtained the averages of jitter, delay, loss, and blur for each
group of experiments, and we apply over the results, the
equations of prediction. Table XIII demonstrates the generic
prediction equations for each video.

environment, transmitting video sequences, in order to do
several experiments that allowed to get information about
the performance of metrics and analyze accordingly the data
obtained.
We can conclude, based on results described in this
work, that the metrics no reference of blur determination, it
is demonstrated be an efficient method of video quality
prediction, presenting correlation indexes very good in
relationship to QoS variables. Beside this, we notice that the
metrics has a very low computational cost, allowing its use
in network selection solutions without incremental
computational cost to mobile devices.

TABLE XIII. BLUR GENERIC PREDICTION EQUATIONS FOR EACH
VIDEO

REFERENCES

Video
elephants
dream

Prediction Equation
= 0,00021780

= 0,00014226
highway

+ 0,00001082
+ 0,00002303
+ 0,73916
+ 0,00003491
+ 0,00079661
+ 0,65460

[1]

Coefficient of
determination
0,9963362342

[2]
[3]

0,9994591652

[4]
[5]

Therefore, according to the values of the QoS metrics, it
is possible, by means of these general equations, to
determine the degree of blurring the video sequence
suffered during transmission.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The analysis of network quality is done using QoS
metrics that describes, in practice, the current state of a
computer network. These metrics (delay, jitter, and loss) are
known well enough and used for purposes of determination
of network overload. However, the values of QoS network
variables don't shows a clear relationship with the quality of
sequences multimedia transmitted over a computer network.
The ideal method is the subjective test, that sets the
quality of agreement with the opinion of spectators.
However, to implement this model of analysis, it requires a
high cost in terms of technological and human resources.
The PSNR objective metrics to determine the video quality
still have particularities that generate some inconsistency;
therefore, they are not fully reliable metrics.
In this context, we present a new prediction model for
video quality, based on a no reference metrics, using blur
estimate. We adapt and implement the metrics in a network
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Abstract—With the expected growth of mobile data traffic
it is essential to manage the network resources efficiently. In
order to undertake this challenge, we propose a framework
for network-centric, mobile-assisted resource management, which
facilitates traffic offloading from mobile network to Wi-Fi or open
access small cells. A provision of desired quality of experience to
the end-user is carried out by an operator-configurable monitoring application that is running on a mobile device. A potential
to enhance network-centric resource management is provided by
delegating traffic steering authorities to the network backbone.
What is more, we give an overview of existing standardization
activities on offloading the mobile traffic through Wi-Fi.
Keywords—Heterogenous Networks; Network Centric; Resource
Management; Offloading

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cisco forecasts that mobile data traffic will grow 13-fold
from 2012 to 2017. As the 4G networks are generating
19 times more traffic than their predecessors [1], it is essential
to maintain the network in a way that ensures certain Quality
of Experience (QoE) level. In Long Term Evolution (LTE)
networks, the load on the network has a crucial impact on
achievable user data rates. Improving the network capacity
by introducing additional cells challenges interference management. The exponential growth in mobile data traffic also
puts additional load on the backhaul network, which becomes
congested and requires considerable investments. Therefore,
mobile operators would like to use, e.g., the Wi-Fi networks,
or open small cells whenever possible to offload the traffic
through them.
In this work, we describe a network-centric resource management framework where a mobile facilitates the networks’
decisions by gathering feedback and requesting its demands.
However, it is the network that makes the final decisions in
order to ensure the optimum network operation, in terms of
network offloading and power saving in the first place. For
the mobile operators, who are interested in reducing their
investments on the licensed spectrum and backhaul upgrading,
our solution will enable that by facilitating the traffic offload.
Users benefit from this approach, as the mechanisms for the
network selection are enhanced, therefore connecting over
a less loaded cellular network will improve their QoE and
reduce the price of connection. Reduction of the traffic cost is
especially important, because while data connections in a home
country are relatively cheap, in roaming the price becomes
considerable.
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Mobile network offloading.

In the sections below, the phone, working according to our
framework, will be called as a mobile device with ”smarter”
application on it. Such a ”smarter” phone will seamlessly use,
e.g., Wi-Fi or open access small cells for offload as shown in
Figure 1.
What is more, our platform will enhance possibility of
ubiquitous Internet access, complementing services offering
global connectivity from one account, like the iPass [2].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we state the challenges of resource management
and load balancing in heterogeneous networks. Section III introduces related standardization and research work towards enhancement of handover across the standards, traffic offloading,
interworking and network selection. In Section IV, we provide
a definition of our framework from the network-centric point
of view. Section V gives detailed overview of the proposed
framework architecture and covers its extension possibilities
by employing IEEE 802.11u and IEEE 802.21. Section VI
concludes the paper.
II.

R ESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND TRAFFIC STEERING
ISSUES IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

LTE has been deployed around the world since the end
of 2009. For example in the big European cities, where coverage is assured, a lot of people are subscribing to the mobile
access through LTE. It is enabled by a growing popularity of
the user devices supporting the standard. In the same time the
QoE is decreasing as more users share the capacity of the
network.
A Wi-Fi connection is a cost efficient way to gain access
to the Internet, thanks to its widely spread coverage and
availability of the devices that support it. Mobile operators
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could use the ubiquitous Wi-Fi coverage to ensure the mobile
service accessibility, especially indoors. The opposite solution
is also present in the market, where the Wi-Fi routers are
connected to the Internet through LTE. It is a clear evidence of
the convergence of those two standards, however taking into
account the additional load on the mobile infrastructure that it
imposes, it should be used carefully and only when needed.
Users are also getting used to the always-on connectivity
over flat rate subscription and relying on their smartphones.
When they are traveling abroad, the roaming data rates are
still considerable. Seamless offloading the traffic to local Wi-Fi
hotspots is a convenient solution to this problem. That is the
reason for the popularity of the services like iPass, which cover
a wide range of Wi-Fi hotspots. However, their coverage could
be improved; they also require user to get and configure the
client.
Nowadays widely-employed 3G/4G cellular networks are
lacking the possibility of traffic offloading and interconnecting
with other access networks that may exist in the area. In particular, Wi-Fi networks might be employed for interworking
with standards for high-speed mobile communications like
LTE/LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). Deployment of this functionality will sufficiently improve traffic load balancing. However,
currently existing Wi-Fi networks lack the possibility of global
access and authentication. In order to settle this problems ideas
of Global Wi-Fi networks and their interworking with the
cellular networks received increasing interest in scientific and
standardization community.
In today’s mobile devices, a lot of control is still left for
the user - he/she needs to know how to configure a smartphone
or any other network device in order to use Wi-Fi instead of
cellular connection whenever possible. What is more, users
very often do not have the possibility to configure certain
operations to be scheduled when they are connected through
Wi-Fi, e.g., to update the installed applications, to backup data
from the phone, etc. The mobile devices should require as
little as possible interaction from the users, while on the other
hand be able to provide (assist) the network with sufficient
information which will ensure that the user’s expectations of
service quality are met.
Mobile network coverage is deployed using macro cells.
In densely populated areas, where high peak data rates are
expected, small cells can boost the overall network capacity
by introducing the additional resources. Small cells can be
of micro-, pico- or femtocell size. Some of them can be for
enterprise use, but also an open access small cells can be
introduced. In both cases offloading the traffic from macroto small cell will equalize the average cell load, improving the
peak achievable data rates.
III.

OVERVIEW OF S TANDARDIZATION E FFORTS AND
R ELATED W ORK

A lot of standardization efforts have been put in preparing
the standards that ensure a seamless vertical handover between
wireless technologies. In the tight coupling architecture among
heterogeneous networks, a seamless handover can be achieved.
The enhanced Generic Access Network (eGAN) [3], [4],
a Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard, is an
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example of a tight coupling approach. In eGAN, the mechanisms for exchanging inter-Radio Access Technology (RAT)
measurements are defined which enable well timed inter-RAT
handover. Due to the fact that tight coupling approach is
expensive, complex and requires modification in the terminals
and access networks, a loose coupling approach is preferred.
The Interworking WLAN (I-WLAN) [5] is a 3GPP standard
for loose coupling interworking between WLAN and 3GPP
networks. The Mobile IP is used as the mobility protocol, but
there are no mechanisms defined for timely triggering of the
vertical handover.
The Media Independent Handover (MIH) [6],
an IEEE 802.21 standard, facilitates vertical handover
using a loose coupling approach. It provides mechanisms for
the make-before-break handover by defining initialization and
preparation phases prior to the execution of a handover. In
the initialization phase the current link is observed and new
access networks are detected. In the preparation phase, a
decision for handover is made, query regarding the available
resources is performed and information, required for mobile
IP execution, is retrieved. The IEEE 802.21a amendment to
the MIH covers mechanisms for latency reduction during the
authentication, as well as authorization and data protection for
the MIH services. The main issue that is yet not defined in
the standard is how to perform a reservation of the resource in
order to ensure the required QoE and methods for translation
of the Quality of Service (QoS) context definitions between
different technologies and operators [7].
From a user’s point of view, maintaining seamless connection to Wi-Fi networks is not as straightforward as connecting
to cellular networks. Often users do not recognize the available Wi-Fi networks, and, even more, they get discouraged to
use Wi-Fi when credentials are necessary to connect to open or
public networks. In order to provide a cellular-like experience
and the Global Wi-Fi implementation, the Wi-Fi Alliance
Hotspot 2.0 Specification, which references the IEEE 802.11u
amendment, has been presented [8]. The IEEE 802.11u [9]
aims to provide an overall end-to-end solution for interworking
with external networks. It defines Layer 2 transport for a queryresponse protocol which can be the IEEE 802.21 protocol
or the Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP). This allows
users to effectively query the network for the information
relevant to the network selection prior to performing the
authentication procedures.
Nowadays mobile devices are capable of multihoming,
allowing simultaneous connection to different networks, receiving and sending data on multiple interfaces at the same
time. Seamless mobility thus becomes not just mobility per
user, but more per service (flow). The IP Flow Mobility
(IFOM) [10] provides the means to select and offload a
single flow to a complementary access network. A shortcoming
of IFOM is that it is limited to one active 3GPP and one
active non-3GPP connections, while all IP flows are intended
to one Packet Data Network (PDN) connection [11]. In [12],
the missing interface towards the Policy and Charging Control
(PCC) system is identified as a limitation for dynamic IFOM.
This interface is needed in order to inform the gateways (PDN,
signalling gateway) of the routing policies.
In the IEEE 802.21, a MIH Information Server (IS) is
defined to maintain information of available networks. On
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the other hand, 3GPP has defined the Access Network Detection and Selection Function (ANDSF) to maintain a map
of coverage in a form of a static database containing the
available access networks in a certain location (e.g., a cell).
The mobile nodes can provide ANDSF with its capabilities
(IFOM, Multiaccess PDN Connectivity or Seamless Wi-Fi)
and location, so that ANDSF can limit the information that
is valid for the particular mobile node. However, the standard
does not include generation procedures for the policies and the
dependence of the requested service, the QoS required for the
service, the available signal strength levels, load balancing etc.
The issue of a database design and maintenance has not been
covered as well. As indicated in [13] and [14] the ANDSF
does not provide sufficient tools to the operators for control of
network access.
The Fixed/Mobile Convergence initiated the alignment of
fixed and mobile management requirements between the 3GPP
and the Broadband Forum (BBF). The Technical Report
(TR) [15] defines architectural framework for interworking
between Service Provider (SP) that offer 3GPP and/or fixed
access. The TR considers several functionalities among which
is Wi-Fi offloading and IFOM. The Broadband Policy Control
Framework (BPCF), described in [16], defines a policy based
activation of broadband services as well as policy management
and control. The main logical entities are policy decision,
policy enforcement points and admission control function.
The policies are applied at an IP session, IP flow or at
an aggregate level. The motivation and the architectures for
interworking between 3GPP system and a fixed broadband
access network using WLAN or femto access is elaborated
in [17]. The authors indicate the different methods for policy
control as a main problem for 3GPP-BBF interworking and
discuss the procedures for initial attachment and policy and
charging control session establishment.
The research community has also been focusing on
suggesting and evaluating different frameworks for traffic
steering. Important research directions such as: minimization
of delay for the vertical handover, load balancing among
networks, traffic offloading etc., have been covered to high
extent. Different schemes with respect to user’s QoE and
optimization of network resources have been proposed in
the research literature. For example, a possible procedure for
vertical handoff between cellular and Wi-Fi networks were
suggested in [18]. However, this paper considers architecture
for handover decision management taking into account only
users and applications requirements. In [19] the decision
algorithm relies on application profile handling, and manages a
fleet of mobile nodes. The target of the framework is to either
reduce the cost of communication from user point of view
or to achieve the required QoS, while considering the energy
consumption. Again the operator point of view is not taken
into account, nor resource availability at the cellular or Wi-Fi
networks. In [20], IEEE 802.21 is evaluated for handover of
data services, where the decision is made within a time interval
during which the data rates over two networks are compared.
In [21], a context aware mobility framework is presented,
where decisions are made in a cross-layer and interactive
approach. The mobile node is responsible for determining the
optimal point of attachment, while the network is responsible
for optimizing the network resources.
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Fig. 2. A framework for mobile-assisted, network-centric resource management and it’s benefits

In our previous work [22], we have introduced an approach to the network resource management, where the system
functionalities are classified according to the time needed to
perform particular control action. The framework is universal
and applicable to a wide variety of network deployments
characterized by multiple RATs, Heterogeneous Networks and
different architectures of Base Stations (BSs) such as Distributed BS and Cloud Radio Access Network. In this work,
we focus on traffic steering as one functional part of resource
management. Here, we propose a framework where both users’
profiles per application/preferred operator and network mode
are considered in the decision algorithm. More over, we argue
that the network centric approach is more appropriate in
achieving improved network operation and utilization, while
the user is ensured with good connection and service anytime,
anywhere.
IV.

N ETWORK - CENTRIC F RAMEWORK D EFINITION

The proposed resource management framework in this
paper adopts the network-centric approach, where assistance
from mobile nodes is required. As the final decision is made
at the network side, this framework allows the operator to
be in control of the network load and resources in general.
The mobile nodes are responsible to provide the network
with various information such that the decision will improve
users’ QoE.
As represented by Figure 2, the resource management
framework consists of two parts: a network part or decision
center and a mobile part or ”smarter” application residing
on the side of a Mobile Node (MN). The proposed decision
center contains two (logical) elements: the Decision Entity
and the IS. The Decision Entity is responsible for analyzing
data and steering the traffic demands. It has several main
operations that can indicate to the MN to perform: selection of
a suitable access network from a list of hotspots/small cells,
handover to a small cell or a Wi-Fi hotspot, traffic offloading
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to a small cell/Wi-Fi, etc. The goals of these operations are
to always ensure best connectivity and service, optimize the
network operation, balance the load among networks that
belong to the operator. The IS represents a database of the
up-to-date information gathered from the mobile devices, available eNodeBs and access points. The ”smarter” application
is responsible to send sufficient information that will aid the
network to reach a decision. The users are encouraged to install
this application as it will enhance the ubiquitous access to the
Internet and improve the experienced QoS. In the following
subsections, two approaches are presented: the basic and the
enhanced framework.
A. Basic Framework
In the basic framework, the Decision Entity considers the
data received from the MN, the network load and operation.
Given that the mobile node is the only one able to sense alternative access networks, it is therefore responsible to detect and
report a list of available networks. The ”smarter” application
is responsible to communicate with the decision center and
send information on certain time intervals. The time intervals
can be set by the decision center. The information gathered
about Wi-Fi hotspot may not be just limited to the Service
Set Identification (SSID). In case of support of IEEE 802.11u
and ANQP, the MN can retrieve more information about the
capabilities of the networks such as presented in [8]: Network
Authentication Type information, Roaming consortium list, IP
Address Type Availability, Hotspot Operator Friendly Name,
Operating Class etc. Additionally in case of the support
of IEEE 802.21, the MN can retrieve QoS parameters such
as throughput, packet error rate and/or different classes of
service [6].
All this information can be collected by the IS and made
available to the Decision Entity for analysis. In this case the
task of the Decision Center is to provide a decision on the
MNs that are best suited to be offloaded to alternative access
networks and possibly forward the required security credentials
for the new access network. The decision is made so that the
operator’s network is relieved from load, and the users that
remain are ensured with the required level of quality.

the network is limited and/or only certain users are
allowed to connect.
In order to assure its delegated functionality, a Profile DB is
allocated in the backbone. The Profile DB can be constructed
dynamically based on the information from the MNs and/or
agreements among network operators. In the second case,
the networks need to update their profile in case there is a
change. For example, if the network becomes overloaded and
the available resources are limited. Additionally, in case of
Wi-Fi hotspots, the credentials for access could be available at
the Decision Center and therefore simplify the access of MNs
to the available Wi-Fi.
The ”smarter” application is enhanced as well. It is responsible for a profile activation depending on the type of
the service that is requested by the user. The profiles can be
based on internal parameters of the MN, that may include, as
an example, desired throughput requirements, residual battery
lifetime and activated subscription. The information on the
active profiles per user is collected at the side of IS as well.
The profiles can be defined according to the parameters that
have higher priority, for example:
•

Required QoE parameters profile determines the key
quality parameters for the requested service. Here
different classes of service can be defined depending
of the type of application. For example it can be a
high demand on bandwidth for streaming service, low
latency for voice services, low packet error rate for
file synchronization etc.

•

Minimum price profile controls traffic consumption of
the MN and its applications, minimizing the overall
cost of data transmission. The application will look
for Wi-Fi networks, checking their quality. Known
Wi-Fi networks and security credentials could be
stored and marked as the preferred ones. Application
will also create UPs in open access Wi-Fi networks
on behalf of the user, if needed for connecting, to
facilitate the connection.

•

Maximum battery lifetime profile controls different
parameters of the MN, maximizing total time that MN
can work on its battery power.

B. Enhanced Framework
In the enhanced framework, the IS maintains a
database (a Profile DB) of available mobile Network Profiles
(NPs) and User Profiles (UPs) that indicate their operation and
possibility to provide certain QoE. An example of the network
profile can be presented as follows:
•

Guaranteed QoS parameters: The available network
is able to ensure a certain level of QoS parameters.

•

Non Guaranteed QoS: The available network might
be unknown to the operator, but can offer free access
to the Internet without information on any QoS parameters.

•

Limited Resources: The available network is capable
to ensure a connectivity under certain limitations.
For example the throughput per user is limited to a
certain threshold, the number of users connected to
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In the enhanced framework, the Decision Entity reaches
decisions based on the data received from the MN, the user
profiles and network conditions that are reflected through
NPs. The proposed architecture and the communication among
different entities in the enhanced framework is elaborated in
the next section.
V.

P ROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR DATA OFFLOADING

We build our approach on the assumption that MN with
”smarter” application offloads traffic to the Wi-Fi network,
which is superior in terms of provided QoS parameters and
most closely fits to the UP that is currently active on the MN.
In the basic approach, the Decision Entity may require MN to
offload all traffic each time when Wi-Fi is available for connection. However, in this paper, we propose an advanced technique
that potentially can provide an optimal load balancing solution
for network operators, still keeping the user of MN satisfied
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by the acquired network resources. As represented by Figure 3
a traffic offloading scenario begins on the side of MN by
performing network discovery procedure in a passive low
power consumption scanning mode by retrieving information
about new Wi-Fi hotspots from broadcasted beacon frames.
Since the MN may not recognize all received SSIDs and
cannot retrieve their QoS parameters as well as an active NP,
it transfers the acquired data to the network-centric Decision
Center together with the request to evaluate recently discovered
Wi-Fi.
Upon the retrieval of network QoSs and NPs together
with UP of MN that is analyzed for offloading options, the
IS executes the algorithm of decision making as depicted
by Figure 4. After performing mapping procedures of received
SSIDs to NPs from the Profile DB, the Decision Center
analyses if the discovered networks meet the requirements and
are reasonable for data offloading for a given UP, by executing
the following compliance test:
•

Requirement 1: NP should support connection of MN
that has an active UP.

•

Requirement 2: Provided QoS parameters of the network should be equal or greater than those requested
by UP.

If both requirements are met, the IS puts SSIDs corresponding to current NP into the set C that defines available
candidates for offloading. If after searching procedures it
reveals that C = ∅, the IS sends an information message to
a ”smarter” application that MN should stay in the serving
cellular network. In this case, IS also sends notification that
”smarter” application declares too high requirements for the
networks that are currently available for offloading. As soon
as the final list of the SSIDs that meet requirements of UP
is created, the final decision may be derived. We define the
task of optimal NP selection that is performed by the IS as an
optimization problem that can be formulated as follows:
∗

N P = max f (N Pi , U P ),
N Pi ∈C

i = 1, . . . , |C| ,
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Interworking solutions based on the MIH, like the
IEEE 802.21, may also facilitate the task of the vertical
handover realization between LTE/LTE-A and Wi-Fi networks
as well as provide feasible opportunity for a possible functionality extension of the proposed framework. The MIH IS may
provide information about discovered networks and indicate
roaming partners for a MN. However, some procedures that
are usually performed on higher layers, like pre-association
and user authorization, may still require additional interaction with 3GPP and IEEE 802.11 technologies. Information
exchange can be carried out by employing the ANQP from
the IEEE 802.11u amendment. It can potentially simplify
procedures of network identification, providing comprehensive
access to information about network operators, type of the service (public, private, paid-for, etc) and connection parameters
like cost of the traffic, for example. In order to have a common
and up-to-date information about Wi-Fi hotspots and eNodeBs
that are available in the area, their operators are supposed
to negotiate a joint agreement to share this information with
each other. However, we foresee that this requirement may
be neglected in the nearest future after overall deployment of
Wi-Fi access points with support of the Hotspot 2.0 Technical
Specification that includes the IEEE 802.11u amendment.
The IEEE 802.11u gives an opportunity to retrieve the information about network specifications through user generated
probe requests and responses. The access network information
retrieval is conducted by the ANQP, which is transported
by the Generic Advertisements Service public action frames,
User ID and
network
parameters

Is NP list
empty?

Retrieve UP
for user ID

Get next NP
out of the
queue

No

Retrieve NP
for SSIDs

No

NP complies
with UP
Yes

Enqueue NPs
for a check

(1)

where the objective function f takes the set C and the UP as
initial parameters in order to calculate N P ∗ that corresponds
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to the optimal load balancing solution and maximizes the
satisfaction of the end-user by provided network resources.
However, the overall solution for the introduced optimization
problem highly depends on the final implementation of this
traffic steering framework and lies beyond the scope of the
current paper.

Fig. 4.

Put SSID to
the set C

Yes

C=Ø

Yes

No
Solve
optimization
problem
Send NP* and
selected SSID
Request to
update UP
Stay in serving
network

The state diagram of decision making procedures in the IS.
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carrying out transportation frames of higher layer advertisements between Wi-Fi hotspots (or IS) and the MN. The
information repository for this type of a protocol, in terms of
this framework definition, is provided by the Decision Center.
According to the fact that location of this server lies outside the
scope of the IEEE 802.11u specification we bind the physical
location of the IS and the Profile DB to a backbone network.

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

VI.

C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In a scope of broad deployment of the 3G/4G access
technologies, this paper introduces a novel network-centric
framework for offloading decision making supported by the
mobile-assisted discovery of candidate-networks.
The fast and reliable approach is provided by allocating
the decision center in the backbone, which facilitates optimization of overall network resources and implementation of
an efficient load balancing scheme. At the same time the
quality of end-user experience is controlled at an appropriate
level without noticeable increase in the power consumption
on its side due to the passive network discovery. In order to
facilitate and accelerate adjustments according to the changes
in available network resources and the Quality of Experience
demands of the user, a profile-based control is presented for
the user and network entities.

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

As another advantage, the proposed framework also fits
currently available IEEE standards for the Media Independent
Handover, which facilitates its implementation and retrieval of
network parameters. Together with the profile approach, this
resource management framework allows a network operator
to determine and control the Quality of Experience of the
end-user from the network-centric perspective. All the benefits
listed above give potential for the presented framework to
be successfully implemented and deployed in future mobile
communication networks.

[18]

Performance evaluation of the proposed solution is the
subject of our future work.

[19]

[15]
[16]
[17]
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Abstract— Video quality perceived by the human eye is an
area of research that is gaining space in today’s scientific
circles. Nowadays, a lot of media content is made available in
the form of videos. The relationship between network quality
metrics and quality perceived for these videos assumes great
importance, showing that if the requirements of network
quality are not achieved the outcome will be impaired. This
work presents a proposal to evaluate what the quality of a
video would be based only on the quality of the network
metrics (jitter, loss and delay), thus attempting to predict what
the end-user would perceive using a widely used metric of
objective quality (the PSNR) to evaluate the quality of
multimedia content.
Keywords- PSNR; multimedia; QoS; QoV;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Many researches [2][3][5] have been completed in the
area of video quality analysis, due to the enlarging
bandwidth offered through the latest mobile network
technologies. Among those networks, we cite the standards:
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) [1], 3G [1] and
WiMax [3].
With more bandwidth availability, new frontiers may be
opened, increasing user satisfaction with the services that are
available. When we talk about evaluating user satisfaction,
we refer to the experience that is provided by the use of
services offered, from which emerges a term that is
becoming popular: Quality of Experience (QoE) [4].
This work intends to analyze the possibility of predicting
an objective metric’s value for verification of video quality,
using QoS information from the network. To do this, we
need to evaluate objectively the quality of the video
broadcasts, and the impact that the variables of Quality of
Service (QoS) have on this value. The metric that has been
chosen for video quality analysis was the Peak Signal-toNoise Ratio (PSNR) [3], due to being commonly used in
studies of this nature and for being proven valid for the
proposed scenario.
In Section 2, we comment on some works related to
Quality of Video (QoV) analysis and QoE in IP networks. In
Section 3, we present the scenario and the resources used, as
well as the methodology applied on the experiments of this
research. In Section 4, the tests accomplished will be
described with a summary of the results. In section 5, the
results will be analyzed and discussed. Section 6 completes
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the report with the conclusion and presentation of possible
future works.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The growth of network capacity, the standardization of
transport protocols, the rising demand for multimedia
content, and the standardization of video codecs are among
the factors that propel the scientific community to continue
research about how to improve the quality of this content, as
well as a rational use of modern operating networks. The
studies presented below are a few examples of research that
contribute to improving the experience of the users when
they access multimedia content.
Gomathi et al. [5] proposed the implementation of a
transport layer protocol to make available an improvement of
the QoS metrics for multimedia content in wireless ad-hoc
networks. Furthermore, he proposes the optimization of
parameters from the Media Access Control (MAC) layer to
meet the objectives of the study, and as a result of the
proposal presented, the author got a network delay reduction
as well as an increase in the PSNR value.
In [3] the evaluation of the protocol H.264/SVC with
multimedia content through WiMax networks is performed,
the evaluation using the objective metric (PSNR) and the
subjective metric Mean Opinion Score (MOS), making use
of a formula that relates the PSNR metric with the MOS
metric, and identifying possible factors that influence the
quality perceived by the user.
Monteiro [1] worked with mobility management, aiming
for the best user experience possible. He also presents a
metric that was called Network Quality Metric (NQN) and
this metric will be used to analyze network quality in this
study.
Forchhammer et al. [6] presented an analysis and
processing proposal without references, evaluating video
quality without the need of accessing the original video, and
as a result managing to obtain the value of PSNR with an
error of about 0.3db. For this the coefficients of measured
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) were used.
In order to compare video quality metrics, D. Z.
Rodriguez and G. Bressan [7] compare the quality of
information of the metrics PSRN, Structural SIMilarity
(SSIM), and Video Quality Metric (VQM) in an environment
of stream over IP and digital TV according to the ISDB-T.
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As a result, it may be that the quality measured is related to
the content and characteristics of the video.
C. C. Monteiro and P. R. L. Gondim [8] presented a
proposal for the selection of the network based on
characteristics of QoS and QoE for mobile environments,
thus defining what would be the best moment for the
execution of soft handover between 3G and Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN) networks to improve user
experience.
III. METHODOLOGY
Aiming to achieve the objective of this study, a scenario
was created containing all the requirements to meet the
project’s demands. A series of procedures were necessary
for the execution process and this section deals with the
presentation of this scenario, the resources and methodology
used.
The scenario devised for the tests was composed of a
multimedia content server that made videos available for the
client, and a client that processed the multimedia content
provided by the server. All material available on the server
could only be visualized on demand, thus giving more
flexibility to a client that might use the services at more
convenient times.
One of the premises for the development of this study
was that all the tools used should be based on free software.
Following this concept, the server and the client were
computers with Ubuntu 11.04 operating system installed. For
content availability and its subsequent acquisition through
network transmissions, VLC software [9] was used. VLC is a
multimedia content player capable of publishing content for
other users in the network.
A great way of simulating congestion on the network is
to use bandwidth limiting. This process allows you not to
have to generate unnecessary background traffic and
guarantees the velocity that will be available for the user. To
accomplish this task the Class-based queuing (CBQ) shaper
was used. Besides the already mentioned software, a little
script written in python was necessary for sampling the state
of the network, the program ffmpeg, necessary for the
conversion of the videos, and lastly the file psnr.exe together
with the program wine for the calculation of the PSNR.
For research development the first step was the creation
of a pilot test, having as its objective to make statistical
calculations from the data to define the size of the ideal
sample for the study. Thus the data used for the definition of
the sample size were the jitter data that presented the greatest
variation in pattern bypass during the pilot test, becoming the
worst case. Below we have the values used for the
calculations.

ms
where,
– Average bypass pattern.
– Level of trust.
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– Maximum error allowed.
The level of trust for 95% of confidence level in normal
distribution is 1,96.
With these values at hand, it was possible to determine
the size of the sample using the following formula:
(1)

√

Changing the values we found
(2)
(3)

√

We then arrived at the value of 65 repetitions for each
evaluated video for a confidence level of 95%.
Fifteen sequences of video were selected for the
execution of the tests, all with spatial resolutions of 352 x
288 pixels. All videos acquired in the format .yuv were
converted to .mp4 to make possible their transmission
through the network. The sequences are presented in Table I.
TABLE I. SEQUENCES OF VIDEO
Name
Sequence 1
Sequence 2
Sequence 3
Sequence 4
Sequence 5
Sequence 6
Sequence 7
Sequence 8
Sequence 9
Sequence 10
Sequence 11
Sequence 12
Sequence 13
Sequence 14
Sequence 15

Video
Bridge (Close)
Bridge (Far)
Coastguard
Container
Flower
Foreman
Hall Monitor
Highway
Mobile
Mother and Daughter
News
Silent
Stefan
Tempete
Waterfall

Frames
2001
2101
200
300
250
300
300
2000
300
300
300
300
90
260
260

After reception, the videos must be recodified in the
format .yuv to make calculations of the PSNR possible. The
data should be then compared with the PSNR data previously
obtained, aiming to identify the real losses caused in this
metric during the transmission process.
The simulation of congestion in the network was
accomplished via cbq shaper. The videos were codified in
the format H264/MPEG4 with a bitrate of 300k. Three
distinct speeds were selected for the making of the tests:
200k forcing the lost of packages due to network limitations,
300k allowing the video to be played inside the limits of
bandwidth requested, and 400k allowing the transmissions to
happen without limitation.
IV. RESULTS
After identifying the quantity of repetitions needed, the
quantity of sequences to be evaluated, and the velocities that
should be tested, we see what needs to be done: two
thousand nine hundred and five tests. In each test we should
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verify the information of QoS at the moment of transmission,
complete the calculations of the QoV values, and, in the end,
record all data in an organized way.
Considering that this process would take a long time to
be performed manually, and that little mistakes during its
execution could harm the test results, we realized that the
creation of a mechanism to automate these proceedings
would be of great value, and in this way a testbed was
developed.
The testbed developed has the functions of performing
the acquisition of the multimedia content of the server,
storing the content in a client directory, acquiring and
keeping the collected information about the network state
during the transmissions, completing the process of
modification of the video received from the .mp4 format to
.yuv format, performing the PSNR calculations, comparing
the original video previously saved in the client’s machine
with the newly converted video, and finally consolidating the
received data to facilitate the process of tabulation and
analysis for the researcher.
As this work does not deal with the presentation of the
developed testbed, as it is just a tool used to facilitate the
activities performed during the research, the codes and
algorithms used for the development of the testbed will not
be shown. We will only present its components as well as the
functions of each.
According to what is presented in the Table II, the
testbed shows only four components. All components were
developed in a way that their reuse may be possible in other
environments with few modifications.

TABLE II. TESTBED COMPONENTS

Component

Function

cliente.sh

Main component of the framework
where
the
algorithms
are
implemented. This component has a
series of dependences which if not
attended do not permit its
execution, making the process more
secure and ensuring the functioning
of all algorithms in a correct form.
Script in python developed for the
collection of information about the
network. Using the information
contained in ping it can return data
of QoS from the network like delay,
jitter and loss.
Program responsible for the
realization of comparison of the
videos and calculation of PSNR,
used in Linux with the help of the
program wine.

Qos.py

Psnr.exe

With the help of the framework the data collection
process has become simpler, only one call being needed
from the system to perform all the 3ollection and calculation
tasks the command line are “cliente.sh 65 300K”.
During the system call, we show that we need to make 65
tests at a speed of 300K. As the quantity of videos has
already been defined as 15, 975 tests will be executed, and
when finishing all the tests we will have 60 files containing
the data to be analyzed, that being four files for each video,
one for delay, one for jitter, one for loss and finally one for
PSNR. In Tables III, IV and V, we present the averages and
standard deviation of data for every transmission rate.

TABLE III. AVERAGE AND SD OF DATA IN 200K

Name
Sequence 1
Sequence 2
Sequence 3
Sequence 4
Sequence 5
Sequence 6
Sequence 7
Sequence 8
Sequence 9
Sequence 10
Sequence 11
Sequence 12
Sequence 13
Sequence 14
Sequence 15

Average Jitter
30,774
31,389
94,707
90,645
110,516
102,169
89,203
32,849
96,741
99,957
100,754
97,670
200,737
76,178
72,476
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SD Jitter
1,849
2,216
7,033
4,827
9,113
9,154
10,912
2,414
8,108
9,108
7,360
6,353
35,328
5,335
3,395

Average Delay
509,813
524,284
477,109
467,672
465,371
474,679
471,867
534,996
463,774
474,404
476,421
470,264
389,353
489,374
492,667
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SD Delay
7,151
7,664
7,076
10,443
9,176
9,975
46,788
6,243
7,678
8,884
10,275
11,086
80,768
33,787
10,229

Average Loss
0,585
1,708
0,462
0,215
0,185
0,662
0,231
3,138
0,569
0,462
0,215
0,015
0,077
0,277
0,169

SD Loss
0,051
1,331
0,502
0,414
0,391
0,713
0,552
1,694
0,529
0,811
0,483
0,124
0,268
0,515
0,377

Average PSNR
22,308
25,165
17,357
22,770
10,805
15,460
22,964
18,860
11,926
25,913
21,111
23,443
15,332
13,659
21,811

SD PSNR
1,409
0,044
0,194
0,140
0,064
0,228
0,172
0,499
0,103
0,283
0,437
0,258
0,118
0,139
0,216
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TABLE IV. AVERAGE AND SD OF DATA IN 300K

Name
Sequence 1
Sequence 2
Sequence 3
Sequence 4
Sequence 5
Sequence 6
Sequence 7
Sequence 8
Sequence 9
Sequence 10
Sequence 11
Sequence 12
Sequence 13
Sequence 14
Sequence 15

Average Jitter
36,869
35,733
71,473
65,249
74,211
66,654
66,905
34,256
76,690
68,912
70,968
66,501
164,494
57,623
54,703

SD Jitter
1,409
1,558
4,902
3,916
17,538
4,815
2,666
2,083
8,175
3,105
3,815
6,110
38,250
5,488
4,506

Average Delay
276,815
287,778
271,467
257,472
278,522
283,352
275,372
270,862
255,558
271,854
270,132
259,593
263,176
290,460
284,247

SD Delay
4,218
4,416
8,219
8,173
17,523
9,203
7,622
4,487
8,227
11,668
7,021
9,947
24,457
9,139
10,511

Average Loss
0,215
0,308
0,323
0,031
0,092
0,015
0,031
0,631
0,169
0,385
0
0
0
0,246
0,031

SD Loss
0,414
0,497
0,471
0,174
0,384
0,124
0,174
0,719
0,377
0,490
0
0
0
0,434
0,174

Average PSNR
28,824
34,771
18,205
23,953
11,006
16,528
23,585
25,608
12,064
27,966
23,106
24,441
15,202
14,222
22,913

SD PSNR
0,298
0,288
0,630
0,222
0,070
0,255
0,379
0,264
0,058
0,412
0,259
0,333
0,042
0,191
0,283

SD Loss
0,124
0,124
0
0,174
0
0
0,124
0,450
0
0
0,424
0
0,331
0
0,424

Average PSNR
29,905
36,309
19,924
29,256
13,605
19,782
30,090
26,484
13,229
29,758
27.080
26,820
17,937
16,332
26,613

SD PSNR
0,418
0,043
0,088
0,367
0,049
0,342
0,363
0,040
0,045
0,356
0,448
0,348
0,460
0,093
0,297

TABLE V. AVERAGE AND SD OF DATA IN 400K

Name
Sequence 1
Sequence 2
Sequence 3
Sequence 4
Sequence 5
Sequence 6
Sequence 7
Sequence 8
Sequence 9
Sequence 10
Sequence 11
Sequence 12
Sequence 13
Sequence 14
Sequence 15

Average Jitter
7,783
7,737
52,915
56,846
67,617
59,477
54,778
7,071
48,253
53,232
59,768
54,748
134,811
58,334
69,268

SD Jitter
1,280
0,856
4,812
11,187
8,107
10,409
4,937
0,615
2,732
4,264
7,976
6,364
40,128
5,839
14,547

Average Delay
18,500
17,502
69,179
145,048
82,099
113,302
141,948
11,164
32,099
141,930
151,949
142,035
166,845
61,318
146,231

SD Delay
15,515
1,070
5,997
8,401
9,387
7,093
7,138
1,115
5,996
7,768
9,116
7,409
30,067
7,389
7,234

After all the transmissions have been completed and all
the files generated for each velocity, we will have a great
quantity of data to be analyzed. As this work has as an
objective to find any relation, if it exists, among the variables
of QoS with the video quality calculated by PSNR, it is
necessary to do multiple linear regression. This way we can
verify how each variable influences PSNR, and if any
variable can.
V. DATA ANALYSIS
Now, possessing all data in an organized form, tabulated
in a spreadsheet, we can perform the next step to try to
identify some relation among the variables involved. To do
this we use the process of normal linear regression, aiming to
establish a relation between the variable PSNR and the
network metrics collected, jitter, delay and loss, that were
evaluated as independent variables as can be seen below.

Average Loss
0,015
0,015
0
0,031
0
0
0,015
0,277
0
0
0,231
0
0,123
0
0,231

– Coefficient of jitter.
– Average value of jitter
– Coefficient of Delay.
– Average Delay value
– Coefficient of loss.
– Average Loss value.
The values of
, ,
and
represent the values of
the angular variables of each independent variable, and
influence directly the result of the estimated PSNR. To find
these values we use the interactive regression method of
Gauss-Seidel using K=8 interactions for each broadcasted
video at each velocity. At the end of each group of
interactions we obtained 8 values of PSNR that were then
compared to the values obtained during the tests in order to
identify which one had the best coefficient of correlation
with the real data that was used in the following formula:
∑

(4)
∑

where,
– Estimated PSNR
– Coefficient of linear adjust.
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∑

(5)

where,
– Coefficient of correlation
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Y – Value of PSNR obtained on the tests

TABLE XI. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 6

45 functions, defined by which function presented the
best relevance through the coefficient of correlation, were
obtained, derived from the 15 sequences of videos selected
and the 3 velocities of transmission. The functions are
presented below accompanied by the coefficient of
correlation for each one, the values used having a precision
of 5 decimal places.

Sequence 6
Rate
200K

0,99600

300K

0,99996

400K

0,98254

TABLE XII. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 7

TABLE VI. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 1

Sequence 7

Sequence 1

Rate

Function

Rate
200K

Function

0,99994

300K

0,99975

400K

0,99467

Function

200K

0,99999

300K

0,99793

400K

0,99474

TABLE XIII. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 8
TABLE VII. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 2
Sequence 8
Sequence 2

Rate

Function

Rate
200K

0,97232

300K

0,95519

400K

0,99994

Function

200K

0,99995

300K

0,97307

400K

0,99999

TABLE XIV. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 9
TABLE VII. FUNCTIOS OF SEQUENCE 3

Sequence 9

Sequence 3

Rate

Function

Rate

Function

200K

0,99997

200K

0,98514

300K

0,99862

300K

0,99509

400K

0,99900

400K

0,99916

TABLE XV. FUNCTIONS OS SEQUENCE 10
TABLE IX. FUNCTIOS OF SEQUENCE 4

Sequence 10
Rate

Sequence 4
Function

Rate

Function

200K

0,99015

200K

0,99920

300K

0,99922

300K

0,99899

400K

0,99995

400K

0,99994

TABLE XVI. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 11

TABLE X. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 5

Sequence 11
Sequence 5

Rate
rate

Function

200K

0,99999

300K

0,99356

400K
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Function

200K

0,99969

300K

0,99939

400K

0,99992

0,99999
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TABLE XVII. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 12
Sequence 12
Rate

Function

200K

0,99624

300K

0,99593

400K

0,99998

TABLE XVIII. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 13

predetermined content in a way that the user will always
have the best experience possible accessing multimedia
content. For example, we may cite an application that uses
this model to define what would be the best moment to make
a change in the access network, or what video resolution
should be made available in a predetermined environment.
For future studies, we intend to use other objective
metrics to verify if these aspects are confirmed. We intend
to compare subjective metrics, objectives and the parameters
of the network in order to consolidate the results of this
research.

Sequence 13
Rate

REFERENCES

Function

200K

0,99246

300K

0,99488

400K

0,99996

TABLE XIX. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 14
Sequence 14
Rate

Function

200K

0,99986

300K

0,99746

400K

0,99996

TABLE XX. FUNCTIONS OF SEQUENCE 15
Sequence 15
Rate

Function

200K

0,99999

300K

0,98264

400K

0,99728

The functions listed in the Tables VI-XX show that it is
possible to find a relation between the metrics of the network
and the quality of videos transmitted, taking into
consideration the values of the Coefficient .
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This article proposed a model for the prediction of video
quality based on an objective metric (PSNR), through the use
of the QoS parameters of the network.
With the data analysis collected during the experiments
and the use of linear regression on the data, we could detect a
relation between the metrics of objective quality evaluated
(PSNR) and the metrics of QoS of the network. The
functions found demonstrate this relation, as the PSNR
suffers changes depending on the characteristics of the
videos. Because of this, we have great differences in the
generated formulas.
The study demonstrated the possibility of the
development of applications that use the parameters of a
network’s QoS to predict the values of PSNR of a
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Abstract-- In wireless communication technologies like GSM,
WCDMA, LTE, etc. Radio is stressed by the various traffic
conditions, in terms of radio resources to provide the
admission of new calls and required QoS. There are situations
and scenarios, where the load takes unprecedented conditions
and as part of services the requirements may change, like to
improve on non-blocking calls though recessing on Quality of
Service (QoS). Though such situations and scenarios are
intermittent and last for limited periods of time, the
importance of services becomes operator’s credentials. We
propose a top-up algorithm, which does not interfere with
existing admission control mechanism in direct way, but
provide them with effective Allocation and Retention Priority
(E-ARP) for each call. This algorithm is based on “inferences
and intensions based combinational logic”. It works on the
system specific inferences of certain parameters and
intentional classification of existing and new demands based on
weightage-based combinational logic, which results in
modification of ARPs into effective ARPs. For evaluation of
proposed Admission Control (AC) scheme blocking and outage
probability of calls is used as performance metrics.
Keywords – LTE, RRM, Admission Control, Effective ARP, SON,
Self organizing networks, scheduling algorithms, spectral
efficiency, next generation networks, NGN, radio resource
management, combinational logic, inferences and intentions.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The task of radio admission control is to admit or reject a
new connection request referred to as a call, depending on
whether the required QoS of the new call request will be
fulﬁlled. Each call request has its own ARP value, which
describes its relative importance for admission and
retention. In the proposed scheme we deduce effective ARP
(EARP) for each call based on our top-up algorithm. The
algorithm modifies the relative importance of the calls based
on their inferred impact on the system and intentional bias
for the services.
In industry perspective, admission control mechanisms
are provided through vendor specific algorithms. There are
various kinds of scheduler algorithms [4][5], available in
LTE systems, like Proportional Fair, Modified Largest
Weighted Delay First, and Exponential Proportional Fair
etc. These algorithms take best use of system and resources
for the specific load conditions. With the advancement of
radio technologies like LTE, the spectrum efficiency of the
system is of much concern from the vendors perspectives;
that is to say, to provide maximum throughput with the
limited resources within a system. The operators are also
compelled for it, as for the sake of maximum Return on
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Investment (ROI). Such algorithms or scheme for admission
controls become efficient in best possible scenarios. Though
from a service provider perspective, the scenario changes
with respect to many factors like multiplicity of applications
and devices, geo-position, time, whether, social events,
natural events, power conditions and so on. An operator
need to plan his services as per, to retain his credentials.
Some time may have to be intentionally biased, like
compromise on QoS, service outage, blocking of calls, etc.
For LTE networks, where the resources are allocated
through shared channels and various adaptations like link
adaptation etc. The efficiency of schedulers could be
improved through statistical measures of various
parameters. These parameters, with respect to each call,
could be made available at single point to take an inference
for system specific impact of the call. We have taken into
consideration QoS Class Identifier (QCI) [7], Allocation and
Retention Priority (ARP) [7], Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR)
[7], Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (AMBR) [7], Channel
Quality Indicator (CQI) [1] and Buffer Status Report (BSR)
[1], as parameters for inferences.
With the help of EARP based admission control we
would be able to create intentional models, for the service
credentials. As for evaluation here we use an intentional
model, to reduce the blocking and outage probability, in
simulated LTE set up.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides the inference specifics of system parameters used
for the proposed algorithm. Section III gives the description
of combinational logic for deduction of effective ARP.
Section IV contains the advantages of algorithm. Section V
of the paper evaluates the proposed algorithm, for the
specific intentions like blocking probability, outage and cell
throughput. Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

INFERENCES SPECIFICS

There are various algorithms [4][5] as part of Radio
Resource Management (RRM) functionality. These
algorithms provide admission control and resources, based
on the availability and demands. Though such algorithms
take care of best and efficient use of resources and system,
but the traffic load on the system is not always under the
controlled variations.
This algorithm approach helps to create intentional bias
for exiting scheduler and to cater unprecedented traffic
conditions.
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This is an inferences-based and intension-based
algorithm. This algorithm will be effective into the systems,
where the inferences for the given parameters could be rated
fairly on a fixed linear scale. These inferences are basically
system specific impacts, with respect to parameters taken
for the inference, for particular call.
The specifics, to take inferences from the given
parameters in LTE networks, are being expressed in the
following way.

E. Channel Quality Indicator (CQI)
CQI reports, the channel conditions. The value ranges
from 1 to 15, where 15 indicate the most efficient. We can
infer it like more data can be transferred using less resource
blocks for a UE, which reporting higher CQI. The eNodeB
can use higher Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) to
send the data. Spectral efficiency increases with higher
MCS as shown through Figure 1, which provides standard
data with respect to SNR.

A. Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP)
The priority level defines the relative importance of a
resource request; values 1 to 15 are defined, with value 1 as
the highest level of priority.
B. QoS Class Identifier (QCI)
The QCI label for a bearer determines how it is handled
in the eNodeB. It is defining the packet forwarding
requirements, through packet delay budget, and acceptable
packet loss rate. This parameter could be inferred as real
time traffic requirements. Table 1 provides standardized
QoS in LTE networks, as given below.
Table 1.
QCI

Bearer
Type

1
2

Standard QoS Identifier for LTE [5]
Priority
2
4

GBR

3

Packet
Delay
100
150

3

50

4

5

300

5

1

100

6

6

Non-GBR

7

7

8

8

9

9

Packet
Loss
-2
10
10

-3

10

-6

300

100

10

-3

300

10

-6

Example
VoIP Call
Video Call
Online
Gaming (Real
Time)
Video
Streaming
IMS Signaling
Video, TCP
based services
e.g., email,
chat, ftp, etc.
Voice Video
Interactive
gaming
Video, TCP
based services
e.g., email,
chat, ftp, etc.

.
C. Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (AMBR)
Each call would be having AMBR. The demand for the
radio resource, for that call, would be inferred based on the
existing load for AMBR. For higher Load the individual call
impact for radio resource would be less.
D. Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR)
Each call with specified GBR could be inferred as
reservation for radio resources. Call with higher GBR value
will require more resources in comparison with the calls
with lower GBR.
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Figure 1.

Spectral efficiency vs. SINR for different MCS [8].

F.

Buffer Status Report (BSR)
This is a kind of MAC layer control element, carrying
the information, on how much data is in UE buffer to be
sent out. The index varies from 0 to 63, where a UE
reporting Index 0 indicates no buffered data bytes are
available at UE buffer and 63 indicates that more than
150000 buffered data bytes are available at the UE buffer.
This can be inferred as UE traffic durability.
III.

CONBINATIONAL LOGIC AND
DEDUCTION OF EARP
The concept of EARP is based on the combinational
logic. This logic depends on the system specific inferences
for the parameters like QCI, ARP, GBR, AMBR, CQI and
BSR. The deduction of EARP is done through
combinational logic and classification based virtual
scheduler, which is biased to intentions given in terms of
weightage to parameters inferences.
The inferences could be direct or indirect (conditional,
i.e., taking other parameter in consideration under specific
conditions) based on the inference function‟s algorithmic
decision.
For example, in some cases, impact on system resources
by a call, could be inferred based on the combination of CQI
and BSR values reported. So, for User Equipment (UE)
reporting better channel condition would require less radio
resource blocks for the call, in comparison to one reporting
bad channel condition. But, if the buffer (inferred by BSR)
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that needs to be transmitted for second UE is very small
when compared to the buffer of previous UE, in that case,
impact on resources has to be the combination of CQI and
BSR.
Explicitly stating the above example, it would be that
even since low CQI can be inferred as poor impact on
system, with intention for spectral efficiency, but could be
tolerated to the extent BSR value is low.
That also means to say, that this combinational logic
basically isolates the „extremes‟ in terms of weightage of
impact of individual call on the system. This weightage
factor could be again magnified with intention factor, and
this eventually helps in classification and deduction of
Effective ARP or E-ARP through a virtual scheduler.
So, inferences of any parameter could be a combination
of others. This is provided in the form of inferences
function, implemented by inferences algorithms, as given
below.

Uij = ƒj (JARP, JQCI, JGBR, JAMBR, JCQI, JBSR)

(1)

W(i) total weightage of a particular call “i” in the
system.
Wj corresponds to the intentional weightage of each
parameter “j”, e.g. ARP, QCI, GBR, AMBR, CQI and BSR.
Uij inferred value of parameters reported for inference
space.
A virtual scheduler implements the logic to provide the
EARP values. It works on the resulted weightage (Wi) and
existing ARP and deduces EARP through classification
based regression.

IV.

1.
2.
3.

4.
Function “ƒ” takes all the parameters, for the call “i”,
with actual values and provides inferred value “Uij” for
each parameter “j”.
The inferred value of each parameter will be weighted
with specified intentions with respect to the same parameter.
The combined value with respect to all parameters will be
used for classification, and that eventually used for the
virtual scheduler. This combinational logic could be
canonically represented in diagram below.

Figure 2.

5.

FORESEEN ADVANTAGE OF THIS
MECHANISM
Various intentional model could be prepared for
various traffic conditions in the system
Statistical regression could be performed for the
EARP
This mechanism is independent of number of
parameter and could be used in uplink downlink
separately.
This mechanism is top-up mechanism, which does
not interfere with existing mechanisms but to
provide theirs intentional efficiency
This may need not to be in the existing RRM but
may be in Self Organizing Networks (SON) servers
etc.

V.
EVALUATION
This top-up algorithm is evaluated over the network
simulator compliant with 3GPP LTE standards [1][2][3] and
provide real radio environment as well. This is tested
against a particular vendor specific RRM and load is
generated with varying system specific conditions. We
intend to improve on blocking and outage probability.
Blocking Probability (Pb) is defined as the ratio of the
number of blocked users to the total number of users
requesting admission and retention. Outage Probability (Po)
is calculated as the ratio of the number of users not fulfilling
their GBR requirement.
In the given simulation, when the peak load is reaching
above 40 calls, with various types of traffic, there is sharp
increase in blocking rate. After implementing with this topup algorithm, with traffic specific intentions, a significant
drop in blocking call is observed as show in Figure 3.

Combinational logic for deduction of E-ARP.
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Figure 3.

Traffic vs. Blocking Probability Graph.

Similarly, in the given simulation, when the peak load is
reaching above 40 calls, there is sharp increase in outage
under specific traffic load. After implementing this top-up
algorithm, with traffic specific intentions, a significant drop
in outage rate is observed as show in Figure 4.
0.4

The results showcase the significance of this top-up
algorithm, in the extreme conditions. As it help to create
various intentional models to provide control over
unprecedented load conditions.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
The results show that the given EARP based AC, unlike
reference AC, is robust and automatically adjusts to the
various traffic scenarios, cell load, and user channel
conditions. Various models (intentions) can be prepared for
different kind of unprecedented traffic statistically. It can
also be incorporated in the SON techniques as part of topup intentional modification and control of existing AC
algorithms. Future studies will address to addition of more
parameters in the inference space. Such top-up mechanism
are being studied for SON perspective and would be
developed for traffic load control and RAN selections.
The traffic classifications and traffic conditions are
being studied at various levels in the LTE systems and such
mechanism could be of help for effective forwarding and
prioritizations of classified traffics under various traffic
condition scenarios.
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Abstract—In multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna systems both strength of the data layers as well as
separation of them is achieved by pre-coding the transmitted
signal with different factors for different layers and different
antennas. In W-CDMA systems, the selection of these factors
is decided anew every transmission time interval, which causes
a phase distortion with every change. Due to raised cosine
filtering this phase distortion is broadened even if the physical
channel is flat in frequency, which distorts the affected symbols
and thus limits the maximum bit rate to be transmitted in
such cases if no counter measures are taken. If the pre-coding
weights of adjacent time intervals are known by the receiver,
the distortion can be removed by the equalizer; otherwise high
code rates should be avoided by the scheduler.
Keywords-W-CDMA; HSDPA; MIMO; pre-coding; raised
cosine filter;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output is a well known method to
increase the capacity of radio systems on the air interface
[1]–[5] and was introduced in 3G high speed downlink
packet access (HSDPA) with Release 7 of 3GPP TS 25.214
[6] in 2007 and in high speed uplink packet access (HSUPA)
with Release 11 [7] in 2012. Two modes of operation are
defined, namely single and dual layer transmission. The
distribution of data to the transmitting antennas is controlled
by so called pre-coding vectors. The effect of this pre-coding
is twofold: In case of single data layer transmission, the
pre-coding vector is adjusted such as to optimize the power
at the receiving antennas. This is possible as shifting the
phase difference between the signals fed to the transmitting
antennas changes the interference behaviour at the receiving
antennas, and constructive interference results in higher
power.
If two layers are transmitted, orthogonal pre-coding vectors are applied, which allow to separate the layers at the
receiving side, typically by a linear minimum squared equalizer in space and time as it is, e.g., described in [8]. Nonlinear receiver algorithms such as interference cancellation
improve the de-coding performance on receiver side but are
quite sensitive to very good channel knowledge [9], [10].
As the interference conditions are changing with time (fast
fading), especially for moving user equipments (UE), one
tries to always find and use the best pre-coding vector out of
the set of allowed ones, and to change it if necessary. Switching between single and dual stream as well as between
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MIMO and non-MIMO can be regarded as a generalization
of switching the pre-coding vector: In non-MIMO mode, the
weights for the second transmitting antenna are 0 and single
layer transmission can formally be regarded as dual layer
transmission with the same data and the same pre-coding
for both layers.
Any change in the pre-coding vector however causes a
superposition of signals coded with the old and ones coded
with the new pre-coding vector in the range of channel
delay due to multi-path propagation including raised cosine
filtering. This has some impact on the detection of the
affected bits and might even prohibit at all the correct block
detection for high coding rates. In real networks switching
of MIMO mode as well as switching the pre-coding vector
within a MIMO mode is a quite frequent operation, which
leads to a significant restriction of the achievable maximum
data rate even in very good radio conditions. This could
be one of the reasons why HSDPA MIMO isn’t present in
commercial networks so far besides other reasons such as
the chicken or egg (here better base station or UE) dilemma
and the need for a second pilot signal reducing thus the
power available for data transmission.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, we investigate the impact of pre-coding induced
phase distortions on the received symbols. We show then
in Section III that a smooth transition of equalizer weights
at the boundaries of transmission time intervals (TTI) precoded with different vectors is able to remove this distortion.
Unfortunately, the pre-coding vector of adjacent TTIs is
known on receiving side only if they bear data for the
same UE. Therefore, it is useful to take counter measures
on transmitter side if TTIs are dedicated to different UEs.
Some of them are introduced in Section IV followed by
some concluding remarks in Section V.
II. BASIC C ONSIDERATIONS
In order to understand the principles of MIMO pre-coding,
the basic concept of MIMO transmission in HSDPA is
displayed in Fig. 1.
The signal sλ of each data layer λ ∈ {1, 2} is fed
to the m
p ∈ {1, 2} transmitting antennas with weights
w1 = 1/ (2) and w2 ∈ W2 ≡ {(1 + i)/2, (1 − i)/2, (−1 +
i)/2, (−1−i)/2} [6]; w1 and w2 build the pre-coding vector
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and the pre-coding index (PCI) defines which component w2
out of the code book W2 is taken.
If only one data layer is transmitted, w2 typically is chosen
such as to achieve the maximum channel power at receiving
side as this is related to the highest possible throughput if we
ignore here that also the post-equalizer interference power
may depend on the applied pre-coding vector. In case of two
layers being transmitted the two pre-coding vectors have to
be orthogonal in order to enable the receiver to separate the
layers and hence w2 |λ=2 = − w2 |λ=1 . As exchanging the
PCI values within two layers transmitted in parallel has no
impact on the aggregated throughput this means that only
two choices remain for w2 , namely either PCI 1 and 4 or
PCI 2 and 3, and the aggregated possible throughput is used
to decide which of these two possibilities is taken.
The signal rj received at antenna j and time k counted
in chip length (0 ≤ k < n) consists of contributions of all
transmitted data layers and can be expressed as
rj (k)

=

n−1
X

[w1 h1j (δ) + w2 h2j (δ)] s1 (k − δ)

δ=0

{z

|
+

n−1
X

layer λ=1

}

[w1 h1j (δ) − w2 h2j (δ)] s2 (k − δ)

(1)

δ=0

|

{z

layer λ=2

}

To achieve high data rates it is necessary the coherence
time of the channel impulse response to be large compared to
the delay spread in the presence of multi-path propagation,
and large compared to the averaging length required for
appropriate channel estimation. Practical experience shows
that code rates of 80% or higher require a coherence time
of at least one slot, which is achieved for UEs moving not
faster than about 3km/h.
However, this constraint is violated if the pre-coding
vector is changed: The effective channel impulse response
becomes unsteady at the TTI boundary and hence the coherence time approaches zero, at least in the time range of the
delay spread. It has to be emphasized that the raised cosine
(RC) filter has to be included explicitly in this considerations
as on transmitting side, the pre-coding usually is executed
before the root raised cosine (RRC) filtering and on receiving
side the equalizer algorithm containing the inverse precoding is fed with data, which have already passed the filter.
To demonstrate the impact of RC filtering we have investigated the positions of symbols in the phase space diagram,
modulated with 64QAM and passing a one-tap channel with
additional RC filter, i.e. a RRC filter was applied on both
transmitting and receiving side, but without equalizing. Four
different scenarios have been taken into account, namely
keeping the pre-coding vector constant at PCI=1, as well as
switching it in the middle of a data block with 2560 chips
to another pre-coding vector out of W2 . The distance of the
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Figure 1.

MIMO dual layer transmission, schematic overview.

positions of the symbols in the phase space diagram from
the position they would have if the complete data block had
been sent with the new pre-coding vector is then measured.
The result is shown in Fig. 2 displaying the symbol shifts
for an RRC filter with oversampling factor 4 and tail length1
of 20 chips.
Fig. 2a shows the constellation of the symbols in the
phase space. The circles mark the symbol positions for
constant pre-coding whereas crosses are placed at the effective symbol positions. Symbols beyond the RRC coherence
length are drawn in blue and those within the coherence
length around the switching time are red colored. Fig. 2b
displays the distance of shift of the symbols with respect
to the position without shift, normalized to the average
symbol distance from the origin. Please note the reduced
scale on ordinate for the case of no switching. It is obvious
that symbols within the tail length are affected heavily by
switching the pre-coding vector, whereas symbols beyond
that range relax quickly to the equilibrium position.
Additional equalizing turns and stretches the symbols such
as to have them at the same positions as on the transmitting
side, but it does not remove the distortion induced by
switching the pre-coding vector, i.e., the relative positions
of the red crosses to the blue circles.
Two major effects are worth to be noted, namely that the
symbol shift increases with increasing length of the RRC
filter and that especially for larger tail lengths a phase shift
of π is worse than a shift of π/2. Whether the latter effect
also results in higher bit error rates is not clear so far as a
longer distance from the ideal position has no more influence
on the bit error rate when the bit is detected wrongly anyway.
Furthermore it has to be noted that on transmitting side
the pre-coding filter usually is applied before the RRC filter,
which causes the disturbance by switching the filter to be
twice as long as the length of the RRC filter. If the order of
filtering and pre-coding is changed, the length of disturbance
is halved.
Link level simulations with a Pedestrian A channel at
3km/h for MIMO single stream (see Fig. 3a) show how
1 Tail length denotes the length of RRC filter, i.e., the length from middle
position of the filter to the edge.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Shifting of 64QAM symbol position due to switching pre-coding vector for a one tap channel and RRC filter with tail length 20. In (a), the
expected (o) and measured (+) symbol positions in the complex phase space are shown. In a range around the pre-coding change (red), determined by the
maximum channel delay including RC filter, the symbols are distorted. The absolute value of the dislocations as a function of chip index is shown in (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Link level simulations for a Pedestrian A channel at 3km/h, UE category20 and CQI values according table G in [7] (a) Raw bit error rate for
CQI 30. Slots with changed pre-coding vector show a significantly higher error floor compared to all slots. Correct handling of these pre-coding changes
(see III-B) removes the error floor completely. (b) High code rates show an error floor in the block error rate (BLER) which can even be above the working
point of 10% BLER.

switching the pre-coding vector causes an error floor of the
raw bit error rate of about 0.6% in affected slots. These bit
errors directly cause erroneous decoding of the blocks they
belong to in case of coding rates higher than about 0.75 as
is demonstrated in Fig. 3b.
III. E QUALIZER WITH S MOOTH W EIGHT T RANSITION
A. Calculation of Symbol Distortion
To see how the distortion induced by switching the precoding vector in the presence of channel impulse response h
including the RC filtering can be properly taken into account
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on receiver side, let us start with (1) but restricted to one
data layer only, namely:

rj (k) =

n−1
X

[w1 (k − δ)h1j (δ) + w2 (k − δ)h2j (δ)] s1 (k−δ)

δ=0

(2)
We have thus generalized the pre-coding vector to depend
on time via k −δ. Let us now introduce a single switching of
the pre-coding vector at time 0, i.e., s1 (k < 0) is pre-coded
with w̃ and s1 (k ≥ 0) with w:
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B. Smooth Weight Transition

Figure 4. Corrected positions of 64QAM symbols, which are distorted by
switching the pre-coding vector in presence of a one tap channel and RRC
filter with filter length 20 and OSF 4.

rj (k ≥ 0)

=

+

k
X

[w1 h1j (δ) + w2 h2j (δ)] s1 (k − δ)

δ=0
n−1
X

[w̃1 h1j (δ) + w̃2 h2j (δ)] s1 (k − δ)

δ=k+1

=
r̄j (k) ≡
∆rj (k) ≡

r̄j + ∆rj
(3)
n−1
X
[w1 h1j (δ) + w2 h2j (δ)] s1 (k − δ) (4)
δ=0
n−1
X

[w̃2 − w2 ] h2j (δ) s1 (k − δ)

(5)

δ=k+1

The last step in (3) holds because the same phase factor
is applied to the first transmitting antenna for all pre-coding
vectors, i.e., w1 ≡ w̃1 . One can see that received symbols up
to index k = n − 2 are affected from the switch in the precoding vector. Hence we can limit the further investigations
to 0 ≥ k ≥ n − 2. It remains ∆rj (k) as error correction to
the ’static’ calculation r̄j (k) of rj (k).
One can hence use (4) to calculate r̄j assuming ideal
knowledge of the transmitted symbols s1 (k < 0) also on
receiver side, i.e., symbols of the data block preceding the
switch of the pre-coding vector, as is shown in Fig. 4.
The assumption of ideal symbol knowledge demonstrates
the impact of switching the pre-coding index, but it doesn’t
help to remove the distortion in real scenarios as of course
the symbols aren’t known a priori except of pilot measurements, which is beyond the current scope. We must therefore
find another solution of removing the symbol distortion.
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In a linear minimum mean square equalizer (LMMSE)
the weights are typically re-calculated every slot or every
TTI but always with the pre-coding weights as they are
relevant for the current data block. If the pre-coding vector
is changed on transmitting side also the equalizer weight
vector obtained with the old pre-coding weights is replaced
as a whole by the new one now calculated also with the new
pre-coding weights. This implies that there is a transition
interval, in which either data originating from the ’old’
data block are equalized with weights obtained for ’new’
pre-coding or data already originating from the ’new’ data
block are still equalized with weights obtained for ’old’ precoding or a mixture of both depending on when exactly the
replacement of the weight vector takes place.
Heuristically, this error can be avoided if the weight vector
isn’t replaced as a whole but element by element. This means
that as soon as the new data block enters the equalization
procedure the corresponding element of the ’old’ equalizer
vector (either the first or the last one, depending on the
ordering convention) is replaced by the element of the ’new’
weight vector. Then, the elements are exchanged one by one
with every chip until the weight vector consists completely
of elements calculated with the ’new’ pre-coding.
In order to motivate the validity of this approach we
remember the calculation of space time LMMSE equalizer
weights as, e.g., elaborated in [8]. The weights are proportional to a generalized matrix of channel impulse response,
ΓE , but with ΓE appearing in a quadratic form in the
denominator2 . If all data layers are transmitted with the same
power as is the case in HSDPA MIMO, this quadratic form
becomes independent of the applied pre-coding. The latter
persists only in the numerator and makes the elements of
the weight vector proportional to the respective pre-coding
weights, leading directly to the heuristic approach described
above.
Applying this procedure to full link level simulations a
significant gain can be obtained at the high data rate edge
as can be seen in Fig. 5. Although the working point is
only slightly shifted to lower SNR, the error floor present
without any correction is avoided completely. Compared to
the simulation with filtering the pre-coding switching with
the goal to reduce the number of transitions, see Fig. 6, the
averaged working point is nearly 1dB better in the scenario
investigated here.
The formalism above can easily be extended to switching
between MIMO single and dual stream: Single stream transmission is formally the same as dual stream transmission
with identical pre-coding vectors (and of course identical
data). To obtain single layer transition weights from dual
layer ones the latter have have to be summed up whereas
2 We use here the term denominator for an inverted matrix in order to
simplify the verbal description.
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power for all possible pre-coding vectors, i.e.,
Ps(k)
Hkn

=

=

N
Rx
X
n=1
N
Tx
X

h
i
†
Hkn ∗ Hkn
"
(k)
wm

m=1

L
X

#
hmn (δ)

δ=1

where w(k) denotes the k th element out of the code book
W.
Without filtering, the pre-coding vector is chosen as

k0,s = max Psk .
(6)
{k}

Figure 5. Performance improvement of MIMO Single Stream by smooth
transition of equalizer weights. The simulation was executed for a Pedestrian A channel at 3km/h, UE category 20 and CQI 30 according table G
in [7]

In the first step of the proposed algorithm, we compare
the current optimum channel power with the previous one
and introduce a threshold ζ > 0 for signaling a changed
pre-coding vector:
(
k̃0,s (s) =

dual layer transition weights can be obtained from single
layer ones be dividing them into two equal parts, of course
always with proper scaling such as to conserve the overall
transmit power.
As also non-MIMO data transfer is affected if switching
between this mode and any of the MIMO modes occurs it
has also to be included by defining it to be a single stream
transmission with constant pre-coding vectors and vanishing
pre-coding weight for the second transmitting antenna.
IV. OTHER M EANS OF AVOIDING S YSTEMATIC B LOCK
E RRORS
There are many methods, which can help to avoid the
occurrence of systematic block errors induced by changing
the pre-coding weights in case the receiver is not able to
handle the corresponding symbol distortion properly. Some
of them, e.g., the introduction of a cyclic prefix as in
long term evolution (LTE), would require to change the
specification which would make it impossible for legacy UEs
to be operated. They are beyond the scope of the current
paper. Others can be implemented either on base station
or UE side within the valid specification framework. Such
proposals are discussed now.
A. Attenuation of Switching Pre-Coding Vector
One quite simple strategy to decrease the negative impact
of switching the pre-coding vector is to attenuate the switching itself. We have investigated a simple filter algorithm on
receiver side for single layer transmission, which is working
in two steps. This approach is easily extensible to the dual
layer case. It is based on an ordinary calculation of channel
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k

k

k0,s

Ps 0,s > (1 + ζ) Ps 0,s−1

k0,s−1

otherwise

(7)

In the second step, we then introduce an attenuation filter,
which remembers the last F pre-coding indices, k0,s , s ∈
{s0 , s0 − 1, . . . , s0 − F + 1} and resets the pre-coding index to the previously used one as long as not at least
Fζ , 1 < ζ < F times the new index occurs.
Fig. 6 shows simulation results for different modulation
and coding schemes as defined in the single layer channel
quality indicator (CQI) table 7G [6] for an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with filtering where we
have used ζ = 0.1, F = 10 and Fζ = 7. It can be
seen clearly that the error floor occurring in absence of the
threshold filter, see Fig. 3, vanishes with the proposed filter
design.
For single stream without filtering the changing of the precoding vector, a reasonable block error rate can be achieved
for coding rates not too high. In case of 64QAM, an error
floor starts to occur for coding rates between 0.7 and 0.8 and
for 16QAM in the range of 0.7. This implies to apply the
suggested filter only in case of used modulation and coding
scheme providing coding rates higher than the mentioned
thresholds.
B. Limiting ’CQI’ to Specific Code Rate if Pre-Coding Is
Changed
As demonstrated in section IV-A, the proper data block
detection is destroyed by changing the pre-coding vector
only for high coding rates. It seems therefore reasonable
to reduce the coding rate to a value below the corresponding threshold via corresponding CQI selection if the precoding vector is changed. Although this mechanism can be
implemented completely on the transmitting side the receiver
should know about such an algorithm in order to avoid
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too many changes anyway. A corresponding signaling might
therefore to be useful.
This CQI limitation should be applied only in case of
the receiver is not able to correct the switching errors itself
(see section III-B). A powerful application of this proposal
therefore requires the definition of a new UE class or a
parameter indicating the ability of the UE for this correction.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have shown that switching the pre-coding vector
applied to data transferred from multiple TX antennas leads
to a broad distortion of the channel impulse response including the raised cosine filter. In this context, also switching
between non-MIMO, MIMO single layer and MIMO dual
layer transmission can formally be regarded as switching the
pre-coding vector. For high data rates this effect leads to a
high probability that data blocks adjacent to the switching
border will be lost.
There are several possibilities to avoid or at least to
reduce the negative impact, but most of them cause other
constraints, e.g. avoiding changes of the pre-coding vector
and / or reducing the coding rate. Other measures, e.g.,
dynamically shortening the disturbance length by reducing
the length of root raised cosine filter if the pre-coding vector
is changed might be inapplicable at all.
Therefore, the best strategy seems to remove the disturbance induced by the discontinuity in phase by the equalizer.
However, if the receiver isn’t able to do this, e.g. because
of missing pre-coding information, which is signaled encrypted, a reduction of the coding rate to a reasonable value
of affected data blocks is an acceptable strategy to avoid
systematic block errors.
The calculations were done for HSDPA MIMO, but they
are applicable to a wider range and affect many scenarios
with MIMO and / or transmit diversity. Although the smooth
transition of equalizer weights assumes phase-only precoding an extension of this approach might be used if precoding with modifications in the amplitude are applied.
Finally we want to mention that the impact of the distortion to LTE systems is low or absent at all because of the
cyclic prefix, which is introduced there for other reasons.
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Abstract—This paper deals with cooperative communications for non-ergodic block fading multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) channels. A 2-level bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) with 16-QAM constellation is used in order to obtain
a flexible scheme where one or two users can share the resources
of the relay node in order to achieve better performance. The
block fading channel is assumed to be perfectly known at the
receiver but not at the transmitter. The channel between the user
and the relay is assumed to be error free. Iterative multistage
decoding is done. The performance of the system is derived using
Monte Carlo simulation.
Keywords—Cooperative communications; MIMO channel; bitinterleaved coded modulations; multilevel coded modulations.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cooperative communications for wireless networks have
recently gained a lot of interest. The idea is to allow the
users of the network to cooperate and share resources in order
to provide more diversity and more resources like bandwidth
and antennas, in order to achieve better capacity, performance,
system coverage, etc. Sendonaris et al. [1] [2] proposed the
concept of cooperative diversity, with decode and forward
strategy applied by the cooperative node. T.E. Hunteret al.
[3] and B. Zhao et al. [4] studied the principles of coded
cooperation and distributed coding.
Several coded cooperation schemes based on multilevel
coded modulations (MLC) [5] or bit-interleaved coded modulations (BICM) [6] were introduced [7][8][9].
In this paper, a multilevel bit-interleaved coded 16-QAM
modulation [10] with nt transmit antennas is applied by the
users or nodes in order to send information to destination
points with nr receive antennas.
In the presence of a relay node, a part or the entire data sent
by the user is retransmitted (decode and forward) by the relay
in order to achieve higher diversity. This depends on whether
or not the relay is shared by two users or is transmitting its
own data.
In the absence of a relay node, and in order to achieve better
performance, the user can reduce the data rate by sending
information over one of the two levels of the modulation.
The paper is organized as follows. The channel model is
described in Section III. In Section IV, we introduce the 2level BICM combined to a 16-QAM constellation. This is the
modulation used by the users and the relays in order to transmit
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data. In Section V, the capacity of the proposed scheme is
derived. The iterative multistage decoder (MSD) is studied
in Section VI. The different transmission and cooperation
strategies are introduced in section VII. In Section VIII, the
performance of the different cooperation and non-cooperation
schemes are determined using Monte Carlo simulation. Results
are compared to the performance of a 1-level BICM and to
the outage probability of a non-ergodic block fading MIMO
channel.
II.

R ELATED WORKS

In [7], a multilevel cooperation scheme, where each source
or relay node uses a level of the modulation, was introduced.
However, a frequency selective channel, with a single transmit
and a single receive antenna was considered. Moreover, there’s
no use of bit-interleaved coding and iterative decoding.
In [8], a one level BICM is applied by each user, and
iterative decoding is done between users or between the
decoder and the constellation. Flexible spectral efficiency is
reached by controlling the portion of information data repeated
by the relay.
In [9], a cooperative communications scheme, combining BICM and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), is proposed.
In this paper, the main originality is the combination of
MLC and BICM into a multilevel coding scheme with a bitinterleaved coded modulation at each level. Moreover, a MIMO
channel is considered. Notice that each source or relay uses
one level of the modulation in order to transmit its own data,
and the other levels for cooperation as in [7]. On the other
hand, iterative multistage decoding is applied. This is similar
to the second decoding strategy introduced in [8].
III.

C HANNEL MODEL

Let us consider a flat fading MIMO channel with
nt transmit and nr receive antennas. The received and
the transmitted signals are related by y = H.x + n
where y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , ynr )t denotes the vector of complex received signals during any given channel use, x =
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xj , . . . , xnt )t denotes the vector of complex transmitted symbols. The superscript t stands for transpose. The
superscript h , that will be used later, stands for transpose
conjugate. The symbols xj belong to a Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM) constellation of size M = 2m . The
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channel matrix H = [hi,j ] is assumed to be perfectly known at
the receiver but not at the transmitter. The fading coefficients
hi,j are complex, Gaussian, circular, mutually independent and
satisfy E[|hi,j |2 ] = 1.
We consider the case where the channel matrix H is fixed
in time. This is the so called non-ergodic block fading channel.
Notice that the ergodic fading channel is the one where the
channel matrix varies at each channel use. n denotes the vector
of additive white complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and
variance 2N0 .
IV.

T HE 2- LEVEL BIT- INTERLEAVED CODED

V.

C APACITY

Let us consider an ergodic Rayleigh flat fading MIMO
channel. Since H is known to the receiver and not to the
transmitter, it can be considered as part of the output. The
capacity is therefore obtained by maximizing the mutual
information I(X; (Y, H)).
It can be shown after some simple manipulations that this
quantity is equal to EH {I(X; Y|H = H)} where H denotes a
realization of H. The mutual information in this last expression
is maximized when X is a zero mean complex circularly symmetric Gaussian vector. This leads to the following equation
[11]:

MODULATION

The 2-level bit-interleaved coded modulation with nt transmit antennas is represented in Figure 1. This is a Multilevel
Coded (MLC) modulation with a Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation at each level.

Nb2
Information
bits I 2j
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Encoder 1

aj

Symbol
mapping

I2

Encoder 2

Fig. 1.
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bj

9

At each level, the information bits are encoded into Nc /2
coded bits using a non-recursive non-systematic convolutional
encoder, then randomly interleaved.
Afterwards, the bits aj at level 1 and the bits bj at level
2 are mapped into Ns = Nc /4 16-QAM symbols xt . Gray
labeling of coded bits is applied as in Figure 2.
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Gray labeled 16-QAM constellation. a → level 1. b → level 2.

Finally, the block of Ns = Nc /4 symbols is divided into
signal vectors of length nt symbols transmitted at each channel
use (the signal vector is function of L = 4.nt coded bits).
The total rate of the system in bits per channel use is
equal to R = 4 × (R1 + R2 ) where R1 and R2 are the rates
of encoders 1 and 2 respectively. Note that R1 and R2 are
chosen in a way to achieve the best performance. For large
code length, this is done using the capacity design rule [5],
which states that the rate Ri at level i is equal to the capacity
Ci of the equivalent channel that represents the transmission
of the bits of level i (cf. section V).
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Fig. 3. Capacity of a MIMO channel. 16-QAM constellation. nt = nr = 2.

Now, in the case of a discrete 16-QAM input, the maximum of the mutual information is achieved by a uniform
distribution. The capacity C16QAM = EH {I(X; Y|H = H)}
is calculated using the following equation
L ∫
(1 ∑

pH (y|xi ) ) )
∑
dy
1
L i=1 y
j pH (y|xj )
L
(2)
where, for a fixed realization H = H, the output of the channel
Y is a vector of Gaussian random variables.

C16QAM = EH

(

pH (y|xi ) log

pH (y|xi ) ∝ exp −

||y − H.xi ||2
2.N0

(3)

In the case of the 2-level BICM, the random variable X
representing the input of the channel can be written as X =
(X1 , X2 ) where X1 and X2 are the discrete random variables
representing the transmission of the coded bits of level 1 and
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2 respectively. Applying the chain rule of mutual information
[12]:
I(X; Y) = I(X1 ; Y) + I(X2 ; Y|X1 )

(4)

we get that the total capacity of the MIMO channel with 16QAM input is equal to
C16QAM = C1 + C2

(5)

where the quantities C1 = EH {I(X1 ; Y|H = H)} and
C2 = EH {I(X2 ; Y|(X1 , H = H))} are the capacities of the
equivalent channels representing the transmission of the bits
at level 1 and 2 respectively.
These capacities, as well as the capacity of the MIMO
channel with continuous input, are represented in Figure 3 as
Es
function of the signal-to-noise ratio ρ = N
.
0
VI.

T HE ITERATIVE MULTISTAGE DECODER

The receiver, represented in Figure 4, is divided into two
parts. The first part is non iterative and computes the received
signal conditional probabilities p(yr |c1 , . . . , c4.nt ) at every
antenna r using
∑nt

p(yr |c1 , . . . , c4.nt ) =

−

||yr −

e

t=1
2σ 2

ht,r xt ||2

(6)

2πσ 2

The second part of the receiver is an iterative multistage
decoder (MSD) [5]. MSD consists in decoding the first level
of bits aj then the second level of bits bj knowing the first
level. This is an implementation of the chain rule equation 5.
iter > 1

I1

iter = 1

where Ext(cj ) is the extrinsic information, and obs(cj ) is the
observation. Notice that iterative decoding is run between the
SISO decoder and the ”Margenalize” block as in the second
method of decoding used in [8]. This is based on the fact
that the observation obs(cj ) = p(y|cj ) of a coded bit at level
1 (cj = aj ) or 2 (cj = bj ) depends also on the a priori
probabilities π(cj ) according to the following equation

p(y|cj ) =

∑




ci ,i̸=j

VII.

nr
∏

p(yr |c1 , . . . , c4.nt )

r=1

∏


π(cl )

(8)

l̸=j

T RANSMISSION AND COOPERATION STRATEGIES

Let us consider a user node (U1) that would like to transmit
information to a certain destination. The transmission strategy
of (U1) depends on the presence or not of a second user (U2)
capable to work as a relay node (RN).
In the absence of a relay node (no cooperation), the user
can transmit information at a full rate, of R bits per channel
use, by sending data over the two levels of the modulation
as previously detailed in section IV. However, in the presence
of a severe degradation in signal-to-noise ratio, the user can
reduce the data rate by sending information over the level 1
only. In this case, the coded bits of the level 2 are assumed
to be equal to bj = 0. Analyzing the gray labeling of the 16QAM, we find that symbol mapping will lead to symbols of
a sub QPSK constellation. Therefore, the modulator scheme
is now equivalent to a 1-level BICM scheme combined to a
QPSK constellation with a reduced rate Rs = 4 × R1 bits per
channel use.
In the presence of a relay node (RN), we only studied the
case where the user is transmitting data at a full rate using the
two levels of the modulation. Half-duplex relay channel with
decode and forward relaying protocol is considered, where the
channel between the user and the relay is assumed to be error
free. Two cooperation strategies are analyzed.

0.5

Marginalize
to get

Compute
channel
likelihoods

p(y|aj )
p(y|bj )

U1

Ext(aj )

π(aj )

−1
I1
−1

I2

p(y|aj )AP P (I1j )

Entire data
RN

p(y|bj ) AP P (I2j )

SISO
DECODER 2

1
0

Fig. 5.

D

First cooperation strategy.

In the first strategy, the entire data of the user is retransmitted by the relay using the two levels of the relay (see Figure 5).
The cooperation scheme operates as a repetition code where
each coded symbols is sent twice over the channel. This is
equivalent to a non cooperation scheme with twice the number
of received antennas.

0.5
iter = 1

I2

iter > 1

Two stage iterative MSD decoder.

The decoding at each level is done using a Soft-Input
Soft-Output (SISO) decoder that calculates the a posteriori
probability (APP) associated to a coded bit
AP P (cj ) ∝ Ext(cj ) × obs(cj )
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Ext(bj )

π(bj )

Fig. 4.

Entire data

SISO
DECODER 1
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(7)

Now, in the presence of another user (U3) who would like
to cooperate with the same relay (RN) or in case the relay
needs to send its own data, half of the coded symbols of user
(U1) can be retransmitted by the relay using the level 2 of the
relay (RN). The other level is left to the relay (RN) or the user
(U3). This is the second cooperation strategy (see Figure 6).
Notice that in this case, half of the coded bits aj of level 1
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Outage probability of the channel
1−level BICM, no cooperation
2−level BICM, no cooperation
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−1

10

U3

Entire data

Fig. 6.

FER

Entire data

−2
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Second cooperation strategy.
−3
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and half the coded bits bj of level 2 are retransmitted by the
relay.
−4

VIII.

10

S IMULATION RESULTS

5

10
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ρ = E /N in dB
s

Fig. 7.

25

Frame error rate of the 2-level bit-interleaved coded modulation.
0

10

Outage probability of the channel
No cooperation, full rate R=4
No cooperation, reduced rate Rs=2.4
First cooperation strategy
Second cooperation strategy

−1

10

FER

A non-ergodic block fading channel with nt = nr = 2
transmit and receive antennas is considered. For the 16-QAM
constellation, the total rate is equal to R = 4 bits per channel
use. From Figure 3, we get that the optimal code rates of
the encoders at levels 1 and 2, for R = 4, are respectively
equal to R1 = 0.6 and R2 = 0.4. The length of the coded
symbols is Ns = 100 symbols (Nb = 200 information
bits). Encoder 1 is a punctured 16-state non-recursive nonsystematic convolutional encoder with octal generators equal
to g = (23, 35). Encoder 2 is a rate-2/5 16-state non-recursive
non-systematic convolutional encoder with octal generators
equal to g = (27, 71, 52, 65, 57). The frame error rate, as
Es
function of the signal-to-noise ratio N
in dB, is determined
0
using Monte Carlo simulation.

20

0

−2

10

−3

In Figure 7, we validate the good performance of the
2-level BICM by comparing it to the one obtained using a
1-level BICM based on a rate-1/2, 16-state, non-recursive
non-systematic convolutional code. We also represented the
outage probability Pout = P rob(CH < R) of the non-ergodic
block fading channel with continuous and discrete 16-QAM
inputs. Pout is the probability that the code rate is not
supported by the channel and CH is the capacity for a fixed
channel use H = H. This is the optimal performance that
can be achieved over the MIMO channel.
The frame error rate of the two cooperation strategies are
sketched in Figure 8. We also represented the performance in
case of no cooperation for both, full rate (R = 4) using a
16-QAM constellation, and reduced rate (Rs = 2.4) using the
sub QPSK constellation.
In the absence of a relay node, results in Figure 8 show a
gain of 2 dB obtained by reducing the code rate to Rs = 2.4
bits per channel use. In the presence of a relay node retransmitting the entire data (first cooperation strategy), Figure 8
shows a gain close to 8 dB. However, taking in consideration
the energy transmitted by the relay, the total energy transmitted
per channel use will be Est = 2×Es . Therefore, the real gain is
equal to 8−10×log10 (2) ≈ 5 dB. Notice that the performance
is within 2 dB of the optimal performance achieved over the
channel with a relay network retransmitting the entire data sent
by the user.
Finally, when the relay node retransmit half of the coded
symbols (second cooperation strategy), the total energy trans-
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10
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ρ = E /N in dB
s
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Fig. 8. Frame error rate of the two cooperation strategies compared to non
cooperation.

mitted per channel use will be Est = 1.5 × Es . The real gain
is equal to 3.5 − 10 × log10 (1.5) ≈ 1.75 dB.
IX.

C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, cooperative communications is done using a
2-level bit-interleaved coded 16-QAM modulation transmitted
over a non-ergodic block fading channel with nt = 2 transmit
and nr = 2 receive antennas. The scheme is flexible allowing
cooperation to be done at half and full rate. In both cases, a
significant improvement in performance is reached.
Further work could be on studying the cooperation between
more than two sources using an L-level BICM (L > 2).
Analyzing the performance over a frequency selective channel
is another future research item.
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Abstract—In order to achieve the required data rates of
1Gbit/s and more in 3GPP LTE-Advanced wireless systems,
there is an increased need for high spectral efficiency.
Multi-user multiple-input-multiple-output (MU-MIMO) is a
promising way to improve frequency usage efficiency. In
this paper, a new multi-user MIMO OFDM scheme, named
Joint Coding Modulation Diversity (JCMD) is proposed for
the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) long term
evolution advanced (LTE-Advanced). This new scheme can
take advantage of the modulation diversity of rotated
constellation, the frequency diversity of orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system and Turbo
codes all together. The simulation results show that this
proposed scheme can significantly outperform the current
Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) scheme in the
3GPP LTE-Advanced standard.
Keywords-coded

modulation;

rotated

modulation;

modulation diversity.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, demands on high rate wireless
communication
have
increased.
Orthogonal
Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been
proven to be a viable technique, which is proposed for
next generation wireless communication system. OFDM is
used to transmit data over extremely hostile channel at a
comparable low complexity with high data rates [1, 2].
Channel equalization is simplified because OFDM may be
viewed as using many slowly modulated narrowband
signals rather than one rapidly modulated wideband signal.
Compared with the conventional FDM scheme, it can save
about half the bandwidth. On the other hand,
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems have
also been one of the key techniques to achieve high rate
and high reliability over wireless channels because it can
allow modulated symbols to transmit on multiple antennas
at the same time to obtain high spectral efficiency. Using
sophisticated coding at the transmitter and substantial
signal processing at the receiver, the MIMO channel can
be provisioned for higher data rates and resistance to
multipath fading. A Layered Space-Time (LST)
architecture that allows processing of multidimensional
signals in the space domain by one dimension processing
steps was proposed by Foschini [3]. Bit-Interleaved Coded
Modulation (BICM) [4,5,6] is used in most of the existing
communication standards (cf. HSPA, IEEE 802.11a/g,
IEEE 802.16, DVB-S2, etc.) [7,8,9,10]. In BICM, the
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channel encoder and the modulator are separated by a
bit-level interleaver, which makes the design simple and
flexible. Based on BICM-LST, which is the conventional
spectral-efficient spatial multiplexing technology to deal
with MIMO fading channel, MIMO-OFDM system can be
used to overcome the various challenges that come with
the high bit-rate, reliable and power efficient transmission
demand in wide-band communication, and has become the
foundation of advanced wireless transmission technologies
in the current 3GPP LTE-Advanced standard.
J. Boutros et al. [11] studied the uncoded rotated
multidimensional modulation schemes over Rayleigh
fading channels. To distinguish from the other well-known
diversity (time, frequency, code, space), the rotated
modulation schemes have an essential modulation
diversity and the modulation diversity order is the
minimum number of distinct components between any two
multidimensional components between any two
multidimensional constellation points. The schemes are
essentially uncoded and can achieve very high modulation
diversity, and can approach Addition White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) error performance over independent flat
fading channels without time-dispersion. However, it
cannot be directly used for frequency selective fading
channels with severe inter-symbol interference (ISI). To
make full use of modulation diversity and frequency
diversity over the time-dispersion fading channels with ISI,
it should cooperate with OFDM. A rotated coding
modulation OFDM system was proposed in [12], which
extends the modulation diversity in coded OFDM systems.
Through the combination of rotating the multiple phase
shift keying or multiple quadrature amplitude modulation
(MPSK/MQAM) constellation and interleaving the
symbol components in space-time-frequency domain, the
performance of wireless communications systems can be
significantly improved.
A
MIMO-OFDM
system
based
on
the
two-dimensional modulation diversity [12] is proposed for
the 3GPP LTE-advanced MU-MIMO schemes. Through
jointly optimizing Turbo coded MIMO-OFDM and the
rotated coding modulation for each user, the proposed
scheme can take full advantage of the coding-gain of
Turbo codes, the time and frequency diversity of OFDM
system and the spatial diversity of MIMO all together. It is
named the joint coding and modulation diversity (JCMD)
MU-MIMO OFDM scheme. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows.
General multi-user MIMO system model is introduced
in Section II. In Section III, the JCMD MU-MIMO
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OFDM scheme is proposed. Rotational modulation, the
component interleaver and the detection algorithm are
introduced in Sections IV, V, and VI, respectively. Section
VII describes the procedure of selection of the codebook
and the user, which makes the system throughput
maximized and Section VIII gives the simulation results.
Section IX concludes the paper.
II.

MU-MIMO SYSTEM MODEL

In the multi-user MIMO system, which is showed in
Figure 1, K users are assumed. We consider a MU-MIMO
downlink channel, where MT transmit antennas are
located at the base station and M Ri receive antennas are
located at the i th user terminal (UT), i  1, 2,..., K .The
total number of receive antennas is as follows
K

M R   M Ri .
i 1

Let the notation {M R1 ,..., M RK }  M T denote the antenna
configuration of the system. Let the MIMO channel of
M M
user i be denoted as H i   Ri T . Then, the combined
channel matrix is given by
H  [H1T , HT2 ,..., HTK ]T  M R MT

(1)

b 1
The data vectors xk   k , k  1,..., K , for the K users are

stacked in the vector x  [x1T ,..., xTK ]T  b1 . The
received vector is given by
y  G(Hwx  n)

(2)

where y  [y1T ,..., yTK ]T  b1 is the received data vector,

n  [n1T ,..., nTK ]T  M R 1 is the stacked vector of the zero
mean additive white Gaussian noise at the input of the
receive antennas. The joint precoding matrix and
decoding matrices are denoted by w and G , respectively.
Define the joint precoder matrix as

w  [w1 , w2 ,..., w K ]  MT b

(3)

M b
where w k   T k is the k th user’s precoder matrix.
Moreover, bk is the number of data stream sequences

transmitted

to

k th

the

b   k 1 bk  rank (H)  min(M R , MT )
K

number of the transmitter
matrix G can be written as
 G1

G 
 0


user,
is

the

and
total

data streams. The decoding
0 

     b M R
 G K 

JOINT CODING AND MODULATION DIVERSITY
MU-MIMO OFDM SCHEME

In [13], the principle of MU-MIMO with per user
unitary and rate control (PU2RC) is described. The
feedback does not indicate the channel itself, but a
preferred precoder from a set of predefined precoders.
Based on the conventional MU-MIMO scheme with
PU2RC, an improved MU-MIMO OFDM scheme based
on modulation diversity is proposed, which is illustrated
in Figure 2. The blocks drawn in dotted line are the
additional proposed processing based on the conventional
MU-MIMO OFDM system in the 3GPP LTE standard.
At the transmitter, the base station firstly selects a
group of users in the set of users to be scheduled
according to the procedure of PU2RC-MIMO with partial
feedback, which will be described in Section VI. Then,
the information bits of selected group users are firstly
encoded by 3GPP LTE Turbo code [14]. The conventional
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is carried out to
produce complex-valued symbols by constellation mapper.
The conventional modulated symbols are converted into
new complex-valued rotated symbols by a rotational
modulation mapper. The rotated symbols contain In-phase
(I) components and Quadrature (Q) components and
subsequently are mapped onto NL transmission layers.
Afterwards, the spatial interleaving and spatial
Q-interleaving that will be described in Section V are
carried out over each user’s NL transmission layers. The
interleaved symbols are then mapped onto different
time-frequency resource elements (REs). For the
Q-components,
an
additional
time-frequency
Q-interleaver is performed. After the codebook-based
precoding [15], NFFT-point Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT) and inserting cyclic prefix (CP) are
implemented on each transmit antenna.
At the receiver of each UT, removing CP and NFFT
point FFT are carried out first. The minimum mean
squared-error (MMSE) equalization in the frequency
domain is performed. Afterwards, the received symbols of
each spatial stream are obtained after the time-frequency
Q-component deinterleaving, time-frequency resource
element demapping, spatial Q-deinterleaving, spatial
deinterleaving, and layer demapping. For each symbol,
the maximum likelihood (ML) rotational demodulation is
used to produce the log-likelihood-ratios (LLRs) of
encoded bits. Finally, the Turbo decoder utilized the

(4)

x1

w1

x2

w2

xK

wK

is given by y k  G k rk  G k (H k wx  n k )   . For the
sake of simplicity, we consider a system with
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M R1

MT
G2

y2

M R2

GK

, and the received data vector

yK

M RK

bk 1
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b M
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III.



where G k   k Rk is the k th user’s decoding matrix.
The received symbol at the k th user can be expressed
M Rk 1

bk  NL , k  1,..., K and each generic user with J
antennas, M Rk  J , k  1,..., K in the rest of this paper.

Figure 1.

Block diagram of a multi-user MIMO downlink system
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ROTATIONAL MODULATION

Compared with the usual QAM, rotated constellation
can obtain the modulation diversity by rotating some
angle [11]. Combining rotating the conventional
constellation and interleaving the components, the
performance of wireless communications systems can be
improved greatly in fading channels.
At the transmitter, coded bits K  (k1 , k2 ,..., k Nbit ) are
converted into a sequence of complex-valued modulation
symbols D  (d1 , d 2 ,..., d NSym ) by Gray-mapping [11].
The rotational complex-valued symbol di'  X i  jYi
can be obtained by multiplying the conventional
modulated complex-valued symbol di  Ii  jQi with a
rotational matrix R , which is shown as follows.
 Xi 
 I i   cos  sin    I i 
(5)
   R   
 
 Yi 
 Qi    sin  cos    Qi 
This processing can also be illustrated in Figure 3. In
the conventional square QPSK constellation, the
I-component and Q-component of one complex-valued
modulated symbol just carry one bit, respectively. After
the operation of constellation rotation, both I-component
and Q-component of each point in the new constellation
carry the information of two bits, which means that the
information of two bits exists across the I-component and
Q-component. After appropriate interleaving of the
Q-components, the fading coefficients of the
I-components and Q-components are uncorrelated. The
modulation diversity order L of a multidimensional signal
set is the minimum number of distinct components
between any two constellation points. Assuming
independent Rayleigh fading channel and the maximum
likelihood (ML) detection, multidimensional QAM
constellation becomes insensitive to fading channel when
the diversity L is large [16].
By adjusting the rotation angle, the optimum
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modulation diversity can be obtained to minimize bit
error rate (BER). J. Boutros et al. [11] studied the
optimum criteria of the uncoded rotation modulation over
independent Rayleigh channel, and proposed that the
diversity order L and product distance should be
maximized [11]. Simulation results show that the best
angle of rotation depends on modulation order and coding
rate. Also, there is weak correlation between the code rate
and the optimum rotation angle, especially from a high
coding rate of 3/4 and 8/9. However, it is strongly
relevant to the modulation order. For the same code rate,
the optimal rotation angle values are different for QPSK,
16QAM and 64QAM, and it decreases as the modulation
order increases. Based on the above theoretical analysis
and computer simulation, we obtain the optimal rotation
angles that are suitable for the improved MU-MIMO
OFDM systems based on modulation diversity, which are
shown in Table I.
V.

Q-COMPONENT INTERLEAVER

A. Spatial interleaver and Spatial Q-component
interleaver
The spatial interleaving is the conventional spiral
layer interleaving among each user’s transmit layers. Let
x it and xti denote the input-symbol and the
th
output-symbol of the i transmit layer at the t instant. The
interleaving is defined as follows.
xtk  xti , k  (i  t ) mod NL
(6)
where k, i [0, NL 1] . The spatial Q-component
interleaver is carried out after the spatial interleaving to
ensure the independence of the I-components and
Q-components. Let Qti and Q ti denote the input
Q-component and the output Q-component of the
Q-component interleaver on the i th transmit layer at the
t instant. The Q-component interleaving is defined as
follows.
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TABLE I.

THE OPTIMAL ROTATION ANGLES FOR DIFFERENT CODE

user can achieve is the sum of partial achievable rate on
each singular-value-decomposition (SVD) spatial layer of

RATE
Code rate
3/4
5/6
8/9

QPSK

16QAM

64QAM

26.6

18.4

14.0

26.6

18.4

14.0

26.6

18.4

14.0

Q

the MIMO channel [17].
For the system without spatial Q-component
interleaver, the fading coefficients of I-component and
Q-component in each symbol are identical. The
achievable rate can be calculated as follows.
P
P
P
C1  Blog 2{(1  1 2 )(1  2 2 )(1  q 2 )}
(9)
2
2
2
For the proposed system, thanks to the spatial
Q-component interleaver, the fading coefficients of
I-component and Q-component in each symbol are i

Q
Q

Y

(I,Q)

I

(X,Y)

I

I
X

(a) QPSK

Figure 3.

and

(b) R-QPSK

Conventional QPSK constellation (left) and Rotated QPSK
constellation

Qtk  Qti , k  N L  i  1
where k, i [0, NL 1] .

(7)

B. Time-frequency Q-component interleaver
The time-frequency Q-component interleaving is
aimed to make the I-component and the Q-component in
one modulated symbol as uncorrelated as possible in the
time and frequency domain. We assume the OFDM
system has L subcarriers in frequency domain for each
user and Nsym OFDM symbols in time domain. One
Q-component of a complex-valued modulated symbol is
mapped onto one resource element Q (f, t) at the fth
subcarrier in the tth OFDM symbol. After time- frequency
Q-component interleaving, the output is Q (f’, t’). The
Q-component interleaving is defined as follows.

f  ( f  L / 2) mod L
t '  (t  N sym / 2) mod N sym

(8)

where f [0, L  1], t [0, Nsym  1] . Thus, the time
interval between I-component and Q-component is
N sym / 2 OFDM symbol duration. In frequency domain,
the frequency interval is half the bandwidth for each user.
So, the time-frequency Q-component interleaver can
make full use of the frequency diversity and the time
diversity of OFDM system, and it can make the
I-components and Q-components as uncorrelated as
possible. Based on the use of spatial interleaver, the
achievable rate of the proposed scheme can be increased,
which is demonstrated as follows.
In (3), w k denotes the k th user’s precoder matrix,
and the equivalent channel matrix between the base
station and k th user is expressed as HE  Hk wk  J  N .
Let q  min( J , NL ) . Assuming the transmission power is
P and the bandwidth is B, and the q singular values are
L
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( i 1) mod q , i  1,..., q ,

respectively.

Thus,

the

achievable rate of the proposed system can be calculate as
follows.
 
 
 
C2  Blog 2{(1  1 2 2 P)(1  2 2 3 P)(1  q 2 1 P)} (10)
4
4
4
When q  2 , we can easily get the following
equations,
P
P
C1  Blog 2{(1  1 2 )(1  2 2 )}
2
2
(11)
1  2
12 2
 Blog 2{1 
P

P
}
2 2
4 4
and
 
 
C2  Blog 2{(1  1 2 2 P)(1  2 2 1 P)}
4
4
(12)
1  2
(1  2 ) 2 2
 Blog 2 (1 
P
P )
2 2
16 4
It can easily obtain C1  C2 , because (1  2 )2  412 .
Likewise, for q  2 , we can get the same result.
VI.

DETECTION AND DEMODULATION

The received symbol at the
expressed as

rk  H k w k x k 

'
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1 ,..., q ( 1  2 ,...,  q ) . The total rate each

K



i 1, i  k

k th

user can be

H k w i xi  n k

(13)

where the first term on the right hand side is the useful
data for k th user. The middle term represents multi-user
interference (MUI) and the last term is the noise vector,
which contains i.i.d. complex Gaussian random numbers
with variance  2 . The minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) equalization is used for each antenna of user
after the FFT operation. Assuming the perfect channel
state information (CSI), the MIMO channel matrix
between the base station and user terminal is known to
the receiver. Let Hk  [h1T ,..., hTJ ]T denote a J  MT

 k  H w to denote the
channel for that UT. We use H
k
product matrix between the UT’s channel and the
precoder, where w denotes the precoding matrix. Based
on the MMSE criterion, the receiver combining
coefficients for the k th user can be defined as follows.



H
k H
 kH  2 K  2 I
G k  h k H
MT



1

(14)
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 k ]  [H w ]
h k  H k w k  [H
k
k
k

(15)

where w k denotes the k th user’s precoder matrix. []k
denotes the column vectors that correspond to k th user.
Then, the received data vector is given by

y k  G k rk  G k H k w k x k 
 Ak xk 

A



i 1, i  k

i 1, i  k

G k H k w i xi  G k n k
(16)

ix  G n
A
i
k k

 i  NL NL , i  1, i  k .
A

Ak   N L  N L ,

where
( m, n )
k

K

K



denotes the element on the m

th

Let

row and the nth

 i (m, n) ,
 i( m, n ) denotes the element A
column. Likewise, A
and G(km, n) denotes the element Gk (m, n) . For k th user,
the symbol on the receive layer m can be expressed as

K



i
(A

( m ,1)

i 1, i  k

 i( m , N L ) x ( N L ) )}
xi(1)    A
i

(17)

Assuming the normalized transmit signal power  s2  1 ,
the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for the
symbol on the receive layer m is estimated as follows.
A(km,m)
NL



i 1,i  m

K

NL

CMU ( SINR)   log 2 (1  SINRkm )

(21)

k 1 m 1

w  arg max CMU ( SINR)

(22)

wW

( m, J ) ( J )
 {G (km,1) n (1)
nk }
k   Gk

SINRkm 

vector wi . A precoding matrix w p will correspond to
K  NL SINRs. According to the known precoding
codebook W  {w1 , w2 ,..., w L } , then the total number of
SINRs for each user is K  NL  L . Each user will
feedback these SINRs to the base station to perform
scheduling.
The scheduling method of maximizing system
capacity will be used in this paper. The transmitting side
will select K users from the X users to be scheduled, and
select the corresponding precoding matrix to maximize
system throughput. For the multi-user MIMO system,
system capacity can be expressed as

The method of choosing optimal precoding matrix
that maximizes system capacity can be defined as

( m,m ) ( m)
yk( m )  {A (km ,1) x (1)
x k   A (km , N L ) x (kN L ) }
k    Ak

{

matrix H k , but also determined by its corresponding
precoding vector w k and the other user’s precoding

2

A(km,i ) 

K

 ( A

( m ,1) 2
i

i 1,i  k

2
2

J

 i( m,NL ) )  2 2 G ( m,i ) 2
 A
 k
i 1

(18)
We assume the rotated constellation point in the
transmitter is S  (SI , SQ ) , and the corresponding
received constellation point after the MMSE detection is
R  ( RI , RQ ) , the SINR computed in equation (18) is the
corresponding SINR for RI and RQ , denoted by SINRI
and SINRQ, respectively. Thanks to the above
Q-component interleaving, the SINRs of I-component and
Q-component in each symbol are different. The rotational
demodulation produces the LLRs of encoded bits
K  [k1 , k2 ,..., kl ]T as follows.

LLR(ki )  ln

P(ki  0)
P(ki  1)

(19)

where ki denotes the i th bit of one symbol, l  log2 M .
Assuming equal aprior probabilities, P is calculated as
follows.
P  exp[( RI  SI )2 SINRI ]exp[( RQ  SQ )2 SINRQ ]

(20)

VII. PRECODING MATRIX AND USER SELECTION
ALGORITH
According to the equation (18), for the k th user, the
value of SINRkm is not only dependent on its channel
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where the constraint is that K users correspond to the
different precoding vectors in the same precoding matrix,
as follows

wk  [w]k

(23)

The detailed steps are as follows.
1) Each user computes K  NL  L SINRs according
to their channel matrix and the precoding codebook, and
then sends these SINRs to the base station.
2) The base station collects all the feedback
information. Select K users from the X users to be
scheduled and corresponding precoding matrix according
to the principle of maximizing system capacity. Each user
in the selected users group corresponds to the precoding
vectors w k in the precoding matrix w .
3) Apply precoding scheme corresponding to the
selected group.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Assuming that each user has two data streams N L  2 ,
computer simulations are carried out to compare the
proposed scheme with the conventional MU-MIMO
OFDM scheme in the current 3GPP LTE-Advanced
standard. The frame structure, physical resource elements
of OFDM system and Turbo code are given in Table II.
Figure 4 depicts the JCMD-vs-BICM frame error rate
(FER) performance comparison for 3/4 and 5/6. In the
figure, the proposed scheme JCMD MU-MIMO OFDM
scheme can obtain obvious SNR gain over the
conventional BICM MU-MIMO OFDM scheme in
current 3GPP LTE standard.
For QPSK modulation, SNR gains are about 3.52dB
and 4.55dB at FER=0.01 for 3/4 and 5/6 code rate,
respectively. For 16QAM modulation, SNR gains are
about 3.33dB and 3.83dB at FER=0.01 for 3/4 and 5/6
code rate, respectively. Thus, for high code rate, the SNR
gain becomes more significant.
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TABLE II. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the problem of
data-aided carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation for
filter bank multicarrier systems, with emphasis on oversampled perfect reconstruction filter banks. By exploiting
statistical properties of the transmitted pilots in such systems, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of the CFO
is derived and its performance is investigated numerically
for different channel scenarios. The Cramer Rao bound
(CRB) on CFO estimator variance for the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is also derived as a
performance benchmark. Simulation results show that the
proposed ML estimator reaches the provided CRB over
AWGN channel, while it also exhibits a robust performance
in the case of frequency selective channels.
Keywords—Data-aided estimation, carrier frequency offset estimation, maximum likelihood, filter bank multicarrier
systems.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Due to its desirable characteristics, multicarrier modulation (MCM) is currently the main choice for high speed
wireless communications. For instance, one specific form
of MCM, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), has been used in many standards, including
WiMAX and LTE-Advanced. Recently, to overcome certain limitations of OFDM, alternative forms of MCM
have been proposed, which fall into the general category
of filter bank multicarrier systems (FBMC). Filtered
multitone (FMT) [1] and oversampled perfect reconstruction filter banks (OPRFB) [2], [3] are examples
of such systems. However, while FMT and OPRFB
have been shown to be less sensitive than OFDM to
carrier frequency offset (CFO) [4], some counter measure
techniques should be also applied to fully exploit the
benefits of MCM in this case.
To mitigate this sensitivity and remove the CFO
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effect, limited number of frequency estimation or synchronization algorithms for FBMC systems have been
considered. In [5], a non data-aided (i.e., blind) CFO
estimator for FMT systems is obtained based on the
maximum likelihood (ML) principle. Another blind CFO
estimator based on the best linear unbiased estimation
(BLUE) principle, under the assumption of additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, is proposed
in [6]. Alternatively, a data-aided joint symbol timing
and frequency synchronization scheme for FMT systems
is presented in [7], where the synchronization metric
is derived by calculating the time-domain correlation
between the received signal and a known pseudo-random
training sequence. In [8], a synchronization scheme for
data-aided symbol timing and frequency offset recovery
is developed by employing the least-squares (LS) approach and exploiting the known structure of a special
training sequence whose estimation error does not reach
the provided lower bound. Authors in [9], [10] propose
CFO estimation schemes based on the ML criterion
that are specifically tailored for FBMC systems. While
[9] uses a sequence of consecutive pilots, the approach
in [10] employs scattered pilots instead, which helps
estimate and track channel variations during multicarrier
burst transmissions. This method exhibits an improved
estimation accuracy when compared to the blind ones,
while requiring a moderate pilot overhead and a low
complexity.
Although these data-aided methods perform well for
FMT systems with root raised cosine prototype filters,
they do not demonstrate the same level of accuracy for
OPRFB systems. In particular, since OPRFB transceiver
employs longer prototype filters, some of the essential
assumptions of these methods, e.g., constant CFO effect
during the filter support in [9], [10], are not valid in prac-
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tice, which in turn significantly degrades the estimation
accuracy as we have been able to observe and therefore,
they can not be applied to OPRFB systems that employ
longer filters. Consequently, finding a synchronization
method well suited for OPRFB systems is of particular
interest.
In this paper, we propose a data-aided, ML-based
CFO estimation method that is well suited to OPRFBbased MCM systems with longer prototype filters, and
investigates its performance numerically for different
wireless channel scenarios. By applying judicious simplifications to the log-likelihood function and ignoring the
negligible terms, we are able to significantly reduce the
implementation complexity of the proposed ML estimator. The Cramer Rao bound (CRB) on CFO estimator
variance for the AWGN channel is also derived as a
performance benchmark. Results of simulation experiments show that the proposed ML estimator reaches the
provided CRB over AWGN channel, while it exhibits
a robust performance in the case of frequency selective
channels, despite the fact that no channel state information (CSI) is employed.
The paper organization is as follows. The OPRFB
system model is outlined in Section II along with a
discussion of CFO in such systems. The proposed ML
estimator for CFO and the CRB are presented in Section
III. The estimator performance is assessed in Section IV.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notations: Bold-faced letters indicate vectors and matrices. Superscript (.)∗ denotes the complex conjugation,
Re[.] the real part and |.| the absolute value of a complex
number. IK denotes the K × K identity matrix. Moreover, (.)T represent transpose, (.)H Hermitian, (.)−1 the
inverse of a matrix, while E[.] stands for the statistical
expectation.
II.

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

A. OPRFB System Model
We consider a DFT modulated OPRFB transceiver
system, as depicted in Fig. 1, where parameters M and
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K represent the number of subbands and the upsampling/downsampling factor, respectively, and K > M is
assumed. Here, xi [n] denotes the complex-valued data
sequence transmitted on the ith subband at discrete-time
nTs , where i ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}, n ∈ Z, Ts = Fs−1
and Fs is the input sampling rate. In DFT modulated
FBMC systems, the transmit and receive subband filters
can be derived from common prototypes with finite
impulse responses (FIR) P
of length D and respective
−n and H (z) =
system functions F0 (z) = D−1
0
n=0 f0 [n]z
PD−1
n . For convenience in analysis, H (z) is
h
[n]z
0
i
n=0
assumed non-causal although in practice, causality can
be restored simply by introducing an appropriate delay
in the receiver. Defining w = e−j2π/M , the transmit
and receive filters for the ith subband are respectively
obtained as
Fi (z) = F0 (zwi ),

Hi (z) = H0 (zwi ).

(1)

In this work, the filter length D is restricted to be a
multiple of M and K , i.e., D = dP P , where P denotes
the least common multiple of M and K and dP is a
positive integer. As proposed in [2], [3], to enforce the
perfect reconstruction (PR) property, the paraconjugates
of the transmit filters are employed as receive filters, i.e.,
hi [n] = fi∗ [n]. Therefore, PR can be expressed as
∞
X

fj [q − pK]fi∗ [q − nK] = δij δnp ,

(2)

q=−∞

where δij denotes the Kronecker delta function. As
shown in Fig. 1, the transmitter output signal at discretetime mTs /K is given by
y[m] =

M
−1 X
X
i=0

xi [q]fi [m − qK],

(3)

q

where the range of the summation over q is delimited by
the finite support of the subband FIR filter, fi [m].
We assume that during a time interval equal
to the processing delay of the transceiver system
(i.e., 2DTs /K ), the transmission channel can be modelled as a linear time-invariant system with FIR c[l] of
length
corresponding system function C(z) =
PQ−1 Q and
−l . The channel output is corrupted by an
c[l]z
l=0
AWGN sequence ν[m], with zero-mean and variance
E[|ν[m]|2 ] = σν2 , assumed to be statistically independent
from the input data. The input-output relationship of the
noisy channel can therefore be expressed as
ȳ[m] =

Q−1
X

c[l]y[m − l] + ν[m],

(4)

l=0
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where ȳ[m] denotes the received baseband discrete-time
signal. On the receiver side, ȳ[m] is passed through a
bank of analysis filters and downsampled by K . Accordingly, for each subband, the reconstructed signal x̄i [n]
can be written as
X
x̄i [n] =
ȳ[q]fi∗ [q − nK].
(5)
q

B. Effect of Carrier Frequency Offset
In practice, there often exists a mismatch between
the carrier frequency in the receiver and the transmitter,
denoted as CFO. In this case, the received signal ȳ[m]
can be modelled as [6]–[8]
ȳ[m] = e2πµm

Q−1
X

c[l]y[m − l] + ν[m],

(6)

l=0

where µ is a normalized CFO with respect to the subband
spacing Fs K/M . Upon substitution of (3) and (6) into
(5), the reconstructed signal for the ith subband, x̄i [n],
can be written in terms of the input signals xj [n], for
j ∈ {0, ..., M − 1}, as
x̄i [n] =

−1
XM
X
p

where

Γn,p
i,j (µ)

Γn,p
i,j (µ)

=

(7)

j=0

and νi [n] are defined as

Q−1
XX
l=0

Γn,p
i,j (µ)xj [p] + νi [n],

e2πµq c[l]fj [q − l − pK]fi∗ [q − nK],

q

νi [n] =

X

ν[q]fi∗ [q − nK].

(8)
(9)

q

Here, the complex factor Γn,p
i,j (µ) (8) characterizes the
interference level of the pth input sample from the j th
subband on the nth output sample of the ith subband,
in the presence of CFO with magnitude µ. We note that
for |n − p| > (D + Q)/K , due to the finite support of
fi [n], Γn,p
i,j (µ) = 0; accordingly, the range of the sum
over p in (7) is finite. The term νi [n] (9) represents
the additive noise passed through the ith subband of the
receive filter bank. This term has zero-mean and, due to
the PR property imposed on fi [n], its covariance is given
by
E[νi [q]νj∗ [p]] = δij δqp σν2 .
(10)
Considering the reconstructed signal x̄i [n] in (7),
it appears that even if the channel could be perfectly
equalized, which is equivalent to c[0] = 1 and c[l] = 0 for
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l 6= 0, the presence of the CFO term e2πµq in the interference factors Γn,p
i,j (µ) (8) would render the transceiver
system non-PR. That is, the terms Γn,p
i,j (µ)xj [p] would be
non-zero for j 6= i or p 6= n, and this in turn would result
in a loss of performance in the data transmission process.
It is worth to mention that in previous work [9], [10], it
is assumed that the CFO factor e2πµq can be taken out of
the summation in (8) and consequently the interference
terms Γn,p
i,j (µ)xj [p] when j 6= i or p 6= n are negligible,
which does not hold for the OPRFB systems. Our interest
therefore lies in the development of a suitable, dataaided ML-based approach for the estimation of the CFO
parameter µ.

As seen from Fig. 1, once a suitable estimate of µ is
available, say µ̂, it can be used to compensate the CFO at
the receiver front-end and thereby avoid its deleterious
effects. In this paper, we focus on a simplified model
of the noisy channel, i.e., AWGN for which the above
condition on the channel coefficients c[l] is satisfied, but
extensions of our proposed approach to more complex
time dispersive channels with joint equalization and CFO
recovery is possible.
III.

F REQUENCY O FFSET E STIMATION

In this section, we first derive a novel CFO estimator based on the ML principle, which employs known
transmitted pilots. We then propose a number of practical
simplifications in the calculation of the associated loglikelihood function (LLF) that result in a lower implementation complexity for this estimator. Finally, the CRB
on the variance of unbiased CFO estimators is derived
as a performance benchmark.
A. ML Estimator
As indicated above, we consider a simplified AWGN
channel model (i.e., C(z) = 1) in the derivation of the
proposed ML-based CFO estimator; consequently, the
resulting approach will not require the use of a priori
CSI. In this special case, (8) reduces to
X
Γn,p
(µ)
=
e2πµq fj [q − pK]fi∗ [q − nK].
(11)
i,j
q

In this work, we define a data frame as the set
of M subband inputs xi [n] (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1})
entering the transmit filter bank at time n. We assume
that within a burst of N consecutive frames, say from
n = 0 to N − 1, a total of L frames, with time indices
0 ≤ t0 < t1 < · · · < tL−1 ≤ N − 1, are selected for
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the transmission of pilot tones. At any given time tn , a
subset of S subbands, with indices 0 ≤ s0 < s1 < · · · <
sM −1 ≤ M − 1, are dedicated to the transmission of a
unit-energy pilot symbol psi [tn ]. We therefore consider
a rectangular lattice of NP = LS pilot tones distributed
over the time-frequency plane. However, our approach
can be applied to other distributions of pilot symbols.
Without loss in generality (since the pilot symbols are
known to the receiver), we set psi [tn ] = 1 for all
pair (si , tn ). Let zsi [tn ] denote the reconstructed signal
corresponding to the transmitted pilot psi [tn ]. From (7),
it follows that
zsi [tn ] = γstni (µ) + νsi [tn ],

(12)

where we defined
γstni (µ) =

−1
XM
X
p

Γtsni ,j,p (µ)

(13)

j=0

In order to express (12) in compact vector form, we
introduce:
zsi = [zsi [t0 ], zsi [t1 ], · · · , zsi [tL−1 ]]T
[γs0i (µ), γs1i (µ), · · ·

(15)

νsi = [νsi [t0 ], νsi [t1 ], · · · , νsi [tL−1 ]]T

(16)

(17)

Moreover, by arranging , we can write
Z = Λ(µ) + W

(18)

Z = [zTs0 , zTs1 , · · · , zTsS−1 ]T ,

(19)

where

Λ(µ) = [λs0 (µ)T , λs1 (µ)T , · · · , λsS−1 (µ)T ]T ,
W = [νsT0 , νsT1 , · · · , νsTS−1 ]T .

(20)
(21)

As a consequence of the AWGN model assumption, it
follows that W is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector
with diagonal covariance matrix CW = E[WW∗ ] =
σν2 I , where I is the identity matrix. Accordingly, for a
given value of the unknown CFO parameter µ, the observation vector Z in (18) is also Gaussian with mean Λ(µ)
and covariance σν2 I. The probability density function
(PDF) of Z, say f (Z; µ) can therefore be formulated and
subsequently maximized to produce the desired estimate
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Finally the ML estimator of the CFO can be written as:
µ̂ = arg max{log(f (Z; µ))},
µ∈M

(23)

where M is the search range for µ. According to (22),
maximization of the LLF attempts to find the CFO µ,
such that the skewed pilots by this hypothetical µ best
match (in the LS sense) the reconstructed pilot data at
the output of the receive filter bank.
B. Simplifications of Γn,p
i,j (µ)
Here, we propose two simplifications of Γn,p
i,j (µ) to
speed up the calculation of the (22). First consider (11),
which includes a summation over the length D (often
large) of the prototype filter f0 [q]. Recall that fi [q] =
f0 [q]w−iq , therefore, (11) can be first simplified as
K(pj−in) n,p
Γn,p
ϕi−j (µ),
i,j (µ) = w

(24)

where
ϕn,p
∆ (µ) =

X

e2πµq f0 [q − pK]f0∗ [q − nK]wq∆ . (25)

q

Therefore, we can write (12) as
zsi = λsi (µ) + νsi .

i=0 n=0

(14)

, γsL−1
(µ)]T
i

λsi (µ) =

of µ. Take the natural logarithm of this PDF, the LLF
[11] can be expressed (up to a constant term) in the form
1
log(f (Z; µ)) = − 2 [Z − Λ(µ)]H [Z − Λ(µ)]
σ
S−1 L−1
1 XX
2
.
= − 2
zsi [tn ] − γstni (µ) (22)
σ

By this implementation, instead of calculating Γn,p
i,j (µ)
2
for all the M possible pairs (i, j), it is sufficient to
compute ϕn,p
∆ (µ) for 2M − 1 possible different values
of i − j = ∆ ∈ {−M + 1, · · · , M − 1} and find
the corresponding Γn,p
i,j (µ) by a multiplication as in
(24). Therefore, we can roughly reduce the number of
operations needed to compute the terms Γn,p
i,j (µ) by a
factor of M/2.
Due to the excellent spectral containment of the
prototype filters, we can assume that the main source of
the CFO-induced interference on each target subband is
due to the first few neighbouring subbands, and that the
interference from more distant subbands is negligible.
Therefore, as the second proposed simplification, to
derive the total interference from the other subbands
on the subband with pilot index si , it is sufficient to
only factor in the contribution from the two neighbouring
subbands on each side of the si th one. As a result, (13)
is approximated as
γstni (µ)

≈

i +2
X sX

Γtsni ,j,p (µ)

(26)

p j=si −2
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j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 63}, n = 4, i = 16 and µ = 0.08)

C. Cramer Rao Bound

-0.5

Next, we derive a compact expression for the CRB
on the variance of an unbiased data-aided CFO estimator obtained over the AWGN channel. Considering
∂CW /∂µ = 0, the Fisher I(µ) [11] is


∂Λ(µ)H −1 ∂Λ(µ)
I(µ) = 2Re
CZ
∂µ
∂µ
S−1
L−1
2
t
2 X X ∂γsni (µ)
=
,
(27)
σ2
∂µ

Fig. 3.
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RMSE of CFO estimator µ̂ versus µ (SNR=10dB, L = 10)

1. The results are reported for an OPRFB system with
M = 64 subbands, up/downsampling factor K = 72
and real prototype filter of length D = 1728, designed
based on the method [2], [3]. Results are presented for
different values
of the SNR, defined as Es /N0 , where

Es = E |xi [n]2 | is the input symbol energy and
i=0 n=0
N0 = σ 2 is the variance of the channel induced Gaussian
where Re[.] represents the real part of its argument and
noise. Moreover, L known pilots are inserted at the start
of the transmitted burst on all the available subbands
−1X
XM
X
∂γstni (µ)
2πµq
∗
= 2π
qe
fj [q−l−pK]fsi [q−tn K]. (S = M ).
∂µ
p j=0 q
Figure 2 justifies the assumptions made in Section
(28)
III-B about the cross-channel interference. In this figure,
Therefore, we can obtain the CRB on the variance of an
the level of interference Γn,p
i,j (µ) from the pth input
unbiased CFO estimator µ̂ as
sample of the j th subband on the nth output sample
!
S−1 L−1
2 −1
of the ith subband is plotted for p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10},
1
2 X X ∂γstni (µ)
Var(µ̂) ≥
=
.
(29)
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 63}, n = 4, i = 16 and µ = 0.08. It is
I(µ)
σ2
∂µ
i=0 n=0
evident that only a few subbands surrounding the target
subband are contributing as interference sources.
It can be seen that this CRB is inversely proportional
to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), or proportional to the
The root mean
p square error (RMSE) of the proposed
noise variance σ 2 . Moreover, it generally depends on the
estimator, i.e., E[|µ̂ − µ|2 ], is shown in Figure 3 versus
number of the observed pilots Np = LS . Specifically, it
the true CFO µ for SNR=10dB and L = 10 pilot frames.
is a decreasing function of both L and S .
Here, the AWGN acquisition range (i.e., the CFO values
where the algorithm’s RMSE coincides with the CRB) is
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
observed to be |µ| < 0.2 (i.e., 20% of subband spacing).
In this section, the performance of the proposed ML
Clearly, in this interval, the RMSE of the proposed
estimator of the CFO is assessed and compared with
estimator over the AWGN channel is almost independent
the CRB (29). In addition to the AWGN channel (where
of the CFO. It is worth mentioning that the results
Q = 1 and c[0] = 1), we consider a frequency selective
reported in [10] show an acquisition range |µ| < 0.1
channel consisting of Q = 5 independent Rayleighwhen implemented for FMT transceivers, whereas in the
fading taps with an exponentially decaying power delay
OPRFB context, it leads to unsatisfactory results (i.e.,
profile, i.e., E[|c[l]|2 ] = βe−αl for l ∈
{0,
·
·
·
,
Q
−
1}
,
RMSE level of the order of 10%) due to its underlyPQ−1
2
α = 0.5, and β is a constant such that l=0 E[|c[l]| ] =
ing assumptions. Moreover, the proposed method also
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exhibits a robust performance over frequency selective
Rayleigh channel, with an RMSE of about 1% within
the range |µ| < 0.1.
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Abstract—Single carrier frequency division multiple access
(SC-FDMA) is the access technique which is used in the long term
evolution (LTE) uplink in order to reduce the peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR). The LTE uplink uses this technique in joint
application with turbo coding and high order modulations to
achieve peak data rates up to 86 Mbps within 20 MHz bandwidth.
This paper introduces a semi analytical method for predicting the
turbo coded SC-FDMA performance in terms of bit error rate
(BER). Simulation results have shown that the BER obtained with
the proposed method is close to that measured by Monte-Carlo
simulation method.

Keywords-SC-FDMA; LTE turbo code; Monte Carlo
Method; BER Simulation; PDFs
I.

I NTRODUCTION

LTE [1] is designed to support peak data rates up to 300
Mbps and 86 Mbps for downlink and uplink, respectively,
within 20 MHz bandwidth. In terms of system performance,
it targets to improve user throughput, coverage and spectrum
efficiency. In order to reach this performance, the LTE radio
interface uses orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) [2] as access technique for its robustness against
both inter-symbol interference and channel impairments.
The LTE uplink transmission is based on SC-FDMA [3]
to its reduced PAPR compared to OFDM. These features are
used in joint application with multiple input multiple output
(MIMO), adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) [4] and
hybrid automatic repeat request (Hybrid ARQ) [5]. For reliable
data transmission, the LTE uplink transmitter consists of a
combination of error detection code, channel coding, interleaving, and SC-FDMA modulator. To meet the LTE requirement,
the channel coding is performed, using a 1/3 rate turbo encoder
which is often decoded with an iterative soft input soft output
(SISO) decoder. The turbo encoder internal interleaver is based
on quadratic permutation polynomials (QPP) to support high
data rates. The performance of LTE uplink physical layer can
be measured in terms of BER, block error rate (BLER) or
throughput. In this work, our focus is BER evaluation which
has been made by simulating the 3GPP LTE uplink transmitter,
the transmission channel and the receiver. This simulation
is done using Monte-Carlo (MC) method. However, it has
been proven that it is prohibitive and time consuming. To
makeupfor this limitation of MC simulation method, semianalytical performance prediction has been proposed in several
studies.
Bohdanowicz [6] proposed the importance sampling (IS)
method for BER prediction. It has been found that for simple
memoryless systems (e.g. a BPSK modem [7]), the efficiency
of the IS technique is high and its implementation is relatively
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easier. However, its accuracy can be severely degraded, especially that of the coded systems.
For such systems, several solutions of performance prediction problem for complex system are carried out in several
studies. In [8], a low complexity prediction technique for
Turbo-Like code has been proposed. It is based on estimating
the probability density function (pdf) of the log likelihood ratio
(LLR) at the output of the decoder. The BER prediction is
made assuming that the probability density functions of the
decoder output LLRs are normal densities.
A semi-analytical approach of the BER prediction has been
presented by Saoudi et al. [9]. The authors have proposed
to predict the BER by using the known kernel estimator
of the pdf of the soft decision made at the output of the
detector. This method assumes that any prior information
on the pdf of received samples is available at the receiver
side. Moreover, its accuracy depends on the estimation of the
smoothing parameter which is very important in the prediction
process. Saoudi et al. [10] proposed an unsupervised soft BER
prediction method for any digital communications systems.
This technique considers that the pdf at the detector output
is estimated with a Gaussian Kernel. The accuracy of this
prediction method is very sensitive to smoothing parameter
especially for high signal to noise ratios (SNRs).
In this paper, we propose a semi-analytical BER prediction
method which is based on the pdf estimation using Gaussian
kernel. We assume that no knowledge on the distribution
of the received soft samples is currently available. In the
proposed method, we have derived a new expression of the
smoothing parameter which takes into account the histogram
of the soft samples at the detector output. It has been shown
that our method exhibits a significant accuracy in term of BER
compared to Monte Carlo simulation method.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the coded SC-FDMA system. We introduce the problem of error probability derivation in Section III.
Section IV details the probability density function estimation
using kernel method and how one should select the bandwidth
h to optimize the properties of the probability density function.
Simulations and numerical results are given in Section V.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II.

C ODED SC-FDMA S YSTEM

The coded SC-FDMA system is presented in Figure 1; it
consists of a source, a turbo code LTE, modulation mapper,
modulation SC-FDMA, transmission channel and a receiver.
The coded SC-FDMA system will be the case of study the
performance of the proposed method for BER prediction.
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duration is written as follows:
Z
X
y k (t) =
Unk [hkn (t − τ )p(t − nTs )ej2πfn t dτ

(3)

n∈Ωk
n
Decision

Turbo Decoder
LTE

Demodulation
BPSK

Demodulation
SC−FDMA

C. Turbo Coder LTE
Fig. 1: Coded SC-FDMA System

A. Analytical form of SC-FDMA signal
This technique consists of distributing a large number of
carriers, not directly as the source symbols in OFDM, but
their frequency representation after having spread over the
band of the system [11].
The signal of user k to the output of the system will be
given by the expression:
X
S k (t) =
Unk p(t − nTs )ej2πfn t
(1)
n∈Ωk
n

•

Let {fn }0<n<N −1 all orthogonal carrier frequencies
modulated system, and fc the center frequency (RF
frequency) of the transmitted signal in the channel. It
has the following relationship:

fn = fc + n∆f

{Unk }n∈Ωkn , frequency representation of the symbols
of the modulation block of user k ∈ [0, 1, · · · , L − 1]
with DFT obtained after the modulation.

We recall that the spectral spreading factor of the system
is denoted L and the maximum number of users that can
communicate simultaneously in the system.
•

Ωkn represents the set of Q sub-carriers modulated by
user k.

•

p(t) shows the shaping filter.

B. SC-FDMA demodulation
The principle of the demodulation of the SC-FDMA
system is to demodulate the signal on each sub-carrier
system. As a result, the received signal is first reduced
to baseband, before being sampled for the digital signal
processing. After removing the guard interval, a demodulator
DFT provides the symbols modulating each carrier. An
equalizer is then implemented, as in the technical SC / FDE,
in order to eliminate the contribution of the channel on each
subcarrier signal, and there by recover the symbol frequency.
A demodulator IDFT can then retrieve the source symbols of
the system. The signal received at user k receiver on symbol
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III.

(2)

Or ∆f = T1s is the spacing between sub-channels, with Ts
the duration of a symbol.
•

The LTE system [12] has adopted a new structure
for the turbo encoder. This is an improvement to turbo
encoder interleaver by a new permutation polynomial
based deterministic interleaver, called QPP interleaver and
anti-interleaver with advantages beyond other interleavers.
The encoder is characterized by a new structure simple,
flexible operation and the most important is that parallel
turbo decoding and register contention problem is solved
successfully, which effectively increases the efficiency of the
high-speed block parallel Turbo decoding [13].
In addition, the receiver contains an LTE turbo decoder
based on the theory of iterative decoding. This is an important
feature in the turbo- decoding, so decoding complexity
lineally increases, with the size of the sequence information.
In order to achieve a better decoding performance, component
decoding must adopt soft input soft output (SISO) algorithm.
MaxMAP decoding algorithm and SOVA decoding algorithm
are two kinds of common soft-input soft-output Turbo
decoding methods [14][15].

B IT ERROR PROBABILITY DERIVATION

To derive the bit error probability, we consider the general
digital communication system presented in Figure 2. It
consists of a source, a transmitter, transmission channel and
a receiver. The source is considered to be digital and delivers
the information bits b ∈ {0, 1}. These bits are processed by
a transmitter which can include channel coding, interleaving,
and modulation. After that, the information bits at the output
of the transmitter are transmitted over a channel.
b ∈ {0, 1}

b̃
Transmitter

AWGN

Receiver

Decision

Fig. 2: General system model

For simplicity, the channel is assumed to be Gaussian [7].
The channel output is delivered to the receiver, which tries
to detect the information bits from a noisy signal by using
a detector, a sampling process and a decision. Due to the
channel effect, the receiver can make a wrong decision on
information bits at its output eb. So, it is important to measure
the communication system efficiency. The most popular mean
to do this is the BER evaluation. According to figure above,
the bit error probability is written as :
pe = P1 .P r(eb = 0\b = 1) + P0 .P r(eb = 1\b = 0)

(4)

where Pk , k = 0, 1 , is the probability that b = k. P r(.) is
the conditional probability. In terms of the decision threshold,
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the probability in (4) can be rewritten as follows:
pe = P1 .P r(y(t0 ) < µ\b = 1) + P0 .P r(y(t0 ) ≥ µ\b = 0)
(5)
where t0 is the sampling time, µ is the decision threshold and:

y(t0 ) ≥ 0; if b̃i = 1
y(t0 ) < 0; if b̃i = 0
The conditional probabilities in (5) can be evaluated by
integrating the probability density functions of the random
variable y. If f (y) denotes the pdf of y, the error probability
is expressed as:
Z +∞
Z µ
f1 (y) dy + P0 .
f0 (y) dy
(6)
pe = P1 .
−∞

−∞

The bandwidth that mimimizes MISE is given by:
hopt = argh min (M ISE(h))

(12)

Under additional assumptions:
lim h = 0; lim N h = 0;
N →∞

(13)

Several types of MISE criterion have been suggested in
litterature. Hereafter, we details the most populer ones.

A. Kernel estimator

1) Kernel based MISE Criterion:

Several types of non parametric estimation approaches are
suggested to estimate a probability density function. This is
due to the recent development in statistics theory. The most
known of these methods is the kernel estimator [16] which we
have adopted in this work. For a given set S of N received
samples y1 , y2 , . . . , yN , the kernel estimator of the probability
density function fe(y) is [17][18]:
N
1 X
y − yi
e
f (y) =
K(
)
N h i=1
h

−1

(N h)
fe(y) = √
2π

N
X

y−y
−( h i )2 /2

e

(8)

To get the expression of the estimated bit error probability
pe , we divide the set of observed samples into two subsets S0
and S1 . The first subset contains N0 observed samples, which
correspond to the transmission of b = 0. The second subset
consist of N1 observed samples when b = 1 is transmitted.
In this manner, and by substituting the probability density
f (y) by its estimate fe(y), the estimated bit error probability
is expressed as:
(9)

where hk , k = 0, 1 is the smoothing parameter and Q(.)
denotes the complementary unit cumulative Gaussian distribution, that is,
Z ∞
2
1
√ e−t /2 dt.
Q(x) =
(10)
2π
x
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hopt,Kernel = C1(f )C2(K)N −1/5
Z +∞
C1(f ) = [
[f 00 (x)]2 dx]−1/5
R +∞
[ −∞ [K(x)]2 dx]1/5
C2(K) = R +∞
[ −∞ [x2 K(x)]2 dx]2/5

(7)

i=1

N0
N1
P1 X
P0 X
−(yi )0
(yi )1
)+
)
Q(
Q(
N0 i=1
h0
N1 i=1
h1

For Kernel based MISE, we can use the normal reference
method in selecting the bandwidth h for kernel estimator. As
in [10], the optimum smoothing parameter is expressed as:
(14)
(15)

−∞

where h is the smoothing parameter and K(.) is the kernel
function. To guaranty that
f (y) is a density; the kernel is
R +∞
a function that satisfies −∞ K(u) du = 1. Moreover, it is
assumed to be symmetric about 0. In this work, we used the
Gaussian kernel, which satisfies the above properties. The
estimated density fe(y) can be rewritten as:
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The mean integrated squared error (MISE) criterion is one
of several methods used for selecting the optimum bandwidth.
In MISE-based method, this optimum bandwidth is obtained
by minimizing the MISE, which is expressed as:
Z +∞
(11)
M ISE = E[
[fe(y) − f (y)]2 dy]

N →∞

P ROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION AND ERROR
PROBABILITY ESTIMATION :

pee =

B. Choice of optimum smoothing parameter h

−µ

So, to predict the error probability Pe , one has to estimate
the probability density f (y).
IV.

From (9), it is very clear that the accuracy of bit error
probability estimation depends on the choice of the optimal
smoothing parameter.

(16)

From (14), it is clear that the optimum parameter depends
on the unknown pdf and also on the√kernel K(.). For a
−1/5
Gaussian kernel, we get C2(K) = (2
√ π) 1/5 and for the
normal reference method C1(f ) = (8 π/3) σ, yielding:
hopt,Kernel = (4/3)1/5 σN −1/5 = 1.06σN −1/5

(17)

Other way are used to select the bin size h. We focus on the
normal reference method that uses the histogram of the PDF.
Our approach is based on the latter method of calculating h.
This method will be detailled in the following paragraph.
2) Histogram based MISE Criterion:
The histogram is used to measure the probability of
observing a particular interval length [19]. It is a way
to estimate the pdf by taking origin x0 and a bin width
h and define the bins of the histogram as the intervals
[x0 + mh, x0 + (m + 1)h] for positive and negative integers
m. The histogram estimate of the pdf is then defined by:
1
(number of xi in the same bin as x) (18)
Nh
Based on the same principle in the previous section, the
MISE between HN (x) and the true pdf is written as:
Z +∞
(19)
M ISE = ε[
[HN (x) − f (x)]2 dx]
HN (x) =

−∞
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For a very large N (N → ∞), the value of h needed in
(18) can be shown [20] as:
hopt,Hist = C1(f )N −1/3
Z +∞
1/3
C1(f ) = 6 [
[f 00 (x)]2 dx]−1/3

obtain an under smoothed estimator as the Kernel based MISE
criterion.

(20)
PDFs estimation
0.08

(21)

−∞

PDF using h opt,Kernel
PDF using h opt,hist
Theoretical bandwidth

0.07

√
C1(f ) = (24 π)−1/3 σ

(22)

The optimum smoothing parameter is finaly written as:
√

hopt,Hist = (24 π)−1/3 σN −1/3

(23)

In practice, the choice of an efficient method for the
calculation of h; for an observed data sample is a more
complex problem, because of the effect of the bandwidth on
the shape of the corresponding estimator. If the bandwidth is
small, we will obtain an under-smoothed estimator, with high
variability. On the contrary, if the value of h is important, the
resulting estimator will be very smooth and farther from the
function that we are attempting to estimate.
An example is drawn in Figure 3, where we show kernel
estimators using the kernel function (the standard Gaussian
density) and two different values for the bandwidth. The data
sample consists of 1000 random numbers of an exponential
distribution.
PDFs estimation
0.7
PDF using h opt,Kernel
PDF using h opt,hist
Theoretical bandwidth

0.6

0.06

0.05
PDFs

As can be seen, the optimum smoothing parameter
depends only on the unknown pdf f . We need to find C1(f )
and under the assumption that f ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ). This gives a
simple data-based strategy for choosing the bin width h.
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Fig. 4: Estimated densities for bandwidths chosen using
different methods

Our practice shows that the histogram based MISE Criterion appears to be a suitable method for the choice of
the bandwidth. As this method is based on estimating the
histogram of samples, we have compared it to another method
that is also based on the estimation of MISE using Kernel
estimator. It is seen that the histogram based MISE Criterion
ouperforms the Kernel based MISE Criterion in terms of
squared errors.
Thus, we choose the histogram based MISE Criterion to
study the performance of the new BER estimation method
proposed in this paper.
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For the data from a SC-FDMA system, the kernel estimators using the kernel function (the standard Gaussian density)
and two different values for the bandwidth provides the result
in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows Gaussian kernel density estimates based
on two different bandwidths for a sample of 500 data points
from the SC-FDMA system. The second method MISE of
bandwidth calculation h is of a good performance and can
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Fig. 5: Estimated Conditional pdfs for SN R = 4dB

Once the optimal smoothing parameter is calculated, we
can present both the estimated conditional pdfs for (yi )0 and
(yi )1 by using (9). We consider that the number of soft outputs
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whose simulator result is shown in Figure 5 is N = 1024
observations whose simulation result is shown in Figure 5.
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed new method
of estimating the BER, we consider two systems to simulate,
namely BPSK system and a coded SC-FDMA system.
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A. Validation of BER Prediction
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In this section, we have shown that the new proposed
BER estimator (Figure 6) provides the same performance as
the Monte Carlo method whose data sample consists of 1000
random numbers of an exponential distribution.
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Fig. 7: BER performance comparison for Turbo Coded
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Note that the new technique allows a reliable estimate of
BER for SNR up to 8dB values, while the MC-technique is
unable to do so. It stops at SN R = 8dB due to the very
limited number of bits of information transmitted. This last
conclusion presents a major advantage of the new estimator
proposed for digital communications.
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Fig. 6: BER perfomance for BPSK
This validation encourages us to study this performance for
a coded SC-FDMA system.
B. BER prediction results for SC-FDMA
The objective of this section is to study and evaluate the
implementation of the SC-FDMA technology encoded by a
turbo encoder LTE on a Gaussian channel.
Our focus is on the behavior of the estimator proposed
on the transmission bits by a coded SC-FDMA system. In
such a system, it is difficult to have a reliable estimate of
BER using MC-aided techniques with a limited number of soft
observations and in the regions where the SNR is very high. In
other words, the BER estimation performances of coded SCFDMA system are studied in LTE uplink simulation system
under Gaussien Channel.
In Figure 7, we can see that the new proposed BER estimator (9) provides the same performance as the Monte Carlo
method, based on the perfect knowledge of the transmission
bits. The proposed method is characterized, however, by the
lack of knowledge of the received samples distribution of a SCFDMA demodulation. We also present in Figure 7, the BER
estimation performance using turbo encoded with SC-FDMA
technique. The proposed technique provides reliable estimates,
comparable to the Monte Carlo technique.
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C ONCLUSION

The purpose of this article is to address the problem of
estimation of BER for digital communication systems. In
this context, we have proposed a semi-analytical method for
predicting the turbo coded SC-FDMA performance in terms
of bit error rate (BER), which is based on the pdf estimation
using Gaussian kernel. We have assumed that no knowledge
on the distribution of the received soft samples is available.
In the proposed method, we have derived a new expression
of the smoothing parameter, which takes into account the
histogram of the soft samples at the detector output. After,
application to turbo coded BPSK modulation and coded SCFDMA; we have concluded that have the same performance
with either Monte Carlo technique (MC) or the new proposed
BER estimator.
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Abstract— This paper deals with the effect of the presence of
people sitting in an indoor Line-of-Sight (LOS) environment
on a Ultra-Wideband (UWB) channel. To assess this, we
selected four scenarios with no people, 5, 10, and 20 people in
the room. We created two regions in the room, one near two
side walls and the other in the center aisle. In each scenario, we
measured the channel at 24 receiving points from a fixed
transmitting point in the room. At each receiving point, the
receiver was moved around to 9 local positions to obtain a local
average. In this paper, the considered UWB channel
parameters are a frequency-independent pathloss model and a
frequency-dependent pathloss model. We find that the pathloss
exponent for the region of the center aisle decreases as more
people are in the room, while the pathloss exponent for the
region near the side walls increases when there are more
people in the room. We also study the effect of the frequency
on the pathloss characteristic. The results suggest that the
effect of the presence of people on UWB channels should be
considered when assessing the performance of UWB systems.
Keywords-Path loss model; Human Bodies; UWB; Indoor;
LOS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

UWB systems are commonly defined as systems that
have either more than 20% relative bandwidth or more than
500MHz absolute bandwidth. It is well known for UWB
systems to have many advantages, such as low complexity, a
low cost, resistance to severe multipath fading, and the
capability of a fine time resolution. There are numerous
applications of UWB systems, such as personal area
networks (PANs), sensor networks, geo-location sensors, and
emergency communications. UWB systems using a
relatively large bandwidth have to use low power so as not to
cause interference in the neighboring communication
systems. This feature makes UWB systems deployable in
LOS and weak non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environments in
which the signal undergoes less attenuation. A classroom is
an example of a LOS environment, and furniture (e.g., desks
and chairs) as well as the people in the classroom are factors
that change the UWB channel. In previous work, there were
three types of channel variation by people: 1) the depth and
duration of shadow fading due to pedestrians moving in the
vicinity of such links [1-3], 2) the effect of the presence of
humans on wireless personal area networks (WPANs) in
which one end of the link is located either close to or on a
person [4-7], and 3) the effect of the presence of a human on
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wireless body area networks (WBANs) in which both ends
of the link are located either close to or on a person [8-10].
The above-mentioned papers deal with channel variation by
only a person. Another recent paper [11] assesses the channel
variation depending on how many seats are occupied by
passengers in airplane, but this environment, which
commonly involves metal material, is different from an
indoor environment in a building.
This paper addresses UWB channel variation depending
on the presence of people sitting in an indoor LOS
environment. From the measurement data, we obtain a
frequency-independent pathloss model and a frequencydependent pathloss model. The paper introduces a
frequency-dependent pathloss model, which includes the
effect of the frequency on the pathloss characteristic. This
can be useful for multiband orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (MB-OFDM), as it divides the entire frequency
band into several sub-bands with a bandwidth of 528 MHz.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
channel measurement system and the measurement scenario.
In Section III, we describe the channel parameters, i.e., the
frequency-independent pathloss and frequency-dependent
pathloss. Finally, the paper is ended with a summary and
conclusion in Section IV.
II.

MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Measurement System

Figure 1. Block diagram of the measurement system.

In this paper, we measured the UWB channel using a
frequency-domain channel sounding method for channel
characterization with a vector network analyzer (VNA). The
VNA (Agilent 8719ES [12]) transmits 801 discrete tones that
are uniformly spaced from 3.1 to 4.7 GHz with a frequency
interval of 2 MHz, requiring 400 ms for one sweep. This
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frequency interval allows us to measure a multipath with a
maximum excess delay of 500 ns, and the bandwidth of 1.6
GHz gives a time resolution of less than 0.01 ns. The
measurement system is described in Fig. 1. The same dipole
antennas with a gain of 2 dBi are used on both the
transmitting and receiving sides and are located on 1.5-mhigh tripods. A power amplifier (PA) with a gain of 25 dB
and a low-noise amplifier (LNA) with a gain of 27 dB are
used on the transmitting and receiving sides, respectively. To
eliminate the effect of the antennas, the PA, the LNA and the
cables, all measured data are calibrated in an anechoic
chamber.
B. Measurement Scenario
To analyze the effect of the presence of people on a
UWB channel, we use four scenarios: 1) a room with desks
and chairs, 2) a room with desks, chairs and five people, 3) a
room with desks, chairs and 10 people, 4) a room with desks,
chairs and 20 people. We divide a room into two regions, the
first near both side walls, Region A, and the second in the
center aisle, Region B, as described in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2,
'Occupied' denotes people sit on the chair; otherwise this is
'Unoccupied' and the signs of the desk and chair is given. All
scenarios are carried out in the same room of which the wall
material is commonly concrete and where there are two large
glass windows on one side wall. The locations of the
transmitting and receiving antennas are identical in all
scenarios, as illustrated in Fig. 2. At each of 24 locations in
the room for each scenario, the channel responses are
measured at nine local points arranged in a 3x3 square grid,
as shown in Fig. 2 (a). 100 frequency responses were
collected at each local position.
III.

(a)

(b)

PATH LOSS MODEL

A. Frequency-independent Pathloss Model
In the conventional narrowband system, the pathloss
model needs to calculate the link budget of the system and to
minimize the interference in the neighboring systems.
However, the UWB system is expected to require a pathloss
model that accounts for the frequency component due to its
much wider bandwidth than a conventional system, as
discussed in Section III.B. First, in this section, we utilize the
frequency-independent pathloss model using equation (1) to
show the effect of the presence of people on the pathloss
calculated with only the distance,
(1)
PLdB ( d )  PLdB ( d 0 )  10 n log10 ( d / d 0 )  S

(c)

where PLdB ( d 0 ) is the pathloss at the reference distance d 0
(which is 1m in this paper), d is the separation between the
transmitter and the receiver, n is the pathloss exponent, and
S is related to the degree of large-scale fading with a zeromean Gaussian distributed random variable (in dB) with a
standard deviation of  S (also in decibels) [13]. PLdB ( d 0 ) ,
and  S in (1) are averaged over a 1.6 GHz bandwidth, and
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(d)
Figure 2. Floor plans and receiver locations in (a) a room with desks and
chairs, (b) a room with desks, chairs and five people (c) a room with desks,
chairs and 10 people, and (d) a room with desks, chairs and 20 people.
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n is computed using the minimum mean square error
algorithm. Fig. 3 shows the path loss and their linear
regression model in Region A and Region B. The parameters
of the regression model are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I.
n

PL(d0) [dB]

 s [dB

Region
A
(Near
wall)

Region
B
(Center
aisle)

Region
A
(Near
wall)

Region
B
(Center
aisle)

Region
A
(Near
wall)

Region
B
(Center
aisle)

no
people

1.51

1.68

32.06

32.83

0.48

0.47

5 people

1.48

1.83

32.34

31.84

0.66

0.34

1.64

1.57

35.51

33.25

0.54

0.24

1.82

1.49

34.86

32.91

0.63

0.61

Scenario

10
people
20
people

(a)

EMPIRICAL PATHLOSS PARAMETERS

blocked increases. In addition, some reflected paths through
both side walls and the ceiling are affected by the existing
people, and some diffraction paths exist around them [14]. In
contrast, in Region B, the direct path is not affected by
people because there are LOS paths in all positions, but some
reflected paths are blocked or attenuated by people. This
different propagation mechanism results in different
tendencies of the pathloss exponent in Region A and Region
B.
B. Frequency-dependent Pathloss Model
In the conventional narrowband system, it is sufficient to
represent the pathloss model in formula (1) in section A, but
the UWB system requires the pathloss model considering the
frequency dependency due to its wide bandwidth. For this
reason, the frequency-dependent pathloss property has been
discussed in many studies [15-19]. In this paper, we analyze
the frequency-dependent pathloss property through the
frequency-dependent pathloss model as introduced
by Jinwon Choi et al. [15]. The frequency-dependent
pathloss is expressed using the following modified
expression of (2)
PLdB ( d , f )  PLdB ( d 0 )  10 n( f ) log10 ( d / d 0 )  S (2)

(b)
Figure 3. Path loss model of (a) Region A (Near wall) and (b) Region B
(Center aisle)

Table I shows the variations of the pathloss exponent
with the different scenarios in Region A and Region B.
Before analyzing the effect of people on the pathloss
exponent, for two regions with no people, Region A in which
the desks and chairs are located, has a smaller pathloss
exponent than Region B, which corresponds to the center
aisle. This difference is due to the desks and chairs. For
Region A, corresponding to the area near both of the side
walls, the pathloss exponent increases when there are more
people in the room. However, it decreases for Region B in
the middle of the room. This difference is caused by the
difference in the main propagation mechanism of the
received signal: In Region A, as the number of people
increases, the number of positions in which the direct path is
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where n ( f ) is the frequency-dependent pathloss exponent.
The other components are identical to those in (1).
For UWB systems in particular, the MB-OFDM scheme
proposes that the assigned frequency bands should be
divided into sub-bands having bandwidths of 528 MHz [20].

Figure 4. Twelve sub-bands with bandwidths of 500 MHz

To design an efficient MB-OFDM system, the effect of
the frequency on UWB signals with different frequency
bands should be characterized. For this, we obtained a
practical pathloss exponent formula to express the loss as a
function of the frequency. The pathloss exponent variation
with the frequency is characterized by taking the average of
the pathloss exponent over a 500-MHz overlapped window
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bandwidth whose center frequency is incremented from 3.35
to 4.45 GHz in steps of 100 MHz, as shown in Fig. 4. In this
model, the pathloss exponent averaged over each sub-band is
denoted as nsk at the k th sub-band for k = 1, 2, . . . , 12.
The variation of nsk is expressed as a function of the center
frequency of each sub-band.

TABLE II.

LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF (3)
Region A
(Near wall)

Scenarios

Region B
(Center aisle)

a

B

a

b

No people

0.04

1.36

0.13

1.19

5 people

0.06

1.26

0.09

1.48

10 people

0.09

1.31

0.18

0.87

20 people

0.13

1.31

0.27

0.45

people are larger than those of the scenario with no people.
This situation arises because the locations which are near to
the transmitter have less blocked multipath by people, but
the locations far from the transmitter have more blocked
multipath. But nsk ' values of the scenarios with 10 and 20
people are smaller than the other scenarios because the
difference of the path loss with the distance. As shown in
Fig. 5, nsk increases with the center frequency of the sub-

(a)

band and it can be regressed as a linear function. A linear
regression model of the pathloss exponent with the
frequency is obtained as follows:

ns ( f c )  a  f c  b

(3)

where f c is the center frequency of the sub-band (in
gigahertz).
The statistical representatives of nsk 'values and the

(b)
Figure 5.

nsk

and their linear regression models in (a) Region A (Near
wall) and (b) Region B (Center aisle)

The measured nsk ' values are illustrated in Fig. 5. In
Region A near the side walls, nsk ' values of the scenario
with 5 people are similar to those of the scenario with no
people, but nsk increases in the scenarios with 10 and 20
people. This is because the blocked multipath increases as
more people are in the region. In Region B which is the
center aisle of the room, nsk ' values of the scenario with 5
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linear regression coefficients a and b of (3) are shown in
Table II. In both regions, the pathloss exponents increase as
the frequency increases, but Region B shows faster growth
of the pathloss exponents than Region A for the same
scenario. These differences between Region A and Region B
are the result of different main propagation mechanisms, of
which the main difference is that the direct path is blocked
by the people in Region A, whereas this is not the case in
Region B. In addition, the slope of the pathloss exponents,
a , increases as more people are in the room in the two
regions. This means that the frequency response is affected
by the presence of people in the room.
IV.

CONCLUSION

To show how presence of people affects on a UWB
channel in an indoor LOS environment, we selected four
scenarios in the same room. The frequency-domain channel
sounding method was used for channel characterization from
3.1 to 4.7 GHz. From the results, the presence of people
causes channel variation. For the frequency-independent
pathloss model, the pathloss exponent for the region of the
center aisle decreases as more people are in the room, while
the pathloss exponent for the region near both side walls
increases as the number of people in the room increases. For
the frequency-dependent pathloss model that is useful for the
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MB-OFMD scheme in which the entire frequency band is
divided into several sub-bands with a bandwidth of 528 MHz,
the pathloss exponent increases as the frequency increases,
but the region of the center aisle in the room experiences
faster growth than the region near both side walls. In
summary, this paper shows that the presence of people
substantially affects radio-wave propagation in an indoor
LOS environment and should be considered when
characterizing the performance of UWB systems. This
finding will be helpful to those who want to validate the
results of software simulations of radio-wave propagation in
an indoor LOS environment.
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Abstract— Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access
(SC-FDMA) has shown robustness to multipath fading and
similar characteristics to those of Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). The main advantage of
SC-FDMA over OFDMA is its lower Peak to Power Average
Ratio (PAPR). Because of this, Single Carrier Frequency
Division Multiple Access has been proposed for transmission in
Land Mobile Satellite (LMS) Systems. The link level
performance of LMS system is diminished by rapid amplitude
and phase variations of the received signal. These fluctuations
are caused by multipath propagation and attenuation due to
shadowing and can be alleviated by the use of diversity at
receiver. In this paper, we have investigated SC-FDMA
performance for Equal Gain Combining (EGC) diversity over
a correlated Shadowed Rice LMS channel, a generalized Rice
channel in which the Line of Sight is following Nakagami-m
distribution and received echoes following an exponentially
decreasing Power Delay Profile. We show that Interleaved SCFDMA performance is better than Localized SC-FDMA.
Keywords- OFDMA;SC-FDMA;LOS;LMS;Shadowed Rice.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Satellite communication is growing fast in order to
follow unpredictable increase in demand for improved
quality of service, higher capacity and ubiquitous
connectivity. Satellite networks with the terrestrial networks
are showing fast and strong development. In this regard, the
use of multicarrier modulation and Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) [1] technology are very promising
candidates to reduce bandwidth requirement and enhance
capacity and data rates. MIMO technology offers many
advantages, such as i) Multiuser diversity gain, (ii) Spatial
multiplexing gain (iii) Coding gain, and Interference
reduction [1].
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
has demonstrated to be competent technology for wireless
communication. The major advantage of OFDM is its
relatively simple method of handling frequency selective
fading channels which are normally observed in wireless
channels [2]. However, OFDM transmission has high Peak
to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) which increases the power
back up for operation of Linear Power Amplifier. There are
many techniques to reduce the OFDM PAPR [3][4] and the
outcome of that is DFT Spread OFDM [5].
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Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SCFDMA) is a closely related transmission scheme with the
same multipath fading mitigation characteristics as that of
OFDM [6][7]. Though SC-FDMA has shown worse
performance with Rayleigh fading [8], its performance has
improved with increase in Line of Sight (LOS) in Rician
fading [9].
SC-FDMA performs DFT spreading in the transmitter,
before going to Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT)
[5]. The DFT operation in transmitter helps SC-FDMA to
spread the energy of individual modulation symbols over a
number of subcarriers in the DFT block. The transmitters in
SC-FDMA system use different subcarrier to transmit
information symbols. However, they transmit the subcarriers
sequentially, instead of in parallel. In relation to OFDM, this
arrangement reduces fluctuation in the transmitted
waveform. Therefore, SC-FDMA signals have naturally
lower PAPR. However, in a cellular system with severe
multipath fading, the SC-FDMA signals arrive at the base
station with inter symbol interference (ISI). At the receiver,
adaptive frequency domain equalization is used to cancel ISI.
Depending on how the DFT spread symbols are mapped
onto the subcarriers in the IDFT block, mapping is classified
into two types: localized and interleaved. In Localized-SCFDMA (L-SC-FDMA), each terminal uses a set of adjacent
subcarriers to transmit its symbols [10]. In Interleaved-SCFDMA (I-SC-FDMA), the subcarriers used by the terminals
are spread over the entire signal band, and occupied
subcarriers are equidistant from each other.
Diversity combining techniques such as Maximal Ratio
Combining (MRC), Equal Gain Combining (EGC) and
Selection Combining (SC) are used to mitigate fading in
wireless channel. It is known that equal gain combing
receiver yields similar performance to MRC, with lower
implementation complexity. In an EGC combiner, the output
of different diversity branches are first co-phased and then
weighted equally before combining to give resultant output
[11]. Co-phasing is required to avoid signal cancellation.
The EGC performance analysis is found in [12]. A
complete summary of most of the linked work is found in
[13]. Frequency-Domain (FD) Amplify and Forward (AF)
single relay SC-FDMA performance with EGC is studied in
[14]. In [15], we studied the Equal Gain combing SC-FDMA
performance over unshadowed Rice Land Mobile Satellite
(LMS) channel.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model. Section III describes the channel
model used to carry out simulation. In Section IV, simulation
results are presented. Finally, Section V provides the
conclusion.
II.

CHANNEL MODEL

The link level performance of LMS systems strongly
depends on the transmission channel between the satellite
and the mobile user. The statistical models for narrowband
LMS channels can be classified into two types of fading:
shadowed and unshadowed Rice fading. When the mobile
receiver has a clear path to the satellite it is called
unshadowed fading. In case of shadowed fading, the line of
sight path is blocked by terrain, vegetation, or human-made
structures.
The first shadowed Rice model was proposed by Loo
[16], where Line Of Sight (LOS) component follows
lognormal distribution. In this paper, we have used the model
discussed in [17], where they assumed that the power of LOS
component is a gamma random variable. G. L Stuber et al.
[18] discussed that the square root of a gamma variable has
Nakagami-m distribution.
In the used channel model, the scattered component of
the received signal follows Rayleigh distribution and LOS
follows a Nakagami-m distribution [17] as follows:
  =
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where  is the expectation with respect to Y, and */ .  is
the nth order modified Bessel’s function of the first kind.
In the proposed satellite channel model, a fixed and
sufficiently large number of rays are assumed, thus
eliminating the need to use a Poisson distribution. Power
Delay Profile (PDP) describes the numbers and position of
echoes, as well as their average power. In Land Mobile
system it is usual to consider an exponential PDP [19] with
parameter 1234 such that the scattered received power for lth
echo is as follows:
6 =7
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For a rural environment, a typical value of 1234 is less than
1 => and less than 2 => for a suburban area [20]. The value
of 1234 used in this paper is 1.17 =>.
III.

SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of an EGC SC-FDMA
transmitter-receiver. The input bits to be transmitted are
converted in complex symbols (e.g. BPSK [8] or QAM [8])
using digital modulation techniques. The Nc-point DFT
operation converts these complex symbols into precoded
complex symbols ?@A . The precoded symbols are then
mapped on a subset of different allocated subcarriers per
user, i.e., Nc out of M sub-carriers in which the total system
bandwidth is divided. The mapping can be Interleaved (I-SCFDMA) or Localized (L-SCFDMA). After subcarrier
mapping, a cyclic prefix (CP) is added and complex symbols
are transmitted. We assume that CP is long enough so that
the non zero echoes are fitted into it.
At the receiver, after the removing the CP, the M-DFT
operation converts the received symbol from the time
domain to the frequency domain. The received signal is
given by
(5)
B/ = C/ ? + D/

where E F {1,2, . . J& } represents the antenna index, J& being
the number of antennas at the receiver, D/ is a noise vector
whose entries are i.i.d. complex Gaussian LM0, NO  and
C/ represents the M × M diagonal matrix whose entries are
the channel frequency response as seen by the J& antennas
for each allocated subcarrier [21]. These NR signals are
frequency combined using EGC [21].
B=

Y
∑X
/Z B/ ∗  −S ∗ !ETU VW!TC/ 

(6)

Y
∑@
|C/ |
/Z

after taking Nc-IDFT of Y, it is given to the detector. The
output of detector is estimate of the input bits.
IV.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are carried to evaluate
BER performance for the SIMO (1× 2) EGC I-SC-FDMA
and L-SC-FDMA over shadowed Rice LMS channel. The
parameters used for simulation are shown in Tables I and II.
TABLE I. SHADOWED RICE CHANNEL PARAMETERS FOR DIFFERENT FADING I

Light
shadowing
Heavy
shadowing
Average
shadowing

bo

m

Ω

0.158

19.4

1.29

0.063

0.739

8.97e-04

0.126

10.1

0.835

Different shadowed conditions, Heavy, Light and Average
are considered while carrying out the simulation. The SIMO
(1× 2 EGC SC-FDMA performance has been evaluated for
different antenna correlation factor, number of antennas at
receiver, and allocated subcarriers.
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Figure 1. EGC SC-FDMA Transmitter Receiver scheme

TABLE II SIMULATION PARAMETERS

FFT Size
Modulation Techniques
Carrier Frequency
System Bandwidth
Channel model
Number of Antennas
Used
Equalizers used
1234

1024
QPSK
2.00GHz
20MHz
Satellite LMS with
exponential PDP
2, 4
EGC
1.17 =>

Figures 2 and 3 show the BER performance of
Interleaved SC-FDMA and Localized SC-FDMA for
Average and Light fading. Interleaved SC-FDMA
performance over Average and Light fading is better than
that of Localized SC-FDMA. In light fading, the LOS
component has more power than the multipath component.
The light and average shadowed Rician distribution can be
represented by the normal Rician distribution with a Rice
factor of 5.3 and 4.1 dB, respectively [22].
Figure 4 shows the BER performance of Interleaved SCFDMA for Heavy fading. In case of Heavy fading the Line of
Sight component has very low power, it behaves as good as
Rayleigh fading.

Figure 2: BER performance of Interleaved SC-FDMA and Localized SC-FDMA for different antenna correlation factor: Average Shadow fading
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Figure 3: BER performance of Interleaved SC-FDMA and Localized SC-FDMA for different antenna correlation factor: Light Shadow fading

Figure 4: BER performance of Interleaved SC-FDMA for different antenna correlation factor and different antennas at receiver: Heavy & Average
Shadow fading

Figure. 5: BER performance of Interleaved SC-FDMA and Localized SC-FDMA for different allocated subcarriers: Average Shadow fading
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Results have shown that performance is similar below certain
antenna correlation threshold, for Light fading threshold is
0.5. Note that the existence of LOS (quite powerful for Light
fading) always provokes certain correlation between signals
received at different antennas, thus the lack of spatial
correlation does not further improve the BER performance.
The results in Figure 4 shows that a higher number of
receiving antennas improve BER performance over Average
fading, as expected.
In Figure 5, the performance for different number of
allocated subcarriers over Average fading shows that BER
performance is not greatly modified by Jd .
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated BER performance of
SIMO (1× 2 EGC for Interleaved and Localized SC-FDMA
over shadowed Rice LMS channel where LOS component
follows Nakagami-m distribution. The performance is
studied under light, average and heavy fading. It is observed
that, as expected, in all three cases EGC diversity shows
better performance as compared to SISO SC-FDMA. In case
of Heavy fading, the performance is worse because LOS
component has low power. The antenna correlation effect in
all three types of fading shows that the more antenna
correlation, the more errors at the detection. However,
existence of LOS always provokes certain correlation
between signals received at different antennas thus
improvement for lower spatial correlation or using more
antennae is not high. In general, Interleaved SC-FDMA BER
performance is better than Localized SC-FDMA in shadowed
Rice fading. The Interleaved SC-FDMA can be best
transmission scheme for uplink satellite communication with
EGC receiver diversity technique. Further, it is
recommended to study the performance of MIMO SCFDMA over Land Mobile Satellite channel.
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Abstract— MANETs are mobile, self-configuring networks of
wireless mobile devices that have no fixed infrastructure
configuration. Movement of the nodes affects the operation of a
MANET. Because of the node movement MANETs need to rely
on robust routing protocols. We focus our investigation on the
impact of movement patterns on operation of a MANET. Of
particular interest is linear movement patterns similar to those
observed in some man-made objects. We investigate the
operation of a MANET under four different linear movement
patterns by simulating a MANET running the AODV routing
protocol. The best results were obtained with nodes moving
perpendicularly to the geographical direction of packet
forwarding.
Keywords- mobility models, MANET; M2ANET; ns-2; AODV

I.

INTRODUCTION

A network which links several devices and relies on radio
signal frequency is known as a wireless network. A Mobile
Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is connected by radio links and
consists of self-reliant mobile nodes [1]. The nodes move
and operate without any central control as individual
autonomous systems. They move freely in any direction and
links among these devices change frequently. The dynamic
movement pattern that these nodes follow influences the
overall network performance. Different movement patterns
can be categorized with respect to mobility models
[2][3][4]. Examples of realistic models that have been
suggested include obstacle mobility and pathway mobility
[5]. In these models, there are pre-determined pathways and
obstacles, which determine the movement of nodes and
propagation of signals in a wireless network.
Linear node movement occurs in practice in man-made
system. Examples of these include: movement of machines
on a factory floor, bus routes following a city grid, and most
interestingly some plane routes. For example, typical flight
corridors for transatlantic flights show close to parallel paths
of nodes (planes) as illustrated in Figure 1. In this paper, we
present the results of investigation into different mobility
models with practical applications for MANETs. Instead of
using the most common random mobility (exemplified by
setdest in ns-2) we propose moving nodes along mostly
straight paths, possibly adjusting direction periodically.
Such a movement pattern should be easier to realize in
practice, as the nodes would be moving essentially
following a predefined track, like a train moving on rails
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between two stations back and forth.

Figure 1. North Atlantic Tracks for the eastbound crossing on the evening
of May 4, 2006 [6].

In Section II, we present background on MANETs and
principal routing protocols. Different linear movement
patterns for MANETs and simulation of these movements in
ns-2 are discussed in Section III. Experiments with different
linear movement patterns are in Section IV. Finally, we
present the experimental results in Section V, followed by
conclusion and future work.

II.

STATE OF THE ART

A MANET is comprised of interconnected nodes, which
make use of communication paths that are allowing multihop activity. They offer distinct advantages and are versatile
for some particular applications and environments. There
are no fixed or prerequisite base stations or infrastructures;
therefore, their creation and usage is not time consuming
and can occur at any given point in time and at any place.
MANETs have a fault-resilient nature, given that they are
not operating a single point of failure and are very flexible.
The deletion and addition of new nodes, forming new links
are a normal part of operation of a MANET [1][7][8]. A
group of nodes can facilitate communication between
distant stations forming a mobile medium, as introduced in
[9]. These benefits of MANETs have resulted in many
applications in hostile environments including military,
police, rescue and other hostile or disorganized
environments.
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MANET research and deployment are aided by the fact
that they use small and relatively inexpensive wireless
communication devices. Simulators like ns-2 include
models for wireless nodes, links and protocols and can be
used for experimenting with MANETs [10].
The
simulations rely on numerous parameters, which include not
only the patterns of communication but also the model for
mobility.
Future expectations are that MANETs will be deployed in
various scenarios that tend to have complex connectivity
dynamics and node mobility. A good example would be a
MANET on a battlefield wherein the soldiers' movement is
dictated by their commander. For a citywide MANET, maps
or obstacles limit the movement of the nodes. Note that
mobility of the node and its properties are specific to the
application in question; therefore, mobility properties that
are widely varying possess the ability to greatly impact the
performance of the various routing protocols. To cope with
these specific requirements of MANETS, highly adaptive
protocols based on flooding [11][12][13] and on dynamic
routing [14][15][16] were developed. In our paper, we
propose and analyze a number of variants of motion with
spatial dependencies: our vertical and horizontal motions are
similar to the Column Mobility Model (CMM), and square
and specified area motions are similar to the Reference
Point Group Mobility (RPGM) introduced in [17]. In
addition to different motion types, we also investigate the
relation between the direction of the motion itself and the
geographical direction of the data transfer. For experiments
in our research we considered using one of the two popular
MANET routing protocols supported in ns-2 simulator:
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Ad hoc On-Demand
Distance Routing (AODV). Both DSR and AODV share a
similar on-demand behavior route discovery for ad hoc
networks, but with different mechanics for routing.
However, AODV outperforms the DSR routing protocol
when simulating a large number of nodes as in our
experiment [7]. This is why AODV is used in modeling
MANETs in this report.
III.

INVESTIGATION OF SELECTED LINEAR MOVEMENT
PATTERNS

Setdest [10] is a tool built into ns-2 [10] and uses a random
mobility model to generate random movements for the
nodes using a pause and move strategy. In this strategy, a
next movement and speed are independent of the previous
move. In this paper, we investigate the MANET
performance under a scenario with constrained node
movement. More specifically, we investigate the node
movements that are still random but confined to a single
direction, a line, and are similar to some real movements.
For example a rail car can move only forward and back but
not sideways. We assume that the MANET is composed of
many such nodes, but it is used to carry the data between
two defined (and fixed) nodes. This type of a model is
called Mobile Medium Ad Hoc Network (M2ANET) and is
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based on the concept of mobile medium introduced in [9].
The references to “vertical” and “horizontal” are based on
the movement direction as observed in the ns-2 simulator on
a computer screen. Horizontal corresponds to the movement
of the nodes in the general geographic direction of packet
forwarding, and vertical corresponds to the path
perpendicular to the one defined above.
A. Vertical motion
In this motion, each node is initially assigned an X
coordinate randomly, which stays the same during the
simulation, while the Y coordinates the changes for each
move. Each node is assigned a random destination located
on the vertical line defined by the node X coordinate and
moves to this destination at a random speed. The process is
repeated until a node reaches the destination.

Destination

Figure 2. Vertical motion.

Destination

Figure 3. Horizontal motion.

B. Horizontal motion
This movement motion does exactly the opposite of the
vertical movement. The Y’s coordinate remains the same,
while the X’s coordinate changes for each move during the
simulation time. This type of motion is similar to the
movement of planes on the path shown in Figure 1, with the
exception that some of the planes (if they were controlled by
random number generators) would be turning back midway.
C. Square motion
This movement motion allows the nodes to move in a
square path with different speeds for each node during the
simulation time. This square path is defined to be a 100*100
square in the experimental area and is the same for each
node. Each node takes a random position at first. Then it
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moves to the right by adding 100 to its initial position. Then
it moves up by 100 from its previous position. Finally, it
moves to the left by adding 100 to the previous position. A
full square path is followed by each node and repeated until
the end of the simulation time.
D. Specified area motion
This movement motion keeps the nodes moving randomly
based on values generated the Java Math library function
Math.random() in a specified area (200*200 in our
experiment). Each node has an initial random position at the
start of the simulation. Then each node moves to a new
randomly assigned position but does not go beyond
200*200 from the node’s first initial position during the
simulation time. (The displacement along each axis is
calculated mod 200).
E. Simulation environment
The simulation time for our experiment is set to be 1000 sec
in a topology of size 1000m * 1000m. We tested different
node density starting from 5 nodes up to 100 nodes, which
includes the two stationary nodes. We run the simulation 10
times for each node density and then we calculate the
average of these runs. Node transmissions are simulated
using the 802.11 ns-2 model, and the packets are forwarded
using the AODV protocol.
For comparison, we also simulated random motion using
the standard ns-2 setdest utility. For performance evaluation,
since we always have the same number of packets sent, we
only need to quantify packets that are received at the
destination node. This is the same as using the packet
delivery as a main performance metric in the experiment.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Base case scenario with setdest results
The base case scenario in our experiment used the setdest
utility to generate random movements for the nodes. The
experiment for this movement was run 10 times for each
node density and the average of packet delivery was
calculated. In Figure 2, the three curves represent the number
of packets received at three different speeds. The graph
shows that at high densities the number of packets received
at the destination node decreases as the maximum speed
increases from 25, 50 to 500 m/s. This result is based on the
random movement generated from setdest in ns-2.
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Figure 4. Random motion results.

B. Vertical motion result
In this scenario, where the nodes are moving only up and
down (i.e., perpendicular to the geographical direction
between the source and destination) during the simulation
with random speeds, we observe the average packets
received at the destination node density during 10
experiments. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the comparison of
different motions in low and high average speed. The graphs
show that the number of received packets increases with the
increase in number of mobile nodes (which increase node
density), up to a point when certain number of nodes is
reached (35 in our experiments). At this point the node
density is no longer the primary factor in delivery of
packets. After this node density is reached, the node speed
becomes the primary deciding factor in how many packets
are delivered.
C. Horizontal motion result
The horizontal motion, as explained before, allows the
nodes to move only in the direction of (i.e., defined by a line
between) the two stationary nodes, which is in the
horizontal motion experiment would be right and left. In this
experiment, we also run the simulation 10 times for each
node density, and calculated the average of packets
received. As illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, the overall trends
are similar to the vertical motion, except that the vertical
motion reaches a higher packet delivery, which is
particularly pronounced at high node speeds. A closer
inspection of the simulation runs revealed that in case of
horizontal motion some mobile nodes had their initial
random position assigned too far from the two stationary
nodes that these nodes were out of range to deliver the cbr
packets.
For both motions that we create, Figure 5 shows no
difference for the delivery rate at lower speed, whereas with
the higher speed, we can see from Figure 6 that vertical
motion has a better performance based on the packet
delivery.
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D. Square path motion result
In the square path, we combined the vertical and horizontal
motions into one set of moves and we limited the extent of
movement to a square path. Therefore, each node moves
only 100*100 from its initially random position and this
would have an impact on the network connectivity at low
node densities. Indeed, the observed performance (Figures 5
and 6) was lower than horizontal and vertical motion at
lower node densities, and similar to these two at higher node
densities.
E. Specified area motion result
Specified area motion keeps the nodes move randomly but
in limited square shaped area, which is in our experiment
200m * 200m from the topology size 1000m *1000m. With
the specified area motion, the nodes are also moving in a
confined area. Despite the randomness of the movement, the
observed performance is the worse of the four movement
types investigated in this paper.
F. Comparing four different motions
At both high and low speeds the specified area motion type
delivers the least number of packets and vertical motion
delivers the most. Square motion is more reliable at high
speeds than horizontal motion, but less reliable at low
speeds. This is because square motion performs both
vertical and horizontal motion and at lower speeds suffers
loss of connectivity during the horizontal motion and
vertical motions that occur while out of range. For all
motions at high node density, movement speed becomes the
primary factor in reliability and with a fewer packet
delivered at high speed.

the packets will be delivered. In this case, the possibility of
receiving all the packets rises with increased node density.
As soon as the nodes start to move, the packet delivery
starts to decrease. When we have the nodes distributed
randomly in our experiment topology, there are no packets
received when we have very low node density. Once we
have 20 or more nodes distributed randomly, there will be
either zero or 100 percent of the packets received. The
higher the node density, the better are the chances of having
the packets delivered.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTUR WORK

In this paper, we presented four different node movement
patterns for use in MANETs. They include: the horizontal
movement in which the nodes move in the geographical
direction of forwarding packets, the vertical movement
(perpendicular to the above), the movement in a square
paths, and the movement in a specified area. We observed
that the movement of the nodes affects the performance of
packet delivery in the simulated MANET.
As expected, we observed that the speed of the movement
affects the performance of the MANET in all movement
types. More packets are dropped with larger maximum
speeds at higher node densities. For example, for the
horizontal motion the average packet delivery in the
simulation with 40 nodes was 93% at low speed and only
80% at high speed. Our experiments show that the vertical
motion (i.e., motion perpendicular to the direction of
forwarding packets) is better than the horizontal motion
(i.e., motion in the direction of forwarding packets) at a
given node density. For example, in experiments at high
speed, 89% of packets are delivered in a network with
vertical node movements vs. 80% in case of the horizontal
movement (both in the simulation of a network with n=40
nodes). The horizontal motion causes the most displacement
for the node relative to the source and destination nodes.
Once the nodes are out of range by horizontal motion, they
continue to be out of range and do not forward data.

Figure 5. Comparing different motions with low speed.

From our experiment, we notice that when there is no
motion among the nodes then, depending on the initial
positions of the nodes, either zero percent (no path from
source to destination expect) or 100 percent (path exists) of
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Figure 6. Comparing different motions with high speed.
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Based on our results, we suggest further testing of all the
movements with changing multiple parameters, such as
increasing or lowering the experimental area, changing the
size of the specified area size in one of the movement
models, changing the routing protocols, varying speed, and
node density, etc. Furthermore, other movement patterns
can be investigated in simulation and in an actual physical
MANET experiments. It would also be of interest to model
the movement of all transatlantic flights over the North
Atlantic and see if a MANET network could be established
if all the planes were equipped with suitable transceivers.
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Abstract- Over the past few years, there has been a rapid
growth of new services offered to end users on the Internet,
such as online video games, video conferences, and multimedia
services. WiMAX networks are one prominent viable solution
for wireless broadband access that provides last-mile access to
the Internet. To satisfy the Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements of the applications in an acceptable way, an
efficient scheduling algorithm is needed. In the literature,
attention was focused on throughput and delay only. Jitter,
though of great significance, was not taken into account. In this
paper, we consider jitter, in addition to throughput and delay,
in order to formulate a three-term dynamic weight function.
The jitter and delay terms, in particular, are weighted by
specific weighting factors, whose values in real-time
applications are different from those in non-real-time
applications. Simulation results are obtained by OPNET, and
it is shown that the proposed algorithm outperforms two
famous previously published algorithms.

throughput, delay, and jitter [4, 5]. A scheduling algorithm is
needed to allocate the bandwidth to applications in such a
way as to maximize throughput and minimize delay and
jitter. The scheduling algorithm should be simple, fair, and
efficient.
A good survey about scheduling algorithms in WiMAX
networks is presented by So-In et al. [6]. Dhrona et al. [7]
have made a comprehensive performance study of uplink
scheduling algorithms in point-to-multipoint WiMAX
networks, where simulation analysis was carried out using
average delay, average throughput, fairness and frame
utilization. Recently, Kumar and Gupta [8] perform another
comparative descriptive analysis for various scheduling
algorithms in WiMAX networks.
Among notable scheduling algorithms for WiMAX
networks are [9, 10, 11]: Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ),
Random Early Detection (RED), Fair Queuing (FQ), Deficit
Round Robin (DRR), Round Robin (RR), Weighted Round
Robin (WRR), and First-In First-Out (FIFO). We have to
choose the algorithm which guarantees the best performance.
In this respect, an algorithm with dynamic bandwidth
allocation is usually recommended. It is also mentioned in
[12] that weighted scheduling algorithms are preferred for
satisfaction of QoS requirements. The reason is that the
weight corresponds to the number of time slots to be
allocated to the service class. This number of slots is fixed
for each WiMAX frame; hence the weight representing the
number of slots is preferably to be an integer. This means
that we do not actually need algorithms such as DRR [11,
12] in which floating point numbers are used. Further, the
resulting algorithm will be much less sophisticated.
Other recent attempts have been made by Ali and
Dimyati [13] and El-Shinnawy et al. [14]. In [13], a
scheduling algorithm has been developed on the basis of the

Keywords- WiMAX; QoS; Jitter; Scheduling algorithms; IEEE
802.16

I.

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide interoperability for microwave access
(WiMAX) networks are a broadband wireless access
network technology, designed according to IEEE 802.16
standard [1, 2, 3]. These promising networks possess a
multitude of advantageous features such as high data rate,
large spanning area, and provision for achieving the required
Quality of Service (QoS) of real-time applications. They act
as a convenient medium for delivering vital services to end
users on the Internet, such as video conferences, online video
games, and multimedia services to end users.
The QoS plays a major role in determining network
performance. It has three main parameters, namely,
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II. ON WIMAX NETWORKS
WiMAX networks have two basic operation modes [6, 7,
8]: point-to-multipoint (PMP) connection and mesh
connection. In the PMP mode, the communications between
all subscriber stations (SSs) are organized and passed
through the base station (BS), while in the mesh mode, the
communication can be achieved directly between subscriber
stations. WiMAX provides five service classes to support the
variation of QoS requirements for different applications [1,
6, 7]. The first class is an unsolicited grant service (UGS),
which is used to support real-time applications with constant
data rate such as VoIP(Voice over Internet Protocol) without
silence suppression. The second class is an extended realtime polling service (ertPS) class, which is designed to
support real-time applications with variable data rate such as
VoIP with silence suppression. The real-time polling service
(rtPS) is the third service class type. rtPS focuses on realtime applications with variable data rate such as a Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) compressed video. The
fourth service class is a non-real-time polling service (nrtPS)
class, which is designed for non-real-time variable bit rate
traffic such as file transfer protocol (FTP). The fifth class is
the best effort (BE) at, which applications do not make use of
any specific QoS requirements.
WiMAX is based on the principles of orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [1], which is a
suitable modulation access technique for non– line-of-sight
(NLOS) conditions with high data rates. However, in
WiMAX the various parameters pertain to the physical layer,
such as the number of subcarriers, pilots, and guard band.
The WiMAX physical (PHY) layers defined in IEEE 802.16
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standard are: wireless MAN-SC (single carrier), wireless
MAN SCa, wireless MAN-OFDM (orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing) and wireless MAN-OFDMA
(orthogonal frequency division multiple access). Details
about these layers can be found in [1, 2]. OFDMA WiMAX
frame is divided into two subframes: uplink subframe and
downlink subframe separated by a Transmit-receive
Transition Gap (TTG) and a Receive-transmit Transition
Gap (RTG). The structure of the WiMAX frame is shown in
Figure 1 [1, 2, 6].
OFDMA Symbol Number
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number of bandwidth requests from Non-Real-Time Polling
Service (nrtPS). In [14], a priority scheduling algorithm
based on jitter, minimum rate, delay, and class type has been
introduced. It was the first time for jitter to appear in a
scheduling algorithm, but the treatment was confined to
priority algorithms.
Jitter [15] is defined as a measure of the variability over
time of the packet latency across a network. It is a very
important QoS factor in the assessment of network
performance. The cause of jitter occurrence is that a packet
can get queued or delayed somewhere in the network.
Increasing the jitter value beyond a certain threshold leads to
missing packets and serious audio problems in real-time
applications.
In the present paper, we include jitter explicitly in a
dynamic weight function. To our knowledge, the weight
function so formulated implies a new concept. The
performance attained is better than other algorithms, in terms
of average throughput, average delay, and average jitter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, an overview of WiMAX networks is given. Scheduling
algorithms are reviewed in Section III. Section IV presents
the details of the proposed approach. Simulation results are
introduced in Section V. Finally, conclusions and trends for
future work are reported in Section VI.

UL burst#6
DL burst#2

DL

TTG

UL

RTG

Figure 1. WiMAX Frame Structure
WiMAX provides a Media Access Control (MAC) layer
that uses a grant request mechanism to authorize the
exchange of data. Thus, a better exploitation of the radio
resources, in particular with smart antennas, and independent
management of the traffic of every user is allowed [16].
MAC layer in WiMAX has actions [1, 2, 6], i.e., provides
QoS, responsible of security and key management, and
provides power saving mode and idle mode operations.
MAC layer is divided into three sub-layers. First, a
convergence sub-layer is designed as a link between the
higher layers and WiMAX MAC layer. This is done by
mapping data from the upper layers to the appropriate MAC
layer. Second, a common part sub-layer, which is responsible
for bandwidth allocation, connection establishment and
maintenance for all QoS requirements. Third, a security sublayer, which is developed for authentication, security key
exchange, and encryption. To ensure good performance of
WiMAX networks for the different requirements of QoS in
real-time applications, a suitable bandwidth allocation
algorithm is needed. In the starting of each WiMAX frame,
the scheduling algorithm computes the bandwidth allocation
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for each subscriber station to send this information in ULMAP.
III.

EARLIER SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

To meet the QoS requirements of multimedia
applications, a scheduling algorithm is needed to allocate the
bandwidth to users to satisfy upper bounds on delay and jitter
and to maximize throughput. Scheduling algorithms can be
classified into two categories [6]: channel-aware algorithms,
and channel-unaware algorithms. In channel-aware
algorithms, channel information, such as signal strength,
signal-to-noise ratio, and received signal power, affects the
bandwidth allocation decision. In channel-unaware
algorithms, however, no channel information is used. Many
aware schedulers are proposed in the literature: examples are
modified largest weighted delay first (M-LWDF) [17] and
Link Adaptive largest weighted throughput (LWT) [18].
Also, the channel-unaware schedulers are the subject of
many research papers. In [6, 10], the weighted family RR
algorithm is proposed. This algorithm assigns
one
allocation for each connection in each serving cycle. In [6,
7, 10] WRR assigns a weight value to each connection then
serves connections according to their allocated bandwidth
based on weight. The main problem of WRR is that when the
traffic has a variable packet size, it provides incorrect
percentage of bandwidth allocation. DRR [11, 16] solves the
problem of WRR by using two variables for each queue,
deficit counter (DC) and quantum (Q). Deficit weighted
round robin (DWRR) [18] is the same as DRR but with a
new weight variable for each queue and the Q value depends
on the weight value. Another modification on DRR, named
modified deficit round robin (MDRR) [20], is operated in the
same way as DRR but with adding a new parameter called a
queue priority.
The above-mentioned scheduling algorithms have the
following drawbacks. First, in weighted scheduling
algorithms, the bandwidths are assigned statically and do not
vary with the burst changes. Second, no enough attention is
given to jitter causing problems in real-time applications.
Finally, priority scheduling algorithms caused starvation in
low priority classes. According to [6] and to the best of our
knowledge, no scheduling algorithms take jitter delay into
account in weighting function when taking the bandwidth
allocation decision.
IV.

important and none of them can be dispensed with. But, in
non-real-time applications, which belong to nrtPS class in
WiMAX, throughput is the only important parameter, since
non-real-time applications are insensitive to delay and jitter.
The problem under consideration is concerned with the
development of a real-time scheduling algorithm for
WiMAX networks. The bandwidth is to be allocated among
n queues; that is, n subscriber stations. The proposed method
depends on the formulation of a dynamic weight function in
terms of the three QoS parameters: throughput, delay, and
jitter. To this end, a weight Wi is assigned to queue i as a
positive factor of the form:

N

Wi =

Σ

j= 1
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N

, i=1,2,…….,n

(1)

j

In (1), Ni is expressed as the sum of three terms
corresponding to contributions of throughput, delay, and
jitter, respectively. Specifically, we propose the following
formula for a weight function Ni:
Ni = Ti + Di + Ji ,

i=1,2,……,n

(2)

The first term Ti, in (2), is the fractional throughput
contribution to Ni, defined as:
T

=
i

X i
n
Σ X
j= 1
j

(3)

where Xi is the minimum reserved traffic rate for queue i.
The second term Di is the fractional delay contribution
Di =

(α i Yi /L i )

Σ (α j Y j /L j )
n

(4)

j=1

where Yi is a time-varying average delay, Li is the given
maximum latency, and αi is a positive delay weighting
factor. In (4), the ratio Yi/Li (less than unity) expresses the
proportion of the delay of a particular queue relative to the
maximum acceptable delay of the network. Further, the ratio
Yi/Li is weighted by a factor αi, whose value varies according
to the subscriber station (value of i). This is justifiable since
each subscriber station is devoted to a particular application.
The third term Ji is the fractional jitter contribution,

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In WiMAX networks, the BS is responsible for the
scheduling of service classes for uplink and downlink
directions. The scheduling algorithm works on the bases of
the bandwidth requests of SSs in the uplink direction. The
proposed approach is used as an uplink scheduling algorithm
in the MAC layer of BS. This approach is a type of weighted
scheduling algorithms with a dynamic weight equation
defined in terms of the parameters: throughput and delay as
well as jitter. These parameters characterize the QoS of the
application at hand.
For each type of applications, the importance of these
parameters is varying. In real-time applications which belong
to rtPS service class in WiMAX, the QoS parameters are all

i

n

Ji=

(βiZi/Ki )

(5)
n
Σ  βjZj / Kj 

j =1
where Zi is a time-varying average jitter, Ki is the given
maximum jitter and βi is a positive jitter weighting factor.
The terms in (5) can be interpreted in the same way as in (4).
Equation 2 is valid for both real- and non-real time
applications; this implies that the weighting factors αi and βi
should take on different values of the two types of
applications. The values of αi and βi for real-time
applications should be greater than those for non-real-time
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V.

SIMULATION SETTING AND EXPERIMENTS

Simulation in this paper is performed by the OPNET
simulator [21]. The network used consists of four WiMAX
service classes: ertPS, rtPS, nrtPS
PS and BE with applications:
VoIP, video conference, FTP and HTTP,
HTTP respectively. The
traffic parameters for each service
vice class are listed in table1.

The simulation results are obtained using several
scenarios
os by varying the number of SSs. Each scenario
consists of one BS serving a number of SSs in PMP mode of
operation. The frame duration is 5 msec, with 50% for each
uplink and downlink subframe. A random topology in 1000
x 1000 m square space is used. The number of SSs varies
from 10 to 60 with ratio 2:3:3:2 SSs for service classes
ERTPS:RTPS:NRTPS:BE, respectively. The proposed
weighted scheduling algorithm is compared with both
MDRR [20] and WRR [6, 7, 10].
10] The throughput, delay, and
jitter are considered as performance metrics. The simulation
time is 10 minutes
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the simulation results for the
average throughput, average delay, and average jitter,
respectively, as functions of the number of SSs,
SSs for the
proposed algorithm together with the other two algorithms
WRR and MDRR, it is clear from these figures that
th the
proposed approach exhibits a better performance than WRR
and MDRR since it has:
•
•
•

A higher throughput
A lower delay
A lower jitter

In Figure 2, itt is to be noted that the differences between
the average throughput values in the three scheduling
algorithms are not appreciable, because the throughput in the
three algorithms is defined using the same concept.

Average throughput in bps

applications. The reason is the fact that real
real-time applications
are more highly sensitive to delay and jitter. There is no
apparent way for systematically determining the value of αi
and βi. Therefore, we resort to a trial-and
and-error method. The
criterion for the choice of the values of αi and βi depends on
the performance of the algorithm in WiMAX networks. We
begin with arbitrary initial values of αi and βi , and estimate
the network performance in terms of throughput,
throughp delay, and
jitter. When the performance is not satisfactory, the values of
αi and βi are changed in a prescribed random manner, until
a satisfactory network response is arrived at. These final
values of αi and βi are then fixed and made use of in the
bandwidth allocation operation of the algorithm. The
simulation results to follow demonstrate the idea.
The computational scheme of the proposed algorithm is
summarized in the following consecutive steps:
1) Values for the delay weighting factor αi and the
jitter weighting factor βi are selected.
selected
2) For each queue, get the values of Yi and Zi.
3) Calculate the values of Ti (in (33)), Di (in (4)), and Ji
(in (5)).
4) Calculate the three-term
term weigh
weight function Ni
according to (2).
5) Calculate the weight Wi by virtue of (1).
6) Divide the bandwidth of the uplink subframe
among the n queues based on the relationship:
(BW) i= Wi * (UL)BW
(6)
where BWi is the bandwidth reserved to queue i
and ULBW is the total bandwidth of the uplink
subframe.
7) The value of the bandwidth of each queue is sent to
SS.
8) The service for the queue is continued until the
bandwidth is ended.
9) The service is moved between the queues using
round robin mechanism.
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Figure 2. WiMAX average throughput vs. number of SSs
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Figure 3. WiMAX average delay vs. number of SSs

is formulated as the sum of the respective contributions of
the QoS parameters: throughput, delay, and jitter. The
inclusion of jitter is the essential
sential modification that results in
a more comprehensive weight function. Weighting factors αi
and βi are introduced in the expressions of delay and jitter
contributions, respectively.. The values of these factors in the
real-time
time applications should be different
di
from those in nonreal-time applications. There is no obvious strategy to choose
the values of αi and βi ; therefore, a trial-and-error
trial
technique
is resorted to. The proposed algorithm is simulated using
OPNET. Comparison is made with two powerful algorithms:
WRR and MDRR. The results demonstrate that our
algorithm outperforms the other two, with respect to
throughput, delay, and jitter, as functions of the number of
subscriber stations.
In a future research work, a systematic method for the
choice of αi and βi will be devised. In addition, the
algorithm will be extended to the channel-aware
channel
case. An
interesting challenging task will be focused on the
application of the algorithm to the newly established LongTerm Evolution (LTE) networks
works [22].
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the effects of imperfect
channel estimation on the performance of a Selective-Decodeand-Forward (SDF) relay-assisted communication system. In
the system studied, a pilot symbol-assisted modulation (PSAM)
scheme is used along with a channel estimation scheme based on
minimum mean square error (MMSE). In particular, we derive
an approximate expression for the bit error probability (BEP) in
the presence of channel estimation error for the SDF cooperative
protocol. Numerical simulations are presented to show that the
derived approximate BEP expression is very close to the actual
BEP. We also provide power-allocation that optimally assigns
power constraint to training and data transmission phases to
minimize the BEP.

Keywords-cooperative communication; fading; channel
estimation
I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advances in information and wireless technologies
have led to growing interests in the development of multipleinput and multiple-output (MIMO) systems, which improves
spectral and power efficiency of wireless networks. However,
installing multiple antennas at transmitter and/or receiver results in size expansion of the devices, which is not practical
in many wireless applications. A cooperative communication
system can be considered as an alternative to MIMO systems.
Cooperative techniques can exploit cooperative diversity by
means of providing several copies of a signal that have
experienced channel gains with low correlations [1][2][3].
Furthermore, early research in cooperative communication has
shown that energy efficient transmitters operating in relay
networks help extend the battery life [4].
According to the way in which the information is transmitted from the source terminal to the relay terminals and
the way it is processed at the relay terminals, the existing
cooperative protocols can usually be divided into three types –
such as decode-and-forward (DF) protocols, selective decodeand-forward (SDF) protocols and amplify-and-forward (AF)
protocols [1][2][3][5].
In the DF protocol, the relay terminals decode the received
signal, then the sequence will be re-encoded and it will be
forwarded to the destination terminal. In the SDF protocol,
the relay terminals detect the signal and check if the detected
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signal contains any error. If the information sequence is
considered error free, then the sequence will be re-encoded
by either the same or a different code before it will be
finally transmitted to the destination terminal. In AF protocols,
the relay terminals simply re-transmit a scaled version of
the signal that they receive from the source terminal to the
destination terminal.
Most of the existing work on cooperative communications
has assumed perfect knowledge of the channel fading coefficients at the receiver side, which is an overly optimistic
assumption, and does not match with reality. For instance,
W. Su et al. [6] and A. S. Ibrahim et al. [7] assume that
the receiver has access to perfect information about the
channel and the transmitter knows the instantaneous channel
gain without the phase component. Various expressions for
the symbol error probability of a cooperative communication system have been derived in [8][9][10][11] under the
assumption of perfect channel state information (CSI) at both
the relay and destination. Although research results based
on these assumptions provide valuable insights, in practical
systems these coefficients must be estimated and then used
in the detection process. Especially, in mobile applications,
the assumption of perfect channel knowledge is unwarranted
as randomly varying channel conditions are learned by the
receivers imperfectly.
In recent work (e.g., [12][13]), the effects of the channel
estimation error on the bit error rate (BER) performance
of cooperative communication systems have been studied by
using a simple model for the channel estimation error, where
the variance of the channel estimation error is assumed to be
fixed for all values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Y. Wu et
al. [14] investigate effects of channel estimation errors on the
symbol-error-rate (SER) performance of a cooperative communication system operating in AF mode. J. Zhang et al. [15]
assume that the receiver estimates the channel imperfectly,
based on the pilot signal sent by the transmitter. Moreover,
both the source and the relay perform an optimization on the
power to be allocated to the pilot and data, assuming that
achievable rate is the only factor to be optimized.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work exists
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on the BEP performance of selective decode-and-forward
relay communication system that uses pilot symbol-assisted
modulation for channel estimation.
In the present paper, we derive a lower bound for BEP
performance of binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation
for the selective decode-and-forward relay communication
system. We then apply the lower bound expression of BEP
as the performance metric of the system, and solve a power
allocation problem to optimally allocate power to training and
data sequences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce our system model and channel estimation in Section
II. In Section III, the BEP expression is derived for the
system under consideration. Simulation results are presented in
Section IV, followed by conclusion and future work in Section
V.
Notation: E{·}, {·}∗ , x̂ denote the expected value, the complex conjugate and the estimate of the variable x, respectively.

We consider a three-node relay network, which consists of a
source, relay, and destination node. This relay network model
is depicted in Figure 1. We assume BPSK transmission over
flat fading channels. Note that this assumption is imposed
only for the convenience of notation. The analysis in this
paper can also be applied, after some simple modifications, to
the case wherein the source and the relay transmit using Mary phase shift keying (MPSK) modulation. Let hsd , hsr and
hrd represent the source-destination, source-relay, and relaydestination channel gains, respectively. Each node-to-node
channel gain is modelled by a zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variable with variance σh2 . Furthermore, each channel
is assumed to be constant during the frame transmission where
each frame consists of a fixed number of symbols. A practical
relay node with low cost usually cannot transmit and receive
signal at the same time in the same frequency band. We assume
that nodes transmit under half-duplex constraint in the same
frequency band.
As in [1], the transmission protocol can be described as
follows: First, the source transmits data to both relay and
destination with power Ps . The received signals at the relay
and the destination can be written as:
p
(1)
ysr = Ps hsr x + nsr
p

Ps hsd x + nsd

(2)

where nsr and nsd represent the additive noise terms, x
represents the transmitted symbol with unit average energy,
i.e., E{|x|2 } = 1 and Ps is the source power (energy per
symbol time) for data transmission. In the second time slot,
if the relay correctly detects the received message in the first
time slot, then it will forward it to the destination; otherwise,
the relay will remain silent to avoid the propagation of errors
[7]. Thus, the received signal at the destination in the second
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(3)

where θ can be either 0 or 1 indicating whether the relay
was silent or not, nrd is additive noise term, and Pr is the
relay power (energy per symbol time) for data transmission.
At the end of the second time slot, the destination will combine
the desired signals from the source and the relay, if any, and
attempt to detect the symbol.

R
hrd

hsr

S

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CHANNEL ESTIMATION

ysd =

time slot is in the following form
p
yrd = θ Pr hrd x + nrd

D

hsd
Fig. 1.

Three-node relay network model

Each frame has M symbols
Source
Pilot

1

...

2

M-1

Relay
Pilot

First time slot

Fig. 2.

1

2

...

M-1

Second time slot

Transmission structure in a block of M symbols

The transmission block consists of two phases−training
phase and data transmission phase. We assume that the
communication between nodes is through single-input-singleoutput (SISO) channel. For channel gain estimation of a
SISO system, only one pilot symbol is required [15][16].
To reduce the variance of channel estimation errors, one can
either increase the number of pilot symbols or use a higher
pilot transmit power. As in [15], we assume that only one
pilot symbol is used to estimate the channel coefficient. We
point out that since block fading channels are considered, the
accuracy of MMSE channel estimation depends only on the
total training signal power regardless of the training duration,
and increasing the number of training symbols in each block
results in decreasing the throughput. We assume that, in the
considered scheme, the source and relay can allocate power
to pilot phase and data phase in different proportions. At the
beginning of the frame, the source sends a pilot symbol, which
we denote as sp , to the relay and destination. The received
p
p
signals, rsr
and rsd
can be expressed as follows
p
rsr
= hsr sp + nsr
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p
rsd
= hsd sp + nsd

(4)

p
rsd

p
where rsr
and
are the received pilot signals at the relay
and at the destination, respectively. Then, the relay sends pilot
symbol s0p to the destination. The received pilot signal at the
destination is as follows
p
rrd
= hrd s0p + nrd

(5)

The noise terms nsd , nsr , and nrd are modelled as zero mean
complex Gaussian random variables with equal variance N0
(N0 /2 per real dimension).
The system conveys source information as a sequence of
frames, and each frame in the first time slot accommodates M
symbols sent from the source–one symbol is dedicated for pilot
and the rest are for data transmission (Figure 2). The second
time slot of the frame accommodates M symbols sent from the
relay–one symbol is dedicated for pilot and the rest are for data
transmission (Figure 2). The energy allocated to a frame for
the source’s transmission is denoted by P1 , and the energy
allocated to a frame for the relay’s transmission is denoted by
P2 (that is, if the relay ends up transmitting in that frame).
Parameter α denotes the fraction of source’s energy allocated
for transmission during the training phase, and β denotes the
fraction of relay’s energy allocated for transmission during
the training phase. Thus, |sp |2 and |s0p |2 , the transmit energies
for the training phase are equal to αP1 (if transmitted by the
source) and βP2 (if transmitted by the relay), respectively,
where 0 < α, β < 1. Source power (energy per symbol
time) for data transmission (Ps ) and the relay power for data
transmission (Pr ) can be obtained as:
Ps =

(1 − β)P2
(1 − α)P1
, Pr =
M −1
M −1

(6)

The relayed communication system considered in the
present paper assumes that the relay and the destination both
estimate the wireless channel gain from the received pilot
signal using MMSE channel estimation method.
MMSE estimate of the channel is obtained at the relay and
p ∗
p p ∗ −1
destination by using ĥsr = E{hsr rsr
} · (E{rsr
rsr }) ·
p ∗
p p ∗ −1
p
p
rsr , ĥsd = E{hsd rsd } · E{rsd rsd }
· rsd and ĥrd =
p ∗
p p ∗ −1
p
E{hrd rrd
} · E{rrd
rrd }
· rrd
[15]. Based on [17], we
can write
hij = ĥij + eij
(7)
where eij is the channel estimation error modelled as a zero
mean complex Gaussian random variable with variance σe2ij
and we have [17]:


σ 4 |sp |2
ĥij ∼ CN 0, 2 h 2
σh |sp | + N0


σ 2 N0
eij ∼ CN 0, 2 h2
(8)
σh |sp | + N0
2

where |sp | is the power allocated to pilot symbol, which is
equal to αP1 or βP2 , depending on whether the source or
relay is transmitting and CN (·, ·) denotes complex Gaussian
distribution. It can be easily shown that eij and ĥij are
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uncorrelated random variables and since they have jointly
Gaussian distribution, they are also independent.
In the next section, we will use the analysis presented so
far to derive the BEP expression.
III. BEP A NALYSIS AND OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION
In SDF protocols, the relay forwards a symbol only if the
relay has high confidence that the symbol has been decoded
correctly, and remains silent otherwise. It is reasonable to
add a module for such decision making. From the destination
node’s vantage point, that decision made by the relay can
only be guessed. Traditionally, three methods can be used to
detect the presence of a signal [18]: energy detector, matched
filter, and cyclostationary feature detection. Energy detection,
which is the most popular method, is suboptimal and noncoherent and can be simply implemented [19]. Matched filter
is a coherent detection that maximizes the signal to noise
ratio. Cyclostationary feature detection exploits the inherent
periodicity of the received signal. Besides all the methods
mentioned above for detecting the presence of the signal, flagbased methods are also of interest [20]. However, sending a
flag signal has the drawback of consuming additional energy
and bandwidth. In this section, we assume that the destination
knows θ in (3) perfectly. In other words, at each time slot,
the destination knows whether the relay is in transmission
mode or not. Then, we derive the optimal signal detection
rule and a closed-form BEP expression for the system that
uses MMSE channel estimator. Using (7), the received signals
at the destination during two time slots can be written as
p
p
i
Ps ĥsd xi + Ps esd xi + nisd
ysd
=
p
p
i
(9)
yrd
= θi Pr ĥrd xi + θi Pr erd xi + nird
where i = 1, 2, ..., M − 1 and θi ∈ {0, 1}. We consider a
method in which symbols are detected individually (i.e., in
a symbol-by-symbol fashion), which can be employed by a
system that does not have sufficient memory space to store
and consider the preceding symbols. With θ known by the
destination, optimal detection rule to be used by the destination
can be written as
x̂ = arg

max
x∈{−1,+1}

p(ysd , yrd |x, ĥsd , ĥrd , θ)

(10)

By using (9), conditioned on the estimated channel gains
(ĥsd and ĥrd ), transmitted symbol (x) and θ, it can be
easily seen that ysd and yrd are two √
independent√complex
Gaussian random variables with means Ps ĥsd x, θ Pr ĥrd x
and variances Ps σe2sd + N0 , θPr σe2rd + N0 , respectively. The
decision rule becomes
x̂ = arg

1

max
x∈{−1,+1}

×

π(Ps σe2sd + N0 )
1

π(θPr σe2rd + N0 )

e

e

√
−|ysd − Ps ĥsd x|2
2
Ps σe
+N0
sd

√
−|yrd −θ Pr ĥrd x|2
2
θPr σe
+N0
rd

!
(11)
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The decision rule is simply the minimum-distance decision
rule, where
√
|ysd − Ps ĥsd x|2
x̂ = arg
min
Ps σe2sd + N0
x∈{−1,+1}
!
√
|yrd − θ Pr ĥrd x|2
+
θPr σe2rd + N0
√

Ps
= arg max Re{
ĥ∗ ysd
Ps σe2sd + N0 sd
x∈{−1,+1}
√

θ Pr
∗
+
ĥ
y
(12)
rd x}
Pr σe2rd + N0 rd
In order to implement this decision rule, we can use maximal
ratio combining (MRC) that treats the estimated channels as
true channels [21]
√
√
θ Pr
Ps
∗
ĥ
y
+
ĥ∗ yrd (13)
y MRC =
sd
Ps σe2sd + N0 sd
Pr σe2rd + N0 rd
Conditioned on the channel gains, by substituting (9) in (13)
and after some simple manipulations, the SNR at the receiver
can be written as follows [24]
γ MRC =

Ps
θPr
|ĥsd |2 +
|ĥrd |2
Ps σe2sd + N0
Pr σe2rd + N0

(14)

We now examine a closed form expression of BEP. Conditioned on ĥsd , ĥrd , and θ, the BEP can be written as [24]
!
r 



2
2
2 A|ĥsd | + θB|ĥrd |
(15)
P e|ĥsd , ĥrd , θ = Q
where
A=

Pr
Ps
,B=
Ps σe2sd + N0
Pr σe2rd + N0

(16)

We denote |ĥsd |2 and |ĥrd |2 by X and Y respectively. In
accordance with the complex Gaussian channel model, X and
Y are exponentially distributed; we can therefore write
fX (x) = λsd e−λsd x , x ≥ 0, λsd =

1
σĥ2

sd

fY (y) = λrd e

−λrd y

, y ≥ 0, λrd =

1
σĥ2

(17)

rd

where
λsd =

αP1 σh2 + N0
βP2 σh2 + N0
,
λ
=
rd
αP1 σh4
βP2 σh4

Conditioned on θ and using (15), (17), and Q(x)
R π2 − x22
1
2 sin ϕ dϕ [24], BEP can be written as
π 0 e
Z ∞
P (e|θ) =
P (e|x, y, θ) fX (x)fY (y)dxdy
0


Z πZ Z
1 2 ∞ ∞
Ax + θBy
=
exp −
fX (x)fY (y)dxdydϕ
π 0 0 0
sin2 ϕ

(18)
=

(19)
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Conditional probability of error can be rewritten as
Z π2 Z ∞
1
−( A +λ )x
λsd e sin2 ϕ sd dx
P (e|θ) =
π
Z ∞0 0
−( Bθ +λ )y
×
λrd e sin2 ϕ rd dy dϕ
0
Z π2
1
λsd sin2 ϕ
λrd sin2 ϕ
=
·
dϕ
π 0 λsd sin2 ϕ + A λrd sin2 ϕ + Bθ
(20)
After some simple manipulation,
can write
"Z we
π
2
( λAsd )2
1
1
1
P (e|θ) = + Bθ
dϕ
2 π λ − λA
sin2 ϕ + λAsd
0
rd
sd
#
Z π2
( λBθ
)2
rd
dϕ
−
sin2 ϕ + λBθ
0
rd

(21)

By using the result from [25, p. 177, 2.562.1], which is
!
r
Z
dx
a+b
sign a
−1
=p
tan
tan x ,
a
a + b sin2 x
a(a + b)
and
P (e) = P (e|θ = 0)P (θ = 0) + P (e|θ = 1)P (θ = 1)

(22)

and after some manipulations, the probability of error can
be expressed as in (23) at the top of the next page. We
point out that the probability that the relay detects the symbol
with
q (i.e.,P (θ = 0)) can be written as P (θ = 0) =
 error
1
A
1−
2
A+λsd .
Remark: In the derivation of (23), it is assumed that the
relay is perfectly capable of diagnosing whether there has been
an error in the detection of the symbol transmitted by the
source. Based on this diagnosis, if the detection was erroneous
the relay would not forward that symbol to the destination
in the second time slot. In a practical system, error detection
scheme (e.g., cyclic redundancy check) could be implemented.
In the following, we prove (23) is a lower bound of the BEP
for a more practical system in which the relay uses a block
error detection scheme:
I) The case in which the relay mistakenly concludes that
there is a symbol that is detected wrong in the frame (while
all the symbols were detected correctly at the relay): In this
case, at the second time slot, the relay remains silent and the
whole frame is kept from being forwarded. In the practical
system, the final symbol detection at the destination is made
only based on the received signal at the first time slot, which
results in a higher BEP than the ideal system of Section II.
II) The case in which the relay’s block error detection
mistakenly concludes that all the detected symbols in the frame
are error-free (while there is a symbol that is detected with
error at the relay): In the practical system, the relay forwards
the frame which includes some symbol different from the
source’s and the frame may contain some corrected decoded
symbols. In the ideal system of Section II, which leads to (23),
only correctly decoded symbols will be forwarded. For the
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" r
#"
!#
" r
#2
r
r
1
A
λsd λrd
A
A
B
B
1
A
P (e) =
1+
1+
−
+ 1−
4
A + λsd
Bλsd −Aλrd λsd A + λsd
λrd B + λrd
4
A + λsd

(αopt , βopt , ropt ) = arg min Pe (α, β, r)
α,β,r

subject to : 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1

(24)
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where r = P1 /P is the ratio of source power constraint to
total power constraint (i.e., P1 = r · P and P2 = (1 − r) · P ).

In this section, Monte-Carlo simulation results are presented
and compared with (23). Matlab was used for Monte-Carlo
simulation, and 108 transmitted symbols were drawn from
the BPSK constellation in order to estimate the BEP. The
node-to-node channels are modelled by zero mean independent
Gaussian random variables with unit variance.
Figure 3 shows the BEP analysis proposed in this paper
in comparison with the simulation results for M =4, 8, 16
and 64 where M is the frame length. Parameters α, β and
r = P1 /P are set to 0.30, 0.30 and 0.61 respectively. As
the figure shows, all the simulation curves and analytical
expression are very close. Note that the energy allocated
to each data symbol can be obtained from (6). In order

10

Fig. 3. BEP per P/N0 for α=β=0.3, r = P1 /P = 0.61 and different frame
lengths

Bit Error Rate

correctly decoded symbols, the destination’s symbol detection,
which combines the signal from the source and the signal from
the relay, will result in the same probability of error in both
the practical system and the ideal system. For a symbol that
is detected by the relay with error, in the practical system the
destination will end up combining the signal from the source
and a signal carrying a different symbol from the relay, while
in the ideal system of section II the destination will detect it
based only on the signal form the source. Therefore, the ideal
system will have less likelihood of making a symbol (bit) error.
III) In the case in which the relay correctly concludes that
the frame contains a symbol that is decoded with error at
the relay: In this case, in the system the whole frame is kept
from being forwarded. In the ideal system, only the corrected
decoded symbols will be forwarded, and for these symbols the
ideal system will combine both source’s and relay’s signals.
Therefore, the ideal system has a lower chance of making
error.
IV) The case in which the relay correctly concludes that
the frame contains no symbol error: In both the practical
system and the ideal system of Section II, the whole frame
is forwarded to the destination. In this case, both systems will
have the same detection mechanism of individual symbols in
the destination. Finally, from I, II, III, and IV, it can be easily
concluded that (23) is a lower bound for a system that uses
block error detection at the relay.
In order to optimally allocate power to training and data
transmission phases so that (23) is minimized, we formulate
an optimization problem as

(23)
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β

Fig. 4.
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to numerically compare the BEP curve obtained by simulation and the BEP curve obtained by analytical expression, for each frame length (M ) we define the ratio dM as
dM = (BEPsimulation -BEPanalytical expression )/BEPsimulation .
For P/N0 =15 dB, α=β=0.30 and r = P1 /P =0.61, we have
d64 =0.0005, d16 =0.0011, d8 =0.0011, and d4 =0.0010. Also
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TABLE I
R ESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION FOR M= 4, 8, 16 AND 64 UNDER P/N0 =15
dB and 25 dB

P/N0 = 15dB
P/N0 = 25dB

r
α
β
r
α
β

M= 4
0.61
0.35
0.35
0.61
0.34
0.34

M=8
0.61
0.29
0.29
0.61
0.24
0.20

M=16
0.71
0.24
0.26
0.61
0.19
0.16

M= 64
1
0.18
0.61
0.13
0.13

for P/N0 =30 dB we have: d64 =0.0010, d16 =0.0024, d8 =0.0075, and d4 =-0.0053. These results indicate that there is
little difference between the values of BEP obtained from
simulation and analytical expression.
In Figure 4, the BEP is plotted against both α and β for
P/N0 =15 dB, r = 0.61, and M=4. From the derived BEP
expression (23), it is apparent that for a fixed total power,
the power allocation among pilot and data affects the BEP
performance. If we allocate too much power for pilots, channel
estimation error will be reduced but because of low data SNR,
detection of the data in noise is more difficult. On the other
hand, lower power for pilots results in poor channel estimation
and thus in poor detection [22], [23]. The minimum value of
BEP under P/N0 =15 dB, r = 0.61 and M=4, turns out to be
at α = β = 0.35.
In Table I, the optimum values for α, β and r for M= 4,
8, 16 and 64 under P/N0 =15 dB and 25 dB are tabulated.
To obtain the optimal values of α, β and r, an optimization
problem was formulated as in (24) and solved.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have investigated the impact of channel estimation
error on the performance of a selective decode-and-forward
relay communication network that uses a practical model for
channel estimation. We have derived a lower bound expression
for the BEP performance of considered scheme. We presented
numerical simulation to show the proposed approximate analytical formulation is very close to the actual BEP. It is
observed that channel estimation error causes loss of BEP
performance. For a given power budget, this loss is decreased,
by optimal power allocation between pilot symbol and data
symbols based on the lower bound expression for BEP.
This paper assumed that the destination node perfectly
knows whether the relay at each time slot is in silent mode or
not. We are currently designing the destination’s schemes for
detecting whether the relay has forwarded the symbols in the
frame or not. The study of these schemes and analyzing the
BEP performance are left for future research.
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Abstract—IEEE 802.15.4 is designed mainly for static low
duty cycle wireless personal area network and its capability
to support mobility has not been extensively explored yet. We
observed that the amount of time required for the association
process is the key reason for making IEEE 802.15.4 unable to
handle mobility. In a beacon-enabled network, mobile node can
only learn about the existence of any neighbor by listening to
incoming beacons. Nevertheless, as neither the channel on which
the neighbor operates nor its frequency of beaconing are known,
nodes have to scan every available channel, which can take from
few to several seconds depending upon the beacon interval. In
this paper, we propose a new fast association technique, which
prevents nodes from scanning multiple channels. In our proposed
scheme, by scanning just a single channel, node can learn about
all the coordinators working in different channels. Our single
channel scan scheme is able to decrease the association time of
IEEE 802.15.4 operation in 2.4 GHz by 32 times. Experiment
results have verified that our scheme works well in the mobile
environment.
Keywords—node association; multi-channel; IEEE 802.15.4

I. I NTRODUCTION
Incorporating mobility in wireless personal area network
(WPAN or PAN) is one of the most desirable features today,
but it raises many new challenges. WPANs widely use IEEE
802.15.4 due to its low energy consumption, low cost, and
small size. In WPAN, node mobility is expected to facilitate
numerous applications, from home health-care and medical
monitoring to target detection [1]. Wireless body area network
(WBAN) is one such area where node mobility is frequent
and IEEE 802.15.4 has been proposed as its possible MAC
in various literatures [2][3]. There are, however, also multiple
other cases in which an IEEE 802.15.4 node needs to discover
coordinator in their proximity and establish communication
with them. Such a scenario requires very efficient discovery
schemata. Although the standard MAC protocol IEEE 802.15.4
has proven to satisfy low data-rate and low power-consumption
requirements, the support for mobility is desirable in various
WPAN applications [1]. In IEEE 802.15.4, there are mainly
two types of devices: full function device (FFD) and reduced
function device (RFD). FFD can support all the network
functions and can operate as a PAN coordinator or an end
device. RFD can only be used as an end device. The IEEE
802.15.4 standard supports three kinds of topology: star, peerto-peer, and cluster tree topologies, which can operate on
beacon and non-beacon-enabled modes.
Node association defines the procedure with which nodes
can become a member of WPAN. In beacon-enabled networks,
end devices first discover coordinator(s) by listening to the
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beacons and then join them by using association messages.
However, once a node moves out of the radio range of its
parent, it loses synchronization with its parent and finds a new
parent.
This paper focuses on the problem of how a node having no
initial information about the surrounding can organize fast and
energy efficient discovery of other WPANs in a beacon-enabled
network. In such case, node can only learn about the existence
of any neighbor by listening to their beacons. There are 16
channels in the 2.4 GHz band, 10 in the 915 MHz band, and 1
channel in the 868 MHz band allocated for IEEE 802.15.4 [4].
Nevertheless, as the channel on which the neighbor operates
are unknown, nodes have to scan every single available channel
in their operational band before getting associated. In this paper, we introduce a novel association scheme called dedicated
beacon channel (DBC) in which beacon frame is broadcast
in a dedicated channel. Our multichannel solution allows a
node to acquire network information about all the coordinators
in the vicinity by scanning just a single channel. DBC can
decrease the association time of IEEE 802.15.4 by 32 times.
However, application of DBC is not limited to IEEE 802.15.4
and can be used in any beacon-enabled network. Furthermore,
with the application of DBC scheme, now IEEE 802.15.4 does
not require separate channel scans such as ED scan, active
scan, passive scan, and orphan scan for learning different status
of channels. Our single DBC scheme does functions of all
channel scans with minimal time. However, we propose only
the modification of association scheme to provide support for
mobility where as keeping intact the original features such as
flexibility, scalability, adaptability, and low power consumption
of original protocol as it is. The proposed scheme is a complete
and sophisticated protocol that will be beneficial in the next
generation mobile WPAN applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the brief description on association procedure
of beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 followed by related works
in Section III. Section IV shows the operation and the main
features of the proposed association scheme. The numerical
and simulation analysis of the proposed scheme has been
described in Sections V and VI. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section VII.
II.

A SSOCIATION

IN

B EACON -E NABLED IEEE 802.15.4

In the beacon-enabled mode, communication is synchronized and controlled by a network coordinator, which transmits
periodic beacons. The beacon contains information related to
PAN identification, synchronization, and superframe structure.
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The superframe may consist of active and inactive periods.
The active part of the superframe consists of two groups: the
contention access period (CAP) and an optional contention
free period (CFP). All communications must take place during
the active part, and devices can sleep to conserve energy in
the inactive part. The structure of superframe is determined
by coordinators using two parameters: superframe order (SO)
and beacon order (BO). SO is used to determine the length
of superframe duration, while BO defines the beacon interval.
The duty cycle of nodes within PAN depends on BO and SO.
Increasing both BO and SO, increases transmission latency
and decreases system throughput due to intensive channel
contention, whereas simultaneously decreasing BO and SO
increases energy consumption and reduces available bandwidth
[5].
Any FFD could be a PAN coordinator. FFD should perform
the energy detection (ED) to detect the peak energy of a channel and choose an appropriate channel for data transmission.
In each channel, ED scan is performed for the duration of
tscan symbols. Then, it carries out an active scan to locate
any coordinator transmitting beacon frames within its personal
operating space (POS). During the active scanning, it first
sends out a beacon request command and waits for the duration
of tscan symbols. If a beacon could not be detected in tscan , the
FFD believes that there is no coordinator in its POS and can
construct its own PAN by broadcasting its periodic beacons.
After a PAN has been initialized, the other devices in the
POS of the PAN can communicate with the coordinator and
associate with this PAN. In order to start association, an end
device needs to know PAN’s physical channel, coordinator
ID, addressing mode, and PAN ID. In beacon-enabled IEEE
802.15.4, two types of channel scanning operations are performed by end devices. During scan, nodes are deprived from
data communication and must discard all data frames received.
(i) Passive scan is performed by the node, which is just turned
on or who failed to find its coordinator through the orphan
scan. As shown in Fig. 1(a), during passive scan, a device
search for beacon frame in each channel for the duration of
tscan symbols and records the beacon frames received in each
channel. If no beacon is detected, the device starts another
passive scan after a period of time. (ii) Orphan scan allows a
device to attempt to relocate its coordinator following a loss of
synchronization. The device shall first send the orphan notification command frame, and waits for coordinator realignment
command frame for at most macResponseWaitTime symbols as
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Fig. 2.

Association message exchange in IEEE 802.15.4.

shown in Fig. 1(b). This procedure is repeated until it receives
the coordinator realignment frame or all the available channels
are scanned. If the device is unable to find its parent though the
orphan scan, it looks for a new parent by performing passive
scan. Once the node finds the suitable coordinator, it can start
association procedure by sending a request for association. The
message sequence exchanged during the association is shown
in Fig. 2. If the association request is permitted, the device
will successfully associate with the PAN and get its own PAN
address to communicate with others. Thus, in beacon-enabled
IEEE 802.15.4, a node association requires channel scanning
followed by the association message exchange, which is really
a time consuming procedure. For a mobile node, association
procedure is even worse because the mobile node has to go
through the orphan scan first followed by the passive scan
and then only can start the association message exchange. We
use the term re-association to explicitly denote the association
procedure used by the mobile node. We have observed from
our study that if somehow this whole association duration be
shortened to some tolerable level, IEEE 802.15.4 can be used
in the mobile sensor network applications.
III. R ELATED W ORKS
There are some efforts done to minimize the association
duration in IEEE 802.15.4. In IEEE 802.15.4e [6], optional
fast association (FastA) is defined, which allows a device to
associate in a reduced duration. However, most of the efforts
are limited to decreasing the duration of association message
exchange or coordinator discovery, whereas the channel scanning part has been left untouched. The association duration
can be drastically shortened if somehow nodes are prevented
from scanning every single available channel. Similarly, there
are several works on multichannel solutions, but are limited
to throughput improvement or beacon collision avoidance
[7][8][9]. To our best knowledge, we are the first to propose
the multichannel solution for the association procedure.
In [10], Zhang et al. proposed an improved association
scheme called Simple Association Process (SAP) that eliminates the redundant primitives, thus, decrease the packet
collisions and the association delay. In order to account for
real-time traffic, Meng et al. [11] proposed a new association
scheme in which channel scanning is stopped as soon as one of
the discovered PAN coordinators is estimated worthy to initiate
the association process. Although, this scheme prevents nodes
from scanning all available channels, but still nodes need to
scan multiple channels before finding the suitable coordinator.
Similarly, there are other works, which focus on the
neighbor discovery for quick association. In [12], algorithms
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are proposed for the optimized discovery of IEEE 802.15.4
static and mobile networks operating in multiple frequency
bands and with different beacon intervals. In [13], a scheme
to increase coordinator connectivity time with mobile nodes is
presented for IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled networks. Nodes
use time-stamp of received beacons during the scan, along
with link quality to determine the appropriate coordinator for
association. Other mobility management schemes for clustertree based WPAN have been proposed by Chaabane et al. [14]
and Bashir et al. [15]. These approaches use the speculative
algorithm for node association based on LQI. Based on LQI
value, mobile node anticipates cell change before the loss of
connection and tries to associate with the next coordinator.
However, in all the cases, nodes have to scan multiple channels
to find coordinators.
IV.

P ROPOSED S CHEME

In our proposed DBC scheme, we exploit the channel
switching capability of IEEE 802.15.4 radio hardware. In
DBC, we proposed the use of two channels: beacon channel
(BC) and data channel (DC). BC is used for transmission and
reception of the beacon frames only where as the rest of the
communication is done in the DC. A fixed dedicated channel
is assigned for beacon whereas PAN coordinators are flexible
to choose their own DC. Node switches its radio channel to the
beacon channel during its beacon period and then returns to its
original data channel at the end of the beacon period as shown
in Fig. 3. Thus, transmission and reception of the beacon frame
is done in the separate beacon channel. With this small and
simple modification in the original IEEE 802.15.4, now the
nodes do not need to scan each and every channel for the
association. The entire network information can be learned by
just scanning the BC only as shown in Fig. 4. IEEE 802.15.4
has 4 types of scanning, i.e., ED scan, active scan, orphan
scan, and passive scan. Our scheme allows IEEE 802.15.4 to
work solely with the single passive scan only. Our scheme
has the potential to decrease the association time not just by
percentage, but by many folds that we will be demonstrating
in coming sections. DBC scheme can be used in any network
topology. However, in case of peer-to-peer and cluster tree
topologies, we assume that IEEE 802.15.4 successfully avoids
beacon collisions.
Device
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Device
MAC
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Set Beacon Channel
Beacon

...

ScanDuration

Beacon

MLME-SCAN.confirm

Fig. 4.

The passive scan in the proposed DBC scheme.
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A. Modification in Beacon Frame
In order to realize our proposed scheme, the data channel of
PAN should be conveyed in the beacon frame. For this, either
a new field (data channel of 1 byte) can be added in the beacon
frame as shown in Fig. 6 or the data channel information may
be piggyback in beacon payload or some other fields.
Auxiliary
Frame Sequence Addressing
Superframe GTS
Security
Control Number
Fields
Specification Fields
Header

Pending
Address
Fields

Data
Channel

Beacon
FRC
Payload

Fig. 6. Addition of data channel field in the beacon frame of IEEE 802.15.4.

B. Initialization of a PAN coordinator
Unlike in original IEEE 802.15.4, nodes do not perform ED
scan and active scan for initialization of a PAN coordinator. In
our proposed scheme, when a FFD is initialized, it performs
the passive scan in the beacon channel only for the durations
of tscan (Fig. 4). At the end of the passive scan, the FFD
will have the clear picture of all the working PANs in the
surrounding and can join the suitable PAN. If a beacon could
not be detected in the scan duration, the FFD believes that
there is no coordinator in its POS and can construct its own
PAN by broadcasting its periodic beacons. The FFD is flexible
to select its own non-overlapped DC, but it must broadcast
its beacon in the BC. In the case where a number of PANs
coexist in an adjacent area, (i.e., apartments or buildings having
independent PAN), once the FFD finds out the available PANs
through the passive scan, it schedules its beacon period with
the minimum gap of the short interframe space (SIFS) than
the last beacon frame it received, and chooses the unused DC
from the available pool as shown in Fig. 5.
C. Association of network devices
A device that wants to associate with a PAN can be a new
(just turn on) or an orphan device. In IEEE 802.15.4, there
are separate procedures for the association of new and orphan
devices. However, in our proposed scheme, there is only the
passive scan and both devices perform the same procedure.
An unassociated node performs passive scan in the BC for the
duration of tscan symbols. At the end of the passive scan, the
end device will have clear information about all the coordinator
in the surrounding and may join the suitable coordinator.
V. N UMERICAL A NALYSIS
Let aBaseSuperFrameDuration be the number of symbols
forming a superframe when SO = 0 and tscan symbols be the
time spent to scan a channel. In IEEE 802.15.4, it takes equal
duration to perform ED, active, and passive scan on a channel
and is given by,
tscan = aBaseSuperF rameDuration × (2BO + 1).
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P AN802.15.4

init

P ANDBC

= 2n × tscan ,

init

= tscan .

(2)
(3)

Thus, comparing (2) and (3), DBC decreases the initialization
of PAN coordinator by the factor of 2n.
B. Association
The total time spent for association is the sum of time
spent in the channel scan and the time spent in the association
message exchange (Assomsg ). A device that wants to associate
with a PAN can be a new or orphan. IEEE 802.15.4 has
separate procedures for the association of new and orphan
devices. The total time spend for association by a newly joining
node for both protocols are given by,
t802.15.4

asso

tDBC

= n × tscan + Assomsg .

asso

= tscan + Assomsg .

(4)
(5)

From (4) and (5), DBC is able to decrease the association time
of newly joining node by almost the factor of n.
In beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4, an orphan node performs the orphan scan on each channel for duration of macResponseWaitTime (32×aBaseSuperFrameDuration) symbols until its parent is found or all n channels are scanned. Upon
the failure of orphan scan, a new parent is searched through
passive scan as mentioned above. Thus, the total time spent
for re-association is given by,

32
30
28
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24
Number of times

A. PAN Initialization
In IEEE 802.15.4, a PAN coordinator performs ED scan
and active scan in all available n channels. But, in case of DBC,
only passive scan is performed in the BC for the duration of
tscan . Thus, the total initialization time of a PAN coordinator
for IEEE 802.15.4 and DBC is,
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Fig. 7. No. of times DBC improves the association duration of IEEE 802.15.4.

VI.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

The simulation analysis is performed using network simulator NS-2. 10 nodes are deployed in a 50x50m field with the
PAN coordinator in the center as shown in Fig. 8, where arrow
heads indicate the direction of movement of the mobile end
device (node 9). All coordinators broadcast beacon, and BO is
same for all nodes. In the simulation time of 100 secs, node
9 starts data transmission and at the simulation time of 110
secs, it starts to move. The mobile node continuously moves
while transmitting data to PAN coordinator. The simulation
ends when the mobile node comes to its original position.
There are total 8 cell changes before the mobile node comes
to complete rest. In all the simulations, SO is the same as BO.
Network parameters are listed in Table II.

reasso

C. Numerical example
Assuming network parameters from Table II, we get aBaseSuperFrameDuration of 15.36 ms and macResponseWaitTime
and Assomsg of 0.49 sec [4]. Thus, using these values and
above equations and assuming BO = 3, the association time
for both IEEE 802.15.4 and DBC is shown in Table I. From
the values obtained in the table, we can conclude that DBC
reduces the association time of IEEE 802.15.4 by significant
amount and makes association duration independent of the
number of available channels. We calculated, theoretically how
many times DBC can decrease the PAN initialization and
re/association time of the original IEEE 802.15.4 for all values
of BO (BO = SO), and the achieved graph is shown in Fig. 7.

4

Beacon order [BO]

= n×macResponseW aitT ime+t802.15.4 asso .
(6)
Thus, comparing (5) and (6), DBC decreases the re-association
time of a node by many folds.
t802.15.4

3

1

2

3

PAN Coordinator
(FFD)
4

0

5

7

8

Coordinator
(FFD)
End Device
(RFD)
9

Fig. 8.

6

Network topology used in the simulation.

TABLE II
N ETWORK PARAMETERS AND VALUES .
Parameter
Reception power
Transmission power
Idle power
Sleep power
Radio range
Routing
Frequency band
Radio data rate
Number of Channels
Data rate
Traffic
Buffer size
Packet size

Value
56.5 mW
48 mW
2.79 mW
30 µW
10 m
AODV
2.4 GHz
250 kbps
16
2 kbps
CBR
10 packets
50 B
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Total time spent for association at different beacon intervals.
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Energy required for association at different beacon intervals.

100
90

Fig. 9 shows the PAN initialization time and the node
re/association times for various values of BO obtained from
numerical analysis and NS-2 simulations. In the NS-2 implementation, the PAN coordinator performs the passive scan for
PAN initialization in the beacon-enabled mode. Similarly, for
the assigned BO, except the PAN coordinator, other nodes use
BO + 1 internally as the parameter for the scan duration.
The numerical equations from Section V were adjusted
accordingly. In all cases, the analytical results match well with
the simulation results. As shown in the figure, the time required
by DBC for re/association is much lower because only the BC
is scanned for the association procedure. However, in the case
of IEEE 802.15.4, it scans all available 16 channels spending
significant amount of time and energy. Also, from the figure,
we can see that the time required for both re/association is
same for DBC because there is no orphan scan, and the same
passive scan procedure is used for both re/association. At BO
= 3, DBC is able to decrease the PAN initialization time by
15.92 times, the node association time by 6.19 times and the reassociation time by 16.59 times, which is a great achievement
in itself.

80

The energy spent by the PAN coordinator to start a PAN
and for the node re/association under various BO is shown in
Fig. 10. Since the time spent by the DBC is much lesser, it
has a direct proportional impact in the energy consumption.
At BO = 3, DBC is able to decrease the PAN initialization
energy by 7 times, the node association energy by 7.5 times
and the re-association energy by 17.75 times. Thus, from above
observations, we can conclude that DBC is able to save both
energy and time by the significant amount.
B. Association Success Rate
Success rate of association is calculated as the ratio
of successful associations to the total number of possible
associations. In our simulation model, there were total 8
associations possible before the mobile node comes to rest.
DBC increases the successful association rate of a mobile
node by providing quick passive discovery of a coordinator.
Percentage of successful associations at different BO(s) and
node speeds are shown in Fig. 11. We observed that in case
of IEEE 802.15.4, even a slight mobility has a significant
negative impact on association. At the human walking speed

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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Fig. 11.

Association success rate at 0.5, 1, and 1.5 m/s.

of 1.5 m/s, IEEE 802.15.4 has poor success rate of association
even at the lower values of BO, and at BO = 5 nodes were
completely unable to associate. However, in the case of DBC,
association rate was 100% until BO = 4 and even at BO =
5, DBC could successfully performed 7 associations out of
8. However, at node speed of 1.5 m/s, DBC was completely
unable to associate at BO≥9.
C. Packet delivery ratio and throughput
Fig. 12 shows the throughput observed at the PAN coordinator in packet delivery ratio (PDR). Because of the prompt
re/association capability of DBC, mobile node can transmit
most of the generated data to the coordinator increasing the
overall throughput of the network. We can see in Fig. 12
that PDR of DBC is much better than that of IEEE 802.15.4
for various node speeds, which corresponds to the better
throughput achieved. At node speed of 1.5 m/s and BO = 5, the
PDR of IEEE 802.15.4 was just 20% that is also due to the fact
that the mobile node 9 gets some opportunity to transmit data
through node 6 before it starts to move and cannot associate
then after. However, the PDR of DBC was of 82% for the
same scenario.
The effect of cell change on throughput observed at the
PAN coordinator at the node speed of 1 m/s and at the data
rate of 2 Kbps is shown in Fig. 13. Coordinators in the network
are using beacon interval corresponding to BO = 3. The red
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100

is highly efficient in terms of both energy and time. With the
implementation of our scheme, we give new direction for IEEE
802.15.4 to be able to handle mobility. However, in this paper
we assumed, there is no beacon collision. As future directions,
we envision to study and provide solution for beacon-collision
avoidance in a dense network.
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Fig. 13. Throughput observed at BO = 3, mobility of 1 m/s, and data rate
of 2 Kbps. Red circle indicates the loss of synchronization by node 9.

circles in the figure indicate the time when the node 9 lost
synchronization with the parent coordinator. Throughput of
DBC drops while performing cell change because packets
can’t be transmitted in the periods of passive discovery and
association. However, nodes quickly get associated with a new
coordinator and restart data transmission. Nodes can buffer
packets. Therefore, buffered data are also transmitted after new
association is completed, resulting into increased throughput
immediately after association. In some cell changes, throughput does not even drop to zero and regains its default value
verifying prompt association property of DBC. However, in
case of IEEE 802.15.4, nodes were unable to associate in every
cell change and out of 8, only 3 successful associations were
achieved resulting in poor performance. The PDR observed
were of 53% and 96% respectively for IEEE 802.15.4 and
DBC.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new association scheme for
IEEE 802.15.4 called DBC, which can decrease both time
and energy required for association. To achieve the above
mentioned advantages, the proposed DBC uses a dedicated
channel for beacon transmission, depriving nodes from scanning all the available channels and looking for beacon. Our
analytical and simulation results demonstrated that our scheme
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Abstract—Compressive sensing is a new signal processing
technique for efficient reconstruction of an n-dimensional signal
from m (m  n) measurements. Most of compressive sensing
researches are based on randomization, while research on deterministic sampling is essential for practical implementation.
In this paper, we study m × n deterministic binary sensing
matrices using second-order Reed-Muller codes, which satisfy a
statistically restricted isometry property with reduced complexity
for an application of multiple target localization in wireless
sensor networks. We formulate multiple target locations as a
sparse matrix, then exploit received signal strength information to
recover noisy information using the deterministic sensing matrices
and greedy algorithms to locate each target. The simulation
results show that our scheme also achieves high accuracy in terms
of localization errors when compared to traditional approaches
with the random sensing matrices.

where ||x||0 = |supp(x)|, and a vector is called k-sparse if it
has at most k nonzeros elements. The compressive sensing
technique guarantees exact recovery of the original signal
x with high probability if the sensing matrices satisfy the
Restricted Isometry Property (RIP). That is, for a fixed k, there
exists a small number δk ∈ (0, 1) such that

Keywords—wireless sensor network; multiple target localization;
compressive sensing; deterministic sensing matrix; Reed-Muller
codes.

In traditional compressive sensing approach, researchers
have used random projection for the sensing matrices Φ to
obtain the measurement y, since the RIP can be satisfied with
some random matrices with their entries following Gaussian
process, Bernoulli process, etc. [19], [20]. Thus, a k-sparse
signal x ∈ Rn can be exactly reconstructed from m measurements. However, random matrices have many drawbacks:
significant space requirement for storage, no efficient algorithm
to verify the RIP, hard to deployment in many applications,
to name a few. To this end, designing deterministic sensing
matrices is essential for practical implementation. Recently,
many advantages of deterministic sensing matrices have been
shown. The most of these advantages is their fast and efficient
reconstruction nature. In [21], Calderbank constructed some
statistical RIP conditions such as Statistical Restricted Isometry Property (StRIP) and Uniqueness-guaranteed Statistical
Restricted Isometry Property (UStRIP). These are weaker
versions of the RIP that allow to construct deterministic
sensing matrices. In [22], DeVore gave a generalization of
construction via algebraic curves over finite fields. The author
constructed binary sensing matrices of size p2 × 2p+1 by using
polynomials over finite field Fp . This idea has been developed
in many researches [23]. By choosing appropriate algebraic
curves, these deterministic sensing matrices were better than
DeVore’s one. In [24], an application of coding theory in
compressive sensing was presented, where a fast reconstruction
algorithm for deterministic compressive sensing using secondorder Reed-Muller codes was proposed. The matrix Φ is said
to satisfy the StRIP (k, δ) if


Pr ||Φx||2 − ||x||2 ≤ δ||x||2 ≥ 1 − ,
(5)

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks can play a key role in target
tracking, monitoring, environmental sensing and some other
applications. Many approaches for network localization based
on local sensor information have been developed with lowcost, low-power and small size constraints [1]–[8]. In this
paper, we consider a scenario that the nodes are randomly
deployed in a large area, and we determine multiple target
locations based on the Received Signal Strength (RSS) information from their neighbors. Some of existing localization
algorithms for this scenario are inefficient, since they require
a large number of data between transmitter and receiver [9]–
[14], [18]. Fortunately, the compressive sensing can help us
to overcome these problems. The goal of compressive sensing
is to recover an unknown signal vector x ∈ Rn from linear
measurement y obtained by
y = Φx,

(1)

m×n
where Φ = {Φi }m
is the sensing matrix. The
i=1 ∈ R
most concern is when the number of measurement m is much
smaller than n, i.e., m  n. In this case, finding an exact
solution x based on the measurement y is an ill-posed problem
since the system of equations is under-determined. However,
we can deal with it by finding an approximation of x by
solving this problem as

min ||x||0
x

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.

subject to

Φx = y,
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(2)

(1 − δk )||xk ||22 ≤ ||Φxk ||22 ≤ (1 + δk )||xk ||22

(3)

for any k-sparse xk . Hence, the problem (2) can be solved
either by using greedy algorithms such as Basis Pursuit (BP)
[15], Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [16], [17], or replaced by solving for sparse signal via l1 minimization as
min ||x||1
x

subject to Φx = y.

(4)
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holds with probability exceeding 1 − δ, and we assume that x
distributes uniformly among k-sparse vectors. They showed
that if Φ satisfies the StRIP respect to the parameters 
and δ, high probability reconstruction is also guaranteed. The
deterministic sensing matrices formed by Reed-Muller codes,
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes and some others
can achieve this StRIP condition.
In this paper, we study the construction of deterministic
sensing matrices formed by second-order Reed-Muller codes
and how to apply this theory to multiple target localization in
wireless sensor networks. We formulate each target location
as a sparse vector in the discrete spatial domain. Then, we
measure the RSS information from the targets and apply the
construction of deterministic sensing matrix formed by secondorder Reed-Muller codes as the measurement matrix. These
matrices satisfy the StRIP, so that the approximated solution
of (2) can be obtained by using a recovery algorithm in the
last step.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section
II, we explain a motivation of developing real-valued secondorder Reed-Muller codes for deterministic sensing matrices in
compressive sensing. In Section III, we formulate the multiple
target localization problem as an application of compressive
sensing by using the sensing matrices dealt in Section II.
Numerical results are considered in Section IV, followed by
concluding remarks in Section V.
II.

R EAL - VALUED SECOND - ORDER R EED -M ULLER CODES
IN DETERMINISTIC SENSING MATRIX CONSTRUCTION

A. Main construction
Recall that for any two binary vector a = (a0 , · · · , ap−1 )
and b = (b0 , · · · , bp−1 ) in Zp2 , the inner product is defined as
a · b = aT b =

p−1
X

ai bi

mod 2,

(6)

i=1

(−1)w(b) (2b+Pa)T a
√
i
2p

(7)

where P is a p × p binary symmetric matrix, b is a p × 1
binary vector in Z2p and w(b) is the weight of b, i.e.,
number of bit-1 entries. For given matrix P and vector b,
the second-order Reed-Muller code is a 2p × 1 vector. For
implementation purposes, the matrices P are set as all-zero
matrices or the matrices with zero-diagonals. Thus, there is
only 2p(p−1)/2 matrices P satisfying this condition, which are
{P1 , · · · , P2p(p−1)/2 } and the functions {φP,b (a)} are realvalued. The set
FP = {φP,b |b ∈ Zp2 }
Zp2 .

(8)

forms a basis of
The inner product on FP is defined as
follows. For any two vectors φP,b and φP0 ,b0 in FP
(
√1
2q times,
2q
hφP,b , φP0 ,b0 i =
(9)
0
2p − 2q times,
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2p ×2p(p+1 )/2

(10)
where UPi is unitary matrix correspoding to FPi , i =
1, · · · , 2p(p−1)/2 . Note that if we set m = 2p and n =
2p(p+1)/2 , we get an m × n sensing matrix ΦRM . The
reconstruction problem using this matrix is to reconstruct the
k-sparse vector x from the data y given by
y = ΦRM x.

(11)

In [26], the Delsarte-Goethals sets DG(p, r) provide some
restricted conditions for set of matrices P. The set DG(p, r) is
a collection of p × p binary symmetric matrices with property
that for any distinct matrices P, Q ∈ DG(p, r), the rank of
P + Q is greater or equal to p − 2r. This implies that these
sets are nested


p−1
DG(p, 0) ⊂ DG(p, 1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ DG p,
.
(12)
2
The set DG(p, 0) is called Kerdock set [27]. Setting P to range
over DG(p, (p − 1)/2), the sensing matrices made from the
matrices P are the matrices of size 2p × 2p(r+2) .

B. Matrices with construction guarantee
Since the deterministic designs are based on the implemented and practical aspects, we focus on the sensing matrices
whose
√ entries are ±1 by removing the normalization factor of
1/ 2p in ΦRM
√
Φ̂ = mΦRM .
(13)
Let us denote µ(A) as the largest magnitude of entries A.

where (·)T denote the transpose operation. The second-order
Reed-Muller code is given as follows.
φP,b (a) =

where q = rank(P − P0 ). The deterministic sensing matrix in
[25] has the form


ΦRM = UP1 UP2 · · · UP2p(p−1)/2

µ(A) = max |Ak,j |.
k,j

(14)

Thus µ(Φ̂) = 1. For a fixed signal x ∈ Rn where ||x||0 =
k the recovery in (2) is exact with high probability for the
number of observations m ≥ C · k · log n where C is a known
small constant. We have
Φ̂∗ Φ̂ = 2p(p+1)/2 I = nI,
where (·)∗ denotes conjugate operation. For a small value of
δ ∈ (0, 1), the eigeinvalues of Φ̂∗ Φ̂ are close to n with high
probability. Thus, || n1 Φ̂∗ Φ̂ − I||2 ≤ 1/n, and we have


1
2
2
2
Pr ||Φ̂x|| − ||x|| ≤ δ||x|| ≥ 1 − ,
n

(15)

Hence, the matrix Φ̂ satisfies the StRIP with sparsity k and  =
1
n . We can find some further information on binary symmetric
matrices formed by second-order Reed-Muller codes in [25],
[28], [29].
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B. Localization process

C. Examples
       
0
0
1
1
Let p = 2, then Z22 =
,
,
,
. There is
0
1
0
1
only 22(2−1)/2 = 2 binary symmetric matrices P of size 2 × 2
satisfying the condition. These are

0
P1 =
0



0
0
, P2 =
0
1

1
0


(16)

The matrix form of (19) is
y = Φ̂Ψθ + n.
These matrices Ψ, Φ̂ are generated as follows.
•

RSS matrix Ψ = diag{Ψ1 , · · · , Ψk } is made from
using the radio propagation channel model
{Ψi }uv = P L(duv )

Thus, the corresponding unitary matrices UP1 and UP2 are


= P L(d0 ) − 10np log10

UP1


1
1 1
= 
2 1
1

−1
1
−1
1

−1
−1
1
1

−1
1
−1
−1



1
1
1 1
−1
, UP 2 = 
−1
2 1
1
−1

−1
−1
1
−1


1
−1
−1
−1

−1
1
−1
1

−1
−1
1
1

1 −1
1
1
1 −1
−1 −1

1
−1
−1
1

−1
−1
1
−1


1
−1
.
−1
−1 22 ×23

III. A N APPLICATION ON MULTIPLE TARGET
LOCALIZATION IN W IRELESS S ENSOR N ETWORKS
A. Problem formulation
Consider an area which is divided into a discrete grid with
n points. Denote k as the number of targets which are located
in this area. Each target is n × 1 vector whose elements are
zeros, except 1 at the index of grid point where target is
located. With k targets, we get a matrix of target locations
over the grid as
θ = [θ 1

θ2

···

θ k ]n×k .

 
x1
Ψ1
 x2   0
 . = .
 ..   ..

0
Ψ2
..
.

xk
| {z }

···



x

0

···
···
..
.
···

 
θ1
0
0 θ 2 
 . 
0  .. 
Ψk

{z

|

Ψ

(18)

θk
}| {z }

 Φ̂
y1
1
0
 y2  

 . = .
 ..   .
.
yk
0
| {z } |

···
···
..
.

0
Φ̂2
..
.
···

y

···
{z
Φ̂


0 x1  n1 
x2  n2 
0

  

 .  +  ... .
0  ..
nk
k
Φ̂k | x
} {z } | {z }
x

(19)

n

Our goal is to find all the locations of these targets with an
accurate, fast and efficient algorithm with a small value of m.
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In the sensing matrix Φ̂ = diag{Φ1 , · · · , Φk }, each
Φi (i = 1, · · · , k) is generated by the matrices satisfying the StRIP, as we have discussed in the previous
section.

According to the compressive sensing theory, the localization
problem is stated as the recovery of a sparse signal xi (i =
1, · · · , k) from measurement yi , which is equivalent to reconstruct target location θ i from yi . Assume that ||n||2 ≤ 
where  is a small positive constant. Since each signal xi is
represented by a sparsity basis, each sparse vector θ i can be
found either by solving the following l1 -minimization problem
θ̂ = arg min ||θ||1

ISBN: 978-1-61208-284-4

subject to y = Θθ,

(22)

where Θ = Φ̂Ψ, or by solving the convex optimization
program by calling the OMP algorithm as
θ̂ = OMP(y, Θ, ).

(23)

The main idea of the OMP algorithm is to find the columns
of the matrix Θ whose linear combination is close to y. The
OMP is more simpler and faster than other alternatives. In
this paper, we have applied this algorithm to simulate and to
generate sensing matrices Φ̂. To improve the performance and
to find the exact target locations in the grid points, a threshold
has been defined to select the largest component in the location
vector of n components with minimum overal distance error.
IV.

θ

We can describe the compression procedure as follows.


•

(17)

We take m measurements respect to each target under matrix
Ψ, which will be explained in the next subsection. Then the
RSS signals are given by


duv
, u, v = 1, · · · , n,
d0
(21)

where d0 = 1m is the reference distance, duv is
the real distance between transmitter and receiver in
meters, P L(d0 ) is computed using the free space path
loss equation, and np is the path loss component.

Hence, we get the deterministic sensing matrix Φ̂ as

1
1
Φ̂ = 
1
1

(20)

N UMERICAL R ESULTS

In this section, we examine the performance of multiple
target localization using compressive sensing under random
matrices and deterministic matrices formed by second-order
Reed-Muller codes in an indoors environment. We randomly
deployed M sensors in an area with the size of 10m×10m
with N grid points, and placed the targets by randomly
selecting k grid points in uniform manners. We added Gaussian
noises with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.05 to the
observation y. We used the Average Localization Error (ALE)
to quantify the localization accuracy, which is defined as
q
1
ALE(p) =
||p − p∗ ||22 ,
(24)
k
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Fig. 1. Localization of 5 targets under random sensing matrix and deterministic sensing matrix.

Fig. 2.

where p is the actual point and p∗ is the estimated point.
Each run is collected 100 times. In the simulations, each RSS
information Ψi (i = 1, · · · , k) was obtained by

seen in Figure 2(a). However, when M = 32 we observe
the opposite results as in Figure 2(b). Since M is large,
the independence among columns of the deterministic sensing
matrices is not guaranteed, while the RIP holds with random
matrices in this case. Thus, the perfect reconstruction by the
proposed method may be not guaranteed, and performance by
the random matrices is better than the proposed one when the
number of measurements becomes large.

{Ψi }uv (d) = −46.2 − 10np log10 (d), u, v = 1, · · · , n, (25)
Each location was observed over 100 simulations.
Figure 1 shows the position recovery performance. The
area is divided by 64 × 64 grid points. According to the
compressive sensing approach, with 5 targets, the number of
RSS measurements required was at least M > 2k = 10 in
the random i.i.d. Gaussian matrix case and 8 in the proposed
deterministic matrix for exact solution recovery. Figure 1(a)
shows the position recovery for 5 targets with M = 8. It
shows that the proposed scheme achieves good performance
as the traditional scheme does. Note that only deterministic
sensing matrices are practically feasible when considering
actual implementation. Figure 1(b) shows the ALE versus the
number of measurements. The ALE of the traditional random
approach was more dramatically decreased than the proposed
one when the number of measurement increased.
Figure 2 shows the ALE with M randomly selected measurements in a given set of sensors. M was to set at 8 and
32 in this simulation. In the case of M = 8, the ALE of
the proposed scheme is smaller than the traditional case as
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Average localization error.

For classical approach, each sensor must be recorded n
measurements, which brings large communication cost, especially in large-scale networks. Based on the idea of reducing
cost in compressive sensing theory and the advantages of
deterministic sensing matrices formed by the second-order
Reed-Muller codes on recovery, our method reduces the overall communication bandwidth requirement per sensor, and
acchieve high localization accuracy. However, the trade-off
between high level of accuracy and low computational cost
should be considered as well.
V.

C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

In this paper, we presented an approach for multiple target
localization in wireless sensor networks using deterministic
sensing matrices. We begin with problem formulation and
present a localization method from sparse measurement based
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on compressive sensing theory. Constructing a sparse measurement matrix is one of the most difficult part during this process.
We investigated second-order Reed-Muller codes and applied
them to form the measurement matrices in our problem. A key
advantage of compressive sensing with these matrices is that
it admits a fast reconstruction algorithm, especially for basis
pursuit, and depends only on number of measurements m and
sparsity k, not depends on the signal length n, in addition to
their deterministic structure. Numerical results show that these
matrices also guarantee to recover approximated solutions as
the traditional schemes do, especially when the signal vectors
are very sparse. We expect that this type of matrices will be
useful for various localization applications in wireless sensor
networks.
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Abstract— In this paper, a Bit Error Rate (BER) analysis is
presented for Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) schemes
in the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) system. Analytical
expressions for the average BER of the system are derived over
flat Rayleigh fading channels for two different MIMO schemes
as defined in LTE, assuming M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) schemes and are evaluated numerically. MonteCarlo simulation results of the LTE system are also provided to
verify the accuracy of the mathematical analysis. It is shown that
the results obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations match closely
with those obtained from the derived mathematical formulas.
Keywords- Performance Analysis, MIMO, LTE, M-QAM Modulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To increase the capacity and speed of wireless communication systems, a new wireless data networks has been
emerged and has been standardized by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP). This new standard is a natural
evolution to the existing second (2G) and third (3G) generation
wireless networks in order to respond to the growing demand
in terms of data rates and speed and marketed as 4G Long
Term Evolution (LTE). In LTE, data throughput and the speed
of wireless data are increased by using a combination of
new methods and technologies like Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Multiple-Input MultipleOutput (MIMO) techniques.
In the downlink, the LTE transmission is based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), known
as a technique of encoding digital data on multiple carrier
frequencies. It was shown that OFDMA is an efficient technique to improve the spectral efficiency of wireless systems.
By converting the wide-band frequency selective channel into
a set of several flat fading subchannels, OFDM technique becomes more resistant to frequency selective fading than single
carrier systems. As OFDM signals are in time and frequency
domain, they allow adding frequency domain scheduling to
time domain scheduling. In LTE, for a given transmission
power, the system data throughput and the coverage area
can be optimized by employing Adaptive Modulation and
Coding (AMC) techniques. The role of the user scheduler at
the transmitter side is to assign the data rate for each user
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according to the channel conditions from the serving cell, the
interference level from other cells, and the noise level at the
receiver side.
In LTE standard, the use of MIMO has been considered
as an essential technique in order to achieve the target in
terms of data throughput and reliability. MIMO is known
to be a very powerful technique to improve the system
performance of wireless communication systems. The diversity
and multiplexing modes are the two main modes of operation
of multiple antennas systems. The principle of diversity mode
is based on transmitting the same signal over multiple antennas
and hence to improve the reliability of the system by the
diversity gain. In this mode, the mapping function of transmit
symbols used at the transmit antennas is called Space Time
Block Code (STBC). On the other hand, multiplexing mode
uses two or more different spatial streams and send them
through two different antennas, consequently, the data rate can
be improved.
To study the performance of LTE systems a MATLAB based
downlink physical layer simulator for Link Level Simulation
(LLS) has been developed in [1] [2]. A System Level Simulation of the Simulator is also available [3]. The goal of
developing the LTE simulator was to facilitate comparison
with the work of different research groups and it is publicly
available for free under academic non-commercial use license
[2]. The main features of the simulator are adaptive coding
and modulation, MIMO transmission and scheduling. As the
simulator includes many physical layer features, it can be
used for different applications in research [3]. In [4], the
simulator was used to study the channel estimation of OFDM
systems and the performance evaluation of a fast fading
channel estimator was presented. In [5] and [6], a method for
calculating the Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI), the Rank
Indicator (RI), and the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) were
studied and analyzed with the simulator.
In this paper, the Bit Error Rate (BER) analysis of two
transmit diversity schemes known as Space Frequency Block
Codes (SFBC) and Frequency Switched Transmit Diversity
(FSTD) MIMO schemes in LTE system for M-QAM modulation scheme are presented in terms of SNR using the moment
generating function of the SNR. The results obtained from
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the analysis are then compared to the results of Monte-Carlo
simulation using the Link Level LTE simulator [1] [2].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the system and channel model used
in the simulation. In Section III, we present a performance
analysis for the average BER of SFBC and FSTD MIMO
schemes. The numerical and simulation results and discussions
are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the
paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, the structure of the OFDM LTE signal is
described. The OFDM signal has a time and a frequency
domains. In the time domain, the LTE signal is composed of
successive frames. Each frame has a duration of Tframe = 10
msec. Each frame is divided into 10 subframes with equal
length of 1 msec. Each subframe consists of two equal
length time-slots with a time duration of Tslot = 0.5 msec.
For a normal cyclic prefix length, each time-slot consists of
Ns = 7 OFDM symbols. In the frequency domain, the OFDM
technique converts the LTE wideband signal into several narrowband signals. Each narrowband signal is transmitted on one
subcarrier frequency. In LTE, the spacing between subcarriers
is fixed to 15 KHz. Twelves adjacent subcarriers, occupying
a total of 180 KHz, of one slot forms the so-called Resource
Block (RB). The number of Resource Blocks in an LTE slot
depends on the allowed system bandwidth. The minimum
number of RB is equal to 6 corresponding to 1.4 MHz
system bandwidth. For 20 MHz system bandwidth (Maximum
Allowed bandwith in LTE) the number of RB is equal to
100. In a MIMO system with MR receive antennas and MT
transmit antennas, the relation between the received and the
transmitted signals on subcarrier frequency k (k ∈ 1, ...K), at
sampling instant time n (n ∈ 1, ...N ) is given by
yk,n = Hk,n xk,n + nk,n

(1)

where yk,n ∈ CMR ×1 is the received vector, Hk,n ∈ CMR ×MT
represents the channel matrix on subcarrier k at instant time
n, xk,n ∈ CMR ×1 is the transmit symbol vector and nk,n ∼
CN (0, σn2 .I) is a white, complex valued Gaussian noise vector
with variance σn2 . Assuming perfect channel estimation, the
channel matrix and noise variance are considered to be known
at the receiver. A linear equalizer filter given by a matrix
Fk,n ∈ CMR ×MR is applied on the received symbol vector
yk,n to determine the post-equalization symbol vector rk,n as
follows [6]
rk,n = Fk,n yk,n = Fk,n Hk,n xk,n + Fk,n nk,n .

(2)

The Zero Forcing (ZF) or Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE) design criterion [7] are typically used for the linear
receiver and the input signal vector is normalized to unit
power. In MIMO-OFDM systems, the key factor of link error
prediction and performances is the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
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which represents the measurement for the channel quality
information. In this study, the SNR is defined as follows [1]:
2

γk,n =

kHk,n xk,n kF
NT σn2

(3)

where xk,n is the transmitted symbol vector, k.k2F is the
squared Frobenius norm of a matrix.
III. AVERAGE BER P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In the following, we present a BER performance analysis for
the 2 × 1 MIMO SFBC and 2 × 2 MIMO SFBC systems, over
slow fading channels. Using the Moment Generating Function
(MGF)-based approach we obtain closed-form expressions for
the average BER performance of the system. We then present
numerical evaluation results obtained from the closed-form
expressions. Finally, we present Monte-carlo simulations to
verify the accuracy of our analysis.
A. BER Analysis of SFBC
In LTE, the transmit diversity techniques are defined only
for 2 and 4 transmit antennas and one data stream. When two
eNodeB antennas are available for transmit diversity operation,
the Space Frequency Block Code (SFBC) is used [8]. SFBC
is based on the well known Space Time Block Codes (STBC),
also known as Alamouti codes for two transmit antennas [9].
STBC is employed with the UMTS and it operates on pairs
of adjacent symbols in the time domain. Since the signal in
LTE is two dimensional (time and frequency domains) and
the number of available OFDM symbols in a subframe is not
always an even number, the direct application of STBC is not
straightforward. In LTE, for SFBC transmission, the symbols
are transmitted from two eNodeB antenna ports on each pair
of adjacent subcarriers as follows [8]:


y (0) (1) y (0) (2)
y (1) (1) y (1) (2)



=



x1
−x∗2

x2
x∗1



(4)

where y (p) (k) denotes the symbols transmitted on the k th
subcarrier from antenna port p. An important characteristic
of such codes is that the transmitted signal streams are
orthogonal and a simple linear receiver is required for optimal
performances.
Since OFDM converts the multipath channel into N frequency flat fading channel, we first derive the BER expressions
over flat Rayleigh fading channels, given by Pb (E). Then, the
overall average BER over N subcarriers, in each case can be
calculated from
BER =

N
1 X
Pb,k (E)
N

(5)

k=1

where the index k (subcarrier index) is ignored for the sake
of brevity. In addition, the impact of cyclic prefix in OFDM
is assumed to be negligible.
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For the 2 × 1 SFBC MIMO scheme, the probability density
function of the SNR for each subcarrier is given by a chisquare distribution function as follows [10]:
f (γ) =

2 − γ̄2 γ
γe
γ̄ 2

(6)

where γ̄ is the average SNR per symbol given by γ̄ = Es /N0 .
The moment generating function (MGF) can be determined
using the following equation:
Z ∞
Mγ̄ (s) =
e−sγ f (γ)dγ.
(7)
0

Inserting (6) into (7) and solving the integral yields
Mγ̄ (s) =

4
.
γ̄ 2 (s + γ̄2 )2

(8)

√
M /2

where Ai,θ =

X 1 Z π/2
Mγ̄ (Ai,θ ) dθ
π 0
i=1

(2i−1)2
3
2 sin2 θ (M−1)

B=4

(9)

and B is defined by

!
√

1
M −1
√
.
log2 M
M

4
γ̄ 2

h

(2i−1)2
3
2 sin2 θ (M−1)

i

+

2
γ̄

y (0) (1)
 y (1) (1)

 y (2) (1)
y (3) (1)



2 .

(11)

X 1 Z π/2  sin2 θ 2
Pb (E) ∼
B
dθ
=
π 0
sin2 θ + ci
i=1
where ci =

(12)
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(13)

(15)

(16)

In this case, the MGF expression can be obtained by
substituting (16) into (7), which yields
16
.
γ̄ 4 (s + γ̄2 )4

(17)

Similarly to the SFBC case discussed in previous Section,
inserting (17) into (9), the average BER expression with MQAM modulation for FTSD can be written as
√
M /2

Pb (E) ∼
=B

√
M /2

I2 (π/2, ci )

0
x3
0
−x∗4


y (0) (4)
y (1) (4) 
=
y (2) (4) 
y (3) (4)

0
x4 
.
0 
x∗3

8 3 − γ̄2 γ
γ e
.
3γ̄ 4

Mγ̄ (s) =

The average BER performance as a function of γ̄ = Es /N0
can be evaluated by numerical evaluation of the integral in (12)
for M-QAM modulation schemes. Alternatively, by solving the
integral, we obtain a closed-form expression for the average
BER of M-QAM modulation as follows

X

x2
0
x∗1
0

f (γ) =

3(2i−1)2 γ̄
2(M−1) 2 .

Pb (E) ∼
=B

y (0) (3)
y (1) (3)
y (2) (3)
y (3) (3)

For the 4 × 2 FSTD MIMO scheme, we can show that
the instantaneous SNR of the system, for k-th subcarrier, is
equivalent to that for a 2 × 2 STBC MIMO system. Therefore,
the probability density function of the SNR is given by a chisquare distribution function as follows [10]:

Substituting (11) into (9) and after some manipulations, we
obtain
√
M /2

y (0) (2)
y (1) (2)
y (2) (2)
y (3) (2)

x1
 0

 −x∗2
0

(10)

Then, using the MGF expression in (8), we obtain
Mγ̄ (Ai,θ ) =

B. BER Analysis of FSTD
In LTE, the frequency space code, designed for 4 transmit
antennas is defined as follows:

The average BER expression for M-QAM modulation
scheme can be obtained from [11] (equation (8.111; Page 255))
Pb (E) ∼
=B

where the closed-form expression for I2 (., .) can be obtained
from [11](eq.5A.24) as follows
n
Z 
1 φ
sin2 θ
In (φ, D) =
dθ,
−π ≤ φ ≤ π
π 0
sin2 θ + D
(
 n−1
X  2q 
1
φ β π
−1
+ tan α
= −
q
q
π
π
2
(4 (1 + D))
q=0
)
q
XX
 n−1
2(q−p)+1
Tp q 
−1
−1
+ sin tan α
α
q cos tan
(1 + D)
q=1 p=1
(14)

 

−1
2q
2(q − p)
where Tp q =
4p [2(q − p) + 1]
,
q
q−p
q
D
β = 1+D
sgnφ, and α = −β cot φ.

where ci =
numerically.

X 1 Z π/2  sin2 θ 4
dθ
π 0
sin2 θ + ci
i=1

3(2i−1)2 γ̄
2(M−1) 2 ,

(18)

and the integral can be calculated
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Alternatively, by solving the integral, we obtain a closedform expression for the average BER of M-QAM modulation
as follows
√
M /2
X
I4 (π/2, ci )
(19)
Pb (E) ∼
=B

TABLE I
S IMULATION S ETTINGS
Parameter
Transmission Schemes
Bandwidth
Simulation length
Channel Type
Channel knowledge
CQI

i=1

where the closed-form expression for I4 (., .) can be obtained
from (14).
Finally, for the sake of comparisons, we express the average
BER of the SISO case, that has been derived for Rayleigh
fading channels for M-QAM signals [11] (eq. 8.112; Page
256), as follows:

i=1

1−

s

M

1.5(2i − 1)2 γlog2 M
− 1 + 1.5(2i − 1)2 γlog2 M

Simulation SISO
Numerical SISO
Simulation 2 × 1
Numerical 2 × 1
Simulation 4 × 2
Numerical 4 × 2

(20)

where B is defined earlier.
IV. S IMULATION

AND

10

!

A NALYTICAL R ESULTS

−2

10
Average BER

Pb (E) ∼
= B/2

0

10

−1

√
M/2

X

Setting
SISO; 2 × 1 SFBC; 4 × 2 FSTD
5 MHz
5000 subframes
Flat Rayleigh
Perfect
9 (16-QAM) and 16 (64-QAM)

In this section, we provide the results obtained from the
mathematical expressions derived in this paper. Monte-Carlo
simulation results are also provided to show the accuracy of
the analysis. The common simulation settings for Monte-Carlo
simulations are summarized in Table I.

From the figures it is clear that the BER performance improves as the number of transmit or receive antennas increases,
as expected. It can be observed that the negative slope of
the BER curve for the SISO case is equal to 1, meaning
that the diversity order for the SISO case is equal to 1, as
expected. The second curves in Fig.1 and Fig.2 represent the
BER results of the 2 × 1 diversity scheme. Asymptotically, the
slope of these curves can be observed to be equal to 2, which
corresponds to the diversity order of 2 × 1 system. An SNR
(Es/N0 ) gain improvement can also be observed compared
to the SISO scheme. From Fig.1, it can be observed that to
achieve the BER value of 10−3 , the 2 × 1 diversity scheme
needs about 10 dB less in Es/N0 , compared to the SISO case.
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Fig. 1. Numerical Evaluation and Monte-Carlo Simulations of the average
BER for 16-QAM modulation.
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The average BER performance as a function of γ = Es/N0
for SISO and MIMO schemes are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2.
Fig. 1 shows the results for 16-QAM modulation and Fig.2
presents the results for 64-QAM modulation. It can be seen
that the average BER performances of 16-QAM and 64-QAM
schemes at high SNRs decrease by factors γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ 4 , for
SISO, 2 × 1, and 4 × 2 cases, respectively. Thus, the diversity
order (slope of the curves) are equal to 1, 2 and 4, respectively,
for the considered cases. As stated earlier, since in 4×2 FSTD,
at each time-slot/frequency-slot 2 out of 4 transmit antennas
are in use, therefore the diversity order will be 2 × 2 = 4. In
fact, the corresponding average BER curve for 4 × 2 FSTD
is somehow like the classical 2 × 2 STBC system, when the
channel is not a time-varying channel.
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Fig. 2. Numerical Evaluation and Monte-Carlo Simulations of the average
BER for 64-QAM modulation.
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In Fig.2 for 64-QAM modulation, the BER of 10−3 is
achieved at Es/N0 = 39 dB in SISO configuration, however
the same value of BER is achieved with only at Es/N0 = 29
dB in the 2 × 1 diversity scheme. Thus a SNR gain of 10
dB is clearly observed for the 2 × 1 diversity scheme. The
BER results of the 4 × 2 diversity scheme for both modulation
schemes 16-QAM and 64-QAM are also shown. As described
earlier, in high SNR region the slope of that curve tends to be
equal to 4. This value corresponds to the diversity order of a
2 × 2 system.
Finally, it can be observed from Fig.1 and Fig.2 that
numerical evaluation results obtained from BER formulas
match closely to the BER results obtained from Monte-Carlo
simulations. This verifies the accuracy of the mathematical
analysis.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an average BER performance analysis for MIMO schemes in the 3GPP Long Term
Evolution (LTE) system over a flat Rayleigh fading channel.
The theoretical analysis for two different MIMO schemes in
a 5 MHz bandwidth LTE system were presented. To verify
the accuracy of the analysis the results of Monte-Carlo simulation for the studied schemes were provided and compared
with the theoretical analysis. To show the BER performance
improvement in the MIMO schemes, the performance of a
SISO configuration was also presented. The results show a
good agreement between numerical results and Monte-Carlo
simulation results.
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Abstract— In this paper, the complex Switch and Stay
Combining/Maximal Ratio Combining (SSC/MRC) combiner
will be considered. The output signal is observed at two time
moments in the presence of Rice fading. Both combiners, SSC
such as MRC, are dual branches. The probability density
function (PDF) at the output of the complex combiner will be
obtained and the bit error rate (BER) for binary phase swift
keying (BPSK) modulation will be determined. The results will
be shown graphically in some figures. The improvement of
using this kind of complex SSC/MRC combiner, with regard to
classical MRC and SSC combiners at one time moment, is
emphasized.
Keywords-Bit error rate, Probability density function;
Complex SSC/MRC combiner; Rice fading; two time moments

I.

INTRODUCTION

The fading is one of the most important reason for
system performance degradation in mobile communication.
Many different communication systems are subjected to
fading caused by multipath propagation due to reflection,
refraction and scattering by buildings, trees and other large
structures [1]. Because of that received signal is a sum of
different signals that arrive via different propagation paths.
Some statistical models are used in the literature to
describe the fading envelope of the received signal such as
Rayleigh and Rician distributions [2]. They are used to
characterize the envelope of faded signals over small
geographical areas (short term fading). The log-normal and
gamma distribution are used when much wider geographical
areas is involved.
There are several ways to reduce fading influence on
system performances without increasing the signal power
and channel capacity. The diversity reception techniques are
used extensively in fading radio channels to reduce the
effects of fading on system performances [3].
The use of diversity is significant if there is statistical
independence in the fading of the received signal in each of
the diversity branches. The assumption of statistical
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independence between the diversity channels is valid only if
they are sufficiently separated [2]. In mobile radio systems
the signals at the mobile station become decorrelated as the
antenna separation increases. In space diversity systems an
antenna separation of 30 to 50 wavelengths is required to
have correlation coefficients strictly between zero and onethird, in which case, for a two-channel maximal-ratio system
in a Rayleigh-fading environment, the effect of correlation
may be ignored [4].
However, there are other cases of practical interest where
the assumption of statistical independence is not valid [5]. A
long time ago Al-Hussani and Al-Bassion studied the effect
of correlation on the performance of a dual-branch MRC
combiner for correlated Nakagami fading channel. They
found that for the Nakagami-fading environment and for a
worst case fading condition and identical signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in each of two branches, the performance
difference between a single channel and dual channels
system increases from 3 to 24 dB as the correlation
coefficient decreases from unity to zero.
There are several kinds of diversity combining schemes
such as Maximal-Ratio Combining (MRC), which is the
optimal combining scheme [3]. In this combiner signals from
all inputs are summed. Because MRC requires cognition of
the channel fading parameters, it is the most complicated
combining model [3].
The next by performances is Equal Gain Combining
(EGC) [6], and then Selection Combining (SC) and Switch
and Stay Combining (SSC), with lower performances. These
combining models are simpler and cheaper and they are very
often implemented in practice whereas SC and SSC
combining models do not require signal cophasing and
fading envelope evaluation [7].
SSC is simplification of the system complexity, but with
losing in quality. In this model, the receiver selects an
antenna until its value drops below predetermined threshold.
Then, the receiver switches to other antenna and stay with it
for the next time slot, regardless the channel quality of that
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antenna is above or below the threshold. In the literature,
mainly dual SSC schemes have been analyzed [8].
By the authors' knowledge in the new open literature
these problems are not treated by sampling in two time
moments, except by this group of authors. We derived the
expressions for joint probability density function of the SSC
combiner output signal in the presence of different fading
distributions in two time moments (for example in [9] for
log-normal) and based on them determined the performance
analysis of SSC/SC combiner at two time moments in the
presence of log-normal and Rayleigh fading in [10], [11].
The bit error rates for SSC/MRC combiner at two time
moments in the presence of log-normal, Rayleigh and Hoyt
fading we determined in [12]-[14], respectively.
In this paper, the probability density function and the bit
error rate, based on it, for SSC/MRC combiner output signal
in the channel with Rice fading and sampling at two time
moments during one time interval, will be considered. The
system is more complicated compared to classical MRC and
SSC systems at one time moment, but with better
performances. That imply that bit error rate can be increased
and transmit power can be reduced comparing to classical
systems.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
related works; Section III gives the complex SSC/MRC
system model and the probability density functions
derivations, such as the bit error rate of the SSC/MRC
combiner output signal at two time moments. Sections IV
shows the numerical results obtained for performances
introduced in previous sections. Finally, the main gains
obtained in the paper are pointed out in Section V,
Conclusion.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

The model of the SSC/MRC combiner with two inputs,
considering in this paper, is presented in Fig. 1.

The joint probability density function of correlated
signals r1 and r2 at the SSC combiner output, at two time
moments, Rice distributed and with same parameters σi and
Ai [15], is obtained in closed form from expressions in [9, eq.
(3) - (6)] as

C1 (r, σ , A) =
⋅

−

1

σ

e
2

A2

∞

∑ε ⋅

σ 2 (1+ ρ )

i
i , l1 , l 2 , l3 = 0

1
ρ i + 2l1
⋅
l1!l2!l3!(i + l1 )!(i + l2 )!(i + l3 )! 2σ 2 (1 − ρ 2 ) 2i +l1 +l2 + 2l3

(

)

⋅ A2i +2l2 + 2l3 (1 − ρ )2i + 2l2 +2l3 r 2i + 2l1 + 2l3 +1 ⋅
−

⋅e

r2
2σ 2 (1− ρ 2 )



γ  i + l1 + l2 + 1,


2
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2
2 
2σ (1 − ρ ) 

−
rr
C2 (r1, r2 , σ , A) = 4 1 2 2 e
σ (1 − ρ )

(1)

r12 + r2 2 + 2 A2 (1− ρ )
2σ 2 2 (1− ρ 2 )

⋅

∞
 ρr r
  Ar   Ar

⋅ ∑ ε i Ii  2 1 2 2  Ii  2 1  Ii  2 2  (2)
i =0
 σ (1 − ρ )   σ (1 + ρ )   σ (1 + ρ ) 

1, i = 0 , parameters σ and A are noise
where ε = 
i
i

i
2, i > 0
variance and amplitude, respectively.
For r1<rT, r2<rT it is:

pr1r2 (r1, r2 ) = P1C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )C1 (r2 , σ1, A1 ) +

+ P2C1 (r1, σ1, A1 )C1 (r2 , σ 2 , A2 )

(3)

For r1≥rT, r2<rT :

pr1r2 (r1, r2 ) = P1C1 (r1, σ1, A1)

−

r2

σ2

2

r2 2 + A2 2

e

2σ 2 2

r A 
I 0  2 22  +
 σ2 

+ P1C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )C1 (r2 , σ1, A1 ) +
Figure 1.

Complex dual SSC/MRC combiner.

The complex SSC/MRC combiner with two branches at
two time moments is considered.
At the inputs of the first part of complex combiner the
signals are r11 and r21 at first time moment and they are r12
and r22 at second time moment. The output signals from SSC
part of complex combiner are r1 and r2. The first index
represents the branch ordinal number and the other one signs
the time moment observed. The indices at the output signal
correspond to the time moments considered. The SSC
combiner output signals r1 and r2, are the inputs for the MRC
combiner. Finally, the overall output signal is r.
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+ P2C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )

r2

σ

2
1

−

e

r2 2 + A12
2σ 12

r A 
I0  2 21  +
 σ1 

+ P2C1 (r1, σ1, A1 )C1 (r2 , σ 2 , A2 )

(4)

For r1<rT, r2≥rT :

pr1r2 (r1, r2 ) = P1 (1 − Q1( A / σ1, rt / σ1 ))C2 (r1, r2 , σ 2 , A2 ) +
+ P1C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )C1 (r2 , σ1, A1 ) +

+ P2 (1 − Q1( A / σ 2 , rt / σ 2 ))C2 (r1, r2 , σ1, A1 ) +
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+ P2C1 (r1, σ1, A1 )C1 (r2 , σ 2 , A2 )

(5)

For r1≥rT, r2≥rT :

∞∞

+ P1C1 (r1, σ1, A1 )

σ 22

−

r2 2 + A2 2

e

2σ 2 2

(

Substituting (11) in (12), Pb(e) is obtained as
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+ P1 (1 − Q1 ( A / σ1, rt / σ1 ))C2 (r1, r2 , σ 2 , A2 ) +

For dual branch MRC combiner, Pb(e) is

+ P2C2 (r1, r2 , σ 2 , A2 ) +
+ P2C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )
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e
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2σ 12
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)

L
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L

(14)
Substituting (3 - 6) in (14), Pb(e) of SSC/MRC combiner
can be obtained as:

+ P2C1 (r1, σ1, A1 )C1 (r2 , σ 2 , A2 ) +
+ P2 (1 − Q1 ( A / σ 2 , rt / σ 2 ))C2 (r1, r2 , σ1, A1 )
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⋅
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dr dr dφ  −
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 sin
1

2

0 0 0

The outputs of SSC combiner are used as inputs for MRC
combiner.
Total conditional signal value at output of the MRC
combiner, for equally transmitted symbols of L branch MRC
receiver, is given by [1]

⋅ [P1C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )C1(r2 , σ1, A1 ) +
+ P2C1 (r1, σ1, A1 )C1 (r2 , σ 2 , A2 )] +
+

L

r = ∑rl

(7)

l =1

1

Pb (e {rl }l =1 ) is given by [3]
L

(

Pb (e {rl }l =1 ) = Q 2 gr
L

1
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(8)

r2 + A2

r2 − 2σ 2 2  r2 A2 

⋅ P1C1 (r1, σ1, A1 ) 2 e
I0  2  +

σ2
 σ2 

+ P1C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )C1 (r2 , σ1, A1 ) +

(9)

Gaussian Q-function can be defined using alternative
form as [3, 16]

Q ( x) =

π

∫
0


x2 
dφ
exp −
2
 2 sin φ 

(10)

Using the alternative representation of Gaussian-Q
function (10), the conditional BER can be expressed as
Pb (e {rl }l =1 ) =
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where Q is one-dimensional Gaussian Q-function [3]
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For coherent binary signals the conditional BER
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⋅ [P1 (1 − Q1( A / σ1, rt / σ1 ))C2 (r1, r2 , σ 2 , A2 ) +
+ P1C1 (r1, σ 2 , A2 )C1 (r2 , σ1, A1 ) +
+ P2 (1 − Q1( A / σ 2 , rt / σ 2 ))C2 (r1, r2 , σ1, A1 ) +
+ P2C1 (r1, σ1, A1 )C1 (r2 , σ 2 , A2 )] +

The unconditional BER is obtained by
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+

1

π

∞ ∞π /2
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rt rt

0

It consists of four curves: one for one channel receiver,
the other for MRC combiner at one time moment, third for
SSC/MRC combiner at two time moments for uncorrelated
case, and fourth for very strong correlation.
We can see that SSC/MRC combiner has remarkably
better performances for uncorrelated case then MRC
combiner considered at one time moment. For ρ =1 the BER
curves for complex SSC/MRC combiner and for MRC
combiner coincide with each other. Thus, it is visible that
utilization of this complex SSC/MRC combiner provides
better performance of the system for uncorrelated signals,
but for strong correlation it is not economic to use complex
combiner.
The influence of correlation to the bit error rate of
complex SSC/MRC combiner is presented in Fig. 3. The
benefits of using this type of combiner increases with
decreasing of correlation between input signals.
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(15)
III.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Some values of the bit error rate for different types of
combiners and correlation parameters, are presented in Fig. 2
and 3, where it is assumed that both inputs have the same
channel parameters. It is adopted that rt is the optimal
threshold for the SSC decision [3]:

rt = σ

π
2

A2

e−

4σ 2


 A2  A2  A2  
A2

+

)
I
I1 
(1 +
0
2σ 2  4σ 2  2σ 2  4σ 2 

(16)

The family of curves for the BER is shown in Fig. 2
versus different distribution parameter A.

Figure 3. Bit error rate for SSC/MRC combiner versus parameter A for
σ=1 and for different values of ρ

It is obvious that using of complex SSC/MRC combiner
results in better performance of the system, because the BER
for uncorrelated SSC/MRC combiner decreases regarding
MRC combiner. Also, it is apparent that there is no
economic reason for the use of complex SSC/MRC combiner
in the case of strong correlations between input signals since
then characteristics are not better than for simple MRC
combiner.
IV.

Figure 2. Bit error rate for different types of combiners versus parameter
A for σ =1
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CONCLUSIONS

The probability density function of output signal at two
time moments, for complex dual SSC/MRC combiner, is
determined in this paper in closed form expressions. The bit
error probability is calculated on that basis.
This is important for the system performance
determination for system deciding by two samples. First, the
joint probability density function of the SSC combiner
output signal at two time moments is derived and used as
input of MRC combiner. The obtained results for bit error
rate are calculated and shown graphically. The performance
improvement of SSC/MRC combiner at two time moments,
comparing with classical SSC and MRC combiners, is
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described and pointed out for different values of correlation
coefficient.
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Abstract—This paper investigates several schemes to improve
the performance of the enhanced Physical Downlink Control
Channel (ePDCCH) in Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTEA) networks by means of Intercell Interference Coordination
(ICIC). Given the flexible design of the ePDCCH, based on
frequency division multiplexing, static ICIC techniques such
as Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR) can be applied and hence,
performance degradations at cell edges can be avoided in contrast to its antecesor, the Physical Downlink Control Channel
(PDCCH) in LTE. The study is focused in realistic/irregular
deployments, where the amount of intercell interference received
at different cells varies considerably making very difficult the
task of homogenizing the performance of the ePDCCH over the
coverage area. In order to address this problem, the proposed
multiobjective scheme adjusts the configuration of SFR at cell
level. The problem formulation includes several performance
metrics including spectral efficiency, cell edge performance, consumption/amount of control resources and energy requirements.
The results reveal that the proposed scheme is able to (1) reduce
the average consumption of control resources and, (2) minimize
energy needs without penalizing the capacity of data channels.
Index Terms—Long Term Evolution Advanced; LTE-A; Soft
Frequency Reuse; SFR; Enhanced Physical Downlink Control
Channel; ePDCCH; Multiobjective Optimization

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the conclusions in [1], the mobile Internet
mass market becomes a reality. The findings of this survey indicate that a tremendous number of Internet users do it through
mobile devices, a 69%, from which 61% use smartphones.
Mobile operators have answered to this challenge by investing
on promising technologies such as Long Term Evolution (LTE)
and its evolution, LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) [2]. Indeed, reliable
studies forecast 234 commercial LTE networks in 83 countries
by the end of 2013 [3].
In this context, it is expected that significant efforts are
being placed on LTE-A, the system called to fulfill the
expectations of users and industry in the medium term. LTEA features an interesting set of novelties with respect to LTE
such as wider bandwidths, enhanced downlink and uplink
transmission, relaying, support of heterogeneous networks and
Machine-Type communications among others [2]. However,
all these innovations require reliable means to convey an
increasing amount of control information. Thus, in 3GPP
Release 11, the need for enhanced capabilities for the Physical
Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) was identified [4]. To be
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precise, the design of the PDCCH in LTE is much less flexible
than the one in data channels. The structure and operation
of the PDCCH is described in [5], but basically, there do
not exist mechanisms to perform neither frequency domain
scheduling nor Intercell Interference Coordination (ICIC) over
the PDCCH and hence, low Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR) levels at cell edges, a well know issue in
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA),
degrade the performance of the PDCCH. Since the control
information carried by the PDCCH is highly sensitive, LTE
defines some mechanisms to guarantee the required reliability.
The most important one is based on Aggregation Levels (ALs),
which consists in grouping several Control Channel Elements
(CCEs), the basic control information unit, in order to transmit
the PDCCH using more robust transmission formats, i.e., lower
coding rates. However, higher ALs increase the consumption
of CCEs, thus reducing the capacity of the PDCCH. This
situation is critical in scenarios with a large number of users
using low-rate services such as VoIP as they tend to heavily
load the PDCCH. This issue has been analyzed in [6] and [7].
LTE-A provides alternative protection mechanisms for the
PDCCH: carrier aggregation plus cross carrier scheduling
[8] in the frequency domain and Almost Blank Subframes
(ABSs) [9] in the time domain. However, while cross carrier
scheduling is not an option for legacy users, ABSs severely
penalizes the capacity and hence, its usage has been reserved
for Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets). Thus, in the light of
these observations, a new enhanced PDCCH (ePDCCH) was
introduced in the Release 11 [10]. The ePDCCH employs
Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) and hence, it allows
frequency domain ICIC. In addition, it is compatible with
legacy carriers providing more signaling capacity and it can
operate in Multicast-Broadcast Single Frequency Network
(MBSFN) subframes [11].
However, given its recent appearance (Release 11, 2012),
few studies about the ePDCCH have been reported. Indeed,
most of the work done about the ePDCCH has been focused on
comparing the performance of its baseline design against the
conventional PDCCH. The study presented by Einhaus et al.
[12] demonstrates that the ePDCCH outperforms the PDCCH
in terms of achievable SINR levels mainly due to its inherent
capability to perform frequency domain resource allocation.
The work presented by Yi et al. [13] is concentrated on the
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design of the search space, i.e., how to allocate the enhanced
CCEs (eCCEs) [10], the basic control information unit defined
for the ePDCCH, in the physical resources devoted for such
purpose. Other related works, such as [8] and [9], as indicated
before, are just focused on the mechanisms introduced in the
Release 10 such as cross carrier scheduling and ABS. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, no work has investigated static
ICIC mechanisms applied to the ePDCCH.
Thus, several ICIC strategies based on Soft Frequency
Reuse (SFR) [14] are investigated as alternatives to protect
the ePDCCH in the context of realistic/irregular macrocellular
deployments. Two different multiobjective optimization frameworks are introduced and analyzed. The proposed schemes
adjust the operational parameters of SFR and the amount
of resources allocated to the ePDCCH in order to optimize
several performance metrics such as spectral efficiency, cell
edge performance, average consumption of eCCEs, amount
of control resources and energy requirements. Therefore, the
study presented herein is unique in the sense that it:
• Introduces several effective SFR-based optimization
frameworks for the ePDCCH. In fact, not only the
performance of this channel is studied, the work also
analyses the impact on the capacity of data channels. As
a consequence, interesting tradeoffs and design insights
are identified.
• Provides means, due to its multiobjective nature, to obtain
several network configurations instead of one single solution. This feature is important, because it allows mobile
operators to select different configurations according to
time-varying network conditions such as load and/or
traffic patterns.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next
section introduces the system model and provides a brief
introduction to the structure of the ePDCCH and the operation
of SFR. Section III describes the multiobjective optimization
framework and proposed schemes. Finally, the paper is closed
with the analysis of numerical results and conclusions in
Sections IV and V, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
A. System Model
This study considers the downlink of a LTE-based cellular network. The system bandwidth BSYS is composed
of NSC subcarriers grouped in NPRB Physical Resource
Blocks (PRBs). In LTE/LTE-A, a PRB is the minimum allocable resource unit in frequency domain. It is composed of 12
contiguous subcarriers each of them spaced 15 kHz. In time
domain, the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) is 1 ms and it
contains 14 OFDM symbols. The first 3 symbols are devoted to
the PDCCH as it is illustrated in Figure 1. The total available
Cell
power per cell is Pmax
. The conclusions obtained in this
study are independent of the value of NPRB and hence, more
or less PRBs would just shift absolute values. The cellular
network, composed of L trisectorial cells, provides service to a
coverage area divided in A small area elements (pixels). Given
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Fig. 1.

Structure of the PDCCH and ePDCCH in LTE/LTE-A.

the small granularity used in this study, it is reasonable to
assume that within each pixel the average received power and
hence, average SINR are constant. Average SINR values S̄ are
computed based on the average Reference Signals Received
Power (RSRP). In LTE and LTE-A, cell-specific Reference
Signals (CS-RS) are embedded into the system bandwidth
to allow for channel estimation, synchronization and cell
selection procedures [10]. Due to their importance, CS-RSs are
the highest powered components within the downlink signal
and they are transmitted with constant power within each cell
as it is shown in Figure 1. Thus, the vector pRSTP ∈ RL
represents the Reference Signals Transmit Power (RSTP) of
each cell. The matrix RRSRP ∈ RA×L corresponds to the
average RSRP at each pixel with respect to each transmitter
and it is obtained according to:
RRSRP = G · diag(pRSTP )

(1)

The matrix G ∈ RA×L contains the Long Term Channel
Gain (LTCG) of each pixel with respect to each transmitter.
LTCG includes propagation losses, large scale fading and
antenna gains. The pixel a (ath row in RRSRP ) is served by
the cell l? from which it receives the highest RSRP, thus:
l? = argmax

RRSRP (a, l)

(2)

l∈{1,2,··· ,L}

Therefore, the binary matrices S, Sc ∈ {0, 1}A×L indicate the
coverage of each cell. If a is served by l? , then S(a, l? ) = 1
and the rest of the ath row is 0. Sc is the binary complement
of S. It is assumed, without loss of generality, that the power
allocated to RSs is the same for all cells and hence, the cell
coverage pattern depends on local propagation conditions.
B. Description of the ePDCCH
As it was indicated previously, in order to allow frequency
domain ICIC, the ePDCCH is based on FDM as it is illustrated
in Figure 1. Note that additional Demodulation Reference
Signals (DM-RS) are inserted within the ePDCCH to allow
for user-specific beamforming and spatial diversity. Thus, each
serving cell can configure a User Equiment (UE) with one
or more ePDCCH PRB sets, i.e., a set of contiguous PRBs
devoted to allocate the ePDCCH. This user-specific allocation
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is transmitted to UE by means of higher layers signaling.
The exact position and amount of resources devoted to the
ePDCCH can be changed dynamically and it depends on
aspects such as system bandwidth, required control capacity
and location of the ePDCCH in neighbor cells. Details about
the resource allocation control mechanism for the ePDCCH in
LTE-A, i.e., how to localize and index the eCCEs within the
PRBs carrying the ePDCCH, can be found in [10].
The information transmitted over the ePDCCH includes
downlink (and uplink) scheduling grants, power control
commands and data required to decode and demodulate
OFDM symbols in the downlink (encode and modulate in
the uplink) [10]. Given the importance of such information,
a target Block Error Rate (BLER) of 1% is pursued for the
ePDCCH. Therefore, different ALs in which one or more
eCCEs can be grouped have been defined. In this manner,
several coding rates provide the required reliability. For a
given UE, the selection of the appropriate AL depends on
the reported SINR for the subband in which its ePDCCH is
allocated. Thus, a user i is assigned with the AL x if its
SINR in the subband carrying the ePDCCH is greater than the
target SINR of that AL for a BLER of 1% SxT . In this study,
the focus is precisely on improving the radio quality (SINR)
of the ePDCCH by means of SFR, a static ICIC technique
described in the next subsection. Other degrees of freedom
to enhance the performance of the ePDCCH are dynamic
control resource allocation schemes and efficient design of
users’ search space; examples of these approaches include [8]
and [13], respectively.
C. Soft Frequency Reuse
Broadly speaking, the main goal of any ICIC strategy is to
enhance the radio channel quality of cell edge users, a well
known issue in OFDMA-based cellular technologies such as
LTE/LTE-A [15]. As such, SFR accomplishes this target by
classifying users in Exteriors (E) or Interiors (I) according to
their average channel quality (based on CS-RSs and expressed
in terms of SINR) and then, applying different power levels
to each group in order to reduce the amount of Intercell
Interference (ICI) received by cell edge users, thus increasing
their SINR. The operation of SFR is illustrated in Figure 2. In
order to accomplish such target, a classification threshold STH
must be defined either globally in the network or locally at
each cell. This figure has a great impact on the performance
of SFR (see [16] and [17]) as it determines the amount of users
in each class. Similarly, the bandwidth and power allocated to
each group is controlled by means of the parameters β and α
respectively. Although SFR proved its effectiveness as an ICIC
technique in the context of OFDMA technologies ([18] and
[19] are representative examples) its usage was mainly focused
on data channels due to the rigid structure of the PDCCH
(time-multiplexed). However, as it was introduced previously,
the flexible design (based on FDM) of the ePDCCH in LTE-A
opens new possibilities from the perspective of ICIC; SFR is
certainly an interesting option that is investigated in this paper.
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Fig. 2.

Operational principle of SFR.

III. R ESEARCH F RAMEWORK
A. Multiobjective Problem Formulation
This work investigates the advantages of applying SFR to
control channels in LTE-A. However, it is well known that the
enhancements in terms of cell edge performance achieved by
ICIC techniques are usually obtained at expenses of spectral
efficiency losses [16]. For this reason, it is desirable to have
a complete picture of the tradeoff existing among conflicting
criteria such as spectral efficiency, cell edge performance, energy consumption, etc. Moreover, the problem studied herein
adds another interesting perspective: the impact of allocating
resources (normally employed for data) to control channels on
the overall system performance. Therefore, in order to provide
such visibility, the performance assessment is based on the
joint optimization of the following metrics:
1) Maximization of the average cell capacity (f1 [Mbps]):
A metric proportional to the system spectral efficiency.
2) Maximization of the capacity of the worst 5% of the
coverage area (f2 [Mbps]): This indicator indicates the
capacity associated to cell edge areas and hence, it is a
measure of cell edge performance.
3) Minimization of the average eCCE consumption
(f3 [eCCE]): This metric reflects the impact of ICI on
the radio quality associated to the ePDCCH. It indicates
the average consumption of eCCEs per cell.
4) Minimization of the worst eCCE consumption
(f4 [eCCE]): It corresponds to the average eCCE consumption in the worst cell of the system, i.e., the most
interfered cell.
5) Maximization of ePDCCH resources (f5 [PRB]): This
metric quantifies how many resources are devoted to the
ePDCCH. Thus, the maximization of this metric implies
more capacity for the control channels. However, it is
worth saying that this objetive is in conflict with the
capacity associated to data channels f1 .
6) Minimization of the normalized energy consumption
(f6 [·]): Indicates the energy consumption in the system.
Thus, in order to achieve simultaneous optimization of the previous conflicting objectives, the problem under consideration,
i.e., optimization of SFR for the ePDCCH, has been addressed
as a multiobjective optimization task. Such problem has been
formulated as follows:
minimize f(x)



subject to: x(l) = xl ∈ xlmin , xlmax



∀l

f(x) = [ −f1 (x) − f2 (x) f3 (x) f4 (x) − f5 (x) f6 (x) ]

(3)
(4)
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Function PreliminaryComp(·)
input : G, S, Sc , Ψ′j , η, vϕ , pRSTP
output: Gj , Sj , Scj , Ψ′j
1

2

3
4

Fig. 3. SFR-based optimization models.
Fig. 3. SFR-based optimization models.
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// STEP 1: Average SINR (based on CS-RS);
Ψ′ = [(S ⊙ G) · pRSTP ] ⊘ [ [(Sc ⊙ G) · pRSTP ] ⊕ η ];
// STEP 2: Azimuth classification;
t ←AzimuthClass(vϕ , S);

// STEP 3: Segmentation;
for each j ∈ J do
{Gj , Sj , Scj , Ψ′j } ←Segmentation(t, j, G, S, Sc , Ψ′ );
end

Fig. 4.
Preliminary computations required for evaluating the objective
functions: fi , i = 1, 2, · · · , 6.
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Function ObjFunc(x)
input : x, Gj , Sj , Scj , Ψ′j ,
output:
Cj ∈f R|Aj |×2 ∀j ∈ J indicating the class (E or I) to

Function ObjFunc(x)
input : x, Gj , Sj , Scj , Ψ′j ,
output: f
1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8
9

12
13

14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

2

// Classification thresholds;
sTH ← x(1 : L);

3

// ePDCCH bandwidth;
βc ← x(L + 1);

4
5

// Power ratios: vα (l) = αl ;
vα ← x(L + 2 : 2 · L + 1);

6

// Classification of pixels: E or I;
for each j ∈ J do
Cj ←Class(Sj , sTH , Ψ′j );
end

7

8

// Relative coverage per cell;
Φ ←RelCov(S1 , . . . , S|J | , C1 , . . . , C|J | );
// Power matrices;
"
Pmax
Pmax
···
Pser =
α1 Pmax
α2 Pmax
···
for each s = 0 : ((L/3) − 1) do



10

11

1

end

Pmax
 α(3s) Pmax
α
 (3s+1) Pmax
Pbase
int (s) = 
Pmax

α
(3s+2) Pmax
α(3s+2) Pmax


T
Pint = Pbase
int (0)

T
Pbase
int (1)

// Bandwidth matrix;
B ← BSYS · [ (1/3 − (1/3 · βc ))

// Reset accumulators;
f1 ← 0, f2 ← 0, r̂ ← [ ];

Pmax
αL Pmax

#T

9

;

α(3s) Pmax
α(3s) Pmax
Pmax
α(3s+1) Pmax
α(3s+2) Pmax
Pmax
···

10

α(3s) Pmax T
Pmax

α(3s+1) Pmax 

;
α(3s+1) Pmax 


Pmax
α(3s+2) Pmax

T
Pbase
int ((L/3) − 1)

T

;

((2/3) − (2/3 · βc )) ];

13

14

15

16
17

// Resize pγ (pointers to per-cell SINR values);
Resize(pγ , (2 · L));

// For each group of pixels (for each j ∈ J );
for each j ∈ J do
P̃int ← hPint ( : , 2j : 2j + 1 );h h
i
ii
∆j ← [(Sj ⊙ Gj ) · Pser ] ⊘
(Scj ⊙ Gj ) · P̃int ⊕ η ;
UpdatePerCellSINR(pγ , ∆j );
Ψj ← ∆ j ⊙ Cj ;
Λj ←LinkPer(Ψ
h
h j );
ii
f1 ← f1 + B · (ΛTj · Sj ) ⊙ Φ · 1;



r ← Sj · (ΦT · diag(B)) ⊙ Λj · 1;
T
r̂ ← [ r̂ r ];
end
f2 ← CapPerc(r̂);
f5 ← βc · NPRB ;
f6 ← 1 − ((2/3) · (1 − α));

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33

// For each cell l;
for each l = 1 : L do
fE ←CDF(pγ (2 · l − 1))); fI ←CDF(pγ ((2 · l) + 1));
p0E ← (1 − fE (S0T )); p1E ← (fE (S0T ) − fE (S1T ));
p2E ← (fE (S1T ) − fE (S2T )); p3E ← fE (S2T );
p0I ← (1 − fI (S0T )); p1I ← (fI (S0T ) − fI (S1T ));
p2I ← (fI (S1T ) − fI (S2T )); p3I ← fI (S2T );
ΓlE ← (p0E · AL0 ) + (p1E · AL1 ) + (p2E · AL2 ) + (p3E · AL3 );
ΓlI ← (p0I · AL0 ) + (p1I · AL1 ) + (p2I · AL2 ) + (p3I · AL3 );
µE ← (1/Φ(0,
l)); µI ← (1/Φ(1,
i
i l));
h
h
Γ(l) ← (µE /(µE + µI )) · ΓlE + (µI /(µE + µI )) · ΓlI ;
end
f3 ← mean(Γ);
f4 ← max(Γ);

f ← [ −f1 /L − f2 f3 f4 − f5 f6 ];

Fig. 5. Pseudo code corresponding to the evaluation of the objective functions
considered in this study.

vector f (objective function values) depends exclusively
on x, a potential solution or SFR configuration. First,
Function Class()(line 5) calculates the binary matrices
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

// Classification thresholds;
which
each pixel belongs
sTH ←
x(1 : L);

to. The value ‘1’ in column 0
pixel belongs to E or I respectively.
Next, Function RelCov()(line 7) computes the matrix
// Power ratios:
vα (l) = αl ;
2×L
Φ x(L
∈R
While
vα ←
+ 2 : 2 .· L
+ 1); the columns of Φ correspond to cells,
rows 0 andof1pixels:
are theEinverse
// the
Classification
or I; of the number of pixels
for each j ∈ J do
classified
as
E
and
′ I (at each cell) respectively. As SFR
Cj ←Class(Sj , sTH , Ψj );
end assigns specific portions of the system bandwidth to each
// group
Relativeofcoverage
per and
cell;I), Φ is required to guarantee
pixels (E
Φ ←RelCov(S1 , . . . , S|J | , C1 , . . . , C|J | );
proportionality and hence, calculate true ave// bandwidth
Power matrices;
#T
"
Pmax
···
Pmaxfrom line 8 to 12 create the
rage Pvalues.
Instructions
max
Pser =
;
α1 Pmax
α2 Pmax
· · · αL Pmax
matrices
corresponding
to the particular power allocation
for each s = 0 : ((L/3) − 1) do
specified by
the bandwidth
allocated to each
 x.PIn line 13,
α(3s) Pmax
α(3s) Pmax T
max
class of users
is Pcalculated
asPmax
a functionPmax
of βc. In line 15,
α(3s)
 α(3s)
max
α
Pmax
Pcreated.
α
Pmax 
 2·L
 to vectors
max
(3s+1)
(3s+1)point
base (s) =of
aPvector
pointers
is
They

 ;
int
P
α
P
α

max
(3s+1) max
(3s+1) Pmax 
 and I) at
storing theαSINR
distribution
of
each
class
(E
α(3s+2) Pmax
Pmax
(3s+2) Pmax
α(3s+2)
Pmaxcomprising
Pmax theαlines
each cell. The
loop
16
maxto 25 deter(3s+2) P
end


mines
the Tcapacity
in
bps associated
to each
pixel; once
T
T T;
Pint = Pbase
Pbase
· · · Pbase
int (0)
int (1)
int ((L/3) −
A1)
this
loop
is
executed,
the
vector
r̂
∈
R
contains
such in// Bandwidth matrix;
B←
BSYS · [ (1/3Function
− (1/3 · βc ))UpdatePerCellSINR()updates
((1 − 1/3) − (2/3 · βc )) ];
formation.
// the
Resetstatistic
accumulators;
of the SINR per class/cell by using the
f1 ← 0, f2 ← 0, r̂ ← [ ],;
SINR
values
stored in the matrix ∆j ∈ R|Aj |×2 . Func// Vectors of pointers to cell SINR statistics;
Resize(S,
(2
·
L));
tion LinkPer()computes for every single element of
|Aj |×2of pixels (for each j ∈ J );
// Ψ
For each
∈ Rgroup
a non-decreasing function of the SINR.
for eachj j ∈ J do
Thus
LinkPer(z)=
i.e., the
P̃int ← hP
int ( : , 2j : 2j + 1 );h Log
2 (1 + z)i [bps/Hz],
ii
h
c
⊕ η ; to the con∆j ← [(Sjbound.
⊙ Gj ) · P
(S
ser ] ⊘
j ) · P̃int related
j ⊙G
Shannon
Finally,
the
metrics
UpdatePerCellSINR(S, ∆j );
sumption
(f3 and f4 ) are obtained in a per-cell
Ψj ← ∆j ⊙of
CjeCCEs
;
Λj ←LinkPer(Ψ
basis
by means
in the loop comprising
h
h j );of the instructions
ii
f1 ← f1 + B · (ΛTj · Sj ) ⊙ Φ · 1;
the
lines
29T to 39. To

 be precise, the Cumulative Density
r ← Sj · (Φ · diag(B)) ⊙ Λj · 1;
Function
(CDF) of each class (E and I) at each cell
r̂ ← [ r̂ rT ];
end is estimated by means of Function CDF()using the
f2 ← CapPerc(r̂);
information
pointed from pγ . Note that pγ (2 · l − 1) and
f5 ←
βc · NPRB ;
f6 ←
− ((2/3)
· (1 − α));
pγ1 (2
· l) point
to the vectors containing the SINR values
// For each cell l;
of the classes E and I (at the lth cell) respectively. Once
for each l = 1 : L do
fE ←CDF(S(2
· l −obtained,
1))); fI ←CDF(S((2
· l) + 1)); from line 31 to
the
CDFs are
the instructions
p0E ← (1 − fE (S0T )); p1E ← (fE (S0T ) − fE (S1T ));
38
determine
eCCE
consumption at each cell
T
3
T
p2E ←
(fE (S1T ) − the
fE (Saverage
2 )); pE ← fE (S2 );
T
1
T
p0I ← (1into
− fI (S
(fI relevant
(S0T ) − fI (S
taking
account
the
information
of each AL.
0 )); pI ←
1 ));
p2I ← (fI (S1T ) − fI (S2T )); p3I ← fI (S2T );
To
be(pprecise,
for
x,
the
number
of
eCCEs and
0
1 the AL 2
3
ΓlE ←
·
AL
)
+
(p
·
AL
)
+
(p
·
AL
)
+
(p
·
AL
);
0
1
2
3
E
E
E
E
0
2
3
ΓlI ← (pSINR
+ (p1I
· AL1 ) + (pby
target
specified
AL
and
S3xT); respectively.
2) +
I · AL0 )are
I · AL
I · AL
x (p
µE ← (1/Φ(0,
l));
l));
T µI ← (1/Φ(1,
i the
h target SINR ofi the AL for
hthat S
Recall
represents
l
l
x
Γ(l) ← (µE /(µx
E + µI )) · ΓE + (µI /(µE + µI )) · ΓI ;
end a BLER of 1%.

1 indicates
// or
ePDCCH
bandwidth;the
βc ← x(L + 1);

f3 ← mean(Γ);
f4 ← max(Γ);

[ −f1 /L − f2 Evolutionary
f3 f4 − f5 f6 ];
C.f ←
Multiobjective
Optimization

42

the light
of the previous
subsection,
wherefunctions
objective
Fig. 5.In Pseudo
code corresponding
to the evaluation
of the objective
considered
in this
study.defined, it is clear that the domain (search
functions
were

space) created by the optimization variables is a n-dimensional
space, where n = L + 2 and n = 2 · L + 1 for POS and
vector
f (objective
function
dependsspace
exclusively
FOS
respectively.
Given
that values)
the objective
(or image
on x,bya such
potential
solution
or SFR
First,nondefined
objectives
is not
only configuration.
highly non-linear,
Function
5) calculates and
the binary
matrices[21],
convex,
but Class()(line
also full of discontinuities
local optima
traditional optimization approaches such as Simplex [22] can
not be employed as they are susceptible to be trapped in
local minima. Other techniques such as Sequential Quadratic
Programing based methods [23] require convexity (a very
strong assumption in this context) to guarantee convergence.
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Summarizing, the problem of interest requires of an optimization tool fulfilling the following set of features:
•
•
•

It must be able to find good solutions by efficiently
exploring the search space.
It should operate efficiently with multiple criteria and a
large number of design variables.
It should not have strong requirements on objective
functions such as linearity, convexity, continuity or differentiability.

Multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) [24] fulfill
the previous requirements and hence, their usage in this
context has been investigated. MOEAs are population-based
metaheuristics that simulate the process of natural evolution.
In MOEAs, a population of individuals (candidate solutions)
is iteratively modified by means of two basic principles: selection and variation. While selection tries to imitate the battle
for reproduction among living beings, variation mimics their
inherent ability of creating new (better adapted) individuals
through recombination and mutation. A well-known MOEA
has been selected for this study: The Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [25]. The reason is that
this algorithm provides means to accomplish desired features
such as: elitism, fast convergence and good distribution of
solutions. Interested readers are referred to [26] for further
details. Finally, recall that multiobjective optimization has
an additional advantage: the solution is not only one single
configuration but a set of so many Pareto Efficient solutions.
A solution x1 is preferred to (dominates in the Pareto sense)
another solution x2 , (x1  x2 ), if x1 is better than x2 in at
least one criterion and no worse with respect to the remaining
ones. The set of nondominated solutions X ? is called Pareto
Front.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In order to perform numerical evaluations, a realistic cellular
deployment covering the city of Vienna and its surroundings
has been considered. This deployment represents the system
model described in Subsection II-A. Actual parameter values
are shown in Table I. To be precise, the cellular layout
is composed of 60 tri-sectorial cells. The evaluation area
corresponds to a urban subarea of 2.75×2.625 km2 . The digital
elevation model and cell parameters have been obtained from
the MORANS initiative [27]. The propagation model is the
COST 231-Walfish-Ikegami. Figure 6 shows the cellular layout
and the resulting propagation pattern for one site as reference.
In addition, the CDFs of S̄ corresponding to the coverage
of each cell are also shown. It can be observed how much
different those CDFs are. It can be noticed that areas in which
the average SINR S̄ < 0 dB vary from 5 to 70% of the total
coverage at different cells. These differences are exploited by
the proposed framework in order to fit SFR to the scenario
under consideration and hence, maximize its benefits.
The list of parameters employed for NSGA-II together with
the rest of parameters employed in numerical evaluations are
shown in Table I. In general, the performance (convergence) of
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Fig. 6. Realistic deployment used in numerical evaluations. Left: Per-cell
and global SINR statistic. Right: one single site propagation losses.
TABLE I
E VALUATION SETTING

Parameter
NSGA-II:
NSGA-II:
NSGA-II:
NSGA-II:
NSGA-II:
System
System
System
System
System
System
System

Value

Population size
Max number of generations
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Design variables type

model:
model:
model:
model:
model:
model:
model:

[AL η]
Pixel resolution
[ BSYS NSC NPRB ]
Cell β ]
[ Pmax
[ Pmax RSTP ]
[ AL0 AL1 AL2 AL3 ]
[ S0T S1T S2T S3T ]

MO problem: [ βc,min βc,max ]
MO problem: [ αl,min αl,max ]
l
l
MO problem: [ STH,min
STH,max
]

300
3000
1.0
1/(L + 1)
Binary coded
[ 288750 60 -125 dBm/15kHz ]
5×5 m2
[ 5.40 MHz 360 30 ]
[ 43.0 dBm 1/3 ]
[ 17.4 18.5 ] dBm/15kHz
[1248]
[ 9.25 2.50 -0.50 -2.50 ] dB [28]
[ 0.10 0.30 ]
[ 0.15 0.60 ]
[ -3.00 6.00 ] dB

NSGA-II depends on its operational parameters. The following
points are practical calibration guidelines:
•

•

•

Population size: It is widely accepted that populations
larger than 100 individuals only provide marginal gains
and the same global convergence is obtained [29]. However, in some cases such as the problem herein, larger
populations will have the benefit of getting more solutions
or network settings at expenses of computational cost.
Termination criterion: The execution of NSGA-II finishes when the improvement of each objective function is
less than 0.001% after a block of 40 generations.
Genetic operators: Crossover and mutation are important in genetic algorithms to preserve elitism and achieve
good diversity respectively. Crossover and mutation rates
(probabilities) follow the recommendations given in [25].

For comparison, several benchmarks have been considered.
These references include the important case of Full Frequency
Reuse (FFR) and baseline designs of SFR according to the
bandwidth proportionality criterion (see [15] and [30]), i.e.,
schemes in which optimization is not available and hence, the
parameters α, β and STH are selected according to the SINR
statistic (observed in the whole coverage area) and applied
globally. The configurations of these benchmarks together with
their corresponding objective function values are shown in
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TABLE II
B ENCHMARKS

Ref

Type

STH [dB]

α

β

βc

f1 [Mbps]

f2 [Mbps]

f3 [eCCE]

f4 [eCCE]

f5 [PRB]

f6 [·]

x1FFR
x2FFR
x3FFR
x1SFR
x2SFR
x3SFR

FFR
FFR
FFR
SFR
SFR
SFR

N/A
N/A
N/A
0.00
0.00
0.00

N/A
N/A
N/A
0.40
0.40
0.40

N/A
N/A
N/A
1/3
1/3
1/3

0.10
0.20
0.30
0.10
0.20
0.30

8.38
7.45
6.52
7.51
6.50
5.84

7.54
6.70
5.87
8.11
7.03
6.31

4.25
4.25
4.25
4.08
4.08
4.08

6.26
6.26
6.26
5.67
5.67
5.67

3.00
6.00
9.00
3.00
6.00
9.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.60
0.60
0.60

Fig. 7.

Overall performance obtained by means of the optimization frameworks POS and FOS.

Table II. The statistic of the different performance metrics
corresponding to the sets of nondominated solutions of the
?
?
models POS and FOS, XPOS
and XFOS
respectively, is shown
in Figure 7. In the figure, the performance of the benchmarks
is also plotted (in red). These results indicate, on the one hand,
that the SFR settings obtained through the proposed schemes
are able to offer different tradeoffs among f1 , f2 , f4 and f5
while, on the other hand, the performance in terms of f3
and f6 is always enhanced with respect to the benchmarks.
?
This means that by applying the solutions in the sets XPOS
?
and XFOS it is possible to select different tradeoffs among the
perfomance metrics such as spectral efficiency vs. cell edge
performance (f1 vs. f2 ) or spectral efficiency vs. resources
allocated to control channels (f1 vs. f5 ), but always achieving
gains in terms of eCCE and energy consumption (f3 and f6 ).
Note that the performance obtained by means of the model
FOS is slightly better than the model POS. This is especially
noticeable in terms of f1 and f2 . Moreover, the smallest values
?
of f3 and f4 are also attained through elements in XFOS
, which
is expected given the higher number of optimization variables
used by this model. However, focusing on each benchmark
separately, Figure 8 shows the gains that can be achieved with
respect to each benchmark and performance metric. Such gains
are computed based on the subsets of solutions dominating
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each benchmark in the Pareto sense and hence, no loss is
expected. The cardinality of these subsets for each model
is presented in Table III. Clearly, the proposed frameworks
always succeed in finding non-empty sets of SFR configurations outperforming each reference scheme. The gains shown
in Figure 8 make evident that significant improvement are
obtained with respect to the important case of Full Frequency
Reuse. Both subfigures include an example indicating how
they must be read. For instance, focusing on Figure 8b and
x2FFR , it has been obtained that the energy consumption (f6 )
can be decreased up to 53% without losses in terms of any
other performance metric. The proposed schemes outperform
all the benchmarks achieving gains of 20% or more in at least
one of the objective functions.
These results confirm the effectiveness of the optimization
models presented herein as they are able not only to achieve
effective ICIC for the ePDCCH (this is evident given the
gains in terms of f3 and f4 ) but also to improve spectral
efficiency and cell edge performance (f1 and f2 ). This is
quite interesting if one takes into account that some of the
SFR settings found so far, accomplish the previous and, in
addition, increase the amount of resources available for the
ePDCCH.
In order to provide additional insights on the tradeoff
between the performance metrics, 2D profiles are presented
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(a) POS
Fig. 8.

(b) FOS
Gains achieved by means of the proposed optimization models.

in Figure 9. 2D profiles are generated by projecting the
Pareto Front onto different planes in order to obtain alternative
representations providing better insights about the tradeoff
between any pair of objective functions. The figure includes
3 different planes: f1 -f2 , f1 -f5 and f3 -f4 . While in the two
first cases, it is notorious the conflicting nature of each pair
of metrics, note how the last case, f3 -f4 , suggests that SFR
settings attaining better average eCCE consumption are also
able to minimize the consumption of control resources in
the worst cell of the system, which is not evident from the
analogy that could be made a priori with f1 -f2 . Thus, as a
conclusion, while the amount of resources allocated to the
ePDCCH f5 presents a tradeoff with the spectral efficiency f1
and hence f2 , the average consumption of control resources is
basically linked to the ICIC mechanism employed to protect
the ePDCCH. In practice, it will also depend on system load,
and in particular, on the amount of low-rate services such as
VoIP that tend to heavily load control channels.
Finally, to close the section, Figure 10 illustrates the convergence pattern of both optimization frameworks in terms of
the hypervolume of the Pareto front L [31]. It can be seen
that initially the convergence of FOS is slower than POS.
This is due to the higher number of design variables that need
to be adjusted in FOS. However, after a certaing number of
generations (approx. 500), FOS features better convergence,
explaining so the differences in performance previously found.
However, it is worth mentioning that both schemes are valid
since there are cases in which the computational cost is a
limiting factor, for instance, in very large scale scenarios, and
hence a 3% in convergence can be traded by an interesting
saving of 26% in processing that can be achieved by means
of POS.
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TABLE III
C ARDINALITY OF THE SUBSETS DOMINATING EACH BENCHMARK .

Model

x1FFR

x2FFR

x3FFR

x1SFR

x2SFR

x3SFR

POS
FOS

36
47

3
7

22
29

8
13

2
3

10
10

Fig. 9.

2D representations of the resulting Pareto Front: POS model.

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A novel multiobjective algorithm has been proposed for
SFR optimization aiming at improving the performance of
the ePDCCH in LTE-A networks. The optimization frameworks presented herein have been designed to be applied
in realistic/irregular macro/micro cellular deployments, for
which only (commonly available) propagation information
is required. The proposed schemes succeed in finding good
quality SFR settings achieving significant gains with respect
to baseline designs and important reference schemes such
as full frequency reuse. It was found that, by means of the
proposed framework, the overall performance of the ePDCCH
can be increased without penalizing neither spectral efficiency
nor cell edge performance. Indeed, results indicate that the
effective intercell interference coordination achieved by the
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Fig. 10.

Convergence pattern of the optimization models: POS and FOS.

proposed schemes results in significant gains in terms of
average eCCE consumption (f3 ) and transmitted power (f6 ).
The gains with respect to the important case of full frequency
reuse range from 12% to 30% and 11% to 25% for POS and
FOS respectively while reducing the transmitted power at least
40% in any of these cases.
Finally, as future research item, adaptive mechanisms able
to cope with heterogeneous/irregular traffic distributions both
in time and space are going to be investigated. Also, more
realistic traffic models (real-time and elastic services) are
expected to be included into our framework.
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Abstract—A radio communication system is a complex dynamic phenomenon where transmitter and receiver antennas
are constantly constrained by the physical environment in
which they are deployed. In the real world, radio transmissions
are subject to propagation effects which deeply affect the
received signals because of geographic and environmental
characteristics (foliage and vegetation, buildings, mountains
and hills, etc.). Multi-Agent Geo-Simulation aims to simulate
such phenomena involving a large number of autonomous
situated actors (implemented as software agents) evolving and
interacting within a representation of the physical environment. Using a geo-computation approach, we propose to use
an Informed Virtual Geographic Environment (IVGE) along
with MAGS paradigm. In addition, we propose a multi-agent
prototype to analyze the attenuation effect due to the radio
signal’s traversal between antennas (simulated as software
agents) through terrain shape, vegetation area, and buildings
using a 3D line-of-sight computation technique.
Keywords-Line of Sight; Excess attenuation; Vegetation and
Foliage; Radio Propagation; Informed Virtual Geographic Environments

I. I NTRODUCTION
Rapid advances in wireless communications have made
mobile data applications a high-growth area of development.
So far, most applications only focus on geographic data
collection and access using geographic information systems.
However, many emergency management applications need
such geographic data in order to ensure that field workers
and command center operators collaborate under acceptable
operating conditions. Under emergency conditions, emergency systems need to quickly establish an ad hoc, groundlevel network of radio stations mounted on temporary command centers, vehicles, or temporary masts, interacting with
moving field operators using mobile devices.
Radio Frequency (RF) communication does have some
limitations that must be considered. The maximum line-ofsight range between two shoulder-height devices is limited
to 12km considering the curvature of the earth but not
considering refraction of radio waves. The actual range may
be considerably less depending on transmission power and
receiver sensitivity, and the radio signal can be attenuated or
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degraded due to obstruction resulting from its interactions
with features on its transmission path. In an urban environment, possible obstructions include buildings, trees, and
bridges (Figure 1). The difficulty of evaluating an ad hoc
radio network with hundreds of nodes and various levels
of mobility operating in a complex geographic environment
(i.e., rugged terrain, dense foliage, buildings, etc.) motivated
us to use our IVGE model to analyze communication attenuation. In order to analyze the communication attenuation
in real geographic environments, we propose to use the
Multi-Agent Geo-Simulation (MAGS) approach involving
an enriched description of the geographic environment representation to precisely compute the radio transmission’s
attenuation. The radio transmission is computed using the
line of sight between two points located in the IVGE.
During the last decade, the Multi-Agent Geo-Simulation
(MAGS) approach has attracted a growing interest from
researchers and practitioners to simulate phenomena in
a variety of domains including traffic simulation, crowd
simulation, urban dynamics, and changes of land use and
cover, to name a few [1]. Such approaches are used to
study phenomena (i.e., car traffic, mobile robots, mobile
networks, crowd behaviours, etc.) involving a large number
of simulated actors (implemented as software agents) of
various kinds evolving in, and interacting with, an explicit
description of the geographic environment called Virtual Geographic Environment (VGE). Nevertheless, simulating such
autonomous situated agents remains a particularly difficult
issue, because it involves several different research domains:
geographic environment modeling, spatial cognition and
reasoning, situation-based behaviours, etc. When examining
situated agents in a VGE, whether for gaming or simulations
purposes, one of the first questions that must be answered
is how to represent the world in which agents navigate.
Since a geographic environment may be complex and largescale, the creation of a VGE is difficult and needs large
quantities of geometrical data describing the environment
characteristics (terrain elevation, location of objects and
agents, etc.) as well as semantic information that qualifies space (building, road, park, etc.). Current approaches
usually consider the environment as a monolithic structure,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Radio signal propagation: (a) an obstruction-free propagation; (b) propagation obstructed by vegetation and foliage;
and (c) propagation obstructed by buildings.

which considerably limits the way that large-scale, real
world geographic environments and agent’s spatial reasoning
capabilities are handled.

and presents our perspectives.

In this project, our goal is to analyze the radio communication attenuation in complex, dynamic and large-scale
geographic environments. In order to achieve such a goal,
a geographic environment model should precisely represent
geographic features. It should also integrate several semantic
notions characterizing these geographic features. Since we
deal with large-scale geographic environments, it would be
appreciable to have a VGE organized efficiently in order
to reduce the spatial computation algorithms such as lineof-sight algorithms. There is also a need for autonomous
situated agents representing antennas, either transmitters or
receivers which are able to communicate using radio signal
propagation in presence of both static and dynamic obstacles
located in the VGE. Static obstacles correspond to areas that
affect radio signal propagation such as walls, fences, trees,
rivers, etc. Static obstacles also include obstructions resulting from terrain elevation (mountains, hills, etc.). Dynamic
obstacles correspond to moving or stationary antennas which
may interfere with the radio communication system.

In this section we provide a brief overview of prior works
related to environment representation, and analysis of radio
communications in virtual environments.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to model
and simulate radio communication networks using multiagent systems evolving in and interacting with a virtual
geographic environments. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: in Section II, we provide a brief overview on
related work in the field of environment representation and
analysis of radio communications. Section III presents our
methodology for the creation of informed virtual geographic
environments. Section IV highlights the unique properties
of our IVGE model which easily and efficiently enable
spatial reasoning algorithms and geometrical computations
such as line-of-sight computation. Section V details the radio
communication analysis tool. Finally, Section VI concludes
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II. R ELATED W ORKS

A. Environment Representation
Virtual environments and spatial representations have
been used in several application domains. For example,
Thalmann et al. proposed a virtual scene for virtual humans representing a part of a city for graphic animation
purposes [2]. Donikian et al. proposed a modelling system
which is able to produce a multi-level data-base of virtual
urban environments devoted to driving simulations [3]. More
recently, Shao et al. proposed a virtual environment representing the New York City’s Pennsylvania Train Station
populated by autonomous virtual pedestrians in order to
simulate the movement of people [4]. However, since the
focus of these approaches is computer animation and virtual
reality, the virtual environment usually plays the role of
a simple background scene in which agents mainly deal
with geometric characteristics. Indeed, the description of
the virtual environment is often limited to the geometric
level, though it should also contain topological and semantic
information for other types of applications. Therefore, most
interactions between agents and the environment are usually
simple, only permitting to plan a path in a 2D or 3D world
with respect to free space and obstacle regions.
B. Analysis of Radio Communications
Jiancheng et al. proposed a prediction of mobile radio
propagation by regression analysis of signal measurements,
investigated path loss characteristics of mobile radio signals
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in urban and rural areas [5]. The results were used to
evaluate the accuracy of Okumura-Hata and Lee prediction
models [6]. In his perspectives on the effects of harmattan
on radio frequency waves, Dajab computed harmattan dust
particle densities in air and observed that attenuation due to
dust particles increases as harmattan intensity increases [6].
Eyo et al. researched into microwave signal attenuation
in harmattan weather along Calabar-Akampkpa terrestrial
line of sight microwave link [7]. Using measured results in
conjunction with some meteorological data they were able
to deduce the mean signal level, fog attenuation, fade depth
and fade margin of the link.
Most works achieved towards on radio propagation modeling and simulation do not consider the geographic environments in which the communication system is located (See
Figure 2 for an illustration of a typical radio communication
system). Signal specialists currently have limited capabilities
for predicting radio performance in complex geographic
environments that may involve jammers and may have
combinations of open terrain and obstructed locations [8].
Foliated areas, buildings, or terrain may cause obstructions
to the radio line-of-sight path [9]. Therefore, there is a
need for a communication analysis tool that helps fill this
void [10]. We propose to use geo-computation techniques
in order to build a tool for the analysis of radio communications attenuation involving a geometrically-accurate
and semantically-informed virtual geographic environment
model. This tool is an easy to use, stand-alone, GUI-based
application that runs on a PC and provides a rich set of
functionalities to aid the user to compute the total path loss
of a given operational scenario that is directly coupled to an
operational area using reliable GIS data.
This tool enables the user to plan radio deployments and
determine link connectivity using actual radio parameters,
taking into account the presence of obstacles, while accounting for the excess attenuation due to terrain, foliage
(vegetation), and building obstructions. To compute the total
path loss, our tool uses the following parameters: height
of transmitter antenna (meters), height of receive antenna
(meters), transmitter antenna position (x, y, z), receiver
antenna position (x, y, z), and frequency of operation (GHz).
III. C OMPUTATION OF IVGE DATA
In this section, we present our automated approach to
compute the IVGE data directly from vector GIS data.
This approach is based on four stages which are detailed
in this section (Figure 3): input data selection, spatial
decomposition, maps unification, and finally the generation
of the informed topologic graph.
GIS Input Data Selection: The first step of our approach consists of selecting the different vector data sets
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Figure 2: Typical Radio Communication System

Figure 3: The four stages to obtain an IVGE from
GIS data. All the stages are automatic but the first.

which are used to build the IVGE. The only restriction
concerning these data sets is that they must respect the same
scale. The input data can be organized into two categories.
First, elevation layers contain geographical marks indicating
absolute terrain elevations. As we consider 2.5D IVGE, a
given coordinate cannot have two different elevations, making it impossible to represent tunnels for example. Multiple
elevation layers can be specified, and if this limitation is
respected, the model can merge them automatically. Second,
semantic layers are used to qualify various types of data
in space. Each layer indicates the physical or virtual limits
of a given set of features with identical semantics in the
geographic environment, such as roads or buildings. The
limits can overlap between two layers, and our model is
able to merge the information.
Spatial Decomposition: The second step consists of
obtaining an exact spatial decomposition of the input data
into cells. This process is entirely automatic using Delaunay
triangulation, and can be divided into two parts in relation
to the previous phase. First, an elevation map is computed,
corresponding to the triangulation of the elevation layers.
All the elevation points of the layers are injected into
a 2D triangulation, the elevation being considered as an
attribute of each node. This process produces an environment subdivision composed of connected triangles. Such a
subdivision provides information about coplanar areas: the
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elevation of any point inside a triangle can be deduced
by using the elevation of the three original data points to
form a plane. Second, a merged semantics map is computed,
corresponding to a constrained triangulation of the semantic
layers. Indeed, each segment of a semantic layer is injected
as a constraint which keeps track of the original semantic
data by using an additional attribute for each semantic
layer. The obtained map is then a constrained triangulation
merging all input semantics. Each constraint represents as
many semantics as the number of input layers containing it.
Merging Elevation and Semantics Layers: The third
step to obtain our IVGE consists of unifying the two maps
previously obtained. This phase can be depicted as mapping
the 2D merged semantic map onto the 2.5D elevation map
in order to obtain the final 2.5D elevated merged semantics
map. First, preprocessing is carried out on the merged
semantics map in order to preserve the elevation precision
inside the unified map. Indeed, all the points of the elevation
map are injected into the merged semantics triangulation,
creating new triangles. This first process can be dropped
if the elevation precision is not important. Then, a second
process elevates the merged semantics map. The elevation
of each merged semantics point P is computed by retrieving
the corresponding triangle T inside the elevation map, i.e.,
the triangle whose 2D projection contains the coordinates
of P . Once T is obtained, the elevation is simply computed
by projecting P on the plane defined by T using the Z axis.
When P is outside the convex hull of the elevation map
then no triangle can be found and the elevation cannot be
directly deduced. In this case, we use the average height of
the points of the convex hull which are visible from P .
Informed Topologic Graph: The resulting unified map
now contains all the semantic information of the input layers,
along with the elevation information. This map can be used
as an Informed Topologic Graph (ITG), where each node
corresponds to the map’s triangles, and each arc corresponds
to the adjacency relations between these triangles. Then,
common graph algorithms can be applied to this topological
graph, and graph traversal algorithms in particular. One of
these algorithms retrieves the node, and therefore the triangle, corresponding to given 2D coordinates. Once this node
is obtained, it is possible to extract the data corresponding
to the position, such as the elevation from the 2.5D triangle,
and the semantics from its additional attributes. Several other
algorithms can be applied, such as path planning or graph
abstraction, but they are out of the scope of this paper and
will not be detailed here.
IV. P ROPERTIES OF I NFORMED VGE
The subdivision of space into convex cells allows us
to preserve the original geometric definition of the geographic environment, unlike the grid-based representations
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that discretise the environment. Furthermore, the proposed
data reorganization produces triangles that feature good
properties: convexity which facilitates the geometric calculations; support of heterogeneous geometric constraints
(points, segments, polygons); Since each constraint is linked
to its nearest neighbor, it is easy to compute the widths of
the bottlenecks in the virtual geographic environments. The
width computation corresponds to the minimum of borders’
width that are not qualified as obstacle (Figure 4(a)).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: (a) Computation of the widths of the bottlenecks; (b) Computation of the ray tracing.

The subdivision of space into convex cells also allows
us to extract an informed topologic graph of the environment featuring relatively few nodes compared to gridtype representations. Additionally, the triangulation is not
dependent on a fixed spatial scale for the environment, but
only on its complexity (number of constrained segments).
It should also be emphasized that curved geometries will
produce a lot of triangles since they are represented by
a large number of constrained segments. However, since
the produced triangulation is represented as a graph, it is
possible to abstract it in order to reduce the number of
elements. All these properties are of interest to address the
issue of line-of-sight computation.
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V. A NALYSIS OF R ADIO C OMMUNICATION

A. Line of Sight’s Computation
The spatial subdivision provides a structure of convex
cells which facilitates and accelerates the calculation of
ray tracing in three dimensions. We define the radius α
using the following information: the position of the origin p;
→
the direction vector d ; and the maximum distance considered. Let Getf ree (Cell) and Getconstrained (Cell) be two
functions returning respectively the list of free (Sf ree ) and
constrained (Sconst ) borders bounding the convex cell Cell.
Let N (Cell, b) be a function returning the normal vector to
the border b which belongs to the cell Cell and directed
towards the inside of the cell. Finally, let us note ℘(β)
→
the 2X2 rotation matrix of d . The test checking if there
is an intersection between the ray and the border b, which
links the vertices I and J, is performed using the following
expression:
(α ≤ 0) ∧ (β × γ) ≤ 0

(1)

The parameters α, β, and γ, in equation 1, are computed
as detailed in equations 2, 3 and 4.

α = d~ · N (Cell, b)

(2)

I +J
− p)
(3)
β=(
2
I +J
π
π
− p) × ( · (J − p))) (4)
γ = ℘( · (I − p)) × ((
2
2
2
The line of sight computation algorithm proceeds as
follows:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Step 1: the cell Cell containing the source of the line
→
of sight vector LoS is determined.
→
Step 2: an intersection test is performed between LoS
and each border b of Cell.
Step 3: compute Sf ree (Cell) using Getf ree (Cell) and
Sconst (Cell) using Getconstrained (Cell).
Step 4: if no intersection is found with borders from
→
Sf ree (Cell), then LoS must intersect with a border
from Sconst (Cell).
Step 5: the border b is pushed back to the list of borders
→
crossed by LoS.
Step 6: the cell Cell is pushed back to the list of cells
→
crossed by LoS.
Step 7: the cell sharing the border b which intersects
→
with LoS becomes the current cell. Proceed to Step 2.

The line of sight algorithm, due to its low computational
cost, can be extensively used in MAGS involving a large
number of agents evolving in a complex IVGE.
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Planning communications links requires the ability to
assess the performance of each link in the presence of a number of degrading factors. In addition to the normal free space
signal attenuation loss, other losses reduce the signal level.
These additional losses can be caused by obstructions such
as buildings and vegetation (foliage). Analyzing obstruction
losses can be difficult because of the geometric, topologic,
and semantic characteristics of the geographic environment
and the need for path loss models.
We use a ray-tracing approach which determines the path
that a radio signal takes to arrive at the receiver’s position
from a given transmitter within our 3D IVGE. The raytracer implemented in the tool uses optimized algorithms
for detecting direct (i.e., line of sight) paths (Figure 4(b)).
An analytic ray-tracing technique [11] is used rather than
the approximate technique, for example, as used in [12]. For
the analytical approach, the transmitter and receiver are each
modelled as infinitesimally small points such that paths are
computed precisely and cannot be duplicated or missed as
sometimes could happen in the approximate approach. Obviously, the analytical technique is more precise and reliable.
Our approach computes the total source-to-destination path
length and then determines whether the vector defined by the
source and destination points (locations in the IVGE) passes
through an obstruction area. Doing so, it is able to compute
the total path loss between transmitter and receiver antennas.
One of three cases may occur: 1) Obstruction-Free Path:
Vector does not penetrate any obstruction; 2) Obstruction
Block Penetration: Vector penetrates one or more foliage
obstruction blocks and/or one or more building obstruction
blocks; and 3) Ground Penetration: Vector penetrates the
ground (earth) once or several times.
The computations performed by our tool, to quantify the
path attenuation for each of the three cases defined above,
are based on the following well-established mathematical
models described in [13].
Plane-Earth Attenuation Model: Let Lp be the path
attenuation using the plane-Earth model (dB):
Lp = 40Log(D) − 20Log(Ht ) − 20Log(Hr )

(5)

where D is the total source-to-destination path length (meters), and Ht and Hr are the heights of the transmitter and
receiver antennae above ground level, respectively (meters).
Free-Space Attenuation Model: Let Lf s be the path
attenuation using the Free-Space model (dB):
Lf s = 32.45 + 20Log(D) + 20Log(f )

(6)

where D is the total source-to-destination path length
(meters) and f is the RF frequency (GHz).
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Obstruction Block Penetration Model: Let LB be the
path attenuation term due to propagation through a building
obstruction block (dB) [14]:
LB = K1 (0.6)f + K2 DB

(7)

where f is the RF frequency (GHz), K1 is a constant used to
map the first expression above to building penetration data
reported in [13]. K1 = 35; K2 is a constant to account for
the attenuation (per meter) of the signal within the building.
K2 = 1 (dB/m); and DB is the distance that the signal
propagates through the building (meters). The first term in
Equation 7 accounts for the penetration into and out of the
building by the signal and was derived from data reported
in [13] using a regression analysis technique. The second
term in the equation above accounts for the attenuation
through the building and is based on data reported by
Willassen in [15].

Foliage obstruction Attenuation Model: If the penetration is through a foliage obstruction block, the tool
computes an excess path attenuation term called Lf using
the Wiessberger model [16] as follows:
Lf = 1.33f 0.284 .Df0.588 , 14 < Df

(8)

Lf = 0.45f 0.284 .Df1.0 , 0 ≤ Df ≤ 14m

(9)

where Df is the distance that the signal propagates
through the foliage obstruction (meters) and f is the RF
frequency (GHz). The term ”excess attenuation” refers to
the additional attenuation above the basic transmission loss,
for a given path length, in the absence of foliage. Our
analysis approach applies equations 5 to 9 to calculate the
basic transmission loss for the link. Thus, the total path
attenuation for the obstruction penetration case called Ltotal
is calculated as follows:
Ltotal = max(Lp , Lf s )Def f + sum(Lf ) + sum(LB ) (10)
where max(Lp , Lf s)Def f means that this term is calculated at Def f ; Def f is the effective path length over which
the Plane-Earth and Free-Space path attenuation model is
applied and is equal to the total path length minus the sum
of the building obstruction block path length segments or
sum(DB); sum(Lf ) is the sum of the excess attenuation
terms in dB due to signal propagation through the foliage
obstruction block(s) (dB); and sum(LB ) is the sum of
the path attenuation terms due to propagation through the
building obstruction block(s) (dB).

(a)

Figure 5 illustrates the agent-based simulation tool that
we developed in order to implement our approach to analyze
the radio signal attenuation in informed virtual geographic
environments. This figure presents a snapshot of the simulation at time t0 with an agent representing a transmitter
antenna and several agents representing receiver antennae.
Red lines in Figure 5(a) highlight the strength of the radio
signal attenuation with comparison to an arbitrary userdefined threshold ∆: (red) for severe signal attenuation,
(green) for acceptable signal attenuation. Moreover, Figure 6
shows how to collect the list of cells crossed by the radio
signal propagation path.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION

(b)
Figure 5: Simulation of radio communications’ attenuation; yellow lines correspond to obstacle-free lineof-sight radio signal propagation; red lines correspond
to obstructed line-of-sight; (1) represents the transmitter antenna implemented using the agent paradigm;
(2) an example of a plane-earth obstruction; (3) an
example of a block-penetration obstruction.
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Using reliable GIS data along with the line of sight
algorithm (ray tracing feature) provided by our IVGE allows
the system to compute the exact locations of intersections
occurring between the radio signal propagation path and the
terrain shape (Figure 5). Our IVGE also allows us to collect
the list of cells crossed by the radio signal propagation path
and to determine which analytic model to apply in order to
precisely compute the path loss.
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Figure 6: The graphic user-interface for the computation of the radio signal line-of-sight; Cells and borders.

We have shown a tool that leverages the enriched description of the IVGE and computes the radio signal attenuation
due to buildings, foliage and field obstructions. However,
other phenomena can also degrade the radio signal transmission. Examples of such phenomena include transmitter
power, receiver sensitivity, and radio signal’s absorption,
reflection, and scattering from interaction with features on
or near its transmission path. The proposed tool should be
easily extended to take into account absorption, reflection
and scattering phenomena when computing the radio signal
attenuation.
In the future, we propose to extend our tool in order to integrate an advanced ray-tracing process [17] which combines
both the geometric optics and Keller’s [18] geometric theory
of diffraction (GTD). Moreover, we propose to include the
uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) [19] extension to GTD
which removes the inaccuracies close to the incident and
reflection boundaries.
To conclude, our geometrically-precise and semanticallyenhanced IVGE enables us to provide wireless network
planners with a tool for the analysis of the communications’
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attenuation. In contrast with mathematical models which
only approximate the radio signal attenuation based on a
coarse-grained qualification of the geographic environment:
urban, suburban and rural, we compute more precisely the
radio signal propagation path and qualify obstructions in
order to apply the appropriate analytical model.
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Abstract—In densely populated areas, a quite high number
Femto Access Points (FAPs) can be deployed and operate
under one macro base station. Due to limited number of
available Physical Cell Identifiers (PCI), these identifiers have
to be inevitably reused in the network. However, the repetition
of identifiers under one macrocell results in confusion events at
the macro base station. To deal with the confusions and
scarcity of identifiers in a highly dense femtocell environment,
we propose dividing a macrocell into smaller logical regions,
called clusters, and enhance the PCI structure about the
cluster identifier. Additionally, we discuss the assignment
process of FAPs into particular clusters and analyze possible
solutions how to implement the new cluster identifier in
today’s mobile networks.
Keywords: LTE/LTE-A, femtocells, synchronisation signals,
cell identifier, implementation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wireless traffic has significantly grown over the past
decade and there is no indication this growth will slow down.
Rather contrary, due to new range of applications, massive
increase of connected devices and extended usage of video
oriented applications, there are predictions that the traffic
growth trend will also continue in the next decade [1].
Handling this traffic in an affordable and sustainable way is
one of major challenges of emerging wireless
communication systems such as Long Term Evolution (LTE)
and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). A cost-effective mean to
manage this growth represents small-cell/local-area
deployments (i.e., femtocells, picocelles, or metrocells).
Network densification and thereby bringing network nodes
physically closer to the users enables handling two shortages
of present mobile systems: capacity and indoor coverage.
The low-power nodes make possible to provide high traffic
capacity and high user throughput locally, e.g., in indoor and
outdoor hotspots. Hereafter, we focus on the femtocell
concept.
Femtocells can be seen as small cells covered by
inexpensive, low-power base stations that are, in general,
deployed by customers themselves. These base stations are
denoted as Femto Access Point (FAP). FAPs are connected
to mobile operator’s networks using either a wired, or a
wireless backhaul; e.g., ADSLs, optics, WiFi, or nowadays
even satellite links [2]. The FAPs can be configured to
operate either in open access, or closed access, or hybrid
access [3]. Closed access cells are accessible to a set of
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users, whereas in open access cells any user can get access to
the network. Finally, in case of hybrid access, the priority is
given to owner of the FAP but additional selected users can
be accepted as well.
Compare to the present macro/micro base stations, the
number of FAPs within a mobile network can be huge.
Therefore to enable smooth, simple and mass deployment of
femtocells, self-organizing concept has to be employed when
deploying femtocells. Customers cannot be expected to have
whatever knowledge how to install/configure FAPs, all
configurations have to be done automatically by FAPs
themselves, or with a network assistance.
As in case of conventional macrocell base stations
(MBSs), among others, a newly introduced FAP needs to be
assigned a cell identifier that unambiguously identifies the
cell in the given area. In LTE/LTE-A systems, this
(macro/femto) cell identifier is called Physical Cell Identifier
(PCI) and the number of identifiers is limited to 504 PCIs
[4]. The PCI pool is shared by all types of cells in the
network (femto, pico, metro, macro, etc.). The PCI is derived
from LTE/LTE-A physical layer signals known as Primary
Synchronization and Secondary Synchronization Signal
(PSS, SSS, [5]).
A PCI should be selected in such a manner to avoid
collision (i.e., a PCI is unique in the area that the cell covers,
see FAPA,B in Fig.1) and confusion (i.e., a cell has no
neighboring cells that have identical PCI, see FAPE and
FAPC,D in Fig.1) events [6]. Notice that these events can
occur as from the point of femtocell level (collision: FAPA FAPB, or confusion: FAPC - FAPD) as from the point of
macrocell level (collision: MBS - FAPA,B, or confusion:
MBS - FAPC,D,F).

Figure 1. Example of collision and confusion events in a macrocell.
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To the best of our knowledge, a research work regarding
the macrocell-femtocell collision/confusion issue in the
dense FAP environment has not been carried out. To
illustrate the problem, let’s consider a simple scenario where
we randomly distribute femtocells within a macrocell; the
standard uniform distribution is used to generate FAP
positions. An example of FAP distribution in a macrocell is
illustrated in Fig. 2. In this scenario, we would like to just
demonstrate the problem of high number of femtocells per
macrocell; femtocell related issues such as cell interferences,
attenuation of signals, etc. are not taken into account.
100
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In view of the fact that FAPs are usually in possession of
customers, a PCI assignment method has to be automatic and
adaptive to manage FAPs movement; in case a customer
decides changing the FAP location. In highly populated
metropolises, a quite high number of femtocells can operate
under coverage of one macro base station, e.g., Paris
population density is about 21 thousands per km2 [7]. Due to
the limited number of PCIs, the PCIs have to be inevitably
reused in the network. Thus, confusion events from the point
of a macro base station can occur (MBS - FAPC,D,F in Fig.1).
To deal with both confusion events and lack of identifiers,
we propose: i) increasing number of PCIs, ii) dividing a
superior macrocell into several smaller regions denoted as
FAP clusters, and iii) enhancing the PCI structure about FAP
cluster sub-identifier. Additionally, we discuss possible ways
of FAP cluster identifier implementation in the LTE/LTE-A
mobile networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section provides brief overview of related works and our
motivation. Section III details the proposed clustering
concept. Possible implementation of femtocell cluster in
mobile networks is presented in section IV. Finally, major
findings are concluded in the last section.
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II.

RELATED WORKS AND BACKROUND
-60

In conventional macrocell deployment, several PCI
assignment methods have been investigated last couple of
years [8]. These methods can be in general classified as
distributed (e.g., random, or radio scanning methods) and
centralized (e.g., network planning approach, or use of
specific network entity). Authors usually employ a graph
coloring approach to cope with the collision/confusion
problems [9-11]. However, the femtocell deployment has
certain specificities compare to the macrocell one. These
include: i) larger number of base stations, ii) unstable
position of base stations in time, and iii) a base station
placement is not really managed and controlled by operators.
To handle femtocell collision/confusion events, authors
in [12] combine the radio scanning and random methods.
The former method helps a newly introduced FAP to identify
neighboring PCIs that are in the second phase omitted when
randomly choosing a PCI. In the femtocell scenarios,
researchers mainly focus on how to distribute PCIs among
different type of cells. For example in [13], authors discuss
how to split the PCI range among different FAP access
types, i.e., open, closed and hybrid. The sharing of PCIs
between macro base station and FAPs are discussed in [14],
where an automatic PCI allocation method is modified
according to the PCI utilization and the scale of base
stations. New dynamic reservation schemes are introduced in
[15]. The authors present several reserving types and each
type corresponds to a different femtocell PCI pool. The
transition among the types depends on the number of
deployed FAPs, or the number of occurring PCI confusion
events. However, in all previously mention works, the
number of considered femtocells is relatively low, the
number FAP remains below 503 femtocells (one PCI is
dedicated to the MBS).
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Figure 2. Example of FAPs placment in macrocell.

Fig. 3 shows number of femtocells per macrocell for
different macrocell radius (denoted as Rm in the figure) and
parameter k that is given as:
N

k

S

femto
i

(1)
S macro
where SMacro denotes the macrocell surface, SiFemto is surface
of i-th femtocell, and N is number of femtocells per
macrocell. In this analysis, we consider femtocells to be
circles with radius (Rf), which is same for all femtocells.
Thus, the equation (1) can be simplified and rewritten as:
i

k  N r2

(2)

where r represents ratio Rf / Rm. For k = 1, the sum of all
femtocell surfaces theoretically entirely fulfilled the
macrocell surface, i.e., femtocells do not overlap. However,
femtocells can and do overlap and therefore the macrocell
surface is not entirely fulfilled by femtocells for k = 1. Fig. 4,
subsequently, shows number of femtocells per macrocell for
different femtocell radius. Results illustrate that for certain
combinations of Rf and Rm, we can rather quickly begin
missing PCI (the LTE max. value of PCI is indicated in both
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repeated and confusion events at the macrocell-femtocell
level takes place. To deal with this issue, we propose: a)
increasing PCI range, and b) introducing FAP clusters. The
FAP cluster concept can be described as follows.
A superior macrocell (or microcell) is divided into
several smaller logical regions, called FAP clusters, where a
FAP cluster is formed by set of neighboring FAPs. A FAP is
part of a FAP cluster if the FAP can hear (detect) at least one
FAP of the cluster, i.e., a FAP cluster contains at least two
FAPs. Thus, a macrocell is composed of at least one (see
next), or several FAP clusters (see Fig 5).

Figure 3. Number of femtocells for various macrocell radius (Rm), Rf = 5m.

Figure 5. FAP cluster concept.

Each cluster within a macrocell is assigned a unique FAP
cluster identifier, called as ClId. Within a FAP cluster, a FAP
is assigned, if possible, collision/confusion free PCI, denoted
as PCIcl. Notice that any kind of PCIs assignment methods
can be used here to avoid collision/confusion events. The
same PCIcl can be subsequently repeated in other FAP
clusters (see for example PCIcl = 1 in Fig. 5). The suggested
PCI structure can be illustrated in Fig. 6.
Figure 4. Number of femtocell for various femtocell radius (Rf),
Rm = 564m.

figures by vertical black lines). For example, already in case
of about 35% of macrocell surface is covered by femtocells
(Fig. 4, Rf =14m), we run out of unique PCIs.
In [16], two deployment models are considered for the
femtocell environment: i) suburban model, and ii) denseurban model. In case of the dense-urban model, there are
assumed 6928 households per km2. Thus, if we consider
1km2 macrocell and 10% FAP penetration (that gives 693
households equipped with FAPs), we would need to repeat
190 PCIs within the given macrocell.
The previous analysis shows that even if the PCIs are
ideally distributed and there are no collision/confusions at
the femtocell level, we start to have macrocell-femtocell
confusions since PCIs has to be repeated in the given area.
III.

FAP CUSTER CONCEPT

As discussed in the previous section, even in case of ideal
PCI assignment as the number of FAPs in the given
macrocell exceeds 503, the PCIs have to be inevitably
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Figure 6. Enhanced PCI structure.

All isolated FAPs, i.e., a FAP that cannot detect any
other FAP in its vicinity, form a FAP cluster called isolated
FAP cluster (see for example PCIcl = 2, or 6 in Fig. 5).
Therefore, there is always at least one FAP cluster within a
macrocell. In the next, we abbreviate the isolated femto
access point as FAPis and the isolated FAP cluster as
FAPISCL. The FAPISCL is assigned a predefined, default, value
of ClId that is known by all MBSs and FAPs in the network,
e.g., ClId = 0.
Based on the FAP density evolution, the number of FAP
clusters can vary in time and from macrocell to macrocell. A
MBS knows the current number of FAP clusters in its
macrocell and informs all FAPs under its coverage about the
ClId values. To do that, MBS/FAP broadcast channels, or
femtocell backhaul can be employed to distribute this
information. Notice that if there are only FAPsis in the
macrocell, the ClId value does not have to be distributed as
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the ClId is known, which reduces signaling overhead in the
network. In other words, the today’s way of PCIs
assignment, without the FAP cluster concept, can be seen as
if ClId = 0. Thus, the FAP cluster approach can be gradually
introduced in todays’ networks.
When introducing a new FAP (FAPnew), the following
three scenarios can occur; the scenarios and steps are
summarized in the flow chart in Fig. 7:
a) Joining an isolated cluster . Not detecting any FAP,
the FAPnew selects the predefinied value of ClId for the
FAPISCL. This scenario will mainly occuer in the initial
phase of FAPs deployment when the number of FAPs
within a macrocell is small. As stated above, this scenario
can be also seen as today’s approach without the FAP
clusters.

Figure 7. Steps when introducing a new FAP within a macrocell.

b) Joining an existing cluster. Detecting only nonFAPsis belonging to one, or more FAP clusters, the FAPnew
selects and joins a cluster in which detects the highest
number of FAPs. This solution enables keeping FAP
clusters compact otherwise clusters would become mixed
with each other.
c) Creating a new cluster. Detecting one, or more
FAPs belonging to one, or more FAP clusters, the FAPnew
selects and joins a cluster (including the FAPISCL) in which
detects the highest number of FAPs. If the joined cluster
coresponds to FAPISCL, the FAPnew initiate creation of a new
FAP cluster that will be composed of all detected FAPis
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(they update their ClId). Thus, the number of FAPISCL is kept
as low as possible within the macrocell. The FAP cluster
creation is done with the network/MBS assitance and results
in updating of ClId value that is spread out in the macrocell.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION OF FAP CLUSTER IDENTIFIER

To implement the FAP cluster concept in the present
LTE/LTE-A mobile networks, there can be considered three
approaches denoted as: a) sub-identifier, b) new identifier,
and c) alternate transmissions.
A. Sub-identifier
The simplest and easiest way to implement the FAP
cluster identifier, ClId, is to dedicate from the existing PCIs
range certain PCIs to the FAP cluster identifiers. This is a
similar approach like propositions in [13-15] where authors
suggest splitting PCIs range among different type of cells
(MBSs/FAPs, open/closed/hybrid). However, the small
number of PCIs still remains a limiting factor, i.e., the
confusion events at macrocell level remain. Therefore, this
solution is only reasonable in a case of relatively low density
femtocell environment where the PCI range reduction can be
accepted.
B. New identifier
In this case, the ClId is considered to be a new
independent part of the present PCI structure (see Fig. 6).
The LTE radio frame, 10ms long, is divided into 10 subframes of 1 ms duration. Each sub-frame is further split in
two 0.5ms slots. A slot contains seven, resp. six, OFDM
symbols in case of normal cyclic prefix, resp. extended
cyclic prefix. In LTE-FDD mode, the PSS is embedded in
the last OFDM symbol and the SSS in the second last
OFDM symbol, of the sub-frame 0 and 5 in each radio frame
[5]. The PCI is obtained by decoding PSS in the first phase
(which represents one of three possible cell identities) and
then decoding the SSS (which represents one of 168 cellgroup-identities).
In the frequency domain, 6 Resource Blocks (RB) around
the DC subcarrier are reserved for transmission of the
synchronization signals; an RB is formed by 12 subcarriers
with a subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz.
Both synchronization signals, PSS and SSS, are based on
Zadoff–Chu (ZC) sequences [5]. Since the PSS uses only 62
of the 72 reserved subcarriers (6RBs x 180 kHz), the
required length of ZC is 63 (62 subcarriers and 1 un-used DC
subcarrier, which is punctured). Thus, the ZC sequence is
padded with five zeros at the edges. The same sequence is
repeated in both PSS symbols.
Similar to the PSS, the SSS has 62 non-zero elements ZC
sequence. The 62 elements are an interleaved concatenation
of two length-31 sequences, each taking 31 different values.
Contrary to the PSS, the SSS sequence in sub-frame 0 and 5
are different from each other.
The FAP cluster identifier can be implemented by
extending the PSS and SSS signals and called Extended
Synchronization Signals (ESS), as it is proposed in [17].
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Within the ESS proposal, the authors propose replacing the
padding zeros by additional information elements. These 20
zero-elements can be used for different purposes, in our case
for implementing the FAP cluster identifier (ClId). In
comparisons with the solution A (sub-identifier), this
implementation solution makes possible to increase and
flexibly adapt PCIs range based on evolution of FAP density
in a macrocell. For example, allowing 8 FAP clusters would
extend the PCI range up to 4031 (theoretically) nonconfusion FAPs.
C. Alternate transmissions
The third way of implementing FAP clusters could be
either periodically scrambling the PSS with a ClId specific
scrambling sequence, or periodically alternate transmissions
of PSS and ClId in the sub-frame 0 and 5. The switching
period between PSS and ClId would have to be sufficiently
long to allow a FAP/terminal to correctly decode the PSS. In
the first step a FAP/terminal would decode the PSS and in
the second step the cluster identifier. A drawback of this
solution represents the extra time the FAP/terminal needs to
decode the PSS and ClId.
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Abstract— This research paper examines the vulnerable
security elements that MAC management messages in
WiMAX initial network entry faces. The paper proposes
an innovative hybrid approach to resolve such
vulnerability
problem
and
establish
secret
communication channels via insecure domains. The
proposed protocol is based on Bio-crypto systems and to
improve current security level of authentication and Key
Exchange between the Subscriber Station SS and the
Base Station BS. AES-BDK system is defined as the
integration of Advanced Encryption Standard and
Biometric Digital Key. Within this integration, AES is
used for the encryption process for initial ranging
Request/Response messages RNG_REQ/RSP, while BDK
generates the secret key.
Keywords- initial ranging; MAC Management Messages; key
exchange; key genertion; bio-crypto systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer security experienced a significant and grew
rapidly over the past few years. Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) based on IEEE 802.16e2005 for Mobile WiMAX [1]. Bolsters a large number of
enhanced security features compared to the fixed IEEE
802.16-2004 [2]. based on security schemes. The initial
network entry is the most critical process in WiMAX
networks as it is the foremost step to establish network
connection while carrying multiple parameters such as
performance factors and security context between the Base
Station (BS) and the Subscriber Station (SS) determined in
the middle of this process. However, security schemes are
utilized and applied only to normal data traffic after the
initial network entry process, but not to control messages
during the initial network entry. BS and SS communication
in the initial network entry is susceptible to forgery. As a
result, there can be various security vulnerabilities
especially unauthenticated messages and unencrypted
management communication that uncover important
management data. As a consequence, no common key to
generate message digest is the source of difficulty to
authenticate these types of messages. According to literature
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survey, little pertinent papers discuss the security issues of
messages in this process whilst most of these messages are
very short [3]. Thus, it is an area worthy of interest. Due to
this fact, a tradeoff between security and effectiveness is
being considered in this paper through a new approach of
enhancing MAC management message security during
network entry initialization. The proposed scheme is
applicable to Point to – Multi- Point (PMP), while it could be
scalable to multiple zones depending on the security
channels between different Trusted Third Parties (TTP).
The paper proposes a hybrid protocol relying on Biocrypto system. The biometric-crypto system is a combination
of biometrics and cryptography and is considered a very
promising technique [3]. Bio-cryptography is an emerging
technology that inherits the advantages of both and provides
strong means of protection against attacks targeting MAC
Management
messages: Ranging Request/Response
(RNG_REQ/RSP) messages.
The objective of biometric data is to provide privacy,
cryptographically- secure authentication of human users, and
non-repudiation by using biometric template of fingerprint.
Fingerprint minutiae matrix is produced to generate the
Biometric Digital Key (BDK). To guarantee the security of
the key, the proposed protocol adds a new message to the
standard control message. BS uses stored biometric
templates in the Trusted Third Party (TTP) to fulfill the
authentication key exchange protocol banking on biometric
system to authenticate user messages. The produced key is
used in Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to encrypt
user messages. Bio-Crypto system establishes a secure
channel between SS and BS and vice versa.
The remaining of this paper is structured along these lines:
Section II describes the initialization of WiMAX network in
accordance with amendment IEEE 802.16e, while Section III
shows cases of the security vulnerabilities of MAC
management messages. Section IV discusses the previous
work. Section V introduces the projected approach, while
Section VI shows the experimental results. Finally, Section
VII concludes this paper.
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II.

NETWORK ENTRY INITIALIZATION

When a SS initializes some synchronization, parameter
adjustments take place to establish a robust and well-fitted
link between SS and BS. The performed initial tasks, when a
SS turns on in the network, include, but not limited to,
channel acquirement, PHY (Physical Layer) synchronization,
channel descriptors identification and interpretation. After
PHY synchronization, MAC (Medium Access Control
Layer) can detect and identify MAC management messages
such as DCD (Downlink Channel Descriptors), UCD
(Uplink Channel Descriptors), DL-MAP (Downlink Map)
and UL-MAP (Uplink Map). MAC management messages
determine the contention slots to initial ranging on the UL
sub-frame. These messages are transmitted by BS on the first
available DL burst. Different SS and BS messages are
exchanged to stabilize signal power, frequency and time
offset [4].
The initial ranging adjusts transmission until an adequate
profile is achieved for the link, including synchronization
issues. After network entry, when SS is already transmitting
data, takes place, the periodic ranging, which guarantees that
transmission, will react to channel changes as well as
maintain link quality. Periodic ranging exchanges MACPDU (Packet Data Unit) messages between BS and SS,
while initial ranging uses both contention slots on the UL
sub-frame and MAC-PDU messages. The SS will transmit a
ranging request message (RNG-REQ) in one of the initial
ranging slots. If collision occurs, the SS uses a truncated
exponential back-off. This message is described in [1]. The
BS could receive or not the RNG-REQ. If the SS doesn’t
receive an answer from BS, it retransmits the RNG-REQ
message after a timeout. If the BS successfully received the
RNG-REQ, it would return a RNGRSP message using the
initial ranging CID (Connection Identification) [5]. A
ranging response message (RNG-RSP) is sent in one of the
available DL bursts containing the CIDs of the Basic and
Primary connections to this SS. The RNG-RSP could contain
power, frequency and time corrections to the SS. This
message is described in [1].
III.

SECURITY VULNERABILITIES OF MAC MANAGEMENT
MESSAGES

With a reference to IEEE 802.16-e amendment, the
security schemes are only applied to standard data traffic
after the initial network entry process not to control
messages during the initial network entry. The initial
network entry is considered the main process in Mobile
WiMAX network. It is the first gateway to set up a
connection to Mobile WiMAX. Consequently, numerous
physical parameters, factors of performance, and security
contexts between SS and BS are set during the process. In
Figure 1 the initial network entry in normal process is
illustrated.
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A. RNG_REQ/RSP vulnerabilities
This section studies vulnerabilities contained by
RNG_REQ/RSP in the initial network process. The ranging
Request (RNG_REQ) message is transmitted by an SS
requesting and seeking a network join. The message
integrates the SS's existence meanwhile acts as a request for
transmission timing, power, frequency and burst profile
information. The BS responds to the SS request using a
Ranging Response (RNG_RSP) message. This message is
composed of important information, such as ranging status,
time adjusts information and power adjusts information.
Nonetheless, the RNG_RSP message is neither encrypted
nor authenticated, it holds no definite status. An attacker
would manipulate such a leak and execute an attack using
DoS because SS's action could be conducted by any validly
formatted RNG/RSP that addresses to it [6][7].

Figure 1. Normal Initial Network Entry Procedure.

B. Rouge BS
Other distinguished attacks on wireless networks include
man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack, namely, Rouge BS. The
attacker could intercept messages during the process of
communication establishment or a public key exchange. The
attacker then retransmits them, counterfeiting the contained
information in the messages, so that the two original parties
still seem to be contacting with each other [8].
IV.

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS

This work is inspired from a number of preceding works
concerning key exchange during initial network entry. Some
messages in the initial network entry inject some
vulnerability such as RNG-REQ/RSP. T. Shon ‘et al.’ [9].
Introduces a solution to secure these messages counting on
the Diffie-Hellman (DH) key agreement. De facto, it can
secure the message during initial network entry process and
boost the security grade; however it is still liable to man-inthe-middle attack. T. Han ‘et al.’ [10]. proposed an
alternation to DH key agreement protocol to fit into mobile
WiMAX relying on the presumption that every MS
possesses its own International Subscriber Station Identity
(ISSI) from which the MS could generate its Temporary ISSI
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(TSSI) and the authors postulate that the legitimate BS has
the hash value H (TSSI). Then they launch their protocol
which is based on five steps to avert the former attack. T.
Shon ‘et al.’ [10]. has a concern on the previous solution, as
it could cause additional overhead when distributing initial
DH random number. The perspective of this paper contrives
that this solution does not clarify the source of private and
public key (p&q) calculations, in addition to time limitation
for p&q calculation. Furthermore, they have to disseminate
TSSI to the entire neighbor BS. Hence, there is no security
for ISSI. M. Rahman ‘et al.’ [11]. utilizes DH key agreement
so as to secure the initial network entry and encrypt the
initial management communication. Their adjustment on the
DH is carried out to dismiss man-in-the-middle breach by
employing cryptographic sealing function. T. Shon ‘et al.’
[9]. are debating over this approach explicating it as obscure
and providing no clear vision of how the random number is
generated and distributed to others to use DH scheme.
Consequently, those authors suggested a modernistic altered
DH scheme [11]. The schema can be performed using hash
authentication as well as one of the ranging codes as a prime
number seed. Furthermore, it uses hash authentication when
SS singles out one of ranging codes RCi which consists of
A1 and A2, then transmits only part of RCi (A1 or A2) and
hash value of RCi. When BS receives a segment of RCi (A1)
and the hashed value H (RCi), BS obtains A2 from ranging
code pool using A1, then authenticates MS throughout
received hash value verification [12]. Therefore, they could
produce a prime number “p” from the chosen ranging code.
In a subsequent phase, SS generates the other global
variables “g” and public/private key pair then sends them to
BS. If the received key and variables are verified, BS sends
its public key to MS. Thence, BS and SS commence sharing
DH global variables and public key with each other at the
hand of initial network entry ranging process. It is unclear
whether the protocol steps could counteract the bogus BS
from sending RCi or not.
V.

PROPOSED PROTOCOL

This paper suggests an approach of securing the
RNG_REQ/RSP messages. The model is composed of SS,
BS, and TTP server to manage the authentication and key
exchange between SS and BS. The protocol assumes that the
channel between BS and Trusted Third Party (TTP) is
secured, as illustrated in Figure 2. The protocol uses
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) as the most popular
algorithm used in symmetric key cryptography with a
combination of Biometric data (e.g fingerprint, iris, etc.) to
generate the BDK.
A. Setting up a SS User Device
The SS user firstly captures its biometric data, then
registers itself to the TTP, and asks the system make its
biometric template (i.e., fingerprint minutiae matrix), which
will be stored on both SS device and TTP server.
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B. Biometric Template Protection
The TTP saves biometric template of SS’s secured.
Biometric data is stored on protected storage. The
confidentiality of biometric template can be assured by
implementing permutation module using obscure scheme.
Firstly, TTP generates fake minutiae set and inserts it to the
user’s biometric template. Secondly, for hiding private key,
polynomial for real minutiae set and polynomial for fake
minutiae set are established. Finally, the protected biometric
template is made by combining these results. It consists of
minutiae’s (location, angle, result) value set [13].

Figure 2. Proposed secure initial network entry using AES-BDK

C. Biometric Key Generation
The protocol proposed Biometric Digital Key with
uniqueness, randomness property that cannot be falsified.
The SS holds a stored biometric template on its device
[13][14]. (i.e., fingerprint minutiae). The fingerprint minutiae
matrix acted as the seed data in Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA). The seed data length is selected considering the
length of key lengths of 128 bits, 256 bits, and 512 bits. Then
SS starts to generate the initial BDK. The initial BDK is
formed based on minutiae points. For extracting minutia
points from fingerprint preprocessing phases should done,
Image enhancement, Binarize, ridge ending and ridge
bifurcation. Figure 3 clarifies key generation from minutiae.
Further to strengthen the security of the key and to
randomize the BDK between SS and BS, the seed data will
be based on Data and Time.
D. Encryption and Decryption phases
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is used in this
protocol as a block cipher which is the most popular
algorithm used in symmetric key cryptography; see Figure 4
that clarifies encryption and decryption process using BDK.
As AES supports key sizes of 128 bits, 256 bits, and recently
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512 bits. Security increases with the larger key sizes as well
as the number of rounds (10, 12, and 14, respectively).
Therefore, the complexity of AES encryption and decryption
also grows. The proposed protocol is evaluated with the
different key lengths.








BS sends the hash value of SS (Data and Time)
H (D, T) , as a challenge message to the SS.
SS starts sending the Enc {RNG_REQ} to the BS
using the new BDK.
SS starts sending the Enc {RNG_REQ} to the BS
using the new BDK.
BS starts Dec (RNG_REQ).
BS sends the Enc (RNG_RSP) to the SS.
SS starts Dec (RNG_RSP).
VI.

Figure 3. Key Generation from Minutiea Feature.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A prototype implementation of MAC frame structure has
been developed. PC specifications are CPU Intel Core 2
Duo CPU 2GHZ, RAM 4GB, O/S Windows 7 SP2.
The physical layer of model system uses Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) with basic OFDM
parameters and with 20 MHz bandwidth TDD mode while
the frame length is set to 10 ms, modulation code QPSK [4].
The scenario frame is illustrated in Figure 5. The illustrated
protocol, in the previous section, deployed MATLAB script
for AES encryption, decryption phases, and key generation
phase conjointly with Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), to
produce various key lengths.
CASIA fingerprint database version 5[16]. is used to
produce biometric data. To extract biometric templates,
1000 fingerprint samples were taken from this database. The
average total time of reading fingerprint image and
enhancement process is 3.7 sec. The average time process of
generating the BDK is 0.0003808 sec. The consuming time
of encryption and decryption processes for the proposed
protocol is presented in Table 1 in msec.

Figure 4. Encrypt and Decrypt using BDK.

E. Protocol Steps
The following steps describe the proposed protocol:
 SS starts sending a new message including Data and
Time encrypted by the initial BDK to the BS Enc
{Data, Time} + BSID + SSID.
 BS receives the Enc message, and then delivers it to
TTP.
 TTP starts searching on its Database by SSID, if TTP
verifies that it is a real SS, and then the TTP
retrieves the stored biometric template of SS starting
to generate the SS initial BDK, and Dec the
message.
 TTP pass the SS initial BDK, the Data and Time to
the BS.
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Figure 5. Example of MAC frame structure scenario.

This performance comparison is made in terms of time
consumed for encryption and decryption of AES-128 bits,
AES-256 bits and AES-512 bits. The model employed
measures time at the start of encryption process and its end
time while the same process is repeated for decryption. The
evaluation results show that due to the increase in the key
length used in AES-512 bits, and consequently, the number
of rounds for both encryption and decryption boosts.
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But, the encryption and decryption procedures become
more complex thereby degrading the speed of the 512 bit
AES algorithm. Figures 6 and 7 show the consumed time of
Encrypted/Decrypted REG_REQ and RNG_RSP messages
using various key lengths, respectively.
TABLE I.

ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION TIME

Enc
Dec
Enc
Dec
(RNG_REQ) (RNG_REQ) (RNG_RSP) (RNG_RSP)
AES128
AES256
AES512

3.23

3.5575

5.1414

6.491

3.4005

3.8486

5.3823

6.8198

4.05

4.4035

5.9293

7.3486

privacy, authentication and non-repudiation, to reduce the
probability of some threats such as eavesdropping, MITM
attacks.
In the future, further efforts will be focused to find the
solution for Mesh network to guarantee the security of the
network entry. As the PKI authentication uses ECC and is
an area worth of more research and analysis, a Mesh
Biometric Certificate X.509 V.3 with ECC is an important
component of the network security system.
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Abstract—MANETs are self-configuring infrastructure-less
mobile networks characterized by dynamically changing
topology and intermittent connectivity. Performance of
MANETs depends on the movement pattern of their nodes. We
propose, and simulate in network simulator NS-2, a novel
group mobility model, a towing formation, and show its
advantage in controlling the movement of mobile nodes in a
MANET. In the towing formation model, one of the nodes
within each formation acts as a leader, with the other nodes,
called followers, trailing closely. We show the impact of the
number of towing formations in a MANET network, the
number of nodes in each towing formation, and the distance
between the nodes in each towing formation on the data traffic
through a MANET. The greater the number of formations and
the greater the size of each formation, the better the
throughput.
Keywords-MANET; group mobility; formations; NS-2.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we observed a heightened interest in
mobile networks for use in emergency situations and disaster
recovery. Ideally, such networks would have a limited
reliance on (existing) fixed infrastructure, be easy to set up
and resilient to disruptions resulting from hazardous
environments and infrastructure breakdown.
The general model of a Mobile Ad hoc Network
(MANET) fits very well the emergency deployment
scenarios. MANET is a network consisting of mobile
autonomous nodes that forward the data among themselves
without, as opposed to cellular networks, the need for any
fixed infrastructure [19]. Nodes are relatively inexpensive
and therefore can be used in large numbers if necessary, to
facilitate communication. The new M2ANET model [4]
proposes to use a large number of mobile nodes to create a
“cloud” of routing nodes, a mobile medium, to facilitate
communication between designated senders and receivers. In
M2ANET, when two stations cannot communicate directly, a
large number of routing nodes is dispersed between them and
acts as the medium forwarding and routing messages.
In many situations (i.e., military communications,
emergency relief, search and rescue) members participating
in the effort are organized into teams, often with a designated
leader: an officer leading a platoon of soldiers, a coordinator
giving directions to a rescue team, etc. Given the available
resources, it may be advantageous (and economical) to
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organize the members into teams. The leaders may possess
special qualities, skills, intelligence and equipment that
distinguish them from the rest of the team.
If mobile networks were to be organized on some of the
same principles, we might designate some mobile network
nodes as leaders. We may then equip these nodes with
special facilities like advance control and guidance with GPS
etc., and perhaps even a powered motion facility (e.g. an
engine), while the other nodes may be left more limited in
these functions and may only need, for instance, to be guided
or even to be towed by a leader. Such an approach would
simplify the control (i.e., decision made at a node, which
way to move next) of movement in a MANET with a large
number of nodes: one would only need to guide (a limited
number of) leaders while the followers would simply tag
along. In case of simple physical towing, neither a guidance
system on a towed node, nor any type of communication
between the leader and the followers would be required. One
example of such a scenario where the leader is responsible
for the direction of movement of another object is
aerotowing a glider by a powered plane; another application
is a multiple decoy system towed behind a warship [21].
In this paper, we propose a group mobility strategy based
on the above scenario where some mobile nodes can
independently choose their movements, while the other
nodes are limited in their movements, and limited to
following the leaders (designated nodes). In MANETs, small
changes to the movements of nodes can lead to changes in
network topology and therefore affect the performance
characteristics, such as throughput. We study the impact of
having the nodes moving in formations on the performance
of a MANET running the AODV routing protocol [14].
In Section II, we present background on MANETs. In
Section III, dynamic mobility control strategy for MANET
with formations is proposed based on group behavior.
Experiments with different group sizes and lengths are
described, including simulation set up, results and analysis in
Sections IV and V. Finally, we present the conclusion and
future work, in Section VI and Section VII, respectively.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

MANET is a kind of wireless network that consists of a
group of mobile nodes that communicate with each other
without relying on fixed infrastructure [19]. The Mobile
Medium Ad hoc Network (M2ANET) is a kind of a
MANET where the mobile nodes are divided into two
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categories: nodes that forward the data only and cannot be a
source or the final destination of any transmission, and the
nodes that can originate and receive data [4]. The
forwarding nodes form a cloud of mobile medium that
enables communication between transmitting nodes. The
data communication through the mobile medium is affected
by the properties of the medium: node density, speed, and
especially the movement patterns, etc.
The mobility models have been developed to represent
the node distribution and the movements [5][6][7]. They
capture the properties of node location, time-varying node
speed, and the distinct behaviors of the nodes, for example
following different movement paths. These statistical
properties of network connectivity are studied and identified
with the mobility model [8][9][11][12][13].
The closest to our towing group mobility model is the
Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) proposed by
Hong et al. [9]. In our towing model, the nodes in a group
follow the group leader, while in RPGM it is the “logical
center” that determines the group motion behavior.
III.

THE STRATEGY: MOVING IN FORMATIONS

A. Preliminary
We assume that all of the nodes have the same
communication range R. The nodes inside the range are
called neighbors, and two or more neighbors can
communicate. Each node has its location, which is simply
denoted as L (v). The location information can be maintained
using Global Positioning System (GPS), or by using an
inertial guidance system. In the experiments we initially
place the clusters of nodes belonging to formations randomly
at different locations in area n x n (Fig. 1). Within each
cluster one node is arbitrarily designated as a leader (node
with lowest index assigned during the simulation is used).
We test the communication between one source, S, and one
destination, D, in every scenario where both S and D are
stationary and positioned at the opposites sides of the
experimental area. The number of relay (forwarding) mobile
nodes depends on the scenario.

B. The Movment of the Leader and the Followers in the
Towing Group Mobility Model
We propose a simple model for moving the nodes in a
formation: each designated leader moves in a random
direction following the random way point mobility model
[20], while the followers retrace the path of the leader
following it at a predetermined distance. The direction
chosen by the leader not only defines the motion of the group
leader itself, but it also provides the general motion trend of
the whole formation.
In the first set of experiments, the distance between the
followers ranges from 100 - 110 meters. In the second set,
the distance was 150 - 210 m. In the simulation we assume
that the leader L randomly chooses the direction of the next
move, and sends information to the followers N including
coordinates and movements. The movement of the followers
is directly affected by the movement of its group leader,
where every group member eventually lands on the same X
and Y coordinates earlier visited by the leader. Every
follower, N, sends directional information to the next N+1 in
the same formation F and follows L, etc. When the
movement of groups of nodes is viewed as an animation it
looks like if the leader was towing a number of nodes behind
it (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Movement and structure of formations of different lengths.

IV.

SIMULATION

The towing group mobility model introduced in the
previous section was implemented and simulated in NS-2.
We used AWK scripts to analyze the trace files produced by
the simulator.

Figure 1. The initial placement of the leaders and the followers.
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A. Simulation Environment
In each case the network consisted of a different number
of nodes roaming in a 1000 x 1000 meters square with a
reflecting boundary. The NS-2.34 default settings for 802.11
legacy mode (Distributed Coordination Function DFC and
2Mbps links) are used. The transmission range is 250m. The
data is generated at the source node at rate of 1 Mbps. Every
packet has a size of 512 bytes. The buffer size at each node is
50 packets. Data packets are generated following a constant
bit rate (CBR) process. The experiments we transmit packets
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from one source to one destination for 900 seconds, and
measure the effective throughput with increasing mobility
range and density. The other assumptions are listed below
and shown in Table 1.









The source node, S, is stationary, and is located in
a specific location on the far left.
The destination node, D, is stationary, and is
located in a specific location on the far right (see
Fig. 1).
The distance between S and D is 1000 meters.
Nodes are being generated randomly at random
locations as clusters.
The intermediate nodes are moving at a constant
speed of 10m/s.
The distribution of the intermediate nodes is
divided into a number of formations with different
lengths (2, 3, or 4) clustered as an initial
placement, F1, F2,..Fn (Fig. 2).
A leader, L, from each formation is automatically
elected.

We simulated a number of groups of nodes, each with a
leader (L) and one to three followers behind it. All of the
followers follow their leaders' X and Y coordinates. Each
leader with its followers is called a formation. Fig. 3 shows
the screen shot of the node movements for a number of
formations each with two followers, all simulated in NS-2
and visualized using NAM animation tool, e.g., nodes n2, n3,
and n4 form a formation of 3 nodes (1 leader + 2 followers).

Figure 3. Formations of three nodes; NS2 simulation.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters
Simulator
Channel Type
Network Interface Type
Mac Type
Radio-Propagation Type
Interface Queue Type
Link Layer Type
Antenna
Maximum Packet in ifq
Area (n * n)
Source Type
Simulation Time
Routing Protocol

NS-2.34
Channel / Wireless Channel
Phy/WirelessPhy
Mac/802.11
Propagation/Two-ray ground
Queue/Drop Tail
LL
Antenna/Omni Antenna
50
1000 x 1000
(UDP) CBR
900 sec
AODV

A. Case 1: Different Number of Formations
In Fig. 4, we show the performance of a MANET when a
different number of formations of different lengths are used.
The number of formations is varied from 6 to 10, and the
length of formations is varied from 1 to 4. The graph shows
that, for a given number of formations, the longer formations
perform better. It should be noted that longer formations use
larger number of nodes in total in the experiment: 10
formations of length 1 require only 10 nodes, while 10
formations of 4 would use the total of 40 nodes (4 leaders
and 36 followers). Also, increasing the length of a formation
we keep the number of leaders the same and add followers
only, which may be an advantage in some applications.

B. Performance Metric
The network throughput is a metric used to calculate the
amount of data transmitted from source to destination in a
specific period of time (in bits per second). It can be
calculated as:
 

no. _ of _ bits _ received _ by _ node _ D
Observation _ time

V.

(1)

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The experimental results show the average throughput for
the data transmitted from the source node S to the destination
node D. The results are averaged over three experiments and
plotted with the standard deviation shown as an error bar.
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Figure 4. Throughput vs. number of formations.

B. Case 2: Different Number of Nodes
We tested the scenarios where a given number of mobile
nodes (24, 36, 48, and 60) was equally divided into a number
of formations with predetermined length (2, 3, and 4). For
example, with 36 nodes we had either 18 formations of two
nodes, or 12 formations of three nodes. We also show the
effectiveness of increasing the default distance between the
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nodes in a formation in our group mobility by running two sets
of experiments one with an average of 100m - 110m and the
other with 150m - 210m, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. The distance between follower nodes

For a formation of two nodes (the leader and one
follower), increasing the distance between the nodes
improves the performance, but only for the cases with 36 and
48 mobile nodes (Fig. 6). Formations of three always work
better when the followers keep back at a larger distance (Fig.
7). However, Fig. 8 shows the opposite: the three followers
following at a short distance give slightly better throughput
compared with the scenario when nodes follow at a longer
distance. One could stipulate that only for short formations,
the performance is improved with the increased distance
between the nodes.

Figure 9. Throughput for short distance between the nodes for different
formations.

Figure 10. Throughput for long distance between the nodes nodes for
different formations.

Figure 6. Throughput with length two formations.

Figure 7. Throughput with length three formations.

In all the comparisons, the formation of one node (the
leader only) consistently gave the best throughput (Figs. 9
and 10).
For all other cases, if we set the distance separating the
nodes in the towing formation to be large and analyze the
role of the formation size, we see consistent results for all the
cases with a larger distance between the nodes in a
formation: for the cases with following distance in the 150210m range we notice the shorter the formation the better the
throughput for all experiments except for the case with the
smallest number of nodes (24 in Fig. 10). We also noticed
that there was no performance difference when formations of
three or four nodes were used in the experiments with 36 and
more nodes (Fig. 10).
For all the cases where the distance separating the nodes
in the towing formation is small, the preference for any
particular length of the formation is not so clear cut. Moving
nodes individually (formation of one) is still always the best,
formation of four is always significantly better than the
formation of three, and the relative performance of the
formation of two varies and seems to depend on the number
of nodes.
VI.

Figure 8. Throughput with length four formations.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a group mobility mode for
moving mobile nodes in formations. All the available nodes
in a network are divided into groups and each group forms a
formation and moves independently form the others. We
proposed a mobility model for moving the nodes in a
formation called “towing”. In the towing formation model
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one of the nodes within a formation acts as a leader, with the
other nodes, now called followers, trailing closely.
The towing formation model was tested by simulation.
We used the recorded throughput for the CBR traffic
between designated nodes as the main performance metric.
We observed that the larger the total number of mobile nodes
the better the throughput. Also, the larger the number of
formations, the higher the throughput. Consequently, for a
given total number of nodes, using shorter formations results
in more formations being created, and leads to a better
performance (observed at larger distances separating the
nodes in a formation). In the case of a fixed total number of
mobile nodes, increasing the number of formations by
shortening the formations all the way to only one node, i.e.,
moving nodes individually always gives the best
performance. For short formations, increasing the distance
between the followers improves the performance.
It should be noted that the fact that the best throughput
was recorded when moving nodes individually does not
negate the results of this research. As stated in Section I,
using the towing formation implies having two types of
nodes: the leaders and the followers. For example, when the
number of available leaders is limited, one can still improve
the performance of a MANET by increasing the number of
followers. As a part of future work, we would like to benefits
of adding more nodes to a network and the tradeoffs between
adding the leaders and the followers. We would like to
investigate forming formations automatically from nodes
that are not prearranged into clusters. The (direction of)
movement of the towing formations could be optimized to
take a maximum advantage of the guaranteed connectivity
between the nodes within the cluster to extend the coverage
area to the maximum. The random movement in free space
could be replaced with a more realistic model based on the
actual maps and street layout.
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Abstract—Bit-error-rate (BER) performance of coded
cooperative networks with selection decode-and-forward (S-DF)
relaying is analyzed over the Nakagami-m fading channels.
Previously, in the literature, BER analysis was done only for
the un-coded network, where an impractical symbol-based
forwarding is employed. In this paper, we analyze the bitinterleaved code modulation (BICM) coded cooperative
network with an easy-to-implement packet-based forwarding.
In particular, a closed-form BER expression is derived for the
S-DF with source re-transmission (S-DF/RT) relaying, where
the source re-transmits the packet to the destination on behave
of a relay if it fails to decode. The accuracy of the proposed
analysis is confirmed by computer simulations.

to-noise ratio (SNR) at the destination was derived, and it
was used to evaluate SER, outage probability and channel
capacity. Lastly, in [10], SER and diversity order were
investigated for the networks with inter-relay links.
In [6]-[10], the analyses were focused on the un-coded
network using a symbol-based forwarding in which symbols
are detected separately at a relay, and only the correct
symbols are forwarded to the destination. Unfortunately, the
symbol-based forwarding is not practical in real systems
because whether a particular symbol is detected correctly or
not is not known at the relay. In addition, a huge signaling
overhead is needed for notifying exactly which symbols are
forwarded.
In this paper, we analyze the bit-interleaved coded
modulation (BICM) [11][12] coded cooperative network
over the Nakagami-m fading channels, using a packet-based
forwarding which can be easily implemented by using a
cyclic redundancy check (CRC). BICM has been extensively
applied in real systems. To our best of knowledge, this work
is the first attempt to do the performance analysis for such a
system. Only the S-DF with source re-transmission (SDF/RT), where the source re-transmits the packet to the
destination on behave of a relay if it fails to decode [2], is
treated explicitly here; the S-DF with source idle in which
source stays idle in the case of relay decoding failure can be
viewed as a special case of S-DF/RT. A closed-form BER
expression is derived, and simulation results are given to
confirm the accuracy of the proposed analysis.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the system models. BER performance is analyzed in Section
III with numerical results presented in Section IV. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section V.

Keywords-cooperative communication; bit-interleaved coded
modulation; selection decode-and-forward.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cooperative communication has recently emerged as a
promising technique to combat multi-path fading in wireless
systems, thanks to its ability to provide spatial diversity for
the size-limited mobile terminals [1][2]. It exploits the
broadcast nature of wireless communications by allowing
intermediate nodes, called relays, to overhear the packet
transmitted from the source and forward it to the destination.
One of the commonly employed relaying methods is the
fixed decode-and-forward (F-DF) [2][3], where relays
decode the received packet, re-encode and forward it to the
destination. However, as was shown in [2], F-DF fails to
provide full diversity because the received packet is always
forwarded by a relay even if it is decoded erroneously.
Selection DF (S-DF) is a relaying method proposed in [2] to
overcome the shortcoming of F-DF, where a relay forwards
the overheard packet only when it is decoded correctly. In
this way, a full diversity can be achieved.
Performance analysis of the S-DF relaying has been a
topic of extensive research [2][4]-[10]. Analyses were done
over the Rayleigh fading channels from the aspects of
capacity [4], outage probability [2][5] and symbol-error-rate
(SER) [6], respectively. Very recently, analysis has been
extended to the Nakagami-m fading channels in [7]-[10] for
the un-coded network. In particular, in [7], SER was
analyzed for a single-relay network under the correlated and
uncorrelated channels, and exact SER was provided in [8]
for multiple-relay networks. In [9], a closed-form expression
for the moment generating function of the received signal-
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II.

SYSTEM MODELS

We consider the cooperative relaying network with one
source, R relays and one destination which are indexed by
0, 1,  , R and R  1 , respectively. Each node is equipped
with one antenna, and relays operate in the half-duplexing
manner implying that they cannot transmit and receive
simultaneously. In the S-DF/RT relaying [2], transmission of
a packet is divided into two phases; at phase-I, the source
broadcasts a packet to relays and the destination, and, at
phase-II, relays forward the received packet over orthogonal
channels to the destination if it is decoded correctly (with a
CRC). In the case of decoding failure at a relay, on the other
hand, the relay keeps silent, and the source retransmits the
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packet on the relay’s behave over the orthogonal channel
allotted to that relay. For convenience, the orthogonal
channel allotted to relay j at phase-II will be denoted as
orthogonal-channel j .
A. Channel Model
A frequency-nonselective fading channel is considered.
Define h0, j  k  , j  1, , R  1 the channel gain between the
source and node j at the k -th channel use, hi , R1  k 
i  1, , R the channel gain between relay i and the

destination, and h0, R 1  k  , j  1, , R the channel gain
between the source and the destination at phase-II that uses
orthogonal-channel j for retransmission. The channels are
assumed to be mutually independent, and under the
assumption of a symbol inter-leaver with a depth larger than
the channel coherent time, the channel gains of a channel
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over
different time index k .
The general Nakagami-m fading model is adopted in
this study, with the probability density function (pdf)
 mh 2 
2mm h 2 m 1
(1)
p  h 
exp


  m  m
  
 j

to characterize the channel gain h [12], where m is the
shaping factor (assumed to be a positive integer),  is the
average power of the channel, and   is the Gamma

where  bi is the subset of signal points in  with the binary
value b at the i -th position of the label. The LLRs of the
coded sequence are then de-interleaved and decoded. The
Max-log MAP (maximum a posteriori probability) decoder
[16] is employed at all receiving nodes
In the S-DF/RT relaying, relay j forwards the received
packet to the destination if b is decoded correctly.
Otherwise, it notifies the source to re-transmit the packet
over orthogonal-channel j . Define   1, , R as the set
of active relays which have decoded successfully at phase-I
and  as its complement set. Then, at phase-II, the signals
received at the destination can be expressed by
y j , R 1  k   hj , R 1  k  Pj x  k    j , R 1  k  , j  , (4)
and

y0, jR 1  k   h0, jR 1  k  Pj x  k   0, jR 1  k  , j  ,

where Pj is the transmit power over orthogonal-channel j ,
and  j , R 1  k  and 0, jR 1  k  are the corresponding AWGNs.
For j   , Pj may assume different values depending on
whether the orthogonal channels are implemented in the
time, frequency or code domain. The received signals at
phase-I and phase-II are combined and decoded jointly at
the destination.
The max-log likelihood ratio for the i -th bit of the k th symbol at the destination is evaluated by

function. Perfect channel-state-information (CSI) will be
assumed available at all receiving nodes.
B. Bit-interleaved Coded Modulation
BICM is employed at all nodes. At the source, an
information bit sequence b of length K is encoded into a
coded sequence c of length N . After interleaving, the
sequence is partitioned successively into groups of l bits,
called the labels, which are then mapped to a sequence of
complex symbols x  k    for transmission according to
a signal mapper  and a signal constellation  .
At phase-I, the received signals at relays and the
destination at time k are given by
(2)
y0, j  k   h0, j  k  P0 x  k   0, j  k  , j  1, 2, , R  1 ,
where P0 is the source transmit power, and 0, j  k  is the
AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) at node j . All
noises are modeled as i.i.d. zero-mean, circularly-symmetric
complex Gaussian random variables with variance N 0 2

per dimension. Upon receiving y0, j  k  , relay j calculates
the maximum log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for the i -th bit of
the k -th symbol according to
mini
x 0

y0, j  k   h0, j  k  P0 x
N0
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2

, (3)

(5)

R

y j , R 1  k   h j , R 1  k  Pj x

j 0

N0

mini 
x 0

R

mini 
x1 j  0

2



y j , R 1  k   h j , R 1  k  Pj x

2

,

(6)

N0

 y j , R 1  k  , if j  0 or j  
y j , R 1  k     j 
,
and
 y0, R 1  k  , if j  
h j , R 1  k  , if j  0 or j  
h j ,R+1  k     j 
. The max-log
h0, R 1  k  , if j  
likelihood ratios of the coded sequence are then deinterleaved and passed to the decoder. For notation
simplicity,   0 is used in the rest of the paper.

where

III.

BER ANALYSIS

RT
b, R 1

Let p
denote the BER at the destination using the SDF/RT relaying. Under the packet-based forwarding, the
BER is given by
pbRT
 pbRT, R 1     1  p f , j  p f , j , (7)
, R 1 
1,2,, R

RT
b, R 1

where p

 

j

j

is the BER at the destination given  ,

and p f , j is the packet-error-rate (PER) at relay j . In what
follows, pbRT
, R 1   is analyzed first, followed by the
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analysis of p f , j . Recall that in [6]-[10]

SER at the

destination was analyzed for the un-coded relaying system
under an impractical symbol-based forwarding.
Using the assumptions of ideal interleaving and
symmetrization in [12], pbRT
, R 1   can be estimated by

pbRT
, R 1    

N

 w  d  f  d ,  ,

dh  d f

I

h

RT
ex

h

(8)

where wI  dh  is the total information bits of the error
events with Hamming weight d h divided by K , d f is the
free distance of the code, and f  dh ,  is the expurgated
upper bound of the pair-wise error probability (PEP)
between two coded sequences with Hamming distance d h .
RT
ex

As is shown in [14], fexRT  dh ,  can be expressed as

 1
 l


s

j

2 j 0
k 1 
l2
s0  j 

dh

1

R

where j  1 ,

  j  x  k , z  k    s  
(10)

Pj  2

2 
Eh  k  exp   s  s 2 
h j , R 1  k  x(k )  z (k )  
j , R 1
N0


 
is the moment generating function of the metric difference
 log p  y j , R 1  k  | x  k  , h j , R 1  k   
 j  x ( k ), z ( k )   Eh  k  
 , (11)

  log p  y j , R 1  k  | z  k  , h j , R 1  k   
j , R 1

and ẑ  k  is the nearest neighbor of x  k  in bi .

To evaluate fexRT  dh ,  , firstly,   x k , z  k   s  can be
j
derived as [14]
  j  x  k , z  k    s  
 m j , R 1

2



P x  k   zˆ  k  
1    s  s 2  j , R 1 j



m j , R 1 N 0


with the region of convergence (ROC)
m j , R 1 N 0
1
1

  Re s
2

2
4
 j , R 1 Pj x  k   zˆ  k 
,
m j , R 1 N 0
1
1
 

2

2
4
ˆ

j , R 1 Pj x  k   z  k 

where

 m


1
  l 2l



1

4

2

 
ˆ 
1
j , R 1 Pj x  z
2

1

t


   4  m N 
i 1 b  0 xbi j  0 
j , R 1 0


l

R

1

 m j , R 1

dh


1
  t 2  1  dt ,


 
4


(15)
where the time index k has been dropped because m j , R 1


k . In addition, (15) only
and 
j , R1 are the same for all
contains the real part because the imaginary part of the
integral in (9) is an odd function of t .
Secondly, some of  x, zˆ  pairs in (15) have the same
2

 ds (9)
  j  x  k , zˆ  k   s  



i 1 b  0 x  k bi j  0
 s
l

f exRT  d h ,   

squared Euclidean distance x  zˆ and can be grouped
together. By doing so, (15) is rewritten as

f exRT  d h ,   
1

integration in (9) can be evaluated efficiently along with the
vertical line of s  0.5  jt [15]. Using this, (9) becomes

f exRT  d h ,   

1

4

 m j , R 1 d h
, (16)
1
M

R 



1


 2 1
j , R 1Pj Di
2
 Ci  1   t  

t

dt
  i 1 j 0   4  m j , R 1N0    4 






where Di  x  zˆ

2

is a squared Euclidean distance, Ci is

the number of  x, zˆ  pairs with x  zˆ  Di over l 2l , and
2

M is the number of distinct Di 's. the examples, M , Ci
and Di for QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM with Gray
mapping, can be found in [14].
Lastly, from [14], a close-form expression of (16) is
obtained as
f exRT  d h ,   

M 
R
1
dh !
1
Ciui   Ai , j  


4 u1 ,u2 ,, uM u1 !u2 !u M ! i 1 
4
j 0 

d h  u1  uM

Bi , j

 M R Bi , j
 2k  3!! A 2 k21  E 
   Ei , j , k

 i 1 j  0 k 1
 2k  2 !! i , j



(12)
where

Ai , j 

1 m j , R 1 N0


4 
j , R 1 Pj Di




 , (17)

 j , R1
Bi, j  ui m

,

,

 2k 1!!  1 3 5  2k  1 ,  2k !!  2  4  6   2k  ,

 A

B k

(13)

Ei , j , k 

1
d i, j
 Bi, j  k ! ds Bi , j k

i, j

 s

G s

Bi , j



, (18)
s  Ai , j

1

E    s  G  s 
,
1
4

s 

(19)

4

j , R 1


,
j , R 1

and mi , j and  i , j




 m j , R 1 ,  j , R 1  , j 
,
(14)

m
,

,
j




0,
R

1
0,
R

1

are the shaping factor and the average

power of the channel between node i and j , respectively.
Since the saddle point 0.5 always lies in the ROC, the
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1

s  
4

i 1 j  0
RT
BER pb, R 1   is now estimated by
and G  s     Ai , j  s 
M

R

pˆ bRT
, R 1    

 Bi , j

1

. With (17), the

N

 w  d  f  d ,  .

dh  d f

I

h

RT
ex

h

(20)
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On the other hand, the PER at relay j , p f , j , can be

0

10

approximated by
1,
pˆ b, j  1


,
(21)
pˆ f , j  
K
ˆ

1  1  pb, j  , otherwise
where pˆ b , j is an estimation of the BER pb , j at relay j .
Bi , j

1
dh !
1  
ui  

wI  d h   
C
A

 i  i , j 4  
4 u1 ,u2 ,,uM u1 !u2 !uM ! i 1  

 ,(22)
Bi , j
2
k

1
M

 2k  3!! A  2  E  
   E i , j , k

i, j
 i 1 k 1

2k  2 !!





pˆ b , j 

N



dh  d f

-2

10

-3

10

BER

Following the same steps as in (8)-(20), pˆ b , j is given by

Simulation
Analysis
n2
n=2
n=4
n4
n=8
n8

-1

10

-4

10

M

1 m0, j N0
where Ai , j  
, Bi , j  ui m0, j , and Ei , j , k and E 
4 0, j P0 Di
are obtained as in (18) and (19) with Ai , j , Bi , j and G  s 
1

 B
1
replaced by Ai , j , Bi , j , and G j  s    Ai , j  s   s   ,
M

i, j



i 1

4

pˆ f , j , pbRT
respectively. Using pˆ bRT
, R 1   and
, R 1 now can be
estimated by
(23)
pˆ bRT
 pˆ bRT, R 1     1  pˆ f , j  pˆ f , j .
, R 1 
1,2,, R

IV.

j

j

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulations results are given to verify the
accuracy of the proposed BER analysis. In all the
simulations, the half-rate convolutional code with the
generator
matrix
1  D  D2  D3  D6 ,1  D2  D3  D5  D6 is employed,





an S-random interleaver with depth 20 is used to break to
correlation between bits in a label, and the Gray mapping is
used for all QAM constellations. In addition, we assume
P0  P1    PR  P for simplicity, where P  Eb  RC  l
with the bit energy Eb and the channel code rate RC  0.5 .
The considered network configurations are summarized in
Table I.
Fig. 1 shows the analytical and simulation results of
RT
pb ,1 and p f ,1 for Network-1 (3-node),
pb,2 1 , pbRT
,2   ,
which is used to illustrate the accuracy of the analyses given
TABLE I. THE CONSIDERED NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS
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Figure 1. Simulation and analytical results of pbRT,2 1  ,

8

pbRT,2    ,

pb ,1 and p f ,1 .

in (20), (21) and (22). Recall that in the 3-node network, the
BER at the destination is given by (see (7))
RT
RT
(24)
pbRT
,2  pb,2 1 1  p f ,1  pb,2   p f ,1 .





As can be seen, the analytical results obtained in (20) and
(22) predict the BERs very accurately at performance of
interest, say BER  105 . The PER prediction obtained in
(21), on the other hand, is a bit mismatch with the true one,
but the difference is only around 0.5 dB at PER=103 .
Fig. 2 shows the simulation and analytical results of
pbRT,2 for Network-2, which is a 3-node network as well but
with a varying channel condition on the S-R channel.
Clearly, the analysis in (23) predicts the BER performance
at the destination very accurately at BER  105 for all the
cases of n  2, 4 and 8. The slight difference between the
analytical and simulation results for n  2 is due to that in
this case pbRT
,2   p f ,1 in (24) plays a more prominent role
in determining pbRT
,2 , and there is a bit error in predicting
p f ,1 as is shown in Fig. 2. In the typical scenarios of

applying relay stations, the S-R channel often has a good
channel condition; for example there is light-of-sight
between the source and relay, and that results in a better
BER prediction by the proposed analysis because in this
RT
case pbRT
,2 is well approximated by pb ,2 1  and which can
be predicted accurately. (see the cases of n  4 and 8 in Fig.
2.)
Fig. 3 shows the simulation and analytical results for
Network-3 (4 nodes) for the S-DF/RT with different
constellations. As is shown, the predictions are quite
accurate; a less than 0.3 dB error at BER of 10 5 is
observed.
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Abstract— The use of mobile location-based services (LBS) on
modern smartphones, especially continuous utilization of GPS,
significantly reduces the operating times of batteries.
Considering the fact that the exhausting exploitation of power
for determining the current location is unnecessary for various
situations (e.g., when the device is not being moved), several
high-level energy saving strategies can be developed in order to
extend the batteries’ operating times. This paper sketches the
architecture for high-level energy saving strategies for LBS on
Android devices encapsulated in a social-web application
(“Spotnick”) and illustrates their positive results.
Keywords - Energy Saving Strategies; Location-Based
Services; Android; Spotnick.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A manifold of location-based services (LBS) utilizing
GPS, cellular network triangulation, or WLAN SSID
mapping have evolved as more or less beneficial apps
available for modern smartphones. Built-in positioning
technology for location determination in the mobile devices
is considered state-of-the-art and supports its consumers to
find a path from A to B, recognize things around one’s own
position, record your training routes, or exchange current
whereabouts with your friends. LBS are therefore considered
an indispensable paradigm in mobile computing
environments.
Nevertheless, continuous use of LBS still faces a
considerable drawback in terms of batteries’ operating times,
which are likely to be reduced to less than 10% compared to
the operating times in standby mode or to a maximum of 12
hours depending on the type of device (please, refer to the
exact measurements in the following sections). In addition,
the devices generate substantial heat, which is not always
perceived as pleasing. In most cases, the exhausting use of
GPS is the main reason for draining the battery. There is
evidence on this statement due to several experiments, which
we have conducted in order to figure out the energy guzzlers
in LBS (see Section V). Naturally, the transmission of
packets via the cellular network or WLAN also impacts
operating times. The reduction of data transmission is not
subject of this survey, though.
So, our main research issue for mobile LBS was to find a
way to extend the batteries’ operating times of smartphones
for continuous active operation (i.e., in foreground and in
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background mode). Of course, there cannot be a general
answer or method to this issue because LBS strongly differ
in terms of required accuracy and/or latency of reaction
times. If a service e.g., claims permanent use of GPS due to
exact location-based examinations, there is hardly any
chance to develop a strategy for energy saving. Thus, we
define a family of LBS applications with constraints to be
fulfilled in order to be suitable to apply the energy saving
strategies, which we propose in this paper. The constraints
are defined as follows:
(i) The service is continuously operational, i.e., the
position of the device must be determined both in foreground
and in background mode. (ii) When in foreground mode, the
best possible position of one’s own device is required. (iii)
The service dynamically offers location-based points of
interest (POIs), which have to be triggered, i.e., their content
displayed, an alarm set off, an external service initiated, etc.,
when the device reaches spatial proximity to them. (iv) An
observation mechanism is included within a network of
participating clients, i.e., the service shows the current
whereabouts of other floating devices. (v) When in
observation mode (presuming that there is no permanent
monitoring station), the best possible positions of the
monitored devices are required.
This means, that within a distributed LBS environment
an exact position is only needed when the application is in
foreground, observed by another client or close to POIs. For
the remaining time (which represents the major part during
operation in many cases, e.g., when the device is in
background mode, not moving, not observed, or generally in
a static position in the office or at night times, etc.), less
energy consuming positioning methods (e.g., cellular
network triangulation) could be used in order to extend the
batteries’ operating times. Hence, we propose to avoid
utilization of GPS as often as possible and therefore present
strategies for Android devices for implementing this
paradigm (with the drawback of less accurate position
determination in background mode and latency for the
reactivation of GPS when required). The strategies are
encapsulated in a social-web app named “Spotnick”, which
is available on Google Play and on the App Store, and
provides the measuring results included in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 deals with
selected points of state-of-the-art methods and technology.
Section 3 gives an insight into the proposed energy saving
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strategies. Section 4 sketches the test scenarios and
measuring metrics. Section 5 provides figures and measured
results and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and
prospects future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

1.

Investigations concerning energy consumption for
location-based services on mobile devices have been the
focal point of research in various scientific and industry labs
[2][3][8][12]. Bareth and Kupper [5] e.g., have confirmed
our experiments and derived findings about energy
consumption of the different positioning technologies
available on smartphones (see Table I), where they have
measured the energy consumption for GPS, WiFi-, and cellbased positioning techniques.
PROPERTIES OF POSITIONING TECHNIQUES [5]

TABLE I.
Technology
A-GPS
WiFi
Cell-Id

Accuracy
10m
50m
5km

Precision
95%
90%
65%

Energy
6.616Ws
2.852Ws
1.013Ws

Generally, there are three ways to face the draining
problems: (1) directly on a hardware-related level, where
ameliorations are achieved e.g., by considering Kalman
filters [4], (2) by several software-based and applicationrelated high-level strategies utilizing available SDK
functions, software-architectures and framework [1][6][7][9]
and (3) with hybrid approaches using additional (less energy
consuming) sensor technology (e.g., accelerometers) and
context-based movement detection algorithms as a substitute
or an extension of functionality [11][13].
As the strategy described in this paper can be classified to
approach (2), let us find out how similar methodologies
work: Kjaergaard et al. [10] e.g., have developed a contextbased model which tries to estimate and predict system
conditions and movements in order to calculate a schedule
for utilization of GPS. In a way, our approach can be
compared to that, trying to schedule different positioning
techniques due to system states (e.g., device is not moving).
Although, the authors have succeeded in significantly saving
energy using their high-level strategies using a Nokia N95,
we try to give a more up-to-date approach using a less
complex algorithm and utilizing enhanced positioning
techniques on an Android device.
III.

ENERGY SAVING STRATEGIES

The energy saving strategies for our approach are settled
on a high application-oriented level, cleverly using, not using
and switching between system functions and operations
provided by standard SDKs. They are not based on
hardware-related optimization attempts.
In principle, the strategy aims at avoiding usage of GPS
whenever applicable. Instead, it uses cellular- or WiFi-based
positioning or region monitoring (a technique which utilizes
the WLAN and Cell-Id handover functions of the phone in
order to detect a potential movement) and continuously tries
to switch between those operation modes according to
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State Machine (FSM) and has to take decisions for state
conversions between those states built upon the following
properties and its values:
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2.
3.
4.

Application mode: the app is either in foreground
mode (f) (the user looks at it) or in background
mode (b) (the app is idle).
Movement: the user/device is either moving (m) or
stationary (s) (not moving).
Observation mode: the device is either observed (o)
or unobserved (u).
POIs nearby: points of interest for a device/user are
either near (n) (i.e., within a distinct radius) or
distant (d).

Thus, there are four properties having two values each,
which makes 16 different states, strictly speaking (see Table
II). Most of them can be combined, though, because it is
irrelevant for the strategy if the device is moving, observed
or POIs are near or not when the app is in foreground mode
(i.e., states 1 to 8 can be combined to one). In this state, the
most accurate position is required. Also states 9 to 11 can be
combined to one state, in which GPS is likely to be turned
on, because the device is either being observed while in
background mode (states 9 and 10) or a POI is near, the
approach to it must be exactly determined (state 11). From a
technical point of view, those two combinations of states 1 to
8 and 9 to 11 can be merged, once more, for they require the
best possible position as a common characteristic. State 12 is
unique: the app is in background mode, the device is
moving, but not observed or any POIs near. This means that
nobody takes notice of the app at that moment. Positioning
must continue, though (by an inaccurate technique), in order
to reactivate GPS at spatial proximity to a POI (which
exactly requires to be triggered, transferred, etc.; for a deeper
insight into location-triggered processes see [14]) within the
inaccuracy range of the used positioning method. Finally,
states 13 to 16 can again be combined to one state where
region monitoring is used in order to recover from an idle
mode where the app is in the background and not moving
(observation and POIs are irrelevant at that state).
TABLE II.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

DIFFERENT STATES OF THE FSM

App. Move Obs. POIs
mode ment mode near
f
m
o
n
f
m
o
d
f
m
u
n
f
m
u
d
f
s
o
n
f
s
o
d
f
s
u
n
f
s
u
d

No.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

App. Move Obs. POIs
mode ment mode near
b
m
o
n
b
m
o
d
b
m
u
n
b
m
u
d
b
s
o
n
b
s
o
d
b
s
u
n
b
s
u
d

The consolidation of states reduces the complexity of the
FSM to three states. Its state transitions are extractable from
Table II, which is a simplified depiction of the concept,
though; the actual implementation considers several details,
which cannot be discussed here due to space limitations
except the following (see Figure 1):
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When transiting to a state requiring high accuracy, we do
not immediately turn on the GPS provider of the Android
platform. We first check the accuracy value of the network
provider (which both combines Cell- and WiFi-based
positioning on Android systems). If this value is good (i.e.,
just a few meters inaccuracy, which refers to a WiFi-based
determination), then there is no need to activate GPS, e.g.,
when residing within a building where GPS is unavailable,
anyway. Only a high inaccuracy value triggers the GPS
provider (see Figure 1).
To turn GPS off again (and switch back to network
positioning) several requirements have to comply: While
moving, no other client must be observing and no POI must
be near (i.e., within the inaccuracy radius of the network
provider position). However, deactivation of GPS can also
lead to a passive state where region monitoring is enabled
(i.e., the app is completely idle until a system signal wakes it
up again due to a network handover event among WLAN
access points or cellular antennas). In order to detect a nonmoving device, we have defined a distance threshold ε,
which may not be crossed, and a time interval t, which must
be exceeded until we assume a stationary state where the
device is not moving (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Flow Chart of Energy Saving Strategy (Simplified Excerpt)

The FSM as described above including several technical
and strategic tricks as indicated briefly but omitted in detail
have been implemented as an intent service in the core of a
social-web application named Spotnick. Spotnick comprises
a friend finder component for a user’s Facebook friends with
the opportunity of mutually perceiving their current
whereabouts with just a few seconds delay. When looking at
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the app, users are able to view their own position and those
of their observed friends with maximum accuracy
(depending on the devices’ positioning capabilities). In
addition, a user can trigger so called spots, i.e., self-set POIs
that actively announce the arrival of a user on his Facebook
wall when he reaches spatial proximity to it. Thus, Spotnick
requires best possible accuracy when the app is in
foreground mode, when observing friends or at regional
closeness to spots. For the remaining time of usage (which
we presume represents the major part of a day for a human
being, e.g., when he/she is in his/her office or at night times),
less accurate positioning methods comply in order to keep
the app functional but not wasting energy.
IV.

METRICS AND TEST SCENARIOS

In order to benchmark the energy saving qualities of our
proposed methods using our app Spotnick, we have
repetitively conducted a series of tests, which were organized
as follows: All tests have been carried out sequentially on the
same device, an HTC Desire HD with Android 2.3.5 as the
operating system. All tests have used the same mini-app,
which has recorded time stamps, WGS84 coordinates (if
available) and the battery status via the Android SDK in
regular time intervals.
Although, we have not been able to provide exact equal
test conditions for the particular tests due to cellular network
fluctuations, arbitrary WLAN availability, or the speed or
duration of our trips while moving through the city traffic,
we have at least tried to provide similar test conditions:
Naturally, we have always used the same phone settings (i.e.,
WLAN on, Bluetooth off, UMTS preferred but EDGE
allowed, no phone calls, no messages, no Internet surfing, no
other apps running, etc.) and have performed daily recurring
procedures, i.e., driven the same route from home to the
office, which is about 20km distance or approximately half
an hour of driving time (depending on the traffic situation)
twice a day (bidirectional). At home and in the office, the
app has been used in foreground for a minute to see where
the other clients are residing. While driving, our device has
been observed by another app for a minute and also been
used in foreground for a minute. Thus, every possible status
permutation has been created at least once (app in
foreground, in background, device moving, not moving,
observed, not observed, while driving, when stationary, etc.).
With these prerequisites, four test series have been
conducted (using the mini-app for data recording):
1. Standby Mode Test: This test should examine the
practical operating time when no app is running. It
serves as a reference.
2. Full GPS Test: This test should examine the practical
operating time when GPS is operational all the time.
3. Full GPS and Data Transmission Test: Same as test
number 2, including the transmission of a simple
HTTP data package every minute (simulating the
transmission of position data for monitoring mode).
4. Spotnick Test: This test executed the app Spotnick,
which contained the energy saving strategies
described in the previous section.
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V.

RESULTS

According to the four test scenarios the measured results
are as follows: Table III lists the parameters and typical
results for one of the conducted Standby Mode Tests. The
test was started on Jan. 31, 2013 and lasted for nearly 4 days
until the battery was drained. All location services were
turned off (i.e., no GPS and no cellular or WLAN-based
positioning, however WLAN was turned on) and there was
no data transmission during the test phase. We measured an
average decline of 1,1% battery power per hour and took
these values as a reference for the subsequent tests (i.e., the
operating times are referred to as 100%).
TABLE III.

Figure 3 illustrates this drastic decline of battery
operating times. For a better impression of the difference the
original scale in this graph is the same as in Figure 2.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS STANDBY MODE

HTC Desire HD, Android 2.3.5
Start Date
Jan 31, 2013
Location Services off
Data Transmission none, WLAN on

Duration
Avg. Decline
Rel. Duration

3d 21h 36min
1,1 % p.h.
100,0 %

Figure 2 additionally illustrates the decline during the test
phase. Please note, that the tests were not started at midnight
– it is just the scale that starts at 0:00 for an easier
comparison to the remaining tests. We do not recognize a
clear linear decline of battery power, which we guess is due
to varying environmental conditions, e.g., (wasted) attempts
of the smartphone to connect to WLAN. However, we have
not investigated these divergences in detail.

Figure 3. Battery Consumption with continuous GPS

However, it still goes worse. If we additionally transmit
small HTTP packets in regular time intervals (i.e., every
minute in this example) containing a timestamp, the current
position and accuracy of the device’s positioning technique
such that other observing clients may perceive the current
whereabouts of this device (Full GPS and Data
Transmission Test, see Table V and Figure 4) then we
measure an operating time of only 7 hours or 7,5% compared
to the Standby Mode Test. The battery loses power by 14,3%
per hour!
TABLE V.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS GPS+HTTP REQUESTS

HTC Desire HD, Android 2.3.5
Start Date
Feb 6, 2013
Location Services GPS+Network
Data Transmission Every Minute

Figure 2. Battery Consumption in Standby Mode

Duration
Avg. Decline
Rel. Duration

7h 00min
14,3 % p.h.
7,5 %

The measured results of tests 2 and 3 tell their own tale.
It is obvious that continuous utilization of GPS (and beyond
that coupled with regular data transmission) decisively
decrease batteries’ operating times and therefore the
attractiveness of location-based services for mobile devices
continuously using GPS.

Test number 2 was the Full GPS Test. Table IV lists the
parameters and results for a typical test run carried out on
Feb. 4, 2013. Continuous use of GPS and network-based
location determination (i.e., cellular triangulation and
WLAN mappings) reduce the operating time down to
approx. 9 hours (which is only 9,7% of the Standby Mode
Test) with an average decline of 11% battery power per hour.
TABLE IV.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS CONTINUOUS GPS

HTC Desire HD, Android 2.3.5
Start Date
Feb 4, 2013
Location Services GPS+Network
Data Transmission none, WLAN on
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Duration
Avg. Decline
Rel. Duration

9h 07min
11,0 % p.h.
9,7 %
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Figure 4. Battery Consumption for continuous GPS usage and HTTP
Requests every Minute
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Hence, the results for our proposed high-level energy
saving strategies presented in section III are vital (regarding
the Spotnick Test). They are consolidated in Table VI. The
test lasted 2 ½ days, which is 65,5% compared to the
Standby Mode Test with an average decline of 1,6% of
battery power per hour.
TABLE VI.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS SPOTNICK

HTC Desire HD, Android 2.3.5
Start Date
Feb 17, 2013
Duration
Location Services Spotnick Strategy Avg. Decline
Data Transmission On Pos. Update
Rel. Duration

2d 13h 16min
1,6 % p.h.
65,5 %

Figure 5 shows the corresponding graph. Considering the
descent of the curve it is not clearly recognizable when the
device was moving, stationary or observed, which applies to
the fact that GPS was only used on demand (i.e., when the
application was in foreground mode or the device had been
observed – both situations occurred seldom during the tests
and are therefore not evident in the graph).

Figure 6. Accuracy Comparison GPS (red) vs. Spotnick (blue)

Figure 7 shows the switching on of GPS for a short
period of time when a device is being monitored (see the
blue line, clipped part out of Figure 6). Coming from the top
right corner in this map, GPS has been turned on after the
junction where the blue line diagonally crosses a block of
buildings.

Figure 5. Battery Consumption using Spotnick

Considering the accuracy of the calculated positions, we
refer to the successive two maps in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6
Figure 6. shows a clipping of the daily way from our office
at the University of Linz (starting in the top right corner of
the map) to a home location (beyond the left edge). The red
line marks the detailed path measured by GPS (recorded at
test number 2). It represents the most accurate path we can
get from the used mobile device (HTC Desire HD). The blue
line marks the path from the Spotnick app including all
energy saving mechanisms presented in section III. In the
urban areas (in the right half of the map) the recorded
positions are clearly distinguishable from the GPS points,
however, for this use-case still accurate enough to recognize
an unambiguous movement along a particular city district. In
the rural areas (in the left half of the map) the recorded
positions were less in amount (because farther apart) and less
accurate (because of rural cellular positioning which is
imprecise due to distant antennas). Nevertheless, also here an
unambiguous movement is recognizable for possible
observers for the short period of time until the moving device
is informed about being monitored and therefore turns on
GPS with a slight latency.
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Figure 7. Detailed Accuracy Comparison GPS (red) vs. Spotnick (blue)

Please note, that the blue line (even when GPS is on) is
built upon just a few measured points, which is due to a
minimum distance to be covered and a minimum period of
time to be elapsed for a position to be recorded and
transferred. At the very left edge of Figure 7 the observation
phase has ended and GPS turned off again, which
immediately results in a clear deviation in the successive
points.
VI.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Continuous utilization of GPS in LBS for modern
smartphones expedites the process of draining batteries. In
order to extend operating times we have developed highlevel strategies for saving energy. In particular, we avoid
usage of GPS whenever possible and use region monitoring
and network-based positioning when a device is not moved,
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e.g., at night times or while residing in the office. As a
consequence, accuracy is diminished in certain situations
(e.g., while moving with the app in background) and we have
to accept latency for the reactivation of GPS whenever
needed (e.g., when being monitored by other devices).
Nevertheless, we succeeded in saving energy while
guaranteeing a full functional service regarding locationbased operations. Figure 8 summarizes the results of our
conducted tests with a theoretical optimum when the device
is in standby mode (green line) and a worst result with GPS
engaged and regular data transmission (red line). In between
is our energy saving strategy with Spotnick (blue line),
which indicates a clear improvement compared to the
exhaustive utilization of GPS.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
Figure 8. Battery Consumption HTC Desire HD with Android 2.3.5

In principle, these strategies also apply to further devices
and operating systems. We have implemented them for iOS
devices, as well. The technical details are different, because
Apple restricts access to hardware-related functions and to
system-related operations like process execution in
background mode. However, the basic concept is similar,
and also the results seem promising. Although, investigations
on energy saving strategies for iOS devices are still
underway, the first version of Spotnick including these
strategies is available for iPhones in the App Store.
Presuming comparable success for iOS, our proposed highlevel energy saving strategies could be regarded as code of
practice for mobile LBS, in general.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) represent one
of the most exciting today’s research areas. Their utility ranges
from causal sensing and data collection to mission critical
applications such as battle field control, medical assistance, and
natural disaster forecasting. With all the constraints related to
WSNs, and with the urgent need to provide connectivity between
sensor networks and the Internet, a new IETF Working Group,
namely 6LoWPAN, was created. This group opens up a wealth
of application opportunities as well as a number of difficult
challenges. One of these challenges is the efficient support of
sensor mobility. This paper proposes a mobility management
scheme for IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) sensor nodes. We propose FPMIPv6-S (Fast
handover Proxy Mobile IPv6 for Sensor networks), an improved
version of the protocol PMIPv6, a protocol recently adopted
as an RFC to support mobility in IPv6 based networks. We
present a performance comparison of FPMIPv6-S with PFMIPv6,
a recently proposed modification to PMIPv6 using an analytical
approach. Performance results show that FPMIPv6-S exhibits a
significantly lower number of messages exchanged and handoff
latency, thus extending the network lifetime.
Keywords—Wireless Sensor Networks; 6LoWPAN; FPMIPv6-S;
PFMIPv6; Binding update cost; Packet delivery cost.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The emergence of low cost technologies in wireless communication has enabled the development of small wireless
sensors. Characterized by their low cost, low power consumption and their implementation in different applications, wireless
sensors have attracted attention in the academic field as well
as in industry. Indeed, wireless sensors can be used in various
applications such as remote control, health, and military applications. The distinguishing characteristic of sensors is their
limited resources (memory and processing) and autonomous,
but usually limited power supply.
Although it is a part of the domain of ad hoc networks,
sensor networks and ad hoc networks differ in many ways.
A WSN is composed of simple nodes. Applications require a
few bytes sent periodically or on demand, generally triggered
by an external event. Each node can be either a source or
a destination of information. A sensor network may consist
of hundreds of mobile nodes which can move from one
place to another. These mobile nodes can communicate with
each other or with external networks such as the Internet.
So far, sensor networks use non-IP protocols such as the
ZigBee 802.15.4 protocol stack [1]. Besides the fact that the
ZigBee protocol is incompatible with the Internet Protocol, it
introduces several constraints such as resource usage, energy
consumptions, limited bandwidth, etc.
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With all the constraints related to WSNs, and with the
urgent need to provide connectivity between sensor networks
and the Internet, a new IETF Working Group, namely 6LoWPAN [2], was created. The 6LoWPAN working group proposed
two RFCs: RFC 4919 [2], which provides an overview, assumptions, problems, and goals for improving IPv6 over low
power wireless PAN; and RFC 4944 [3], which specifies the
transmission of IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 protocols.
The integration of IPv6 in LoWPAN is expected to facilitate
the introduction of new applications such as information sharing with other networks as well as the ability to provide cellbased mobility so that a session can be maintained while the
device moves.
Indeed, providing IP connectivity to mobile 6LoWPAN
devices may suggest that the devices can use traditional
mobility related IP protocols such as Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [4],
Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) [5], and Proxy Mobile
IPv6 (PMIPv6) [6]. However, mobility using traditional mobility related IP protocols poses several challenges. First, the
signaling overhead triggered by a sensor move can deplete
sensor battery. Second, mobility always results in energy
consumption due to the messages exchanged to synchronize
with the new channel and also degrades the performance of
the network due to packet loss. In addition, the connection
discontinuity during handover can increase the delay and
packet loss. Further, 6LoWPAN nodes are not equipped with
a mobility protocol. Special proxy agents such as 6LoWPAN
gateways are responsible for maintaining connectivity between
6LoWPAN mobile node and the Internet. The 6LoWPAN
gateway is responsible for managing mobility-related functions
on behalf of the 6LoWPAN sensor devices.
The objective of this work is to introduce a new IP-based
related mobility protocol named Fast handover PMIPv6 for
Sensor networks (FPMIPv6-S). We analyze and compare the
binding update cost and packet delivery cost of our proposed
scheme with PFMIPv6. This performance evaluation shows the
most suited protocol to manage mobility in a wireless sensor
network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews background data related to IEEE 802.15.4 and
mobility in WSNs. Section III presents an overview of Fast
handover for PMIPv6. In Section IV, the proposed mobility
scheme is described and discussed. Section V evaluates the
location update cost and packet delivery cost using analytical
model. Experimental results are given in Section VI. Finally,
conclusions and future work are given in Section VII.
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MN

RELATED WORKS

Many proposals have been reported for wireless sensor
networks to increase the lifetime of mobile sensors and thus
improve their performance. The idea presented by David
Kiyoshi Goldenberg et al. [7] is to have the nodes move to
predetermined positions that minimize energy consumption to
transmit the sensed data toward a static sink. Howard et al. [8]
proposed an algorithm to be implemented on sensor guided
by mobile robots. The main objective of this algorithm is to
maximize the coverage area in order to increase the line-ofsight between robots. Rajesh Rao et al. [9] proposed distributed
algorithms for mobile sensors. In this work, the proposed
algorithms enable the sensor to move to new areas to optimize
the transmitting power needed to send collected data toward
the static sink. The new position of sensors is determined by
distributed simulated annealing algorithms.
Chatzigiannakis and Nikoletseas [10] explore the possibility of using a small number of mobile coordinators for efficient
communication between any pair of nodes in the network.
These nodes act as mobile relays and they carry packets from
source to destination. Indeed, the packets are exchanged when
the source node and the relay are in the radio vicinity of each
other. Then, the mobile relay forwards packets to the sink.
With this approach, the energy required to transmit a packet
from a node to the sink is reduced significantly. However, the
problem of energy has been replaced by the delay because the
sensor has to wait for the mobile relay to pass nearby. Also,
this solution is feasible only in the so-called delay tolerant
networks.
Most of the above proposed approaches do not take into account the connectivity between IEEE 802.15.4 based-network
and existing IP-based infrastructure. Further, the majority
of the proposed solutions provide mobility within the same
IEEE 802.15.4 network. However, with the introduction of
the Internet of Things (IoT), a wireless sensor network can
be composed of several sub-networks (or clusters) that are
interconnected via an existing transport network, e.g., the
Internet. Communication across subnets is likely to be multihops.
Interconnecting a Wireless Personal Area Network
(WPAN) such as a WSN to the Internet presents several
challenging tasks. To overcome this problem, a 6LoWPAN
protocol has been proposed to insure internetworking between
ZigBee/802.15.4 and TCP/IP. Given the limited packet size
of 802.15.4, the 6LoWPAN protocol describes methods and
assumptions for improving IPv6 over low power wireless
PAN. Providing IP connectivity to mobile 6LoWPAN devices
may suggest that the devices can use traditional mobility
related IP protocols such as Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6), Hierarchical
Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6), and Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6).
Unfortunately, deploying HMIPv6 and MIPv6 in the sensor
networks requires the modification of the protocol stack of
the mobile nodes. However, with sensors characterized by
limited resources in terms of processing capacity and memory, it is difficult to modify the structure of their protocol
stack. The PMIPv6 protocol provides network-based mobility
management. With PMIPv6, a Mobile Node (MN) is exempt
from participating in any mobility-related signaling. In fact,
all messages signalling are supported by the proxy mobility
agents namely Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and Mobility
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Fig. 1. PFMIPv6 handover procedure

Access Gateway (MAG). The main idea of PMIPv6 is that the
MN is not involved in any IP layer mobility-related signaling.
The problem with PMIPv6 in that all data traffic between
the mobile and correspondent nodes is forwarded through the
LMA. This presents two main drawbacks:
1)
2)

Besides its mobility management role, the LMA will
get overburden with data forwarding task between the
communicating nodes.
Packets delivery delay will get increased because of
the imposed transfer through the LMA.

Some efforts have recently been reported to adapt this protocol for WSNs. Islam et al. [11] have proposed a new scheme
called Sensor Proxy Mobile IPv6 (SPMIPv6). SPMIPv6 is
an adaptation of the PMIPv6 standard. However, SPMIPv6
inherits the centralized approach of PMIPv6 which has some
limitations such as non-optimized routing path, single point
of failure, packet loss, and long handoff latency which result degradation of mobility performance. In order to reduce
packet losses during the handover latency, MIPSHOP working
group [12] has standardized the Fast Handover for Proxy
Mobile IPv6 (PFMIPv6). However, PFMIPv6 reduces only
packet loss by creating, during the handover, a bi-directional
tunnel between the previous MAG that is currently serving
the MN and the new MAG to which the MN is most likely
to move. However, handover latency is longer than PMIPv6,
because of increased signalling during PFMIPv6 handover.
Also, PFMIPv6 requires that a mobile node is capable of
reporting lower-layer information, as stated in [12], which may
also require a modification of the mobile node.
III.

OVERVIEW

OF

FAST H ANDOVERS

FOR

PMIP V 6

The overall PFMIPv6 signaling flow includes two modes
of handover: the first mode is reactive and the second is
predictive. For simplicity, the terms MAG, LMA, and MN will
be used here-in-after to unify the terms among PFMIPv6. Each
step of the first mode, as shown in Figure 1, is described as
follows [12]:
1)

When a MN detects that a handover is imminent, it
reports its identifier (MN ID) and the previous Access
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
7)

8)

Point Identifier (AP ID) to the new MAG (n-MAG)
to which the MN is about to move.
Based on its neighbor local table, n-MAG can determine the previous MAG (p-MAG) address according
to the tuples (AP-ID, MAG) of the context information. Then, the new MAG initiates the exchange of the
handoff information by sending the Handover Initiate
(HI) message to the previous MAG.
The p-MAG sends a Handover Acknowledge (HAck)
message back to the n-MAG. The HAck message
contains MN related context such as MN-HNP, and
the LMA address that is currently serving the MN.
Once the n-MAG receives the HAck message, it
establishes a bi-directional tunnel with the p-MAG
and packets destined for the MN are forwarded from
p-MAG to the n-MAG over this tunnel. This kind of
routing may increase the end-to-end delay.
After that, n-MAG sends a Proxy Binding Update
(PBU) message to the MN’s LMA, whose address is
provided in HAck message, to update the MN’s new
location.
The LMA sends a request message to the Authentication Authorization Accounting (AAA) server for
the MN’s access authentication.
After successful authentication, the LMA will reply
by sending back a Proxy Binding Acknowledgment
(PBA) message. In addition, the LMA establishes a
bidirectional tunnel with the n-MAG. From this time,
the packets to/from the MN go through the n-MAG
instead of the p-MAG. In addition, n-MAG sends a
RtrAdv message to the MN to advertise MN-HNP as
the hosted on-link prefix.
Finally, after completing the address configuration
procedure the MN is able to use the new address to
continue sending/receiving data to/from corresponding node (CN).

However, although in PFMIPv6 the MN is exempt from
any participation in any mobility related signaling, additional
HI/HAck messages are required to be exchanged between pMAG and n-MAG requesting buffered packets. Nevertheless,
it is not defined based on which criteria and when n-MAG has
to request the buffered packets from p-MAG. Also, another
problem that may arise is a neighbor queue overflow at new
MAG, as well as the long handoff latency, and non-optimized
communication path.
IV.

P ROPOSED S CHEME (FPMIP V 6-S)

A. FPMIPv6-S protocol architecture
In this section, we present our proposed scheme: Fast
handover Proxy Mobile IPv6 for Sensor networks (FPMIPv6S). FPMIPv6-S is an enhanced architecture of PFMIPv6 and
its main objective is to reduce the handover latency of MN
while moving and changing the attachment point to the new
network. The FPMIPv6-S architecture consists of the following
entities:
•

Sensor Mobile Access Gateway (SMAG): Sits on
the network border and it acts like an access gateway
router between MN and external network. Its main
role is to detect the MN’s movement and perform the
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Fig. 2. FPMIPv6-S SBU Message Format
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Fig. 3. FPMIPv6-S SBA Message Format

mobility-related signaling with SLMA on behalf of the
MN. Packets sent/received to/from the MN are routed
through a tunnel created between the SMAG that is
currently serving the 6LoWPAN MN and the SMAG
whose the corresponding node is attached.
•

Sensor Local Mobility Anchor (SLMA): Acts like a
Home Agent in MIP. SLMA is responsible of maintaining reachability with MN while it moves within a
PMIPv6 domain.

•

6LoWPAN Mobile Node (MN): A device that
changes its point of attachment from one network
to another. The MN may change its location without
changing its home address.

B. Message format for FPMIPv6-S
This section gives the message formats exchanged to perform the binding, and communication processes in the sensor
PMIP domain. These messages include Sensor Binding Update
(SBU), Sensor Binding Acknowledgement (SBA), Localized
Routing Initiation (LRI), and Localized Routing Acknowledgment (LRA).
For binding query operation in FPMIPv6-S, we define the
two new messages, SBU and SBA, by adding the ’S’ flag
bit into the existing PBU and PBA messages of PMIPv6,
respectively, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The SBU and
SBA messages are exchanged between SMAGs and SLMA
to update the current location of the 6LoWPAN MN. The
definition and description of the other flags are beyond the
scope of this study and are described in [6].
To perform the communication process, SLMA and
SMAGs exchange localized routing (LR) messages to request
local forwarding for a pair 6LoWPAN MN-CN which locates
the MAG who’s the CN is attached for delivery data packets.
The key idea of the LRI and LRA messages is to introduce the
route optimization process and reduce end-to-end delay [13].
Hence, all data packets can travel between 6LoWPAN MN and
CN through a tunnel that is created between SMAGs without
being intercepted by the SLMA. Therefore, this allows better
routing of data packets between the 6LoWPAN MN and CN
which results in the reduction of network load and end-to-end
delivery delay.
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TABLE I. Performance evaluation related parameters
Parameter
Tx−y
PC
NM AG
NM N/M AG
Cx−y
Sctrl
Sdata
a
b
t
k

Description
Transmission cost of a packet between nodes x and y
Processing cost of node C for binding update or lookup
Number of MAGs in the PMIP domain
Number of active MNs per MAG
Hop count between nodes x and y
Size of control packet (byte)
Size of data packet (byte)
Unit cost of binding update with LMA
Unit cost of lookup for MN at LMA
Unit transmission cost of a packet per hop (wired link)
Unit transmission cost of a packet per hop (wireless link)

7.NS

and registers the requesting 6LoWPAN MN in its BUL
table.

Deliver packets

Fig. 4. FPMIPv6-S handover procedure

The procedure of sending data packets from 6LoWPAN
MN to CN can be described as follows. First, given that
the communicating MN and CN are anchored to the same
SLMA, this latter initiates LR by sending two separate LRI
messages to the two SMAGs. Each LRI message contains
the IP address of the counterpart SMAG. When the SMAGs
receive the LRI, each SMAG creates a local forwarding entry
and a bi-directional tunnel is established between the two
SMAGs such that all data packets, for which the destination is
CN, are sent from the 6LoWPAN MN over this tunnel without
being intercepted by the SLMA.
C. Message Flow in FPMIPv6-S
The steps of the sequence diagram of the message flow are
shown in Figure 4. There are seven steps:
•

•

Step 1 and 2: When a MN detects that it is entering
a new sensor network, it sends a Report message
to the previous SMAG (p-SMAG) that is currently
serving the MN. The Report message contains the MN
Identifier (MN ID) and the New Access Point Identifier (New AP ID). The p-SMAG sends a Handover
Initiate (HI) message to the new SMAG (n-SMAG).
The HI message MUST include both SLMA and CN
addresses.
Step 3: The p-SMAG sends the SBU message to the
SLMA on behalf of the n-SMAG. The SBU message
contains the default information like the PBU message
on PFMIPv6 plus the n-SMAG address. From this
moment, n-SMAG will wait for a SBA message from
SLMA.

•

Step 4: In response to the SBU, SLMA which includes
both the authentication (AAA) and network information sends back a Sensor Binding Acknowledge (SBA)
message.

•

Step 5: Once n-SMAG receives SBA, it replies by
sending HAck to p-SMAG, configures the required
routing information needed to reach 6LoWPAN MN,
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•

Step 6: n-SMAG sends a RtrAdv message to 6LoWPAN MN. When the 6LoWPAN MN receives this
RtrAdv message, it will configure its IP address using
either a stateful or stateless address configuration.

•

Step 7: Once the MN performs address configuration,
it sends a Neighbor Solicitation (NS) message to nSMAG, and accordingly the MN is connected to the
n-SMAG. From this moment, the sensor node is able
to communicate with the CN through SMAGs.
V.

P ERFORMANCE

EVALUATIONS

In this section, we analyze the performance of PFMIPv6
and FPMIPv6-S in terms of binding update cost (BUC) and
packet delivery cost (PDC). We define the total cost (Ctotal )
as the sum of binding update cost and packet delivery cost,
i.e.,
Ctotal = BU C + P DC
(1)
Table I gives notations used in this work [14] [15] [16].
For simplicity, we consider that all costs are symmetric, i.e.,
Tx−y =Ty−x .
A. PFMIPv6 cost analysis
The binding update process of PFMIPv6 is performed as
follows: When MN enters a new MAG (n-MAG) region, it performs the channel scanning which corresponds to the handover
latency at L2 (TMAG−MN ). Then, there is an exchange of HI
and HAck messages between the new MAG and the previous
MAG (p-MAG). This operation takes 2TMAG−MAG .
After that, n-MAG performs the binding update operations
by exchanging the PBU and PBA control messages with LMA
which takes 2TMAG−LMA +PLMA . The n-MAG, on receiving
the PBA message, sends back a Router Advertisement (RA)
message to the MN which takes TMN −MAG . After receiving
RA and configuring its IP address using either a stateful
or stateless address configuration, the MN sends a neighbor
solicitation message to n-SMAG and performs the Layer 2
attachment which corresponds to 2TMN −MAG .
We noted that the authentication process to be done by
LMA via Authentication, Authorized and Accounting server
(TAAA ) will be simply expressed as the delay to exchange
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4

TABLE II. Parameter values

NM N/M AG
CM AG−LM A
CM AG−M AG
Sctrl
Sdata
a
b
t
k

PFMIPv6

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

BU C P F MIP v6 = Sctrl (4TMN −MAG + 2TMAG−LMA
+ 2TMAG−MAG + TAAA ) + PLMA
= Sctrl (4kCMN −MAG + 2tCMAG−LMA
+ 2tCMAG−MAG + TAAA )
+ alog(NMAG × NMN/MAG )
(2)
It is assumed that the processing cost for binding update
with LMA (PLMA ) is proportional to the total number of active
MNs in the LMA domain (NMAG xNMN/MAG ) in the log scale
by using a tree-based data structure to implement the database.
Therefore, the processing cost at the LMA can be expressed
as follows:
(3)

In PFMIPv6, the packet delivery process consists of sending data packet from MN to CN. First, a packet is sent from the
MN to the LMA via its MAG, which is equal to TMN −MAG
+ TMAG−LMA . Then, the LMA will look for CN address in
its binding cache which requires PLMA . Finally, LMA sends
the packet to MAG of CN (TMAG−LMA ), and further to
CN (TMAG−CN ). Therefore, the PDC for PFMIPv6 can be
expressed as follows:
P DC P F MIP v6 = Sdata (TMN −MAG + 2TMAG−LMA
+ TMAG−CN ) + PLMA
= Sdata (kCMN −MAG + 2tCMAG−LMA
+ kCMAG−CN )
+ blog(NMAG × NMN/MAG )
(4)

B. FPMIPv6-S cost analysis
As we have already mentioned in Section IV-C, in
FPMIPv6-S the p-SMAG sends SBU message to the SLMA on
behalf of the n-SMAG, which corresponds to TSMAG−SLMA .
On receiving the SBU, SLMA will perform the needed authentication and registration processes which take 2PSLMA .
After that, SLMA replies by sending back the SBA that
contains the MN’s home network prefix (TSLMA−SMAG ).
Once the n-SMAG gets SBU message, it will directly reply
by sending HAck to the p-SMAG and RA to the MN, which
takes TSMAG−SMAG +TSMAG−MN . After receiving RA and
configuring its IP address using either a stateful or stateless
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messages between LMA and AAA server [17]. Hence, the
binding update cost can be expressed as follows:

PLMA = alog(NMAG × NMN/MAG )
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Fig. 5. Total cost versus k

address configuration, the MN sends a neighbor solicitation
message to n-SMAG and performs the Layer 2 attachment
which corresponds to 2TMN −SMAG .
BU C F P MIP v6−S = Sctrl (3TMN −SMAG + 2TSMAG−SLMA
+ 2TSMAG−SMAG ) + 2PSLMA
= Sctrl (3kCMN −SMAG
+ 2tCSMAG−SLMA + 2tCSMAG−SMAG )
+ 2alog(NSMAG × NMN/SMAG )
(5)
We note that, from Figure 4, the handover delay is equal
to the period from the moment that 6LoWPAN MN starts L2
attachment to the moment that 6LoWPAN MN receives the
first packet from n-SMAG.
In the case of data packet delivery, we analyze the communication between two MNs that belong to different MAGs
in the same domain. As we mentioned earlier, when the
MN is attached to the n-SMAG, SLMA exchanges localized
routing messages with n-SMAG and p-SMAG to request local
forwarding for a pair 6LoWPAN MN-CN. When the SMAGs
receive the LRI, each MAG creates a local forwarding entry
and a bi-directional tunnel is established between two SMAGs
such that all data packets, in which the destination is CN, are
sent from the MN over this tunnel. Accordingly, the packet
delivery cost for FPMIPv6-S can be expressed as follows:
P DC F P MIP v6−S = Sdata (TMN −SMAG + TSMAG−SMAG
+ TSMAG−CN ) + Sctrl 4TSMAG−SLMA
= Sdata (kCMN −SMAG
+ tCSMAG−SMAG + kCSMAG−CN )
+ Sctrl 4tCSMAG−SLMA
(6)

VI.

N UMERICAL R ESULTS

In this section, we show numerical results based on the
analysis derived in the previous section. To simplify our
analysis, we only focus on analyzing the handover latency
within a same domain. The other possible scenarios [18]
for interdomain movement are not considered in the present
document, and they are set as future work. The parameter
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values are taken from [14] [15] [16]. They are shown in
Table II.

PFMIPv6-S , a new fast proxy-based mobility management
protocol, which is an improved version of PFMIPv6. We
have conducted a comparative analytical study for two mobile protocols, PFMIPv6 and FPMIPv6-S. We compared the
total cost which is expressed as the sum of binding update
cost and packet delivery cost. The performance analysis and
the numerical results presented in this work shows that our
proposal significantly outperforms PFMIPv6. We are in the
process of building NS3 simulation models of PFMIPv6 and
FPMIPv6-S protocols in order to validate our analytical results
and to perform a more thorough evaluation.

Figure 5 shows the total cost with respect to the wireless
link delay. In this analysis, we have changed the parameter (k)
and setting all other parameters to their default values. We see
that the total cost for the two protocols increases linearly with
the increment in the wireless link delay. The proposed scheme
FPMIPv6-S gives better performance than PFMIPv6 scheme.
This is due to the protocol properties. Indeed, as shown in
Section IV-C, the handover latency is reduced since the L2
attachment is not taken into account during the exchange of
Sensor Binding Update/Acknowledge messages.
Figure 6 shows the impact of wired link delay on total
cost. For all of the mobility protocols, it can be observed that
the total cost considerably increases as the wired link delay
increases. FPMIPv6-S results in a lower total cost latency than
PFMIPv6. As mentioned earlier with PFMIPv6, when a MN
wants to send a data packet to a CN, all data packets get
routed to the LMA through a tunnel between the MAG and
the LMA. Then, LMA forwards the packet to the destination
MAG. Thus, when the data packet size is increased, the cost
to send it is also increased. Also, this can create the triangle
routing problem. However, with FPMIPv6-S, we don’t need
to send a data packet to SLMA. Indeed, control messages
must be exchanged between SMAGs and SLMA. As a result,
a tunnel between SMAGs is established, and all packets exchanged between 6LoWPAN mobile and correspondent nodes
are tunneled through this optimized routing path.
Figure 7 illustrates the variation in the total cost as the
distance between the SMAGs and SLMA (MAGs and LMA) is
changed. From the Figure, it is clear that the total cost increases
for all the mobility protocols schemes. However, when the hop
count is larger than 3 hops, PFMIPv6 has higher total cost
than FPMIPv6-S. This is because sending a data packet from
MN to CN must include intermediate nodes such as SLMA
(LMA). However, with FPMIPv6-S, only control packets must
be exchanged between SMAGs and SLMA to find the CN’s
location.
VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied the problem of mobility management for 6LoWPAN mobile sensor nodes. We presented
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Abstract—iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct is a peer-to-peer information publication, search and retrieval system for mobile ad-hoc
networks. In this paper, we present the fundamental design of
iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct. Next, we describe the iTrust over WiFi Direct API and components as implemented on the Android
platform for mobile devices, and show how user applications
can easily interface with the API to gain P2P functionality.
Then, we present the iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct networking
model, and the interactions between the Android and Linux
stacks. iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct addresses the need for sharing
of personal information and simultaneously prevents a third
party from censoring information and preventing dissemination
of information. It enables users with Wi-Fi Direct enabled
mobile devices to publish, search for, and retrieve information.
Keywords-Android; publication, search and retrieval; mobile
ad-hoc network; peer-to-peer network; Wi-Fi Direct

I. I NTRODUCTION
In our increasingly wireless and mobile world, the typical
mobile phone user has come to expect ubiquitous access to
public and private information. The traditional information
search engines, such as those of Google, Yahoo! and Bing,
have transitioned from mouse pointer desktop computers
to touch screen mobile devices; thus, searching for public
information is relatively easy, and continues to improve.
To a certain extent, private information can also be easily
indexed and searched; e.g., searching for pictures taken
from a camera phone, on that same phone, is relatively
straightforward even if the graphical user interface is difficult to use. However, in the same way that public Web
sites enrich the user’s search experience (i.e., increase the
number and quality of relevant search hits), private stores of
information from which to search also enhance the user’s
search experience. The gap between searching numerous
public Web sites and searching only an individual device
has, until recently, not been addressed.
The recent resurgence of personal search includes examples such as Facebook using facial recognition to tag
friends in uploaded pictures, or Google+ using circles to
suggest products/advertisements to the user. In both cases,
the approach of those companies has been to have all users
or participants upload personal information to a central
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information repository and then have the users access the
centralized repository to search for personal information
of their friends (or circles in the case of Google+). As
long as each user has no objection to submitting personal
information to a third party, the centralized search approach
works; the individual users (both first and second parties)
benefit by having a third party perform the search functions
for them, and the third party benefits by extracting and
selling the personal information of the other two parties (e.g.,
advertising and data mining).
The centralized search approach does not work well when
the third party has no incentive to enable the sharing of
information, or even worse when the third party has an
incentive to restrict or censor the sharing of information.
Consider the two cases of politics and economics. We have
seen, in the recent past and in the present, political upheavals
in Egypt, Tunisia and Syria, where the government has
no incentive to enable the sharing of information (such as
pictures, video, protest information, etc.) among its citizens.
In fact, it is in the best interest of the government to censor
and restrict the dissemination of non-government sanctioned
information. In the economic case, consider the example
of many buyers and sellers in a concentrated area, such
as weekend shoppers at a shopping mall, swap meet or
bazaar. It is in the best interest of each buyer to share
information with other buyers by comparing the products
and the prices of the sellers (perhaps through pictures or
short text messages); it is in the best interest of each seller
not to allow buyers to compare such information. In both
cases, individuals benefit from sharing personal information,
and the third party either has no incentive to enable sharing
or has an incentive to restrict sharing.
To address the need for sharing of personal information
and simultaneously to prevent a third party from censoring
information or preventing the dissemination of information,
we created iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct. The iTrust over Wi-Fi
Direct system enables users with Wi-Fi Direct enabled mobile devices to publish, search for, and retrieve information
among themselves. Wi-Fi Direct [20] is a relatively new
wireless technology, based on IEEE 802.11, that enables
devices to form a peer-to-peer (P2P) network without the
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need for a third intermediary device, such as an access point.
Wi-Fi P2P is the previous name of Wi-Fi Direct; we use both
terms interchangeably in this paper.
In the rest of this paper, we describe the fundamental
design of iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct (Section II), the application programming interface (API) and components as
implemented on the Android platform (Section III), the
associated networking model (Section IV), related work
(Section V), and conclusions and future work (Section VI).
II. I T RUST F UNDAMENTAL D ESIGN
The iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct network consists of peers
that form a mobile ad-hoc network. Multiple iTrust over
Wi-Fi Direct networks may exist simultaneously, and a peer
may join any such network over time. Peers in the same
network are said to be in the same membership, although
the peers do not all need to be within range of each other.
Figure 1 illustrates how information is published, searched
for, and retrieved in the iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct network.
Any peer with information to share (which we call a
source) generates metadata describing that information and
distributes that metadata to a subset of the membership
chosen at random (1). A peer requesting information (which
we call a requester) distributes a query to a subset of the
membership chosen at random (2). In the distribution of
both the metadata and the query, a peer that receives the
message may relay the message to yet another subset of
the membership chosen at random. Message flooding is
prevented, but is not addressed here. When a peer finds a
match between the metadata it holds and a query it receives,
we say that an encounter occurs (3). The peer with the
match sends a message to the requester, which identifies the
source holding the desired information (4). The requester
then directly fetches the information from the source (5).
In previous work, we described iTrust over HTTP [9]
and iTrust over SMS [10]. We have established that the
probability of a match is high even if the metadata and the
queries are distributed to relatively few peers [7]. Moreover,
we have developed mechanisms that prevent malicious peers
from censoring information or disrupting the dissemination
of information [2].
III. I T RUST OVER W I -F I D IRECT
The iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct system is implemented in
Android, and is compatible with version 4.1 (and above)
of the mobile platform. The choice of Android was made
for a variety of reasons including previous experience and
hardware compatibility. The previously implemented iTrust
over SMS system enables decentralized publication, search
and retrieval of information between mobile devices, as
long as those devices are SMS-capable (data are transmitted
over SMS). However, there are circumstances in which the
centralized SMS store-and-forward model can be shut down
by a third party; therefore, we developed iTrust over Wi-Fi
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Direct as the natural technological progression that gives
iTrust a completely decentralized and robust method of
information transfer. At the time of this writing, Android
is the only mobile platform that has hardware support for
Wi-Fi Direct; neither Apple’s iOS nor Microsoft’s Windows
Phone supports Wi-Fi Direct. It remains to be seen whether
the new Firefox operating system (also known as B2G) will
include support for Wi-Fi Direct.
Figure 2 illustrates the iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct API
and components, their relationships to both user/programmer
applications and the underlying Android/Linux mobile platform. We discuss in detail each of the blocks in the diagram
and their relationships and interactions below. The center
iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct blocks are the most pertinent, but
we also discuss the two surrounding user and operating
system blocks.
A. Application
The app block at the left of Figure 2 is not strictly part
of iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct but is, instead, a placeholder
for the user and program code that interfaces with iTrust
over Wi-Fi Direct. In the previously implemented versions
of iTrust, namely iTrust over SMS and to a much lesser
extent iTrust over HTTP, the application had only minimal
interaction with the components of iTrust, which remains
true in iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct. The application has access
to only the signal parser and the node core, which decouples
the application and the components; doing so creates a clear
separation of tasks and ensures that any application can
easily add iTrust network functionality to existing modes
of communication.
For example, a simple instant message text chat application was written for iTrust over SMS [10], to demonstrate the
easy way in which any application can add the publication,
search and retrieval functionality of iTrust. In particular,
we showed how iTrust may be added to existing chat
applications such as AIM, Jabber, XMPP, etc. iTrust over
Wi-Fi Direct retains this same functionality; any application
written for iTrust over SMS can use iTrust over Wi-Fi
Direct without any additional function calls. The increased
transmission rate available to Wi-Fi Direct, compared to
SMS, enables a broader range of applications, including:
file transfer, picture sharing, music sharing, text document
collaboration, etc.
B. Signal Parser
The signal parser in iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct is similar
to the signal parser in iTrust over SMS, but with several
enhancements. The most extensive enhancement is the peer
management protocol required to enable mobile ad-hoc
functionality in the mobile device. Peer management is
essential to ensuring that a moving device, or peer, can
remain connected to other nearby devices and maintain the
network connection required for publishing, searching for,
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Figure 1.

Information publication, search and retrieval in the iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct network.

and retrieving information. The peer management code is
quite extensive and is described in detail elsewhere [11]
and, thus, is not described here; however, it is important
to note that the signal parser is responsible for reading the
peer management message types and properly informing the
node core of which actions to take regarding peer connection
states. Apart from these additions, the signal parser retains
the iTrust over SMS tasks for decoding incoming messages
and appropriately informing the node core of which actions
to take.
C. Node Core
The node core is an integral part of iTrust over Wi-Fi
Direct, and handles all program accounting and system state
information. It retains the functionality found in the iTrust
over SMS node core, but adds a substantial amount of Wi-Fi
P2P adapter information that is required for proper operation
such as: self peer state, Wi-Fi P2P adapter state, and nearby
peer states. For example, a peer must extract its own MAC
address from the Android platform to self identify to other
peers when joining the iTrust membership (this functionality
is explained in Section IV). Also, the Wi-Fi P2P hardware
adapter state is separate from the normal Wi-Fi hardware
adapter state, i.e., Android makes a distinction between the
normal Wi-Fi connectivity to an access point and Wi-Fi P2P
connectivity directly to another peer. The two adapters must
be managed separately, and the node core performs these
functions, with the help of the Wi-Fi P2P service component
described in Section III-E.
The node core serves the fundamental iTrust functions of:
node management (not P2P related), metadata generation
(keyword creation) and distribution (JSON import/export),
query distribution and matching (encounters), message relaying, and message formatting (protocol finite state machine
and logic control). Furthermore, the node core is the only
component that interacts with the database.
D. Database Adapter
The database (DB) adapter in iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct
is structurally similar to that in iTrust over SMS, and is
not discussed here in detail. The singular enhancement is
the enlargement of the node table (the database table that
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holds information on other peers in the iTrust membership).
Specifically, whereas a particular peer is assumed to be always connected over SMS (because it is a store-and-forward
bearer of information), the mobile ad-hoc nature of Wi-Fi
Direct does not allow this same assumption to be made.
The node table has three vital additions: a name identifier
to identify the peer, a Boolean field to specify whether the
peer is in range (physically within radio distance), and a
Boolean field to store the connection state of the peer. The
database adapter simply stores this information, and has no
logic to process the information. The node core and the WiFi P2P service component act on the peer information.
E. Wi-Fi P2P Service Component
The Wi-Fi P2P service component is the centerpiece
of iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct, and effectively merges the
fundamental iTrust network logic with the twin goals of:
sending and receiving messages, and handling Wi-Fi Direct
network connections.
This component is a daemon that is separate from the
application (and the other components) and that services
incoming and outgoing messages through separate threads.
Specifically, in Android terminology, the Wi-Fi P2P service
component is a started Service object that is invoked with
an Intent object near the beginning of application execution;
once created, it remains active indefinitely (until the device
is powered off). Because of the relatively aggressive memory
management in Android, the Wi-Fi P2P service component
may be torn down by the Android memory manager if
another application requires more memory; in this case,
it is automatically restarted when more memory becomes
available (in practice, a delay of one to two seconds).
At start-up time, the Wi-Fi P2P service component creates
an Inbox thread to listen for incoming messages (described
in Section III-G) and acts as an intermediary between the Inbox thread and the signal parser (all the incoming messages
must be parsed by the signal parser). When the node core
needs to send a message, the Wi-Fi P2P service component
creates an Outbox thread (described in Section III-H).
The handling of network connections is the other important function of the Wi-Fi P2P service component; indeed, it
is responsible for starting and maintaining all Wi-Fi Direct
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functionality. Again, the peer management details are outside
the scope of this paper; however, it is necessary to outline
the primary steps required to transmit information between
peers in the network.
First, the Wi-Fi P2P service component must check the
device’s system settings and request permission to control
the Wi-Fi P2P hardware adapter. If permission is granted,
the device immediately announces itself to the network
and begins searching for peers. Second, new peers are
detected, and a connection is attempted if the peer is
deemed available for a connection (in Android parlance, the
onPeersAvailable interface is implemented). At this
point, the node core is informed of the peer changes, and
all peer database entries are updated to reflect the current
in-range status. Third, if the invited peer is successfully
connected, the node core is informed of the new connection details, and the connection status of the newly connected peer is stored in the database (in Android parlance,
the onConnectionInfoAvailable interface is implemented). Normally, Android requires the user to accept each
connection invitation between nodes manually by tapping a
consent dialog window on the screen; the device that initiates
the connection request must wait until the invited device
explicitly agrees to connect. However, iTrust over Wi-Fi
Direct simplifies this task by automatically accepting (in
addition to automatically making) device invitations; thus,
the application and the individual using the device do not
have to confirm every connection request (including reconnections after accidental disconnects). Fourth, the device
begins device negotiation to manage peers within the iTrust
over Wi-Fi Direct membership.
Although the Wi-Fi P2P service component is responsible
for the majority of all Wi-Fi Direct related functionality, it
cannot by itself service all incoming requests from Android.
To handle all communication, it off-loads a majority of the
event handling to the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver.
F. Wi-Fi P2P Broadcast Receiver
The Wi-Fi P2P service component operates in the background to service the primary Wi-Fi Direct functions; however, Android requires that a specific component listen to
and monitor the system for state changes. The Wi-Fi P2P
broadcast receiver is similar in function to an interrupt
service handler or even a handler manager that continuously
receives messages broadcast by Android.
In most cases, the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver simply
passes on the messages to the Wi-Fi P2P service component.
The Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver listens for four main actions emitted by Android: the state change, the peer change,
the connection change, and the device change actions.
A state change action is simply a Wi-Fi P2P hardware
adapter power settings status; listening to this state enables
the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver to know whether the WiFi P2P adapter is functioning correctly (and, indirectly,
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whether the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver has permission
to access the device). The peer change action occurs when
a peer is in the range of the device, or a peer has left the
range of the device; this event is passed on to the Wi-Fi
P2P service component for further processing. A connection
change action occurs when the device attempts to establish
a connection to a particular peer, which simply means
that something has happened in relation to a connection
attempt – there is no guarantee that the connection actually
succeeded. This event is also passed on to the Wi-Fi P2P
service component for further processing; e.g., a successful
connection triggers device negotiation to manage the peers.
Finally, a device change action signals that the current state
of the device has been altered in some meaningful way. This
event is primarily useful for the peer management algorithms
of iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct and, thus, is outside the scope of
this paper; however, it does have an important role for the
other components. When a device change action is triggered,
it means that the Wi-Fi P2P hardware adapter has changed
state and thus can (and should) be read. Reading the state of
the Wi-Fi P2P adapter at this point guarantees that a valid
self MAC address can be extracted from Android.
G. Inbox Thread
The Inbox thread is responsible for reading all incoming
messages; it is a common Java network server socket that
simply listens/waits for an incoming client socket connection. When a client connection is made, the message is
buffered and passed on (through the common Java handler
object) to the Wi-Fi P2P service component. The same
thread is maintained throughout the life of the Wi-Fi P2P
service component; if the Wi-Fi P2P service component is
killed and restarted, the Inbox thread is restarted.
H. Outbox Thread
The Outbox thread is responsible for sending all outgoing
messages; it is a common Java network client socket that
connects to the destination peer’s Inbox thread to send the
message. Unlike the Inbox thread, the Outbox thread is created to send a specific message; the Outbox thread is created
on demand by the Wi-Fi P2P service component, sends
its message, and then dies. Doing so conserves resources;
also, the probabilistic distribution of messages in the iTrust
network means that the next message sent probably has a
different destination peer. Thus, there is little reason to keep
the connection open for later immediate use.
I. Android/Linux
The Android/Linux block in Figure 2 represents the Android mobile platform, and is combined because the Linux
kernel provides the functionality for the Android user space.
Importantly, interaction with Linux is required to implement
all parts of iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct; e.g., the Inbox and
Outbox threads use Linux and not Android to setup sockets
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Figure 2.

The iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct API and components.

and transfer information. However, unlike traditional Linux
systems where the kernel dominates network functionality,
Android plays an important role in controlling the Wi-Fi
P2P network adapter (in addition to iTrust logic non-specific
to network-related functions). We elaborate this interaction
between the Android user space and the Linux kernel in
creating and using the Wi-Fi Direct connection below.
IV. I T RUST OVER W I -F I D IRECT N ETWORKING M ODEL
To understand iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct as implemented
on the Android platform more fully, it is necessary to
understand not only the API and components but also the
associated networking model. Figure 3 illustrates the iTrust
over Wi-Fi Direct networking model by rearranging the
components of Figure 2 along two axes. Horizontally, the
components are separated into the portion of the Android
platform to which they pertain: the Android user space on
the left and the non-Android portions (mostly the Linux
kernel) on the right. The Android user space and the Linux
operating system are actually tightly intertwined within the
Android platform but, for simplicity, we say that the Android
and Linux network stacks exist in parallel. Vertically, components are arranged from top to bottom according to the
layers of the Internet protocol stack: Application, Transport,
Internet, and Link layers. The Physical layer is not shown.
The remainder of this section starts with some general
observations, and then explains the placement of the
iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct components in their respective
layers, beginning with the Link layer and ending with the
Application layer.
First, we observe that the iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct components are placed within the layer with which they interact
(operating system or user space code). Second, most components individually interact within only a single layer, but
there are several components that span multiple layers, e.g.,
the signal parser is entirely within the Application layer but
the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver spans both the Transport
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Figure 3.

The iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct networking model.

and the Application layers. Third, a single component might
span both network stacks, e.g., the Wi-Fi P2P service component is so complex that it spans both the Android and the
Linux network stacks. Finally, although the app is shown in
the Android network stack, the user/programmer may choose
to use the Linux network stack for purposes not related to
iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct. The iTrust over Wi-Fi components
are fully contained, and do not require the user to interface
directly with a network adapter (indeed, they transparently
handle all networking internally); the programmer may of
course add more functionality to the application.
A. Link Layer
The Link layer does not contain any iTrust over Wi-Fi
Direct components. However, it is necessary to understand
the interactions and differences between Android and Linux
within the Link layer.
Using standard Wi-Fi with an access point, the Linux
network stack plays a dominant role in providing network
access at the Link layer; Android plays only a small role
which, for the most part, is insignificant. Similar to the role
that Linux plays on portable laptop computers, the Linux
kernel provides the Link layer, whereas the user space code
(GNU utilities, KDE/GNOME window managers, etc.) plays
a minor role. Indeed, this organization allows any mobile
device, to which the Linux kernel is ported, to gain network
access easily.
However, Wi-Fi Direct is different, and Android plays a
much more significant role in the Link layer. Wi-Fi Direct requires more support from the Android user space compared
to standard Wi-Fi. The differences are vast enough that the
entire Wi-Fi Direct access libraries are entirely within the
Android Java namespaces. For example, all Wi-Fi Direct
code is within the android.net.wifi.p2p.* namespace, instead
of the standard Java namespaces in java.net.*. Consequently,
the Linux kernel is not necessarily aware of the Wi-Fi P2P
network adapter, and the traditional ways of accessing the
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network state, hardware adapter, etc. do not work. Because
no other mobile platform provides Wi-Fi Direct support,
we do not know whether this organization is a specific
Android platform design decision or whether the nature of
the protocol does not allow for tight kernel integration.
The remaining sections have more examples of the individualistic nature of Wi-Fi Direct.
B. Internet Layer
The Wi-Fi P2P service component spans both the Android
and the Linux network stacks at the Internet layer: the Android side mostly accounts for the Wi-Fi Direct functionality,
whereas the Linux side is relatively minor.
Most Wi-Fi P2P service component functionality occurs
within the Internet layer on the Android stack. Here, the
Wi-Fi Direct hardware adapter is probed and powered on;
peers are discovered; and connections are made to peers.
During the connection phase, there is a pseudo P2P negotiation between peers to exchange basic network information
including: MAC address, unique device name, and adapter
configurations. Once a connection is made, the Wi-Fi Direct
hardware adapter state changes and is internally saved within
Android (specifically within an Android Intent object). In
summary, the Wi-Fi P2P service component within the
Internet layer deals with finding and connecting to peers;
once a connection is made, control is passed up to the
Transport layer (and eventually to the Application layer).
The Linux network stack plays a minor role in the Internet
layer; instead of establishing a network, it mostly off-loads
this functionality to the Android stack. However, because the
Linux network stack is not involved with peer connections
taking place on the Android stack, it does not have MAC
address information. Although finding MAC addresses of
other peers in the network is not part of the TCP/IP model,
it is often used by a device for finding its own MAC
address. (Note that Wi-Fi Direct identifies a peer by its MAC
address.) Because the Linux stack is not aware of its own
MAC address (because the Wi-Fi P2P adapter is controlled
entirely by the adjacent Android stack), it cannot play any
major role in network functions in higher network layers.
Trivially, the Outbox and Inbox threads have access to the
Linux network stack in the Internet layer (the functionality
is very similar to traditional client/server sockets). However,
most of the socket functionality is in the Transport layer, as
discussed in the next section.
C. Transport Layer
The Transport layer contains four components: the Wi-Fi
P2P broadcast receiver, the Wi-Fi P2P service component,
the Outbox thread, and the Inbox thread.
The Android stack within the Transport layer contains a
portion of the two Wi-Fi P2P components. The Wi-Fi P2P
broadcast receiver has the critical functionality of interfacing
with the Wi-Fi P2P service component in the Transport layer.
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Specifically, the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver passes control
from its Application layer side to its Transport layer side and
passes on event states to the Wi-Fi P2P service component.
The important task of the device’s reading its own MAC
address is also performed in the Transport layer between the
Wi-Fi P2P service component and the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast
receiver. Once the Wi-Fi P2P service component establishes
a connection with a peer (in the aforementioned Internet
layer on the Android stack), an event is triggered within
Android (device changed action); this event is caught by
the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver. At this point, the WiFi P2P broadcast receiver parses the Android Intent object
(previously set by the Wi-Fi P2P service component in
the Internet layer) and successfully extracts a valid MAC
address associated with the Wi-Fi Direct adapter. The device
now can distinguish itself from the other peers, and can
share its MAC address with other peers; iTrust over WiFi Direct can then establish and automatically maintain a
persistent network connection with peers. Importantly, the
timing of the Intent object parsing is crucial: it must be done
immediately after the device changed action is received and
before any other event is received; otherwise, there is no
guarantee that the MAC address exists or is readable.
As mentioned in Section IV-B, the Linux stack has no
major role in Wi-Fi Direct and, for this reason, the traditional
Transport layer utilities provided by Unix are not useful.
Specifically, the Unix address resolution protocol (ARP)
tables cannot be used and, thus, IP addresses for sending/receiving files cannot be queried from Linux. Instead,
we provide this functionality in the iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct
peer management system [11].
The Wi-Fi P2P service component plays a much more
passive role in the Transport layer than in the Internet layer;
the component simply passes messages between the Application layer portion (described in Section IV-D) and across to
the Outbox/Inbox threads in the Linux stack in the Transport
layer. Trivially, the Wi-Fi P2P service component creates the
persistent Inbox thread and the on-demand Outbox thread.
Recall that both the Inbox thread and the Outbox thread
exist only within Linux and are not part of Android and,
thus, exist only in the Linux stack.
For example, when the application sends a request or
metadata message, the node core sends the message to the
Application layer portion of the Wi-Fi P2P service component, the message is passed down from the Application layer
to the Transport layer (still within the Wi-Fi P2P service
component), then transfers from the Android stack to the
Linux stack, and finally is passed on to the Outbox thread.
When a message is received, Linux informs the Inbox thread
in the Transport layer; the message is passed on to the WiFi P2P service component (within the Transport layer from
the Linux stack to the Android stack), passed up from the
Transport layer to the Application layer within the Wi-Fi
P2P service component, and finally passed on to the signal
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parser.
D. Application Layer
The Application layer is relatively simple compared to
the other network layers. Most of the iTrust over Wi-Fi
Direct components exist in the Application layer, but are not
network related. The signal parser, node core and DB adapter
components have no networking functions; indeed, the WiFi P2P service component and the Wi-Fi P2P broadcast
receiver are specifically charged with managing all network
access in iTrust. The only (minor) exceptions are that
the node core sends outgoing messages to the Wi-Fi P2P
service component, and the signal parser receives incoming
messages from the Wi-Fi P2P service component. All of
these component interactions occur in the Application layer
on the Android stack.
The Wi-Fi P2P broadcast receiver, within the Application
layer, interfaces directly with Android to capture events. In
effect, it reads the reactions of the Wi-Fi Direct network
adapter and relays the information to the Wi-Fi P2P service
component.
The Wi-Fi P2P service component spans the Android
and Linux stacks within the Application layer. Apart from
the small but important roles of relaying messages between
threads and the iTrust logic components, the Wi-Fi P2P service component handles the complex task of managing peer
connections within the Application layer. The details of peer
management, such as how peer IP addresses are assigned,
how peers join the membership, and how connections are
repaired, can be found in [11].
V. R ELATED W ORK
Several researchers [12], [16], [19] have provided methodologies, surveys and comparisons of distributed search for
peer-to-peer networks. The structured approach requires the
nodes to be organized in an overlay network based on
distributed hash tables, trees, rings, etc. The unstructured
approach uses randomization, and requires the nodes to find
each other by exchanging messages. The iTrust system uses
the unstructured approach, which is particularly appropriate
for mobile ad-hoc networks.
The Commotion Wireless project [15] aims to ensure
that communication cannot be controlled or cut off by
authoritarian regimes, which is also one of the goals of the
iTrust project. Their device-as-an-infrastructure distributed
communication platform integrates Wi-Fi enabled mobile
phones, computers and other personal devices to create a
metro-scale network that supports local peer-to-peer communication, as well as local-to-Internet communication.
Thomas and Robble [17] have created a mobile ad-hoc
network for disaster and emergency relief, using the WiFi chips in Android phones, allowing them to connect
directly without using cellular networks, like iTrust over
Wi-Fi Direct. Their Smart Phone Ad-Hoc Networks (SPAN)
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project reconfigures the onboard Wi-Fi chip of a smartphone
to act as a Wi-Fi router to nearby similarly configured
smartphones. SPAN intercepts communication at the Global
Handset Proxy, so that typical applications, such as e-mail,
Twitter, etc., still work. In contrast, our implementation of
iTrust for mobile ad-hoc networks uses Wi-Fi Direct, which
Android now supports.
The Serval project [3] is developing a wireless ad-hoc
mobile phone platform, named Serval BatPhone. The project
targets rural and remote populations, disaster and emergency
relief, and governments that disable the Internet or the
cellular network. The team chose to use Wi-Fi ad-hoc mode
in the ISM2400 band and Android phones. At the time,
Android phones did not support Wi-Fi Direct, so they had
to manipulate the Wi-Fi hardware on the Android phones.
Our implementation of iTrust for mobile ad-hoc networks
uses Wi-Fi Direct, which Android now supports.
Meroni et al. [8] describe an opportunistic platform for
Android-based devices using Wi-Fi in a mobile ad-hoc
network. Their platform is intended to address concerns of
scalability, flexibility and bandwidth in cellular networks
by supporting local peer-to-peer communication between
nodes. It enables peers to query for information and receive
responses locally and, thus, to save network bandwidth,
particularly when that information is large.
Motta and Pasquale [13] describe a JXTA middleware
architecture for peer-to-peer networks, which exploits the
features of mobile devices and optimizes mobile resources.
They apply the JXTA middleware to a search infrastructure
for structured peer-to-peer networks that uses resource indexing based on distributed hash tables. The iTrust over WiFi Direct system for publication, search and retrieval uses an
unstructured approach, which is more appropriate for mobile
ad-hoc networks.
The Mobile Agent Peer-To-Peer (MAP2P) system [5] supports mobile devices in a Gnutella [4] file-sharing network
using mobile agents. A mobile agent attaches itself to the
peer-to-peer network, and acts as a proxy for the mobile
device. The iTrust system has a lower message cost than
Gnutella and, thus, a lower message cost than MAP2P.
The 7DS system [14] supports information sharing among
peers in a mobile ad-hoc network. It uses multicasting of
queries together with a multi-hop flooding algorithm. In
contrast, the iTrust system forwards messages selectively to
nodes based on a relay probability that limits the number of
nodes to which
√ the metadata and the requests are distributed
to about 2 n nodes, where n is the number of nodes in the
membership [7]. Moreover, iTrust does not relay metadata
or requests that a node has seen previously.
The Distributed Mobile Search Service [6] broadcasts
query results locally and forwards them over several hops.
It is based on a distributed index, stored in a local index
cache on each mobile device, that contains keywords and
corresponding document identifiers. iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct
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likewise maintains a distributed index, with metadata and
corresponding node addresses and resource ids stored on the
mobile devices. However, iTrust distributes metadata and the
corresponding node addresses and resource ids first, rather
than on receipt of the query results.
Tiago et al. [18] describe a system for mobile search in
social networks based on the Drupal content site management system. Their system is fully distributed, is based on
the network of social links formed from the mobile phone’s
address book, and exploits the independence of nodes. iTrust
over Wi-Fi Direct is not based on the links provided by the
mobile phone’s address book but, rather, on the nodes within
a node’s neighborhood.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct system is a peer-to-peer
information publication, search and retrieval system that
operates over mobile ad-hoc networks. In this paper, we have
described the iTrust over Wi-Fi Direct API and components
as implemented on the Android platform for mobile devices.
User applications can easily interface with the API to
gain P2P functionality. We have presented the iTrust over
Wi-Fi Direct networking model, and have described the
interactions between the Android and Linux stacks. In the
future, we plan to experiment with the iTrust over Wi-Fi
Direct implementation and to evaluate its performance. We
also plan to add an easy-to-use graphical user interface and
to release an app that is useable even by computer novices.
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Abstract—The network selection process has been widely
studied in recent years as a result of technological evolutions
which has been presented to the user with ease of access
involving issues related to mobility and ubiquity of access to
data. Thus, several proposals have already been presented,
always showing a lot of variables that need to be considered for
a good selection. However, these solutions presents a
computational cost that grows with the complexity of the
technique used, the number of variables involved and the ways
of collecting these variables. The most common solutions, and
still used in smart-phones and tablets, are those based on the
signal level measured at the interface of the mobile, due there
is no incremental computing cost to devices, maintaining these
solutions as feasible. Therefore, this paper proposes a new
metrics based on a mapping between the variables of network
QoS (delay, jitter and packet loss) and the signal level,
presenting, through experimental tests, prediction equations
these variables based only on signal level measured at the
device interface. The validation of the metrics is presented
using a simple network selection algorithm, operating in an
environment with two independent and overlapped WLANs
and no distribution system, comparing the results obtained
with the proposed metric and WLAN-First algorithm, present
in most of smart-phones and tablets today.
Keywords-WLAN; RSSI; QoS

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it is common the access to wireless networks,
being those, the most diverse kinds. It is also increasing the
popularization of devices, like smart-phones and laptops.
Besides providing this technology with affordable prices, it
offers an enormous mobility because the user can move it
easily, keeping always best connected to the networks.
The access to multimedia content, like videos, songs and
others, through the Internet is an example of services consumed by this increasing demand of users. These users do
not want only to keep best connected, but also, to enjoy of a
connection with quality of services.
To define what would be the best network for devices
that use wireless networks, it is necessary several
requirements analysis, what generate high computational
cost. The network selection needs take in account the
quality of experience of the users during a connection,
without generate incremental computational cost. However,
today, this is a big problem.
It is noticed that there is a challenge when we speak of
network selection. Efficient Techniques to choose a better
connection for these multiple devices are still are searched
for researchers. This study looks for a solution with low
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computational cost, but efficient that could solve this challenge. Considering that the computational cost to measure
the signal level information is minimum, the study seeks,
through experiments, to relate such parameter with the QoS
network, proposing in this way, a metric that can be used on
the mobile devices as an alternative to the algorithm WLANFirst currently used.
The article is organized the following way. In Section II,
we present some theoretical references for the work understanding. In Section III, we present the proposal, determining
the objectives, beside of where and how the processing will
be done. In Section IV, we present the “test bed” and methodology used for the realization of the study, like equipment
and statistical studies about the data collected. In Section V,
we present the results of the study and the models of network
QoS prediction from the variables studied. In Section VI, we
show the final considerations and some future work proposed.
II.

RELATED WORKS

During the bibliographic survey done for the realization
of this research, we found assignments [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] that show the signal level, measured on the mobile devices as a parameter to select networks.
Some of them use methods of artificial intelligence, by
combining many networks variables (including signal level),
determining which is the best network in a available group
[3], [4]. Other authors use methods of decision making
(MADM) to realize the same task [5], [6]. Other works present solutions for handover prediction based only in the signal level [7], [8]. Nevertheless, there is still a problem to
solve in network selection scenario: How to establish what is
possible to be done considering the computational cost added
to the mobile device? Considering that the most efficient
solutions for the networks selection has been focused on
mobiles [1] and [2], the increasing of computational cost
must be taken into account, in order to the applications can
be feasible.
This way, even knowing that the level of the signal
measured in a wireless interface of a mobile device, it not
represent, in most cases, the quality of the service provided
by a network [9] [10], this work was motivated by the fact
that to measure the power of the signal on wireless interfaces, a device does not have increasing computational cost.
This way, the study was conducted on an experimental basis,
with a purpose to verify traces that could determine a relationship between the main network QoS variables (delay,
jitter, and loss) and the signal intensity (RSSI) measured on
the device [11].
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III.

PROPOSAL

Normally, modern equipments of wireless access, have
the possibility to access and/or migrate between various
networks at any moment. However, there is a diversity of
parameters that influences the networks selection, mainly,
when the focus is QoS. Due to complexity of this process,
variables and context to consider, such techniques have not
become yet, a pattern adopted by the industry, that continues
to insert on its mobile devices, algorithms of network selection, based on methods/criteria not efficient [12].
Through statistic methods, this work seeks to predict the
value of the other variables that affect the network quality.
Thus, the primary objective of this work is to propose a metrics to be used in a mechanism of network selection that
presents low computational cost (resulting also in energy
saving). The hypothesis is based mainly on the relationship
between signal level and QoS variables (delay, jitter and
packet loss), that affect directly the QoS of the networks in
general.
This way, a practical scenario was mounted for measuring the involved variables and a collector algorithm was
proposed and validated with an implementation. This algorithm can be seen in Figure 1.
A. Sample Collector
The first stage of the work was to develop a software to
make the automatized collect of the necessary variables for
the studies. In this case, we develop a program in C, receiving as parameters: i) the destination IP address (Host); ii) the
quantity of ICMP requests; iii) the output interface, and iv)
the number of iterations that it will be realized in each point.
The number of iterations indicates how many times the
group of requests will be executed at the point's collect.
After the execution of the routines, a file with the following
data for each iteration is generated:
 Average delay: variable that stores the mean delay of
the requisitions;
 Average jitter: variable that stores the mean jitter of
the requisitions;
 Quantity of packet loss: variable that stores the quantity of requisitions ICMP that did not achieve its destination;
 Average network signal: variable that stores mean
level of the wireless network signal over iteration.
When the program executes the ICMP requests, it creates
a new process, in order to verify and store the signal level,
until the end of every the set of ICMP requests. The algorithm follows the steps illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Collector algorithm.

In Figure 1, it is noticed that the algorithm uses two programs, one named executor and the other named collector.
The first makes the call of the second according to the number of iterations defined via parameter. On the other hand,
the second, divides its processing into two processes where
one realizes the ICMP requests and the other stores the signal
level. When the father process finishes its execution, it finishes the process son itself, calculating the averages of the
collected values. The program verifies if the number of iterations was achieved. If yes, the program is finished; otherwise, the executor program calls the collector until it achieve
the number of iterations established.
B. Environment Used
We define ten points, at ten meters from each other one.
Every points were defined as illustrated in Figure 2. The set
of points and the distance between each one of them, were
defined following a straight line from the wireless network
(Access Point – AP).

Figure 2. Collection Points

The coordinates of the points were collected using a
GPS (Global Position System) data test. The location of
each point is shown on Table I.
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TABLE I.
POINT
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

COORDINATES

COODINATES
10°11'58.95"S
48°18'48.13"W
10°11'58.60"S
48°18'48.14"W
10°11'58.28"S
48°18'48.15"W
10°11'57.96"S
48°18'48.15"W
10°11'57.62"S
48°18'48.14"W
10°11'57.31"S
48°18'48.15"W
10°11'56.99"S
48°18'48.15"W
10°11'56.65"S
48°18'48.15"W
10°11'56.30"S
48°18'48.15"W
10°11'55.95"S
48°18'48.15"W

We try to avoid obstacles like walls, uphills, downhills,
among others. The point 0 (zero), showed in Figure 2, is
where the AP is located, but also, it is the first point's collect.
IV.

STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND QUANTITY OF LOSS OF THE
COLLECTION POINTS

Variable
Packet loss (dgram)
Delay (ms)
Signal level (db)
Jitter (ms)

Point 1
74
16,61
1,94
23,11

Point 2
102
11,56
1,49
15,55

Point 3
91
19,8
1,11
27,51
a. dgram = Datagrams;
b. ms = Miliseconds;
c. db = Decibels.

TABLE III.

TABLE IV.

Averages
(AVG)
Delay
3,98477
Signal
62,07 %
Jitter
4,13384
Packet loss 130,2
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Point 1
384
5270
3136
6147

Point 2
784
2806
2401
5270

Point 3
476
4568
1739
9604
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Standard
Deviation
0,826
0,998
1,040
122,328

Error
0,194
0,235
0,250
29

Ideal
Sample
69,575
69,347
66,515
68,355

In this case, we use the averages of the five iterations, instead of one. Another information that also must be quoted,
is the error considered. The value of the error was defined
through diverse considerations to enable the feasibility of the
study. Some example of this is: i) the time for collecting; ii)
climate factors and iii) the capacity of the equipment’s battery.
With the data analysis, we can observe the values in Table IV, are around to seventy (70). Therefore, we use this
value as the ideal number of necessary iterations at each
collection point. After the collect, we calculate the confidence interval, with a significance level of 95%. These values may be visualized in Table V. The delay information and
jitter are presented in milliseconds (ms), while the signal, in
decibels (db) and loss, in datagrams (dgram).
TABLE V.
P[i]

0

1

2

IDEAL QUANTITIES PER VARIABLE REQUISITIONS

Variable
Packet loss (dgram)
Delay (ms)
Signal level (db)
Jitter (ms)

IDEAL QUANTITIES OF ITERATIONS PER VARIABLE.

Variable

METHODOLOGY

The equipments used were two notebooks model ASUS
EEE PC 1001PX, considering that one had the Access Point
function and the other had the client station function. The
wireless devices on the notebooks are ATHEROS AR9285
model. Every the tests were realized, exclusively, with these
equipments. The operating system used was LINUX UBUNTU version 11.04. The wireless network model used was
the Ethernet 802.11g.
Then, with the collector program, five iterations of six thousand requests were performed at three point's collect, constituting the pre-sample of data. These parameters were chosen
randomly, using the statistical calculations to define the
ideal set of the collect.
The studies were realized to define how many iterations
and how many requests per iteration should be done at each
point's collect. Through the normal distribution, we can calculate the size of set of tests.
First, it was necessary to define the number of ICMP
requisitions for each iteration. For this, through the presample of data, cited previously, and with only the data of
one iteration of each one of the three points, we obtain the
following results, shown in the Tables II and III:
TABLE II.

In Table II, there are the results from the standard deviations of the points 1, 2 and 3. In Table III, the
quantities of requests necessary for each iteration are presented, by considering the observation of each variable analyzed. The biggest value found was of the jitter analysis
(9604); therefore, the value adapted for the number of the
test was rounded to 10,000 requests. With these data it was
possible to estimate the Confidence Intervals (C.I.).
In previous studies, we notice that even collecting the data at the same point, some factors can change the values of
the variables studied, therefore, it was necessary to estimate
how many iterations should be done at each point. To define
the number of ideal iterations, we used the same method
previously described. The results are exposed in Table IV.

3

4

Variable
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Standard
Deviation
0,01520852
6,18539727
2,62774534
7,76973211
1,51335227
5,45189219
2,09261122
67,6242572
1,91760654
60,1989292
5,82958986
69,2890859
0,85534434
4,39566103
1,58620896
63,0608566
1,22242838
208,923603
21,9951686
81,6578087

avg

C.I.
=95%

Min

Max

Margin

Margin

69,99
5,989
2,828
5,471
42,94
4,790
1,769
59,05
33,40
37,96
7,275
436,5
39,41
3,565
1,197
73,22
37,44
131,2
18,47
200,7

0,004
1,449
0,616
1,820
0,355
1,277
0,490
15,842
0,449
14,102
1,366
16,232
0,200
1,030
0,372
14,773
0,286
48,943
5,153
19,129

69,992
4,540
2,212
3,651
42,586
3,513
1,279
43,215
32,952
23,866
5,909
420,29
39,213
2,535
0,825
58,456
37,156
82,308
13,326
181,59

69,999
7,438
3,444
7,292
43,295
6,067
2,259
74,899
33,850
52,071
8,641
452,76
39,614
4,594
1,568
88,001
37,729
180,19
23,631
219,85
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5

6

7

8

9

Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)
Signal (db)
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Loss (dgram)

1,09617497
32,0866230
4,88242644
47,5931711
0,93811564
2405,75533
25,8061138
647,759259
1,11200051
33,9789006
5,42724717
79,0995925
1,40141661
144,401208
12,8705671
241,156497
0,46778293
7983,11352
85,1955070
2392,03947

42,84
19,27
6,525
98,18
30,20
682,7
21,77
469,9
39,01
16,58
4,583
119,5
31,61
58,39
9,183
323,9
21,27
7736
136,2
3477

0,257
7,517
1,144
11,149
0,220
563,57
6,045
151,74
0,260
7,960
1,271
18,530
0,328
33,827
3,015
56,493
0,110
1870,1
19,95
560,3

42,587
11,759
5,381
87,037
29,983
119,16
15,724
318,22
38,749
8,628
3,312
100,99
31,287
24,565
6,168
267,42
21,161
5866,7
116,30
2916,7

43,101
26,793
7,669
109,33
30,422
1246,3
27,815
621,71
39,270
24,548
5,855
138,05
31,944
92,220
12,198
380,4
21,380
9607
156,21
4037,4

P[i] = Pont in Position i, from 0 to 9.

V.

RESULTS

With the ideal collect finished, the next step was to seek
the QoS prediction models, through of relationship between
the variables studied. For this, we use techniques of linear
regression (multiple and simple); therefore the prediction
model was determined like illustrated on the equation 1.
Y = b0 + b1.x1 + b2.x2 + b3.x3

the variance of the depend variable delay presents values
around 88.23%, considering the group of independent variables: signal, jitter and packet loss.
In real environments, these variables cannot exist separately. It is not possible to observe jitter without observing
delay, besides of the loss of datagrams being inherent to
network environments. Beside the multiple regression model
is the most efficient to predict values, analyzing more than
one variable, it is not indicated in this case. In this sense, due
the needy to analyze the impacts caused by each one of the
QoS variables, we use for analysis, the models of simple
regression, considering only one variable at each time, in
order to verify the relationship with the signal level variable.
A. QoS Models of Prediction with Simple Regressions.
The models of simple regressions relate only two variables, therefore, with the value of one of them, it is possible to
predict the value of other one. This models are used, in this
work, to obtain a model of prediction.
We use the collected data in some simple regression
models and we notice that both exponential and potential
models has been goods correlation coefficients. The Figures
3, 4 and 5 illustrate a graphic analysis of the data, showing
relationship between the variables: loss, delay and jitter to
the signal level. Tables VII and VIII present the coefficients
of determination found.

(1)

where:
 Y = Dependent variable;
 b0 = Linear adjustment coefficient;
 b1,2,3 = Coefficients of the variables 1, 2 e 3.
 x1,2,3 = Average values of the independent
variables 1, 2 e 3.
In this work, we study, always, four variables: signal level, delay, jitter and packet loss, with one of them is considered as dependent variable and the other three are considered
as independent variable. In this context, four models of prediction were found, but only three of them have shown coefficient of determination to validate the prediction. These
models are shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI.
Depend
variable
Delay
Jitter
Loss

Figure 3. Relation signal level and delay.

MODELS OF PREDICTION.

Prediction model equation
Y = 320,5642 -26,928925xs +
47,1463341xj +0,0127093xp
Y = 23,3186 +0,0144121124xa
- 0,381432xs +0,002428774xp
Y = 584,8607 + 0,3679054xa 1,12599xj - 9,5240063xs

(R²) coeficients
of determination
0,8822654429

Figure 4. Relation signal level and jitter.

0,9843574233
0,9739415504
a. Xa = Average delay;
b. Xj = Average jitter;
c. Xp = Average loss;
d.Xs = Average signal.

R2 indicates how much of the variance of Y can be represented by the variance of the independent variables. The
values of R2 are in the interval between 0 to 1, where 1 indicates that model is more accurate. For example, in Table VI,
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Figure 5. Relation signal level and loss.
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TABLE VII.

MODELS OF PREDICTION WITH EXPONENTIAL REGRESSION.

Depend variables
Delay
Jitter

Prediction model
equation
y = 7700,3e-0,131x
y = 108,59e-0,068x

(R²) coeficients of
determination
0,4858
0,4041

Packet loss

y = 21994e-0,126x

0,9216

TABLE VIII.

PREDICTION MODELS WITH POTENTIAL REGRESSION.

Depend variables
Delay
Jitter
Packet loss

Prediction model
equation
y = 5e+11x-6,396
y = 2e+6x-3,382
y = 6e+10x-5,444

(R²) coeficients of
determination
0,6562
0,5627
0,9754

We notice, through Figure 5 and Tables VII and VIII,
that the relationship between signal level and packet loss is
the most explained by the regression models. In the exponential and potential models, the determination coefficients (R2)
show more than 92.16% and 97.54% respectively, when
predicting the values of the variable Y (loss). In other cases,
Figures 3 and 4 and also through Tables VII and VIII, for
both delay and jitter, the better results are obtained for the
potential regression, respectively. The coefficients of determination achieve around 65.62% and 56.27%.
The purpose of the study was achieved in potential model, because only with the value of the variable signal level
was has been possible to predict the other 3 variables, independently.
B. Validation of the proposed models
To realize the validation of the models found for the prediction of each QoS variable, in function of the measured
signal level, it was mounted an environment with two overlay WLANs, without distribution system. In a mobile device,
model SAMSUNG P6200, it was implemented a simple
algorithm based on the models presented in this work.
We use the described environment to transmit a video sequence known as highway, containing 2000 frames in the
QCIF format, using a video server based on the VLC software. Beside this, we consider the threshold of 20 packets
loss to be used by algorithm to choice between the networks.
By considering always a level of trust of 95%, we realize
10 groups of tests, each one with 100 transmissions of this
video sequence, from the server to the mobile. During the
transmissions, we capture, using ICMP requests, from the
mobile to the gateway of the two WLAN networks available,
the values of the datagrams loss. During every transmissions,
the mobile was submitted to a movement that allowed a large
variations at the signal level measured on each network,
aiming to test of the model found. The results can be seen in
Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. Average Datagram Loss Measured by the Mobile on WLAN1
and WLAN2.

Figure 7. RSSI measured on the Mobile of WLAN1 and WLAN2

As we can see in Figures 6 and 7, the algorithm of network
selection, proposed based on the presented model, did the
change of network whenever the datagrams loss was above
the threshold, providing the user with a better experience in
the reception of services on its own devices.
An example can be seen at the point referring to the sixth
group of transmissions, where the average value of RSSI for
WLAN1 was 60db and the loss for the same network was of
28 datagrams. Meanwhile, for WLAN2, RSSI was lower,
53db and the loss of datagrams was null. In this case, while
WLAN-First didn't show sensibility, indicating to the mobile
that it should remain in the same network (WLAN1), the
algorithm based in the our proposal, had recommended to the
mobile, the change of network to WLAN2. Even this network having a smaller RSSI, the proposed model for datagrams loss showed to be efficient, suggesting the change to a
network with less loss. Meanwhile, using the traditional
algorithm, native of the device (WLAN-First), the mobile
remained in its origin network from the beginning until the
end of the video sequence transmissions, not taking into
consideration the losses of the network.
Similar results were found using the prediction models
proposed for delay and jitter, characterizing that the proposed
models can be used together or separated, depending of the
traffic type considered by the network selection.
We notice that the results of this work do not increase the
computational cost to the device, demonstrated by the battery
consumption, if compared to the WLAN-First algorithm, as
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Percentage of consumed battery

In Figure 8, it is possible to observe that the battery consumption of our proposal did not change, if compared to
WLAN-First algorithm. Considering that WLAN-First
adopts the strategy of keeping the mobile always connected
to a WLAN, without considering the QoS network, we can
affirm that our proposal achieved better results, basically
with the same battery consumption.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

As we presented before, there are no efficient
computational network selection techniques available. This
study presents satisfactory results, showing that there is a
relationship between the variables studied. Table VI shows
satisfactory results, reaching coefficients of determination in
the interval between 0 and 1.
With simple regressions, it was possible to determine R2
to each one QoS variables, noticing, that, in 97.54% of the
cases, it is possible to predict the loss of datagrams on a
network, through of the signal level measured. Even without
having an expressive relationship between other QoS
variables, delay and jitter present coefficients, in order to
show that there is a relationship with the signal level.
We can notice, then, that it is possible to achieve success
in the development a technique of network selection with
low computational cost and efficient. Even that any data has
presented values with a low relationship, it is possible to
determine some variables, that affect directly the QoS of a
network observing the signal level only.
However, the proposed environment shows only a
portion of the possible environments, some aspects need to
be better investigated and yet improved, facts that is being
studied.
A study mixing both simple and multiple regressions can
result in more accurate values. Besides this, the proposed
model here can be expanded and generalized to other test
beds, using mathematical tools more elaborated that can
verify other non-linear relationship between the variables.
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Abstract— Clinics and hospitals are acquiring more
technological resources to help providing a faster and more
precise diagnostic, with the goal of making it more dynamic
and effective. This is pushing health institutions to search for
more modern equipment, with greater technological features.
Besides last generation equipment, another problem faced by
these institutions is enabling the connection of physicians to a
Picture Archive and Communication Systems (PACS) from
anywhere. With the use of communication resources
increasingly present in everyday life, like Wireless-Fidelity
(Wi-Fi), third generation of mobile telecommunications
technology
(3G),
fourth
generation
of
mobile
telecommunications
technology
(4G),
Worldwide
Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax) and other
wireless networks that allow the connection of mobile devices,
it becomes easier and cheaper to provide quality medical
services at a distance. Diagnoses that needed a doctor to be
present, for instance, can now be performed from anywhere,
provided there is an Internet connection. Cloud-based PACS is
shown to be efficient for archiving medical images, allowing
access to exams and reports from anywhere, over wireless
networks, regardless of the platform used for access.
Keywords - Cloud Computing; PACS; Healthcare Systems;
Wireless Networks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Medicine is being perfected through the use of innovative
technological solutions in various equipment with diverse
applications, such as image processing, blood analysis,
surgical assistance and distance patient control.
Inside hospitals and clinics for diagnostic imaging, it is
usual to find PACS. PACS have the goal of managing the
storage and exhibition of medical images. Through
workstations, doctors have access to the PACS system where
they manipulate images independently of their physical
location.
Specialized physicians achieve diagnosis through the
analysis of images or the reading of reports. But these
physicians are not always present where the exam was
performed, especially in cases where the participation of a
second doctor is necessary or in the case of training for
resident physicians. The involvement of these doctors can
happen with telemedicine.
Telemedicine comprehends the offering of services
related to health care in cases where distance is a critical
factor; such services are performed by health professionals
using communication and information technologies for the
interchange of information valid for diagnostics, prevention
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and treatment of illnesses and the continual education of
health service providers, as well as research [1].
The practice of telemedicine is only made possible
because of significant advances in communication systems.
The possibility of connectivity to the World Wide Web from
mobile devices, a constantly evolving technology, allows
patients to obtain adequate medical care in less-favored
regions, where there are no doctors or wired Internet
connection available. Wi-Fi Networks, 3G, 4G, WiMax and
other wireless networks are being constantly improved with
higher data transmission rates, allowing access to content not
explored before, which aim to improve, simplify and
complement the services related to patient care and make
them more efficient.
Cloud computing is currently the main theme of a lot of
research in information technology. The possibility of
sharing resources through clusters, virtualization and the ease
of access to information attracts more and more information
technology researchers. This technology is also a powerful
tool to promote the homogenization or virtualization of space
[2].
Images from radiological exams are used in clinics and
hospitals for medical diagnosis. The inter-relation among
clinics, hospitals and radiology departments are increasingly
dependent of the accessibility of these images, from
anywhere inside or outside of the health care unit [3].
The idea is to use cloud as a model for applications being
delivered as services over the Internet. Cloud services are
built in such a way that if a machine fails, the system resets,
in order to prevent the service to crash or that the contractor
knows that there was some kind of problem. Cloud
computing enables the growth of processing and storage
infrastructure for hospitals and clinics without causing much
impact. Thus cloud based PACS enables medical activity
from anywhere using computers or devices connected to the
Internet.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the interoperability of medical equipment and wireless
networks. Section 3 discusses the fundamentals of cloud
computing. Section 4 talks about PACS and cloud-based
PACS. Section 5 cites the performance of wireless networks
for medical image transmission. Section 6 approaches
wireless security in medical environments. Section 7 shows a
scenario where medical images may be accessed by remote
devices. Section 8 is the conclusion.
II. INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGES
Health charts, medical and laboratory reports, medical
images and prescribed medicine are some of the items in a
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medical record, and those records are becoming more and
more complex. Physicians in hospitals and clinics need a
flexible resource that allows them accessing information and
history for each patient, because they work and meet patients
in several places; they need to be frequently following exams
and giving support to several people.
Medical records occupy a great storage space and the
management of these data is a challenging task for hospitals
and clinics [4]. To solve those issues, these organizations
invest large amounts of money in infrastructure for
communication, processing and storage of exams. Inside this
infrastructure are equipment for ultrasonography, MRI, CT
scans and radiography. Figure 1 shows the sending of
medical images to the PACS.

Figure 1 - Sending DICOM images to the cloud-based PACS

The modalities, as known equipment’s, send images
using Digital Image and Communication in Medicine
(DICOM), a digital standard to store and transmit medical
images, over a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) to a
PACS located on a cloud. Communication from the medical
equipment to the WLAN is achieved by using a device that
connects to a Local Area Network (LAN), which in turn
accesses the PACS that is on the cloud using the Internet.
III. CLOUD COMPUTING
The cloud computing approach enables the growth of
processing and storage infrastructure for hospitals and
clinics without causing much impact. Internet access and
computing devices are available in most places, creating
new opportunities to share and use online resources. A great
number of Internet features and services like e-mail and
storage are used daily as a kind of commodity. Patients are
continuously being monitored undisturbed during their daily
activities [5].
Cloud services are built in such a way that if a machine
fails, the system readjusts, in order to prevent service
crashes or the consumer even knowing there was some kind
of problem.
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The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) defines cloud computing as "a model for enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction" [6].
It could be said that cloud computing is the result of the
union of computational paradigms such as virtualization,
service level agreements and grid computing, aimed at
providing on-demand, service-based business models of
utility computing [7].
Cloud computing can be classified into three models
[6][8]:
• Software as a Service (SaaS): the customer uses the
provided software, without being able to control the
infrastructure. It can be accessed through a web browser or
directly through the interface of a program;
• Platform as a Service (PaaS): the customer has control
over the deployed applications and settings of the
environment hosting applications in the cloud;
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): the customer can
deploy and run arbitrary software, and has control over
operating systems, storage and deployed applications.
Clouds can be deployed in four ways and security
policies depend on the business process, the type of
information and desired levels of service:
• Private Clouds are managed by the company itself or
by third parties, this cloud is accessed only by an
organization;
• Public Clouds are available to the general public;
• Community Clouds are shared by companies with
interests in common; and
• Hybrid Clouds are a composition between two or more
implementations of clouds.
IV. CLOUD-BASED PACS
The idea of managing the storage of digital images from
different modalities into a central database, emerged in the
mid 80s. This database should be a file system that manages
the storage and answers queries for images and related
clinical data [9].
The system has a central database was called PACS.
PACS can acquire, transmit, store and display information
from medical images [10]. Acquire images directly from the
modalities; store these images in their central database, so
the hospitals and clinics no longer need to file radiological
films reducing costs by helping in the preservation of nature
and besides; PACS can transmit and display medical images
through stations job. Workstations allow manipulate and
process medical images.
PACS systems allow consultations through texts linked
to images, however consultations through attributes of the
image itself can facilitate diagnosis [11].
A cloud-based PACS solution must grant access to the
file server from any place or platform [12]. A traditional
PACS server consists of the following components: DICOM
repository system and database [13]. The object repository
calls an infrastructure with storage capacity to support all
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DICOM exams. The database module supports the DICOM
Information Model, which contains metadata information
related to patients, the series of examinations and images.
When PACS exams are received, the images are stored in
the DICOM repository and the database is updated with
elements drawn from examination.
For doctors, the PACS cloud allows access to historical
images and the selection of "key images", which are images
that have a supposed variation in normal patterns. Some
files emphasize putting medical examination and opinion on
the case available, so that other doctors can use it as a
parameter or continue researching the subject.
V. NETWORK PERFORMANCE CHALLENGES
Being available on the cloud, medical data may be
processed by an intelligent or distributed system and sent to a
medical team for analysis [14].
Applications that access PACS allow doctors to perform
diagnosis from any physical location using only a mobile
device. These devices must have a DICOM application that
allows the downloading of images using wireless networks,
and the manipulation of a series of images.
Large data transfer rates, such as gigabits per second, will
be available in common places, supporting applications that
involve the synchronization of local device data with the
cloud or the pre-caching of data for posterior use [15].
Wi-Fi or 802.11 networks are present in places such as
airports, bus stations, cafes, shopping malls, squares and
universities, among others. Those networks can achieve
transmission rates of up to 300 Mbps at varying frequencies,
allowing adequate access to the images of tests that are in the
cloud.
3G networks appear as an alternative to users of mobile
phones and tablets, especially. These networks reach long
distances and support data and voice transmission, with rates
of up to 10 Mbps. The efficiency of access to medical
images on the cloud will vary based on the data transmission
rate being used, but those networks allow the physicians to
access images on distant places and even on the move.
4G networks, which are totally IP-based, are still used in
few countries, but may achieve speeds of up to 100 Mbps in
movement and 5 Gbps while still, making the access of
pictures on a cloud-based PACS, through mobile devices as
well as through computers, similar to the access over wired
networks in CAT 5e and CAT 6 standards.
WiMax networks were developed to support Wireless
Metropolitan Area Networks, using the 802.16 protocol,
allowing rates beyond 1 Gbps, which is higher than the other
technologies, except 4G, and again enabling the visualization
of medical images to be as fast as over a wired network.
VI. SECURITY CHALLENGES
The security challenges in telemedicine and cloud-based
PACS can be divided in three main categories: data
transmission, data storage and data access.
Currently, medical data is generated in many different
equipment to be later stored and processed [16], and all of
these data must be transmitted over different networks, so
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that those who need it may have ubiquitous and timeindependent access to it.
During transmission, private data will probably transit
through different types of networks, each with its specific
security design. Medical data can be generated in equipment
such as heart rate and blood pressure monitors and transit
over a Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN), then be
transmitted to a cloud server over a WLAN to be later
accessed by a doctor via a 4G WWAN. All of the devices
used in transmission and storage must ensure security
properties such as availability, confidentiality, integrity and
privacy [17]. Among the main threats to private data are
misuse, malicious disclosure or modification [18].
The issues in secure data transmission and storage are
solved by using cryptography in every communication, as
well as keeping private and sensitive data stored in
cryptographic devices at all times, while it is not being
processed. The use of cryptography, however, brings the
challenges of key management in distributed environments.
All sensitive and private data stored or in transit must be
encrypted, and the access points, gateways and other
communication systems must provide support for it. This
includes every data that contains medical information or that
may be used to identify patients and doctors.
Secure data access is not entirely solved by using
cryptography. To allow efficient access to medical data,
good Identity and Access Management procedures are
necessary. The use of Federated Identity Management is
extremely useful to allow the collaboration between doctors
in different institutions and to enable ubiquitous access to
important data.
Another primary concern in the manipulation of private
data is the logging of every access to it, allowing posterior
audit and possible incident response.
Accessing patients’ private data in mobile devices brings
many facilities, but it also presents problems, since this kind
of device is easily lost or stolen, and even if all important
data are stored on a cloud, these devices may contain access
credentials or cached data, so they must also be encrypted.
A. Federated Identity
The concept of federated identity is used to provide
reliability between the medical and health institutions and
implement secure access. Users are represented by
identities, which are a "representation of an entity (or group
of entities) in the form of one or more elements of
information (attributes) that enable the entity to be
recognized only within a context" [19].
The credentials informed by users are managed by an
Identity Management System (IMS), which uses Single
Sign-On (SSO), and ensures the security of users'
information through a set of functions and capabilities
called Identity Management (IDM).
The IMS performs several functions, the most important
being:
•
Provisioning: the practice of providing identities
within an organization;
•
Authentication: making sure that the user that
makes the access is really who he says he is;
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•
Authorization: the process responsible for allowing
or denying access requests in different parts of the system or
operations;
•
Federation: a group of organizations or Services
Provide (SPs) which provide a circle of trust in order to
allow the sharing of information through digital identities
[20].
Entities can be classified into three types: the User, the
Identity Provider (IDP), responsible for issuing credentials
and issuing and managing user identities, and the Service
Provider (SP), which is the entity that provides services to
users based on their attributes.
B. Shibboleth
Shibboleth [21] [22] is an open-source Identity
Management System developed by Internet2 that enables
the construction of identity federations and the use of SSO.
It also allows the sharing of attributes using the Security
Assertions Markup Language (SAML) standard. It is widely
used in academic and industrial scenarios to deploy both
Identity Providers as well as Service Providers.
Shibboleth is comprised of three main components, the
identity provider, responsible for managing user identities
and authentication; the service provider, responsible for
controlling the access of users to resources; and the Where
Are You From? (WAYF), responsible for allowing users to
choose their desired identity provider during authentication.
Users authenticate with their organizational credentials.
The identity provider then passes minimal identity
information, in the form of attributes predefined in an
agreement, to enable authorization decisions by the service
providers.
Federations are formed by the exchange of metadata
containing digital certificates and other information about
the entities in the circle of trust.
VII. PROPOSED SCENARIO
This work shows a cloud-based PACS solution, allowing
exams to be performed in various equipment and
transmitted over wireless networks, so that from any
connected mobile device a doctor may have access to PACS
exam images. Figure 2 shows diverse equipment such as
cellphones, tablets and laptops accessing the cloud-based
PACS over wireless connections, such as Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G or
WiMax.
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Figure 2 – Accessing PACS through wireless networks.

The PACS system in the implementation is
DCM4CHEE [23] [24], with a PostgreSQL database. The
devices for test access were a laptop, a smartphone and a
tablet, all of them with the Osirix application. All of them
are using publicly available 3G and Wi-Fi connections. In
every case the connection is successful, showing a mean
time of 20 seconds to download a DICOM exam of a
lumbar spine containing 100 images.
Table 1 shows the comparison of mean times for
accessing a picture, based on different mobile devices and
wireless networks. The sizes of medical images vary
depending on the matrix used in its acquisition. In this case
as the examination of the lumbar spine is the predominant
matrix, the matrix is 512 X 512, resulting in an image of 1.6
Mbyte.
TABLE I. DOWNLOAD TIME OF A APPLE DICOM IMAGE

Device / Transmission
iPhone
iPad
MacBook

Wi-Fi
12s
11s
10s

3G
33s
28s
26s

All the mobile devices uses, are Apple products
(MacBook, iPhone a iPad) and they present a flexible
platform for the development and practice of telemedicine
with modern high-resolution equipment and high processing
capacity, besides providing the usability of touchscreen [25]
[26].
Other mobile devices, which are not support by the
Osirix software, may access PACS directly through a web
interface. Users accessing the system through the web will
be authenticated using their federated identities.
In this case, the user accesses the PACS via browser.
The system detects that the user is not authenticated and
redirects him to the WAYF of the federation. The user
selects his identity provider and informs his credentials, and
then is automatically redirected to the PACS system where
he can browse and view the patient exam images.
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These images can be viewed in two distinct ways. One is
to download or view the images in their browser, more in
Joint Photograph Experts Group (JPEG) format. The second
way is to have the java environment installed on your
computer or device, so that the user can perform the
download a jnlp file that will be executed at the opening of
the viewer, and an extension of the PACS server dcm4chee
called Weasis.
The Weasis is a DICOM image viewer developed as
plugin for dcm4chee PACS, where the user has some
functions to manipulate images of medical examination of
the patient. Table 2 shows the opening time of the lumbar
spine quoted in Table 1 using the two ways of viewing
described above. Appliances are 2 notebooks with Core i5
2.53GHz with 2 cores, 4 Giga Bytes of Random Access
Memory (RAM) and operating system Windows 7
Professional 64-bit and Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 64-bit.
TABLE II. DOWNLOAD TIME OF A IMAGE

JPEG

Weasis
(DICOM)
Device / Transmission
Wi-Fi
3G
Wi-Fi
3G
Notebook (Win7)
2s
4s
14s
38
Notebook (Ubuntu)
2s
4s
13s
37
In comparison with Apple devices that use a
communication protocol direct dcm4chee PACS through the
method retrieve WADO [24], others equipment also show
up more efficient with a longer time considering opening
DICOM images. The display mode of JPEG images is much
faster but the doctor can see static image, without the power
of compounding. A JPEG image is not acceptable for
diagnosis. The processor that owns the computer or device
has an influence only after the examination to be loaded into
memory ready to be manipulated.
Identity Management Implementation
The PACS system was installed and configured on a
Windows 2008 Server R2 virtual machine. On this same
machine the Shibboleth, Apache 2.2, Tomcat 7,
OPENLDAP, JASIG CAS, JDK 1.7 and PostgreSQL 9.2
services were configured.
Apache was configured to allow the use of Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) connections, and also to proxy its
requests to Tomcat. Tomcat was configured to run the
authentication and identity management applications.
The authentication server enables JASIG CAS SSO
authentication via a web interface passing authenticated
users to Shibboleth. CAS was set up to search for users in a
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory.
With the server configured, Shibboleth was installed.
The IDP application was installed and configured in
Tomcat. To act as the service provider, the Shibboleth
application must belong to a federation. TestShib was
chosen as the federation, because it was created to test
Shibboleth configurations (SPs and IDPs). An IDP was
registered informing the hostname and digital certificate
created earlier. Shibboleth was then configured to use
TestShib’s metadata. The CAS Client receives shibboleth
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authentication. With this process ready Shibboleth is
configured and authenticating users from JASIG CAS.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The need for finding more precise diagnostics allowing
effective treatment for patients pushes for a constant
technological evolution in medical equipment, as well as
smartphones, tablets and laptops that are used to access the
images and the communication of these devices with the
cloud.
The presence of communication resources in daily life
over Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G or WiMax reaching high data
transmission rates, enables access to medical diagnostics at a
distance using Internet-connected mobile devices,
downloading DICOM images with an appropriate
application.
The use of a cloud-based PACS has the goal of showing
the archiving of medical exam images from different
locations in a centralized repository, lowering the
investments on storage and processing infrastructure for
hospitals and clinics. On the cloud, doctors and patients may
visualize these images through any connected mobile device
that provides Internet access.
The test results were satisfactory, considering data
transmission rates, showing that mobile devices and a cloudbased PACS present a viable solution for the practice of
telemedicine.
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